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It was in March 1989, almost exactly ten years ago, that Prof. Gideon
Goldenberg of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem gave a course in Ur-
mia Neo-Aramaic in Leiden. At that time I had just started my graduate
work in Neo-Aramaic, under the inspiring supervision of Prof. Lukas Van
Rompay, professor of Aramaic Languages and Cultures at Leiden Univer-
sity. He had introduced me to the work of the nineteenth-century American
Presbyterian missionaries who translated the Bible into the Neo-Aramaic
language of the Urmia region in northwestern Persia and had encouraged
me to engage in a study of this relatively unknown Semitic language. My
graduate work in Neo-Aramaic led to dissertation research, which was ex-
ecuted in the years 1991 to 1995, at the department of Hebrew, Aramaic,
and Ugaritic Languages and Cultures of Leiden University. The project was
funded for by a grant from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Re-
search (NWO). The resulting dissertation, entitled 'From a Spoken to a
Written Language. The Introduction and Development of Literary Urmia
Aramaic in the Nineteenth Century' was defended at Leiden University in
October 1995.
In the years following the defense I pursued the subject of the thesis in
two directions: into the history of the American mission in Urmia, and into
the history of the printing press of the American missionaries in this town.
A further grant from NWO enabled me to pay a four-month visit to Harvard
University in Cambridge (MA). In its libraries, Houghton Library, Widener
Library, and the Andover library of the Divinity School, many additional
materials on the history of the American Board mission in Urmia were
found. Most of the research of this period was laid down in separate arti-
cles, but the general outlines are included in the present work. In addition, I
re-edited and translated a number of nineteenth- and early twentieth-cen-
tury texts in Literary Urmia Aramaic.
Books are never written alone. I first of all want to acknowledge my indebt-
edness to those whom I did not have the opportunity to meet in person: to
the nineteenth-century missionary-scholars who laid the foundation for the
study of Neo-Aramaic, and, in our century, to Prof. H.J. Polotsky of the He-
brew University in Jerusalem, whose rich and diverse work on Neo-Ara-
maic was introduced to me by his pupils.
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1.1.1 Literary Urmia Aramaic
In the first half of the nineteenth century, the Northeastern Neo-Aramaic
vernacular of the Assyrian Christians' of the Urmia-region in northwestern
Iran was shaped into a written language. This new literary language was in-
troduced by American Presbyterian missionaries arriving in Urmia in 1835.
The development of this new literary language, the historical circumstances
of its growth, its acceptance by the local people and its grammatical and
syntactical characteristics are the subject of the present research. The First
World War marks the end of the formative period of this literary language,
because in the years following the war, the Assyrian Christians were dis-
persed to a number of countries in which the literary tradition was contin-
ued in different ways. The present study, therefore, ends with 1914. Before
discussing the main objectives of this study, I will present a brief overview
of the history of the literary Aramaic languages and of the position of
Urmia Aramaic among the present-day dialects of Aramaic
1.1.2 Literary Aramaic
The first pieces of written Aramaic are attested in the ninth century BC,
when Aramaic was the language of a number of small kingdoms in northern
Syria. The dialects of Old Aramaic differ considerably according to their
place of provenance. The rise and spread of the Assyrian, and later of the
Persian Achaemenid Empire in the seventh and sixth century BC made one
of the Aramaic dialects the lingua franca of the Middle East, both in its spo-
ken and its written forms. This language, in its written form, is commonly
called Imperial Aramaic. This position of Aramaic was maintained during
the years of the Persian dominance in this region. Greenfield assumes that
in these years a 'literary' Aramaic (i.e., used for literature) emerged,
'Standard Literary Aramaic', alongside the official Imperial Aramaic lan-
guage. Standard Literary Aramaic, like Imperial Aramaic, probably has its
I . On the different names for these Christians, see 2.1.3.
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origins in an Eastern Aramaic dialect, but is colored with the traits of the
spoken Aramaic dialects of the region in which the texts were written.2
When, in the third and second centuries BC, Greek gradually took over
the lingua franca position of Imperial Aramaic, the literary form of Aramaic
continued to be used in various parts of the former Persian Empire. This lit-
erary tradition, which came to its close in the second century CE, is repre-
sented by the Aramaic texts from Qumran (between the second century BC
and first centuries CE) and the early Targums. Around the beginning of the
Christian era, a number of local dialects acquired the status of an official
language, in the kingdoms of Palmyra, Hatra, Petra, and Edessa. In this pe-
riod, that of Middle Aramaic, according to Fitzmyer's subdivision of the
history of the Aramaic language, the differences between the various writ-
ten dialects became more prominent.
From the third century onwards, the main religious groups of the Middle
East employed various forms of Aramaic as their literary language. Jews,
Christians, Samaritans, and Mandeans all employed Aramaic. Among
these, the Jews and Christians each developed two separate traditions, one
in the western part of the Middle East (Jewish Palestinian and Christian
Palestinian Aramaic) and one in northern Syria and Mesopotamia (Baby-
lonian Aramaic and Classical Syriac3). Other literary languages were em-
ployed to communicate with people outside one's own religious group. In
the first centuries this was Greek, whereas from the seventh century on-
wards Arabic fulfilled this role. In the Parthian and later Sassanian Empire,
Persian was the main literary language.
The various Aramaic literary languages of this period, taken together as
Late Aramaic, can been seen as the successors of the earlier Standard Liter-
ary Aramaic. This standard language, however, became colored more and
more by the local Aramaic dialects. The dialectal differentiation between
Western and Eastern Aramaic, traces of which already can be discerned in
the periods of Old and Imperial Aramaic, becomes clearly visible in the dif-
ferent literary languages of Late Aramaic. However, the exact lines of mu-
tual influence between the various local dialects as well as the continuation
of the earlier Standard Literary Aramaic still need further research.4
The literary languages of Late Aramaic were kept in use in their respec-
tive communities during the Islamic period, and up till the present day. The
2. Greenfield 1974.
3. On the standardization of CS, see Van Rompay 1994.
4. On the history of literary Aramaic, see Greenfield 1974, Greenfield 1978, Fitzmyer
1979, Boyarin 1981, and Muraoka 1983/4. The classification followed here is the one pro-
posed by Fitzmyer.
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literary languages of their neighbors, like Arabic, Persian and later also
Turkish, were employed only to a limited extent. Today Jewish (Babylo-
nian and Palestinian), Samaritan, and Mandean Aramaic are employed as
liturgical languages, whereas Classical Syriac is employed not only as a li-
turgical, but also as a literary language within the Syrian Orthodox Church
and the Church of the East.5 Most of the communities employing these lit-
erary Aramaic languages also employed — and some still employ — Ara-
maic dialects for their daily communication.
1.1.3 Neo-Aramaic
The Aramaic dialect of Urmia, which became the basis for the literary lan-
guage, is one of the Aramaic dialects that survived until the present day.
These Neo-Aramaic dialects consist of four groups, all of which are still
spoken in the Middle East.6
(i) Western Neo-Aramaic. This group consists of the dialects of the three
villages Ma'lula, Bax'a, and Jubb'adin in western Syria. It is the only rem-
nant of the dialects of Western Aramaic in the earlier periods. The Aramaic
speakers living in Ma'lula are Christians, belonging to the Greek-Orthodox
and Greek-Catholic Churches, whereas the inhabitants of the two other vil-
lages became Muslims two or three centuries ago.7
(ii) Central Neo-Aramaic. The main dialect of this group of Neo-Ara-
maic dialects is Turoyo, spoken in the mountainous region of Tur 'Abdin in
southeastern Turkey, the main towns of the region being Mardin and
Midyat, its eastern border being the Tigris. A large number of Turoyo
speakers have emigrated to Western Europe, establishing large communi-
ties in Sweden, Germany and The Netherlands. The nearly extinct dialect of
the town Mlahso, northwest of Midyat, probably constitutes a remnant of a
separate group of Central Neo-Aramaic dialects. The speakers of these cen-
tral dialects nearly all are Syrian Orthodox Christians.8
(iii) Northeastern Neo-Aramaic. This group of dialects comprises the
largest number of different dialects, and its region extends from Lake Van
in Turkish Kurdistan to Sanandaj in Persian Kurdistan, and from Lake
Urmia to Mosul. In the west, the river Tigris constitutes the border line be-
tween the Central and the Northeastern dialects of Neo-Aramaic. The inter-
5. Brock 1989.
6. Hoberman 1989: 3-9 and Heinrichs 1990. For a concise overview of the grammatical
structure of the respective dialects, see Jastrow 1997.
7. For a collection of texts in these dialects, see Arnold 1989-1991, and for the most im-
portant grammatical studies, see Correll 1969 and 1978, and Arnold 1990.
8. On these dialects, see Jastrow 1967/1993, 1986, and 1994.
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nal classification of the Northeastern dialects is difficult, and until now no
satisfactory study has been published on this subject.9 It is possible that a
dialect division has to be assumed between the Jewish and the Christian
dialects, because in a number of places Jewish and Christian dialects were
hardly mutually intelligible. However, most of the differences between the
Jewish and Christian dialects correspond to the differences between the
main Christian dialects. Jewish dialects were to be found in Turkish towns
like Van and Bashkale, in the towns of Iraqi Kurdistan, like Zakho, in
northwestern Persia in Urmia and Salmas, and in Persian Kurdistan, in
towns like Sanandaj and Kerend. Nearly all Jews of eastern Turky, Iran and
Iraq have emigrated to Israel.10
Maclean, in 1895, proposed to divide the Christian dialects of this group
into four main groups: (I) the 'Urmi group', consisting of the dialects of the
Urmia plain, extending southwards to Solduz; (II) the 'Northern group',
consisting of the dialects of the northern part of the mountains, i.e., Gawar
and Jilu, and the region around Salmas; (III) the 'Ashiret group', consisting
of the dialects of the tribes (i.e., âsirâti) living in the Hakkari mountains,
like the Tiari and Tkhuma tribes; and (IV) the 'Southern group', consisting
of the dialects of the regions of Alqosh, Bohtan, and Zakho." Further re-
search is needed to see whether this classification is still valid. The dialect
of Urmia, which was at the basis of the literary language, belongs to group
I. The present situation of these dialects differs considerably from that in
the nineteenth century, because a majority of the speakers no longer live in
the same region. According to Odisho, the mixing of Christian dialects of
the Hakkari mountains and the Alqosh region with the literary dialect of
Urmia led to the development of an Iraqi Koine.'2 The same type of mixing
can be assumed for the speakers of Northeastern Neo-Aramaic in various
parts of the former Soviet Union and in Iran.
(iv) Southeastern Neo-Aramaic. The fourth, very small, group of Neo-
Aramaic dialects consists of Mandaic dialects, spoken by Mandeans in Iran
(Khuzistan) and in southern Iraq.13
The exact relationship between the modern dialects and the earlier, Late
Aramaic literary languages is difficult to establish. The Western Neo-Ara-
maic dialects originate in Western Aramaic, and the three other groups,
9. See Hoberman 1989: 6-8.
10. For an overview of the research into Jewish Aramaic, of the history of the Jews of
Kurdistan, and an extensive bibliography, see Hopkins 1993. For texts, see, a.o., Sabar 1984,
1991, 1994, Avinery 1988, Zaken 1997, and Israeli 1997.
11. Maclean 1895: xiii-xv, and Maclean 1901: ix-xi.
12. Odisho 1988.
13. Macuch 1989 and 1993.
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Central, Northeastern and Southeastern, originate in Eastern Aramaic.
However, none of the modern dialects can be considered to be a direct de-
scendant of one of the literary languages; all of them originate in forms of
Aramaic that were not transmitted as a literary language. In a sketch of the
relationship between the Late and the Modern Aramaic dialects, Hoberman
proposes to consider both the Central and the Northeastern dialects as origi-
nating in dialects somewhere between Classical Syriac14 and Babylonian
Aramaic, the Northeastern dialects being closer related to the latter and the
Central dialects to the former.15
Thus, the Christian dialect of Urmia, which often is referred to as 'Mod-
ern Syriac', is not linguistically closer to Classical Syriac than to Babylo-
nian Aramaic, whereas the Turoyo dialect in many respects is closer to
Classical Syriac than the Northeastern dialects. However, the continuous
literary tradition from Classical Syriac to 'Modern Syriac' provides some
justification for the use of this epithet for the written Neo-Aramaic dialect
of Urmia. In the present work I will use the term Urmia Aramaic (UA) for
the spoken dialect of the Urmia plain and Literary Urmia Aramaic (LUA)
for the written language that was based on the Urmia dialect. The North-
eastern Neo-Aramaic dialects are referred to as NENA dialects.
1.2 Aims of the present research
1.2.1 The study of Literary Urmia Aramaic
Among the wealth of Neo-Aramaic studies that have been issued from 1838
down to the present,16 no studies have been devoted solely to Literary
Urmia Aramaic as it developed in the nineteenth century.17 In the publica-
tions from the nineteenth century, the data from the literary texts are usu-
ally not separated from data taken from the spoken language. In modern
studies, the main emphasis is on the spoken language forms. The basic pre-
sumption underlying the present study is that a literary language, in this
case, the literary Urmia dialect, deserves to be studied in its own right, be-
ing the result of a conscious shaping of a vernacular language to suit the
needs of a literate community.
14. CS even displays certain features of Western Aramaic, cf. Boyarin 1981.
15. Hoberman 1989: 7, referring in particular to Blau 1968: 605 n. 1.
16. The first publication in the field of N A linguistics is Rödiger 1838.
17. For an overview of all linguistic studies on Neo-Aramaic of the last two centuries, see
the 'Annotated Bibliography' in Krotkoff 1990. The earlier bibliography of Poizat (Poizat
1973-1979) also includes works on the history of the speakers of Neo-Aramaic.
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Although nineteenth-century LUA as yet has not been described from
this point of view, a number of studies pay attention to the features of this
literary language. Most important in this respect are the three grammars of
Urmia Aramaic that appeared in the last century. These studies were mainly
based on the literary language, and as such they provide valuable informa-
tion on the grammar of LUA.
The first of these is the grammar written by D.T. Stoddard in 1855. Its
author was one of the Protestant missionaries in Urmia and was actively in-
volved in the shaping of the literary language. In his grammar he intended
to describe the correct forms of the literary language, being aware of the
fact that the written form is not entirely identical with the spoken vernacu-
lar (cf. 4.2.4). When Nöldeke in 1868 published his grammar 'der
neusyrischen Sprache', the texts of the Protestant mission press provided
his main source of data. He further employed a few short texts by Chaldean
priests of Khosrowa, who were native speakers of the Salmas dialect. For
most of the vernacular forms he was dependent on Stoddard's work. In his
introduction, Nöldeke indicates that he is aware of the differences between
the spoken language and the literary language of the missionaries, as well
as of the influence of Classical Syriac on the written form.18 However, his
limited range of sources did not enable him to evaluate the various types of
the literary language and their relation to the spoken language. The Angli-
can missionary Maclean acquired a good insight into the relations between
the various Northeastern Neo-Aramaic dialects, and his grammar, which
appeared in 1895, paid much attention to the variant forms in the respective
dialects. He employed these dialect differences to gain support for a much
more historical spelling of LUA, with the object of creating a supradialectal
form of the literary language (cf. 4.4).
In the twentieth century two other grammars appeared that are of impor-
tance for a better understanding of LUA. The older of the two, the grammar
of Marogulov that was published in 1935, describes the literary language in
use in the Soviet Union of the thirties. This language is a linear descendant
of nineteenth-century LUA, and therefore this description is of considerable
importance for the study of the earlier phases of the language, even more so
because the writer was a trained linguist and a native speaker. In 1964,
Tsereteli published a grammar of 'Standard Assyrian'.19 Although he does
not clearly state what he understands by 'Standard Assyrian', the language
18. Nöldeke 1868: xxv i i -xxv i i i .
19. The literary language was given the name Modern Standard Assyrian in Tsereteli
1978, Odisho 1988 used the name Standard Written Language (SWL).
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is described as the language originating in the language standardized by the
missionaries of the last century.20 The author does not indicate which texts
he employed, and does not pay attention to differences between various
texts in LUA, or between the spoken and the written language. However, in
spite of these uncertainties, this grammar helps in understanding the con-
ventions of LUA.
In modern studies in which the spoken dialects of Neo-Aramaic are the
subject of description, the literary language of the last century is hardly
touched upon. The articles of Polotsky constitute the most notable excep-
tion to this tendency. In his work on 'Modern Syriac', Polotsky made use of
a large number of publications in LUA, from the nineteenth as well as from
the twentieth centuries.21 His findings illustrate several grammatical and
orthographical problems of the literary language, whereas he also drew at-
tention to a number of differences between texts of different provenance in
LUA, in particular between the texts from the Protestant press and the pub-
lications of Paul Bedjan. In none of his articles, however, these observa-
tions on the heterogeneity of LUA have led to a theory on the development
of the literary language or to an evaluation of the contributions of the vari-
ous mission presses.
The literary language of Urmia, therefore, needs further description to
enable us to evaluate the contribution of the mission presses as well as of
the native writers of the last century. The existing descriptions of LUA
hardly pay attention to the differences between the various texts that to-
gether constitute the corpus of LUA, or to the changes in the language that
can be discerned in the course of the nineteenth century. A further descrip-
tion of the literary language is needed, paying special attention to the differ-
ences between the texts of different provenance and of different periods.
1.2.2 Language development
The study of a literary language, however, should not consist only of a de-
scription of the literary language itself. For an adequate understanding of
the developments and variation in the language, a study of the historical
context in which the literary language was introduced and further devel-
oped is indispensable. The interaction between the historical and linguistic
20. Tsereteli 1978: 18.
21. Polotsky 1961, 1979, 1984-86, 1994, and 1996. The article of 1996, being an exten-
sive review of the Ital ian translation of Tsereteli's grammar (1970), was written already in
1973/1974. After Polotsky's death in 1991, O. Kapeliuk prepared the manuscript for publica-
tion.
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developments becomes visible only in a study that takes both aspects into
account.
This twofold description of a literary language, historical and linguistic,
is a prominent feature of the contributions in the volumes edited by Istvân
Fodor and Claude Hagège, entitled Language Reform. History and Future
(1983-1994). In the introductory article of Hagège and in the 'Scheme of
the articles' by Fodor, the main issues with regard to language development
are discussed.221 will summarize the lines set out by Fodor, and add a few
points brought forward by Hagège.
Fodor proposes to discuss language reform from three viewpoints: (i)
brief history of the reform; (ii) external factors; (iii) internal factors.
In the historical overview, the initiators of the reform, the main partici-
pants, the participation of linguists, the role of the media (including the
press), the ideological basis, grammatical studies resulting from the reform,
and the possible influence of other reforms should provide insight into the
context of the reform. The second part, on 'external factors', is meant to
focus on the context of the language itself. What is the relationship of the
new literary language to other literary languages in use, and to the vernacu-
lar language? What are the functions of the new literary language? In the
overview of Hagège, the 'action externe' mainly is a matter of 'standardisa-
tion': which dialect became the standard dialect, and why?23 This second
part, therefore, is concerned as much with the historical context as the fore-
going, but concentrates on the issues that are directly relevant to the lan-
guage itself. In the third part, the actual changes in a language due to the
reform are to be described, i.e., the 'internal factors'. These changes may
range from orthography to syntax, but Fodor and Hagège put much empha-
sis on the changes in the field of lexicology, i.e., the modernization of the
lexicon by borrowing, loan translations, derivation, and composition.
This description of language reform as proposed by Fodor proves to be a
fruitful scheme for the description of different types of language reform and
language planning, as can be seen from the articles in the above mentioned
volumes. Whether it concerns language planning by the government, lan-
guage academies or private institutions, whether it concerns the introduc-
tion of a completely new literary language or the reform of an old literary
language, the description of history and language together provides some
22. Hagège 1983 I and Fodor 1983/4 III : 452-3 (Appendix I). In Hagège's article, the
main points of Fodor are further developed (in a slightly different order) and applied to dif-
ferent contexts.
23. Hagège 1983: 13-15.
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insight into the complicated process of human interference with languages,
and shows that the difficulties of initiators and users in completely different
situations have much in common.
In my opinion, the description of the literary language of Urmia can ben-
efit from this approach of language reform. The diachronic developments
as well as the synchronie variation in the literary language are closely re-
lated to the historical developments in the period under discussion. A satis-
factory language description, therefore, will be dependent on our knowl-
edge of the history of the community in which the language was employed
and of the history of the language itself.
Until now, studies of LUA have not paid much attention to the historical
context of the introduction of the literary language, whereas most of the
historical studies, albeit mentioning the achievements of the literary lan-
guage, do not attempt to connect the external history of the language with
the internal developments. The only study that, to a certain extent, takes
both aspects into account is the history of 'Modern Syriac' literature by
Rudolf Macuch (1976). His work on the history of the Urmia mission
presses and the publications of native writers is complemented by a number
of remarks on the orthographical conventions of LUA, referring to the con-
ventions that are followed by different writers and presses. However,
Macuch does not attempt to provide a systematic overview of these conven-
tions, and does not pay attention to differences in other parts of grammar.24
Consequently, the present study aims at providing new insights into the
development of the literary language of Urmia in the nineteenth century by
describing the two aspects of this development: (i) the historical context of
the introduction and development of LUA, and (ii) the distinctive character-
istics of LUA in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
1.2.3 Choice of subjects
1.2.3.1 With regard to the historical context of the introduction and devel-
opment of LUA, various questions will be studied (chapters 2 to 4).
Chapter 2 will be devoted to the socio-cultural position of the Assyrians
just before the arrival of the Western missions, enabling us to understand
the great impact of the changes brought upon by the Western missionaries.
This overview includes a brief history of the Church of the East.
Chapter 3 deals with the missionary activities in this region in the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries. The first of these missions, a Protes-
24. For an extensive review of this work, see Brock 1978.
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tant mission under the responsibility of the American Board of Commis-
sioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM), initiated the use of the literary lan-
guage and played a major role in the further development through its active
use of the mission press. The Roman Catholic and Anglican missions, ar-
riving later, followed the Protestant mission in their use of the literary lan-
guage in their mission work, and so greatly stimulated the further spread of
LUA. The history of the Western missions is presented within the context
of the socio-cultural and political history of the region.
In chapter 4, the main subject of the historical part is presented, viz. the
description of the introduction and development of the literary language.
The preparations by the Protestant missionaries, the arrival of their printing
press, the main publications, the contributions of the other mission presses
and the contributions of native writers will be presented. The LUA texts
that are employed in the second part of this study will be mentioned and
briefly situated in their historical context. The history of the literary lan-
guage will be preceded by a description of the language situation just be-
fore the arrival of the Western missions. Attention will be paid to the ways
in which the various local dialects were used and to the status and functions
of the literary languages in use at that time.25
1.2.3.2 The remaining chapters will be devoted to the description of a
number of distinctive characteristics of LUA in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. A complete description of this language, of course, is
impossible within the range of a restricted research project. A limited
number of subjects have been chosen on the basis of two main questions
that are of specific interest for the description of the character of the newly
introduced literary language.
The first series of questions concerns the different types of texts that to-
gether constitute the corpus of nineteenth-century LUA. The fact that the
use of the literary language spread from the Assyrians connected with the
Protestant mission to all Assyrians, with various confessional backgrounds,
is evidence for the fact that the introduction of LUA had been successful.
This extension to other groups at the same time resulted in a language that
was largely dependent on the character of the texts originating in these dif-
ferent groups. Therefore it is important to know what the specific character-
istics of these different texts types are, how the differences between them
25. Note that this distinction is not the same as that between Fodor's (cf. 1.2.2) 'historic
overview' and 'external factors'. Most of the issues suggested by Fodor for these two sub-
jects are treated in my second part, on the language, whereas I add a more extensive overview
of the general history, in order to provide the necessary background information.
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are to be explained, and whether the different text types did influence each
other.
The second series of questions is about the relationship of LUA to the
vernacular language and to existing literary languages, in particular to Clas-
sical Syriac. A new literary language never stands alone, but is always re-
lated to a vernacular language on the one hand, and to one or more existing
literary languages on the other. In the case of LUA, one might ask to what
extent LUA reflects the vernacular dialect of Urmia, or perhaps other dia-
lects from the same region, and in what respects the literary language dif-
fers from these dialects. In addition, one may ask to what extent Classical
Syriac, and perhaps other literary languages like Persian, have influenced
the shape of LUA.26
These two fields of interest in the description of the literary language led
me to choose two main subjects which might help to provide answers to
these questions.
The first subject to be dealt with concerns the relationship between
orthography and phonology (chapter 5). It is clear from the outset that the
orthography differs from one mission press to another and sometimes from
one author to another. Orthographical features, therefore, constitute an im-
portant characteristic of a group of texts belonging to the same circle of
readers and writers. The orthographical conventions are largely influenced
by Classical Syriac, but to a different extent in the various presses. In all of
them, the influence of the classical literary language became clearly visible
in the orthographical conventions. At the same time, the influence of the
spoken language can be discerned in texts in which the spelling departs fur-
ther from CS orthography.
The second subject concerns constituent order syntax (chapter 7 and 8).
Here too, it will be obvious that there are important differences between the
various text groups. As will be seen in the two chapters devoted to syntax,
the reasons for these differences vary according to the character of the text:
literal translations from other languages (notably in case of the Bible trans-
lations) are different from original texts, which, in turn, might differ from
each other in syntactical devices, because their language may range from an
informal style close to spoken language to a formal classical style. In vari-
ous types of texts, influence from CS is an important factor, whereas also
influence from Persian or from the spoken languages of the region may be
26. In the above mentioned articles of Fodor and Hagège limited attention is paid to the
inlluence which long-established literary languages may exert on the characteristics of new
literary languages. Fodor (1994: 542-4) seems to be aware of this special aspect of language
reform, but does not pay any further attention to it.
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assumed. Constituent order syntax is treated in two chapters, the first on
copular clauses, the second on verbal clauses. These two main clause types
of Urmia Aramaic differ significantly from each other and therefore need
separate treatment.
It should be noted that these two subjects represent two different ways of
influence on the literary language. Differences in orthographical conven-
tions often result from conscious, deliberate choices of the writers and
printers, even if not all users of the written language are equally involved in
this process. Differences in syntax, on the contrary, are often passed by un-
noticed by many writers. Their language, therefore, might have been influ-
enced by other languages or stylistic notions that have not consciously been
chosen for. This dichotomy certainly is not absolute: sometimes ortho-
graphical changes were introduced without any explicit discussion, whereas
certain syntactical innovations cannot be explained otherwise than by a
very conscious introduction.
A few additional reasons for the choice of these two subjects may be
given. The orthographical conventions of LUA have been given attention in
a number of studies,27 but until now no systematic overview of the various
systems that were employed in the course of the nineteenth century has
been presented. A systematic overview will be of great importance in order
to understand the influence of CS orthography on LUA orthography. A
careful description of the development of the orthography may further serve
to date the large number of undated publications in the first twenty years of
the Protestant press. An important reason for the investigation of constitu-
ent order patterns in the nineteenth-century texts is the fact that this subject
has been neglected in nearly all descriptions of Neo-Aramaic dialects.
Thus, the chapters on constituent order may serve not only as a comparative
study between the various text types, but also as a general introduction to
Urmia Aramaic syntax. For this reason, due attention will be paid to the lin-
guistic framework that is needed for a modern description of constitutent
order patterns (cf. further 1.4).
Language description is incomplete without an overview of the morphol-
ogy and morphosyntax of a language. Because most of these subjects have
been treated in the standard grammars of LUA, and the differences between
the text types are not very large, I have refrained from investigating these
subjects in detail. However, to facilitate the understanding of the chapters
on syntax, as well as to be able to add a few remarks on certain issues of
morphology that are not satisfactorily discussed in the existing grammars, a
27. In the nineteenth-century grammars, as well as in Polotsky 1961 and Macuch 1976.
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chapter on the morphology and morphosyntax of LUA will be added (chap-
ter 6). It will precede the two chapters on syntax.
Thus, two grammatical subjects are treated in detail: the relationship
between orthography and phonology in LUA, and the constituent order pat-
terns in LUA. Within the general description of these subjects, much atten-
tion will be paid to the differences between the text corpuses and to the pos-
sible influences of CS and other languages on the literary language. The
knowledge of the historical circumstances of the various presses and
authors, as described in the historical chapters, will contribute to a better
understanding of some of these differences. I expect that such a detailed
investigation of two selected issues can serve to describe the various forces
that influenced the development of the literary language, and to understand
how these forces determined the final character of the literary language.
In the concluding chapter (chapter 9), the development of LUA will be
summarized, distinguishing three main periods on the basis of the material
from the historical and linguistic chapters. The historical and linguistic fac-
tors that determined this development will then be summarized, whereas




The present study covers a wide range of subjects, and therefore a great
number of different sources are employed. As for the historical chapters, a
considerable part of the work is based on published sources, while only for
a few subjects have unpublished sources been employed. The linguistic
study of LUA for the most part is based on the printed texts of the nine-
teenth-century corpus itself, but much additional information has been
gathered from a wide range of earlier studies on Neo-Aramaic as well as
from enquiries into general linguistics.
1.3.2 History
The sources used for the historical chapters consist of three categories: (i)
unpublished primary sources, e.g., letters of the missionaries; (ii) published
primary sources, such as books written by missionaries and nineteenth-cen-
tury travelers in this region and publications in nineteenth-century mission-
ary magazines; (iii) modern publications.
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The description of the historical context of the development of the liter-
ary language is secondary to the description of this development itself.
Therefore, unpublished archival materials have been used only to a limited
extent. Most important in this respect are the letters written by the mission-
aries to secretary Rufus Anderson of the missionary society (ABCFM) that
was responsible for the missionaries in Urmia. These letters, part of the ar-
chives of the ABCFM, are now being kept in Houghton Library at Harvard
University.28 Parts of these letters were published in the Missionary Herald
(MH), a magazine published by the American Board for the Christian pub-
lic at home.
The published sources from the nineteenth century are of great impor-
tance for the present study. Mention must be made of the narratives written
by the first missionary visitors to this region, Eli Smith and H.G.O. Dwight
(1834), the Protestant missionary and translator Justin Perkins (1843,
1861), the Anglican missionary George Percy Badger (1852), and the Ro-
man Catholic traveler and missionary Eugène Bore (1840). On the mission-
ary Stoddard a biography was written by Joseph P. Thompson (1858),
based on Stoddard's private letters, some of which are included in the book.
The later period has been described less well by the missionaries them-
selves, but the book of the Anglican missionaries Arthur J. Maclean and
W.H. Browne (1892), as well as Robert E. Speer's biography of the Protes-
tant missionary-physician Joseph Plumb Cochran (1911) and the biography
of William Ambrose Shedd by his wife Mary Lewis Shedd (1922), fill in
some of the lacunae. The work by Rufus Anderson, covering all ABCFM
missions in the period until 1870 (1872/1873), is based on the letters and
reports of the missionaries.
In the second half of this century, a number of important studies on the
history of the Assyrians and of the missions in this region have been pub-
lished. The first of these is the work of Peter Kawerau (1958), describing
the history of the Protestant American missions in the Middle East among
the Eastern Christians in the first half of the nineteenth century, mainly
based on the publications in the Missionary Herald and its precursor, the
Panoplist. Whereas Kawerau's work focusses on the Protestant mission it-
self, John Joseph's fundamental work is concerned more with the socio-po-
litical history of the 'Nestorians' in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
in general (1961). This work, making use of a number of diplomatic and
28. Permission to quote from these archives was given to me by Dr. David Y. Hirano
from the United Church Board for World Ministries (Cleveland, Ohio). These letters are re-
ferred to by their Houghton call numbers, beginning 'ABC'.
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missionary archives, as well as of Arabic sources, deals with many issues
that had not been discussed earlier.29
The work of Rudolf Macuch (1976) on the history of Modern Syriac lit-
erature, mentioned above, provides a detailed overview of the literature of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, placed within its historical
context. Of prime importance are the many extracts from Neo-Aramaic
publications that are otherwise difficult to obtain. These magazine articles,
often written by Assyrians, reveal many interesting details of the history of
this period. The edition of the report of the consul of France in Erzerum,
Count Challaye, on the situation of the Roman Catholic Christians in Persia
constitutes another example of a nineteenth-century text that has become
available long afterwards. This report, dating from 1854, has carefully been
edited and annotated by Hornus (1970/71/72), and in this form contributes
much to our understanding of the Roman Catholic view on the activities of
the Protestant missionaries in the first half of the nineteenth century.
The sources of the data in the works of Gabriele Yonan are not always
accurately identified, but she provides detailed information on a large num-
ber of subjects related to the Assyrians. In her first book (1978), after de-
scribing the history of the Assyrian people in short, she presents a detailed
overview of the present situation of the Assyrians in the Middle East and in
the Western diaspora. Her book on Assyrian journalism (1985) provides
valuable information on a large number of Assyrian magazines. In her last
book (1989), she publishes various documents concerning the 'Holocaust'
of the Syrian Orthodox and Assyrian Christians (both in Turkey and in Per-
sia) during the First World War. Some of these documents, including some
letters from American missionaries, are published here for the first time.
Concerning the history of the other missions, a few works have to be
mentioned. Voste, in 1945, published a long article on the life and work of
Paul Bedjan, the most important native writer. For the history of the
Lazarist mission, the articles of Tfinkdji (1914), and especially those of
Chatelet (1933-39) are of importance. Recently J.F. Coakley (1992) has
written a very complete history of the Anglican mission in Persia replacing
a number of earlier studies on this subject.
1.3.3 Language
The data for the linguistic research also belong to three different categories,
coming from three different types of sources: (i) primary sources, i.e., texts
29. A second edition of this work is in preparation.
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and grammars from the period that is being studied; (ii) additional sources,
e.g., texts and grammars from other periods and concerning other dialects;
(iii) general linguistic studies. The data of the first category are of prime
importance, whereas the two other categories provide material for compari-
son or methods of description. The linguistic studies that have been em-
ployed in the present study will be discussed in the following section (1.4),
whereas the additional sources are referred to when necessary.
The primary sources for the study of LUA in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries are the texts that were written and published in this pe-
riod. These texts can be divided into subcategories in a number of different
ways, especially according to provenance (which mission press or author),
date of publication, or genre. To a certain extent, these criteria have all
three been employed to make an a priori categorization. In the conclusion
(9.1) this categorization will be further refined.
The main publications of this period are discussed in chapter 4. There at-
tention will be paid to the output of the Protestant mission press, of the
Lazarist and Anglican mission press, as well as to the texts of native speak-
ers, like those of Paul Bedjan and those edited by Socin and Merx. From
the large number of texts I have made a selection upon which the linguistic
research is based. In the light of the development of the literary language,
the most characteristic texts are those of the first period of the Protestant
press, those of Paul Bedjan, being the first native writer to publish his own
work, and the texts edited by Socin and Merx, the latter reflecting the use of
LUA by a native speaker educated at the Protestant mission. A selection of
the texts that were used for the linguistic research can be found in this vol-
ume (see Texts). The texts published by Merx, Socin, and Duval are not
represented in this collection, as these editions can be found in most librar-
ies.
The texts that have been employed for the present research are the follow-
ing:
Texts of the Protestant press (4.2.3, 4, 6)
1. Early Protestant printings, the most important being Teachings from the
Words of God (1841) and the tract On Repentance (1841/2).30
2. The early Bible translations (BT): the New (1846) and Old Testament
(1852);31
30. Of the latter, the first eight pages are in this volume, see Texts no 1.
31. Selected parts were employed for the linguistic study of constituent order: Genesis 1-
9, Ruth 1-4, Matthew 1-5, and Mark 14-16. For Ruth 1-4 and Mat. 2, see Texts nos 2-3.
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3. Issues from the magazine Zahrïri d-Bahrâ (ZdB), 1849/1, 1850/10 and
1871/12;32
4. Additional texts from the post-1870 period, the most important being the
revised Bible translation of 1893 (BT '93).33
Texts of native speakers (4.2.5)
1. The texts edited by Adalbert Merx (1873);
2. The texts edited by Albert Socin (1882).
Texts of Paul Bedjan (4.3.2)
1. Publications by Paul Bedjan, the two most important being Histoire
Sainte (HS) 1888, and Vies des Saints (VdS) 1912;34
2. The texts of Bedjan edited by Rubens Duval (1886).
These three groups represent texts from different periods and different
origins. Most of the texts of the Protestant press date from 1840 to 1870,
and the most important of these are from the period 1846-1852. They repre-
sent the first period of LUA, in which the Protestant mission press was the
only producer of LUA texts. It is uncertain to what extent native speakers
contributed to these texts. They certainly assisted the missionaries in trans-
lating and correcting Urmia Aramaic texts, but there are almost no indica-
tions that they also composed texts themselves.
The text editions of Merx and Socin are of prime importance for our un-
derstanding of LUA, as they are written by a native speaker who had
adopted the literary language as introduced by the missionaries. His lan-
guage is informal and unpolished, which makes these texts considerably
different from those of the Protestant press and from Bedjan. An additional
reason to take these texts into account is the fact that Socin and Merx have
added phonetic transcriptions of the native speaker's pronunciation. These
texts in transcription constitute the earliest witnesses of the pronunciation
ofUA.
The texts of Paul Bedjan, including those edited by Duval, represent the
first beginnings of a truly literary tradition in the newly written language.
An educated native speaker like Bedjan was needed to model LUA into a
32. In this volume: 1849/1/1A1-2B1 (Texts nos 5-6), 4B23-6B24 (Texts nos 7-8), and 71/
12/90A31-91A20 (Texts no 9), 94A9-94B16 (Texts no 10).
33. Texts no 4 (Mat. 2).
34. From these two publications selected parts were employed for the study of constituent
order: HS 1-11, 84-103; and VdS i-xi, 1-16, 247-253, 338-358. In this volume: HS 84-86
(Texts no 12), VdS 345-349 (Texts no 13).
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flexible but very polished language. These texts were issued in the period
between 1885 and 1912.
In addition to these three main corpuses, a number of other texts have
been employed. Among these are publications of the Lazarist and Anglican
press, the most important being the Roman Catholic NT translation of
1877,35 and the Anglican translations of Mark (1895), and the Epistles
(1906),36 as well as editions of small portions of text with transcription in
scholarly publications, like Kampffmeyer (1905) and Osipoff (1913). The
latter will mainly be used in the chapter on orthography and phonology.
Moreover, the grammars of this period often provide valuable informa-
tion on the literary language as well as on the vernacular. The grammars of
Stoddard, Nöldeke, and Maclean, therefore, serve not only as reference
works for the grammatical description, but also as a source of data on nine-
teenth-century UA and LUA.
1.4 Linguistic framework
1.4.1 Introduction
For the description of differences in the grammar of the various text types,
a specific linguistic terminology will be employed. My main interest is de-
scriptive, and my first objective was not to integrate the data into one or
another linguistic model. However, linguistic terminology needed for de-
scription of the language is never free of the influence of one of the linguis-
tic schools. In this work, it is Functional Grammar theories that have pro-
vided an adequate linguistic framework to describe the syntax of LUA.
The description of the relation between the orthographical conventions
and the phonology of Urmia Aramaic is based on a phonemic analysis of its
speech sounds, as far as these can be derived from the written sources. A
detailed phonological description, naturally, cannot be based on such a
purely written corpus. In a few instances, well-attested non-phonemic dif-
ferences between speech sounds are discussed.
In the following parts, I will present a brief introduction to Functional
Grammar linguistic terminology. The terminology employed in the chapter
on phonology and orthography needs no further introduction.
35. Texts no 11 (Mat. 2).
36. Cf. 4.3.1 and 4.4. No part of NT was included in the collection of texts in this volume,
because no translation of the Gospel of Matthew was made by the Anglicans. A few pages
from the 'Remembrance of the Archbishop of Canterbury', 1896, provide a specimen of the
Anglican production (Texts no 14).
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1.4.2 Functional approaches
Many descriptivists have adopted an approach that consists of describing
the various clause-order patterns that occur in a certain language and ex-
plaining these different patterns by the grammatical characteristics of the
constituents. In some languages such a formal description of clause order
types leaves little to be explained. In English, e.g., it usually suffices to
know whether or not a phrase is employed as a subject in order to be able to
predict correctly its position vis-à-vis the verbal form. In the Neo-Aramaic
dialects this does not seem to be the case. Many examples can be found of
clauses in which the grammatical properties of the constituents are the
same, whereas the constituent order is different. Thus, these grammatical
properties as such are not able to account for the different constituent orders
that occur in the texts. This may lead one to conclude that these dialects
have extremely free constituent order. But what is meant by 'free'? It is
rather unlikely that this means that all different order patterns can occur in
all different contexts. However, if this is not what is meant, then certain
factors do indeed condition constituent order, factors that are different from
morphological or grammatical properties of the constituents of the clause.
Already in the last century, these non-grammatical factors that influence
constituent order patterns have been recognized and described as 'emotive'
or 'psychological' factors. In the years following the First World War, the
recognition of the importance of the 'psychological' factors was further de-
veloped.37 In Prague, Vilém Mathesius developed the theory of the 'Func-
tional Sentence Perspective', distinguishing between theme and rheme of a
sentence.38 The theme, being described as the starting point, the basis, or
the known information of the sentence, in unmarked, non-emotive clauses,
precedes the rheme, the latter representing the new information.39 In
marked, emotive clauses this order is reversed. After the Second World
War, Prague linguists continued to work on the same lines. An important
contribution was made by Danes, who introduced 'a three-level approach to
syntax'. He proposed to distinguish between 'the grammatical structure of
sentence', 'the semantic structure of sentence', and 'the organization of ut-
terance'. The third level, that of the organization of the utterance, is to be
described in terms of the functional sentence perspective, the above men-
tioned theme and rheme or the later topic and comment distinction.40 Firbas
37. One of the earliest works reckoning with these factors is Weil 1844/1887. In the twen-
tieth century these ideas were further developed; compare Jespersen 1924.
38. Mathesius 1929 and 1939, Firbas 1974, Sgall 1993: 349.
39. For an overview of the definition of the theme in Prague linguistics, see Firbas 1964.
40. Danea 1964.
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introduced the notion of communicative dynamism: the 'extent to which the
sentence element contributes to the development of the communication';
this being a way to describe more accurately the differences in informa-
tional status between topic and comment, as well as between the various
elements within the topic or comment.41
In the field of syntax, therefore, two important contributions have been
made by the Prague scholars: first, the introduction of a three-level ap-
proach to syntax, and second, the topic-comment distinction, being a way to
describe the functions characteristic of the third level, that of the discourse
functions of the clause.42 These two elements of syntactic description have
been widely accepted and constitute the main characteristics of functional-
ist work on syntax.43
The three levels nowadays are usually described as three types of func-
tions that are expressed by the arguments of the verb: grammatical, seman-
tic, and pragmatic functions. Grammatical, or syntactical, functions mark
the way in which the arguments are linked to the verb. The two main gram-
matical functions are that of subject and object, whereas the various types
of verbal complements introduced by a preposition can be described as an-
other grammatical function. Semantic functions describe the way in which
the constituents are related to the verb with regard to their 'agency', the
kind of involvement in the action they express. Semantic terms are agent,
dative, recipient, patient, and locative. Pragmatic functions describe the
way in which these arguments mark the differences between, e.g., given
and new or contrastive and non-contrastive information. The study of prag-
matic functions is thus closely linked to the study of 'discourse pragmat-
ics': the way in which single clauses form part of the discourse.44
In the linguistic theory introduced by Simon C. Dik, labelled 'Functional
Grammar' (FG), these two elements of functional language description are
further refined.45 According to Dik, 'the primary function of a language is
communication'.46 This preliminary implies that the pragmatic functions,
which are employed to mark the communicative value of the clause, are of
41. See Firbas 1964, and, most extensively, Firbas 1992.
42. For recent work in the tradition of Prague, including work on phonology and seman-
tics, see Dirven & Fried 1987, Tobin 198S, and Sgall 1993.
43. For a general survey of functionalist approaches, see Bolkestein 1993. I have em-
ployed the work of Chafe 1976, Li & Thompson 1976, and of Givón 1984/I990.
44. SoComrie 1981a: 51-78.
45. For a comparison between the functional approaches of Dik and the Prague school
linguists, see Gebruers 1987 and Bolkestein 1993. Dik himself hardly pays attention to the
relation between his work and that of other functionalists.
46. Dik 1978/1981: 4-5.
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prime importance if we are to understand the structures of the language.
Semantic and grammatical functions, in his view, are subservient to prag-
matic functions. In the later works of Dik, as well as in works by various
other linguists employing the functional paradigm, this prime importance of
pragmatic functions is illustrated by the description of a number of lan-
guages.47 These studies show that especially for the study of constituent or-
der patterns, the recognition of pragmatic factors can be a powerful tool.
For the present description of a Neo-Aramaic dialect, two monographs de-
voted to the application of FG to Semitic languages are of special impor-
tance, the study of Buth (1987) on Biblical Aramaic, and that of Mouta-
ouakil (1989) on Modern Standard Arabic.
The emphasis on the prime pragmatic functions of language also results
in predictions with regard to constituent order patterns. An important claim
of FG is the existence of a 'special position', Pi, in perhaps all natural lan-
guages. This special position very often constitutes the initial position of
the clause. All constituents, including subject and object, can be placed in
Pi to perform special topic and focus functions, provided that this position
is not filled by specific constituents that can only occur in this position, like
interrogatives or sentence connectives. The group of obligatory Pi-constitu-
ents differs from one language to another.48 The initial proposal of Dik to
assume only one special position in clause initial position is modified in
various other publications,49 and there is reason to believe that many lan-
guages have more than one special position that can be filled with constitu-
ents specially marked for topic and focus.
1.4.3 Functional terminology
1.4.3.1 The main objective of the syntactical part of the present work is to
describe as accurately as possible the different constituent orders as they
occur in the various text corpuses, as a means to characterize these different
corpuses. FG provides a theoretical framework enabling us to account for
most of the constituent order patterns that occur in LUA. In the two chap-
47. Cf. Dik 1981, Dik 1989, Bolkestein et al. 1985, Buth 1987, Moutaouakil 1989,
Connolly 1991.
48. Dik 1978/1981: 174-183 and Dik 1989: 348, 359-363.
49. Buth 1987: 101-2, 173-4 assumes two or more preverbal special positions (Pi-Pn),
and one secondary 'post-core' special position (P2) for Biblical Aramaic, whereas Mou-
taouakil (1989: 60-1), distinguishes two preverbal special positions for Modern Standard
Arabic. Dik himself (1980: 135) proposes to accept two preverbal positions for Hungarian,
one for topic and one for focus functions. However, in Hungarian the grammatical functions
of subject and object seem to play a minor role. A summary of these possibilities for Pi can
be found in Dik 1989: 363-65.
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ters on constituent order in LUA clauses, I will employ a number of terms
that are characteristic for FG, but at the same time I will make use of the
terminology of other functionally orientated descriptions, as employed in
the work of Givón and Li & Thompson. I will now give an overview of
these terms.
1.4.3.2 The grammatical terms that will be employed are those of subject,
direct object, and prepositional complements. The indirect objects belong
to the latter group.50 These terms express the possible relations of the argu-
ments to the core of the predication, the verb. The complicated relations
between direct and indirect objects, as well as the possibility of 'promotion
to direct-objecthood' of prepositional complements,51 leads me to describe
all these different relations to the verb together as 'grammatical' relations,
even if the relations mediated by prepositions are of a different nature. Note
that in this description the terms 'direct' and 'indirect' object refer to the
formal, grammatical status of the arguments, not to the semantic function of
these phrases.
Copular clauses usually consist of a subject phrase and a predicate
phrase. The predicate usually consists of a noun phrase + enclitic copula,
but the enclitic copula can be replaced by a copular finite verb preceding
the noun phrase. In copular clauses with verbal noun predicates (infinitival
and participai forms), direct and indirect objects can complement the predi-
cate. The description of a copular clause as consisting of subject + predicate
must be considered similar to the purely formal and grammatical descrip-
tion of the verb and its arguments in verbal clauses. Therefore, the attribu-
tion of the terms subject and predicate to the two main parts of a copular
clause must be based as much as possible on formal grounds. Only then
will it be possible to distinguish between the formal pattern of a copular
clause and its pragmatic functions.52 In my description the terms subject
and predicate in copular clauses do not so much refer to pragmatic notions
(like given and new information), but to the grammatical relations of these
two main parts of the clause.
50. In FG, only the first two are considered true grammatical relations. The other, 'indi-
rect', relations are described as 'satellites'. However, Dik also states that 'satellites have the
same functional status as arguments' (Dik 1978/1981: 17) and that the main difference be-
tween arguments and satellites is the fact that the latter are optional, whereas the former are
obligatory (Dik 1989: 72-3).
51. Cf. 6.6.3.
52. So also Bum 1987: 238-39, 245-46, and Moutaouakil 1989: 88, 99 (n. 7), who both
differentiate between the grammatical functions of subject and predicate, and the pragmatic
functions of topic and focus. For a further discussion, see 7.4.
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1.4.3.3 In LUA semantic properties do not constitute a major factor in the
governing of constituent order. This is only the case with regard to the syn-
tax of direct and indirect objects. Thus, the semantic terms that are most
frequently employed in this study are those of patient and dative.^ The
term patient refers to the argument that expresses the undergoer of the main
action, who usually is passive, whereas the dative refers to the often human
and active participant to the main action. Other terms that are incidentally
employed are those of agent (the active initiator of the main action),
locative (the place where the action takes place), and instrumental (the in-
strument with which the action is performed). More terms of this kind are
necessary for an accurate description of all semantic properties of a verb,
but for the description of constituent order these major terms suffice.
1.4.3.4 The last group consists of the pragmatic terms. These are the most
important for the subject of constituent order, but certainly are also the
most difficult to describe clearly and unambiguously. The two basic prag-
matic terms are those of topic and focus. Topic is defined by Dik as 'the
entity about' which the discourse is organized.54 A topic is employed to re-
fer to that part of the predication that is known to the addressee. This
'given' information might have been mentioned earlier in the discourse, but
might also belong to the common cultural background of both the speaker
and the addressee, and as such needs not to have been mentioned earlier in
the discourse. The second term, that of focus, is described by Dik as 'the
arguments which present information bearing upon the difference in prag-
matic information between Speaker and Addressee, as estimated by the
Speaker'.55 Focus thus refers to that part of the clause that conveys new,
salient or contrastive information. The two pragmatic functions, topic and
focus, are essentially different from each other, which explains that no
clauses occur in which one constituent performs topic and focus functions
at the same time.56 However, it is not to be excluded that more than one
constituent in a clause performs topic or focus functions.57
However, in many languages the description of constituent order patterns
needs a further refinement of the topic and focus functions. I will follow
Moutaouakil in distinguishing between new and constrastive/assertive fo-
53. In FO the traditional term patient is replaced by goal, and the term dative by recipient.
54. Dik 1978/1981: 19.
55. Dik 1978/1981: 149.
56. So Moutaouakil 1989: 34, 73. Note that Dik 1989: 266, assumes a certain 'overlap'
between the functions of 'topicality' and 'focality'. However, this does not seem to have con-
sequences for his description of topic and focus functions.
57. So Moutaouakil 1989: 73.
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eus.58 This distinction between new and contrastive/assertive function in
LUA seems to be useful for the topic functions as well. Within the category
of new topics the difference between definite and indefinite new topics ap-
pears to be relevant.59 However, it is difficult to say what the difference is
in pragmatic terms.60
These two terms suffice to describe the pragmatic functions of the con-
stituents that are part of the predication. However, in many languages, and
in LUA as well, often extra-clausal constituents occur that are not part of
the grammatical structure of the predication. For the functions that are ex-
ecuted by these constituents, FG has coined two other terms, that of theme
and tail. The theme constituent provides the context of the clause, 'the uni-
verse of discourse',61 and the tail constituent furnishes additional informa-
tion to one of the constituents of the clause, as an 'afterthought'.62
1.4.3.5 In the description of constituent order another term is of impor-
tance, that of basic clause. Basic clauses, with basic constituent order,
should meet with various conditions.
The first is that basic clauses should semantically be the most simple
clause possible.63 Because this semantic definition cannot help us in case of
pairs of clauses with exactly the same constituents, but with different con-
stituent order, a second condition should be added: basic constituent order
should be neutral, or unmarked, with regard to pragmatic functions of the
clause.64 The problem with the latter definition is that if one starts to ana-
58. See Moutaouakil 1989: 19, who includes 'assertion' in the constrastive focus func-
tion. See further Dik 1989: 282, who divides the various kinds of focus into 'new' or
'completive' versus 'contrastive' focus. The latter category is subdivided into 'parallel' and
'counterpresuppositional' focus. Among the latter 'replacing', 'expanding', 'restricting', and
'selecting' focus are distinguished.
59. Cf. 8.2.6-7.
60. Dik 1989: 267, assumes, apart from new topic, also subtopic and resumed topic func-
tion. The notion of subtopic is adequate for some of the cases of 'definite' new topic, but not
for all of them.
61. Dik 1978/1981: 19.
62. Dik 1978/1981: 19.
63. So Keenan 1976: 307: 'For any Language L,
a. a syntactic structure x is semantically more basic than a syntactic structure y_ if, and
only if, the meaning of y depends on that of x. That is, to understand the meaning of y_, it is
necessary to understand the meaning of x.
b. a sentence in L is a basic sentence (in L) if, and only if, no (other) complete sentence in
L is more basic than it.' See further Keenan 1976: 307-311.
64. So Dik 1978/1981: 172-3. Compare also Hopper 1986: 123-40, who works with a
pragmatic definition of a 'Basic Sentence Type' (the subject is 'old or topical', the predicate
is assigned 'the focus of new information'), but who also is aware of the fact that this defini-
tion is very much dependent on the analysis of the discourse.
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lyse an unknown language, one does not know which clause orders are
marked or unmarked. To distinguish between marked and unmarked orders,
it is often assumed that the clause type that occurs most often in the lan-
guage represents the unmarked order, and that the various other orders rep-
resent marked orders. Thus, the third condition might be that basic constitu-
ent order should be the dominant order in a range of texts of different types.
However, in functional as well as in generative approaches to language, a
fourth prerequisite for basic clauses is employed: basic constituent order
should not only correspond to the semantically and pragmatically most sim-
ple clauses, but this order should also provide the best starting point to ex-
plain the other, marked orders. And although in FG the basic order is not
assumed to be an 'underlying' order from which all other orders are to be
derived, the 'placement rules' of FG also need one or more basic patterns as
a starting point.65 In FG these basic patterns are thought to be connected
with the predominantly prefield or postfield character of a language. In
prefield languages the basic pattern is PiSOV, whereas in postfield lan-
guages the basic pattern is Pi VSO. The different functions of the Pi posi-
tion in different languages lead to a number of different actual constituent
order patterns.66
In many languages, these four conditions together will not necessarily
lead to one and the same constituent order that can be considered to be ba-
sic. This is also the case in LUA, in which the dominant clause order type
does not seem to be the pragmatically unmarked order, and certainly is not
a basic pattern that can be employed to understand the other orders. In the
description I will first pay attention to the various types of basic orders.
Which is the dominant constituent order type, which is the pragmatically
unmarked type of clause, and which basic pattern is to be assumed for LUA
in order to understand the various orders that occur in the language? After
these questions are answered, it is possible to describe the links between the
various types of basic orders.
1.5 Transcription
1.5.1 Transcription of LUA in Syriac script
I have chosen to use a transcription of LUA in the main study to enable
other than Syriacists to read the Neo-Aramaic texts. However, the original
65. Cf. Dik 1989: 334-36.
66. Dik 1989: 346-55.
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Syriac orthography conveys important information about the writers' opin-
ion on the language, and a simplified, phonemic transcription of the nine-
teenth-century texts does not suffice to reflect these different attitudes to-
wards the literary language. Therefore, I have chosen to reflect the Syriac
orthography as accurately as possible, which has resulted in a transcription
that is not phonemic and in which different graphemes may represent the
same sound. In addition, the transcription provides some information on the
pronunciation and grammatical analysis of the forms not present in Syriac
orthography. It is always possible to deduct the Syriac spelling from the
transcription.67 Transcription from Syriac script is always given in italics,
whereas phonemic representation is given between square brackets. In the
collection of texts, in the back of this volume, I used the East-Syriac script,
thus enabling a comparison between the transcription and the original or-
thography.
Consonants
i | ' f * s
M b m> X A,
J b \ t A p
\ g - y $ p
A J? JA k S ?
4, j <& k Ja q
f d ^a c a r
m h A / JE s
o w T» m Jt j
l ^i n à f
Vowels
j « +3 ï *a ê
± à ,*a ë ai ô
•a e aa u aj ay
M i ba o as mv




(1) The l (') is represented only when written inside a form, at the begin-
ning of the copula in certain orthographies (cf. 6.2.8), at the beginning
of a form when ' has no vowel, and at the end of the word ilio 'hun-
dred', which is represented as ma\ Otherwise I is not represented at
the beginning and at the end of forms. The consonant is present in the
Syriac script when a form begins with a vowel and when a form ends
with a or /'.
(2) The y often does double duty: -oiojj blyuhy, and in this case is repre-
sented twice (I + y).
(3) A limited number of words are always written without vowel signs,
according to CS usage. In the transcription the appropriate vowels are
added. The choice between the contracted or uncontracted forms of
the masculine and feminine pronouns is made on the basis of grammar




Aa kul 'everything', 'all'
ooi haw I ho 'he' / 'that one', 'that'
-oi hay I he 'she' / 'that one', 'that'
(4) A number of former diphthongs are written uncontracted to prevent
different spellings to merge in the transcription. In nearly all forms,
these are pronounced contracted (cf. 5.11). In the plural forms of the
past copula, Syriac orthography suggests a contraction to [o] (î(h)wâw,
cf. 6.2.8). However, final w here is due to a false etymological spell-








(5) In a limited number of words the 'half zlama' or mhaggyânâ is em-
ployed to denote a shewa vowel that is needed to dissolve a consonant
cluster (cf. 5.10.1.2 and 5.10.2.2). This sign CjS) is transcribed as ;.
(6) The plural sign, syämi, «a, is not transcribed. In most instances the plu-
ral form is recognisable by its ending (/) or by the context. If any un-
certainty arises, the noun will be followed by (pi).
(7) In CS the linea occultons (l.o.),Ji, is employed to mark consonants no
longer pronounced. This 'obscuring line' is frequently employed in
LUA and is transcribed by round brackets. In CS orthography, a lim-
ited number of consonants at the end of a form are not pronounced,
like -y and -hy, but not written with l.o. In current transcriptions of CS
these consonants are also written between brackets. I have chosen not
to mark these silent consonants in LUA, because such a practice
would obscure the differences in the use of l.o. between the various














(8) In Syriac orthography words consisting of only one consonant are
written connected to the following word. In the transcription these are
separated by a single hyphen (-). The copula, constituting a morpho-
logical unit with the preceding noun, is written separately in Syriac or-
thography, but in transcription is connected to the preceding noun
with a double hyphen (=, cf. 6.2.8). The same accounts for object suf-
fixes which sometimes are written separate from the verb they belong
to. These are written also with a double hyphen.
(9) In Syriac orthography doubling of consonants can be inferred only
from vowel patterns and etymology. Because doubling of consonants
is part of the phonemic inventory of Urmia Aramaic (cf. 5.2 and 5.7),
doubled consonants are transcribed whenever I assume them to have
been present in nineteenth-century Urmia Aramaic. Thus, the writing
of doubled consonants is decided on at the basis of comparative Ara-
maic data, as well as on the transcriptions of UA in Roman script. In
Syriac orthography, most writers indicate doubling with short vowels
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(a and /) in seemingly open syllables. In case of u, Syriac orthography
does not provide enough information, because u is employed for [u:]
as well as for [ü].
(10) In the transcription, personal and place names are written with initial
capitals, as is common in European languages.
1.5.2 Transcription ofCS
The transcription of the consonants is the same for CS as for LUA, but the
transcription of vowels is brought in line with general usage. With regard to
doubling, begadkepat consonants and linea occultons the general practice is
followed. The full vocalization of Eastern Classical Syriac thus is not com-
pletely reflected in this orthography.
j a jf ê co M
Ja a -J ï ba o
•3 e -J ë
1.5.3 Transcriptions of N on-Aramaic languages
For Azéri Turkish, Persian, Arabic and Kurdish, which in the nineteenth
century all employed Arabic scripts, I follow current transcriptions of these
languages, making use of the transcription of the consonants already in use
for Aramaic.
1.5.4 Representation of existing transcriptions
A number of text editions employ a transcription of LUA.68 I have repre-
sented these transcriptions as accurately as possible. In the transcription of
Socin,69 a few signs occur that I have represented slightly different: j > i, a
> ä, e > ë, and u > ü. In Duval's transcription,™ I have represented h by h.
These transcriptions are all given in italics, except for those of Osipoff,71
who employes the phonetic alphabet. In the alphabet that was developed in
the Soviet Union (see 4.5.2), S is written as §, and t as /. For the transcrip-






1.5.5 Spelling of names
The spelling of personal and place names in the English text, in the histori-
cal chapters as well as in the translations in the grammatical chapters, is in-
tended to represent the actual pronunciation of the Syriac names, without
employing diacritical signs. Thus [g] is written as gh, [x] as kh, and [s] as
sh. The M is employed to represent aspirated b [w], in names like Auraham
and Gauriel.
THE ASSYRIAN CHRISTIANS AT THE BEGINNING
OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
2.1 Earlier history
2.1.1 The origins of the Persian Church
The Church of the East, as present in the region of Urmia, Mosul, and the
Hakkari mountains at the beginning of the nineteenth century, has its origin
in the Christian communities that developed in the first centuries AD in the
Parthian and Sassanian 'from 224) empire. At what time exactly Christian-
ity was introduced in the region east of the Euphrates is not known, but at
the end of the second century clear references to Christian Churches occur.
Among the communities deported from Roman territory by Shapur I (240-
271) were many Christians, who greatly strengthened the young Persian
Church. Other Christians came to Persia as refugees in periods of persecu-
tion by Roman emperors. Many of the deportees and refugees seem to have
originated in the region of Antioch.'
What kind of relationship existed between the Church in the Roman and
the Church in the Persian empire in the third and fourth centuries is unclear.
No reliable sources indicate that the Persians have ever been dependent on
the patriarchate of Antioch, whereas the Roman-Persian wars and the
persecutions during the reign of Shapur II (309-379) make it unlikely that
bishops could travel frequently between the two empires. During the reign
of Yazdgard I (399-420) the relations with the East Roman empire im-
proved, and contacts between the churches in the two empires became more
frequent. The Synod of 410 in Seleucia-Ctesiphon was supervised by
Yazdgard, and was attended by bishop Maruta from Maiperqat, who also
served as an ambassador of the East Roman empire at the Sassanian court.
At this Synod the Persian bishops decided on the internal organization of
the Persian Church and on the acceptance of the Council of Nicaea.2
In the second half of the fifth century, the geographical and political
separation between the Roman and Persian Churches was followed by a
1. See Brock 1982 and, most extensively, Chaumont 1988.
2. Cf. Labourt 1904 and Fiey 1970. On the persecutions that again broke out at the end of
the reign of Yazdgard, see Van Rompay 1995.
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dogmatic separation. After the Antiochene teachings on the Incarnation of
Nestorius (d. 451) were condemned at the Council of Ephesus (431), the
Persian Church became increasingly associated with the former, although it
were the writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia (d. 428) rather than those of
Nestorius which were at the basis of the theological teaching in the schools
of the Persian empire. At the Synod of Seleucia-Ctesiphon in 484, the Per-
sian Church made an explicit choice for the Antiochene dyophysite doc-
trine, which made a final separation from the East Roman Church inevita-
ble. In the sixth and seventh centuries, this 'Nestorian' theology was further
developed.3 The school of Nisibis, whose first head was Narsai, played an
important role in this period. Although every now and then persecutions
broke out, which might have been caused by the ongoing efforts of the
Christians to convert Mazdeans, it was possible for the Christians to live
their own lives, and even to attain high office at the Sassanian courts.4
Sources refer to the presence of bishops in Azerbaijan, the earliest being a
note about bishop Hosha (Hosea) from Ganzak, situated south of lake
Urmia, who attended the Synod of 486, the latest refers to Hananisho, in
605.5
In the first period of Islam, the expansion of the Persian Church was not
hampered. The Abbasids too, from the eighth century onwards, in general
were tolerant towards the Christians and permitted them to retain their own
culture, although various measures were proclaimed to limit their influence
outside their own community. These rules, however, did not prevent the
Christians from making an important contribution to the formation of Arab
culture. Their translations of scientific literature from Greek via Syriac to
Arabic were widely appreciated, whereas a number of Christian physicians
were employed at important posts at the Abbasid court. During this same
period, East Syrian monks undertook missions to Central Asia and the Far
East, which led to the spread of Christianity far beyond the Middle East.6
The fourteenth century witnessed the end of the heyday of the Church of
the East. After the Mongol invasions of the thirteenth century, the Chris-
tians still prospered for a time. The first Mongol rulers, themselves adher-
ing to animist religions, had several Christians among their own families
and thus favored the Christians rather than the Muslims. At the end of the
thirteenth century, however, the Mongols officially became Muslims and
3. For a recent discussion of the 'Nestorian' character of this theology, see Brock 1996.
4. Cf. Labourt 1904.
5. Fiey 1973: 399 and Fiey 1993: 81.
6. See Fiey 1970 and 1980, Dauvillier 1983, and Spuler 1964: 140-154. For some recent
studies on the history of the Church of the East, see Coakley and Parry 1996.
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the position of the Christians in their empire deteriorated. Khan Timur Leng
(1360-1404), known in Europe as Tamerlane, gave the final blow by his
severe persecutions against Christian communities. Many churches and
monasteries were destroyed and some of the Christians that were able to
escape sought refuge in the mountains of Kurdistan, where Syriac bishop-
rics had long been known. At what time Christians first settled in the fertile
plain of Urmia, east of the mountains, is difficult to ascertain.7 According
to Fiey, an Urmian bishop is mentioned in 1111 and the church of Urmia,
Mart Maryam, is referred to in 1284, whereas Christians in Salmas and
Khosrowa are referred to in 1281. Whether Christians had been living on
the Urmia and Salmas plains already before the Mongol period is not cer-
tain.8
2.1.2 Contacts with the Roman Catholic Church.
After a silence of nearly two centuries, the East Syrians are heard of again
when in 1551 Yukhannan Sulaqa, the superior of the monastery of Rabban
Hormizd near Alqosh, took himself to Rome to be consecrated and ac-
knowledged as patriarch by the Pope. He took up residence in Amida
(Diyarbakir).9 The other patriarch, Shimun VII Bar Mama (1538-1558)
fiercely opposed to the new patriarch and probably was involved in his im-
prisonment and subsequent death in 1555. However, Sulaqa's line was con-
tinued by Audishu (1555-1571), who also was in communion with Rome.
Shimun's line was continued under the name of Eliya, starting with Eliya
VI (1558-1591), residing in Rabban Hormizd near Alqosh.
In the seventies of the seventeenth century, a late successor of Sulaqa,
Shimun XIII (1662-1700), severed all ties with Rome, settled in Qodshanis,
and proclaimed himself 'Patriarch of the Mountain Nestorians'. Two
'Nestorian' patriarchates thus existed, one in Alqosh and one in Qodshanis.
A few times both patriarchates renewed their contacts with Rome, but no
union resulted from this. Not long afterwards, a new Uniat patriarchate was
established in Diyarbakir. Its first patriarch was Yosip I (1681-1693).'°
In the second half of the eighteenth century, the 'Nestorian' patriarchates
of Qodshanis and Alqosh both sought a union with Rome: Shimun XV
7. Cf. especially Fiey 1975, and further Spuler 1964: 155-162, Fiey 1964: 443-472,
Anschiitz 1969: 124, and Nöldeke 1868: xvii-xxiv.
8. Fiey 1973: 402-407, Fiey 1993: 141-42.
9. For further references on the history of this period, see Murre-van den Berg 1998. For
the patriarchal lines of this period, see Lampart 1966: 63-4 and Murre-van den Berg 1999.
10. On Yosip I, see foremostly Lampart 1966. Compare further Tisserant 1931: 228-244,
263, Habbi 1966, and Kawerau 1955: 119-121.
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Mikhael Muktes did so in 1770/1771 and Eliya XI Denkha in 1772. Shimun
XI's attempt did not lead to a union, and that of Eliya XI led, after his death
in 1778, to a long struggle over his succession. Eliya XI had appointed his
nephew Ishuyau as his successor. As Eliya XII, however, the latter returned
to 'Nestorianism', whereupon his younger cousin, Yukhannan Hormuz,
who had been consecrated metropolitan of Mosul by Eliya XI," tried to
become patriarch of the Chaldean party in his place. The Uniat patriarchate
in Diyarbakir, however, still existed, and Rome was not inclined to support
two Chaldean patriarchates.
When in 1780 Yosip IV (1759-1780) of Diyarbakir resigned,12 Rome
was not able to find a suitable successor, and thus Yosip IV was asked to
act as administrator patriarchalis ad interim. Augustin Hindi (his nephew,
who was consecrated bishop in 1779) assisted him, hoping to become patri-
arch in due time. In Mosul, Yukhannan Hormuz cherished similar expecta-
tions, which led to a series of clashes, not only between the two future pa-
triarchs, but also between the Roman Catholic missionaries in Mosul and
Baghdad and Yukhannan Hormuz. In 1812 this led to Yukhannan Hormuz'
dismissal. This made it possible that from about 1817, Augustin Hindi was
more and more seen as patriarch, a development which was approved of by
Rome. In 1824, however, Yukhannan Hormuz was rehabilitated and after
Augustin Hindi died in 1827, he again became candidate for the
patriarchate. In 1834 he received the pallium and was consecrated Chaldean
Patriarch of Baghdad, as successor of Yoseph IV.13
In 1807 Gauriel Danbo (1775-1832) established a Chaldean monastic or-
der in the old monastery of Rabban Hormuzd, in which at that time no
longer any monks were living. Yukhannan Hormuz in Mosul severely op-
posed this order, but the monks had accepted Augustin Hindi as Patriarch,
and had several priests ordained bishop by him. The monks played an im-
portant part in the opposition against Yukhannan Hormuz.14
11. Kawerau 1955: 121, and Badger 1852: I 151 (from an English translation of
Yokhannan Hormuz' autobiography), and Tfinkdji 1914: 462.
12. According to Kawerau 1955: 122, Yosip IV died in 1779, but according to Bello
1939: 7-8, he decided to resign in 1780, which decision was accepted in 1781, after which he
died in 1796. According to Tfinkdji 1914: 459, he left for Rome in 1781 and died there in
1791. SoalsoFiey 1993: 41.
13. Cf. Kawerau 1955: 122-7 and Bello 1939: 8-26. The latter gives the most detailed
account of this episode. According to him Yukhannan VIII was consecrated Patriarch of
Baghdad in 1834 and died later in the same year. So also Tfinkdji 1914: 463. Badger 1852:
I 167, states that Yukhannan Hormuz in 1840 received the pallium from Rome and died in
1841. No other sources confirm this.
14. Cf. esp. Bello 1939, but also the detailed account of Rich's visit to this monastery in
1820 (Rich 1831: II 90-99). Badger 1852: I 162-166, pays some attention to the difficulties
between Yukhannan Hormuz and the monks.
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After the death of Eliya XII in 1804, the East Syrian patriarchate in
Alqosh probably came to an end. According to De Vries, the 'Nestorian'
Mar Eliya, 'a Patriarch resident at Alqosh', with whom Justin Perkins met
in 1834,15 probably was a metropolitan rather than a patriarch.16
2.1.3 Terminology
The unions with Rome, doctrinal differences between the various Eastern
Churches, and the different opinions of Westerners in contact with these
churches, have led to a range of names for the various parties which is
sometimes confusing. For this study, the terminology employed in nine-
teenth-century literature is especially important.17
For long the Church of the East was called the 'Nestorian Church', both
in Europe and in the Middle East, because of its supposed Nestorian theol-
ogy. Until the end of last century the Nestorians themselves also employed
this name alongside other names, whereas in nineteenth-century travel sto-
ries they are sometimes said to reject the name 'Nestorians'. This prevented
certain authors from using it.18 According to others, they called themselves
Nusrâni, which in Arabic is used for 'Christians' in general. Siryâni was
added to denote their specific group, whereas in Aramaic they called them-
selves Suräyi or Suryâyi.19
Already in fifteenth-century papal documents concerning the union with
Rome of a group of East Syrians at Cyprus, the name 'Chaldeans' was em-
ployed to denote those who had repudiated Nestorianism.20 Why this name
was chosen is not entirely clear, but Fiey suggests that this might have been
due to the fact that in the West the Syriac/Aramaic language of these Chris-
tians was sometimes called 'Chaldaic'. Thus the name of the language,
rather than an ethnic or geographical association with the ancient Chaldeans
may have been behind this designation.21 Yukhannan Sulaqa (1552-1555)
was styled 'the first Patriarch of the Chaldeans'.22 The designation 'Assy-
15. Perkins 1843: 174, 180, Grant 1841: 27-8.
16. Cf. De Vries 1960, refuting Kawerau's assumption that Mar Eliya was indeed another
patriarch, opposing Yukhannan Hormuz in Bagdad (Kawerau 1955).
17. The most extensive and recent treatment of this subject is given by Heinrichs 1993. In
Joseph 1961: 3-21, some attention is paid to the nineteenth-century situation. See further Fiey
1965.
18. Cf. Ainsworth 1842: II 273-4, Grant 1841: 171, and Perkins 1843: 175, 180.
19. Smith & Dwight 1834: 372, Perkins 1843: 175, and, much later. Bishop 1891 : II 237.
20. Tisserant 1931: 226.
21. Fiey 1996.
22. Assemani 1719 vol. iii/2, 3, entitled his essay on them 'Chaldeorum, seu Assyriorum,
qui Orientales et Nestoriani appellantur'. Cf. Nöldeke 1871: 129-30, Tfinkdji 1914: 455,
Fiey 1965: 146-148, and De Mauroy 1976: 57.
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rians', which often was employed parallel to 'Chaldeans' in early Roman
Catholic records,23 disappeared. The nineteenth-century Roman Catholic
missionary F. Bore made great efforts to prove that the East Syrians were
descendants of the people which in the Bible were called the 'Kasdim\ i.e.,
Chaldeans, living in Babylon and Nineveh.24 The designation 'Nestorians',
which was employed by Roman Catholic writers for those not united with
Rome, clearly was meant to be pejorative.25 Bore used the appellation
'catholiques' to denote both French and East Syrian Catholics.
W.F. Ainsworth, an English officer travelling in 'Mesopotamia and
Chaldea' at the same time as Bore, employed the term 'Chaldean' as the
name of a people, not of a religion. Therefore he added 'Romish' when he
explicitly referred to the Uniat Christians. According to him, the title
'Nestorians' was given by seventeenth-century Roman Catholic missionar-
ies to those that were not willing to unite with Rome, and thus had to be
avoided. He noted that the East Syrians did not consider themselves to be
adherents of Nestorius, whereas they accepted a probable descent from the
biblical Chaldeans.26 Another indication of a more general use of the name
Chaldean is Mar Yukhannan's assertion that he preferred the designation
Chaldean to Nestorian, during Perkins's visit to the Urmia area in 1834.27
So also Sachau, who in the late nineteenth century mentions that the two
parties of the 'Kildani', the Chaldeans, of Mosul and the Mosul plain had
split into two parties, 'der Trockenen und Nassen'; 'wet' referring to the
Uniates, who were being watered by the money of the Roman Catholic mis-
sion and 'dry' to the Nestorians, who had to do without such help.28 How-
ever, in most of the literature of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the
designation 'Chaldean' is employed exclusively to denote those East Syrian
Christians that were united with the Roman Catholic Church. The mission-
aries in the first half of the nineteenth century nearly always spoke of
Nestorians and Chaldeans to differentiate between the two groups.29
After, in the forties of the last century, Henry Layard had rediscovered
the culture of the ancient Assyrians, he brought the question of the descent
23. Fiey 1965: 146-7.
24. Bore 1840: II 159-198.
25. Cf., e.g., Bore 1840: II 280.
26. Ainsworth 1842: II 256-74. Layard 1850: I 236, for the same reason (and for some
additional reasons, cf. below) wrote about 'Catholic Chaldeans' versus 'Nestorian Chal-
deans'.
27. Perkins 1843: 175.
28. Sachau 1893: 349-50, 359.
29. Smith & Dwight 1832: 366, and e.g. 370; Grant 1841: 170-1 ; Southgate 1840: I 295,
II 221; Perkins 1843: 4; Badger 1852: I xx, and 177-181.
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of the Christans in this region to the attention of the general public. In his
book on these discoveries, which at that time was extremely popular in
Britain, he wrote: 'Those who at that time (i.e., the time of Khan Timur)
sought the heights and valleys of Kurdistan, were the descendants of the
ancient Assyrians, and the remnant of one of the earliest Christian sects.'30
This opinion might have led to the name which in 1886 was chosen for the
Anglican mission among the East Syrian Christians: The Archbishop of
Canterbury's Mission to the Assyrian Christians. The name 'Assyrians' for
the East Syrians in the Urmia region for a long period was employed almost
exclusively by Anglicans, although many of the Anglican missionaries ac-
tually working in the field preferred the name 'East Syrian (Nestorian or
Chaldean) Christians'.31 The Protestant missionaries in Urmia did not em-
ploy the name 'Assyrians' for the East Syrians in general, but interestingly
enough, the Protestant mission in Mosul, which was started in 1849, was
named 'The Assyria Mission'.32
At the end of the nineteenth century, the use of the name Assyrian be-
came connected to the rise of a national, ethnically-based consciousness,
transcending the various confessional strands that were dividing the com-
munity.33 In the literary language, two forms were used to refer to the
'Assyrians', Àtorâyi and (')Surâyi.34 The name 'Assyrian' was employed
30. Layard 1850: I 258. He equates the names 'Chaldeans' and 'Assyrians', although in
the Bible these do not seem to be the same people. Anschiitz 1969: 127, notes that the
Nestorians in the mountains call themselves 'seit den Veröffentlichungen Layards [..]
'Bergassyrer' '. Note, however, that in 1831 Rich already employed the designation 'Assyrian
Christians' (1831: II 120). Layard, therefore, only popularized this designation, he did not
invent it.
31. See Maclean 1895: ix, and 1901: ix, and also Maclean & Browne 1892: 6-9, where
the usage of 'Assyrian' is explicitly rejected. See further Coakley 1992: 147-8 and Fiey
1965: 149-52.
32. Anderson 1875: IV 78ff.
33. See Murre-van den Berg 1998.
34. On these names, see Fiey 1965: 156, Macuch 1987, and Heinrichs 1993: 102-8. It is
likely that the name Ätoräyä had been in use to denote people from the Mosul region long
before the modern identification with the ancient Assyrians arose. Compare, e.g., Brock
1982: 1617, who cites a fourth-century Syriac text in which a Syrian martyr claims descent
from Assyrian kings. Note further that the Arabic name for the Assyrians in northeastern
Syria is Ashuri, whereas Ashuriân (the Persian form) is used in present-day Iran. The form
(')Surâyâ is an orthographical variant denoting one's adherence to the Assyrian ideal, while
maintaining the form current in the spoken language, which is Surâyâ. For a recent evaluation
of the historical arguments under discussion, cf. Frye 1992/1997 and Joseph 1997. There
might be some truth in the assumption of Joseph 1998 that pre-nineteenth-century use of the
designations 'Assyrian' and 'Chaldean', as well as the veneration for the prophets Jonah and
Nahum (the former connected to Nineveh/Mosul, the second to Alqosh), among the commu-
nity itself is to be attributed mainly to influence of the Bible. However, one cannot exclude
the possibility that this identification with biblical peoples and persons was encouraged by
the fact that a certain historical connection was thought to exist.
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widely when after the First World War this nation sought support for an in-
dependent state in Kurdistan.35 In this nationalistic context the association
with the ancient Assyrians even became popular with certain groups within
the Syrian Orthodox and Maronite Church, although most of its clergy did
not approve of it. The clergy of the Church of the East has decided to go
along with this strong current among their flock, and since the seventies,
this church has used the name 'Holy Apostolic Catholic Assyrian Church of
the East'.36
In this study, the designations 'Nestorian' or 'East Syrian' have not been
avoided altogether. The first is used mainly in contrast with 'Chaldean', the
latter for the period before 1800. When possible, preference is given to
'Assyrian', even when for the nineteenth century this is somewhat anachro-
nistic. The designation 'Chaldeans' is employed for those in union with
Rome.
2.2 The situation at the beginning of the nineteenth century
2.2.1 The region37
The Assyrians lived in a mountainous region that in the nineteenth century
extended over two countries: the Ottoman and the Persian empire. A large
number of Assyrians inhabited the Hakkari mountains, situated mainly
within the present Turkish border. The Kurds, living in the same region, in
most areas were the factual rulers, because the Ottoman government was
not able to extend its powers into this wild and far-away part of the country.
The Assyrians in these mountains, sometimes called 'Mountain Nesto-
rians', were living in tribal groups, âsirâti, most of which were subjected to
the Kurds. Some of the larger tribes, however, like that of J i lu or Tiari, had
acquired a certain independence.38 The Nestorian patriarch had his resi-
dence in Qodshanis, a mountain village in northern Barwari. It was prob-
35. See further 3.6.3. Cf. also titles as The Assyrian Settlement and The Assyrians and
their Neighbours, Wigram 1922 and 1929.
36. Cf., e.g., Macuch 1976: 213, Fiey 1965, Heinrichs 1993: 99-100, and Coakley 1996.
For a modern interpretation of the identification with the ancient Assyrians, see Odisho 1988 :
318, where an introduction entitled 'An Ethnolinguistic History of the Assyrians' may be
found.
37. The most extensive treatment of this subject is found in Chevalier 1985. He gives an
overview of the situation in this region in the nineteenth century, relying mainly on travel sto-
ries, some of them unpublished.
38. Cf., e.g., Smith & Dwight 1835: 375, Perkins 1843: 6-10, and Ainsworth 1842: II
286. Maclean & Browne 1892: 10, distinguish between 'Ashiret', which are independent
tribes, and 'Rayât', subject both to the Turkish government and local Kurdish rulers.
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ably due to the isolation of this region that the Roman Catholics did not
succeed in bringing these Assyrians into union with Rome. The estimated
number of Nestorians in the Hakkari mountains in the nineteenth century
varies. In the forties, the American missionary Perkins estimated their
number at about 110,000, whereas Ainsworth, an English traveler, in the
same period counted only 27,840 souls, though he admitted that this might
be an underestimate. A. Smith, another American missionary, made a care-
ful estimate after a journey through this region in 1844 and believed their
number not to have exceeded 50,000 before the Kurdish attacks in the early
forties.39 The Assyrian tribes depended on their cattle and on the crops from
small pieces of land, just like the Kurds.40
Another important area for the Assyrians was the plain south of the
Hakkari mountains, extending as far as Mosul. In most of its villages, as
well as in Mosul, the Chaldeans formed the majority of the East Syrians.
Badger reckoned the total number of Chaldeans in this region to be about
1160 families, of which 350 were in Mosul.41 As to the numbers of non-
Uniat Assyrians, no reliable data are available. In the area close to Mosul,
their numbers were low, but closer to the Hakkari mountains quite a
number of Assyrian villages had not yet accepted Catholicism.
The third area in which Assyrians were living was the fertile plain ex-
tending from north to south between the Hakkari mountains and the Urmia
Lake, together with the Salmas plain north and northwest of the lake. In this
agricultural region many different crops were grown: corn, rice, cotton,42
grapes, and vegetables, while allmost all kinds of fruit trees were doing
well. Most of the Assyrians lived in villages in which they often formed the
majority of the population. Most of them were farmers and paid their taxes,
often consisting of crop sharing or a day's labor,43 to the Persian lords of
39. Perkins 1843: 10, Ainsworth 1842: II 286-7, and Smith 1851: 61-68. It is difficult to
compare the numbers given by various authors. Often the number of 'houses' or 'families' is
taken as a starting point, but the number of persons reckoned to be part of such a household
varies from six to ten. Perkins (1843: 10), supposes ten, Ainsworth (1842: II 286), eight and
Badger (1852: I 174 and 399-400), six (not explicitly stated, but deduced from several num-
bers). Cf. also Chevalier 1985: 126-31 and 278-85, for an overview of the numbers given by
various authors.
40. For an interesting description of the living conditions of the independent tribes in the
eighties of the nineteenth century, see Maclean & Browne 1892: 11-46.
41. Badger 1852: I 82, 174-5. In Mosul there were 750 West Syrian families, 300 of them
were in union with Rome.
42. According to Issawi 1991: 599, cotton probably was introduced in this region by the
American missionaries around 1852. In Smith & Dwight 1834: 398 an 'instrument for clean-
ing cotton' is mentioned, and Perkins 1843: 7 and 429, reckons cotton among the staple crops
of the Urmia region, for 'domestic use and foreign trade'. Compare also Lambton 1987a: 51.
43. Lambton 1987a.
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the villages, just like their Muslim neighbors. Most of the time the two
groups lived together in peace.44
According to Perkins, the community of Assyrians in Urmia itself was
relatively small, about 600 persons in a total population of 20,000 or
30,000,45 especially when compared with the number of Assyrians living on
the Urmia plain, amounting up to 30,000 or 40,000 people. The missionary
activities in the nineteenth century led to a growth of the Assyrian commu-
nity in Urmia, to some 6500 in 1910.46
2.2.2 Chaldeans and Nestorians
In the early nineteenth century, part of the Assyrians were united with
Rome, under the Chaldean patriarchate. During most of that century, those
not united with Rome far outnumbered those that were.
The total number of non-Uniat Assyrians in Turkey and in Iran is esti-
mated by Perkins at about 140,000. Badger, a couple of years later (during
which the Kurds had attacked the Assyrians), gave a total number of 11,378
'families', or at least 70,000 persons. This number is considerably lower
than the earlier estimates, and the difference seems too large to be attrib-
uted only to the Kurdish inroads. Interesting in this respect is Badger's re-
mark that the numbers given by the Patriarch were sometimes exaggerated,
and that he had reduced the latter's numbers by about one third.47 Perhaps
the total number of non-Uniat Assyrians at the beginnings of the nineteenth
century hardly exceeded 100,000.48 In the seventies of that century the
American missionaries estimated the number of Nestorians at 81,000
(56,000 in the mountains, 25,000 in the Urmia plains) and that of the
Chaldeans at 36,000, a total number of 117,000.49
In the fifties, Badger counted only 1743 Chaldean families (or some
10,458 individuals), of which the majority (1160 families) lived in the
Mosul plain. The community around Khosrowa consisted of 150 families.
The rest mostly lived in the region southwest of the Hakkari mountains,
around Amadiya and in Jezirah. Towards the end of the nineteenth century
their numbers seem to have risen to about 17,700 in the southern part and
16,700 in the Khosrowa region. In 1913 these numbers, according to
Chevalier, had risen to 24,000 and 19,200, whereas Hartmann gives 10,500
44. Maclean & Browne 1892: 47-117, Joseph 1961: 68-9.
45. Perkins 1843: 9, Hartmann 1980: 74-5, Hambly 1991: 547.
46. Hartmann 1980: 74.
47. Perkins 1843: 10, Badger 1852: I 174-5, 392-99.
48. So also Chevalier 1985: 129-30.
49. Cutts(n.d.; around 1877): 175.
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in 1914 for the Salmas region. Even the lowest number indicates a consid-
erable growth, especially when compared to the early fifties.50
In the Mosul region Catholicism was already present for about 250 years,
whereas in the Khosrowa region it was more recently introduced, probably
towards the end of the eighteenth century.51 In 1831, according to Smith
and Dwight (cf. 3.1.1), there were Chaldean bishoprics in Khosrowa,
Alqosh, Ain Kawa (near Baghdad), Diyarbakir, Seert, and Mardin. Badger
does not mention Ain Kawa, but adds Jezirah, Kirkuk and Baghdad.52
In the central Hakkari mountains only Nestorian villages were found, of
which Qodshanis and Julamerik (Cölemerik) were the most important, the
first being the usual residence of the patriarch. The villages in the plain of
Urmia also were mainly Nestorian. In the mountains the tribes of Jilu,
Barwari (Barbar), and Gawar had their own bishops. Bishops were conse-
crated also for Bohtan, Bet Shamsdin and Gonduk. Ada, Ardishay, Armood
Aghay, Gawilan/Jamalawa and Gugtapa were the bishoprics of the Urmia
plain.53
At that time it was only in Mosul that a Western mission was active, con-
sisting of Roman Catholics of the Dominican order. The priests came from
Italy, later the mission was taken over by Dominican friars from France.54
Earlier Roman Catholic missionary activities had also been concentrated
50. Badger 1852 I: 174-5, Chevalier 1985: 132, Hartmann 1980: 74 (based on the
Annuario Pontificio of 1914).
51. On the Mosul region, see Murre-van den Berg 1998. On Khosrowa, see Hornus 1971:
291-2, n. 73 and Bore 1840 II: 256, who mention a young Chaldean from Diyarbakir who
under influence of Dominican missionaries was trying to win over people to Catholicism in
the Khosrowa region. Through one of his converts the bishop of Khosrowa, Ishuyau (III)
Shimun (1777-1789) became Roman Catholic. In other sources only this bishop is mentioned,
so Fiey 1993: 127. Compare further Wolff 1829: III 132, and Coakley 1992: 179-80. From
the Missionary Herald 48 (1852): 69, one might infer that Roman Catholicism was intro-
duced in Khosrowa in 1781 (70 years before 1851). Chatelet 1934: 260 mentions a number of
earlier adherents to Roman Catholicism, but he does not give his sources.
52. Smith & Dwight 1834: 352 [S&D], versus Badger 1852: I 172 [Bd]: S&D
Diyarbakir with bishop Basilius, Bd: Botros; S&D: Seert with Michael, Bd: id.; S&D:
Mardin with Ignatius, Bd: id.; S&D: Ain Kawa with Lorentius, Bd: Baghdad with Elia;
S&D: Alqosh with Yokhannan and Yosef, Bd: Alqosh/Mosul with Yosef (1846-1878); S&D:
Khosrowa with Yokhannan, Bd: ex-patriarch Zeyya (cf. II.2.1.) Bd: Jezirah with Basilius. In
Badger's list (1852: I 174) also Mosul and Amadiya are mentioned as bishoprics, but without
names of bishops.
53. See for the bishoprics in the Urmia plain: Ada (Yosip): Smith & Dwight 1843: 387,
Hornus 1971: 142-3; Ardishay (Gauriel): S&D 395, Ainsworth 1842: II 277, H 133-4;
Gawilan/Jamalawa (Yukhannan) S&D 367, A 277, H 144; Gugtapa (Eliya): Perkins 1843:
182, H 137-8, Armood Aghay (Auraham) S&D 403, H 147. For the bishoprics in the moun-
tains, see Badger 1852: I 392-399, Perkins 1843: 324, and Fiey 1964: 445-6.
54. Cf. 3.2.3.
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mainly on the East Syrians near Mosul and Diyarbakir.55 Dating to the sec-
ond half of the eighteenth century, the time of the Turkish-Russian war,
were the contacts with Georgian Christians.56 These contacts intensified af-
ter the Treaty of Turkmanchay ( 1828) between Russia and Persia, when
considerable numbers of Assyrians went to Tblisi as seasonal workers. It is
possible that this acquaintance with a Christian society made the Assyrians
more receptive towards the possible benefits of the American Protestants.
However, as much as these contacts with Georgia might have formed a
channel through which 'Western' ideas could reach the Assyrians, it was
only when the American missionaries in 1835 started to live in Urmia, that
the West really was coming up to their doorsteps. Their arrival proved to be
the starting point of a new period in the history of the Assyrians, not only of
those in Persia, but also of those living in the Ottoman empire. Within a
few years their outlook on the world would be different and their relation-
ship with their Muslim neighbors changed.
55. See Murre-van den Berg 1998.
56. See Tsereteli 1996 for some interesting evidence of these early contacts between the
Assyrians and the Georgians.
3
MISSIONARY ACTIVITIES
3.1 The first period of the American Protestant mission (1834-1850)
3.1.1 Preparations
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, various persons became inter-
ested in the Assyrians, a community that until then was hardly ever heard of
in Europe.' Ruf us Anderson, secretary of the American Board of Commis-
sioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM), an interdenominational missionary
society founded in 1810 (most of its members belonging to Congrega-
tionalist or Presbyterian churches), read an account on the 'Nestorians' in
Eastern Turkey by Robert Walsh, a British chaplain in Constantinople.2
This report was reprinted in the Missionary Herald, the ABCFM magazine.
At that time Joseph Wolff, an Episcopalian of German-Jewish extraction,
was already traveling around the Ottoman empire, and had met with the
Assyrians.3 Another early traveler was W. Jowett, who in 1825 published
an account of his journey on behalf of the Church Missionary Society
(CMS), an Anglican society. In this he included a short description of the
history and present situation of the 'Nestorians', although he himself had
not met with anyone of this nation.4 Anderson decided to ask Rev. Eli
Smith and Rev. H.G.O. Dwight, who were to travel to Turkey to explore
1. For a survey of the early interest in the Aramaic-speaking peoples, see Hopkins 1993:
53-4.
2. Walsh had acquired his information from '(arch)bishop Shimon Pietri Shewris from
Al-Jazira' (Walsh 1836: II 405-13, Kawerau 1958: 217). Bishop Shevris left for Rome in
1806, returned to Iran in 1819 by way of Constantinople, where he appeared in 1822 (cf.
Bello 1839: 14 and n. 31 and Coakley 1992: 18) and died of pestilence in 1831 in Tabriz (cf.
Hornus 1972: 298 n. 179, 'Pierre Chauriz from Seert', Perkins 1843: 350). While staying in
Rome, he became acquainted with the British and Foreign Bible Society. He was asked to
translate the Bible into Kurdish and was paid a monthly allowance in return. This translation
proved to be far from adequate and was not printed. On return, he still sympathised with the
Roman Catholic faith (Smith & Dwight 1834: 353). Joseph Wolff had met him in Rome in
1817-8, had learned 'Modern Chaldean' from him, and had met him again in Tabriz in 1825,
when Shevris worked for the BFBS (Wolff 1829: III 115-6, 130). Both Tfinkdji (1914: 493-




future mission fields for the ABCFM, also to pay attention to the 'Nesto-
rians' and their living conditions.5
At the end of 1829, Smith and Dwight left for Constantinople, traveled
through northern Turkey, Georgia and Armenia, and at the end of 1830 ar-
rived in Tabriz, the capital of Azerbaijan. In the spring of 1831, they left for
Urmia, but by the time they arrived at the Urmia plain, they learned that
pestilence raged in the town. A visit to the mountains, to the Patriarch of
the Church of the East, was also cancelled, because the Kurds had become
rather threatening in that area. However, on their visit to a couple of
Assyrian villages, like Khosrowa, Jamalawa, Ada, and Ardishay, they col-
lected much useful information on the economical and religious situation of
the Christians. The Chaldeans of Khosrowa, who had united with the Ro-
man Catholic Church about fifty years earlier, were not unfriendly and, ac-
cording to Smith and Dwight, their contacts with Rome were rather sparse.6
In their opinion the non-united Assyrians in particular might benefit from
the work of future American missionaries, who should pay special attention
to furnishing an educational system.7 There were a few Christian schools
before the missionaries arrived, one of them probably even in Urmia,
which, rather similar to the Muslim schools, concentrated on transmitting
religious knowledge and the reading of the liturgies. These schools were led
by priests and bishops and were attended chiefly by future deacons and
priests.8
The Assyrians themselves enthusiastically supported the plans for for-
eign help. Although Smith and Dwight did not promise any political sup-
port, the Assyrians apparently expected Christian help from the West to in-
clude taking over the government from the Muslims. When Smith and
Dwight became aware of these expectations, they tried hard to explain their
purely spiritual aims, but it seems that they did not fully convince the
Assyrians.9
5. Anderson 1873: II 85.
6. Smith & Dwight 1834: 355.
7. Cf. Keddie 1991: 176-8, who notes that education in Iran was not considered a govern-
mental task, but was left to the religious leaders. The existing schools only provided Islamic
education, which was hardly suitable for Christian children.
8. Smith & Dwight 1834: 355 (Khosrowa), Perkins 1843: 185 (Mar Eliya in Gugtapa),
and Malech 1910: 329 (Mar Auraham Malech in Urmia). Surprisingly, no reference is found
to the school in Urmia in the reports of the first missionaries. On the school in Gugtapa, see
Nestorian Biography 1857: 184-7, and Murre-van den Berg 1996.
9. Smith & Dwight 1834: 393-4, 406. Compare also Joseph 1961: 45-49, who draws at-
tention to the fact that this political reasoning of the Assyrians may be explained from the
possibility of a Russian occupation of Azerbaijan a few years earlier, in the period before the
Treaty of Turkmanchay in 1828. The documents recently discussed by Tsereteli (1996) con-
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Smith and Dwight expected Urmia to be the most suitable place for es-
tablishing a mission post, even if the number of Assyrians here was
comparitively small. Apart from being the central town of the Urmia plain,
from which the surrounding Assyrian villages were easy to reach, the Per-
sian government present in this town would be able to protect the mission-
aries if necessary.10
3.1.2 Beginnings
The ABCFM took the positive advice of Smith and Dwight seriously and
started with the preparations for a mission in Persia in 1832. In September
1833, Rev. Justin Perkins (1805-1869), who had worked as a tutor at
Amherst College, and his wife Charlotte Bass (1808-1897), were sent as
missionaries to Persia. Their main object should be 'to enable the Nestorian
Church, through the grace of God, to exert a commanding influence in the
spritual regeneration of Asia'." At this early time, ABCFM mission work
in general was directed at bringing new life into the Eastern Churches, not
only for the sake of the Eastern Christians themselves, but also to enable
them to gain Muslims for the Christian faith. A revival in the Eastern
Churches could only be expected after the Bible had been made available to
the people. Therefore, the major task of all the missionaries of the ABCFM
was to provide the Bible in the vernacular and to establish schools where
children and grown-ups could learn to read. In most places the pastor-
missionary was accompanied by a physician, whose skills often provided
an easy access to the people.12
At the end of September, Perkins and his wife had left Boston, and they
arrived in Constantinople in December, where they stayed till May 1834. In
August of that year, they arrived in Tabriz, from whence Perkins made a
preparatory trip to Urmia. He was well received, as were his plans for es-
tablishing a mission post. Two Assyrians, bishop Yukhannan and priest
Auraham, joined him to Tabriz, willing to teach him their language.11
cerning contacts between high Assyrian clergy (including the Patriarch) and a Georgian king,
Irakli II, indicate that this antagonistic feelings towards the Muslim authorities date at least
from the period of the Russian-Turkish war (1768-1774).
10. Smith & Dwight 1834: 410.
11. Perkins 1843: 31.
12. For the religious background of the ABCFM missionaries, see Kawerau 1958: 1-169.
In the 'Instructions', the speech delivered by Rufus Anderson on the eve of the departure of
the Perkins couple, the objectives of the ABCFM missions are summarized, cf. Perkins 1843:
28-31.
13. Perkins 1843: 187-89.
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In America a physician had been found to join the Persian mission: Dr.
Asahel Grant (1807-1844). Together with his wife Judith S. Campbell
(1814-1839), he left for Tabriz, where they joined the Perkinses' in Octobre
1835. The two couples then left for Urmia, and entered their mission-field
on the 20th of November.14 From the moment they arrived, people came to
see them, and Grant was besieged by patients. In December Perkins already
wrote a letter to the American Board stressing the need for extra people and
for a printing press.15
On the 18th of January 1836 a school was opened, which already on the
second day was joined by 17 pupils. After some time, the Americans had to
give these boys an allowance to enable them to attend classes without
harming their parents by their not earning any money.16 Priest Auraham and
bishop Yukhannan assisted Perkins both with teaching and with preparing
teaching materials. In the course of time more members of the clergy, espe-
cially deacons and priests, were engaged in teaching in the schools of the
Americans.17
3.1.3 Expansion into the Hakkari mountains
From the very beginning there had been plans to establish another mission
post in the mountains west of the Urmia plain. To carry out this plan, the
co-operation of the Patriarch of the Church of the East, Mar Shimun XVII
Auraham (in office from 1820 to 1860), at that time residing in Julamerik,
was necessary. When, in 1837, A.L. Holladay and W.R. Stocking arrived
from America to join the mission, for a short time it seemed possible that
two of the four missionaries would make a fact-finding trip into the moun-
tains. However, this soon proved to be too dangerous. In 1838 the Ameri-
can Board urged the missionaries to make haste, because they had learned
that the Anglicans as well had taken interest in this mission field.18
Grant was very much interested in this work, and after his wife died in
January 1839, he devoted as much time as he could to this area. In October
1839 he made his first visit to the Patriarch. He was received very kindly
14. Perkins 1843: 231.
15. Perkins 1843: 246, Kawerau 1958: 273.
16. Cf. Perkins 1843: 255, 375 and Anderson 1873: I 182-3. A few years later the Catho-
lic missionaries would accuse the Americans of bribery because of this practice, compare
Bore 1840: 280, 351-2, Chatelet 1934: 248, 394, and Hornus 1971: 290. In the series of arti-
cles of Chatelet, nearly all successes of the Protestant missionaries are attributed to bribery of
the Assyrians, see, e.g., Chatelet 1934: 386-7, 400, 4-2, 575, and 585.
17. Perkins 1843: 250-1, Anderson 1873: I 345, Murre-van den Berg 1996: 10-11.
18. Kawerau 1958: 236, 560, see further 3.3.1.
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and stayed with the patriarchal household for five weeks, attending the
sick.19 In December he returned to Urmia. This journey brought him to the
conclusion that Mosul would make a good place for a mission station, from
whence the mountains could be easily reached. When the Patriarch in-
formed the Americans that he would like to see Grant again, the latter
traveled back to the mountains in the spring of 1840.20 During this second
trip Grant also met with Nurullah Beg, the Kurdish Amir of the Hakkari
mountains, who also received him warmly.21 When in that same year Grant
traveled to America to bring his children who had lost their mother under
the care of a family member, he also visited Boston to give an account of
the mission work in Persia. He was rather optimistic about the mission
work that might be done in the mountain region, but he also informed the
American Board about the rising tensions between Kurds and Christians in
the Hakkari mountains.
In June 1840, shortly after Grant had left the Patriarch, William Ains-
worth and I.A. Rassam22 visited the latter on behalf of the Anglican Church.
During this visit they promised help from the Anglican Church, by the way
expressing their doubts about the work of the American missionaries. The
Patriarch did not express his opinion very clearly.23
Grant returned from America with two new missionaries, A.K. Hinsdale
and C.C. Mitchell, both accompanied by their wives, who planned to work
in the mountains. Mitchell died on the way, and Hinsdale fell ill. Grant paid
a third visit to the Patriarch in the summer, whereas in the autumn of 1841,
Grant and Hinsdale made another short trip into the mountains. They in-
tended to spend the winter with the Patriarch, but ongoing troubles between
Kurds and Assyrians prevented them from doing so. Grant still was opti-
mistic and believed that real warfare would not break out, although the Pa-
triarch already had been attacked by Nurullah.24
The Kurdish Amir Nurullah wanted to secure his position as head of the
Hakkari tribes, including the Assyrian ones, by putting himself directly un-
der Ottoman power in Erzerum. The burning of Qodshanis in August 1841
was certainly meant as a warning to the Patriarch not to strive for independ-
19. Grant 1841: 80-86, Kawerau 1958: 238.
20. The complicated history of these years is extensively treated in Joseph 1961: 49-64.
21. Grant 1841: 88-91.
22. Christian/Isa Anthony Rassam (b. 1808) was married to Mathilda Badger, a sister of
O.P. Badger. He had traveled to Britain in 1837 and became British Vice-Consul in Mosul in
1840. His younger brother, Hormuzd Rassam (1829-1910), accompanied H. Layard on his
excavations. Cf. Coakley 1992: 20, Hornus 1970: 297 n. 81, and below, 4.2.2 n. 36.
23. Ainsworth 1842: II 246-253, Coakley 1992: 28-33.
24. Kawerau 1958: 240-9 and Anderson 1873: I 199-223.
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ence or to seek other alliances. The following winter the conflict seemed to
have eased, and Grant, in the summer of 1842, again made his way into the
mountains. He obtained permission both from Nurullah and the Patriarch25
to build a mission house in Ashita, but the house seems to have resembled a
fort so much that it caused suspicion with all parties.26
At this time the political situation had changed. The Ottoman govern-
ment had started to gradually reduce the power of the independent Kurdish
chiefs. At the southeastern part of the Hakkari mountains, Pasha Moham-
med of Mosul was waiting for an opportunity to subdue Nurullah. The Pa-
triarch was caught in the middle of this conflict.
In March 1843 Rev. George Percy Badger came to the Patriarch to offer
him the support of the Anglican Church.27 Moreover, it seems that Badger
not only offered educational and religious assistance, but also hinted at a
possible intervention in Ottoman politics by the British ambassador in
favor of the Assyrians.28 One of the restrictions he put to his proposals
was that the Patriarch would not prolong any contacts with the American
missionaries. The Patriarch seemed to have accepted the proposals, but
did not make any promises regarding the Americans. During this visit
messengers of Nurullah came to the Patriarch to organize a meeting be-
tween the two leaders, but the Patriarch did not react, whereas in the course
of the same visit he probably had hinted at his alliance to the Pasha of
Mosul. Thus Nurullah's messengers received the impression that the Patri-
arch expected help to come from the foreigners.29 In April, Grant visited
Ashita, but the Kurds were taking such a menacing attitude that he soon re-
turned to Mosul. In June, Nurullah, together with Badr Khan, the Amir of
Botan, and with consent of the Mosul Pasha, launched an attack on the
Assyrians, as a result of which the Patriarch fled to Mosul in July.30 Many
Assyrians were killed, probably as many as one third of those living in the
mountains.31
25. Badger 1850: I 185-6, 248, suggests that the Patriarch consented only from fear of
Nurullah, but the enduring contacts between the former and Grant seem to indicate otherwise.
Compare also Hornus 1970: 293 n. 66. Joseph (1961: 56) suggests that Nurullah gave this
permission because a mission building could be of use for him in a future war with the Pasha
of Mosul.
26. Layard 1850: I 156-7.
27. See further 3.3.1.
28. Coakley 1992: 39-14.
29. Badger 1852: I 244, 47-51, Joseph 1961: 60-2.
30. Cf. Badger 1850: I 271, 77, 85, Kawerau 1958: 250-1, Hornus 1971: 25-6, and
Coakley 1992: 41. The Patriarch's brother had fled to Urmia, after which troubles between
him and the missionaries arose.
31. Joseph 1961: 64, Badger 1850: 1 366-67.
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It is clear that the presence of the Americans and Anglicans in the
Hakkari mountains influenced the course of the tragic events of 1843. The
interest shown by foreigners from mighty countries in the poor and helpless
people in the mountains aroused the suspicion of the Kurds as well as of the
Ottoman government. The Assyrians themselves found it difficult to be-
lieve that foreign support would not include political help also, even more
so since such help appears to have been promised explicitly by Badger and
unwillingly by Grant, building his fort-like mission house. These expecta-
tions certainly caused the Assyrians to be less careful in their relations with
the Kurds. Grant, who had established good relationships both with
Nurullah and with the Patriarch, perhaps could have tried to negotiate be-
tween the two (or three) parties, but it is likely that for a very long period
he did not understand the extent of the feelings involved.32 When in the
summer of 1844 the missionaries came in conflict with the patriarchal fam-
ily, the latter accused the Protestant missionaries of having played an im-
portant role in causing the tragedy. The missionaries tried to plead them-
selves free, pointing to the fact that this possible relationship between
Grant's activities and the Kurdish attacks only was brought forward after
the patriarchal family had started to oppose the mission, for reasons other
than the war of 1843.33
Ainsworth, who was perhaps least involved, worried about his own part
in the tragedy, whereas Badger, who was to blame most for his strong sug-
gestion of political help, had difficulties in correctly assessing the situation.
He suggested that he himself had played an important part in arousing the
interest of the British consulate in Constantinople, through his brother-in-
law I.A. Rassam, the British Vice-Consul in Mosul. Whether or not this
really had any influence on the ceasing of the fighting is difficult to ascer-
tain. After the massacre, Badger and Rassam helped the refugees in Mosul
as much as they could. Grant, also caring for the refugees in Mosul, died
shortly afterwards of typhus.34
32. Joseph 1961: 64-66, is rather negative about the foreign influence in this region, in
which he is followed by Waterfield 1973: 106-7. Hornus 1970: 292-4, and Coakley 1992:
40-41, take a less harsh view, whereas Reed 1968: 7, 16, believes that Badger exerted a posi-
tive influence.
33. For the missionaries' defense of their policy, see Laurie 1853, the author having ar-
rived at this mission field in 1842. Interestingly enough, among the missionary correspond-
ence at Houghton a piece of Syriac writing has been preserved in which the unknown writer
states that Grant was not to blame for what happened. This scrap, with translation, was sent to
the Board in 1844, apparently sometime after it was written, ABC 16.8.1. vol. 3, nr. 206 (the
Syriac letter with translation undated) and 207 (accompanying letter by James Lyman
Merrick, 15 March 1844).
34. Ainsworth 1842: II 253-55, Badger 1850: I 191, 275-77.
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After the massacres in 1843, relationships between Kurds and Christians
in the Hakkari mountains were unstable for a long period. In 1845 and 1846
many Assyrians fell victim to new attacks from Badr Khan.35 In 1847 the
Ottoman government was able to bring the area under its power, Badr Khan
was taken captive, and the Patriarch probably returned to Qodshanis, after
having lived in Mosul for five years.36
Although after Grant's death in 1844 a new physician for the mountain
post had arrived from America, the Urmia missionaries decided that it
might be better not to begin a new mission post in the mountain region. The
Kurds still were not to be trusted and the Patriarch also was less friendly
than he had been, although American visitors had been received cordially
from time to time.37
3.1.4 Furtherexpansion
Towards the end of 1840, Edward Breath, a trained printer, arrived at the
Protestant mission with a printing press. Before the year was over, printing
had started with an edition of the Psalms in Classical Syriac. In 1842 the
first parts of the New Testament in the vernacular were available.38
The schools of the mission saw a gradual increase of popularity. In 1842
the missionaries counted some 500 pupils in the twenty mission schools in
the villages, headed by 48 native teachers, 22 of whom were priests. In
1839 there had been 12 schools in 12 different villages, with a total of 272
boys and 22 girls. In 1849 the number of schools had increased to 32
schools, with 590 pupils, of whom 125 were girls.39 In Urmia itself there
was a boarding school for girls, founded in 1843 by Fidelia Fiske (1816-
1864),40 as well as one for boys, which both offered some kind of higher
35. For an account of his visit in the summer of 1846 to Tiari and Tkhuma, two mountain
regions, cf. Layard 1850: I 157-239. Many Tiari villages had been destroyed in 1843. In
Tkhuma hardly any damage was done, but after Layard had left the area in 1846, Tkhuma
was attacked by Badr Khan.
36. Badger 1852: I 368-74, Waterfield 1973: 107, and Hornus 1971: 26-8, n. 33-4. Com-
pare also Anderson 1873: I 342: according to him Badr Khan was emprisoned in 1848,
Nurullah Bey in 1849, and Suleyman Bey in 1849.
37. Kawerau 1958: 252-3 and Hornus 1971: 291. According to Coakley 1992: 52, the
Patriarch had stayed in Urmia from 1847-49, which period had ended with his strongly op-
posing the American mission.
38. See below, 4.2.3.
39. Anderson 1873: I 345.
40. Earlier Judith Grant had set up a girls' school, but after she died in 1839 the school
was not continued. For Fidelia Fiske and her school, see Perkins 1843: 17; Guest (n.d., pref-
ace 1870); Anderson 1875: IV 281-83, Waterfield 1973: 109, and Macuch 1976: 172 (quota-
tion from ZdB 1910/61). On Fiske and female education, see further Laurie 1863, Pitman
(n.d.): 140-159, and MH 60/9 (1864) 257-60 (Fiske's obituary). Recently two studies paid
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education.41 In the village schools, where primary education was offered,
boys and girls attended classes together.
In these years the missionaries established good relationships with the
Assyrians. Many priests and a couple of bishops were involved in the mis-
sion work, while at the same time they went on fulfilling their duties in the
Assyrian Church. This was approved of by the missionaries. Innovations
that were introduced by the missionaries, like education for girls and the
use of the Scriptures in the vernacular language, were welcomed by most of
the Assyrians in the Urmia region.42
A few Assyrians came under the direct influence of the Protestant faith
of the missionaries. Priest Auraham and bishop Yukhannan, who had lived
with the Perkins family in Tabriz,43 teaching them the languages, stayed
with them after they had moved to Urmia. They attended the house services
of the American families, which on weekdays consisted of Bible reading,
prayers and singing, and on Sundays of two services in which Perkins gave
a sermon. At the same time they continued celebrating the Assyrian masses.
When the boarding school pupils also began to attend these private serv-
ices, one of the Sunday services was held in Neo-Aramaic.44 Perkins stimu-
lated the Assyrian clergymen present to contribute to the preaching and
praying, which after some time they did.45 On their request, he also admit-
ted them to the Protestant celebration of the Lord's Supper.46
In 1838 priest Yukhannan, on behalf of several other priests, asked the
missionaries to preach in Assyrian churches, as part of the regular Sunday
services. Perkins had never dared to ask for such an opportunity himself,
because he had feared that it would not improve the relationship with the
clergy. However, when it was requested by the clergy itself, he gladly ap-
proved. In 1841 all the American missionaries who spoke Neo-Aramaic,
considerable attention to Fiske and her role in the woman missionary movement in antebel-
lum America: Robert 1997 and Porterfield 1997.
41. Anderson 1873: I 185, 316. For more on D.T. Stoddard, who supervised this school,
see Thompson 1858.
42. In Ada, e.g., people sent their daughters to school, without being asked explicitly to
do so by the missionaries (Perkins 1843: 290). In 1839 Mar Eliya introduced the reading of
Paul's epistles in the church of Gugtapa, in Classical Syriac as well as in the vernacular
(Perkins 1843: 376).
43. Perkins 1843: 197.
44. Perkins 1843: 250, 285, 384.
45. Perkins 1843: 251-2 and 256-7, and Anderson 1873: I 179.
46. Perkins 1843: 263 (March 1836): 'Though we have much reason to fear that they are
still in the bondage of sin, we dared not close the door of the Lord's table against their earnest
importunity — regularly professing Christians as they are, while their outward conduct is in
general unexceptionable.'
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preached in the Assyrian churches in the Urmia plain, sometimes as often
as three times a Sunday, in different churches. These services were usually
well attended.47
After nearly ten years of mission work, a major crisis almost brought it
to an end. In the summer of 1844, members of the patriarchal family, who
probably saw their influence among the people diminish, tried to influence
the course of the mission work. Assyrians working with the missionaries
were banned, parents were forbidden to send their children to the mission
schools and the missionaries were asked to stop publishing books in the
vernacular language. The missionaries then decided to discontinue most of
their activities, hoping that the Assyrian leadership would realize what the
benefits of their presence actually were. In the autumn of 1844, the mission
had to deal with an accusation of proselytism by the Persian government,
which probably originated in an earlier conflict with Roman Catholic mis-
sionaries. These attacks from outside fuelled slumbering conflicts among
the missionaries themselves concerning the general policy of the mission.
These came down to whether the mission should work towards a reforma-
tion of the Assyrian Church or towards building a separate Protestant com-
munity. Finally, the two missionaries who were least inclined to hope for a
reformation, Willard Jones and James Lyman Merrick, were forced to re-
turn to America. Their return, as well as the positive outcome of the inquiry
into proselytism by the Persian government, led to a general improvement
of the situation. In 1846, this showed in a wave of revivals among the
Assyrians. These revivals, of course, encouraged the remaining missionar-
ies in their hope for a general reformation of the Assyrian Church.48
The most important achievements of the creation of the literary language
already should be mentioned here.49 In 1846 the translation of the New Tes-
tament into the vernacular was finished. The edition consisted of the Neo-
Aramaic translation with the Peshitta text in parallel columns. In 1852 the
Old Testament translation was edited in the same way. In 1849 another
major publication of the mission press started: the magazine Zahrlri d-
Bâhrâ (ZdB), i.e. 'Rays of Light', which was published monthly, and later
47. Perkins 1843: 333, Perkins 1861: 76-7.
48. For this period, see Murre-van den Berg 1997b, Murre-van den Berg, 'The American
Board and the Eastern Churches' (forthcoming) and also below, 3.2.1. Some general, rather
vague, references to the conflict can be found in Anderson 1873: I 319-323. On Merrick, who
was also the first American missionary to the Muslims in Persia, see Finnie 1967: 221-224
and Phillips 1969: 147-148. For much the same discussions among the missionaries of the
American Board in Syria, see Badr 1992.
49. See further below, 4.2.4.
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bi-monthly, until 1918. This Neo-Aramaic magazine was one of the first
magazines in Persia.50
The work of the missionaries of the ABCFM in various parts of the
world greatly increased the interest in 'foreign' languages and cultures. The
American Oriental Society was founded in 1849, publishing the Journal of
the American Oriental Society (JAOS). During the journal's early years, its
main contributors were ABCFM missionaries, who published sketches of
'oriental' languages, drew attention to manuscripts found in their regions,
and informed their readers about interesting archeological findings. Justin
Perkins published two Classical Syriac texts, whereas also the first gram-
mar of vernacular Aramaic was published in this journal, written by the
Urmian missionary D.T. Stoddard (1818-1857). S.A. Rhea (d. 1865), who
labored in the Hakkari mountains (Gawar) from 1851 to 1859, contributed a
sketch of the local Kurdish dialect.'51 Missionaries like Perkins also were in
regular correspondence with scholars back home, thereby also contributing
to the further development of oriental studies.
3.2 The Roman Catholic mission (1839-1918)
3.2.1 Beginnings (1839-1854)
When the Protestant missionaries began their work in northwestern Persia,
a Chaldean community existed in the region of Khosrowa, north of Urmia,
as well as in the village of Ardishay, south of Urmia. Their existence prob-
ably was due to influence from Roman Catholic missionaries in Diyarbakir
or Mosul, but apparently none of these missionaries actually worked in this
region.52 When, in the years 1838-1841, Eugène Bore, a French professor
50. Macuch 1976: 136, Avery 1991: 815-24. A Persian paper had been published from
1834-48, but the first regularly appearing (weekly) magazine started in 1851. According to
Avery the publications of the mission press scarcely affected the non-Christian population.
Perkins (1843: 315) heard about the Persian paper in 1837.
51. See JAOS 1 (1840) 2, 61-63. The following articles were published by missionaries
connected to the mission in Urmia: J. Perkins, 'Notice of a Life of Alexander the Great',
JAOS 4 (1854) 357-439 and 'The Revelation of the Blessed Apostle Paul. Translated from an
Ancient Syriac Manuscript', JAOS 8 (1866) 183-212. D.T. Stoddard, Grammar of the Mod-
ern Syriac Language as Spoken in Oroumiah, Persia and in Kourdistan, London 1855 and
reprinted in JAOS 5/6 (1856) l-180a-h. The contribution of S.A. Rhea, 'Brief Grammar and
Vocabulary of the Kurdish Language of the Hakari District', was published fifteen years after
his death in JAOS 10 (1880) 118-154. On Stoddard's scholarly work (including astronomic
observations), see further Thompson 1858: 340-52, on Perkins, see Perkins (Jr.) 1887: 40-55
(a chapter contributed by prof. Isaac H. Hall).
52. See further 2.1.2 and 2.2.2.
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of Armenian, began traveling in the Middle East, the situation changed. At
first his main interest was in questions related to his scholarly research, but
more and more he became interested in the possibilities of establishing mis-
sion work in Persia. He put much energy in preparing the ground for the
Lazarist mission work in Isfahan, Tabriz and Urmia.53
In 1839 he obtained permission from the regent of Urmia, Malik Mansur
Mirza, to establish a school in Ardishay.54 This school became the subject
of the first quarrel between the American Protestants and the French Catho-
lics. In 1838 bishop Gauriel of Ardishay had promised some Catholics, one
of them Bore, to let them start a school in his village. About a year later, he
gave the American missionaries permission to begin with a school. The
Catholics at that time had not yet started theirs. Upon hearing about the
Protestant school, they announced to Gauriel that they very soon would
start with the promised school. Gauriel then became afraid and asked
Perkins and Stocking to come to him. They immediately came and helped
him writing a letter asking the Catholics not to begin with their school. The
latter refused, accusing the American missionaries of bribing Mar Gauriel.
The Catholic school that was opened soon afterwards did not attract many
pupils.55
In 1840 French Fathers of the order of St. Vincent de Paul, also called
Lazarists, made a new start with the mission in Persia. Father Ambroise
Fornier came to assist Bore in Isfahan, whereas one year later the Fathers
Augustin Cluzel (1815-1882) and Joseph Darnis (1814-1858) arrived in
Persia. Darnis left for Urmia to start a Catholic mission there, Cluzel went
to Isfahan and Fornier to Tabriz.56
At the end of 1841, Bore left for Mosul; from there he went to Constan-
tinople. In the spring of 1843 he visited Rome. Then he returned to Con-
stantinople, was appointed French Consul in Jerusalem, but after some time
entered the Lazarist order in Constantinople (1849). In 1874 he became its
superior. He passed away in 1878.57
53. Cf. Kawerau 1958: 510-12, Bore's own memoirs (Bore 1840), Chatelet 1933: 499-
510, andGoyau 1938: 178-182.
54. Kawerau 1958: 514, Bore 1840: I I 362-3, Macuch 1976: 191.
55. Compare Perkins 1843: 393-6, 439-40 and ABC 16.8.1 vol. 3, nr. 175: 70-81
(Perkins, 16 July 1845) against Bore 1840: II 353, 360-62 and Challaye in Hormis 1971:
133-7. Cf. also Kawerau 1958: 514-5 and Chatelet 1933: 502-504. The accusation of brib-
ery would become a recurrent theme in the Roman Catholic opposition to the Protestant mis-
sion.
56. Waterfield 1973: 80.
57. Kawerau 1958: 512-3, Waterfield 1973: 80-1. On the history of the Lazarist order,
see Goyau 1938.
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In 1842, the permission given in 1840 to Bore by the Shah to proselytize
among the Eastern Christians was withdrawn, probably at the instigation of
the Russian ambassador De Medem. As De Medem was known to be a
Protestant, the Roman Catholics interpreted this as an anti-Catholic meas-
ure inspired by the Protestant missionaries, but it is more likely that his ac-
tion was aimed at protecting the Eastern Churches in general. Especially the
Roman Catholic mission work under the Armenians in Julfa, Isfahan, had
aroused much suspicion.58 As a result, Former had to leave the country in
April 1842, whereas some time later Cluzel left Isfahan for Urmia and
joined Darnis.59
In 1843 a Roman Catholic church was built in Urmia, dedicated to 'Mary
Mother of God'. The Roman Catholic missionaries also assisted the Chal-
dean community of Ardishay in restoring a dilapidated Assyrian church in
the village, because the Chaldeans had no church of their own. The Assy-
rian community thought this entirely illegal and asked for the help of the
American missionaries in regaining the church. The American missionary
William R. Stocking traveled to Tehran to take action. He was accompa-
nied by three of the four Assyrian bishops of the region, including Mar
Gauriel, bishop of Ardishay. This delegation succeeded in convincing
Count De Medem of their case. The latter, however, decided not only to ask
for the return of the Ardishay church into Assyrian hands, but also to have
the Roman Catholic missionaries expelled from the country, in view of
their proselytizing activities. Stocking is said to have objected to this expul-
sion, but the Russian ambassador was not to be stopped.60 As a result,
Darnis, the head of the mission, was imprisoned. When Cluzel arrived in
Tehran to defend the Catholic mission, he was forced to leave the country.
Through the help of the French diplomat M. de Sartiges, the problem was
settled and the missionaries obtained permission to continue their work. As
they were not allowed to work in Urmia again, they chose Khosrowa to be
their main post. It is likely that the subsequent accusation of proselytism of
58. So Hornus 1971: 292-4 and Chatelet 1934: 93-96.
59. According to Hornus 1971: 295-6 n. 83, Cluzel was accompanied by two other cler-
gymen. Perkins 1843: 459-60, describes a meeting (June 1843) with a certain Lazarist, 'M.
Theophane, a French Catholic priest, who has come to Oroomiah to commence Papal opera-
tions'. This might be the same as 'frère Theophane Dequevauvilliers', mentioned by Hornus,
who came to Urmia just after the troubles about the firman.
60. See further Hornus 1971: 296-301 and notes, ABC 16.8.1 vol. 3, no. 175, p. 28ff
(Perkins, 16 July 1845). See also an earlier letter in MH 40/8: 261-63, 28 March 1844. The
missionaries mention Stocking only, not Perkins and Stocking (so Hornus), as going to
Tehran.
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the American missionaries was due to French diplomatic intervention, at
the instigation of the Roman Catholic missionaries.61
In Khosrowa a substantial community of Chaldeans existed, and already
in 1838 Roman Catholic missionaries had visited this town. The Lazarists
built a church and in 1846 established a seminary, which after a short time
had 16 pupils. Among these first pupils was Paul Bedjan, born in 1838,
who in due time was to be an important member of the Chaldean and Ro-
man Catholic community. Another pupil of these early years that became of
great importance for the Lazarist mission was Désiré Salomon.62
In that same year problems arose with the Chaldean Patriarch Nicolas
Ishaya (or 'Zayya', Patriarch from 1840 to 1846), who spent most of his
time in his native town Khosrowa. Supposedly, tensions between him and
the Lazarist missionaries forced him to resign in 1846. He was succeeded
by Yosip Audo (1847-1878). Nicolas Ishaya then wanted to become bishop
of Khosrowa, but the see already was occupied. He also had tried to come
to terms with the Protestant missionaries, but his efforts came to nothing.
He died in 1863.63 The way Challaye, in his report on the missions in Per-
sia, spoke about these troubles makes one think that the Patriarch perhaps
had quite a few followers.64
In 1854, in the same report, Challaye concluded that lack of money was
one of the most serious problems of the Lazarist missionaries, especially
when compared to the amount of money the American missionaries could
spend among their followers.65 He further noted that perhaps more schools
should have been established, not only in Chaldean, but also in 'Nestorian'
villages.66
61. See further Hornus 1971: 301-307, Chatelet 1934: 250-258, Anderson 1873: I 319-
321, Waterfield 1973: 81 and above, 3.1.4. These sources are conflicting at a number of
points, a solution of these issues awaiting research into the history of the Lazarist mission in
its own right. For now, it seems that Hornus is wrong in correcting his own main source, the
account of Count Challaye, as to the fact that the accusation of proselytism against the
Lazarist as well as the Protestant missionaries was about proselytizing of Muslims, rather
than of Christians of the Eastern Churches. Chatelet, Anderson and Waterfield have difficul-
ties in distinguishing between the various stages of the troubles in the years 1842 to 1844.
62. Hornus 1971: 291 n. 73, Chatelet 1934: 266-7, and Vosté 1945: 47. On Bedjan and
Salomon, see further 4.3.
63. So Hornus 1971: 309-314, Badger 1852: I 168-73, Chatelet 1934: 401 and Kawerau
1955: 127-8; compare, however, Tfinkdji 1914: 463, who gives 1855 as the year of his
death. Tisserant 1931: 244-45 follows Tfinkdji. They do not provide any information as to
the source of the troubles.
64. Hornus 1971: 315.
65. Hornus 1972: 289-291. See also n. 16 and 55 on the accusation of bribery.
66. Hornus 1972: 293, Chatelet 1934: 393-96.
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3.2.2 In Urmia and Khosrowa
In the early fifties the Lazarists re-established themselves in Urmia.67 In the
first years their work in this town was limited, but in 1858, the school they
had started contained about 61 pupils. The schools in the villages around
Urmia at that time had about 130 pupils. At that time there were three
Lazarist missionaries in Khosrowa and four in Urmia. These missionaries
directed six schools in the plain of Salmas and eleven in the plain of Urmia.
Before the arrival of the Lazarists, perhaps not more than one Chaldean
family lived in Urmia, whereas some other Chaldean families lived in the
villages of Barwari and Ardishay. In Challaye's report of 1854, however, a
number of 1500 'Catholics' in the Urmian plain is given, and in 1859, 2000
people are said to have converted recently to Catholicism. These numbers
suggest that due to the Lazarist mission work the Chaldean community in
the Urmia plain had increased remarkably.68
From 1856 onwards, the Lazarist missionaries were assisted by the
'Sœurs de la Charité'. They devoted their attention to the education of girls
and women and provided some medical care and lodgings for people visit-
ing Urmia. Later on these sisters worked also in Urmia and Tehran.69 In
1858 Darnis, the head of the mission, died. He was succeeded by Cluzel,
who was to lead the mission till 1882. In 1859 the seminary of Khosrowa
acquired a new building and a new group of seminarists was admitted.70
In the years between 1866 and 1873, the Lazarist mission went through a
difficult period, resulting in a decreasing number of pupils at their schools.
Famines and Kurdish unrest made these years hard on the whole popula-
tion. The Lazarist mission suffered more, because, due to political problems
in France, the mission received hardly any financial support.71 From 1873
onwards, the situation improved, and the number of schools and pupils
67. According to Chatelet this was possible because in this period the ban on proselytism
was removed, which earlier had driven the Roman Catholics out of Urmia, see Chatelet 1934:
392-3, 396-7, 4(X). Strangely enough, although Chatelet ascribes this removal of the ban to
the interference of the American missionaries, I have not come across any mentioning of it in
American sources.
68. Hornus 1972: 293-4 and n. 171, Chatelet 1934: 404-5. Compare, however, the num-
bers provided by Thompson in 1866, working for the British legation (Anderson 1875: IV,
295): 20.000 'Nestorians' in the Urmia and Salmas region and 625 'Papal Christians' in the
Urmia region. He could not obtain data on the number of Chaldeans of Salmas.
69. Chatelet 1934: 424-30, Waterfield 1973: 81-2.
70. Chatelet 1934: 406-10.
71. Chatelet 1934: 569-71, 1935: 83-89 and Hajjar 1979: 197-8. The latter mentions dif-
ficulties in the relations between the Chaldean Patriarch and Rome, which also might have
influenced the work of the Lazarist mission. For some photographs of Urmia and the mission
in this period, see Binder 1887.
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again increased. In 1874, the Persian Apostolic Delegation was separated
from that in Mesopotamia, Kurdistan and Armenia. Cluzel then was ap-
pointed Apostolic Delegate.72
Paul Bedjan, who after his primary education in Khosrowa had gone to
Rome to become a Roman Catholic priest, returned to Persia in 1861. He
then worked at the Lazarist mission until 1880, both in Urmia and in
Khosrowa. On his return from Europe he had brought with him a little
press, which, however, seems to have been used far less than the harmo-
nium taken from Europe on the same trip. In 1880, when Bedjan went back
to Europe, he set himself the task to provide religious books for the
Chaldeans of Persia, in the vernacular as well as in the Classical Syriac lan-
guage.73
His position in the Chaldean Church seems to have been rather contro-
versial. In Persia he had made himself popular by his preaching, as much as
his books later were enthusiastically received by the Chaldeans.74 After his
return to Europe, several attempts were made to appoint him bishop of
Khosrowa. At that time, however, Bedjan had fallen out of grace with the
Chaldean Patriarch, Eliya XIV Abulyonan (1879-1894),75 who had not ap-
proved of the changes Bedjan had made in his edition of the Chaldean bre-
viary, printed in 1886. The Patriarch opposed to Bedjan's appointment as
bishop and since the latter himself was no longer interested and preferred to
stay in Europe, further attempts to have him consecrated remained without
result. In 1920 Bedjan died in Germany, without ever having been in Persia
again.76
Although Roman Catholic mission work in the Urmia and Salmas region
had started soon after the Protestant initiative, it was only towards the end
of the nineteenth century that it became more successful in the region. Why
this was so, should be decided upon only after further study of the Lazarist
mission, but a contemporary Chaldean writer's comparison of almost a cen-
tury of Lazarist and Protestant mission work gives a few indications as to
what direction to look for.77 Babakhan, writing at the end of the last cen-
tury, attributed the greater success of the Protestants foremostly to the fact
72. Chatelet 1935: 88-89,94-95.
73. On these, see below, 4.3.2. Bedjan's biography still has to be written, but see Voste
1945, Simono 1984, and Murre-van den Berg 1994. Simono 1984, which is a hagiographie
booklet on Bedjan in LUA and Persian, also has a few photographs of Bedjan.
74. Vosté 1945: 51-2, 75-6, Babakhan 1899: 439 n. 1, Simono 1984: 10-12.
75. Cf. 2.1.2 n. 8, Vosté 1945: 73 (Abolionan). Extrapolating from the list of Eliya's in
Lampart 1966: 63-4, Abulyunan should count als Eliya XIII. See also Hajjar 1979: 198-201.
76. Voste 1945: 54-5 and 57-73.
77. Babakhan 1899. On p. 433 the main conclusions are given.
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that their effort not only consisted of spiritual assistance, but also of much-
needed material help. The Americans set up carefully planned aid pro-
grams, whereas the Catholics spent most of their money at specific occa-
sions when help was asked for, and then easily depleted their funds. Even if
the Catholics would have had just as much money as the Americans, so
Babakhan thought, they would not have been able to do the same amount of
work. According to Babakhan, the second factor that contributed to the suc-
cess of the Protestant mission was the fact that they, as far as possible, paid
attention to all 'Nestorians'. They traveled into the mountains, visited every
village and tried to keep in touch with the Patriarch. In his opinion, the
Lazarist missionaries focused on the Chaldean party, and never really
sought much contact with the other Assyrians. The Protestants' third impor-
tant contribution was their extensive school system. The Catholics never
succeeded in setting up a system that could compete with that of the Protes-
tants, so most Assyrians preferred to send their children to Protestant
schools. In addition, these schools benefited from the American printing
press, which was producing a flow of literature from 1840 onwards,
whereas the Lazarist press, starting in 1876, did not produce more than per-
haps a dozen books in its initial period. Only from 1885 onwards, when
Bedjan's books were published in Europe, was the 'Catholic' literature able
to compete with that of the Protestants. Finally Babakhan points to the fact
that the Protestants had not stressed the theological differences between
them and the Assyrians.
3.2.3 The Dominican mission in Mosul7*
Years before the Lazarist mission in Persia started, Roman Catholic mis-
sionaries had been working in Mosul. In 1750, a Dominican mission had
been established by Italian fathers. In 1856, the mission was handed over to
a group of French Dominicans. Because, by that time, an important part of
the Assyrians in and north of Mosul had become Roman Catholics, the
French friars put much effort into the conversion of the 'Mountain
Nestorians'. From Mosul various journeys were undertaken into the moun-
tains to visit the Patriarch, trying to convince him of the advantages of be-
coming a Roman Catholic. At various times the Patriarch seems to have se-
riously considered uniting with Rome, and especially at the turn of the cen-
78. An important work on this subject is Goormachtigh (1895-6 and 1897-8). See further
Hajjar 1979: 442-462 on the political relations in the years before the war, and Fiey 1993b
for the Dominican press.
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tury, under the superior J. G. Galland, the Catholics gained ground in the
mountains. However, they never succeeded in winning over the Patriarch
himself.79
The French succeeded in setting up a successful mission press. Most of
its publications were in Arabic or Classical Syriac, but some works were in
the modern language. Some of these books found their way into Persia, and
were distributed among the Chaldeans. Jean-Jacques Rhetoré (1841-1921)
worked with the Dominican mission in Turkey from 1874 till his death,
spending several years in Van and Ashita. He frequently traveled into the
Hakkari mountains. His grammar of the modern Aramaic dialect of the
Mosul area was published in Mosul in 1912, whereas he was also involved
in the publication of modern Aramaic poetry.80 Grammar and orthography
of the Mosul dialect are different from that of the Urmia and Salmas plains,
which might explain why in the nineteenth century there does not seem to
have been much intercourse between the two literary traditions. It was only
after the First World War, when the geography of the Assyrian and
Chaldean population had been completely changed, that the two strains
came to together.
3.3 The Anglican mission (1886-1915)81
3.3.1 The forerunners
As early as 1825 the Anglicans had established their first contacts with the
Assyrian Christians in the Urmia region. Joseph Wolff (1796-1862), of
German-Jewish extraction, became a Roman Catholic and went to Rome to
study at the De Propaganda Fide. On a visit to Britain, however, he was
attracted to the Anglican Church and converted. He became one of the first
Western travelers in the regions where the Assyrians lived. In 1824 he ar-
rived in Mosul, after having traveled in many parts of the Ottoman empire,
and in 1825 he visited Khosrowa and Urmia. He obtained a couple of Gos-
pel manuscripts, which constituted the basis of the Syriac Gospel edition of
the British and Foreign Bible Society (BFBS) in 1827.82 Later he went to
America where he was ordained an Episcopalian priest.1*3
79. Cf. Coakley 1992: 170-8 and 258-66.
80. For a description of Rhetoré's life and work, see Chevalier 1985: 318-26, on his liter-
ary activities see Fiey 1993h and Poizat 1990.
81. For a detailed description of the history of this mission, see Coakley 1992.
82. See Darlow and Moule 1903: 11,3 1543.
83. Wolff 1827-9, Kawerau 1958: 553-336, Coakley 1992: 19-20.
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The first British Euphrates expedition, which was headed by Coll. F.R.
Chesney and charged to investigate alternative ways to India (1835-7),
made contact with the Christians in the region of Mosul and Mardin. A sec-
ond expedition was organized by the Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge (SPCK) together with the Royal Geographical Society (RGS);
one of its objectives was to pay special attention to the Christians in this
region. William Ainsworth, who directed the undertaking, was asked to
seek contact with the Assyrian Patriarch, on behalf of the Anglican Church.
The company left in 1838 and was able to visit the Patriarch in Julamerik in
1840.84 Ainsworth's report led the SPCK, in co-operation with the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel (SPG), to send George Percy Badger
(1815-1888) as a missionary to this area.
At the end of the year 1842, Badger arrived in Mosul. In 1843 he made
his first visit to the Patriarch, offering him the assistance of the Anglican
Church, on condition that he would no longer keep in touch with the
American missionaries.85 The Patriarch did not want to choose between the
two parties and did not make any promises. Badger thought that the Patri-
arch, for fear of Nurullah, was not able to dismiss Grant, although he had to
admit that perhaps the medical skills and the money of the Americans
might have been very important for the Patriarch.86 When the war between
the Kurds and the Christians broke out, the Patriarch fled to Mosul, where
he stayed for a long period with Badger and his household.
In 1844 Badger was called back to Britain, and this meant the end of the
first Anglican mission among the Assyrians. The main reason the SPG gave
for this withdrawal was the lack of funds for maintaining the mission, since
they had not intended a permanent settlement. In all likelihood, however,
there were other reasons. Many Anglicans were sympathetic towards the
work of the Presbyterian missions of their time, and presumably they did
not approve of Badger's strong opposition to the American mission in this
region. When the SPG withdrew from the project, the SPCK was not able
to maintain the mission on its own. Badger himself had strongly protested
against his withdrawal, helped by letters of concerned Assyrians, but he
could do nothing to make the members of the Board change their minds.87
In the same period the Episcopalian Church, the American branch of the
Anglican Church, became interested in the Middle East. In 1836 Horatio
84. Ainsworth 1842, Kawerau 1958: 556-560, Coakley 1992: 20-34.
85. Cf. 3.I.3.
86. Badger 1852: I 248-9.
87. Kawerau 1958: 560-62, Coakley 1992: 35-54.
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Southgate (1812-1894), a deacon, was sent to the Middle East to look into
the circumstances of Christians and Muslims and to explore the possibilities
of establishing mission centres. In 1837 he reached Urmia and visited the
Protestant missionaries. After visiting Tabriz, Tehran, and Baghdad, he re-
turned by way of Mosul. He arrived at the same conclusion as the Protes-
tant Americans had arrived at before him: missionary activities directed to
Muslims would not be accepted anywhere, whereas the Christians of the
East would make a much more promising mission field.88 After having
been ordained priest, he started working in Constantinople in 1840. He, like
Badger, became the subject of much debate, because he openly disparaged
the work of the American missionaries. In addition, he seems not to have
cared much about the theological differences between the Episcopalians
and the Eastern Churches. Another problem arose from the fact that his
Board in America wanted Southgate to work among the Syrian-Orthodox in
eastern Turkey, whereas Southgate became more and more involved with
the Armenians in Constantinople itself. In this period, no other Episcopa-
lian missionaries were sent to the eastern part of the Turkish empire.89
3.3.2 Work in Urmia and Qodshanis
After Badger had left Mosul, only informal contacts between the Anglicans
and the Assyrians were maintained, although the British consuls in Erzerum
and Tabriz occasionally spoke up for the Assyrians.90 In 1868 a group of
Assyrian priests, bishops, and maliks, tribal leaders, wrote a letter to the
Archbishop of Canterbury to ask for his assistance. They complained about
their poor conditions and the low level of education among their people,
and stated that they did not like the tenets of the Protestant and Catholic
missionaries.91 Significantly, the Patriarch was not among those who signed
the letter. This letter was followed by one from the American missionaries,
who were anxious to inform the Archbishop that they themselves had never
heard these complaints and that in their opinion it would be unwise to es-
tablish another mission in Persia.92 The Anglicans did not react immedi-
88. Southgate 1840; for his visit to Urmia, see I 294-311, and to Mosul, II 208-257.
89. Kawerau 1958: 563-607.
90. Coakley 1992: 53, Joseph 1961: 95-107.
91. Chatelet 1934: 585 notes that early in 1868, the British Consul, Mr. Abbot, visited the
Urmia region and promised the Assyrians Anglican/British assistance. This visit might ex-
plain why the Assyrians at that period turned to the Anglicans for help.
92. Cf. Coakley 1992: 55-68. Notable is the fact that in the same year the Patriarch, who
did not sign the letter to the Archbishop, wrote a letter to the Emperor of Russia, drawing his
attention to the difficult situation of the Assyrians, cf. Joseph 1961: 99-100 and Coakley
1992: 58.
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ately, but in 1876 E.L. Cults was sent to the Assyrians for a survey of the
prospective mission field. At the end of 1876, Cults returned from Ihe jour-
ney during which he had presented himself lo the Patriarch and had visited
many Assyrian villages as well as Ihe American missionaries.93 The Palri-
arch had received him cordially, bul had nol given any specific promise
concerning a future Anglican mission. The Americans were worried about
the prospect of a new mission in Urmia, and urged Cults not lo proceed
wilh it. Cutls had promised somewhal premalurely that the Anglicans
would not establish any school where the Americans already had one. In
facl, he does nol seem to have taken the doubls of Ihe Proleslanls very seri-
ously. Culls clearly preferred the work of the older generation of American
missionaries, 'who are dead or gone' to thai of the present 'younger men,
who are said to pursue different measures and to have differenl aims'.94
According lo him much good could be done by Anglican missionaries. Af-
ter Cutls had left Urn..a, the Americans wrote another letter to the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, asking him not to proceed with his plans for a second
Proteslant mission in this same region. They told the Archbishop thai the
Assyrians first of all had political reasons for asking his help, and would
have welcomed assistance from Ihe Russians and Ihe French as much as
from the Anglicans.95
Despite Ihe American prolesls, Cults' report led lo renewed plans for a
mission among Ihe Assyrians. Il look, however, anolher four years unlil
enough money was collected and a missionary was found. Rudolph Wahl,
born in Austria in 1840, was chosen to go to Kurdistan, togelher wilh his
wife. After some time on missionary duty, it became clear thai he did nol
possess Ihe diplomatic qualities which were needed in the contacts with the
Turkish and Persian governments and in the relationship with the Eastern
Christians. In 1884, Athelstan Riley, a representative of the Archbishop of
Canterbury, was sent to Asia to investigate the situation. His report con-
vinced the Archbishop that Wahl had better be withdrawn and replaced by
other missionaries.96
In 1885 the Anglicans for the third time began a mission among the
Assyrians. Archbishop Benson of Canterbury (Archbishop from 1883-
1896), who had taken on this task from his predecessor Tait (d. 1881),
founded the Archbishop of Canterbury's Mission to the Assyrian Christians
93. Cf. Cults (n.d., around 1877), for an account of this journey.
94. Cutts (n.d.): 283.
95. Cutts (n.d.): 284-7, Coakley 1992: 68-73 and 78-9.
96. Waterfield 1973: 126, Coakley 1992: 76-97.
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(ACM).97 In 1886 A.J. Maclean and W.H. Browne, accompanied by Riley,
arrived in Urmia, carrying with them a letter to the Assyrian Patriarch
Shimun XVIII Ruben (1861-1903). Having visited him, Maclean and
Browne returned to Urmia, whereas Riley, after having made another tour
through the mountains, returned to England.98
The two new missionaries started with establishing new schools at sev-
eral levels. Classical Syriac, Liturgy, and Preaching, along with secular
subjects like Mathematics, Writing, Turkish, Persian, and English99 formed
the curriculum in their school for future clergy. This school soon had about
60 pupils, who because of space problems were divided into two groups,
alternating every three months.100 In the Anglican schools it was forbidden
to wear anything other than traditional clothing, in order not to encourage
'Western' customs. Instead the children were taught to be proud of their
own culture.101
In 1887 a third Anglican missionary arrived in Urmia, A.H. Lang.
Browne was able now, in November of that year, to leave Urmia to Lang
and Maclean, and to try to establish some mission work in the mountains.
He spent the winter with the Patriarch, Shimun XVIII Ruben, in Qodshanis,
but did not obtain official permission from the Turkish authorities to settle
in the region.102 The Turkish authorities were afraid that Western presence
in the mountains would eventually diminish their power over the Assyrians.
The Patriarch, however, did not want him to return to Urmia. When in that
first winter the Kurds threatened to attack the Christians, Browne was able
to inform Maclean, who alerted the European envoys in the Persian capital.
The fact that the coming attack was made known to so many people, may
have influenced the decision of the Kurds to refrain from actually launching
it. This, in any case, was the opinion of the Patriarch, who from then on-
wards supported Browne as much as possible. In the view of the Turkish
authorities, however, this confirmed the impression that these missionaries
would interfere with politics in the Hakkari mountains.103 Browne was per-
97. In the period between Tail and Benson, the orientalist R. Payne Smith, then a deacon
(1851-1895) of the diocese of Canterbury, was in charge. He was much interested in the Syr-
ian Churches, and contributed to the foundation of this mission. Cf. Reed 1968: 17. On
Benson, see also this volume. Texts no 14.
98. Cf. Riley 1889 and 1891, and Coakley 1992: 98-108.
99. According to Coakley 1992: 1 1 1 , Maclean wrote in Jan. 1885: 'We should not have
included English in it, but that they strongly wished to learn.'
1(X). Reed 1968: 24-26.
101. Bishop 1892: II 231-2, Maclean & Browne 1892: 160-80, Coakley 1992: 155.
102. According to Yonan 1987: 48-9, the Turkish government had been opposed to an
Anglican mission post on Turkish territory in 1886.
103. Coakley 1992: 123-7.
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mitted to live in one of the rooms of the patriarchal household, until the
time the Turks finally gave him permission to build a chapel and a house.
The chapel was finished in 1896. After a few years, the Patriarch became
less friendly and hardly used his influence to support Browne's work
among the Assyrians in the mountains. The Turks never permitted him to
start with a school, but he was able to teach some of the children of the pa-
triarchal household. One of his pupils was a niece of the Patriarch, Surma
Khanum; she was to play an important role in the Assyrian delegation to
the League of Nations after World War I. Browne became much loved by
all Assyrians in the mountains, and stayed there until his death in 1910.1(M
During the first years of the Anglican presence, the relationship with the
American missionaries was somewhat awkward. The Anglican missionaries
rejected an invitation to a conference on missionary affairs, at which their
different aims could have been discussed. After some time, personal con-
tacts among the English speaking residents of Urmia caused the tension be-
tween the two missions to lessen, making it possible to assist each other
when necessary.105
The Anglican press issued Neo-Aramaic works as well as liturgical
works of the Church of the East.106 The policy of assisting the Church of
the East as much as possible was sometimes in conflict with their (or their
superiors') theological opinions on certain Syriac writers. Works containing
heretical views, in Anglican opinion, were not printed at all, so as not to
offend the Assyrians with censured liturgies. In works in which 'heretics'
like Nestorius were mentioned, these names were not printed, and blank
spaces were left in the text. Then the Assyrians themselves were responsi-
ble for the eventual adding of these names.10'
In 1890, the first women came to join the mission — the Anglican mis-
sionaries living in celibacy -- belonging to the order of the 'Sisters of
Bethany', who concentrated on the education of girls. They found it hard to
become accustomed to life in Urmia because of differences between their
own way of life and that of the male missionaries. After a series of difficult
years, in which they had to cope with serious illnesses of various members,
in 1898 their Mother Superior decided to have them return to Britain, with-
104. Bishop 1891 11: 285-319, Reed 1968: 27-32, Coakley 1992: 125-34, 195-204,
Surma d'Bait Mar Shimun 1983.
105. Coakley 1992: 112-6.
106. Cf. 4.4.
107. For the discussion among the Anglicans about the printing of 'heretical' views, see
Coakley 1992: 134-144, and Arberry 1969: 528.
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out sending out any new sisters. In 1903 new plans were made for sending
some sisters to Urmia, but without success.U)H
3.4 The continuation of the American mission (1850-1918)
3.4.1 The separation from the Church of the East
In the first period of the mission of the American Protestants in Urmia, nei-
ther the Assyrians nor the Americans themselves thought of forming a
separate Protestant Assyrian community. Perkins, the founder of the mis-
sion, explicitly rejected the idea of any separation, and directed all his en-
ergy to reforming the Church of the East in matters of education of the
clergy, active participation of the laity, and, most of all, to stimulating a
'living faith' in all its members. In due time, however, the need for a sepa-
rate body was felt more and more, mainly because tension arose between
those Assyrians who agreed with the aims of the missionaries and those
who were opposed to their activities. Later generations of missionaries
were less reluctant to encourage the idea of a separate ecclesiastical com-
munity than Perkins and his colleagues had been; they wanted more and
more 'to build up a Church untrammelled with dry remnants of a hierarchy
or of superstition, organized for self-direction and self-support'.'°y
The development towards a separate Church, however, was a gradual
one. In the mid-forties of the nineteenth century, the wave of revivalism
that swept through the Assyrian communities caused some local churches
to assume a rather Protestant character. More emphasis was placed on
preaching, the reading of the liturgy was shortened, and admittance to Holy
Communion became more strict. At several times during the fifties, the
possibility of separation from the Church of the East was discussed, but
never put through. Meanwhile, the number of Assyrians attracted to Protes-
tantism slowly increased. To sustain their faith, these Assyrians were per-
mitted to participate in the missionaries' private services, in addition to
their regular attendance of mass in the Church of the East. A person's first
admittance to Holy Communion was preceded by a public declaration of
faith, usually during a special service. In these years, the missionaries s t i l l
hoped for a reformation of the Church of the East as a whole.1"1
108. Bishop 1891 II: 229, Coakley 1992: 150-62, 87-91, 234-36, 243-4.
109. Speer 1911: 30.
110. Compare, a.o., MH 52 (Oct. 1856): 299, 53 (Sept. 1857): 303-4, and 57 (Dec.
1861): 358-9, Anderson 1873: II 140-143, Lyko 1964: 18, and Speer 1911: 22.
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In the summer of 1862, a Sunhados, or 'General Council', was chosen.
This body of twelve Protestant Assyrians was to take over much of the or-
ganizational work of the missionaries, with respect to both spiritual and
civil matters.1" The Sunhados also accepted a confession and other church
regulations. These regulations formed the basis of the association between
the Protestant communities and were to be signed by those who bore re-
sponsibility in the churches. Although these regulations and the self-gov-
erning body at its inception were intended to function within the Church of
the East, in 1871 these became the basis of the Protestant Church.112 In
hindsight, 1862 was seen as the official start of the 'Evangelical Syrian
Church', because at that time the 'Regulations' were accepted."3
The reasons for the formal separation between the Protestant Church and
the Church of the East in 1871 are to be found chiefly in the fact that in the
latter half of the sixties the opposition within the Church of the East to the
growing influence of the Protestants grew considerably stronger. The new
Patriarch, Shimun XVIII Ruben, who had assumed office in 1861, was
more antagonistic towards the American missionaries and the Assyrian
Protestants than his predecessor had been. James Basse«, an American mis-
sionary who started mission work in Tehran in 1872, mentions that in 1868
the Patriarch had denied the sacraments to the Protestants."4 In 1870 the
missionaries wrote that formerly loyal Assyrians, like bishop Yukhannan
and priest Yukhannan, had changed parties and were now involved in the
plans for Anglican presence in Persia."5 Priest Yukhannan even went to
England, not only to collect financial aid, but also to officially ask for An-
glican assistance, carrying with him letters of some of the bishops. Upon
his return, perhaps incited by the help promised by England, controversies
between the Protestant and Old Church party grew."6 One may assume that
the growing discontentment with certain tenets within the Protestant com-
1 1 1 . In later times the word Knushya 'synod, meeting, committee', seems to have been
used both for this council, which later evolved into the general synod of the Evangelical
Church in northwestern Persia, and for the presbyteries under the responsibilities of this
synod; cf. Bassett 1887: 52: 'the clergy in the service of the Mission were gathered into four
ecclesiastical bodies called in the Syriac, Kanoosha', and Lyko 1964: 26, dating the
'Kenuscha' to 1862.
112. MH 59 (Feb. 1863): 49, (August 1863): 236, Anderson 1873 II: 148, and Lyko
1964: 26-7. The Church manual which was adopted is entitled: Ktâbâ d-tâwditâ u-qnuni,
'Book of confession and rules', in which also a translation of the Westminster cathechism is
included.
113. Bishop 1891: II 226-7.
114. Bassett 1887: 51-2.
115. MH 66 (June 1870): 189-191, 66 (August 1870): 254-257.
116. Anderson 1873: II 313-19 and Coakley 1992: 63-5, cf. further 3.3.2.
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munities and the loss of influence among the Assyrian community as a
whole led the clergy of the Church of the East to look for foreign, i.e., Brit-
ish help, rather than the other way round. However, it cannot be excluded
that the growing political influence of the British in Persia, as well as al-
ready existing contacts with Anglican clergy in Great Britain, may have in-
cited further opposition to the Protestant mission.
In addition, in these years the Protestant mission itself changed its policy.
The rather cautious and 'conservative' policy of the older missionaries was
exchanged for a more radical course. The new missionaries of the late six-
ties were less reluctant to accept a separation from the Church of the East
than Justin Perkins (who left the mission field in 1869) and his colleagues
had been."7 When in 1870 the decision was taken to enlarge the scope of
the mission to include also work among Muslims and Armenians,"8 a sepa-
rate Protestant Church became almost a neccesity. One of the missionaries
who was involved in the separation from the Church of the East was John
H. Shedd, who worked in Urmia from 1859 to 1895."9 Other missionaries
working in Urmia in these years were Benjamin Labaree (from 1860 to
1906) and Joseph Gallup Cochran (from 1847 to 1871). Their respective
sons, born and raised in Persia, would play an important role in the third
period of the Urmia mission.120
It is difficult to estimate the amount of influence which the American
Protestant mission exerted among the Assyrians of Persia. A minority only
of the Assyrians became a member of the 'Evangelical Church'. In 1857,
according to Bishop, the Protestant communities had 216 members (she
probably refers to those Assyrians taking part in the Holy Communion with
the American missionaries) and in 1887 the number had grown to 2003.
Basse« mentions 720 members in 1868, 700 in 1871 and 1600 in 1884.
Hornus arrives at 763 members in 1871.121 Most Protestants lived on the
Urmia plain, with an Assyrian population of about 25,000. On a total
Assyrian population of about 80,000, therefore, they constituted only a
small minority. However, the influence of the American mission reached
beyond the Protestant communities, as many more Assyrians benefitted
from the Protestant schools, literature, and medical assistance.
117. So Cults (n.d.): 283 and Richter 19IO: 303-4.
118. See 3.4.2.
119. Shedd 1922: 34.
120. Vinton Book vol. I l l : 117, 119-120, Anderson 1875 II: 498. On their sons, see 3.4.2
and 3.7.
121. Bishop 1891: 227, Basse« 1887: 52, 55, 333, Hornus 1970: 300 n. 88.
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3.4.2 The work of 'The Mission to Persia'
In 1870 yet another change took place. The Presbyterians withdrew them-
selves from the ABCFM that supported the mission work in Urmia. Mis-
sion work in Turkey was transferred to the Congregationalists, whereas the
Presbyterians took over the work in Syria and Persia. The mission in
Urmia, therefore, came under the responsibility of the Presbyterian Board
of Foreign Missions. Most of the missionaries in Urmia were Presbyterians,
so this decision did not cause much trouble among its missionary commu-
nity. Whether the changes that did take place in these years, like the separa-
tion from the Church of the East and the enlargement of the scope of the
mission, were due to differences in policy between the ABCFM and the
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, needs further research. However,
the fact that these changes preceded the actual transference, makes it un-
likely that there is any immediate connection.
Six months earlier The Mission to the Nestorians had changed its name
to The Mission to Persia, reflecting the fact that since a few years the work
no longer was confined mainly to the 'Nestorians' of northwestern Per-
sia.122 New projects in Persia were set up, in Tehran (1872), Tabriz (1873),
Hamadan (1881), Kermanshah (1894), Resht (1902), and Meshed (1911),
whereas in Urmia the work was extended also to Armenians and Muslims.
In all these towns small Protestant congregations were organized. The work
in Tehran, initiated by James Basse«, proved especially successful. Pre-
ceded only by James Merrick who worked among the Muslims of Tabriz,
Basse« was the second American missionary working mainly among Mus-
lims.123
The mission work in Urmia flourished in the later years of the nineteenth
century. In the early sixties of the nineteenth century, the number of pupils
at the Protestant schools had diminished greatly, which perhaps should be
attributed to the controversies between the Old Church and the Evangelical
Church.124 Shortly afterwards, however, the number of pupils rose again,
and at the beginning of the eighties the number was higher than it had ever
been. These large numbers suggest that it is unlikely that only children of
122. Anderson 1873: II 321, Bassett 1887: 52-3, Lyko 1964: 8, and Brown 1936: 489-
90.
123. Waterfield 1973: 1 1 1 , 133-140, Lyko 1964: 15-39, Richter 1910: 317-29, Bassett
1887: 327-33.
124. The sixties and seventies seems to have been a difficult period for the Roman Catho-
lic mission as well, cf. 3.2.2. Perhaps the decline also had something to do with political un-
rest in that period.
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Protestant families joined these schools.I2S It was not only primary educa-
tion that grew in these years. The two seminaries in Urmia, the Male and
Female Seminary, rose their standards considerably, changing the Male
Seminary into the Urmi College. These institutes provided higher education
for a considerable number of students, but its Western-styled type of educa-
tion also gave rise to critical observations, especially as it seemed to en-
courage young Assyrians to leave the country and travel to the United
States or to Europe.126
Medical work too expanded in this second period. The physician Joseph
P. Cochran (1855-1905), son of an Urmian missionary, returned to Urmia
in 1878 after having completed his medical studies in the United States. In
1880 he built a hospital just outside the town of Urmia, which is said to
have been the first hospital in Persia. From that time onwards, native physi-
cians were trained in this hospital.127 In 1890 a special women's wing was
built that was headed by the physician Emma T. Miller.I2S People from all
ethnic groups had themselves treated in this hospital, which contributed
greatly to the Americans' popularity with the Persians and Kurds.
At the end of the seventies, new attempts were made to form an inde-
pendent Kurdish state. At first Sheikh Ubaydullah directed his attention to
Persia, which was rather weak in the northwest, an initiative that was stimu-
lated by the Ottoman government. In the autumn of 1880, the Sheikh laid
siege to Urmia. The physician Cochran, who had a good reputation among
Christians and Kurds alike, was able to persuade him not to attack Urmia
immediately. This postponement gave the Persians some time to organize
their defense, but before an attack was launched, the Kurds were quarrel-
ling among themselves and retreated. In the meantime the American mis-
sionaries had been able to shelter many refugees on their premises, both
Christians from the plain and Persians.129
125. Cf. ZdB 1910/61/108 in Macuch 1976: 172-3; in an overview on occasion of the
75th anniversary of the Mission, the following numbers are given: in 1862, 'halving' (no
number), then (no date), 24 schools with 530 pupils, then (no date), 50 schools with 908 pu-
pils, and in 1882, 80 schools with 2286 pupils. In 1897 a new 'College' was built inside the
city.
126. Bishop 1891 II: 222-3, Richter 1910: 306-7. For an interesting example of such a
wandering Assyrian, see Coakley 1993 on Yaroo M. Neesan.
127. Richter 1910: 307-8, Speer 1911: 63 and 318-364, Macuch 1976: 174 (ZdB1910/
61).
128. Speer 1911: 319; Macuch 1976: 174 (ZdB1910/61), supposes that 'Dr. Muller ' was
a man.
129. Speer 1911: 74-101. On the political background of this Kurdish uprising, see
Joseph 1961: 107-113 and Izady 1992: 57.
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3.5 The Lutheran mission
In 1881, Lutheran influence made itself felt in the Urmia region. The
Assyrian priest Pera Yukhannan, born in Ardishay but living in Wazirabad,
in 1875 had started his theological studies at Hermannsburg. After his re-
turn to Persia in 1880, he started to preach in his home town and to estab-
lish schools in the region. He was financially supported by the Hermanns-
burger Mission. In 1891, the Lutheran reform movement was officially sup-
ported by the Patriarch and his counselors, because they thought it to be a
possible counter influence to the American Presbyterian and Russian-Or-
thodox missions. The coming of the latter mission in 1897 (cf. below, 3.6),
made it particularly hard for the Lutherans to proceed with their work, as a
considerable part of their community converted to Russian-Orthodoxy, there-
by succeeding in securing the ownership of the church buildings. In 1900,
these churches were restored to the Lutheran communities, through interfer-
ence by the director of the Hermannsburger Mission, Rev. Georg Haccius.
In 1905, the Lutheran party was strenghtened by a Norwegian missionary
from the United States, Rev. Possum. However, the foreign missionaries
and the Assyrian-Lutheran priests did not always agree on the course they
had to take in their co-operation with the other clergy of the Church of the
East. In these years other Lutheran organizations, among which a Swedish-
American association, a society from Berlin, and the Orient Mission from
Dr. Lepsius also supported work among the Assyrian Christians.130
As for literary matters, none of these organizations contributed signifi-
cantly to the development of the literary language. One should mention,
however, Lazarus Yaure, who in the fifties of this century contributed some
articles on the literary language of Urmia. He was born in 1888 as the son
of priest Yaure Auraham from Gugtapa, one of Pera Yukhannan's earliest
sympathizers. After having received a large part of his education in Ger-
many, the Hermannsburger Mission send him back to Persia in 1912. After
some difficult years, due to tensions between the American-Lutheran and
Assyrian-Lutheran mission workers, he left Persia in the course of the First
World War. He settled in Philadelphia (Pennsylvania), where he served as a
minister of an Assyrian-Lutheran congregation.131
130. Richter 1908: 232. Richter 1910: 308, 314-15, Coakley 1992: 282-4, Yonan 1989:
202, Tamcke 1993, Tamcke 1994a, Tamcke 1994b and Tamcke 1998. For an overview of the
work of the Hermannsburger Mission, see Haccius 1914: 412-422 and Haccius 1920: 369-
385.
131. See Tamcke 1995: 355-85. For the problems of these second-generation Assyrian-
Lutherans, see also Tamcke 1995-1996 and Tamcke 1996, on Luther Pera, the son of Pera
Yukhannan and his mission work in Urmia in the years preceding the War.
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3.6 The Russians (1851-1914)
During the second half of the nineteenth century, Britain and Russia had
been struggling to extend their power in Persia. Traditionally Russia was
strong in the northern part of the country, including Azerbaijan, and Britain
in the south. The Persian government had to steer a middle course between
the interests of these two political powers, and it could hardly make any
decision without the consent of the consuls of both countries. For a long
time already, the Christians in Azerbaijan favored stronger Russian influ-
ence in their part of the country, because they expected to be better treated
under a Christian government. Their Muslim neighbors naturally opposed
to the coming of the Russians, so that another cause of trouble between
Christians and non-Christians was created.132
The first contacts between the Church of the East and the Russian Ortho-
dox Church probably dated from the early nineteenth century, when after
the Treaty of Turkmanchay considerable groups of Assyrians had settled in
Russia. According to Suttner, these Assyrians were incorparated into the
Russian Orthodox Church, but were permitted to celebrate the mass in
Classical Syriac. In 1851 an attempt was made to establish some official
contact between the Church of the East and the Russian Orthodox Church,
but the details are unknown. More is known about the journey of priest
Mikhael from Urmia, who, in 1861, having been disappointed by the
Americans, traveled to St. Petersburg to arouse the interest of the Russian
clergy in Assyrian affairs. The Orthodox Church was interested in a possi-
ble union between the two bodies, but no union was established.133 In 1883
bishop Gauriel was sent to Tbilisi to ask for Russian help. The Russian
Church promised to establish a mission post in Urmia, but it took until 1895
before the first Russian Orthodox priests entered Persia. It is likely that they
hesitated to come to Azerbaijan as long as this might have been misunder-
stood by Assyrians, British, and Persians as a political intervention; only
when Russian domination in this part of Persia was generally recognized,
did they send their missionaries.134
132. Cf. on this subject a legendary (?) story that is told in Merx 1873: 26, about a gath-
ering of Muslims who plan to ki l l all Christians in Urmia. One person present, however, re-
minds the others of the fact that if they would do so, the Russians would come and kill them
and their king, a threat that prevented the killing.
133. The Missionary Herald published some letters of the Protestant missionaries which
indicate that some attempts were indeed made to gather support for a union with the Ortho-
dox Church among the Assyrians, and that these attempts created considerable unrest; MH 58
(August 1862): 253, 58 (Oct. 1862): 311-14.
134. Cf. Anderson 1873: II 144, Hormis 1971: 142 n. 60, Joseph 1961: 120, Coakley
1992: 219-20, and Suttner 1995: 33-36.
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In this same period, tensions between the Kurds and the Christians again
increased, and Kurdish raids on Assyrian villages became more and more
numerous. In 1896 the above mentioned Assyrian bishop Gauriel was mur-
dered; this led to British pressure on the Turkish government to punish the
murderer. In most instances, however, both the Turkish and the Persian
government were not eager to interfere in these quarrels. Many Assyrians
of the mountains fled to the plains of Urmia and Salmas.135
In 1897 two Russian Orthodox priests visited the Urmia region and
within a few months they collected about 10,000 signatures of Assyrians
who wanted to join the Russian Orthodox Church. This successfull cam-
paign in 1898 led to the establishment of a mission post in Urmia, consist-
ing of two Russian priests and a few Assyrians. Considerable numbers of
those who had been connected to the Anglican and Roman Catholic mis-
sions entered the Russian Orthodox Church, but the majority of converts
formerly belonged to the Church of the East.136
The Anglicans considered the Russian Orthodox Church to be a sister
church of the Anglican Church. In that capacity, the Orthodox Church was
actually better fitted for mission work among the Assyrians as their own, as
it was the church of a neighboring country. The Anglicans assisted the Rus-
sians as much as they could and intended to leave the Urmia region them-
selves in due time. Nobody, however, really wanted them to leave, so the
final decision to leave was postponed for a couple of years.13'
Members of the Evangelical Church as well converted to the Russian
Orthodox Church. J.P. Cochran, in a letter of July 1897, described the situ-
ation in the village of Ada, in which half of the Protestants became Ortho-
dox. He suggested that in other villages the situation was somewhat better
for the Protestants, but he also admitted that the great many departures
caused financial problems for the Evangelical Church.138 In a speech he
gave in 1898, the Russian missionaries were mentioned, but no indication
whatsoever is given about actual consequences for the Evangelical
Churches and the schools run by the missionaries.139 In the above men-
tioned letter of 1897, he emphasized that the reason for these mass conver-
sions was a political one: the Assyrians expected that a conversion to the
135. Coakley 1992: 212-15, Joseph 1961: 115-19.
136. Coakley 1992: 221-2, 30-34, Suttner 1995: 36-40, and Bolshakoff 1943: 101-2; ac-
cording to the latter about 50.000 Assyrians asked to be permitted to the Russian Orthodox
Church.
137. Coakley 1992: 222-34.
138. Speer 1911: 209-11.
139. Speer 1911: 20-24.
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Russian Orthodox Church would hasten a Russian occupation of Azer-
baijan. It can hardly be denied that this was indeed the main reason; one
indication for this is the fact that the important 'Nestorian' theological is-
sues that had caused long discussions with the other missions suddenly
were passed over without notice.'4'
At the end of the century, the Russian mission went through a trouble-
some time. Mar Yonan, an Assyrian bishop who had been working with the
mission, misbehaved, while problems among the Russian missionaries
themselves prevented them from handling the matter adequately. About
1903, however, things again went better. In 1905 the Russian mission be-
gan editing a magazine, Ormi Ârtâdoksêtâ, 'Orthodox Urmia', written in
Russian and Neo-Aramaic. Its last issue appeared in 1915.141
3.7 Part of a World War
3.7.1 The years before the War (1905-1914)
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the problems between the Kurds
and the Assyrians for a very short period seemed to have been settled, but
already in 1903 rumors spread of new disturbances between Assyrian
mountain tribes and Kurdish tribes. In Urmia the Muslims became more
and more opposed to the growing Russian influence, causing a growing un-
easiness in their relations with the Christians living in their town. The Per-
sian government tried to mediate between the various groups in the region,
but especially in the mountain areas, where the Kurds were causing trouble,
they were not really able to do so.142
Early in 1904 B.W. Labaree, one of the group of second-generation
American missionaries, was murdered. The murderer took Labaree for Dr.
Cochran, the physician, who afterwards received several warnings that
someone intended to kil l him. It was known which Kurdish tribe and which
person was responsible for the murder, but the Persian government did not
undertake any specific action. This led to diplomatic pressure by the British
and American ministers in Tehran. In 1905 the murderer was taken captive
and after some years died in jail. The Persian raids into Kurdish territory
140. Cf. Richter 1910: 310-14, 16, Joseph 1961: 121, and Coakley 1992: 223-4.
141. Bolshakoff 1943: 102, Coakley 1992: 240-3, Macuch 1976: 205-6, Yonan 1985:
24-25. Macuch and Yonan differ from Coakley in dating the first issue of 'Orthodox Urmia'
to 1904.
142. Specr 1911: 245-248.
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had also worsened the relations between the Turkish and Persian govern-
ment, leading to the occupation by Turkish troops of parts of northwest Per-
sia until 1912.143
In 1906 some Assyrians began a magazine in Neo-Aramaic, Kôkbâ, 'The
Star'. The leading figures of this magazine were connected to the Protestant
mission and Kôkbâ was printed on their presses, but the magazine explicitly
aimed at all Assyrians, irrespective of the group to which they belonged.
There is every reason to view Kokba as one of the first clear signs of a
growing nationalism, not in the least because it was written in LUA. This
language became an important element of Assyrian nationalism, because it
could be used to express a common identity, transcending the confessional
differences that, at least partly, originated in the nineteenth century.144
The national political scene in Persia changed greatly in that period. The
constitutional movement was struggling for the institution of a parliament
that would diminish the power of the Shah. In 1906, after a period of unrest
in several parts of the country, a national parliament was elected. The weak
Shah Muzaffar ad-Din (1896-1907) died and was succeeded by his son
Muhammad Ali (1907-1909), who dissolved the parliament in 1908. This
led to a revolt in Tabriz, after which in 1909 the parliament was restored.145
This time a seat was reserved for a representative of the Christian minori-
ties, but the latter did not succeed in finding the right person because of in-
ternal quarrels.146 The start of the periodical Kôkbâ fits nicely into this pe-
riod, in which freedom of press and equality of all ethnic groups were much
stressed. In Kôkbâ, however, it was not made very clear what the Assyrians
thought about these developments. In 1906 the editors wrote, after having
remarked that Kôkbâ intended to be a nationalistic and patriotic magazine,
that they felt themselves to be Persians and would strive for the prosperity
of their country and their king.147 With such statements they probably
143. Speer 1911: 259-68, Joseph 1961: 125-127, Coakley 1992: 247-50.
144. See Macuch 1976: 206-10, where he gives an overview of the contents of Kôkbâ in
the years 1906-8. See further Yonan 1985: 29-31, 124 and Murre-van den Berg 1998."
145. Keddie 1991: 204-6.
146. Heinrichs 1993: 109.
147. Macuch 1976: 207 (Kôkbâ 1906-7/1). One wonders if there is any connection be-
tween the name Kokba and the name of a Persian magazine issued in Istanbul from 1875-
1895, Aktar, 'Star'. This magazine had played an important role in stimulating the Persians in
their fight for a more democratic government, and contained many articles translated from
English papers, cf. Avery 1991: 831-2. I have not been able to ascertain whether the symbol
of the 'Assyrian star', probably taken from Assyrian reliefs and now a popular symbol of
Assyrian nationalism, was known and used already in this period. Another possible connec-
tion is that with the 'star in the East' which led the wise men from the East to Jesus (Mat. 2:
2). a popular theme in Syriac exegetical tradition.
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meant to take away suspicions that might have been roused by their
Assyrian nationalism, rather than to express definite opinions on national
politics.
National politics in Persia in this period were largely determined by for-
eign powers. Major financial problems had made the country greatly de-
pendent on foreign loans, mainly from Britain and Russia. These countries
tried to influence internal Persian politics by adding various conditions to
their financial aid. The ongoing competition between Russia and Britain for
influence in Persia was ended in 1907 by the Anglo-Russian Convention, in
which the 'Partition of Persia' was laid down. Britain, while maintaining its
influence in the southeastern part of Persia, lost much of its influence on the
Persian government that was established in northern Tehran. This loss was
accepted, because it had become rather unlikely that Persia or Russia would
dare to expand towards India, Britain's most cherished territory. The north-
ern part of the country was left to Russian influence, and from that time
Russia greatly extended its influence on Persian politics, as, e.g., in the
matter of the closing down of the parliament in 1908.14*
Although the Russian occupation of Azerbaijan had improved living con-
ditions for the Christians, it did not prevent the Assyrians from leaving their
country to seek better conditions elsewhere. In the nineteenth century,
many had left for Tbilisi in Georgia, which was near enough to enable them
to visit their relatives from time to time.149 Many others, however, had de-
cided to leave for the United States, which country in many ways seemed to
offer better opportunities. Already in 1906 an Assyrian community, with its
own organization, existed in Chicago.150 Their contacts with the American
missionaries for the past 70 years, their America-orientated education and
their knowledge of English made this possible. An additional reason for
leaving their home country was that jobs suited to their rather advanced
education were difficult to find in Muslim Persia.15'
148. See Kazemzadeh 1968: and Kazemzadeh 1991: 314-49. W. Morgan Shuster, an
American who worked as a financial adviser for the Persian government in 1911 and was dis-
missed in 1912 under Russian pressure, named his book on this period The Strangling of Per-
sia (New York 1912).
149. The first wave of emigration to Georgia took place after the Treaty of Turkmanchay
(between Russia and Persia) in 1828, the second at the end of the century, after the coming of
the Russian mission. Cf. Yonan 1978: 166-7 and Macuch 1976: 114.
150. Malech 1910: 401. A son of Malech was one of the leading figures of this commu-
nity; Malech himself had died on his way to America. The latter's book was edited by his son
and published in the U.S.. Malech Sen. had become a Lutheran priest.
151. According to Bishop 1891: II 222-3, from the eighties onward many of the young
men educated by the American missionaries left for the U.S.A.
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In 1903 the Anglicans removed their school for young clergy from
Urmia to Van, and work in Urmia gradually diminished. In 1910 they fi-
nally decided to leave Urmia and move their headquarters to Amadiya in
Turkey. The printing press, which was difficult to transport over the moun-
tains, was left in Urmia. In 1911 new buildings in Amadiya were brought
into use. After Browne died in 1910, his quarters in Qodshanis were kept
and used from time to time when the Anglicans visited the mountain re-
gion. In this period, just before the war, over and over again new difficul-
ties led to discussions over the continuation of the mission, but no final de-
cision was made. January 1915, when the Russian troops withdrew, the
Anglican mission was closed, and it was never re-opened.15'
In these years before the war, the Protestants reconsidered their relation-
ship with the Church of the East. In 1906, the American missionary E.W.
McDowell, working in the mountains, declared that he did not want to es-
tablish any Protestant congregations there, but only wanted to enlighten and
spiritualize the Church of the East. This change of attitude had its conse-
quences also for the Protestant communities in the Urmia plain. The Protes-
tant missionaries and Browne, the Anglican missionary, agreed on a state-
ment about the conditions under which the Protestants could return into the
Church of the East. This plan, however, appeared to be too idealistic and
was not accepted by the Protestant Assyrians nor by the Patriarch.153 In
1909 another attempt was made, this time by the missionary W.A. Shedd.
The two parties agreed on cooperation, but again, 'the time was not ripe for
the union of the two bodies'.154
In these years, the American missionaries took further steps to make the
'Evangelical Church' independent from the mission. The implementation of
the Andersonian three-self formula, demanding self-support, self-govern-
ment, and self-propagation of mission churches, always had been rather dif-
ficult in the complicated situation in Urmia. Until the creation of the
Sunhados in 1862, the Protestants were fully part of the Church of the East
and were subject to the rule of the Patriarch and bishops. When they en-
tered into communion with the missionaries, they submitted themselves to
the 'government' of the American missionaries, but the authority of the Pa-
triarch in civil and clerical matters could not be discarded with. The
Sunhados, consisting of twelve Assyrian Protestants, was the first step to-
wards self-government of the Protestant communities, but the missionaries
152. Coakley 1992: 254-364.
153. Coakley 1992: 287-8.
154. Shedd 1922: 119-121.
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still had a large say in its operations, especially since most of the money
and a large part of the educational work was provided by the mission. In the
years preceding the war, these matters were discussed at length. As a result,
the Board of the Evangelical Church took full responsibility for their
churches, especially in financial matters. The two bodies, the Evangelical
Church and the mission, agreed on five principles. These stated, in short,
that on the one hand the mission was not to exercise any control over the
Church, not even in matters of money given by the mission. On the other
hand, the mission was not obliged to give money aid to the Church. Indeed,
it should not do so for regular church work, but only to help the Church in
its evangelistic efforts. The mission and the Church were to function as
separate bodies, 'bound together by bonds of love and service'. The mis-
sion controlled its own 'auxiliary' work, educational, literary and medical,
but not without consulting the Church in important matters. The mission
had its own responsibility in evangelistic work, but should take care not to
discourage the Church in this respect.155 Unfortunately, Church and mission
in this region did not have a chance to work with these principles for long.
The war that was soon to begin ended most of the regular Church and mis-
sion work.
3.7.2 The First World War (1914-1918)1™
Although Persia stayed neutral during this war, the northwestern part of the
country constituted an important battle ground for the three major partici-
pants of the war in the Orient: the Turks, the Russians and the British. In
the opening years of the war, the Russians and the Turks were trying to pre-
vent each other from extending their territory in this part of the world,
whereas the British in southern Persia tried to keep control over the route to
India. In the course of the war, the British became increasingly concerned
with the position of the Christian minorities in the Middle East, those mi-
norities that Turkey became increasingly uncomfortable with. After the
Russians had to withdraw in 1917 because of the Russian Revolution, the
struggle continued between the British and the Turkish army. At the same
time a group of German officers, allied to Turkey, tried to attack the British
positions in southern Persia.
At the outset of the war, the situation did seem rather favorable for the
Christians in the northwestern part of Persia. The Russian army, which had
155. Shedd 1922: 122-124. See further Lyko 1964: 26-28.
156. For a recent evaluation of the role of the American missionaries in Urmia during the
War, see Zirinsky 1998, with additional comments in Ishaya 1998. For the influence of
American missionaries on American diplomacy in this period, see Grahill 1971.
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controlled Azerbaijan since 1908, was in firm control even of the Kurdish
tribes in the mountains. In 1911 they occupied Urmia and other towns with
their troops. In the autumn of 1914, however, the Turkish army won several
victories in western Azerbaijan and Georgia, and in December they reached
the Urmia plain. This led to the withdrawal of the Russian troops on Janu-
ary 2nd, 1915, taking the Russian missionaries with them. Many Assyrians
chose to follow in their footsteps and retired to the safety of Russia. With
the Russian army gone, the Turks, joined by Kurdish troops, advanced to
the east and raided the villages in the plain. The Assyrians living on the
plains fled to Urmia and sought refuge in the Protestant and Roman Catho-
lic missions. Both missions took great pains to feed the thousands of refu-
gees and had their boards campaigning for extra money in their home coun-
tries.1-''7 The American mission, which had enlarged its premises by attach-
ing to it many of the houses and streets surrounding it, was able to house up
to 15,000 people, creating a 'safe haven' under the American flag, a haven
which was badly needed until at the end of May the Russians returned. Dr.
William A. Shedd, son of the Urmian missionary John H. Shedd, was head
of the mission at that time. He played an important role as an intermediary
between the different parties involved.158
In eastern Turkey, where the English missionaries worked until war, the
situation was even more difficult. Because the Armenians, and therefore
also other Christians, in the eyes of the Turks were not to be trusted with
regard to their loyalty towards the Ottoman Empire, the Turks had issued
orders that all Christians should be removed from the border regions in
eastern Turkey. This led to massive deportations and massacres of Chris-
tians in 1915 and 1916, often by Kurdish irregular troups. In the winter of
1914/15, many Assyrians living in the western part of the Hakkari moun-
tains were murdered. Many of them fled to Qodshanis, where Patriarch
Shimun XIX Benjamin (1903-1918) had assembled a small army. The
women and children were sent to Tiari, in the southern part of the moun-
tains, which was thought to be safer. When the situation became increas-
ingly dangerous, the Patriarch, together with a group of relatives, decided to
157. The missionary organizations at home established special relief organizations; work-
ing for the Assyrians in Persia were the Persian War Relief Committee, the American Com-
mittee for Armenian and Syrian Relief (ACASR), and the Assyrian Relief Fund (part of
ACASR), see Yonan 1989: 313-315.
158. Cf. Macuch 1976: 180-86 (ZdB 1914/65-1917/68) and Joseph 1961: 131-3. Yonan
(1989: 109-212) published a number of documents relating to this tragic episode, of which
the series of letters from an American woman missionary, living on the premises filled with
refugees, is most impressive (144-182). On W.A. Shedd, see the biography by the wife of his
later years, Mary Lewis Shedd (Shedd 1922).
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leave the mountains and to flee to the plains, which they reached in August
1915.15"
In May 1915 the Russian army returned to Urmia and many Assyrians
were able to return to their villages. The Russian missionaries also came
back to Urmia. In July the Turkish army was able to regain some ground,
and many of the Assyrians fled towards Russia. After one month the Turks
had to retreat and the Assyrians were again able to return.160
After a year of quiet, in 1916 Assyrian troops tried several times to de-
feat the Kurds, but without support from the Russians they were not able to
gain a final victory in the mountains. The Kurds launched several counter-
attacks and most of the Assyrians retreated to the Urmia plain at the begin-
ning of the winter. In March 1917 a combined battalion of Russians and
Assyrians successfully attacked the Kurds, but in the autumn of 1917 the
Russian army was forced to leave Persia for good, because the Russian
Revolution had broken out some months earlier. The Patriarch then created
his own, completely Assyrian battalion, consisting of about 4000 men.161
The withdrawal of the Russians gave way to the advance of the Turkish
troops, marching on to Baku,162 whereas Kurds and Persians wanted to take
their revenge for the misbehavior of the Russian soldiers towards the Mus-
lims. Headed by missionary Shedd and helped by a group of Russian offic-
ers who had stayed behind, the Assyrians were strong enough to retain con-
trol of Urmia. An Assyrian committee was formed to govern the city. A
couple of villages in the neighborhood of Urmia were captured by the
Assyrians and also brought under their control. The Persian government, as
far as it was still in control, worked together with the Assyrians to create
some stability.163
In March 1918, Patriarch Shimun XIX Benjamin was ambushed by the
Kurds and killed. Thereupon the Christians launched a great attack, which
for a short time was successful; even part of their territories in the moun-
tains were regained. In April 1918, however, the Turkish army joined the
Kurds and marched on Urmia. The Assyrians succeeded in defending the
city, but the Turks kept returning and the situation became increasingly dif-
ficult. Only would British forces be able to help them, but at that time these
159. Macuch 1976: 230-41. Macuch bases himself on probably one of the best Assyrian
sources, an account written by Ya'qub bar Malek Ismael. See also Joseph 1961: 134-5 and
Yonan 1989: 210-250.
160. Bolshakoff 1943: 103, Joseph 1961: 134.
161. Macuch 1976: 242-46, Joseph 1961: 135-6.
162. Compare Fromkin 1989: 352-4, on the Pan-Turkish dreams of the Turkish leaders at
that time.
163. Macuch 1976: 246-9, Joseph 1961: 138-40.
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troops were too far from Urmia. In July news came through that the British
were coming nearer to the city. On their request the Assyrians formed a
regiment that broke out of the city and forced its way towards the British.
That moment the Turks launched another attack at the town, which by now
was weakened. This was too much to bear for the Assyrians in the town,
and they fled in great numbers. They fled to Hamadan, where the British
were in power. From there they were directed to Baquba, northeast of
Baghdad, where they were taken care of in a refugee camp. The American
missionaries left Urmia together with the Assyrians and were able to give
valuable assistance in organizing the camps. Among the British working in
Iraq were some of the former Anglican missionaries.164
3.7.3 After the War
The aftermath of the war became a decisive period in the history of the
Assyrian people. It was impossible to return to their pre-war homelands,
because the political situation in Azerbaijan had drastically changed. Tur-
key had been reduced in size, Iraq had become a British protectorate, the
Soviet Union had lost all interest in Persia, and Muslims and Kurds were
increasingly hostile towards the Christians who had sided with the Western
powers.165
It soon became clear that an independent Assyrian state was not to be
hoped for. Internal quarrels among the Assyrians, rival claims from the
Kurds, and the unwillingness of both Turkey and the British Mandate of
Iraq to give up a part of their country made this impossible. In 1925 the
League of Nations, basing itself on the recommendations of the Mosul
Commission, assigned the province of Mosul to Iraq and the Hakkari
mountains to Turkey. Thereupon the Assyrians chose to leave the moun-
tains in which some of them had already resettled, and settled in the Mosul
plain, because Turkey clearly did not want an extra group of Christians
within its territory. When it became clear that Britain had decided to grant
Iraq independence within a couple of years, the Assyrians once again tried
to obtain guarantees from both the British and the Iraqi administrations
about a form of self-government within the Muslim state. Neither govern-
ment wanted to make such promises and the Assyrians feared for their fu-
ture.
164. Cf. Macuch 1976: 249-60, Joseph 1961: 140-144, Anschütz 1969: 127, Coakley
1992: 340-1, and Yonan 1978: 35-6, 52.
165. For the complicated history of this post-war period, see Anschütz 1969: 128-31,
Fromkin 1989: 449-54, Joseph 1961: 147-209, and Strothmann 1936: 58-77. See Coakley
1992: 336-64, on the role of the former Anglican mission in this period.
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The British had enlisted many Assyrian men into their mandatory army,
the 'Iraq Levies', who were employed to maintain peace in rebellious parts
of Iraq. A couple of times this army had to fight against the Kurds, although
the Assyrians had asked explicitly not to have to fight against their
neighbors. This did no good to their relationship with the population of
Iraq, of which many came to associate the Assyrians with the loathed do-
minion of the British.166 When the end of British rule drew near, new plans
were made to create a safe living place for the Assyrians. Emigration to
Western countries had become very difficult and was possible only for
those who already had friends or family living there. Mass emigration to
Canada was considered, but this came to nothing.
Syria, then under French protection, was willing to accept a group of
Assyrians in the Khabur region, in the far northeast, close to the frontier
with Iraq. At first emigration to this area encountered some difficulties, but
in the thirties and forties a community began to flourish there.167 Other
communities decided to stay in Iraq and in the early thirties it seemed for a
moment that many of the old village communities might be restored. In
1933, however, after the independence of Iraq in 1932, groups of Assyrians
were massacred by units of the Iraqi army. Together with new Kurdish un-
rest, this led to a further exodus from the old villages to the towns of Iraq
and to Syria. There it was possible to build up new community life and to
establish schools, at the same time participating as much as possible in the
societies of Iraq and Syria.16"
Those originating in Persia could return to their former homeland, and
many of them were able to regain their houses and their land. Compared
with the pre-war period, however, only a small minority returned to the vil-
lages; the majority of the Assyrians of Persia settled in the towns. After
some difficult years, the Urmia community flourished again and the Ameri-
can missionaries returned in 1923.16g Schools were re-opened, as was the
hospital. After in 1925 Reza Khan had come to power, the Persian govern-
ment became more and more suspicious of anything that went on in distant
166. Yonan 1978: 56-8.
167. Yonan 1978: 62, 72-4, Dodge 1940, and Fernandez 1998. The latter gives detailed
statistics on the present-day situation of the Khabur community.
168. Odisho 1993: 191. Cf. also Yonan 1978: 52-70. The texts in Sabar 1995 give an in-
teresting insight in the present-day situation of the Assyrian and Chaldean Christians of
Kurdistan.
169. On this early post-war period, see especially Zirinsky 1998, who tells the story of the
missionary Harry P. Packard who tried to return in 1919 and then witnessed the looting of the
American mission grounds and as well as the murdering of 270 Assyrian refugees by local
Iranians.
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provinces, especially if they were as close to Soviet Russia as was
Azerbaijan. The presence of Western missionaries made it difficult to keep
a firm grip on the situation. In 1934, therefore, all foreigners had to leave
Azerbaijan, which meant the end of a century of American missionary pres-
ence in this part of Persia. Although the Persian Christians of Azerbaijan
could continue much of their business, they had to cope with certain restric-
tions especially concerning travel. Because of their good education many
Assyrians were able to find well-paid jobs in other Persian towns. In this
way a large community was founded in Tehran, which after the Second
World War was large enough to have its own printing presses, schools and
cultural associations.170
Among those returning to the Urmia region also were the Evangelical
Assyrians. They rebuilt their churches, ordinated new pastors, and started
new mission work, this time directed to Muslims rather than to their fellow
Assyrians of the Church of the East. In 1933 the churches resulting from
Protestant mission work in Iran formed a general synod of Evangelical
Churches in Iran. Among these were the Protestant communities from the
Urmia region. From the late twenties, efforts have been made to establish a
union between the Episcopal and Evangelical Churches of Iran. This has
led to various forms of cooperation, but not to a union.171
The Assyrian community in Tbilisi, Georgia, had grown considerably in
the years of war. From Tbilisi, the Assyrians also moved to other parts of
the Soviet Union. In the first years of the Communist government, much
attention was paid to the culture and language of minority groups. This po-
litical line was abandoned under Stalin, and it became difficult for the
Assyrians to maintain their educational system. However, they seem to
have succeeded to a considerable extent in maintaining their language and
culture.172
Although in many parts of the Middle East the Assyrians were able to
build up new communities, emigration to the United States increased after
the war. Large numbers of Assyrians headed for Chicago and Detroit, and
even the Patriarch transferred his seat there after he had been expelled from
Iraq by the British.173 After the Second World War, new waves of emigra-
170. Yonan 1978: 83-96, Joseph 1961: 152-3, 163-5, 209-13 and 225-6. On the situation
up to the Islamic Revolution, cf. De Mauroy 1978, Macuch 1987, and Hartmann 1980: 84-
114. According to the latter, in 1970 17% of the 'Assyro-Chaldeans' lived in and around
Urmia, 20% in the 'oil regions' and 50% in Tehran.
171. On the history of the Protestant Churches in Iran, see Lyko 1964.
172. Yonan 1978: 167, Friedrich 1960: viii, Comrie I981b: 272-3.
173. For an overview of the situation of the Assyrians in the US, see Benjamin 1996,
Coakley 1996, and Murre-van den Berg 1997a.
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tion brought the Assyrians from the Middle East to European countries
such as Britain, Germany, Sweden and France, while others went to South
America and Australia. At the same time, Assyrians are still living in the
villages and towns of Syria, Iraq and Persia, although sometimes under
very difficult conditions.174
In such a wide-spred community it became all the more important to de-
fine a common identity. To some extent, membership of the Church of the
East or the Chaldean Church provides such an identity, but it is Assyrian
nationalism that functions as the most important common denominator.
Perhaps 'nationalism' is not an adequate term any more. After World War
II, the emphasis is less on acquiring an independent state somewhere in
Mesopotamia — Bet Nahrain, as it is commonly called — than on creating
a common Assyrian identity. In this process of identity-building LUA has
played an important role, especially in early twentieth-century Iran. And the
common language, be it in its spoken or its written form, still is a strong
cohesive element in the Assyrian communities all over the world, even if it
is not so much spoken of as is the possible link with the ancient Assyrians
and Babylonians.
3.8 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter, the historical context of the development of the literary lan-
guage has been presented. The introduction and development of LUA is
determined by the history of the Western missions that came to Urmia in
the last century.
The Protestant mission, the first to arrive, was intended to stimulate a re-
vival, 'a spiritual regeneration' of the Church of the East, not only for the
sake of the Assyrians themselves, but also to enable this Church to attract
Muslims to the Christian faith. A very important means to reach this main
object was, in the opinion of these missionaries, to have the local Christians
174. Yonan (1978: 81-220), gives an overview of the post-war situation in all countries
where Syrians have settled. Hartmann (1970: 27) provides an indication of the number of
Assyrians in the Middle East. According to him, in 1970 there were about 19,800 Assyrians
in Iran, 42,(XK) in Iraq, 30,000 in Syria, and 5000 in Lebanon. Together with the 24,294
Assyrians in the Soviet Union in 1970 (Comrie 1981b, 272), this gives a number of 121.094.
In Ishaya 1978, an overview of the Assyrians outside Iran is presented. Ishaya includes the
Syrian-Orthodox among the Assyrians, and gives a number of 20(1,(KM) Assyrians in the
United States. She estimates the total number of 'Assyrians' in the world at about 1,500,000.
Both numbers seem to be rather high. On the history of the Church of the East in the twenti-
eth century, see Coakley 1996.
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read the Bible in their own language. And thus the Protestant missionaries,
from the very beginning, devoted all their attention to education and print-
ing. The Protestant mission was efficiently managed, and the missionaries
were able to establish a large number of schools and to print a large number
of books, without coming into conflict with the Assyrians. Medical work
proved a valuable addition to the other missionary activities, creating good-
will not only with the Assyrians, but also with the Kurds, Azéris and Per-
, sians of the region.
The Protestants, during all the years of their presence in Persia, main-
tained good relationships with the majority of the Assyrians, even if the
Patriarch and some of the clergy close to him were not always supportive of
their work. Even the growth of separate Protestant congregations, in the
sixties, did not really jeopardize this mutual understanding.
The position of the Roman Catholic Lazarist mission, which was estab-
lished a couple of years after the start of the Protestant mission, from the
beginning aroused more suspicion. The Roman Catholics were known for
their attempts to bringing the Church of the East in union with Rome, and
therefore were regarded with mistrust by those belonging to this Church. In
the first difficult years of the mission, they were supported mainly by the
Chaldean community in the Khosrowa region, but in later years, after they
established a second mission house in Urmia, their influence grew, as can
be deduced from the rising number of Chaldeans in this region. One addi-
tional reason for the slow start of this mission might be found in the fact
that their educational system was rather poor as compared with that of the
Protestant mission, whereas their press began to function long after the
press of the Protestant mission. In Mosul, where the Protestant mission had
never gained as much ground as in Urmia, the Roman Catholic Dominican
mission seems to have been the most influential, supported as it was by an
important mission press.
The Archbishop of Canterbury's mission was highly valued by the
Assyrians, although they worked in Urmia for a short period only as com-
pared with the two earlier missions. Their unambiguous choice for the
Church of the East and their respect for the local traditions made them, in
the eyes of the Assyrians, an attractive alternative to the Protestant as well
as to the Lazarist mission, especially for those Assyrians who were afraid
of losing their cultural heritage in contact with the Westerners. The difficult
political situation at the end of the nineteenth century may also have stimu-
lated the Assyrians to seek contact with the British missionaries, because
the latter represented a power that was of great importance in Persia. How-
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ever, although the Anglican mission within a short period had acquired a
considerable number of pupils at their schools and had a good working
printing press, they did not succeed in becoming so well established as the
Protestant mission. This may be due partly to lack of staff and funds. Mean-
while, the Protestants benefited from a growth of the mission work, espe-
cially in the field of the medical care.
A further weakening of the Anglican position was caused by the arrival
of Russian Orthodox missionaries at the end of the century. What never had
happened before happened when the Russian missionaries visited the
Urmia region for the first time: thousands of Assyrians indicated that they
were willing to join the Russian Orthodox Church. The Anglican Church,
which acknowledged the Russian Orthodox Church as a sister Church, just
as they acknowledged the Church of the East, did not object to this arrival
of the Russian Church, and handed over part of their work to these mission-
aries. These massive conversions to Russian-Orthodoxy made clear that the
search for political protection constituted an important reason for the ac-
ceptance of the Western missions. Now Russia could provide this political
protection, because in those years it had extended its political power far
into Persia. The Christians in Urmia hoped for a Russian occupation of
Azerbaijan, which perhaps would be hastened by their conversion to the
Russian Orthodox Church.
These four missions, as well as the smaller missions that worked along-
side them, each contributed to the great changes in the Assyrian community
in Persia. Their contributions were intended for the welfare only of the
Assyrian Christians, but the changes they brought about were not only for
the better. The missionaries brought education, 'living faith', and Western
civilization to a small, subjugated, minority of Christians in a Muslim coun-
try. They could not avoid bringing at the same time division and struggle,
between the Christians themselves and between the latter and the popula-
tion surrounding them, thus disrupting the traditional balance between the
parties. Once this small minority had acquired self-esteem and powerful
friends, it became impossible to return to the old order in which they were
lowest in esteem. Clashes like the Kurdish attacks of 1843 and the disas-
trous course of the First World War at least partly can be understood as the
result of this change in the traditional social order. It seems hardly fair to
blame the nineteenth-century missionaries for not having foreseen all this.
And perhaps the only way of preventing such an outcome would have been
not to interfere at all with these cultures, be it with political, economical, or
missionary aims.
4
THE CREATION OF THE LITERARY LANGUAGE
4.1 The linguistic situation at the beginning of the nineteenth century
4.1.1 Classical Syriac
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, CS was the main literary lan-
guage of the Assyrians in the region of Urmia and Khosrowa. This lan-
guage was employed in the liturgy of both the Chaldean Church and the
Church of the East,1 whereas the language served also as the means of
communication between distant communities. However, according to the
informants of Smith and Dwight, the 'common people' were not able to un-
derstand CS, and therefore could not comprehend the church services.2
The priests and deacons who had to recite the liturgy were able to read
and understand Classical Syriac.3 They transmitted this knowledge to their
sons and nephews, in particular to those who were destined to succeed
them. In some villages priests had set up schools for boys, as in Khosrowa,
Gugtapa and perhaps in Urmia.4
The number of CS manuscripts in the towns and villages seems not to
have been very high and consisted mainly of parts of the Bible and liturgi-
cal volumes. Smith and Dwight were told that there were no copies of a
complete Bible in the region around Urmia.5 There are no indications that
in the Urmia region CS was employed for the writing of literary texts other
than letters.6
1. In the Chaldean liturgy minor changes had been introduced, consisting mainly of the
removal of heretical names, like Nestorius. See Voste 1945: 57-73 on Bedjan's work on the
Chaldean breviary, and further Maclean 1894: xxix and Layard 1850: I, 155.
2. Smith & Dwight 1834: 371.
3. Macuch 1976: 119, gives the number of 40 men and one woman (Helena, the sister of
the Patriarch, cf. Perkins 1863: 10) that could read when the missionaries arrived.
4. See above, 3.1.1 n. 8.
5. Smith & Dwight 1834: 400, 404-5. Apart from liturgical MSS, they mention the exist-
ence of a MS that resembled a Syriac grammar, although the bishop could not tell what it
was. Grant 1841: 320 mentions a thirteenth-century MS of the 'Gennerbusamé' (Gannat
Btissame) in possession of the Patriarch. It is probable that the Patriarch had a somewhat
larger library. On this ms., see also Reinink 1977.
6. See Rödiger 1840, in which CS letters of the Patriarch are published.
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4.1.2 Neo-Aramaic
The daily language of the Assyrians around Urmia was a dialect of North-
eastern Neo-Aramaic. Other dialects belonging to this group were spoken by
the Chaldeans in the Salmas plain, the Hakkari mountains and the Mosul-Al-
qosh region, as well as by Jews in various towns in Kurdistan and Azerbaijan.
Although in the Urmia region this language certainly was not employed
as a literary language on a large scale, Macuch draws attention to the fact
that Smith and Dwight mention 'a beautiful copy of the Pentateuch, accom-
panied by an explanation which he [i.e., the bishop of ArdishayJ said the
common people can understand'. This 'explanation', according to Macuch,
probably consisted of a parallel translation in the vernacular language.7 No
further references to this translation, or to other MSS in the vernacular, oc-
cur in the period before the Protestant mission. The existence of such trans-
lations may be connected to the usage of translating the Gospel into 'vulgar
Syriac' in the services of the Church of the East, sometimes with additional
explanations in the same language.8
Near to Urmia, in Khosrowa, the local dialect was written on a limited
scale. In this village a Catholic priest had translated the Doctrina Chris-
tiana, a popular Roman Catholic catechism written by the Italian cardinal
Robert Bellarmine, into the vernacular language. This priest probably was a
native Chaldean who had received part of his training in Rome at the De
Propagande Fide. He had also opened a school in which he taught a group
of local boys to read and write.9 A copy of his translation, together with
other small pieces written by this priest, were brought to Europe by Smith
and Dwight. Noldeke employed the catechism for his grammar of Neo-Ara-
maic. Rödiger added a short text to his Classical Syriac reader, and edited
another part of it in an article in 1839.'°
In and around Alqosh, the local Neo-Aramaic dialect had been written
since the early seventeenth century." This early literature consists mainly
7. Macuch 1976: 91, Smith & Dwight 1834: 400.
8. Smith & Dwight 1834: 355, 393, 408, Grant 1841: 60, and Maclean & Browne 1892:
323.
9. Smith & Dwight 1834: 355, Macuch 1976: 106-8, and Kawerau 1958: 338 n. 39. The
latter suggests two names for this anonymous priest: 'Nikolaus Jesajas Jakobi' (= the later
Patriarch Nicolas Lshaya, cf. 3.2.1) or 'DonGiorgo' (Giwargis), who had both studied in Rome.
10. Noldeke 1868: vii i , Rödiger 1838: 138-9 and Rödiger 1839. How this catechism is
related to a catechism printed in Rome in 1861, signed by 'Joseph Guriel', is uncertain. For
the latter writer, see Macuch 1976: 399 and Oussani 1901: 90-91. In the latter article, this
work of Guriel is listed among the anonymous works, whereas a number of other works of
Guriel are mentioned.
11. For an introduction into this literature, see Macuch 1976: 90-106, Poizat 1990: 161-
179 and 1993: 227-272, Pennacchietti 1993, Murre-van den Berg 1998, and Mengozzi forth-
coming.
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of religious poetry. Other genres, like popular poetry and translations of
Classical Syriac literature, are represented only in ninteenth-century manu-
scripts, being otherwise undated, and might go back to an oral tradition.
Among the first to ask attention for this literature was the German scholar
Eduard Sachau, who traveled the region at the end of the last century and
had copies made of most of the poems we know of today.12
The earliest Jewish Neo-Aramaic manuscripts likewise date from the
mid-seventeenth century onwards, from Kurdistani towns like Zakho and
Amadiya.13 Among these are Bible translations (targumim), homilies, and
other types of religious literature. This literature seems to have remained
unnoticed by the Assyrians and the nineteenth-century missionaries, and
thus has not influenced the Urmia language in any way.14
4.1.3 Other languages
In Persia as well as in Ottoman Turkey, knowledge of Neo-Aramaic natu-
rally was not sufficient to conduct all one's affairs. Various other lan-
guages were employed in the region in which the Assyrians lived, and most
of them seem to have been able to speak at least one of these other lan-
guages.
In the Urmia region, most of the Muslim population consisted of Azéris,
speaking the Azeri Turkish dialect. This language differs considerably from
Ottoman Turkish, and was written from the thirteenth century onwards.15
However, this written tradition of Azeri was unknown to the missionaries,
and perhaps was not represented in Urmia itself.16 It is likely that Smith and
Dwight refer to the regional Turkish when they remark that 'all knew like-
wise something of Turkish'.17 Further into the mountains, as well as in the
region north of Mosul, this language was not spoken.
12. Sachau 1883, 1895, and 1896.
13. See the editions of these texts by Sabar, a.o., Sabar 1984 and Sabar 1991.
14. Compare a remark by Perkins 1861: 98, in which he notes that many Jews live in Per-
sia, of which 5000 in Urmia, and that 'they speak the languages prevalent among the people
where they dwell, as Turkish, Persian &c.' No mention is made of Aramaic-speaking Jews.
Remarks of Grant and Stoddard, however, indicate that the missionaries were aware of the
Aramaic language of the Jews but not of their literature, compare Grant 1841: 153-63 and
Stoddard 1855: 8.
15. For the Azeri language, see Doerfer 1989, and for Azeri literature, Javadi & Burrill
1989.
16. Southgate 184: II 7, mentions that the language 'has not [..] been reduced to grammar,
excepting by the German missionaries lately labouring in Georgia.' The latter were from the
Basel Mission, see Richter 1910: 97-103.
17. Smith & Dwight 1834: 370. In this same passage they note that some Armenian was
understood by the Syrians in Jamalawa, a village close to Khosrowa.
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In Urmia and Khosrowa, the larger towns of the region, Persian was an
important language, being the language of the higher classes, of education
and of administration.18 A general knowledge of Persian among the Assy-
rians is not evidenced in the sources, but the presence of Persian loanwords
suggests that the language was known to a certain extent. It is uncertain
whether Assyrians in this period were able to obtain some formal educa-
tion, including literacy in Persian.
The second large ethnic group in this region were the Kurds. They spoke
a number of Kurdish dialects, most of them belonging to the Kurmanji
group.19 The Kurds were very numerous in the Hakkari mountains, but
smaller groups lived in the Urmia plain. In Mosul itself, no Kurds lived, but
north and also east of Mosul, many Kurds were found. It can be safely as-
sumed that most of the Assyrians living in the mountains could express
themselves in Kurdish.20 The influence of Kurdish loanwords on Neo-Ara-
maic, therefore, is especially large in the mountain region, but in the Urmia
dialect Kurdish words are by no means absent. The Kurdish dialects of the
Hakkari and Urmia region at that moment had not been put into writing.
In Mosul itself, Arabic was the language of the Muslims. This local dia-
lect of Arabic was also employed by the Christians of Mosul, many of
whom no longer employed a dialect of Aramaic. Most of their liturgy was
still in CS, but the Gospel readings were in Arabic.21 In Mosul, written Ara-
bic, being different from the local dialect, was employed by Christians
too.22 In the towns and villages north of Mosul, the influence of Arabic is
visible in the Neo-Aramaic dialect, alongside the influence of the local
Kurdish dialect, whereas in the Urmia dialect Arabic words can be assumed
to have entered mainly via Azeri Turkish and Persian.
4.1.4 Multilingualism
Although there are no reliable data on the linguistic competence of the
Assyrians in this region, it is probable that most of those who had Neo-Ara-
maic as their first language were at least bilingual in one of the other lan-
18. Cf., e.g., Southgate 1840: I 307, II 7, and a letter of Perkins dated 21 June 1840 in
which he mentions that Persian is taught in the schools in Urmia, and is spoken by the upper
classes in this town. He does not say whether there are Christians among these upper classes.
19. On the Kurdish dialects, see Mackenzie 1962. Note that an early grammar of a
Kurdish dialect of the mountain region was written by the Protestant missionary S.A. Rhea,
cf. Rhea 1880.
20. SoStoddard 1855: 3.
21. Southgate 1834: 234.
22. Southgate 1840: 11244-5.
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guages of the region. In the majority of towns and villages where they
lived, people with other languages were living around them, so that even
the women and children had to acquire some knowledge of another lan-
guage. In the Urmia region this second language was Azeri Turkish,
whereas closer to the mountains this must have been Kurdish.23
Literate Assyrians, in addition, had a knowledge of Classical Syriac, but
perhaps also of Persian (in Persia) or Arabic or Ottoman Turkish (in Mo-
sul). As far as we know, this was true only for a limited number of
Assyrians, but one may assume that the knowledge of these written lan-
guages influenced the language of illiterate people as well. The number of
CS, Persian, and Arabic loanwords in NA dialects may partly be due to in-
troduction by the educated minority.
This complicated linguistic situation is reflected in a large amount of
loanwords from four non-Aramaic languages (Kurdish, Azeri Turkish, Per-
sian and Arabic) in all Neo-Aramaic dialects. However, because languages
like Kurdish and Azeri also contributed loanwords to each other, and be-
cause Arabic and Persian offical terms were employed in all these lan-
guages, there are quite a number of loanwords in NA whose direct prov-
enance cannot easily be ascertained. There must have been a large regional
vocabulary to which the major languages of this region had contributed,
and from which all languages, including the Neo-Aramaic dialects, drew
new forms.24 It is likely that the Neo-Aramaic dialects in turn contributed
words to Turkish and Kurdish, although there is no indication that this hap-
pened on a large scale.
4.2 The Protestant contribution
4.2.1 Preliminaries
One of the major problems in the description of the history of the Protestant
press is the fact that until now no general catalogue of the publications has
been made. A number of lists are availabe, the two most important being
the one in Kawerau's work on the American Protestant missions in the
23. It is uncertain to what extent Neo-Aramaic was understood by the Azéris and the
Kurds. The Assyrians in most instances seemed to have heen at the bottom end of the social
scale, and so their language was less likely to be taken over.
24. I know of no recent study discussing at some length the problems of Neo-Aramaic
lexicology, except perhaps Krotkoff 1985. For etymology, Maclean's dictionary (1901) still
is the best source.
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Near-East by Mary Walker25 and Macuch's overview of this press.26 For the
earlier period, a chronological list in Stoddard's grammar is of importance.
He gives the titles of thirty-one 'more important publications' up to 1853.27
In January 1861, Perkins himself sent a list of the publications of the press
to Boston, consisting of 53 items. They are given 'nearly in the order in
which they have been issued'.28 Another nineteenth-century list is part of a
chapter by prof. Isaac H. Hall on Perkins' scholarly work in the biography
written by the latter's son. It enumerates thirty-seven items to which
Perkins contributed.2^ Further information on the various books can be
gleaned from incidental remarks in the missionaries' letters at their time of
publishing as well as from some of the printed biographies and histories of
the mission.30
Most important is, however, to compare these lists with the actual collec-
tions of Neo-Aramaic books that have survived. These collections suggest
that all lists so far are incomplete. Kawerau's list was based on the collec-
tion of the ABCFM. In 1944, this collection came to Houghton Library
(Harvard University), whereas some time later, the biblical parts of the col-
lection were transferred to Andover-Newton Seminary. In the Andover-
Harvard Library of the Divinity School (also Harvard University) a some-
what smaller collection of texts from the Protestant press is kept. This col-
lection originates in the collection of the above mentioned Isaac Hall.31
Two other collections are those of the Königliche Bibliothek in Berlin32 and
of the British Library in London.33 The majority of materials in all five col-
lections date from the period up to 1871. This might be due to the fact that
the archives of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions are less exten-
sive than those of the ABCFM, to the great losses the mission suffered dur-
ing the First World War, as well as to a lessening of printing activities in
these years. A closer look at the Presbyterian archives might yield some
extra information in this respect.
25. Kawerau 1958: 639-42.
26. Macuch 1976: 121-138.
27. Stoddard 1855: 5-6.
28. Perkins, ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320, 5 Jan. 1861. I have numbered Perkins' list.
29. Perkins 1887: 48-50.
30. Perkins 1843, Anderson 1872/1873.
31. The items in the two libraries of Harvard University are catalogued in Harvard's on-
line catalogue, HOLLIS. Dr. J.F. Coakley and the present author are preparing a bibliography
of the Protestant-American press in Urmia.
32. Sachau 1885. It is likely that Macuch made use of this collection, but he must have
had access to other collections (possibly private ones) to make his description of the Protes-
tant press.
33. Moss 1962.
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4.2.2 Beginnings
From the very beginning, the American Board, which was responsible for
the Protestant mission to Persia, was convinced of the necessity to provide
books in the vernacular language of the Assyrians. In Perkins' 'Instruc-
tions' the Board is referred to as 'an educating society, a translating soci-
ety, a society for printing and distributing books'. Although in the rest of
the 'Instructions' these objectives are no further referred to, it is clear that
education, translating, and printing were among the basic and most impor-
tant goals of every mission under responsibility of the ABCFM.34 In line
with the activities of Protestant missions all over the world in the nineteenth
century, the most important book to be translated and distributed was the
Bible.35 It is not surprising, then, that Perkins brought with him copies of
the Gospel edition that had been printed by the BFBS in 1829, together
with a 'Nestorian' spelling book that he had acquired in Malta.36 He was
clearly preparing himself for the task. At the same time, these copies could
give the Assyrians an example of a printed text.37
When Perkins in October 1834 made a preparatory trip to the Urmia re-
gion, one of his purposes was to find a teacher for Classical Syriac and for
the vernacular language of the Assyrians. He returned to Tabriz with bishop
Yukhannan from Gawilan and priest Auraham from Gugtapa. According to
Anderson, 'the year did not close before this indefatigable missionary com-
menced reducing the modern Syriac to writing'. In the course of 1835 a
beginning was made with the grammatical analysis of the modern language,
with the help of Auraham.38 Perkins, in turn, taught English, a language
they very much wanted to learn, to Yukhannan and Auraham. When
34. Perkins 1843: 28. A good illustration of this can be found in the standard 'Annual
Forms' that each year had to be completed by each mission. In these forms the number of
schools and pupils, the number of printing presses, the number of books and tracts published
and distributed, as well as the total number of pages had to be given in detail; cf. the forms of
1S36-1843 of the Nestorian Mission (vol. II) in the ABCFM archives in Houghton Library.
35. For an overview of Bible translating in the nineteenth century, see Wootton (1980),
for printed editions of the Bible, see Darlow and Moule 1903.
36. In Malta Perkins acquired copies of a 'Nestorian spelling book', through the help of
C.F. Schlienz, a German missionary who worked for the press of the Anglican Church Mis-
sionary Society (CMS). The CS book was prepared and lithographed by the Chaldean I.A.
Rassam. Rassam originated in Mosul and worked for the CMS on an Arabic Bible translation,
cf. Perkins 1843: 52 and Coakley 1992: 371, n. 60.
37. However, in May 1836 (ABC 16.8.7 vol l, no 36), he wrote to Anderson that the cop-
ies of this spelling book 'prove wholly useless', due to 'imperfection' of the type that was
employed.
38. Perkins 1843: 174, 179. See further Anderson 1875: III 178, Kawerau 1958: 337, n.
37, and Macuch 1976: 120.
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Perkins settled in Urmia at the end of 1835, he continued his work on the
modern language, so that, when the first school opened in January 1836,
they were able to employ 'school cards' with Bible texts in the vernacular
and in the Classical language to teach the children to read.39
Perkins' comments on the actual writing of Neo-Aramaic confirm his
statement in the introduction of his account of his mission work in Persia,
that 'it seemed to us, at the outset, quite indispensable to the due accom-
plishment of our object, to make their modern dialect the medium of writ-
ten, as well as of oral, instruction.'40 The main reason for this was that the
classical language was not understood by the majority of the people, and
that it was therefore rather unlikely that this language could serve as the lit-
erary language of the common people.41 A few lines further on he describes
the 'popular' language as 'absolute sovereign', which cannot be conquered
by CS. Thus, from the very beginning, it was clear that CS could not be
made to serve as the modern literary language of the Assyrians, even if the
missionaries were highly convinced of the importance of this language, as
well as of the need to provide instruction in it.
Although the missionaries started writing the dialect of the Urmia
plain,42 there has been some discussion about which form of language had
to be employed for the Bible translation. Apparently, one of the objects of
Grant's visit to the mountains in 1839 was a further description of the
mountain dialects in order to be able to provide a Bible translation in a
common standard language.43 This is confirmed by the presence of a manu-
script with a translation in one of the mountain dialects from Genesis 1-8.44
The Patriarch seems to have favored such an interdialectal translation, and
there is some uncertainty why the missionaries decided against it. The most
likely explanation is that it would have taken much more time to provide
such a translation.45 Another reason for the interest in the mountain dialects
was the fact that they were generally believed to be closer to Classical
39. Perkins 1843: 250-1.
40. Perkins 1843: 13.
41. SoalsoMacuch 1976: 121.
42. The missionaries lived in Urmia, and in most instances had to deal with people from
the Urmia plain. Yukhannan and Auraham also came from the Urmia plain. Compare also
Stoddard 1855: 7: 'We generally use the language in our books which is spoken on the plain
of Oroomiah, unless there are obvious reasons for variation in a particular case.'
43. Laurie 1853: 89,262.
44. Cf. Ms. Syriac 13 in Houghton (Goshen-Gottstein 1979), by priest Ruel of Minganish
in Tiari. Ms. Syriac 175, a translation of Gospels fragments with some comments by priest
Auraham bar Yonan of Ashita in Tiari, of 1843, might represent another, even later, attempt
at collecting samples of other dialects.
45. Kawerau 1958: 234, 239,
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Syriac than the more 'corrupted' Urmia dialect. However, Stoddard re-
marked that if 'the dialect which is nearest to Ancient Syriac should be the
standard, this will necessarily be unintelligible to a large portion of the peo-
ple'.46 Thus, he suggested that a mountain dialect, which was purer — that
is, closer to CS — would be understood only by a small number of people,
whereas the Urmia dialect, which had become the standard, was perhaps
less pure, but intelligible to a large number of people. Among whom this
dialect was 'allgemein verständlich', as described by Macuch, is difficult to
say, but it seems reasonable to assume that the dialect of the plain, being
closer to the centers of commerce and education was understood by
Assyrians from the mountains, rather than the other way round.47 Whether
Thomas Audo's estimation as the dialect of Urmia being 'sans contredit le
plus important' is to be taken as an independent witness, or as a confirma-
tion of the important status that the Urmia dialect acquired during the nine-
teenth century is hard ^> tell.48
Justin Perkins, in the edition of his journals in 1843, as well as in his per-
sonal letters to Rufus Anderson, the secretary of the Prudential Committee
of the ABCFM,49 does not tell us very much about the actual process of
shaping the Urmia dialect into writing. He mentions the composing of ver-
bal paradigms in May 1835, in Tabriz, with the help of Auraham, this being
the first explicit remark on the work on the vernacular language, 'which I
am now beginning to learn'.50 One may assume that this writing, from the
very beginning, was based on East-Syrian script and orthography, precisely
because no attention at all is paid to this subject. Although both assistants,
priest Auraham and bishop Yukhannan, at that time already could read
some English, they apparently did not consider it proper that their language
should be written in the script of the missionaries.51
Macuch raises the question whether or not the missionaries' orthography
had been influenced by the earlier writings in Neo-Aramaic, especially
those of the Alqosh region. According to Macuch, some of the ortho-
46. Stoddard 1855: 7.
47. Compare Macuch 1976: 121.
48. Audo 1911: i.
49. According to Kawerau 1958: 125, Anderson became Assistant Secretary in 1824. and
Correspondent Secretary from 1832 to 1866.
50. See Perkins 1843: 211, and his letter dated 10 May 1836 (ABC 16.8.7 vol. 1, no 36).
51. In Perkins' letter of January 1861, reviewing the work of the press, he comes back to
this issue, in response to critical remarks from an anonymous American scholar. Rather than
giving some rational explanation he cites bishop Yukhannan, who said on the subject: 'We
are correct, in writing from right to left; why do vou mistake, in writing from left to r ight? ' .
Without adding further arguments Perkins then concludes: 'the absurdity of which [writing
Modern Syrian with Roman letters] would soon be obvious on experiment'.
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graphical conventions of the early years are closer to the phonetics of the
Alqosh dialect than to that of the Urmia dialect.52 However, most of these
spelling conventions can also be explained from CS influence, whereas
there is no indication at all that the missionaries at that time were ac-
quainted with the Alqosh texts. In 1861, Perkins wrote about a text in the
Alqosh dialect: 'I never discerned a vestige of any attempt of this kind till I
had been many years in the field, when I fell upon a manuscript, which pur-
ported to be the rendering of a portion of the New Testament into the dia-
lect of the Syriac spoken near Mosul, but the words, most awkwardly
spelled, were so strung together, often filling whole lines continuously, that
hardly anything could be made of the jargon.'53 Even at that time, he does
not seem to have been acquainted with texts other than the Gospel lection-
ary. Thus, when Perkins and his Assyrian co-workers had to decide on
orthographical issues, they may have been influenced by the catechism of
Khosrowa that was taken home by Smith and Dwight,54 but not by any
Alqosh literature. No unique spellings of the catechism, however, can be
found in the early Protestant books.
The texts in the vernacular language of that early period consisted mainly
of portions of the Bible. Bible verses were written down on 'school cards'
that were employed to teach the children to read and write. In February
1836, according to his journal, Perkins started with the actual translating of
the Bible into the vernacular, assisted by priest Auraham.55 It is important
to note that Perkins often mentioned the assistance of the native translators
who were employed by the mission. Although it is likely that he himself
supervised most of the translation work, Perkins' reports suggest that his
assistants did much of the work.56
In the first years of the mission, there were hardly any signs of opposi-
tion against the work of the Protestants. Their efforts to shape the vernacu-
52. Macuch 1976: 72. Cf. further 5.11.2.1.
53. Perkins, ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320. Two late 19th-century Gospel lectionaries in the
Alqosh dialect may have been copied from the manuscript Perkins refers to (Ms. Syriac 147
in Houghton and Union Theological Seminary Ms. 15 in New York, cf. Goshen Gottstein
1979). As to earlier remarks on the absence of any written 'Modern Syriac'. see Perkins
1843: 13 and 246. Compare also Rödiger 1839: 81, who wrote in the introduction to the par-
tial edition of the Doctrina Christiana: 'diese Sprache war nun bisher so gut wie gar nicht als
Schriftsprache angewendet'.
54. Cf. 4.1.2.
55. Perkins 1843: 250-1 and 256-8, Perkins 1861: 44. Compare, however, Macuch 1976:
125, who mentions '15-2-1838' as the start of the translation.
56. On the contribution of the Assyrians to Literary Urmia Aramaic, see Murre-van den
Berg 1996.
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lar into writing, their schools, and the prospect of a press for Syriac books
seem to have been warmly welcomed. At Perkins' first arrival in the Urmia
region, in September 1834, he spoke with several people about the plans for
the mission. According to the missionary, his plans for establishing a print-
ing press were favorably received. The visit of Smith and Dwight was not
forgotten, and one Assyrian bishop, Mar Yukhannan, asked him: 'How can
your people make books for us when you do not understand our language?'
Mar Eliya of Alqosh, presenting himself as being Patriarch of the Urmia
plain,57 also asked for a Syriac printing press.58 Later Perkins recalled with
satisfaction a question of Auraham, who, in December 1834, had inquired
'whether I did not think it would be a good thing to have the Bible trans-
lated into their vernacular language.' Perkins added: '1 had never suggested
the idea to him; but now encourage it.'5'
4.2.3 The first period of the Protestant press
In one of the very first letters that Perkins sent to Anderson after his arrival
in Urmia, he stressed the importance of a printing press for the mission.60
The ABCFM approved, but the first attempt, in 1837, failed. The press was
stuck in Trebizond; it 'was found too unwieldy to be carried overland'.61
Towards the end of 1840, the ABCFM succeeded in sending a printing
press to Urmia. Together with the press, Edward Breath, a trained printer,
came to stay with the mission. He had obtained an East Syrian type from
the BFBS in London, which in due time was replaced by a growing amount
of new types. Some of these were made by Breath himself, others were
brought in from America.62 This long-awaited arrival of press and printer
constituted the starting point of the rapid spread of the literary Neo-Ara-
maic language among the Assyrians. Now books and school materials
could be printed in such amounts that they became available for everybody,
thereby stimulating the people to learn to read.
In the following I will present the most important works of the Protestant
press. I will give special attention to those that were used in the present
57. Cf. 2.1.2.
58. Perkins 1843: 181, Perkins 1861: 31.
59. Perkins 1843: 243.
60. So the letters of Perkins and Grant of December 22, 1835 and Februari 17, 1836
(ABC 16.8.7 vol. 1, nos 1 and 2), see also Kawerau 1958: 276-7.
61. Perkins 1843, Anderson 1875: I 182, Kawerau 1958: 277.
62. On Breath and his Syriac printing, see Coakley 1995. When Breath died in 1861, he
had trained Assyrian printers and book-binders, so no new printer had to come in from the
U.S.
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study. As most of these works are quite rare, I will note in which library
collections these works are being kept.63
The work at the press started with an edition of the Psalms in Classical
Syriac, on the basis of a Nestorian manuscript.64 However, before the latter
work was finished early in 1841, a small tract in Neo-Aramaic came from
the press, entitled Teachings from the Words of God.të Probably not long
afterwards, the tract Reasons for not being a Roman Catholic was translated
into Neo-Aramaic and printed.66
A considerable part of the missionaries' printing consisted of tracts of
this kind. Some of these were translations from tracts of the American Tract
Society (which also sponsored these translations), as the one mentioned
above, others may have been composed by the missionaries themselves.
Titles like Regeneration (Tract on the New Birth)?1 The Greatness of Sal-
vation,6* and Christ the Only Refuge69 give a good impression of the kind of
issues the missionaries were concerned with. Usually these tracts are un-
dated, but due to some peculiarities in spelling and printing type they can
be dated with certainty to this early period. The tract On Repentance, of
which some pages of text and translation can be found in this volume (no
1), also belongs to this group.70
More parts of Scripture were printed. Among these were the first speci-
mens of the new Bible translation into LUA. Stoddard's list of 'our more
63. I.e., in the British Library in London, the Königliche Bibliothek in Berlin, Houghton
Library in Cambridge (Massachusetts), Andover-Newton in Newton (Massachusetts), or
Andover-Harvard also in Cambridge (Massachusetts). Cf. also 4.2.1.
64. Houghton. Cf. Macuch 1976: 124, Stoddard 1855: 5, no 1, Perkins no 1 (ABC 16.8.1
vol. 7, no 320).
65. Andover-Harvard. Copies of the second edition of this tract (which was printed prob-
ably somewhere in the years 1841 to 1843) are in the British Library, Houghton, and again in
Andover-Harvard. On the first edition, see Coakley 1995a and Stoddard 1855: 5 no 2. It is
not mentioned in the list of Perkins (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, n. 320), but may be identical to the
'small Scripture tract' that was 'the first fruit of the labors of the press, and the first book ever
printed in the spoken language of the Nestorians' (Perkins 1861: 75).
66. Not located, it is listed only in Perkins no 3 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320). Macuch
(1976: 124) does not distinguish between the various anti-Roman Catholic tracts that ap-
peared in the early years. One might doubt whether the tract was in fact printed at all (so
Coakley, private communication).
67. Houghton. Cf. Perkins no 8 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320). This might be identical to
Macuch's On the necessity of a New Heart, cf. Macuch 1976: 124, but apparently is not the
first book.
68. Houghton, Andover Harvard, Berlin. Cf. Perkins no 6 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320).
69. Houghton, Andover Harvard. These tracts might be in the volume referred to in the
Berlin collection as Sachau no 271 : 'Erbauungsschriften'.
70. Andover Harvard, perhaps Berlin, cf. Sachau no 274. Cf. Perkins no 7 (ABC 16.8.1
vol. 7, no 320).
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important publications' mentions, apart from The Acts and the Epistles in
CS,71 the Joseph story and part of the Gospel of John,12 The Gospel of Mat-
thew11" and The Four Gospels1"' in the modern language.
Opposition to the Roman Catholic missionaries played an important role
in these years, and the above mentioned tract in which reasons for not being
a Roman Catholic had been given, in the summer of 1844 was followed by
another tract with a like subject. In Stoddard's list the tract is called The
Faith of the Protestants, in CS and LUA.75 The Neo-Aramaic version was a
translation from Classical Syriac, which in turn was a translation from Ara-
bic. After printing was finished, it appeared that the Assyrians did not like
the tract at all, so the missionaries decided to not further distribute it. How-
ever, harm was done already, since a copy of the tract was to play a key-
role in a governmental accusation of proselytizing.76 This opposition caused
a stand-still of all mission work, including the work at the press. Breath, the
printer, used the time to supply the press with new types, which enabled the
press to continue in 1845 with a supply of even nicer East-Syrian letter
types. This was when the first 'novel' was published in LUA, a translation
of Legh Richmond's The Dairyman's Daughter, or The Daughter of Wall-
bridge, as the work was called in Neo-Aramaic.77
The data on the annual forms of the ABCFM testify to the large produc-
tion of the mission press. In the first three years (1841-1843), nearly 3000
'volumes' were printed, and more than 12,000 'tracts'. Although not all of
these publications immediately went out of stock, the number of items that
left the mission indicate that a considerable number of people were inter-
ested in these publications.78 The missionaries almost never tell how many
71. Andover-Newton. Cf. Stoddard 1855: 5, no 3, Perkins no 4 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7,
no 320).
72. Houghton, Andover-Harvard. Stoddard 1855: 6, no 8, Perkins no 10 (ABC 16.8.1
vol. 7, no 320).
73. Andover-Newton, Cf. Stoddard 1855: 5, no 9, Perkins no 11 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7,
no 320).
74. Andover-Newton. Stoddard 1855: 5, no 9, Perkins no 13 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320).
75. Stoddard 1855: 6 no. 11, Perkins no 12 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320). The Neo-Ara-
maic version is in Andover-Harvard and perhaps in Berlin (Sachau 1885: 26, no 292), a
manuscript of the Classical Syriac is in Houghton (Ms Syriac 11, cf. Goshen-Gottstein 1979).
A copy of the Classical Syriac version might be present in Berlin, cf. Sachau 1885: 24, no
267.
76. On the history of this tract, see Murre-van den Berg 1996: 15.
77. Houghton, Andover-Harvard. Cf. Stoddard 1855: 6, no 14, Perkins no 14 (ABC
16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320), Macuch 1976: 129.
78. See the Annual forms in ABC 16.8.7 vol. 2. In 1841, 1400 issues were distributed,
and 3900 were in depository, in 1842, 8720 were distributed and 3446 in depository, whereas
in 1843 the first line is left blank, and the second, depository, says 2450. From the total
amount of 14,960 impressions, 9320 were distributed with certainty.
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copies were printed of each title, but considering the above numbers and
the number of titles, an average of 600 copies each seems a good guess.
This number might also give an indication of the number of people that
were able to read at this period of the mission. The annual forms of these
years point to a considerable rise of pupils at the mission schools, from 516
in 1841 to 1065 in 1843.79
Since many of these early publications of the press were published
anonymously and probably were translations from English, their interest for
research into the development of the literary language lies mainly in the
many orthographical variations that are no longer found in the later impres-
sions.80 Most examples of early Protestant orthography come from Yulpâni
d-men himezmâni d-Alâhâ, i.e., the above-mentioned Teachings from the
Words of God. ̂  Other examples of this early orthography can be found in
the parts from the tract On Repentance (Texts no 1 ).
4.2.4 Standard Literary Urmia Aramaic
The late forties of last century constituted the formative period for the
Protestant press. The most important publications of this period are the
LUA translation and CS edition of the New Testament in 1846,82 the LUA
translation of Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress in 1848,83 and the start of
the magazine Zahriri d-Bahra, 'Rays of Light', in 1849. This monthly
magazine of the mission appeared till the end of the war in 1918.84 In 1852
the Bible translation was completed by the edition of the Old Testament,
again in LUA and CS.85 No accurate data on the number of copies of these
79. On the press in these early years, see further Perkins 1843: 446, 456, Anderson 1X73
I: 196, 316, Hornus 1971: 295, and Macuch 1976: 124-5.
80. See chapter 5.
81. The booklet is further referred to as Teachings. Moss 1962: 120 erroneously dates this
booklet to 1852.
82. Andover-Newton, Andover-Harvard, London, Berlin. Cf. Stoddard 1855: 6, no 17,
Perkins no 16 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320). A manuscript version of the Gospel of Matthew
of this translation is kept in the library of Union Theological Seminary, New York (Ms. 18,
Goshen-Gottstein 1979). For a specimen, see Texts no 2.
83. Houghton, Andover-Harvard, London, Berlin. Cf. Stoddard 1855: 6 no. 19, Perkins
no 20 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320). According to Perkins' list, it was translated by himself.
with help of shamasha (deacon) Yonan, thus not by Stoddard, as Macuch claims (Macuch
1976: 131-2).
84. London (up till 1871), Macuch 1976: 136-7. According to the Annual Report 52
(1862) of the ABCFM, ZdB had about four hundred paying readers, much the same as in
1873, when according to the Annual Report of the Presbyterian Board of Missions, nr. 36,
four to five hundred copies a time were sold. For some text specimens, see Texts nos 5-10.
85. Andover-Newton, Andover-Harvard, London, Berlin. Cf. Stoddard 1855: 6, no 29,
Perkins no 33 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320). For the LUA translation of Ruth, see Texts no 3.
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editions are available, but according to letters from Perkins, the edition of
NT was planned to number 1200 copies, whereas that of OT was to number
1500 copies.86 In these years, around 1850, the orthography reached the
form that remained prevalent almost till the end of the century.87
Other publications of these years consist of hymnbooks, catechisms,
school books on spelling, geography and arithmetics, and of numerous little
tracts. Some popular works from the Puritan tradition were translated into
Urmia Aramaic; among these were works from Richard Baxter, Phillip Dod-
dridge, and Isaac Watts.88 As to the later years, mention must be made of
Perkins' commentaries on Genesis (1867),89 Exodus (1869),90 and Daniel
(1869).9' These works were mainly based on Anglo-American commentar-
ies, but Perkins also mentions having used the 'commentary of Mar Aprem'.92
Two earlier commentaries, on the Minor Prophets (1861)93 and on Matthew
(1865),94 are lacking an introduction. They are not ascribed to Perkins.
The LUA translation of the Bible was reprinted several times. In the sec-
ond edition of the NT translation, in 185495 — issued without the Peshitta
text — the spelling was brought into line with the new standard that was set
by the OT edition of 1852. A somewhat revised version appeared in 1860,
prepared by A.H. Wright. He also added scriptural references.96 This ver-
sion probably was printed in a pocket edition in New York in 1864.97 The
second edition of OT appeared in 1858, with references, 'copied from the
Standard Edition of the Am[erican] Bible Society, by deac[on] Joseph and
86. Perkins in letters of April 1846 (NT) and January 1846 (OT), so Dirksen 1995: 162-3.
The latter estimate was given a long time before the actual printing, so perhaps the actual
number was different.
87. See chapter 5.
88. On the 'Missionsliteratur' that was translated by the Protestant missionaries every-




92. See the prefaces to Perkins' Nuhhârâ 'al ktâbâ d-Mappqânâ (Commentary on Exo-
dus) 1869: I , and Nuhhärä 'al seprâ da-Brîtâ (Commentary on Genesis) 1867/8 which I con-
sulted in the edition of Macuch-Panoussi 1974: 28-30 [215-217]. Macuch-Panoussi gives
1868 as the date of edition, the Sachau catalogue of Berlin, no 279, has 1867. It does not
seem likely that Perkins had access to Ephrem's commentary on Genesis and Exodus, but he
may have used traditional Syrian exegetical works, parts of which were attributed to Ephrem.
93. Houghton, Berl in.
94. Houghton, Andover-Newton, Berlin.
95. Andover-Newton, London.
96. Andover-Newton. Cf. Perkins no 52 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320).
97. Cf. Anderson 1875 IV: 287. It is possible that this edition is identical to no. 68 in
Kawerau's list, 'Pocket Testament. Oroomiah, 1864' (Kawerau 1958: 641), although the
printing by the ABS certainly took place in New York, not in Urmia.
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reviewed by me.'98 The translation was not revised." In 1847, according
to Anderson, 'two thousand intelligent readers, the result of the schools,
had been supplied with the sacred volume'.100 The number of new editions
of the Bible, as well as the new version that was to appear at the end of
the century, suggest that the translation was widely accepted by the Assy-
rians.
Among the early works of the Protestant missionaries the Grammar of
the Modern Syriac Language by David T. Stoddard deserves particular at-
tention.101 Being a grammar, it testifies to the standardization of LUA in the
early fifties in an explicit way, more clearly than the Urmia printings of
these years could do. In the introduction, Stoddard remarks on the matter of
standardization that 'the modern language is assuming a permanent form. It
should still, however, be considered as imperfect. It is difficult to give in a
precise manner either its orthography, its etymology or its syntax, because
the language is not to-day just what it was yesterday, nor just what it will be
to-morrow. Until the publication of the Old and New Testaments, there was
no standard of usage.'102 These remarks of Stoddard suggest that, although
there were still some points to be solved with regard to orthography or syn-
tax, the editions of OT and NT served as the standard for the orthography
and grammar of the literary language. This grammar provides us with the
necessary background for the understanding of the spelling conventions of
the impressions of these years.
Although in general Stoddard merely described the different forms that
occur in the modern language, he sometimes tended to be somewhat pre-
scriptive. He then employed the adjective 'vulgar' to describe certain pro-
nunciations or grammatical forms that in his opinion should not be encour-
aged. However, other strong contractions or strange forms are given with-
98. Perkins no 47 (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320).
99. Andover-Harvard, London.
1(X). Anderson 1875 IV: 133-4 (quoting Perkins).
101. London 1855. The preface of this work is dated July 1853. A manuscript version is
preserved in Beinecke Library, Yale University, New Haven (Connecticut), being part of a
collection from the American Oriental Society. In this same period Stoddard worked on a dic-
tionary, of which manuscript versions are also found in Beinecke Library. This work was
never published, but was used by Maclean for his dictionary (Maclean 1901 : xi). According
to Perkins (ABC 16.8.1 vol. 7, no 320: 34), this grammar was commenced by the missionary
Albert Lewis Holladay, who had left the mission in 1845 for reasons of health. This seems lo
be confirmed by Stoddard's mentioning of 'a very brief, though excellent sketch of the gram-
mar' by Holladay. To this the American publisher of Stoddard's grammar added that
Holladay supervised the printing in America (Stoddard 1855: 7).
102. Stoddard 1855: 7.
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out comment.103 He also frequently referred to parallel Classical Syriac
forms, but seldom with a prescriptive object.104
Among the many productions of the press in the years between 1840 and
1871 (the period ended by Perkins' return and death, and the transfer of the
mission to the Presbyterian Board, cf. 3.4.2), the Bible translation undoubt-
edly was most important and influential. I have referred to a remark of
Stoddard, in his grammar, on the standardization of the language that took
place in the years between 1846 and 1852. Perkins, in his letters, is even
more explicit about the major importance of the Bible translation for the
development of the literary language. In 1846, he wrote:
We are able also to send forth our translation in a style comparatively perfect,
much more so than could have been done at an earlier day. A great amount of
labor, first and last, has been expended upon this work; and it now has the
benefit of all the progress, in orthography and in other respects, which we have
been able to effect in the outline of the modern Syriac, since we first com-
menced reducing it to writing, a dozen years ago. Different members of the
mission have also carefully revised the copy. We may therefore, regard this
translation as of permanent value; though in future editions minor verbal
modifications will doubtless be found expedient.105
Although the actual impact on the Assyrians themselves is hard to meas-
ure, Macuch probably is right when he wrote that the Bible translation was
seen 'von Eingeborenen als eine Grundlage ihrer Schriftsprache'.106 This is
the reason that the early Bible translations constitute a major source in the
study of the literary language in its formative period.
The New Testament translation was issued in 1846. The title page
is in CS: Alo m*XX l\t\ i .1*... TV> ^QJC-> ^auap -.asp^» ua^pp ia«o
.uucqjlp 'The book of the New Testament of our Lord Jesus Christ. In the
ancient language and in translation'. The edition consists of the Neo-Ara-
maic translation with the Peshitta text in parallel columns. Although it is
not so stated explicitly, the translation was made from the Peshitta, not
from the Greek. When the Greek text differs from the Peshitta, the Greek is
represented in notes at the bottom of the page. This Peshitta-based transla-
tion was the result of a long discussion between the Urmia missionaries and
the Prudential Committee of the ABCFM and the American Bible Society.
Both committees preferred a translation based on the Greek text, whereas
103. Compare the use of 'vulgar(ly)' in Stoddard 1855: 35, 39, 41, 44 against 30.
104. In his introduction (Stoddard 1855: 8) he notes that his 'design has been to trace up
the language, as now spoken, to the Ancient Syriac', this being his main reason for the CS
forms, whereas he also tries to interest his American readers by providing references to Clas-
sical Hebrew.
105. ABC 16.8.1 vol 3, no 249 = MH 43 (1847): 128.
106. Macuch 1976: 125.
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the missionaries were convinced of the necessity and possibility of translat-
ing from the Peshitta. The missionaries thought that a translation based on
the Greek would almost certainly be rejected by the Assyrians, and perhaps
even incite considerable opposition to the mission work in general. At the
same time, they did not see so much fault in the Peshitta as the administra-
tors in Boston did.107 Interestingly enough, the variations of the Greek text
were incorporated in the main text in the 1860-edition of the New Testa-
ment. Whether it were the missionaries in Urmia or the administrators in
Boston who had changed their minds, is unknown so far. The Greek re-
mained the basis for all later editions of the New Testament.
In 1852, the Old Testament was edited in the same way, in two columns.
Here the title page, however, reveals which source language was employed:
.ü^zbdi* ^op uuxoâo XtLkboa .iwt.ivV Lnfi^ap oi -.2_r^a_a UNâ'The Holy
Scripture, of the Old Testament. Syriac and translation from Hebrew'. That
Hebrew was the source language, instead of CS, is also clear from the
translation itself, in which hardly any traces of the Peshitta text are to be
discovered, either in the text itself, or in the notes. In the missionaries' let-
ters not much attention is paid to this decision and the exact reasons are
unclear. It is likely that the missionaries, in view of the more numerous dif-
ferences between the Hebrew text and the Peshitta, now decided to follow
the advice of the Prudential Committee of the ABCFM to translate from the
original language.108 There are no indications that the Assyrians objected to
this change of source language, which might be due to the fact that the text
of OT in general was less well-known than that of NT. Another reason for
the missionaries' decision to follow the Hebrew text might be found in the
fact that they still had another discussion going with the Committees of the
ABCFM and the ABS on the inclusion of the Peshitta text in the edition of
the Old Testament. The administrators were not too eager to subsidize the
proposed edition of the OT with both the Peshitta and the LUA translation.
Their main argument may have been financial, but some misgivings about
the OT Peshitta were at stake too. The missionaries, however, stood for
their decision of including the Peshitta. They won and the edition was thus
printed.109 Which texts constituted the basis of the Peshitta that was printed
by the Urmia missionaries has been the subject of some debate. Until now,
no direct evidence in the missionaries' letters on this subject has been
107. For this quarrel, see Dirksen 1995, Murre-van den Berg 1996, and my 'The Ameri-
can Board and the Eastern Churches: The Nestorian Mission (1844-1846)' (forthcoming).
Note that Anderson, who in the forties already was the secretary of the Board, in 1875 ( 1875
111: 317, 333) wrote that the NT translation was made on the basis of the Greek, as was de-
cided in the 'Prudential Committee'.
108. Cf., e.g., ABC 16.8.1 vol. 3, no 179 (Perkins, Jan. 21, 1846).
109. On this discussion, see again Dirksen 1995 and Murre-van den Berg 1996: 13-14.
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found. In my opinion, the interest of Perkins and his colleagues in Classical
Syriac tradition makes it rather likely that Perkins made ample use of East-
Syrian manuscripts, alongside the edition of Samuel Lee. Later positive
evaluations of the textcritical value of Perkins' edition seem to confirm this,
but only detailed textcritical study will give the final answer.110
The type of translation employed in NT and OT is similar. In both texts
the translation is rather literal: every word in CS or Hebrew has an exact
parallel in LUA, whereas also the constituent order of the source language
is closely followed. The latter characteristic has led to constructions that do
not seem to be entirely grammatical in comparison with other texts.1" On
the other hand, the large number of loanwords from Kurdish, Persian and
Turkish, as well as the use of Aramaic stems that differ from the parallel
CS stems, indicate that the translators did not feel obliged to choose words
reflecting CS as closely as possible. I assume that the translators were more
aware of the danger of being not understood correctly on the level of the
lexicon, than on the level of constituent order. Even more, it is not to be
excluded that they were aware of the 'strangeness' of some of the construc-
tions, but that they thought it more important to adapt LUA to the constitu-
ent order patterns in the Bible, a sacred text, than to change the order of the
sentences completely. No remarks on translation techniques have been en-
countered in the letters or journals of the missionaries."'
It is difficult to assess the influence of native speakers on the final text.
In the missionary correspondence of this period a number of Assyrians are
mentioned who worked with Perkins on the translation. These were priest
Dinkha from Tiari and priest Ishu in the period of the NT translation, and
priest Yosip from Digala and deacon Yonan from Ada in the period of OT.
The latter two had learned Hebrew and Greek, and are being praised by
Perkins as being particularly well suited for their task. Justin Perkins was
110. Pace Dirksen 1995, who suggests that the edition of Samuel Lee (printed in 1823 by
the BFBS) constituted the main source of the Peshitta edition of OT and NT. Cf., e.g., Isaac
H. Hall (Perkins 1887: 53): 'The ancient Syriac [of the Urmia edition, MvdBJ is not merely a
reprint of the London Polyglot, or of the later edition of Prof. Lee. It is largely based on an-
cient manuscripts found among the Nestorians, to which also the vowelling generally con-
forms', and Shedd 1922: 125, 129-30, who presents the Urmia and Lee edition as two differ-
ent texts, of which Urmia is the better one. Barnes (1904: xxxii-iii) notes that the text of the
Psalms in the Urmia edition represents 'a genuine Nestorian text of great value', much more
so than the text of Chronicles, of which not many good Nestorian mss were available to the
missionaries.
111. See chapter 7 and 8 on constituent order patterns.
112. This type of translation technique, which is rather similar to that of the translations
in Western languages in use in this period, can be classified among the 'philological ap-
proaches', as described in De Waard & Nida 1986: 182-3. Its main characteristic is the effort
to reproduce the structures of the source language as faithfully as possible, often at the ex-
pense of the grammaticality or comprehensiveness of the receptor language.
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the missionary who paid most attention to the work of the press. During the
time of the preparation of OT, A.H. Wright, who had come to Urmia as a
physician, became his assistant in this work."1
In my study of the development of the literary language, the Bible trans-
lations have played an important role. I assumed that the Bible, being the
most important text in Protestantism, represented the best example of the
literary style that had developed in the years after the arrival of the mission-
aries. The editions were carefully made, with respect to translation as well
as to orthography, and probably had a large influence on later writers. How-
ever, since the Bible is a rather literal translation, some aspects of the liter-
ary language probably were not represented in it. Therefore I turned to a
body of text that includes many original pieces, the magazine Zahrlri d-
Bahrä (ZdB). For the period under discussion, many copies of this maga-
zine have survived. The last issue is from 1871."4 Later issues have been
used by Macuch, but it is unknown where they are now."51 have used parts
from the earliest period of the magazine (1849-1851) and from 1871."6
Each issue usually contained an explanation of a part of Scripture, fol-
lowed by all kinds of 'interesting' stories. Most of these tell about the won-
ders of life elsewhere in the world, with special attention to the United
States, In the first years the magazine hardly served as a newspaper. Most
of the articles in ZdB are original compositions in Urmia Aramaic, and rep-
resent a much more informal language than that of the Bible translations.
However, there remains a possibility that some texts are translations, either
from CS or from English. Nearly all contributions appeared anonymously,
but the contents of the articles in the first years suggest that the missionar-
ies were the main contributors. One anonymous piece has been identified as
written by an Assyrian woman, whereas other pieces clearly presuppose an
Assyrian author."7 Assyrians almost certainly were involved in translating
and correcting texts of the missionaries before publication.
4.2.5 Texts from native speakers
Although in the period under discussion native speakers of UA contributed
a great deal to the publications of the Protestant press, there are no refer-
113. Murre-van den Berg 1996: 8-9.
114. British Library.
115. Macuch 1976: 138IT.
116. See Texts 5-10 (ZdB 1849/1, 1871/12).
117. With help of a reference in Laurie 1863: 251-257, an early Assyrian contribution to
ZdB has been identified. Laurie's book contains some compositions by pupils of Fidelia
Fiske's Female Seminary in English translation. One of these pieces is identical to an LUA
piece in ZdB 1850/10 (August), 75A-79B. According to Laurie, it was written by a girl called
Moressa; in ZdB it appeared anonymously.
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ences to books or tracts that were independently issued by these Assyrian
authors. The first booklet that can be ascribed with certainty to an Assyrian
writer is deacon Yonan of Ada's Sermon in Memory of Mr. Perkins. Yonan
gave this sermon early in 1870, when the news of Perkins' death after his
arrival in the USA had reached Urmia. It was probably printed soon af-
ter.118
Two text editions, however, that were not printed at the mission press,
testify to the Assyrians' literary activities in this period. These are the texts
edited by Adalbert Merx in 1873 and by Albert Socin in 1882, based on the
materials they had collected in earlier years.
The texts in Socin's edition were supplied by Audishu bar Arsanis, an
Assyrian from Matmaryam near Urmia,"9 who had come to Berlin at the
end of the sixties. At Socin's request Audishu wrote down several stories,
consisting of folklore and anecdotes, in which he employed the ortho-
graphical conventions of the Protestant missionaries. Afterwards these texts
were read aloud by Audishu and transcribed by Socin and his assistant, a
certain Hoffmann, in a Latin-based transcription. A number of the texts
provided by Audishu are given only in transcription. All texts are accompa-
nied by a German translation.
In Merx's textbook the focus is primarily on the written language. Merx
presents several stories written down by the same Audishu, in the same pe-
riod. Among these are parts of the Shahnameh, the famous Persian epic cy-
cle. To these traditional stories Merx added several letters that had been
written to the Protestant missionaries by native speakers in the fifties of the
nineteenth century. In this edition too, all texts are accompanied by a Ger-
man translation, and Merx quite often supplies additional notes on etymo-
logical and phonological matters. He further provides a part of the Gospel
of Luke in the translation of 1846 accompanied by a Latin transcription,
probably also on the basis of Audishu's pronunciation.120 Interestingly,
Merx also added a few stories written down by the missionaries. The 'note-
book' from which these stories were taken, now is in the National Library
in Jerusalem.121
The importance of these texts can hardly be overestimated. They give us
an insight into the way native speakers employed the literary language with
118. Houghton and Andover-Harvard.
119. I have not found this village on nineteenth-century maps.
120. Thus, Audishu bar Arsanis is our most important witness on the pronunciation of
Urmia Aramaic in the middle of the nineteenth century.
121. Cf. Merx 1873: I* and 54-5. The notebook in Jerusalem, Ms.Or. 17, has A.M.
Wright's signature in it. He worked in Urmia from 1840 till 1865.
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regard to spelling, grammar and style, whereas at the same time its pronun-
ciation has been presented in two different transcriptions. They testify to
the fact that the Protestant effort to 'reduce the language to writing' had
succeeded, so that Assyrians who had received their education at the mis-
sion schools, could employ this language for their own use.
4.2.6 Post-1870 publications
After 1870 the documentation of the mission and the mission press in
Urmia becomes less complete. This may be due to the transference of the
mission from the ABCFM to the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions
(cf. 3.4.2). The return of Perkins to the United States in 1869 also may have
caused a break in the careful documentation. However, it cannot be ex-
cluded that in these years printing itself became less important to the mis-
sionaries in Urmia. In any case, all collections have considerably less texts
dated later than 1870. Most of these were prepared in the seventies and con-
sist of a few schoolbooks, a hymnbook and some issues of the yearly Alma-
nac. A list in Rosenbergs 'Lehrbuch', being a reprint of the 1896 catalogue
of the mission press, with more than a hundred books 'for sale', indicates
that many of the books printed earlier were still available. However, a con-
siderable number of new titles is among them, almost all of them of educa-
tional or religious nature.122
Of great importance is Macuch's overview of the contents of the maga-
zine ZdB in the years 48/1897 to 69/1918. Apart from interesting informa-
tion on the political situation of those days, these issues testify to the grow-
ing importance of the literary language, and to the growing participation of
the Assyrians themselves in the discussion concerning orthography and
style.123 He does not give any text samples.
Another milestone in the development of the literary language was
reached in these years. From the early seventies, there had been a growing
need for a new version of the Bible translation in LUA. It took till the eight-
ies before a committee was formed to undertake this revision. This commit-
tee consisted of five Assyrians and one American missionary. In 1886, in
the introduction to their preliminary translation of Genesis, its members
stated the main reasons for this revision. Due to the growing number of
readers coming from the mountains who used dialects considerably differ-
122. Rosenberg (n.d.) 151-159, Macuch 1976: 188-9. Six categories of books are distin-
guished: Bible, school books, church books, books on the Bible, theology, piety (mostly
being translations from English devotional literature), and history.
123. Macuch 1976: 127-87.
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ent from the Urmia dialect, the language was in need of lexical innovation.
The committee chose to bring the language closer to Classical Syriac, by
omitting Urmian words that were not commonly understood by all speakers
of Aramaic. Among these were many Turkish and Persian loanwords. The
revision was not confined to lexical matters. Nineteenth-century textcritical
work, about which the missionaries apparently were informed, made new
translations necessary, not to mention the simple correction of earlier mis-
takes. In the field of syntax almost no changes were made.124
In 1893, the complete Bible was printed by the American Bible Society
in New York, in a revised version very much in line with the earlier Gen-
esis translation.125 The translation was based on the original Hebrew and
Greek and had numerous references to parallel texts. It is clear that in many
instances the Peshitta played a considerable role in the lexical innovations,
although it was not used as the basis of the translation any more. Many
loanwords and Aramaic forms typical for the dialect of Urmia were re-
placed with stems that occurred in the Peshitta. Presumably, these were un-
derstandable to all Assyrians.126 It is interesting to note that the orthography
of the Genesis translation of 1886 was still in line with the standard the
Protestant press had set in the early fifties. In the edition of 1893, however,
some new spellings occur. These are obviously influenced by the growing
tendency to employ more etymologically-based spellings.12'
Mention must be made also of a Gospel edition of 1873. According to
Maclean, the Protestant press had issued an edition of the Gospels in the
Alqosh dialect, 'some years ago', which 'has long been out of print, and is
now almost unobtainable'.128 In the British Library two copies are pre-
served of a Gospel edition of 1873, which Moss attributed to Stoddard.129
However, Stoddard died in 1857. The language of this text can very well
124. See the 'introduction' to the new edition of Genesis, Sepra d-Brita 1886: 1-11,
Darlow and Moule 1903: II 1555, and a note in the archives of the American Bible Society
(Essays #16, IV-F, Near East, 1861-1900).
125. It is this edition that is reprinted down to the present day; the latest edition perhaps
being the reprint of 1993, by the Bible Society in Lebanon. A sample text (Matthew 2) has
been included in this volume (Texts no 4). In the library of Andover-Harvard the copy of the
OT edition of 1858 has handwritten notes corresponding in many cases to the revisions of the
1893 edition. These suggest that the copy once belonged to one of those working on the revi-
sion.
126. Cf., e.g., Mat. 2:1 pesli ylldâ (1893) / pesli (h)wtyä (1846) / ettiled (CS).
127. Cf., e.g., Mat. 1:18, mu(3)cexta (< meSkax) instead of mjïxtâ or mclxta. In the edition
of 1901 the spelling mäxtä again occurs. See further chapter five.
128. Maclean 1895: xii and Maclean 1901 : xi and n. 2.
129. See Moss 1962: 357. Another copy of this text is in Berlin (Sachau 1885: 24, no
270).
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represent the Alqosh dialect, and thus these copies may in fact be identical
to the edition mentioned by Maclean. As far as I know, this is the only text
that was printed in a Neo-Aramaic dialect other than that of Urmia by the
Protestant missionaries. Whether or not this translation was based on a Gos-
pel lectionary originating in the Alqosh area, as Macuch suggests, needs
further investigation.130
Around the turn of the century the Assyrians began to contribute more
and more to LUA literature. Their books were published on the Protestant
press, but also on those of the Lazarist and Anglican missions. Of these
publications, only very few have reached European or American libraries.
Some others are known from later reprints. I have not taken these into ac-
count.131 Undoubtedly, the most important writer of this period was Paul
Bedjan, to whom I will pay separate attention (4.3.2). Another landmark in
the development of the literary language is the start of a journal edited by
the Assyrians themselves, Kokbà 'The Star'. It was printed on the Protes-
tant press, from 1906 till 1914, with the explicit purpose of uniting the
Assyrians that were part of the various denominations as one people with
one language. The first editor of this journal was Youkhannan Mooshie.132
The latter in 1912 published a grammar of Urmia Aramaic, Pâsïqtâ d-
lessânà Surâyâ swâdâyâ, 'Summary of the Vernacular Syriac Language'.133
In this work, the etymological orthography that had developed in these
years was employed. A small collection of texts written by Assyrians con-
nected with the Protestant press can be found in the grammar of
Rosenberg.134 In general, the older standard orthography is found in these
texts.
In this same period, at the turn of the century, a few texts in phonetic
transcription were published. Apart from the transcriptions in Maclean's
dictionary (1901), the most important is a list of proverbs published by G.
Kauffmann in 1905. In 1894 and 1896, the latter collected these proverbs
from Assyrians who had visited Berlin. His introduction suggests that he
130. Macuch 1976: 90-91. Two Alqosh Gospel lectionaries that had been copied in
Urmia ended up in American libraries, Ms Syriac 147, in Houghton (Harvard University) and
UTS 15 in Union Theological Seminary in New York (Goshen-Gottstein 1979).
131. For an overview of Assyrian writers of the end of the nineteenth and the beginning
of the twentieth century, see Macuch 1976: 211-229.
132. Cf. Macuch 1976: 206-211, and Yonan 1985: 29-31, 124.
133. According to the introduction, Mooshie was born on 24 Aug. 1872 in Gugtapa; he
was educated at the American College and pursued his studies in the U.S. from 1S94 to 1901.
These data differ slightly from those presented by Macuch 1976: 217-8. According to the lat-
ter, he died in 1918.
134. Rosenberg (not dated, around 1903). The texts probably date from the period around
the turn of the century.
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first made a phonetic transcription and afterwards asked his informant to
write down the text in Syriac script. He noted that he had not changed any-
thing in the spelling of the Syriac. His transcription gives the impression of
being very accurate and marks certain features that were not consistently
marked in earlier transcriptions.
4.3 The Roman Catholic contribution
4.3.1 The Roman Catholic press
The Lazarist mission was present in Urmia and Khosrowa from 1838 on-
wards, but in the first twenty years of the mission no printing was done. In
the schools of the Lazarists, the Protestant editions of the Bible were em-
ployed.135 In 1861, Paul Bedjan brought a 'petite presse autographique'
from Europe,136 which was replaced by a larger press brought from Bel-
gium by Désiré Salomon in 1874. This press began to work in 1876.137 Ac-
cording to Chatelet, another press, probably never used, had been sent in
from Rome in 1870, and in 1889 the fourth press, better than the one of
1874, was brought to Urmia. This press, however, worked only till 1894; it
was repaired two years later and was probably in use till the outbreak of the
war.1™
Until now, not much attention has been paid to the production of this
press, and there are no reliable lists of its productions. In the last part of
Chatelet's series of articles a considerable number of publications are
listed.139 Both Chatelet's and Macuch's lists appear to be incomplete.140
Chatelet does not always indicate whether the language is LU A or CS.
Most of these books have not reached Western libraries, but a few speci-
mens of the Lazarist press can be found in the collections of the British Li-
brary and Andover-Harvard.
In Chatelet's list, one volume, a 'Catéchisme', is dated to 1875, which is
about a year before the installation of the new press. This booklet therefore
was perhaps printed on Bedjan's press. In the first years of the new press a
135. Vosté 1945: 49,56.
136. Chatelet 1934: 414, 420, Voste 1945: 49.
137. Babakhan 1899: 439, Chatelet 1935: 94-5, 99-101, Yonan 1985: 23.
138. Chatelet 1939: 399.
139. Chatelet 1939: 398-401. Another list occurs in the Annales de la Congrégation de la
Mission of 1902. I have not been able to consult this list myself, but it does not seem to in-
clude books not mentioned in Chatelet's (J.F. Coakley, private communication).
140. Macuch 1976: 192-3.
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couple of books were issued, edited by Salomon, like Rituel (1876), Manuel
de piété (1877), and an edition of the New Testament (1877).'4I In the lat-
ter edition, the Peshitta is given with a vernacular translation in smaller
type at the bottom of the page. The preface is presented in the same man-
ner: the main text in CS with LUA translation at the bottom of the page.
Explanatory notes in LUA are sometimes provided. The translation differs
from the Protestant translations with regard to some smaller points of or-
thography, and more often in the choice of the words. At other points, how-
ever, a preference for CS forms becomes apparent, especially when
loanwords from Turkish and Kurdish are replaced by new forms based
on CS. With regard to syntax, this translation, like the earlier Protestant
translation, tends to follow CS constituent order patterns, rather than to
adapt clause structure to UA patterns.142 Apart from these books which
probably were all in the vernacular, a number of books in CS were issued in
this period.143
In the period following the installation of the fourth press, in 1889, a
considerable number of publications appeared. Apart from Salomon, who
was still active in this period, books were written by Alphonse Boucays and
Abel Zaya. The list in Chatelet contains about 31 titles, some of which
seem to be in CS and a few in Armenian.144 Thomas Audo, who since 1892
was Chaldean archbishop of Urmia, contributed several pieces to the
Lazarist press, some of which are in use up till the present day. Among
these are his dictionary of Classical Syriac145 and his Grammaire de Langue
Chaldéenne Moderne, Dialecte d'Ourmiah, or Grammatîqï d-lessânâ
swâdâyâ.^
In the last years of the mission, probably around 1903, according to
Chatelet a number of works of Paul Bedjan (like the Imitatio Christi and
Histoire Sainte) were re-edited in Urmia, but 'expurgées complètement de
141. British Library; for the translation of Matthew 2, see Texts no 11 . In Andover-
Harvard, there are copies of a Manuel de prières, dated to 1876, and a Taksâ d-Opiya 'Burial
rite' (1881).
142. According to Chatelet 1939: 399, Désiré Salomon was the translator of the work.
The language and style of the translation are close to the (later) work of Paul Bedjan (cf.
Murre-van den Berg 1994: 390), which might be explained by the fact that both originated in
the same Persian village and received their primary education at the Khosrowa seminary.
143. Chatelet 1939: 400.
144. Chatelet 1939: 399-401. The number of '300 Bücher' in Yonan 1985: 23 perhaps is
due to a typing error. Compare Macuch 1976: 192, who refers to Sarmas' list of 30 titles,
including items not printed on the press in Urmia, but in Mosul or Leipzig.
145. Cf. Audo 1911.
146. The first edition appeared in 1905, the second in 191 I. Its reprint is undated, but
probably took place in the early eighties in Chicago, as the introduction is dated to 1982.
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tous leurs termes ou locutions turcs que le dialecte chaldéen d'Ourmiah,
épuré désormais par toutes les productions des imprimeries des mission-
naires, ne pouvait plus admettre'.147 This suggests that the language of
Bedjan, in which Turkish and Persian words were used freely, was felt to
be no longer suited to the wishes of readers in Urmia and Khosrowa. How-
ever, no copies of these versions are known to have survived.
In 1897, the Lazarists had also begun editing a journal, Qâlâ d-Srârâ,
'The Voice of the Truth', edited by Salomon and Miraziz. This journal sur-
vived till 1915. Only very few issues of this magazine have come down to
us, which have not reached Western libraries. Macuch presents an overview
of the contents of the second and third year ( 1898-1900).l48
In this same period, the press of the Dominican mission was active in
Mosul. It started in 1860, a few years after the Italian Dominicans had
transferred the mission to their French brothers.149 Although their efforts for
the greater part were directed towards the Chaldeans of the Mosul plain,
and often to the Arabic speaking Chaldeans, their work was known to the
Lazarist mission in Urmia and the publications of both presses are said to
have been distributed amongst all Chaldeans.150 To what extent the dialectal
differences between the Aramaic of the Mosul plain and of the Urmia and
Khosrowa region hindered the exchange between the two Roman Catholic
presses, is not clear. Further research would be needed in order to assess the
contribution of this press to the development of the literary language. In the
nineteenth century this press apparently played a minor role in the develop-
ment of the literary language, but since after the war northern Iraq became a
centre of Assyrian cultural activities, one may expect that the standard it
had set for the literary language became more important.
4.3.2 The works of Paul Bedjan
The major writer of the nineteenth and early twentieth century was Paul
Bedjan. In 1838 he was born in Khosrowa, in a Chaldean family that had
strong ties with the Lazarist missionaries in this town. Bedjan received his
primary education at the seminary of the Lazarists. In 1856 he traveled to
Paris to enter the Lazarist order, where he continued his education. In 1861,
147. Chatelet 1939: 400-1.
148. Babakhan 1899: 440-3, Chatelet 1938: 97, 1939: 401, Macuch 1976: 194-201,
Yonan 1985: 23-4, 122.
149. For a recent description of the history of this press, see Fiey 1993b. The most impor-
tant publications of this press are mentioned in this article. Other publications of this press are
mentioned in Oussani 1901.
150. Macuch 1976: 194.
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after his ordination, he returned to Persia. He worked as a missionary in
Urmia and Khosrowa until 1880. In 1880 Bedjan returned to Europe, devot-
ing his time to the writing and printing of books. Bedjan worked in Paris
until 1885, then lived in Belgium, in Ans-les-Lièges and Seraing, until
1902, and finally moved to Köln-Nippes in Germany, where he spent the
rest of his life till his death in 1920. At various times he was asked to return
to Persia, and even to occupy the see of Khosrowa, but perhaps due to his
somewhat controversial position within the Chaldean Church, he never con-
sented.151
The first of Bedjan's books to be printed in Europe was a translation into
LUA of the Imitatio Christi by Thomas a Kempis, issued in 1885. His sec-
ond book too was in the vernacular, the Manuel de Piété, printed in 1886. A
second edition of this work, a 'livre de prières, de méditations et des of-
fices', was issued in 1893. In 1886 there also appeared a catechism in LUA,
Doctrina Christiana,^2 and a spelling book, Syllabaire Chaldéen. In this
same period he published his first editions of CS texts.153 In 1888 his
Histoire Sainte was published, a retelling of Bible stories from Old and
New Testament.154 In the nineties he concentrated on CS editions, among
which his seven volumes with Saints' lives, Acta Martyrum et Sanctorum
(1890-1897). In 1904 the next work in LUA appeared, Mois de Marie, with
meditations, prayers and stories concerning the Virgin Mary on the occa-
sion of the fiftieth birthday of the feast of Mary's Immaculate Conception.
After devoting his attention, amongst other things, to the CS edition of the
Homilies of Jacob of Serug (1905-1910), his last work was again in LUA,
Vies des Saints, which was published in 1912.155 For this work he selected a
great number of stories from his Acta Martyrum et Sanctorum, and retold
them in the vernacular.156
All his works were printed in a beautiful typesetting by W. Drugulin in
Leipzig, but the majority of them were officially published in Paris, under
the responsibility of the head of the Lazarist order. The printing office, W.
Drugulin, published a list of his works, containing forty titles.157 In addition
151. On the life of Bedjan, see also 3.2.2.
152. This is a translation of the same catechism by Bellarmine that had been translated in
Khosrowa in the thirties, cf. 4.1.2, and n. 10.
153. Cf. Vosté 1945: 56ff, for a discussion of his CS editions.
154. See Texts no 12.
155. See Texts nos 13 and 14.
156. See the bibliography for the complete titles.
157. This list, of which a copy is in the National Library in Jerusalem, is not dated. At
that time the director of Drugulin press was Maurice Chamizer.
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to the thirty-two editions of CS texts are eight books in the literary lan-
guage of Urmia.
For the present work on the literary language a limited number of
Bedjan's texts were studied in greater detail, although all his texts were
consulted from time to time. Two texts proved especially suitable for the
purpose of grammatical research : Histoire Sainte (HS) and Vies des Saints
(VdS). Both works are narrative texts, and therefore comparable to the texts
selected from the Protestant press. They belong to different periods (1888
and 1912), and show differences in orthography. In HS, in which Bible sto-
ries are retold, Bedjan often keeps quite close to the biblical text itself. This
has enabled me to compare his 'rewritten' Bible with the Bible text of the
Protestant missionaries. A third work, which I employed mainly for ortho-
graphical issues, is the Syllabaire Chaldéen (Syl) from 1886. This is a pri-
mary reader for school children, in which the orthographical niceties of the
modern literary language are illustrated, often by supplying alternative
'phonemic' spellings for words that are spelled etymologically.
These publications of Paul Bedjan should be compared with anonymous
texts published by Rubens Duval in 1883. Duval, who was in charge of the
Dominican mission in Mosul from 1873 to 1895, had acquired these texts
during a stay in Paris from 'un Persan que je serais heureux de nommer',
but whose name he was not free to give at that time. In all likelihood, this
anonymous Chaldean from Salmas was no other than Bedjan himself.158 In
these texts, Bedjan employed his native dialect of Khosrowa that differs in
some respects from the literary language based on the dialect of Urmia.
Duval's transcription of these texts reflects Bedjan's original that was writ-
ten in Syriac script.159 This transcription provides additional information on
the pronunciation of the Salmas dialect. Although I will not pay separate
attention to the latter dialect, these texts constitute an important witness to
the relationship between Bedjan's use of the literary Urmia language and
his use of his native dialect. It should be noted, however, that the style of
the texts in Duval's editions is rather literary too, and does not reflect any
kind of conversational, daily language.
158. See the arguments furnished by Polotsky 1961: 5-6.
159. In the National Library of Israel in Jerusalem, a handwritten text in Syriac script is
preserved corresponding to the 'Chaldean' texts in Duval's edition (Ms.Or.52). This might
plausibly be Bedjan's original text. Note, however, that the handwriting differs from that in
another handwritten text (Ms.Or.31) that is signed with 'PB' and thus certainly must be
Bedjan's. In the latter MS. two dates occur: 1865 and 1886. On Ms.Or.52, compare also
Polotsky 1962: 276 n. 2.
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4.4 The Anglican contribution
The press of the Anglican mission, although it had arrived in Urmia to-
gether with Wahl in 1881 (cf. 3.3.2), was installed only at the time of
Maclean's arrival in 1886 and started work for the first time in 1889. In
1915 the missionaries left the printing establishment behind when they left
Urmia, and the press seems to have been employed afterwards by the
Assyrians themselves.160 The printings of this press are of less importance
for the development of the literary language than the printings of the Prot-
estant press or the editions of Bedjan, but deserve to be mentioned, because
they testify to the contribution of the Anglican press to the final form of
LUA orthography.
I will briefly mention a few of its more important publications in LUA,
referring to the bibliographical article of Coakley for a detailed description
of the output of this press.161
An important part of the publications of this press consists of editions of
CS texts, most of them liturgical works. Several parts of the Peshitta were
also edited. The majority of the books in Urmia Aramaic were intended to
serve as school books. Among these are grammars of Classical Syriac,
Urmia Aramaic, English, and Persian, alongside catechisms and arith-
metics, usually at various levels. No complete translation of the Bible ap-
peared, but translations exist of Luke (1894), Mark (1895), and the Acts of
the Apostles (1896), intended as school texts,162 and a translation of the NT
Epistles with a commentary (1906).'63 I have employed these translations a
few times in comparison with the translations of the other mission presses.
The text included in this volume (Texts no 14) is a memoir written on the
occasion of the death of Archbishop Benson of Canterbury in 1896. From
1883 onwards, Benson had been steadily supporting the mission among the
Assyrians.164
Probably the most important contribution of the Anglican mission to the
development of the literary language was the grammatical work of Arthur J.
Maclean. His grammatical works, in LUA165 and in English,166 testify to his
preference for a spelling based on CS to the 'unscientific' spelling of the
160. Coakley 1985: 40-1.
161. Coakley 1985.
162. Coakley 1985: 56-8, nos 19, 22, 24.
163. Coakley 1985: 71, no 46.
164. On Benson, see Coakley 1992, on the Remembrance, Coakley 1985: 58-59.
165. Coakley 1985: 46-7.
166. Maclean 1895 and Maclean 1901.
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Protestant press.167 In the introduction to his grammar, Maclean accounts
for the spelling conventions employed in the Anglican press. He stated
seven 'principles': (i) LUA is a historical language and therefore etymol-
ogy 'must be considered'; (ii) CS spelling is the basis of LUA spelling,
even if the pronunciation is not exactly the same; (iii) when some dialects
differ from CS, and others follow CS, the spelling is based on the latter dia-
lects; (iv) when nearly all dialects differ from CS, the spelling is according
to the vernacular pronunciation; (v) words that are employed only in one
dialect — most of these are loanwords — are used 'as sparingly as possi-
ble'; (vi) silent letters, marked by linea occultans,[b* are regularly em-
ployed, to enable different pronunciations in different dialects, and (vii) to
enable etymological spellings. Maclean concludes by saying that 'the
method here advocated will not give the exact colloquial language of any
one dialect; but it aims rather at producing a literary style which will make
communication between the various districts easier.'169 His spelling princi-
ples are thus based on two basic assumptions: first, that the spelling of
LUA should reflect the relationship with CS,170 and second, that the spell-
ing (as well as the lexicon) should reflect a supradialectal 'literary style',
not one particular dialect. These two assumptions may reinforce each other:
a CS spelling can represent a pronunciation that is found in one of the more
conservative mountain dialects.
Maclean's proposals for a more historical spelling were readily accepted
by many native writers, and probably strenghtened classicizing tendencies
that were already present among the latter. In the works of the twentieth
century, most of the historical spellings introduced in this period are still
being employed.171
For the present research Maclean's grammatical and lexical work has
been employed as a primary source for two other subjects. He was the first
to provide a significant amount of regional variants of grammatical forms
and lexemes, both in the dictionary and the grammar. Further, in the dic-
tionary every word is given with a transcription in Roman alphabet. Al-
though these transcriptions in some instances seem to have been influenced
by the spelling in Syriac script, in most words they appear to provide reli-
able information on the pronunciation at the end of the nineteenth century.
167. Coakley 1985: 56.
168. Cf. 5.I.3.
169. Maclean 1895: xvi-xvii.
170. Note that Maclean was aware of the fact that LUA certainly was not a linear de-
scendant of CS (Maclean 1895: x).
171. Cf. 5.13.2.
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4.5 Further developments
4.5.1 Introduction
In the period following the First World War, the Assyrian communities
were scattered over the world. In different countries the literary heritage of
the nineteenth century was taken further in different ways. Although these
developments do not belong to the main scope of this research, it is instruc-
tive to see the different directions the language has taken. In a number of
cases, the texts that were produced in these later years prove useful to un-
derstand those of the earlier period and as such deserve to be mentioned
separately.
4.5.2 LUA in the Soviet Union
In the course of the nineteenth century, a considerable number of Assyrians
went to Armenia and Georgia. This community in the Tsarist provinces was
further strengthened by the refugees who arrived in the war years. Among
them, the number of well-educated people seems to have been high, and it
is thus not surprising to find that in 1914 a Neo-Aramaic journal was issued
in Tbilisi.'72 However, not much is known about the circumstances of these
Assyrians in the first years of the Communist government.
In the twenties the Communist regime paid much attention to the culture
and language of minority groups. A great effort was made to supply as
many ethnic groups as possible with their own literary language. It seems
that, with this initiative, the Soviet state hoped to create goodwill towards
the Communist order among minority peoples, whereas a rapid spread of
literacy would also facilitate the implementation of Soviet education. For a
considerable number of languages, this was the first time they were written,
whereas for languages with non-Roman scripts this often meant the change
to a Roman alphabet.173
The number of speakers of Urmia Aramaic (or related dialects) at that
time appears to have been large enough to include Urmia Aramaic among
the languages that were to be supplied with a Roman alphabet.174 In the pe-
riod from about 1926 to 1937, a great number of books and papers were
published in this phonemic Novyj Alfavit, consisting of translations from
172. On this magazine, Madnua, see Yonan 1985: 31-2, 124.
173. Cf. Lewis 1972, Comrie I981b, and Smeets 1994: 523-4.
174. It is uncertain how much they were at that period. Comrie 1981b: 272, refers to the
census of 1970 in which 24,294 Assyrians were counted, of which 64.5% were said to have
Aramaic as their native language. In 1959 the numbers were more or less the same.
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Russian works as well as of original works in LU A.175 School materials for
the Aramaic-medium schools were provided, and it is likely that with the
enormous rise of literacy in the Soviet Union in these years, literacy among
the Assyrians rose as well.176 I have made use of the texts in this alphabet
that were re-edited in later publications'77 and also of a paper that was is-
sued in Tbilisi in 1934.'78 It is remarkable that in this paper CS script and
the new alphabet were employed side by side.
The texts in Novyj Alfavit are important for the study of the literary lan-
guage for two reasons. In the first place, they testify to the growing use of
the Urmia-based literary language, even when the speakers no longer lived
in their home region. Although the language had acquired a number of spe-
cific Soviet characteristics, it is still very close to the Urmia language of the
nineteenth century. In the second place, the accurate phonemic script marks
certain phonetic distinctions of Urmia Aramaic that could not be repre-
sented in the Syriac script (cf. 5.12) and that often were not noted accu-
rately in earlier transcriptions.
4.5.3 LU A in other parts of the world
In other parts of the world, the literary tradition of Urmia was continued in
a more direct way, making use of the Syriac script. In most countries where
Assyrians came to live, Aramaic could not be employed as the language of
instruction in schools, but in many places the language continued and still
continues to be the language of the home and of the Assyrian community,
whereas in quite a number of places it also serves literary and educational
purposes.
In Iran, the Protestant mission was able to resume its activities after
the war, and a number of the pre-war institutions, like hospitals and Ara-
maic-medium schools, were continued. However, only very few publica-
tions, whether books or journals, are known to have appeared in the years
between the First and Second World War. It is only in the fifties of this
century that the Assyrian community in Iran again established a flourish-
ing cultural life. In that period a great number of journals and books
were published. After the Revolution in 1979 this cultural output again
175. Polotsky 1961, Friedrich 1959, and Friedrich 1960.
176. Cf. Comrie 1981b: 272-3. According to Comrie 1981b: 28, literacy increased from
28.4% in 1917 to 87.4% in 1939.
177. Polotsky 1961, Polotsky 1976, Friedrich 1959, Friedrich 1960, Friedrich & Yaure
1962, and Yaure 1957. On Yaure, cf. Tamcke 1995 and above, 3.5.
178. Koxv» d m»dinx3, 39/242 (1934).
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was brought down to a lower level, but did not stop completely.179 In the
sixties, dr. Pera Sarmas published his three-volume Tas'ita d-sepräyutä
Àtorêtâ, 'History of the Assyrian Literature' (1962-1970), which is an im-
portant source on modern LUA literature, especially with respect to
Assyrian writing in Iran.
In Iraq, where many of the Assyrians who used to live in the Hakkari
mountains found a place to live, the language flourished in the years after
the war. A new koine dialect developed and many Assyrians became liter-
ate not only in Arabic and English, but also in Aramaic. However, in the
sixties and seventies, despite the 1972-Edict of the Iraqi government on the
'Cultural Rights of the Syriac-speaking Minorities', the tolerance of the
Arabic-speaking majority for the minority languages decreased, and it be-
came more difficult to publish and teach in Aramaic. The ongoing emigra-
tion of the Aramaic-speaking population further reduced the chances for the
preservation of a literary tradition in the modern language in Iraq.18" How-
ever, the work by Rev. Samuel Dinkha, Tas'ïtâ pâslqtâ d-seprâyutâ Àtorêtâ
xadtâ (swâdâya) 1840-1990, 'A Short History of the Modern Assyrian Lit-
erature (1840-1990) (2vols, 1991), lists quite a number of Iraqi Assyrian
authors of the last couple of decades.
In Syria, where many Assyrians found refuge in the thirties, the literary
tradition hardly survived. There seems to have been an Assyrian printing
press in the thirties, but the number of books or journals that originate in
the Khabur region seem to be very small. At present, the modern language,
alongside Classical Syriac, is taught to a limited extent in the schools of the
community. The language is spoken by the majority of these Assyrians.
The political climate in Syria seems not to allow the Assyrians openly to
stress their own culture.
In the U.S., where the largest Assyrian community outside the Middle
East is found, from the beginning of this century Assyrian presses were es-
tablished. As far as I know, no reliable lists of these presses and their pro-
duction exist, apart from a list of journals to be found in Yonan's work on
Assyrian journalism.181 Many of these journals and other publications of the
Assyrian presses are in English only,182 or in English and Neo-Aramaic side
179. Cf. Yonan 1978: 84-88, 92-6, Yonan 1985: 54-61. For some texts from 20th-century
Iran, see Pennacchietti-Cerulli 1971 and Macuch-Panoussi 1974.
180. Cf. Odisho 1993, Yonan 1978: 104-106, 108-9, Yonan 1985: 46, 63-68.
181. So Yonan 1985: 38-42, 83-96. Dinkha 1991 probably is the best source for the work
of Assyrian authors in the U.S.
182. In English, note the growing number of electronic journals and sites on the World
Wide Web by and for Assyrians.
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by side.183 It is unlikely that the literary language as it was developed in
Urmia and was continued in the Soviet Union, Iraq, and Iran after the war,
will be able to function as a full-fledged literary language in the Assyrian
community of the US. Most of the third- and fourth-generation immigrants
no longer speak the language of their parents,184 whereas recent immigrants
from Iraq and Iran, who do indeed speak Aramaic, no longer are literate in
this language. Thus, the influx of these new immigrants from the Middle
East may help in preserving Aramaic as one of the languages of the
Assyrian community in the U.S., but it is unlikely that these new immi-
grants will be able to keep the literary tradition of the nineteenth and early
twentieth century alive over a longer period of time. However, for the time
being, there is still a significant number of Assyrians in the US that publish
in Neo-Aramaic. Poetry, both religious and secular, is by far the most popu-
lar genre.
The communities in Europe, considerably smaller than those in the US,
face the same difficulties in maintaining their literary language vis-à-vis the
dominant languages of these countries. Even so, a considerable number of
journals are issued, which are partly in Neo-Aramaic, and partly in the lan-
guage of the country and in CS.1HS
4.6 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter I have presented an overview of the history of writing and
printing of the literary language based on the dialect of Urmia. This process
started in the forties of the last century and reached its peak in the years
preceding the First World War, when in the Urmia region a considerable
part of the Assyrian population had become literate in the modern language
and was able to contribute to the further development of the language. In
the years after the war, literacy in Aramaic further increased in Iran, Iraq,
and the Soviet Union. However, in the second half of the twentieth century,
LUA seems gradually to lose ground in the Middle East, due to the absence
of a common educational system as well as to the predominance of other
literary languages. Among the immigrant communities in Europe and the
United States, attempts are made to continue the literary tradition, but here
183. See, e.g., The Assyrian Star — Kokhba (the journal of the Assyrian American Na-
tional Federation) and the Journal of the Assyrian Academic Society, since volume xi (1997)
Journal of Assyrian Academic Studies.
184. Odisho 1994: 198.
185. Compare Yonan 1985: 98-112, 143-147.
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even more the majority languages constitute a threat to its chances of sur-
vival.
The development of the literary language was started by American Prot-
estant missionaries, who in the first twenty-five years of their press (1840-
1865) set the standard. This was achieved by the combination of the setting
up of a large number of village schools and a steady flow of publications,
among which the Bible translation should be considered of prime impor-
tance. The consolidation of the literary language is reflected in the texts
published by Merx and Socin, dating from the sixties and seventies.
In the second half of the century, other groups began to make use of the
literary language and, in turn, influenced its course. The contribution of the
Lazarist press needs further investigation, but seems not to have been very
large. The works of the native Lazarist priest Paul Bedjan, who employed a
very accurate and elegant style, illustrate the accomplished character of the
literary language in the late nineteenth century. However, this highly liter-
ary style seems not to have had many followers in the twentieth century,
whereas Bedjan's use of Turkish loanwords was no longer approved of by
later generations of writers and printers.
The influence of the Anglican mission press was greatest in the field of
orthography. The grammatical work of Arthur J. Maclean, one of the Angli-
can missionaries, greatly contributed to the standard for an etymological,
Classical-Syriac-based spelling that is still in use up to the present day.
5
PHONETICS, PHONOLOGY, AND ORTHOGRAPHY
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 The relationship between phonetics, phonology, and orthography
In the present chapter it is my aim to describe the orthographical conven-
tions adopted by the various mission presses. In order to understand the dif-
ferences between them, it is necessary to make use of phonetic descriptions
of the Urmia dialect and its cognates. A number of nineteenth-century
Urmia Aramaic texts, in which various kinds of phonetic transcriptions had
been employed, are available. These texts, together with descriptions of
Eastern Neo-Aramaic dialects written in the nineteenth and twentieth centu-
ries, make it possible to present a clear picture of the phonetic develop-
ments that separate the Eastern Neo-Aramaic dialects, and the Urmia dia-
lect in particular, from the language of Classical Syriac texts in the Eastern
tradition.
Although CS obviously cannot be considered to be the direct ancestor of
UA, the relationship of the phonetic and phonological characteristics of
these two languages is important for the understanding of the relationship
between the orthographical conventions of these languages. The main ob-
ject of this chapter is to clarify the various orthographical conventions of
Literary Urmia Aramaic in light of these differences between CS and UA.
5.1.2 Classical Syriac as point of departure
Why has CS exerted such an influence on the orthographical conventions of
LU A? It might be helpful to have a look at the basic assumptions of the
people that first undertook to write this language.
Although the Protestant missionaries certainly did not easily accept all
aspects of the culture of the Assyrians, they soon realized that the use of the
CS script would greatly facilitate the acceptance of the new literary
langage. Even when the greater part of the Assyrians could not read, CS
was regarded by all as the ultimate standard of writing. It was even more so
regarded by the learned clergy, who were the missionaries' first teachers
and assistants. Thus, from the very beginning, they employed the Classical
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Syriac script, in the East Syrian or 'Nestorian' type, even though they had
been advised by some Western scholars to employ a Latin alphabet (cf.
4.2.2). And not only was the CS script most suitable to facilitate the accept-
ance of the new literary language, but so was CS orthography even more.
The resemblance of LUA words to CS words made it easier for the
Assyrians to accept the vernacular language in writing.'
The 'acculturational' motive of the missionaries, the adaptation to local
practice, was further stimulated by a 'cultural' motive. Perkins wrote: 'we
have been, from the first, fully impressed, in attempting to reduce this spo-
ken dialect to writing, with the high importance of shaping it, so far as prac-
ticable, to the very perfect model of the ancient Syriac'.2 Although the Prot-
estant missionaries were fully convinced of the importance of writing the
vernacular, being the language spoken by the common people, they too
tended to rate CS higher, as an example of a venerated classical language.
This higher status made CS the ideal model for the vernacular language, in
particular with regard to its spelling. At the end of the nineteenth century,
the Anglican press took the logical step of introducing a truly etymological
spelling, based on a more thorough knowledge of the relation between LUA
and CS.3
CS orthography influenced LUA orthography at two different levels.
Firstly, the consonant and vowel signs, together with other orthographical
devices of the East Syrian script, were employed to write LUA. This
method could have resulted in a fairly phonemic spelling. Secondly, how-
ever, not only were the individual characters taken over as such, but the
spelling of many words was taken over as a whole, even if the pronuncia-
tion was different. To understand the orthographical methods of the mis-
sionaries, these two levels, although influencing each other in many ways,
must be kept apart.
The spelling of those words that in Eastern CS were pronounced more or
less the same as in the local dialect constituted the starting point of the
spelling of unknown words. Therefore the pronunciation of CS in nine-
teenth-century Urmia is of prime importance to understand the spelling
conventions. However, these pronunciation habits are difficult to establish
1. In modern publications on language planning and alphabetization, it has been acknowl-
edged that it is important for language planners (like Bible translators) to adopt a script and
orthography that is as close as possible to the language that is held in high esteem by the peo-
ple that will use the new script, because of the many extralinguistic factors that influence the
acceptance of a certain script and orthography; cf. Smalley 1963, Berry 1977, and Fishman
1977.
2. Perkins 1843: 14.
3. Cf. 4.4.
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in detail, because no description of this nineteenth-century pronunciation is
available. Hoberman's description of the 'Modern Chaldean' pronunciation
of Classical Syriac, although situated in another region and another period,
provides interesting information in this respect.4
The conventions of CS orthography constitute the basis for comparing
CS phonemic inventory to that of UA, even if exact phonological data are
not available. It might even be possible to reconstruct CS pronunciation
habits in nineteenth-century Urmia on the basis of the relationship between
pronunciation and orthography in UA. In the following I will give an over-
view of the consonants and vowels represented in CS orthography, as found
in late Eastern Syriac manuscripts.5 Manuscripts of this type were available
in nineteenth-century Urmia and may have constituted the starting point for
the missionaries.
5.1.3 Classical Syriac orthography
The exact phonetic nature of the sounds in CS is difficult to establish, and
therefore I will not use phonetic symbols to represent the CS sounds. I em-
ploy the transcriptions of the Eastern Syriac characters, in italics, which can
be assumed to represent the phonemic inventory of an early stage of CS.
The following 22 consonantal phonemes can be assumed to be present in
CS:6
^bgdhwzhtyklmns s p q r s t
Among these are a number of typically Semitic consonants: the two em-
phatic consonants: t and s, the glottal and glottopharyngeal ' and ' and the q
next to k. Vocalized texts suggest that glottal ' had disappeared in pronun-
ciation whenever it is not found between two full vowels. The other conso-
nants show no signs of weakening.
The twofold pronunciation of the litterae begadkepat, present in Biblical
Hebrew and in earlier and contemporary Aramaic dialects, is found also in
Classical Syriac: the b, g, d, k, and t are spirantized when preceded by a
vowel, resulting in [wj, [y], [d], [x] and [tj. The corresponding allophone of
p was [f], but in nineteenth-century Eastern Classical Syriac this allophone
does not occur, and [p] is pronounced in all positions. The 'hard' pronun-
ciation (qussaya) was marked by a dot above the consonant, the spirantized
allophone (rukkaka) was marked by a dot below the consonant.
4. Cf. Hoberman 1997.
5. For some examples of such manuscripts, see Hatch 1946: plate CLXX1X - XXXIII.
6. See 1.5.1, for the consonants and vowels in East Syriac script.
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Doubling must be supposed to have been present in various morphologi-
cally conditioned forms, as well as being the result of some types of assimi-
lation. However, it was marked only when one of the begadkepat letters
occurred between vowels: this would normally require the spirantized pro-
nunciation, whereas when the 'hard' pronunciation is indicated, doubling
must be supposed to be present.
The data in Hoberman's article on the relation between CS and NA pro-
nunciation in present-day northern Iraq make clear that the pronunciation of
the two layers of speech is based on the same phonemic principles, even if
a small number of significant differences are present. Most consonants and
vowels in CS are pronounced as those in the modern language.7 One may
assume that this was also the case for the pronunciation of CS in nine-
teenth-century Urmia. This implies that the actual pronunciation of CS in
Urmia differed from the 'classical' pronunciation in earlier times as de-
scribed above.
The seven vowels with phonemic value represented in Eastern CS orthogra-
phy are:8
a a ê e l o u
In CS, the difference between a and a and between ê and e, not only was
one of length, but also of quality. Although there was a tendency of à, ê,
and 7 to occur in open syllables, whereas a and e more often occurred in
closed ones, it does not seem possible to reduce the two pairs of phonemes
to two vowels which vary in length according to their position.9
The o and u vowels probably vary in length according to their position in
the syllable, but this is not noted in orthography, and can be assumed only
on historical grounds.10
Two diphthongs are present in CS: aw and ay. The first diphthong in
Eastern Syriac manuscripts often is written as aw."
A shewa vowel, often resulting from shortened full vowels, was em-
ployed in CS to dissolve consonant clusters, but no phonemic value is at-
tached to it, and no separate sign is in use.12
7. Hoberman 1996 and 1997.
8. In Western CS only five vowels are present: ô (< à), a, i (< ê, /), e (< e, ê) and u (< o,
u). Eastern CS ê corresponds to former ê and ê. These mergers of [e] sounds do not influence
the UA vowel system. Cf. Blau 1969.
9. Nöldeke 1898: 9. According to Nöldeke 1898: 29, the East Syrians often write a for a
in closed syllables and a for a in open syllables.
10. Nöldeke 1898: 5.
11. Nöldeke 1898: 35. Compare, e.g., Hatch 1946: plate CLXXX11, 1. AI5.
12. Muraoka 1987: 8.
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However, again, it is quite likely that the actual pronunciation of these
vowels in Urmia was much closer to UA than this description suggests.
Some other important characteristics of Eastern CS orthography must be
mentioned:
(i) The consonant characters y and w are also employed to denote the long
vowels I, o, and «, the two latter cases being differentiated by dots
above or beneath the letter.
(ii) The sign ' is employed not only to mark a glottal stop, but also to mark
ê or a, mainly in vowel endings.
(iii) A y at the end of a word, preceded by a consonant without a vowel
sign, is never pronounced. This remnant of a historical unstressed /
ending is employed to mark feminine forms. In the same way w is em-
ployed to mark the third person plural in perfect verb forms, being the
remnant of a former unstressed ü ending.
(iv) The mbanlâna or linea occultans (l.o.), the 'obscuring line', is a line
placed above a consonant to prevent it from being pronounced. With
the help of l.o. historical spellings of words could be retained, while at
the same time their current pronunciation was indicated.
(v) A number of words are usually written without vowel signs. To avoid
confusion between words with the same consonants, diacritical dots
are placed above or under the letters. Fixed orthographies are found
with the following words:
-o we-, 'and'; <Jb man, 'who'; ^o men, 'from'; AA^M/, 'everything'; 001
haw, 'he'; U.Ó1 hay, 'she'.
5.1.4 CS script adjusted to the needs of LU A
It can safely be assumed that the missionaries and their Assyrian helpers
took their starting point in those words that occurred both in CS and UA.
These words constituted the basis of the phonemic value attached to the CS
signs in LUA, even if the pronunciation may have differed slightly. For
many consonants the correspondence between the CS pronunciation and
that in UA must have been easy to state, whereas for other consonants, and
for most of the vowels, the phonological and phonetic value had to be re-
interpreted. Thus, firstly, all CS consonants and vowels had to be reinter-
preted as UA phonemes. Sometimes they were exactly the same as in CS
and sometimes they differed from it.
A second problem that had to be solved was the presence of some conso-
nants in UA that had no counterpart in CS. These had been introduced into
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the language through the insertion of loanwords from the neighboring lan-
guages, whereas some of them already had spread to genuine Aramaic
words. To represent these consonants, diacritical signs were added to exist-
ing consonants. Many of these signs were in use in CS orthography for the
representation of Arabic or Turkish words.
By far the most difficult problem to solve was how to spell forms that
were obviously related to CS forms, but had changed considerably in their
pronunciation. These forms could be spelled either phonemically or histori-
cally, both ways presenting their own advantages and disadvantages. The
most obvious merit of a phonemic spelling would be a consistent spelling
throughout the vocabulary. However, the unfamiliar look of many well-
known CS words must have prevented the missionaries from doing this.
Further, one might expect that the Assyrian clergy would hardly have ac-
cepted such unorthodox spellings.
Another advantage of a historical spelling can be added: the possibility
of refraining from choosing the specific form of the word in one dialect
against its form in another, by employing the 'underlying' CS form, from
which various dialectal forms could be derived. This argument was em-
ployed at the end of the century when the Anglicans devised their spelling
conventions.13 However, it is likely that such etymological spellings in an
interdialectal literary language suffice only for a limited part of the lexicon;
in many cases the various dialects use completely different words rather
than different forms of the same word.
The choice to employ historical spellings as often as possible led to an
abundant use of l.o., marking consonants no longer pronounced in the ver-
nacular. It also gave rise to a great many inconsistencies in the spelling,
because it often was difficult to decide at what point the etymology of the
word was sufficiently clear to justify a historical spelling. The different
opinions about this boundary line account for most of the differences in
spelling between the various texts.
The very large group of loanwords from the neighboring languages con-
stituted the last orthographical problem the missionaries had to solve. These
words presented two major difficulties: to what extent the original spelling
in Arabic script of Persian and Arabic words14 • - when it was known -
was to be transposed to the conventions of CS script, and to what extent the
phonetics of loanwords had to be adapted to that of UA. The answer to the




vernacular pronunciation must have differed greatly from one word to an-
other, and even from one speaker to another. The first mentioned problem
was influenced by the problems of the latter: the more a word differed in its
pronunciation from its pronunciation in the original language, the more dif-
ficult it became to retain the original spelling. The spelling of loanwords
display a great variety, and thus far it has not been possible to classify
words into clearly defined groups on the basis of their spelling. However,
loanwords may furnish good examples of spelling conventions, although
more research will be needed to give a complete description of the absorp-
tion of loanwords into this Neo-Aramaic language.15
5.1.5 Methods and sources
I have arranged the material on the basis of the phonological developments
that separate U A from CS, because of the importance of these develop-
ments for the understanding of the orthographical conventions.
Each section will give first a description of a phonetic difference be-
tween CS and UA, and of the possible consequences of this difference for
the phonemic inventory of UA. This description is based on the nineteenth-
century transcribed texts and on phonological descriptions of nineteenth-
and twentieth-century UA.
The texts that have been used for this chapter have been discussed in de-
tail in chapter 4. Two other types of text are employed: (i) texts in phonetic
transcription, like those of Merx 1873, Socin 1882, Duval 1883, Kampff-
meyer 195, and Osipoff 1913; (ii) grammars and dictionaries containing
information on the pronunciation of LUA in the last century, like those of
Stoddard 1855, Nöldeke 1868, and Maclean 1895, as well as on the present
pronunciation, like those of Tsereteli 1961, Polotsky 1961, and Odisho
1988.
The second part of each section will describe the ways in which that par-
ticular phonological phenomenon is reflected in the various groups of texts,
as they were described in the introductory chapter (cf. 1.3.3 and 4.2-4). In
most sections, some examples will be given from every group of LUA
texts.
Often the texts can be divided into two groups on the basis of the spell-
ing convention under discussion: those in which a phonemic spelling is
employed, and those in which a historical spelling is in use. Much attention
is paid to the orthographical conventions employed in the verbal system.
15. See Garbell 1965, who gives an exhaustive description of the phonological conse-
quences of the insertion of Kurdish and Turkish loanwords into Jewish Neo-Aramaic.
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5.2 Gemination and degemination
5.2.1 Phonological and phonetic changes
5.2.1.1 The gemination of consonants constituted an important morpho-
logical and phonological feature in earlier Aramaic. To what extent gemi-
nation was still of importance in UA, is subject of debate. All nineteenth-
century authors agree that earlier gemination in many words had been lost
and had been compensated for by lengthening of the preceding vowel. Most
of the verbal forms derived from former pa "el belong to this category.
However, in a considerable number of forms in Syriac script, short vow-
els occur in open syllables carrying stress without being lengthened, con-
trary to the rules of syllabic structure.16 In such words authors like Socin
and Merx wrote doubled consonants in their transcriptions.17 In his gram-
mar, Stoddard clearly states that doubling is present when a short vowel
occurs in a seemingly open syllable, even with consonants such as x and r,
transcribing • \it_j as bahh-hhul and Axi^ as garril.1* Nöldeke agreed, add-
ing references to double writing of consonants in the early Roman Catholic
writings.19
In 1905, Kampffmeyer noted that doubling is present, but 'es besteht die
Neigung, sie ganz aufzugeben.' Only in careful pronunciation it is still
heard. He adds: 'Bei dauernder Aufgabe ursprünglicher Doppelkonsonanz
ist Längung eines vorhergehenden Konsonanten zu beobachten'.20 How-
ever, in his transcribed texts many words are found with a short consonant
preceding a single consonant. This, in my opinion, suggests that for many
forms a kind of intermediate state must be assumed, in which gemination
already had disappeared in fast pronunciation, but had not been balanced by
compensatory lengthening.
One might even wonder whether this development did not take place
during the nineteenth century itself, which might explain why Stoddard in
1855 was so certain about gemination in certain forms, whereas Maclean,
16. See 5.7.1.4 on the relationship between vowel length, syllabic patterns, and stress.
17. Is is unlikely that linguists such as Merx and Socin would employ doubled consonants
as an orthographical device only, the way doubling is employed in English and Dutch.
18. 'P'tahha (a) has generally the sound of short and close a. In the great majority of
cases, when a consonant follows it (..) which has a vowel of its own, that consonant is dou-
bled in pronunciation' and about e ('short zlama'), 'The same rule (..) applies also to e.', and
earlier: 'Unlike the Hebrew, however, the Modern Syriac may double x and r, and does so
constantly', Stoddard 1855: 12, 14, 12.
19. Nöldeke 1868: 27.
20. Kampffmeyer 1905: 5.
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writing at the end of the century, asserted: 'With these exceptions21 the East
Syrians never double letters'.22 When gemination was lost, Maclean asserts,
'the foregoing vowel is sometimes broadened by way of compensation',23
but he does not explain why so many forms in his dictionary contain short
instead of long vowels in open syllables, although derived from earlier
geminated forms. In many instances these happen to correspond to forms
written with a geminated consonant in other sources.
One may venture the supposition that gemination in UA was lost twice,
in two different periods. The first process resulted in a group of forms in
which earlier gemination was compensated for by lengthening of the pre-
ceding vowel. This group then fitted nicely into the usual syllabic patterns.
The second process resulted in a group of forms that apparently had lost
their gemination, without compensatory vowel lengthening being added.
This latter group should perhaps be described as possessing 'virtual' or
'weak' doubling:24 doubling not heard in actual speech, but affecting the
form with regard to syllabic structure and vowel length.25
Marogulov, writing in the thirties of the twentieth century, lists a number
of minimal pairs that show that the difference between long and short vow-
els is phonemic. He seems to suggest that this is true for the difference be-
tween short and long consonants as well. However, only concerning r he
explicitly states that it is pronounced long, for other consonants this re-
mains uncertain.26 In any case, there certainly is a difference between words
like sama 'part' and samma 'poison', whether or not the consonant is pro-
nounced differently.27 In the Latin alphabet of the Soviet Union, employed
by Marogulov, vowel length was not noted, and thus it was necessary to
note the doubling of consonants.
In my own transcription I write doubled consonants in those forms that
had not lost gemination during the first process, because the distinction be-
21. A 'few cases', according to Maclean, in which the consonant is written twice in
Syriac script.
22. Maclean 1901: xvii.
23. Maclean 1901: xvii.
24. Compare Joiion/Muraoka 1991: 77, on similar problems in Biblical Hebrew. Muraoku
distinguishes between 'weak' and 'strong' gemination, preferring the term 'weak' rather than
the traditional 'virtual'.
25. This seems to be in line with Tsereteli 1961: 235: 'In Dialekten begegnen aber auch
kurze Vokale in offenen betonten Silben (...). In diesem Falle ist die Silbe infolge von
Geminatenvereinfachung sekundär geöffnet. Gewöhnlich werden Vokale in ähnlichen Fällen
gelängt, machmal bleiben sie aber gleichsam aus Trägheit kurz.' Cf. also 258-61, on the loss
of gemination in NA. However, he does not distinguish between two different 'stages' of
degemination, but assumes a gradual loss of all gemination.
26. Marogulov 1976/1935: 11-13.
27. Compare Maclean's dictionary (Md): sahmâ II sammâ.
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tween the two groups in nineteenth-century UA clearly was important, and
perhaps still is in the twentieth century.
5.2.1.2 Under what conditions was gemination lost for the first time? No
satisfactory phonological conditions can be found,28 and the only way to
explain the limited loss of gemination is to assume that it was lost only in
grammatically conditioned environments.29 Whenever gemination func-
tioned as a word building element in CS, as it did in (1) pa"el stems, (2)
adjectives of the qatül pattern, and (3) in other noun formations with mor-
phological doubling, it was lost. A number of exceptions to these rules will
be discussed below. Some verbs derived from Arabic intensive stems (II)
conform to the group of pa"el stems that have lost their gemination,
whereas other stems have retained gemination, perhaps due to a later date
of introduction (cf. 5.2.1.3).
Few examples of independent nouns with a morphological doubled mid-
dle consonant are found in UA, and it is difficult to ascertain whether they
really belong to this class. Many of them have lost the first (unstressed)
vowel before the formerly doubled consonant. This loss, however, can only
be explained if degemination had taken place beforehand.
( 1 ) qâhil « mqabbel) (Socin 21.1 )30 Mt (m)qàbil, Sv qjbulP
tâneta (< mtannäytä) (Socin 45.18) Mt (m)tânî, Sv tsnuji,
zähm (< mzahben) (Kam 4) Mt (m)zâhin, Sv zabuni,
hâqùrèlç (< mbaqqer) (Kam 107) Mt (m)bâqir
järeb (< Ajariba II) (Md) Mt (m)jarib
(2) sapirta (< sappïra) (Socin 17.7) Mt shapîrâ*2
bâsima (< bassïmâ) (Socin 15. I K ) Mt basîmâ, S v
yârïha (< yarrïkâ) (Socin 25.14, 45.22) Mt yarîkhâ or ya-
maklha (< makkïka) (Kam 35/104) Mt makîkhâ, S v m
(3) lisana / lîsâno (< leSsanâ) (Socin 47.9/22) Mt lishânâ
dana (< 'eddânâ) (Socin 7.17)33 Mt dânâ
5.2.1.3 Doubling was retained in pa"el forms when the root itself was a
'geminate root', containing a doubled consonant (C,C2C2) (1). Some pho-
28. Nöldeke 1868: 27, is uncertain about the conditions for degemination: 'in vielen
Fällen nach ä', referring explicitly to pa"el forms.
29. Cf. Anttila 1989:2 77-84, where he presents several examples of grammatical condi-
tioning of sound changes in Finno-Ugric languages.
30. If not indicated otherwise, the forms following '<' are the reconstructed earlier Ara-
maic forms, often on the basis of CS forms.
31. Mt = the transcription in the dictionary of Maclean (1901), Sv = Soviet orthography.
32. Cf. 5.2.2.2.
33. See also Nöldeke 1868: 28, citing, a.o., xwärä (< xewwara) and 'dânâ (<'eddânâ).
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nological features seem to have prevented degemination as well, like a mid-
dle [d], and perhaps middle [t]. It is possible that the verb rappuwi (<
mrappê) has maintained its gemination because of the [p], but other verbs
and adjectives with doubled [p] were subject to degemination. In several
stems with ['] as a third consonant, gemination also was maintained (2).
Furthermore, morphological gemination was retained in a number of
stems introduced from Arabic. A couple of verbs in form and meaning are
Aramaic stems, but have retained their gemination, perhaps because of
sound correspondence with an Arabic stem.34 Most of these verbs in Arabic-
can be employed in the intensive stem, resembling the pa"el pattern (3).
According to Maclean, many of these verbs have a instead of a (lia instead
of lib, cf. 6.5.2) in some other NENA dialects.35
The fourth category of verbs in which gemination has been retained (4),
consists of stems derived from former weak (med. wly) afel stems, like
maqqem.*6 However, some of these verbs have lost their gemination, or oc-
cur both with and without gemination (4a).
(1) tummûmlih (< tmm) (Socin 25.6) Mt (m)tamim
hale la, 'Beim langsamen sprechen: halHlla' (Kam 1) Mt (m)khalil
(2) qaddtia (< qaddlS-) (Socin 17.7), qâddisili (Merx 60.3) Mt qudisha
rappila (< mrappê) (Socin 47.15) Mt mrâpé, but U: (Sc)
mrape, f. mrapa*7
tqbbilun (< tb') (Socin 3.15) Mt U (m)fâbî / K mtâbé
(3) gawweb, jamme', 'ajjez (Mg §87) Mt (m)jä-wib, (m)jämi,
(m) 'ujiz
zawweg (< CS zwg / A zwj II) (Mg §87) Mt U (m)zä-wig / K mzâ-wig
'to join', 'to marry' (= CS)
sarrep (< CS srp I A srfll) (Mold §100b) Mt U (m)särip / K, Al
msârip 'to spend', 'to refine'
(4) madder (< afel dwr) (Merx 58.17) Mt madir
maggibîtun (Socin 35.11) Mt makhib, Sv msxxubi
mattahll (Socin 23.19) Mt matiw, Sv mzttuvi
maqqem (Md) Mt U maqim / Ti maqirn
(4a) magibla (Socin 35.6)
34. Nöldeke 1868: 209-10, and Maclean 1895: 283-4, list a number of these verbs, but do
not explain their exceptional behavior.
35. Maclean 1895: 283-4.
36. The history of this form is unclear. In CS and Babylonian Aramaic the parallel form is
rnqirn (act. part). The present UA form is similar to the act. part. af. of gem. roots: mattek (<
tue). In Biblical Aramaic it is once marlrn (Dan 5:19), elsewhere mhâqêm or mqlm. In UA
nwrem constitutes one of the exceptions to this category; compare, however, Socin 29.16
murrumlun II Socin 29.18 mùrumlê.
37. Cf. Maclean 1895: 133; he remarks on this verb that it is conjugated according to lia
instead of lib (6.5.2), thus, it is conjugated as i f / j was not doubled any more, and a had be-
come long.
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5.2.1.4 Nouns derived from geminate roots (C]C2C2 > C|VC2C2v) do not
regularly fall into one of the two groups. Some of them have lost their
gemination ( 1 ), some of them have retained it (2).38 However, some of them
had already lost their gemination in CS or behaved irregularly in other
ways.
(1) raba(<rabha)(Socin25.}4), rabe (Kam 24) Mt râbâ,™ Sv raba
baba (cf. CS abä, JA abbä) (Socin 27.4) Mt baba, Sv baba
älaha (< alähä) (Socin 123.19), alaha (Merx
59.18), älähe, alähä, ala (Kam 89, 100, 42)40 Mt alähä
(2) minni (< menn- + suf) (Socin 25.10) Mt min-t
Simmüll (< semm- + cop) (Socin 25.16), sfmu (Kam 57) Mt shimâ,
Sv simma
yimmih (< emm- + suf) (Socin 25.19) Mt yimâ, Sv jimma
hâijuh (< xayy- + suf) (Kam 82) Mt kha-ya, Sv xajji
'allaha (Merx 57.12), alähä, alähä (Kam 10/32, 42)
5.2.1.5 After this first process of degemination, many words remained with
doubled consonants. Additionally, in the course of time new forms arose
with doubled consonants, resulting either from assimilation or occurring in
loanwords. Gemination now became a feature of the syllabic structure of
the language, rather than of its morphological patterns (as it had been in
earlier Aramaic), and thus even was attached to loans not possessing dou-
bling in the source language. Then, perhaps in the second half of the nine-
teenth century, all gemination slowly began to disappear from UA, without
compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel. This second type of
gemination was retained in most of the other NA dialects, which, like UA,
had lost most of their morphological gemination.41
Secondary gemination, which perhaps had become 'virtual' or 'weak' at
the end of the nineteenth century, is found in the following classes of
forms: (1) new forms in the verbal system in which assimilation had taken
38. Tsereteli 1961: 260, lists some former geminate roots in which loss of gemination is
compensated for by insertion of -y-, like ma\ra (< mrr) and qayra (< qrr).
39. Maclean distinguishes rabba from raba, the first denoting the independent noun
'elder', the second the adjective and adverb 'much, very'. Compare, however, Maclean 1895:
186 (§87), in which he asserts that both forms in UA are pronounced with a in the first sylla-
ble.
40. Alähä already in Biblical Aramaic and CS seems to have lost its gemination. The
lengthening of [a] in these UA texts confirms this hypothesis, although, even in the transcrip-
tions, instances are also found of short [a|, even with doubled [ l | .
41. Odisho 1988: 26.
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place, of [ri] > [rr], and [ni] > [11],42 and also of [tl] > [tt];43 (2) words in
which assimilation of voiced to voiceless consonants had taken place (cf.
2.5.1); (3) words in which the syllabic pattern had changed because of con-
sonant losses, especially ['], (4) forms in which short vowels were main-
tained by gemination of the last radical, especially in the SUB and PART
forms of verbs of the lib class,44 and (5) loanwords that were adapted to the
syllabic structure of UA.
(1) zillih (< 'azil leh) (Socin 25.4)
mirrun (< '"mir leh) (Socin 25.5), mirrun or mïrun (Kam 94) Svmirrun
hdmminnah (< mhaymen-l-) (Socin 27.3)
hale'la ('Beim langsamen sprechen: hallïlla') (Kam 1)
hilç or hillç (< 'akil lih) (Kam 9)
(2) qattël(d]ju (< qâ d-tilgu) (Kam 62)
(3) târra (< tar'â) (Socin 25.4) Mt tar'â
marre (mar'ê) (Socin 13.18) Mt mar'â or mari
kissô (< kers-} (Socin 47.11 ) Mt kîsâ
jàttç (< yâde', but cf. Se yd") (Kam 24) Mt (U) yatî
mâddin (< maddê'-) (Socin 25.17) Mt madî
qadda (< A qadâ'. Se qad'â) (Kam 99) Mt qudâ
(4) janjirrih (< janjir + 1) (Socin 5.14)
maddtrrih (< madder + î) (Socin 13.13)
(5) mi'llat « T millet) (Socin 3.1) Mt milat
hâmmâsa (< ham sâ'â45) (Socin 25.11)
hàmàsâ, hâmâsâ (Kam 12, 33) Mt hamâshâ, Sv hdmms^
5.2.2 Representations in orthography
5.2.2.1 In Syriac script doubling of consonants can be marked only by the
length of the preceding vowel. If we assume that the second process of
degemination took place after the standardization of the written language, it
is to be expected that doubled consonants are always preceded by a short
vowel, whereas consonants that are not doubled, or have lost their doubling,
are preceded by a long vowel. In the Protestant texts of all periods, this op-
position is marked consistently, thus [CvCv:] = [CvCCv:], whereas
[Cv:Cv:] = [Cv:Cv:]. Stoddard refers to this standard several times, as al-
ready mentioned above.46 This opposition can be noted only when the pre-
42. So also Nöldeke 1868: 53.
43. Perhaps this assimilation took place only in the Salmas dialect.
44. As described by Kapeliuk 1992: 60-63. See also 6.5.5 and 6.5.8.
45. Cf. Merx 1, n. 3.
46. See 5.2.1.1.
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ceding vowel is [a] or [i], because for [u] the difference between long and
short realizations cannot be marked, and [o] and [e] occur only as long
vowels. The opposition between [i] and [i:], e and i in Syriac script, is not
marked consistently in the Syriac texts of Merx and Socin. It looks as if the
Assyrian scribes preferred / for both long and short [i]. These texts thus
provide reliable data on gemination only in case of a II a.
5.2.2.2 By and large the representation of the forms that according to the
nineteenth-century transcribed texts had lost their geminated middle conso-
nant, is the same in the printings of the various mission presses.
In all text groups, the former pa"el forms that had lost their gemination
are written with a [a:] in the first syllable of the SUB form (I).47 The verb
rappowl (< rp') in all texts constitutes an exception to this rule, as it does in
the transcribed texts. Some Arabic loans are found with geminated middle
consonants, whereas other verbal loans have lost their original gemination.
The adjectives of the qattß pattern constitute the second group of forms
that had lost their gemination (2). These are nearly always written with a as
first vowel. An important exception to this rule is qaddls, which never is
written with a, but always with a. As suggested above, it is likely that [d]
was less apt to loose its gemination than other consonants. This is con-
firmed by the occurrence of zaddlq in Bedjan's text. In the texts of Socin
and Merx the orthography of mplrä is variable, but a is more frequent. Per-
haps [p] too was more likely to retain its gemination.
In the last publication of Bedjan (1912), as well as in Maclean's diction-
ary (1901) and the Anglican Bible translation (1895), many instances are
found in which the adjectives are written with a instead of a. Even in the
revision of the Protestant translation of 1893, incidentally instances of a
occur. Maclean employed this etymological spelling because of the pronun-
ciation with a in some dialects and with / in others. Only UA has a.48
Not many examples are found of independent nouns that had lost their
doubled middle consonant (3). A number of examples are found of nouns
that have retained their original gemination. Some of them perhaps are re-
cent loans from CS, and therefore had not been susceptible to degemi-
nation.
( 1 ) sâlimon (< msallê) (Teachings 1.5)
bâsomi (< mbassem) (Mat. 4:23)
47. This (a: ] is shortened when in a closed syllable, and some texts represent this shorten-
ing in writing. See 5.7.1.2 and 5.7.2.2.
48. Maclean 1895: 244, 284.
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ki sâwetten (< mSawwê) (Merx 29.4)
tänuwi (< mtannë) (Merx 12.16)
msäpi (< msäppe) ('95: Mark 14:10), säpyänä (NAg) (HS 8.12)
mpäreq (< mparreq) (Mg §35)
järeb (< A jarrib) (Mat. 4:3)
(2) mâkïk- (< makklk-) II makkîkutâ (Teachings 2.15, Mat 5:5, Merx 28.17,
HS 3.23, MdM 210.14 //VdS 248.22)
bäslm- H basslm- (Merx 6.11, HS 5.14, MdM 210.18 //VdS ii.10)
Mplr- II sappîr- (Merx 4.15, Syl 56.1, MdM 74.5 // Merx 1:10,
VdS 248.11)
yârïk- (Merx 4.4, Syl 52.1)
sarrlruta (Mark 14:70 '93)
(3) xadutä (< xaddê)49 (Mat. 2:10) Mt khadûtâ
bäsorä (< bassoräl) (Mat. 5:19) Mt basûrâ
dayyänä (< dayyäna) (Mat. 5:25) but Mt déyânâ
yammïna (< yammïnâ) (Mat. 5:29) but Mt yâmînâ
liSânâ™ (< Msânâ) II lessânâ (Merx 12.18 // Syl 12.3) Mg (§88g) gibâyâ,
Mt gîwâ-yâ
'idânâ (< 'eddâna) II 'dänä (Socin 16.17) Mt dânâ
5.2.2.3 The four types of forms that have retained their gemination — (1)
former pa'el forms of geminate roots, (2) forms with geminated [d], (3)
Arabic loans and irregular Aramaic stems, and (4) weak af'el stems — are
found with short a in the first syllable. In the texts written by native speak-
ers in Syriac script, as represented by Merx and Socin, a few former af'el
forms from \\-wly roots seem to have lost their gemination (4a).
(1) tammem- (< mtammem) (Mat. 3:15, Md)
mxallel (Mg §36)
(2) qaddis- (< qaddlS) (Teachings 1.6, Merx 34.1, HS 3.13, MdM 3.12)
zaddïq- (< zaddlqa) (HS 8.11, MdM 3.6)
rappi=lah (< rappe), rappï (IMP) (Mat. l :9, Im 3:15)
(3) jammu'wi (< Ajamme*) (Mat. 3:12), (m)jamme' (Mg §87)
jammi (= câmih) (Mat. 3:12)
(m)jawweb I (m)'ajjez (Mg §87)
(4) max» (Mat. l :21,Md)M
maqqwni- (< maqqem) (Mat. 3:9), maqqem- (HS 2.8, Md), cf. also
meqqemml (Ms.Or 52 = Duval 10.2 ki miqimmih)
madder (Mat 1: 21, 3:9, 5:39, Merx 12.2, Md)
49. Stoddard 1855: 13, marks this word as being an exception to the rule, being 'derived
from the ancient language': a is written, while a is pronounced. Two other words mentioned
as exceptions are atunâ and mala'kä. Thus no gemination should be supposed in these forms.
50. See 5.2.2.1 on e // i in Merx's texts.
51. Note the neat opposition between maxxi 'to revive' and maxi 'to slay'.
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(4a) mäxibä (< maxxeb) II maxxeb (Merx 1.5 // Md)
rnakosi (< makkes) (Merx 32.9, Md32)
5.2.2.4 Nouns with a geminated root consonant may either keep the gemi-
nation (1) or lose it (2). The same words fall into the same category in
nearly every text written in Syriac script, which proves that the two catego-
ries are not an invention of a single speaker or writer.
(1) raba (< rabba) (Mat. 2:10, Merx 30.3, Socin 2.5)
yama (< yammâ, cf. M: yâmâ) (Mat. 4:18, Syl 31.24), yâmmâti53
(Teachings 6:10)
Alâhâ II Âlâhâ (Teachings 6:7, Mat. 1:23, Merx 9.1 // Merx 20.4),
bâban (Teachings 1.6)
(2) yemm- (< yemmâ) II yimâ or yirnma54 (Teachings 5.14, Mat. 2:13,
Syl 31.23//Merx 14.5)
'amman (< 'amm-sf) (Mat. 1:23),
lebba (< lebb-) II lib- (Mat. 5:4, Syl 5.7, Im 1.10 // Im 1.14)55
5.2.2.5 The most frequent types of assimilation in the verbal system, [rl] >
[rr] and fnl] > [nn] (1), were represented by the American missionaries with
doubled r and n, indicated by a preceding short vowel. This usage was fol-
lowed in most printed texts. In the texts written by Assyrian scribes, often /
is found preceding doubled r or n, but this may be due to their apparent re-
luctance to employ e (cf. 5.2.2.1). Conversely, Bedjan in his early books
seems to prefer e in this position, even if doubling is not present.56 Bedjan
also has some examples of [tt] resulting from [tl], which perhaps are due to
his native dialect.
I have not come across any texts in which the second type of doubling
mentioned above, resulting from assimilation of voiced to voiceless conso-
nants (2), was represented in Syriac orthography.
In words where, according to the transcribed texts, gemination arose be-
cause of loss of f] or [y] (3), the missionaries in most instances chose not
to represent this phenomenon. The preceding vowel was short in CS (i.e., in
the Urmia edition of the Bible), and was written short in LUA. Some exam-
52. Md: 'sometimes makkes', transcribed as mäkis.
53. Note that this form has double m in Sc: >*0«v«i Md has pi. yâmâti. The double m
probably has to be explained by the CS plural form', rather than denoting a true doubled con-
sonant.
54. See 5.2.2.1 on e II i in Merx's texts.
55. Cf. Odisho 1988: 26: Koine hhba against Urmi hbä
56. Mainly in 111-y: hwelih (< hw'+ lih) (HS 89.10), mxelon (< rru'+ Ihon) (HS 89.13).
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pies are found in which ['] or [j] have disappeared from the spelling, prob-
ably because of insufficient etymological knowledge.
The type of secondary gemination described by Kapeliuk (cf. 5.2.1.5) is
reflected in the orthography by retaining the short vowel in the last syllable
before the ending. This suggests that most writers were aware of this pattern.
In some forms loanwords may be assumed to possess doubled middle
consonants (5). It remains uncertain whether the short consonant in the first
syllable is the reflex of a short vowel in the source language, or whether it
indeed points to a geminated consonant following. In some loanwords
original gemination had been lost in LUA orthography.
( 1 ) ( ')merron (< 'mir l(h)on) (Mat. 2:5), ( ')merri (Teachings 1.4, HS 81.16)
npellon (npil l(h)on) (Mat. 2:11), npellâ (HS 88.16)
(')zellon (< 'ill lêh) (Mat. 2:12)
'berron (< 'blr l(h)on) II (')biron (Merx 35.4, ZdB71/12/91B20 //
Merx3.10)
labSennun (< SUB Isg -en- + o-suf 3pl -lun) II salxinun (id.)
(Merx 4.8 // 4.9)
ma'berrettan (< SUB 2msg -et- + o-suf Isg -Ian) (Syl 40.10)
(3) narra (< nargä) (Mat. 3:10)
ar'â II 'arrâ (incidental) (Teachings 5.2 // Merx 2.8)
(4) massemmï(ZdB49/\/\A\])
(5) zimat (< AzT dmt) II zemmat (Im 3.22 // Md)
hammâsâ (< ham M'a) (Merx 1.3)
hammam (< A hammam) (Merx 55.4)
5.2.3 Conclusions
The long pronunciation of consonants in earlier Aramaic that was present in
a number of morphological categories like the verbal pa"el form and some
nominal formations has lost its morphological relevance in Urmia Aramaic.
The loss of morphological gemination has enabled gemination to become a
feature of the phonemic structure of the language. Loss of consonants, as
well as various assimilation processes have caused new long consonants to
arise. In nineteenth-century UA (as opposed to all or most other NENA dia-
lects) geminated consonants were shortened once again, this time without
corresponding lengthening of the preceding vowels. The phonemic differ-
ence between open and closed syllables thereby became dependent on the
length of this vowel, long and short respectively.
In the texts in Syriac script, long consonants are usually indicated by the
short vowels preceding the consonant. The consonant itself is not marked
for length.
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5.3 Phonemicalization of begadkepat consonants
5.3.1 Phonological and phonetic changes
5.3.1.1 The CS begadkepat consonants, [b], [g], [d], [k], [p],37 and [t], were
characterized by their spirantized allophones when preceded by a vowel. In
UA all these consonants have lost this feature, but the reflex of this earlier
feature is not the same for all of them.58
5.3.1.2 The consonants [b] and [k] have split into two phonemes: [b] > [b] /
[v], [k] > [k] / [x]. The conditions under which [b] > [v] and [k] > [x] are
very much the same as those that caused spirantization in earlier Aramaic.
However, the spirantized consonants no longer can be regarded as
allophones, because they do not again become 'hard' when the consonant,
in another form of the word, is preceded by a consonant. In a verbal para-
digm it seems to be decisive whether the middle consonant was spirantized
or not in the active participle (qatel). If the consonant was 'hard' in the ac-
tive participle, it is hard in all other forms of the stem pattern, whereas it is
spirantized in all forms if it was spirantized in the former active participle.
This explains why all former pa'el forms still have [b] or [k], although no
longer geminated, whereas derivations of the first stem have [v] or [x]. The
prefixing of the sentence connective u-, or of prepositions like b- and /-,
which caused spirantization in CS, now no longer influences the pronuncia-
tion of [b] and [k].
This split into two phonemes did not cause new phonemes to be added to
the inventory, because of their merging with already existing [w] and [h].
These two sounds, probably at the same time, changed to [v]59 and [x].
[bj qabil (< mqabbel) (Socin 15.20) Mt (m)qâbil, Sv qabuli
sêbûte(< saybût-suf) (Socin 15.3) Mt xébûtâ
[v| w'idlun (< 'hid-suf, cf. 'abed) (Socin 13.6) Mt 'â-wid, Sv avid
aver (< 'aber) (Kam 41) Mt 'â-wir, Sv avir
|k] ûkûl- (< w-kul) (Socin 15.11) Mt kul, Sv kul
mâk'ihâ (< makkïkâ) (Kam 35) Mt makîkhâ
57. In all likelihood [p] lost its spirantized prounciation early in Eastern CS (cf. 5.1.2.2).
58. Nöldeke 1868: 29, clearly indicates this loss of spirantized allophones before trying to
give rules for hard or soft pronunciation (30-38). Maclean 1895: 278-80 and 298-310, gives
detailed rules for the irregular pronunciation of these consonants in the modern dialects, but
does not seem to realize their different phonemic status in comparison to CS.
59. The exact phonetic nature of this sound in UA is not clear. Stoddard 1855: 10, 'nearly
the sound of English w, sometimes inclinging to v'. Odisho 1988: 26 and Hetzron 1969: 113,
both assume the sound in UA to be nearer to [v], whereas in other dialects it was probably
closer to |w|. Compare also Odisho 1990: 29-33, on this sound in Iraqi Koine.
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|x| dhirri (< dkar-) (Merx 60.20) Mt tâkhir
âhlah (Syriac script: akl-ak < akel + -ax) (Kam 28) Mt akhil
5.3.1.3 With [g] the situation is somewhat different. This sound also split
into two phonemes: [g] and [y], but the second phoneme was not very sta-
ble, and in many instances developed further into ['], ['] or zero.60 In some
words it was retained, and the phoneme [y] merged with Arabic j-(g), or
Persian £ (g) or J (q, also pronounced as g), which had entered the lan-
guage in loanwords. It began to function also as the voiced allophone of [x]
(cf. 5.5.1).
0 pqllih (< mpaleg) (Socin 19.22) Mt (m)pâlî
[y] Sjisa (< SglSâ) (Merx 58.7) Mt shâghish,
pägra (< pagrâ) (Socin 21.17) Sv paxra
5.3.1.4 The former allophone p ([f]) has hardly survived in UA. In most
words former ff] has become [p],61 whereas in a few loans it has retained its
[f] sound. In most loans Arabic [f] became [p]. When preceded by [a], it
formed the diphthong [aw] and was further contracted to [o] (cf. 5.11.1.1).
When preceded by [u], it was lost completely (cf. 5.6.1.7)
[p] mpillun (< nplla) (Socin 13:15) Mt nâpil, Sv npala
septâ (Md) Mt siptâ
pekkir (< A flkr) (Md) Mt pikîr I pikir
[f] siffaret (Socin 25.19) Mt sipârîsh [sic]
[w] nosâ (< nàpsâ) (Md) Mt nôshâ
mise (< rupstaf1 (Socin 9.7) Mt rûshâ, Sv ru(j)sa
5.3.1.5 The spirantized allophones of [d] and [t] in the Urmia dialect in
many words have merged with the plosive variant, whereas t in some other
dialects has developed into a glide (Salmas),63 or into [s]/[z] or [1] (Jewish
dialects) in intervocalic positions.64 Spirantized [d] and [t] in a number of
60. Cf. Tsereteli 1990: 35-42.
61. Tsereteli 1962: 223-4, assumes a new allophone of [p], an 'Abruptiv' [ph]. This sound
is attested only in texts transcribed by Russian writers. Odisho 1988: 44, shows that the aspi-
rated consonants ph, th, ch and jh, now are phonemic in Iraqi Koine. According to Odisho,
these sounds are present in Urmia Aramaic, but there is no indication that they have a phone-
mic status. Cf. further Mackenzie 1981: 479 on 'aspirated' (p', t', c', k') and 'unaspirated'
plosives in Kurmandji Kurdish of the north east, probably under 'Caucasian' influence. It
seems likely that an areal feature is present here; so also Tosco 1992: 261.
62. Cf. also 5.9.
63. Cf. Maclean 1895: 339.
64. For an overview of the Jewish dialects in this matter, see Kapeliuk 1997.
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words have been lost completely (cf. 2.6.1.6), whereas Stoddard already
noted the 'vulgar' pronunciation of the plural ending ati as ae.65
[d] khâdir (< CS xâder) (Mt)
mad'nkhâ (< CS madnexa) (Mt)
[t] kanuta (känutß) (Merx 58.1) Mt -utâ
|w] malkouvat (< malkuta d-) (Duval 24.3)
5.3.2 Representations in orthography
5.3.2.1 In CS the two allophones of the litterae begadkepat were often not
marked, because of their being conditioned by clear phonological rules. The
Protestant missionaries, and in their footsteps most of the other writers and
printers, must have realized that spirantization no longer could be easily
deduced from the syllabic pattern, and decided to consistently note both
spirantization and the absence of spirantization. In Syriac script the dots
above and under the litterae begadkepat merge with those of the vowel
signs and might cause confusion, but because of their consistent marking, it
is always clear what is meant: -i = bâ, i = bâ, j = be, and Ja — be. In the
Protestant texts I have hardly come across ambiguous spellings.66 In the
texts of Bedjan and in the texts written by Assyrian scribes, somewhat more
unmarked begadkepat consonants occur, leaving it to the reader to decide
on their pronunciation.
5.3.2.2 The missionaries' consistent marking of the variants suggests that
they were aware of the two realizations of fb] and [k]. Stoddard noted in his
grammar that the sound of spirantized b 'can hardly be distinguished from
w', whereas x 'cannot be distinguished in pronunciation from £.'67 In most
instances the missionaries decided to retain CS spelling, but in a few words
and suffixes a 'simplified' spelling was chosen. The most remarkable in-
stance is the verbal stem 'br, which is written with the root consonants W
when meaning 'to enter', and with 'br, when meaning 'to pass by/away'.
One wonders whether the first spelling had not been caused by a lack of
understanding in the beginning, and later was reinterpreted, being a suitable
way of differentiating between the two semantic aspects. Other descriptions
do not suggest any difference in pronunciation between these two mean-
ings.
65. Stoddard 1855: 116.
66. The only exceptions perhaps are the very early publications, befor the standardization
process was completed. Noldeke's remark (1868: 30) about the lack of dots in the Protestant
publications may refer to these impressions.
67. Stoddard 1855: 10
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In the majority of texts most words are written with the original b and k,
rather than with w and x, although in the less carefully written texts of
Socin and Merx incidentally the 'wrong' consonants are employed. Bedjan,
in his Syllabaire, an elementary reader, employes b and k according to ety-
mology, but he notes that their pronunciation is identical with w and x. In
his other writings he adheres carefully to etymology. In some texts, he
spells the INF of mhqy, written hâqowi in the Protestant texts, with b. This
might be an example of hypercorrection due to the different pronunciation
of this verb in his native dialect (hâquyi).
Important to note is the spelling of the first person plural suffix [-axj,
employed in the verbal system and forming part of the first person plural
copula. In the Protestant texts, as well as in Bedjan's earlier texts, this suf-
fix is spelled -ak, with long ä and spirantized k, although in CS the suffix is
spelled with x. Stoddard does not comment on this spelling. In the revised
version of 1893 the suffix is written as -ax, whereas in the Anglican Bible
translation (1895), it appears as -âxn. Final -n probably was added in light
of its presence in many of the other dialects.68 From 1904 onwards Bedjan
too employed -ax.
h lublâli (< label) (Mat. 1:25)
b ki xasbâ (< xâseb) (Merx 1.9)
w ma'wer (< ma'ber) (Teachings 2.2, Merx 29.2, 3)
'aywâ ('aybâ > 'ayba) (Merx 8.14)
blw 'abri ( 'aber) // on- ( 'âberîn > àwn-) (Mat. 5:18 // 20, Merx 34.16)
hâqub- (< mhâquwi) H hâquy- (MdP 154.7 // VdS iii.12)
hewwi II hebbi II hibi (< K hîvî) (MdP 3.14 // MdP ed. '93 // Md)
sbârà (= sbârâ < CS Swârâ) II swârâ (Merx 16.12 // 18.13)
k b-kul (Teachings 3.10), d-b-kul (Mark 14.6 '95)
k ki akll (< äkel) (Socin 4.13), ( ')kâlâ [xälä] (Syl 10.8-9)69
kôkbà (Mat. 2:9)
id-uk [Idux] (Ida + suf 2msg) (Syl 20.4-6)
lâhl-àk=lun (SUB Ipl + o-suf 3pl) (Merx 23.3)
d-âzâ(l)k hadrâk (d + SUB Ipl + SUB Ipl) (Mark 14:12)
xlk d-azâ(l)xn mhâdrâxn (Mark 14:12 '95) / d-äzä(l)x hädräx ('93)
sâkuri=(')wâk, Mkori=(')wâk (INF + cop Ipl) (MdP '86 2.13, '93 2.14)
xäz-äk (SUB "lpl-ä*) (HS3.11),
qarax=lhon (SUB Ipl + o-suf 3pl) (MdM 199.10)
yäd'ax (SUB Ipl -ax) (VdS i.6)
68. Maclean 1895: 82 (§31): pärqäx l pärqäxn (UA) / pärqäxni (Tkh. / pärqix (Ti. AI.
Sh. Ash) / pârqîxn (Ti. Sh.) / pärqux (AI) / pärqixä (Q).
69. In his Syllabaire (1894), Bedjan often provides a phonetic spelling in Syriac script
alongside the conventional, historic, spelling. His phonetic spelling is given between square
brackets.
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5.3.2.3. The [gj is written without any sign when pronounced 'hard', but
when spirantized fg] has survived in Aramaic words, it is written with the
sign of spirantization (g = g). When the sound had further developed into ',
y, or w, the latter consonants sometimes are written, probably because the
etymology was unknown. The g is also employed to represent Arabic and
Persian g and q in loanwords.
g ki garsî (< gares) (Merx 17.8)
gnâbà(Sy\ 11.15)
g pagr-ï (Mark 14:22, Im. 2.18)
besgâdâ (b + INF sgd) (MdP 2.8), sgâdtà (ZdB 71/12/92A32)
SguSyâ (VdS 250.8, Mark 14:2 '95), SgiS- (ZdB 71/12/91B24)
yàgiyutà « A yâgeh) (ZdB 71/12/ 92A3)
ôtâg (< P, T otâq) (Mark 14:9 '95)
S(')iXâ II S'IM (Ruth l : 19 '52 // '58)
5.3.2.4 The [p], nearly always pronounced 'hard', is marked by a half circle
underneath when spirantized ( 4 ). When preceded by a vowel, [fj became
[w] and formed a diphthong with the vowel (cf. 5.11). In Arabic words, [f]
in most instances becomes [p]. If pronounced as [f], the sign of spiran-
tization was added in most instances.




pêriz (< AzT flrlslplrls) (Merx 2.1)
pi ƒ sipàrlS (Socin 24.19)70
p tupsä [tuwsd] (Syl 26.2-4)
napsa [noM] (Syl 26. 2-4)
5.3.2.5 The two begadkepat consonants [d] and [t] that have no spirantized
counterpart in UA are written without the dot marking spirantization in the
standard orthography. In the earliest publications usage is wavering. Only
in the publications of the Anglican press do forms occur in which t is regu-
larly distinguished from / (with dot above), because in dialects other than
UA these spirantized consonants were retained.
See 5.6.1.6 and 5.6.2.6 for some forms in which spirantized [d] and ( t j
were lost.
70. Compare 5.3.1.4, where the transcription of this form is given.
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d äbäd(<Päbäd)(HS\.7)
t Râmtâ (< Râmtâ) (Mat. 2:18)
sgâdtâ (ZdB 71/12/92A32)
tit mâsiton II d-ït II ytlbi (BT '95: Mark 14: 7 // 8 // 18)
5.3.3 Conclusions
The alternation of the begadkpat consonants and their spirantized
allophones has disappeared in Urmia Aramaic. Some of these spirantized
allophones have merged with other consonants, and thus acquired a phone-
mic status, whereas other spirantized allophones have disappeared com-
pletely.
In case of merging with other consonants, the distinctive spelling of the
spirantized consonants has been retained in the standard spelling. In case of
loss of spirantized consonants, the consonant is still written, marked with
l.o. to indicate non-pronunciation, or left out.
5.4 Palatalization of [g] and [k]
5.4.1 Phonological and phonetic changes
5.4.1.1 Palatalization was, and still is, an important feature of the Urmia
dialect. Especially the [k] and the [gj are liable to palatalization.71 Only
when followed by [o] do they retain their original pronunciation, in all
other instances [k] becomes [ky] and [g] becomes [gy]. Perhaps this feature
was borrowed from surrounding languages like the Azeri Turkish dialect,
spoken in the plains west and north of Lake Urmi, but not in the Hakkari
mountains or in the Mosul region.72 In Duval's texts from the Salmas re-
gion, no traces of this feature occur. The changes of [u] > [uy] and [i] > [iy],
which are connected with palatalization, will be dealt with separately in 5.8
and 5.9.
Although this process is abundantly illustrated in the transcribed texts,
Maclean does not note these palatalized allophones in his transcription. On
the contrary, he notes that in Tiari (in the southwestern part of the Hakkari
mountains) often j is heard where Urmia has g, e.g., jänä (T) instead of
71. Nöldeke 1868: 40-41 comments on this 'Mouillierung' of/t and #, and on its occur-
rence in Turkish languages. On the basis of the texts available to him, he was not able to
grasp its widespread occurrence. Odisho 1988: 25, mentions the 'strong palatalization ten-
dency' in UA, and so also Tsereteli 1961: 244-5.
72. On palatalized allophones of [k] and |g] in Azeri, see Foy 1903: 175, 188, 191-2,
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gänä (U).73 These allophones thus became identical with the prepalatal con-
sonants introduced from Arabic, Turkish, and Persian. This suggests that in
the mountain region the process had taken one extra step, but the scarcity of
texts from these regions makes it impossible to draw any firm conclusion.
In Kampffmeyer's transcription and in some examples of Nöldeke this fur-
ther step is also suggested, but these texts in all likelihood do not come
from the mountain region.74 Note that these palatalized allophones are not
represented in the Soviet orthography.
[k*] mdlkfy]a(Soc\n9.\2) Mt malka
mektißiy (< makteb-) (Merx 57.1) Mt maktiw
kul (Merx 57.5) Mt kul, Sv kul
kyâttit (< ki yad'et) (Socin 13.9)
mek'(tx)hek'anuh (< magxekän-) (Kam 52) Mt magkhik
kWa (< kikä) (Kam 55) Mt kîkâ, Sv kite
lgy l sMurta (Socin 9.11 ) Mt gûrâ, Sv gurta
palg/yje (Socin 11.16-7) Mt pelgâ, Sv pjlgi
yu, gly]u (Socin 7.20,9.3), djo (gäw) (Kam 19) Mtgâ,gû (K, Sal, rarely U),
Sv go or g3v
gerwusila gâniy (Merx 60.19)
djurbadjur(<gurhagur?)(Kam2, 19, 19,52,55) Mt (m)gerwis
djumlu (gumla) (Kam 2) Mt giimlâ
see further Mt gâna, Ti. Ash yânâ. Al. Ash (sometimes) gyânâ, S v gan-
5.4.1.2 In UA three other palatalized consonants had been introduced into
the language together with loanwords from Arabic, Turkish, Persian, and
Kurdish. These consonants, [c], [j], and [z], were new in Aramaic, but came
to be employed in Aramaic words too.75 The phoneme [c] merged with
sounds resulting from assimilated consonant clusters such as ts, sq and sk in
Aramaic words,76 |j] resulted from palatalized [g],77 and [z] from voiced [§].
[c] b-qamdyyï (< T kamçi) (Socin 9.2) Mt qümchf
dm (< T cum) (Socin 7.3) Mt chim
haca (< xad + T ce or CS kmal) (Socin 7.5) Mt khâchâ
mäche(i)ll (< meSkax) (Socin 29.22) Mt mac ex. I e
petiltelà (< paskel?) (Kam 7) Mt pächil
icca (< CS teS'ä) (Marogulov 35) Mt 'ichâ
73. Maclean 1895: 311 .
74. Nöldeke 1868: 41.
75. Tsereteli 1961: 225.
76. For more examples, see Maclean 1895: 325-27.
77. Nöldeke 1868: 65, assumes [j] to result also from assimilation of |r) in the UA verb
rajrej from stem rx$.
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[j] jàldi (Socin 7.3) Mljeldî
âjâstâ (Socin 7.21-2) Mt m'âjiz
cqillun (< sqil-lun) (Socin 23.3)
[z] «
5.4.2 Representations in orthography
5.4.2.1 In the printed texts there are no indications at all of the palatalized
allophones of [k] and [g]. This may be due to the nearly complete changing
of the pronunciation of these two vowels, which made it possible to retain
the same sign. Stoddard remarks on the pronunciation of k: 'has often the
sound of k in kind, as pronounced by Walker, a y being quickly inserted af-
ter k.' He does not comment on the pronuciation of g.78 This confirms that
he has noted the palatalized k, but did not think it necessary to mark this in
Syriac script.
Even in the Syriac texts written by the Assyrian scribes, no traces have
been found of palatalization.
k malkâ (Mat. 2:19)
karba(Mat. 3:7)
kCitcb (Teachings 3.3)
kiwpi II kupi (both transcribed as k[y]upi) (Socin 10.8 // 9)
g gumli (Mat. 3:4)
gun- (Mat. 3:9, Im 3.5)
gurutä (Teachings 3.3)
5.4.2.2 For [j], [c] and [z] separate consonant signs were in use, i.e., a
small waved line which is added to g, k and z, to mark 7, c and z. Of these,
c became to be employed in original Aramaic words. Bedjan adds this
waved line to s [§J, probably indicating the same sound as otherwise written
as z.
In the texts that predate the OT edition of 1852, no separate sign was in
use for the unvoiced [c], and j was emplyed both for [j] and [c], also in Ara-
maic words.79 This j for c occasionally appears in Merx's texts, especially
in parts which contain many other deviations from standard spelling.
c/j mjîxtâ (< meskax), mujex- II mâcox-, macx- (Mat. 1:18, Merx 46.8 //
ZdB71/12/91B25, Merx 6.15)
78. Stoddard 1855: 1 1 .
79. Stoddard 1855: 10 ony: 'Until the last two or three years, we used it also to express
ch' (= c). The preface is dated July 1853. In the last issues of ZdB from 1850, c does not yet
occur.
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axji II axci (Teachings 2.13, Mat. 5:47, Merx 54.13 // Syl 20.10)
'ejjä (< tes'ä) II 'eccâ (Teachings 7.8 // Stod. 131)
he j (< P,T hie) II hec (1 cachings 7.14, ZdB 50/10/76A33 // Stod. 137)
xajjâ II xaccà II xa(d)ca (Mark 14:35 // Merx 10.3, MdP 154.11 //
Mark 14:35 '95)
j jammu'wi (< mjamme'), jam- (Mat. 3:12, Merx 15.5)
juwab (< A juwâb?) (Merx 6.7)
jar go (< Tjark) (Merx 15.11)
S sdâyâ II zdâyâ (Syl 27.14 // Md)
Mri II zäri (Syl 27.15 // Md)
z zi (Ruth 2:9)
5.4.3 Conclusions
The palatalized consonants that originate in CS k and g are not usually rep-
resented in LUA script, whereas those that originate in loans from
neighboring languages are represented by separate consonant signs. In the
oldest Protestant texts (until about 1850), [j] and [c] were represented by
the same grapheme y', which later was employed only for [j].
5.5. Assimilation of voiced to voiceless, dental to bilabial, and vice versa
5.5.1 Phonological and phonetic changes
5.5.1.1 The loss of spirantized allophones seems to have prepared the way
for the development of voiceless allophones of voiced consonants and vice
versa.80 Two rules govern the occurrence of these allophones. The first rule
predicts the regressive assimilation of both voiced to voiceless and voice-
less to voiced (1). Thus [dt] > [tt] and [td] > [dd].81 Incidentally, progres-
sive assimilation occurs (2).
The second rule states that a voiced consonant becomes unvoiced at the
end of a word (3). This rule, although clear enough, presents some difficul-
ties, because the word boundary is not always as clear as one would like.
Especially in genitive constructions, when two words are connected with
the genitive marker d-, this d- is connected either to the foregoing word,
and then becomes voiceless, or is felt to belong to the second word, and
then its realization depends on the latter's first consonant.82
80. See 5.13.1.1 for the pairs of voiced // voiceess consonants.
81. SoTsereteli 1961: 241-3, and Marogulov 1976: 7-8.
82. Tsereteli 1961: 241-3, does not comment on this problem in his description of various
assimilation processes.
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(1) Pphëlat 'lliya (< u-b-xayla d-} (Merx 58.16)
lma'psii:mi (< l-mabsumi) (Osip 79.12)
sqira (< zqîrâ) (Socin 11.10) Mt zqr, cf. zqûrâ
jdttc,jätin (yäde'ä > yad'ä > yatta) (Kam 24, 1)
pulul (< b-'ulul) (Kam 10)
mephjanuh (< mabkyän-) (Kam 51)
hatha (< hädä + ak?) (Socin 13.15) Mt hâtkhâ
bigdalo (< b-qdäl-) (Socin 21.7)
bigzeta (< b-xzaytä) (Socin 15.6)
agdiju (< ak dly-) (Kam 26)
hfg dänä ("£ fast ds') (< hie dänä) (Kam 60)
üb drânanï (< up dra'nâni) (Socin 19.12)
(2) sipfâtu (< sepwâtâ (pi) + suf 3msg) (Kam 19) Mt (xxiii) sipwatî
(3) gàrak (< gârag) (Socin 17.21) Mt gârag
âvit (< 'âbed) (Kam 42)
yâwâltad dqrdî II praqtat dunyi (Socin 9.4, 7.22)
patâ demiya II yâwâltat hâsa (Socin 15.2-3, 9.4)
térrad bâbu (< tar'â d-bâb-) (Kam 46)
qàdda dâlahâ ("rash': qaddat ëlâhâ) (Kam 99)
5.5.1.2 Another type of regressive assimilation that is often marked in the
transcribed texts is that of the dental [n] to bilabial [p]: [np] > [mp], a type
of assimilation that is common in many languages, and notably also in Per-
sian.
mpillun p'urha (< npâlâ b-urxä) (Socin 13.15-6)
5.5.2 Representations in orthography
5.5.2.1 The missionaries did not represent voiced or voiceless allophones
in their orthography. Stoddard does not mention this feature in his gram-
mar, and it is likely that he did not notice it. Maclean noted the alternation
of voiced and voiceless consonants, but did not formulate the conditions
under which allophones were employed.83 Bedjan too, was well aware of
the process, as appears from the forms in the Syllabaire, in which voicing
and devoicing were represented by a phonological spelling in Syriac script.
No mission press, however, decided to write these allophones, obviously
because this would have led to many unfamiliar orthographies, whereas the
regularity of the process did not make it necessary to represent them. Inci-
83. Maclean 1895: 309-10 (bip), 314-15 (dltlt), 321-22 (zlsls), 334 (g/x). Nöldeke 1868:
45, already noted this phenomenon for dltlt, again without making it general.
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dentally, in some words and text types, the devoiced counterpart is written
instead of the voiced consonant.
The word hatkâ, derived from hada + ka84, is written with t in all earlier
texts, but in the second half of the century the orthography changes to d.
Perhaps someone suggested a plausible etymology based on hâdâP
In loanwords the spelling of these consonants presents some difficulties.
In some cases the Arabic orthography was taken over, but in other instances
the spelling was brought into line with pronunciation habits in UA. In my
opinion, no fixed rule was ever employed in this respect. However, the
many differences between the presses with regard to the spelling of
loanwords can often be explained by the uncertainty of the spelling of
voiced and unvoiced consonants.
dit hatkä l atkä (Teachings \ .4, Mat. 1:17, Socin 12.15 / MdP '86)
hadkâ (Merx 10.9 (incidentally) (MdP '93)
mut II mud (Merx 6.10 // Md)
xadtâ [xattâ] (Syl 14.7-11)
hâjad (probably hypercorection) // hajjat (< T, K hajjat) (Merx 46.6 // Md)
g/k gsäyä [ksäyä] (Syl 13.15-16)
z/s Xazqi'êl [XesqVêl] (Syl 17.11-16)
xesdâ [xezdâj (Syl 26.8)
hargis II hargez (< P, T hergiz) (Syl 48.5, Im 9.4, MdM 73.19 //
VdS246.19)
glx ujâx II ujâg (< T, K ujâq) (Mat. 1:17 / VdS 246.10, Md)
5.5.2.2 In the printed texts, very few traces can be found of the assimilation
of [ n j > |m] when followed by labials. Stoddard was well aware of the
process, but he did not think it necessary to represent this assimilation in
script.86 Bedjan, although he himself always employs the etymological
spelling, in his Syllabaire noted the existence of this assimilation.
tambal(Stod. 11)
pambel (Nöld. 52)
npâlâ [mpâlâ] (Syl 24.9-12)
5.5.3 Conclusions
All voiced consonants have unvoiced allophones, and all unvoiced conso-
nants have voiced allophones. The allophones occur under influence of re-
84. The second element is uncertain, cf. Maclean 1895: 160.
85. The spelling of the stem tkr (< dkr) (contrary to the present rules of UA) in all mission
presses is probably due to the fact that assimilation had already taken place in CS etp'el, cf.
Maclean 1895: 314.
86. Stoddard 1855: 11, gives one example in which m is written for n, as does Nöldeke
1868: 52.
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gressive assimilation. Unvoiced allophones of voiced consonants appear
also when they occur at the end of a syllable. Further, regressive assimila-
tion of [n] > [mj takes place under influence of labials.
These various allophones are not usually represented in the standard or-
thography, although a few fixed spellings with the allophones do occur in
the Protestant press and in Bedjan's writings.
5.6 Loss of consonants
5.6.1 Phonological and phonetic changes
5.6.1.1 Several CS consonants have disappeared in UA, some of them in all
positions, others only in certain positions. Four consonants underwent very
similar developments: ['"], ['], [h], and [y]. The loss of spirantized [d] and
[tj has been mentioned under 5.3.1.4, but needs some extra attention here,
especially with regard to orthography. Some other consonants have been
lost through complete assimilation in certain positions, of which the oral
sonants [r] and fl] are most important. Apart from these a few consonants
have been lost only in a restricted number of forms.
5.6.1.2 The disappearence of ['] (glottal stop), whenever not in intervocalic
positions, which took place already in CS, is also present in LUA (1).
However, in LUA, ['] tends to be deleted in intervocalic positions as
well. In this position it is regularly replaced by a glide, [y] (2). In a few
forms, ['] instead of earlier [y] turns up in intervocalic positions (3), re-
minding one of the forms in Biblical Aramaic.87 When ['] disappeared at
the end of a syllable, compensatory vowel lengthening took place (4).
(1) «osa, nafa (< (')naSa) (Socin 5.4, Osip. 79.4) Mt nâshâ, Sv na$a
hëna (< (')xarinä) (Kam 14) Mt khénâ, Sv xina
hul (< '"kol) (Kam 32) Sv xala (INF)
(2) pajiS l pä 'is (< pâ 'es) (Kam 35) Mt pa-ish, Sv paß f
maßt (< mü'et) (Kam 44) Mt ma-it, Sv maßt
(3) sürd 'i (Syriac Suryäyi) (Socin 17.14) Mt sûrâ-yâ, Sv suraja
armna'l (Syriac Ärimnäyi) (Socin 19.21) Mt ârimnâ-yâ
(4) d-mâhâ (< men 'ayk) (Socin 15.15) Mt mâkhâ
mâkhil (< ma'kel) (Md)
5.6.1.3 ['] (glottopharyngeal fricative) in intervocalic position has devel-
oped into f] and further into [y] (or [w] when preceded by [u]), whereas
87. See, e.g., ktiblqrê in Ezra 5:12 «""JO?// rwni» 'Chaldean'.
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double ['J has become -ww- or -w- (I).88 In all other positions it has disap-
peared as a consonant (2). However, etymological ['] is closely related to
'back' pronunciation, and has left its traces on the articulation of the word
(cf. 5.12.1).
Loss of ['J at the end of a syllable, before a consonant, usually is com-
pensated for by lengthening of the preceding vowel (3), less often by gemi-
nation of the following consonant (4). Loss of ['] at the beginning of a syl-
lable is compensated for by doubling of the preceding consonant. If the lat-
ter is a voiced consonant, it is devoiced (5).89 However, incidentally exam-
ples are found in which the preceding vowel is lengthened.90
When ['] is the reflex of former [y] (cf. 5.3.1.3), the developments are the
same (6).
(1) bawwuri I ba'wuri I bâwuri (< CS mba"er) (Md) Mt mba-wir
tawwuwi l täwuwi (< CS mta"e) (Md) Mt (m)tâ-wî91
(2) dana (< 'eddânâ) (Socin 7.17) Mt dânâ, Sv dana
ajusta (< 'ajaztä) (Socin 7.21) Mt 'âjiz (SUB)
suri (< z'oré, cf. 6ii) (Socin 9.9) Mt sûrâ, Sv sura
(3) yarii (< ya'ni) (Socin 9.11 ) Mt yânâ, Sv jam
tânâna (vulgar: tênânâ) (< ta'näna) (Kam 38), toni (Socin 9.1) Mt tânâ
(4) bayyîlun « ba'yï=l(h)on) (Socin 15.9) Mt bâ-yî (SUB),
Sv baja
(5) ârra (< 'ar'â)llârâ (Kam39, Socin 3.3//Nöld61) Mt ar'â, Sv arra
jatte (< yad'in) (Kam 24) Sv yatfi
órpa (< arb'ä) (Socin 33.15) Mt arbâ, Sv arpa
(6) Sräyä (srâgâ > srâgâ > srä'ä) (Kam 72) Mt shrâyâ, S v s.raja
pälüwwü (< INF of (m)päleg) (Socin 17.7) Mt (m)palî
5.6.1.4 The consonant [h] was lost whenever directly preceded or followed
by another consonant (1). When in CS a shewa vowel may be supposed to
separate fh] from another consonant, this shewa vowel has not prevented
the loss of [h]. The consonant was also lost at the end of a form, notably in
the endings of the third person singular masculine (-leh) and feminine (-lah)
(2). When lost at the end of a syllable, the preceding vowel was lengthened.
When lost at the beginning of a syllable, the preceding consonant probably
became geminated.92
Between two full vowels fh j was sometimes retained, but could also be
replaced by [w] or [yj. Nöldeke quotes one form in which [h] has become
88. Nöldeke 1868: 62.
89. Tsereteli 1961: 227.
90. Nöldeke 1868: 61, states the same rule and cites ârâ (< ar'â) as an exception.
91. See also Nöldeke 1868: 251.
92. Nöldeke 1868: 57-8.
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fx] . (3). In fast speech [h] is lost completely between two identical vowels.
At the beginning of a word, when followed by a full vowel, it is usually re-
tained, but incidentally it seems to have been lost in this position (4).
( 1 ) will (< tfwe lih) (PRET)
lun I Ion < lehon
sâra (< CS sährä) (Socin 27.20) Mt sârâ
bar a (< CS bahrâ) (Md) Mt bâh'râ or bârâ
zallez (< CS zalhez) (Mold. 58) Mt (m)zaliz
(2) widlê (< 'bid lih = PRET + s-suf) (Socin 7.14)
(3) âlâha (Socin 123.19)
häwi (SUB) Sv havi
qayyi (< qähi) (Nöld. 59)
räxet (< ra/œf) (Nöld. 59)
(4) ahdö (ähä häw > aha ö) (Kam 27)
atka (normally hatkä)
adyä (< aha 'ljäha < ähä gäha) (Kam 44)
5.6.1.5 The consonant [y] was lost when, at the beginning of a form, it
is directly followed by a consonant. When [y] was part of a diphthong, it
merged with the preceding vowel (cf. 5.11.1). When [y] constituted the
first consonant of a syllable, it was retained. Between two full vowels it
was retained, except when the preceding vowel was [uj. Then [y] became
[w].»
deli (< yde'li) S v dili
jattf (< yäde') (Kam 24) S v yaffi
qârûwâ (< qâroyâ) (Mt) Sv qaruvva
5.6.1.6 Spirantized [d] and [t] have disappeared in various positions. The
exact phonetic conditions are unclear, but perhaps the number of fa] vowels
in the examples might be significant. The development does not seem to be
regular. Stoddard mentions the disappearance of [t] (originally /) in plural
endings in vulgar pronunciation.94
bar (< bâtar) (Socin 5.10) S v bar
qamêta (< qadmaytä) (Socin 5.12) Sv
ha (< xad I xdâ) (Socin 5.2) Sv X3
tlq (< tlâtâ) (Socin 25.2) Sv //a
soosawaë (< susâwâti) (Stod. 116)
93. Nöldeke I868: 54-56.
94. Stoddard 1855: 116. Cf. also Nöldeke 1868: 43-44, 109-110.
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5.6.1.7 Two other spirantized consonants, b [w] and p [f] (as well as origi-
nal w), are no longer sounded when preceded by an [uj vowel and followed
by a consonant.
rui$-e (< rupsta) (Socin 9.7) Sv ru(j)sa
darqul (< darqubl) (Mg 310)
5.6.1.8 The [1] in UA also is very susceptible to assimilation: rl > [rr], tl >
[tt] and nl > [nn] (cf. also 5.2.2.5).
mirrun (< '"mir-lhon) (Socin 7.4)
5.6.1.9 The loss of [r], although not entirely regular, occurs rather fre-
quently when [r] occurs in a consonant cluster. A few instances of assimila-
tion to fs] occur.95
(< rxes + lih) (Kam 56) Mt khishlî, Sv xisli
mât (< many) (Mt)
khénâ (< ( ')xrêna) (Mt) Sv xina
khétâ (< xrêtâ) (Mt) Sv xita
kîsâ (< kersä) (Mt)
5.6.1.10 The consonant [m] was lost in the dialects of Urmia and Salmas in
all forms derived from former pa "el (mqattel > qâtel). In some other words,
fm] in initial position without vowel was also lost.96 In a number of words
[m] was lost at the end of the last syllable. At the beginning of a second
conjugation form, [m] was retained in the mountain dialects.97
qabil (< mqabbel) (Socin 21.1)
qômâ (< mqawmâ) (Mt)
qû (< qum) (Mt)
idyû (< hada + yuma) (Mt)
5.6.1.1 1 The consonant [n] was lost when part of the plural ending In. In the
texts a few examples occur of assimilation of the preposition men to initial
[r] of the next form. The assimilation of [n] to following [t] of earlier Ara-
maic is present in UA as well, but I did not encounter new forms in which
[n] assimilated.
jcmjirrih (<janjer + pi -in) (Socin 5.14)
mirrqnk (< min rang) (Socin 21.5)
95. For more examples, see Maclean 1895: 334-5.
96. Compare, however, mdita, that has not lost its initial |m|.
97. Maclean 1895: 331.
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mirrlhqa (< min rexqä) (Socin 5.10)
mdita (< mdl(n)tâ) (Socin 5.21)
5.6.1.12 The loss of [s] at the end of certain words must be considered inci-
dental.
midrê (< men-d-rêff* (Socin 35.19) Mt midrt
5.6.2 Representations in orthography
5.6.2.1 One of the most complicated issues of LUA orthography is the rep-
resentation of consonants that are present in CS forms but are absent in
their U A cognates. Three options were available to the missionaries: (1) not
writing the consonant, (2) marking the consonant with l.o., and (3) writing
the consonant without l.o., after having noted its 'silent' pronunciation in
grammatical descriptions.
One is tempted to believe that the first option, not writing the consonant,
was chosen only when the etymology of the word was unclear. However, it
is hard to believe that in all these instances no etymology was found, so
other reasons may be assumed. Important in this respect is the curious re-
mark of Stoddard on the spelling of qâm (< qdâm) versus bâ(t)r (< bâtar),
marking the difference in use of l.o., referring to 'good reasons', without,
however, telling what these good reasons are." Why is in the first case d
omitted, whereas in the second form t is written with l.o.l The most likely
explanation is that Stoddard was aware of the fact that in many dialects the
ƒ of bâtar was still present, whereas the d of qdâm probably did not survive
in any of the NENA dialects.
Root consonants, especially in verbal forms, were retained as much as
possible, and thus often written with l.o. when not pronounced. If an as-
similated consonant was part of a suffix, rather than the root, it was more
easily omitted. This explains why the assimilated consonants in the se-
quences nl > nn, tl > tt and rl > rr (cf. 5.2.2.5) are never written.
5.6.2.2 The former consonant ' (alef) is nearly always written, and hardly
ever marked by l.o. It marks words beginning with a vowel, as well as all
words endings in a or /. Even if the vowel is preceded by a one-consonantal
preposition, like b- or d-, ' still is written, although no hiatus seems to have
been pronounced. In my transcription this ' is never written because of its
98. Cf. Tsereteli 1961: 257, Maclean 1895: 335.
99. Stoddard 1855: 13: 'One who had not fully considered the subject, might often think
we were arbitrary, where good reasons for a variation may be assigned'.
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purely orthographical function. One special case has to be mentioned in this
respect: the copula (lia 3fsg, etc.) was written in the Protestant texts with-
out an ', probably because of its close connection to the foregoing word.
Bedjan chose to write the copula with ' (I).100
When an etymological ' occurs at the end of a syllable, it is written with-
out La., although no longer pronounced (2).
Although ' is written as the third consonant in the SUB form of the verb,
it is not considered to be a root consonant, but only a sign of a vocalic end-
ing. This ' is not written (3) when the SUB stem, or any other stem of the
verbal system, is followed by a closely connected suffix.
When ' is the first root consonant of a verb,101 it is not pronounced in the
PRET and INF stem forms (4). Then ' is written with /.«., to make the root
morpheme recognizable. Some irregular imperatives constitute an excep-
tion to this rule. In Bedjan's writings, l.o. is often not written in this posi-
tion, since the absence of a vowel sufficiently indicates the non-pronuncia-
tion of '. In some texts ' is left out.
In second-vv/y verbs in UA, which in CS have ' in the masculine singular
active particple, this weak middle consonant is pronounced as [y].102 In the
older texts, this fy] was written with y, but in later texts the ' was intro-
duced. In the two forms with ' between two full vowels in Socin's tran-
scription (5.6.1.2), the text in Syriac script has y (5).
( 1 ) Ui, (y)li H d- Ili, ( ')// // ( lylih, ( ')wax (Mat. 3:3, 2:2 // 1m 2.22, Im l .6 //
VdSii. 25.ii.18)
(2) ki 'no (Mat. 1:18)
mala'ka (Mat. 1:21)
la'ka(Men 3.16)
mä' l ma] (Syl 10.11)
(3) qrili (Mat. 2:15)
timon (< 'ti'mon) (Mat. 2:8), zi'mon (Mat. 2:8, Merx 3.6)
(4) w-( ')merri (Mat. 1:21)
(')tilon (Mat. 2:1), (')telah (VdS 1.8)
zi(<zälä) Mat. 2:20)
(')kâlâ Ixâlâ] (Syl 10.8)
(')xi(r)nä [xennä]m (Syl 27.7)
(5) payes IIpä'eS (Teachings l.6, Mat. l :22 // Merx 31.4, Syl 52.7)
Suräyi (Socin 16.14), Arimnäyi (Socin 18.21)
100. This ' is represented in my transcription. See further 6.2.8.
101. These verbal stems can better be described as beginning with a vowel, see 6.5.3,
'first v'. They correspond to first-' verbs in CS.
102. It is impossible to say whether this form in UA was ever pronounced with ', or
whether it always had been y.
103. Note the unexpected gemination!
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5.6.2.3 Whereas ' in a limited number of instances is left out entirely, this is
not the case with '. Because of its influence on the pronunciation of the
form (cf. 5.12), it was treated as a normal root consonant, although verbs
with this consonant closely resemble those with ' or y in that position.
The rules for writing ' with l.o. vary considerably between the texts, but
some general tendencies can be stated. When ' closes the syllable, it is
hardly ever written with l.o. (1). Neither is l.o. added when ' is the first con-
sonant of a form (2). When ' immediately precedes a consonant, it does not
need l.o. either (3).
The ' is often found with l.o. at the beginning of non-final syllable (4),
preceded by a consonant or former shewa. This might have been done to
prevent pronouncing a hiatus, which otherwise might seem the only way to
explain the presence of c. However, these forms with l.o. occur side by side
with forms without it.
When f] occurred in intervocalic positions, it became [y] or [w]. This
regularly took place in the INF stem, when ' is the third root consonant. The
Protestant missionaries accounted for this development by adding y to '.
Because of the regular non-pronunciation of ' at the end of a syllable, this
yielded the correct pronunciation.104
(1) arba'sar (Mat. 1:17)
Sme'li, Smi'lih (Mat. 2:3, Merx 12.12)
wf'ftj (VdS 250.13)
Su'li (normally Mi) (VdS 248.13)
(2) 'abed (Mai. 1:19)
(3) 'reqli (Mat. 2:14)
'mîdô(Mat. 3:14)
'dona (Ruth 2:14, Merx 32.8, Syl 6.17)
'£xW0 (Syl 23.10-14)
(4) arb( ')l II arb 'a (Mat. 4:2 // HS 2.9)
yâd(')î II yâd'â (ZdB 49/11B10 // VdS 248.12)
mad(')l(ZdB49/l\B\\)




z(')ur- II z'urtâ (Merx 17.10 // Merx 30.6)
tunyâti (< t'unta) (Mat. 3:8)
(5) jammu'wi (INF, SUB mjamme') (Mat. 3:12)
lïdâ'y- (l-fdâ'â > lldâyâ) // bîdâ(')ya (Ruth 2.10 // Merx 2.14)
104. Nöldeke (1868: 59, n. 1) thought this spelling 'ein grosser Fehler'. Compare also his
discussion with Merx (Nöldeke 1873: 1965-67).
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sme'yä (PART < sml'ä) II (y)dl'a (Merx 31.4 // Syl 18.10)
smaytä [ämetä] // (y)dä(')ytä (Nac) (Im 1.14//HS 4.5)
5.6.2.4 The consonant h is written both with and without l.o., in a way that
is comparable with the conventions for '. However, the rather restricted oc-
currence of h in UA makes it difficult to find examples of different forms,
and the majority of forms with h are derived from the verbal root hw'.
The consonant h is employed to mark vocalic endings (both verbal and
nominal) with a specific grammatical function (3msg and 3fsg). In this po-
sition h is not pronounced, and a spelling with ' would yield the same, cor-
rect, pronunciation. In one part of the verbal derivation (the subject suffixes
of the PRET stem) this has led to two different spellings: the Protestant
missionaries, probably because of initial lack of insight into the etymology
of the form, spelled the [li] and [la] endings with V05 Although they must
have come across the right etymology later, they preferred to retain this
spelling, even in the revised version of BT 1893.'°6
Bedjan in nearly all his books adherred to this spelling, but in his last
book (VdS 1912), he changed to a spelling with -lih and -lah, with a dot on
the h in the feminine suffix, which was in use in CS to distinguish between
masculine and feminine suffixes. Probably the Anglican missionaries were
the first to employ this etymological spelling of these suffixes when at-
tached to the PRET stem. The same difference in spelling is found in the
third person singular copulae. In the texts written by Assyrian scribes a
number of times the third person masculine singular copula is spelled (-_y//)
when the corresponding suffix (-lih) was needed.107
Thus no l.o. is employed when h is etymologically written at the end of a
syllable, either with the suffixes ( 1 ), or in nouns or verbs with (former) h as
middle consonant. A few instances are found where h is written with l.o. in
this position (2).
In accordance with the convention for ', h is still written, either with or
without l.o., when originally with shewa and being the first consonant of a
105. This spelling enabled them to distinguish artificially between a 3msg PRET form
with and without object suffix, which was not marked grammatically: kteblih (+ o-suf
3msg 0) // ktebli. See also 6.6.2.3.
106. In Stoddard's grammar the explanation of this PRET form is not correct (*qam lih;
'he rose to himself), but his explanation as well suggests a spelling -lih instead of -//'.
Stoddard adds: 'Our mode, however, of spelling the preterite, more correctly represents the
present pronunciation.'(Stoddard 1855: 108).
107. That this element of LUA orthography is a real problem for Aramaic-speaking writ-
ers, is confirmed by the grammar by Nimrod Simono, as translated by Poizat (1973-1979a:
192)
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word (3). This occurs only with verbs of the first conjugation beginning
with /!, and the most important verb in this class is hwaya. In the copula and
in the past marker fwa:], h is written nearly always with l.o.
When [h] was lost between former shewa and a full vowel (4), it is either
written with l.o. or left out entirely. The most important example of this
feature is the plural suffix of the third person: [lunj (< lfhon). When this
suffix serves as the subject suffix of the PRET stem, it is most often written
without /;, but when serving as object suffix with the SUB stem, it is written
with h. In the Anglican press both functions are written with h. In most in-
stances Bedjan adopted the spelling of the Protestant press. When following
a consonant and preceding a vowel, h was written without l.o., probably
because a vowel had to be attached to it.'08
The loss of [h] between two full vowels was not represented in the texts.
(1) -lih I -lah (pron. «-'f) (Mat. 1:19, id. in all other texts)
'bedlä, Sqelli, 'bidla, =(y)li (cop 3msg) (Mark 14:8, ZdB71/12/94A15, id.
Syl41.12, Merx2.8, Mark 14:14)
greSläh, (y)teblih, =1lah (cop 3fsg) (VdS 19.15, 19, 20.5)
'bld=lah, 'ti=lih, =ylih (cop 3msg) (Mark 14:8, 17, 14 '95)
(2) kâhni (Mat. 2:4)
bahrâ (Mat. 4:16)
yahbet (SUB) // b-yâ(h)bâ (INF) (Teachings 7.9 // Mark 14:6)
sa(h)yl (SUB < s(h)äyä) (Mat. 5:6)
sâmâ (< A sahm) (ZdB49/l/4B26)
(3) (h)wêt-ih (Nac) (Mat. 1:18)
(h)wila (PRET) // u-hwellâ (Mat. 1:18 // HS 2.8)
(h)wa (past marker) (Mat. 1:18, Mark 14:3 '95, VdS 21.21, etc.)
y(h)wa II (')y(h)wa (past cop after vowel) ( Mark 14:1 '95 // VdS 22.17)
*ï(h)wâ (past cop after consonant) (VdS 22.14)
(4) -l(h)on (o-sf) II xzilon, brellon II pli(=l(h)on (PRET 3pl) (Mat. 2:4,
Syl40 .8 / /Mat2: l l ,HS2.15/ /Mark 14:26 '95)
malhi [malli:] (Mold 57)
5.6.2.5 The consonant y is written with l.o. when lost at the beginning of a
word (1). It is employed also to mark feminine forms in orthography that
are identical with the masculine forms in pronunciation, by adding a y with-
out vowel after the last consonant of the verbal or pronominal forms (2).
This usage is based on CS rules (cf. 5.1.2.4).
(1) (y)de'li II deli « yde' + sf) (ZdB71/12/91B20 // Merx 55.5)
(2) a(n)ty (f) // a(n)t (m) (Stoddard)
108. SoNöldeke 1868: 58.
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-uk (m), -âky (f) // -uk, aky (Stoddard 25, Mg 18, §11)
'body (ƒ) II 'bod (m) (IMP)
5.6.2.6 The loss of spirantized [d] and [t] in the later texts is indicated by
adding l.o. to these consonants. However, in the early Protestant works the
word [qamj always is spelled without former [dj, whereas in the later Prot-
estant publications, a distinction is made (although not consistently) be-
tween fqam] and [qameta], of which the former is written without d and the
latter with (d). The word [xa] (< xad) in most of the nineteenth-century
Protestant publications is written without [dj, whereas in the Anglican im-
pressions it is written with (d). This was taken over by the Protestants in the
Bible edition of 1893.
qäm- (< (fdam) II qâ(d)m (Mat. 5:12, Ruth 4:4, ZdB71/12/91B25 //
VdS 249.8)
qâmêtâ H qa(d)mêtâ (< qadmâytâ) (Teachings 2.7, Merx 8.1 // Ruth 3:10,
Merx 39.10)
qa(d)mâyâ, qa(d)mêtâ (HS 1.14, Markl4:8 '95, id. in BT '93)
xâ II xa(d) (ZdB71/12/91B20 etc. // Mark 14:10 '95, id. in BT '93)
ba(t)r (< bâtar) (in all printings, only incidentally is l.o. or t left out)
(la II tla(t) (< tlätß) (Mark 14:30 // Mark 14:30 '95 and BT '93)
yâlâ (< yaldâ) (Merx 13.19)
5.6.2.7 In most instances the loss of spirantized [pj and [bj after [u] is not
marked, and the consonant is written without l.o. However, some examples
can be found in which either l.o. is written or the consonant is left out en-
tirely.
rupstâ (< rapsà) [rusta] (Mat. 3:12)
'r'ubta [ru:ta~] // ru'btâ (HS 3.6 // Merx 38.6)
xuyyâ (< xubyä) II xubyä (Mat. 4:16 // BT '93)
5.6.2.8 The assimilations of [rl] > [rr], ftl] > ftt], and [nl] > [nn], are always
represented in orthography by r, t and n, in most texts preceded by a short
vowel (cf. 5.2.2.5).
'herron (PRET 3pl) (ZdB71/12/91B33)
bâqirri(h) (SUB 3msg + o-suf 3msg) (Merx 12.10)
lâbsennun (SUB Imsg + o-suf 3pl) (Merx 4.9)
5.6.2.9 When [r] was lost, this consonant may be written with or without
1.0.
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mart I mat] (Syl 27.10)
ha(r)t qâlâ [bat qâlâ] (Syl 17.11-12)
ke(r)saky << ke(r)sa + suf. 3fsg) (Syl 40.15)
5.6.2.10 The m of the second conjugation was not written in the Protestant
press nor in Bedjan's books. In the Anglican press it was written always,
either with or without l.o., because of its occurrence in other dialects.109 In
other positions, lost m usually was written with l.o. in all presses.
(m)qâbel (< mqabbel) II (m)qabel (Md)
qu(m)(Mat. 2:13)
5.6.2.11 The lost n of plural endings was never written. When n was lost
through assimilation at the following consonant, its orthography varies.
mâsi (< mäsen) (ZdB49/l/lBl 1)
xamsl (< xamSln] (HS 10.15)
gibä (< ganbä) (Mat. 4:25)
min rexqâ (Socin 4.21)
5.6.2.12 The word medri was written phonologically by the Protestants and
by Bedjan, whereas the Anglicans introduced the etymological spelling
with n and s with l.o.
medri II me(n)dri($) and medri(s) (Mark 14:25, HS 10.21, BT '93 // Md)
5.6.2.13 In forms that in CS orthography are written with l.o., this spelling
was retained, even if the consonants with l.o. had long ceased to be pro-
nounced.
(')nâSâ, mdl(n)tä, (')xi(r)nä (cf. Socin 5.4, 21 : naSâ, mdîta; Kam 14: he na)
(')xi(r)tâ, (')xi(r)nâ fxennâ] (Mat. 2:12, Syl 27.9)
5.6.3 Conclusions
A number of Aramaic consonants have disappeared in UA, some of them
without leaving any trace, others disappearing only under certain condi-
tions, and others leaving traces like gemination of remaining consonants or
lengthening of the preceding vowel. In case of ', ', and h, the original con-
sonant is usually maintained in LUA orthography, often without, and some-
times with, l.o. Most other lost consonants are written with l.o.
109. Maclean 1895: 91.
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5.7 Lengthening and shortening of vowels
5.7.1 Phonological and phonetic changes
5.7.1.1 In CS the difference between a and ë on the one hand and a and e
on the other is governed not only by the syllabic structure of the word, but
also by the history of the word itself. In fact, it is generally believed that the
difference between the two pairs of vowels is not one of length only, but
also one of vowel color.110 In U A a development has taken place in which
the difference in length between these two pairs of vowels has become de-
pendent on their position in either an open or a closed syllable. Hereby
length lost its phonemic value in U A."1 Phonetic descriptions indicate that
these developments not only accounted for [a] and [i] (CS ê and e), but also
for [u], although with this vowel length is not always noted. Another fea-
ture that becomes clear from the transcribed texts is the position of CS l (cf.
5.8.1). In closed syllables this vowel is shortened to fi], and can no longer
be distinguished from shortened ê ( > [i]).112
|a| tqma (Socin 25.2) Mt tâmâ, Sv tama
bar hâdâ (Socin 25.5) Mt bar hâdâ, Sv bar had3
hâmmâsa, hdtnäsä, hämäsä, "ham:afa(Socin25.16,Kam 12,33,Osip 79.10)
Mt hamâshâ, Sv hamma^
päta (Kam 1) Mt pâtâ
haram (< T, A, P harâm) (Kam 8) Mt hârâm
[i] diwan (Socin 25.3) Mt dîwân,
:illih (Socin 25.3)
tilih (Socin 25.8)
hizya (< xezyâ) (Kam 4)
yânhtëla (< yârïxtâ-) (Kam 5)
[u| yüma, *yü:ma (Socin 25.4, Osip 80.1) Mt yômâ l yûmâ, Sv jums
mustuluh (Socin 25.10)
dsüpilun (Merx 57.3)
djümla (Kam 19) Mt gümla
scül:e (Osip 79.11) Mt kul, kult, S v kulli
5.7.1.2 In accordance with the above mentioned rules, long vowels in open
syllables and short vowels in closed syllables have been retained. However,
in CS long vowels occasionally occurred in closed syllabes, often because
110. Compare Boyarin 1978: 141-160, where he describes the change of the functions of
a and a in Babylonian Aramaic, in which, however, other conditions are at stake than in UA.
1 1 1 . So also Het/ron 1969: 113.
112. Nöldeke 1868: 3-6.
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of earlier loss of shewa. These long vowels were shortened in UA (qâflâ >
qâtlâ > [qatla]). When consonants were lost, new syllabic structures ap-
peared and new closed syllables could arise (cf. 5.6.1).
tjlma (< âlmâ) (Socin 25.2) Mt âlmâ, Sv alma
bar (< bâtar) (Socin 25.5) Mt bar, Sv bar
qqrya (< qâryâ SUB) (Socin 25.16)
5.7.1.3 Short vowels in open syllables were lengthened. New open syllables
arose when earlier gemination was lost (cf. 5.2.1.2), or when certain conso-
nants were lost (cf. 5.6.1).
rqba (< rabbâ) (Socin 27.4) Mt râbâ, Sv raba
sara (< sahra) (Socin 27.20) Mt sârâ
5.7.1.4 This pattern of short vowels in closed syllables and long vowels in
open syllables is somewhat blurred by the influence of stress. Long vowels
in open syllables following the main stress are shortened, whereas inciden-
tally long vowels preceding the main stress are shortened (I)."3 In some
words, Socin indicated a long unstressed vowel in the last syllable. Perhaps
these forms have to be explained through his knowledge of classical or-
thography. It should be noted that the long vowels [iy], [uy], [o], and [e]
have no short allophones.
Long vowels in closed stressed syllables occur occasionally. Most of
these long vowels are found in loanwords, a fact that is easily explained by
Persian and Arabic vocalic patterns in which long vowels in closed sylla-
bles are rather common (2)."4 These forms probably were not yet fully in-
tegrated into the syllabic patterns of UA.
The long vowels occasionally written in Aramaic words may be ex-
plained by the fact that stress and length were closely connected; thus a
long vowel in a closed syllable might indicate main stress. Conversely,
Merx, who only occasionally marked vowel length, might have thought it
sufficient to note stress (3).
(1) ana, ana (Socin 25.2, 4), ana (Merx 57.4)
plasa (< pläsa) (Socin 3.7)
tqma (< tamo) (Socin 5.9)
qtólle (< qtel + lih) (Socin 7.15)
113. So Marogulov 1935/1976: 14-5, §20. See also Odisho 1988: 52-55, for the same
phenomenon in Iraqi Koine.
114. Cf. Marogulov 1935/1976: 12-3, §17.
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(2) qir (Kam 30)
(3) â r (Kam71)
ago (Socin 256)
tâhâr (usually: tahar) (Socin 27.2)
dsuptlun (Merx 57.3)
byumânet (Merx 57.9)
5.7.2 Representations in orthography
5.7.2.1 As in many other parts of orthography, historical and phonemical
spellings occur side by side. The main rule of LUA orthography — choos-
ing an historical spelling whenever etymology is known, and a phonemical
spelling in all other instances — seems to have been applied here also. Only
in the earliest Protestant texts are forms with a phonemical spelling found
whose etymology must have been known to the missionaries. Most of these
forms were brought back into the CS patterns in the course of the century.
The Anglican missionaries in particular were very eager to revert to CS or-
thography as often as possible.
5.7.2.2 In the earliest Protestant texts, many examples can be found in
which shortened a was written as a and shortened ë and I both as e. How-
ever, in most of the texts, the later Protestant texts, as well as in those of
Bedjan and of the Anglicans, the orthography of CS is followed and short-
ening of vowels is not noted (1).
Two verbal stem forms, the third person femine singular SUB and the
PRET stem, contained such shortened vowels. Shortened à in the SUB stem
is attested, although not regularly, in the early Protestant texts and in later
texts written by less careful scribes (2). Shortened I in the PRET stem is
found in all Protestant texts."5 Remarkably, when the syllable becomes
open because of insertion of an object suffix, ï is employed by the Protes-
tants (3b). This might have something to do with the reflex of CS I in open
syllables (cf. 5.8). At the end of the century, the Anglicans decided to re-
introduce the / in all forms of the PRET. Bedjan spells the PRET stem with
e, even if the syllable is open which is the case for third-y verbs (3).
The PART stem, based on the same form as the PRET, is always written
with ;, whereas here also the [ i ] is in a closed syllable. This seems to be due
to analogy: if the masculine form has /, the feminine should also have it (4).
Analogy may also account for the reintroduction of a in the third person
115. In the texts of Socin and Merx, there seems to be a tendency to employ i both for i
and e, which makes these texts somewhat different from the others.
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feminine singular SUB, which was made to correspond to the masculine
form with a (1).
(1) 'alma II 'alma (Merx 10.12 // Teachings 3.4)
ba(t)r II ba(t)r (Socin 4.9 // Mark 14:1)
sâprî (Mark 14:1)
Mâryâ(HS 1.7)
(2) sagdet (< sâg'da-), ki xaSbâ (< xâs'bâ) II bâtnâ (< mbât'na)
(Teachings 5.4, Merx 1.9 // Mat.l :23)
(3) 'bedla (< 'bid té/0, sqelli, 'bidlâ H 'bld=lah
(Mark 14:8, ZdB71/12/94A15, Merx 2.8 //Mark 14:8 '95)
qreli, (')merri, gresläh (HS 1.15, HS 2.1, VdS 19.15)
(3b) nSeqla (< nsiq-lah) (Ruth 1:14)
nslqêlâ (< nslq-ê-lâh) (Ruth 1:9)
bsemla=li (< bslm-la lih) (Mat. 1:19)
(4) mflxta (PART fsg) (Mat. 1:18)
sriiqâ (PART msg) (Mat. 3:14)
mâkïktâ, yârïktâ (adj) (Teachings 2.15, Merx 4.4)
5.7.2.3 Vowel lengthening is usually noted when it is the result of
degemination (cf. 5.2.2). When lengthening is due to consonant loss, it is
not noted when the lost consonant is still written, whether with or without
l.o. The vowel is written as long when the lost consonant is not represented




yâlâ (<yaldâ) (Merx 13.19)
5.7.2.4 In loanwords it must have been rather difficult to decide which con-
sonant to write, and whether to adjust its length to UA syllabic patterns or
to represent its pronunciation in the source language. No clear rules can be
stated.
ujâxi (< T, K 'ûjâq) (Mat. 1:17)
mbâdâl « A, T mbadal) (Mat. 2:22)
xârâbï (< A, T, K xarâbeh) (Mat. 3:1)
sâbâb (< A sabab, K sebeb) // sâbab, (Mat. 3:3, HS 3.3 // Teachings 2.4)
abad H âbâd (< A abad) (Teachings 2.5, HS 1.7)
Mpaqat (< T, P Sapaqat) (Teachings 5.9)
rigtok (< P rïgâ) (Teachings 6.7)
116. So Stoddard 1855: 13: 'P'tahha is lengthened, when followed by ', /; or ". Likewise
Maclean 1895: 283.
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5.7.3 Conclusions
The length of vowels is not phonemic in UA. Vowel length is adjusted to
the type of syllable in which the vowel occurs: short vowels occur in closed
syllables, long vowels in open syllables. In unstressed open end-syllables,
long vowels are usually shortened. In loanwords, long vowels in closed syl-
lables have survived in a number of words, especially in stressed syllables.
In LUA orthography, vowel length is usually noted.
5.8 The vowels [i] and [iy]
5.8.1 Phonological and phonetic changes
5.8.1.1 CS ê and e have merged into one [i]-vowel in UA."7 This vowel is
pronounced short or long, depending on syllabic structure. In closed sylla-
bles, CS î also merged into this phoneme. The pronunciation of the pho-
neme [i] varies from [3] to [i] under influence of loss of stress or of
velarization (cf. 5.7.1.4 and 5.12.1).
nâsi (< 'nâSê) (Socin 3.1) Mt nâshî, Sv n*$i
min, mm (< men) (Socin 3.8, Osip 80.16) Mt min, Sv min
widlun (< 'bid Ihon) (Socin 3.7)
xitâ (< Xenta) (Socin 3.9) Mt shfta, S v jjto
plSli hizya (< pîS leh xhyâ) (Merx 58.6) Mt pishlî -, Sv - xizja
'âzil (âzel) (Merx 58.16) Mt âzil, Sv KÏ\
rïSe (< rêSâ) (Kam 24) Mt rîshâ, Sv ri$a
fa'pirt'e (< säplrtä) (Osip 79.4)
5.8.1.2 In open syllables, CS / became a palatalized [iy], tending towards
[ifi]. Accoring to Polotsky and Odisho, this development took place at the
end of a word, as well as when I occured in open syllables inside a word, in
words like CS sapplra.n* At the end of a word this vowel can indeed be
clearly distinguished from [ij in open syllables, but in open syllables inside
a word it is difficult to find clear attestations of fiy]. Socin and Merx do not
seem to have noticed \V] in this position, but Kampffmeyer gives a couple
of examples, as does Osipoff. In the Soviet orthography [ i y] is marked by ij
117. Tsereteli 1961: 235, classifies this merger of |e) with [i] and that of [o] with |u] un-
der the heading 'Verengung langer Vokale'.
118. Polotsky 1961: 15-6 and Odisho 1988: 25. Tsereteli 1961: 225, 236 also describes
the palatalization, but does not recognize its regularity.
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(as opposed to /)• In Maclean's transcription this sound is marked by f (in
italics, as opposed to î for [i]), but only when at the end of a word.
odih (< 'âbdin SUB 3pl), havi% (< hâwïn) (Socin 3.4, Kam 27)
Cf. Sv hamzimmij
ana hislih (< rxes- PRET Is) (Socin 25.5-6) Sv -lij
halhï (< hal II) (Osip 80.4)
mVta (PART mss), qijdïne (< qidi=(y)nâ) (PART mpl + cop 3pl) (Kam 2,3)
Sv sqijly (II sqilts)
bâsima (adj) (Socin 25.14) Sv basijma I basimts
/a'piîra(Osip80.17)
dî'le (< d-lli cop) (Kam 2) Sv ijb
lïva (< ïwâ) (Osip 80.7) Sv ijva
Vda (< Ida) (Kam 1 ) Mt îdâ, Sv ijds
Vlânâ (Kam 38) Mt îlânâ
lïna (Osip 79.5, 10) but Mt înâ, Sv ins
5.8.2 Representations in orthography
5.8.2.1 The development from short and long [e] vowel in CS to short and
long [i] vowel in UA is not reflected in orthography. The fi] vowels are
written with the signs for the [e| vowels, and it is quite probable that
Assyrians when reading CS, did not pronounce [e] but [ij vowels. Differ-
ences in writing between CS and UA with respect to these vowels occur
only for reaons of syllabic structure as explained above. Stoddard describes
short e (= [i]) as '/ in pin' and ; (= [i:]) as 'between e in elate and a in
hate'.119
5.8.2.2 The opposition between [i] in open syllables and the palatalized [iy]
vowel is sometimes indicated in the printed texts. The Protestants chose to
write î, instead of /, in open syllables at the end of a word, when [iy] was
pronounced. The difference in pronunciation between the first person [-iy]
and third person masculine singular suffix [-i] thus was adequately repre-
sented. This practice might have been partly due to CS orthography, but it
was also introduced into new formations of UA, like the I'm ma, 'but'.120 In
most of the phonetic texts this sound is written with a sign for [i:], and then
should have been spelled with /. However, in the text of Osipoff, this sen-
tence connective is found with [iy] (1).
In the feminine PART stem a historical /~ is written, whereas it is quite
unlikely that [iy] was pronounced. This must be due to the fact that in the
119. Stoddard 1855: 12.
120. According to Md, this is a loanword from Kurdish, înâ.
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masculine and plural PART forms [iy] was pronounced. The I in it ('there
is'), spelled with ; in all texts, had been shortened to [i], and the spelling
must be regarded as purely historical (2).
(1) qârl, parxi (SUB 3pl) (Mat. 1 :23, HS 2.15)
museqlï (suf Isg) (// museqli 3msg) (Teachings 6.8)
mendl(MaH. 1:22, VdS 2.8)
ay m (Mat. 2:7)
Iman (Mat. 2:7)
anl ('they') (versus anni 'these') (Mat. 2:7, 8, 20)
axfl (Teachings 2. 1 3)
pnsêli (PRET 3msg + o-suf 3pl) // presli (PRET 3msg) (HS 2.3)
nixa (PART ms) (Teachings 5.11)
wâ (Mat. 1:19)
(2) tlibta, qtilta (PART fsg) (Mat. 1:18, Syl 39.2)
it (Mark 14:3)
5.8.3 Conclusions
In Urmia Aramaic two phonemically different long [i] vowels are present in
open syllables: [i:] and [iy]. In closed yllables the two phonemes merge
into the short vowel [i]. The two long phonemes are not consistently
marked in LU A orthography, although in general /" reflects [iy], and i re-
flects [i:], due to the corresponding sounds in CS.
5.9 The vowels [u] and [u*]
5.9.1 Phonological and phonetic changes
5.9.1.1 The Eastern CS vocalized texts distinguish between an [o] and [uj
vowel, both of which can be either short or long. In UA [o] has become [u],
both short and long, the latter being conditioned by syllabic structure. A new
[o] vowel has developed out of contraction of various diphthongs (cf. 5.1 1).
thut (< txot) (Socin 3.3) Mt tkhût
Smitlun (< smlt Ihon, PRET 3pl) (Socin 3.8)
yûma (< yom) (Socin 25.4) Mt yûmâ, S v jurnz
brûna (< bronä) (Merx 61.8) Mt hrûnâ,
qälultela l qälülena (< qälölä + cop) (Kam 22) Mt qâlûlâ, qaluh
5.9.1.2 The palatalization of CS l, as discussed in the preceding section, has
a clear counterpart in that of CS u. This vowel in open syllables has become
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[uy], and must be distinguished from [u] that originates from CS o. In the
Salmas dialect this [u] in open syllables became [ug]. In closed syllables
CS o and u have merged into [u]. The ending -uta does not seem to be af-
fected by this development, perhaps because of its pronunciation [ua].121
Although the special pronunciation of UA [uy] is mentioned in the early
grammars, and is incidentally marked in the Soviet orthography, prior to
Polotsky nobody seems to have understood the phonemic distinction be-
tween the two sounds and their distribution (I).122
The [u] vowel resulting from [uj + [w] (b) or [f] (p), was also pro-
nounced as [uy], and perhaps ktuita from CS ktlbtâ may be explained as a
development from [i] + [w] > [u] > [uy]. The palatalization of [u] in puq-
dänä and dukta probably is initiated by the co-occurence of a palatal123 and
a dental plosive (2).124
(1) yâqutrê (< yâqura) (Socin 9.1 ) Mt yâqûrâ, Sv jaqura
zuizi (< zuzi) (Socin 13.10) Mt zûz-â, Sv zuzi
sk'u're (< sküri, Kam: 'W oder u'') (Kam 73) Mt shkûrî
qujra (< T qûrâ) (Kam 88) // qóugra (Duval 22.9) Mt qûrâ
nóugna (Duval 12.6) Mt nûnâ, Sv nuna
(2) ruisê, ruïja:na (< rupsa) (Socin 9.7, Osip 80.6) Mt rûshâ, S v ru(j)sa
ktuita (< ktïbta) (Socin 19.8) Mt S v ktivti l ktujta
puidânu (< puqdän-) (Merx 57.13) Mt U: pûd- or pû'dânâ
dutkta (< dukta) (Socin 13.9) Mt dükta, Sv duka
5.9.2 Representations in orthography
5.9.2.1 The reflection of CS [o] and [u] in LUA is rather complex.
Stoddard, in his list of vowel signs, distinguishes between u and o, saying
that o sounds as 'o in note' and u as 'oo in poor', whereas on the next page
he comments on o: 'This is long o, but is often undistinguishable in pro-
nunciation from u, which has the sound of oo in poor, but at times inclines
also to the sound of long o.' This explanation is followed by a curious re-
mark that 'when a precedes, o should follow; when a precedes, u should
follow.'125 It is likely that Stoddard wanted to make the difference between
the two vowels — which apparently was difficult to hear — more under-
121. Cf. 5.6.1.6.
122. See Polotsky 1961: 11-16, Nöldeke 1868: 14, and Maclean 1895: 292.
123. In the Soviet orthography the verb pjqudi is supposed to be fronted, which makes
[q] even more alike to [k]. For the palatalizing tendency of [k|, see 2.4.
124. It is interesting to note that in Chatelet 1934: 250, the place name Gugtapa is spelled
as Gueitapê, reflecting a similar development.
125. Stoddard 1855: 12, 14.
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standable by limiting their employment to certain positions. However, as
was described in the preceding paragraphs, this difference is not attested to
at all in the transcribed texts. Stoddard's rule, therefore, is an orthographic
rather than a phonetic principle. As Nöldeke already suggested, this rule
may have been based on the CS patterns yâlôdâ versus yallûdâ. Of the sec-
ond pattern, however, very few examples occur in UA.126
5.9.2.2 Thus the phonetic conditions describing the correspondence be-
tween CS o and U A [u], as well as between CS u and U A [uy], hardly pro-
vide a clue to understanding the spelling conventions in the Protestant pub-
lications. Stoddard's rule about the connection between a — o and a — u,
provides understanding for a limited number of forms ( 1 ). This rule offers a
neat explanation for the choice of the vowel in the INF stem forms in which
olu alternates between stems with and without gemination: mâlopi II
maqqumi. This rule was applied also to nouns in which the reflex of CS o
or u was preceded by a long or short [aj-vowel, even when these words
were new in the Aramaic vocabulary.
When the [oj or [u] vowel was not preceded by an [a] vowel, CS ortho-
graphy was decisive, and o remained o while u remained u (2). This con-
vention, although not exactly representing the phonetic situation, leaves the
border line between the two phonemes intact. The spelling of many forms
can be explained from this rule. Some important regular forms in this cat-
egory are the IMP stem, derived from CS qtol, and the suffixes of the sec-
ond and third person plural: îton < -ton and Ion < Ihon.
In loanwords and new forms, when not subject to the a — o rule, the ac-
tual pronunciation was decisive for its spelling (3). This might explain for
the -uk suffix (2msg, CS -âk) and for the PRET stem of the second stem
pattern (Ha and lib): pulet- and mucex-. When loanwords contained an [o],
this sound is represented either by o, or, as was usually done by the Protes-
tants, by the diphthong ô (< aw)}21
Bedjan changed the orthography of the forms with fo], [u], and [uy] in
the course of time. In his Syllabaire, he employs a rather phonetic spelling,
in which u represents [u], and sometimes [uyj, and o denotes the contracted
diphthong [aw] (cf. 5.11.2). He incidentally employs ux or uy for [uy]; the
first spelling obviously being suggested by the Salmas pronunciation of this
phoneme. In the books written until 1893 the spelling of these phonemes
126. Nöldeke 1868: 1 1 .
127. Although these rules are not based consistently either on etymology or on phonol-
ogy, the distribution of o and u is not arbitrary, as Polotsky 1961: 1 1 suggests.
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fluctuates somewhat, but tends to be phonetical. From 1893 onwards, he
follows the spelling conventions of the Protestants, although incidentally
more phonetic spellings occur. The Roman Catholic Bible translation
(1877) follows the Protestant spelling. The Anglicans clearly had not been
able to suggest a more etymological spelling and therefore they also ad-
hered to the Protestant spelling conventions.128
(1) däkowi (< dakkê), bâqori, mpâroqi, säqori (Mat 3:12, Mat 2:2 '77, Mg 90,
MdP2.14 '93)
jammu'wi (< mjamme'), maxruzi, mxazdug- (Mat 3:12, Mat. 3.1 '77,
Mark 14:6 '95)
bâsortâ, qârowâ,yâqori (Mat 2.6, id. in BT '93, Mark 14:30 '95, VdS vi.3)








z'orâ, z'ortâ (Mat. 2:13, VdS 247.10)
sboq (IMP) (Mat. 5:24, Mark 14.6 '95, MdP 4.14 '93, VdS 242.22)
sme'lon (Mat. 2:9)
abdenôkon (SUB) (Mat. 4:19)
hâwêton (SUB) (Mat. 4:19)
saumon (IMP pi) (Teachings 1.5)
(3) mudi (Teachings 6.2, Mark 14:23 '95) // qämodl (Mark 14:4, id '95)
caton (Mat 1:9 '77)
saqlï=luk (SUB) (Mat. 4:6)
aqluk (Mat. 4:6)
hurekli (Mark 14:22)
5.9.2.3 In the texts of Socin and Merx, the actual pronunciation of the re-
flexes of [o] and [u] was more or less represented in Syriac script, by em-
128. Cf. Maclean 1901 : xix, in which he notes the correspondence between u I û' (U) /
ügh (S). It is d i f f i c u l t to say whether he has noticed that this correspondence was based on the
CS difference o H u. Cf. Polotsky 1961: 12.
129. It is difficult to reconstruct the exact history of the pronunciation of this word. In CS
the construct form is yom-, while the emphatic form is yâwmâ (Eastern CS). CS [aw| > UA
[o], but in the transcribed texts [yuma] is the regular form. This might be a further (irregular)
development after contraction had taken place: fyawma] > [yoma] > [yuma]. Thus, the or-
thography vomä in the Protestant press is pseudo-historical, because in CS orthography this
form never existed.
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ploying M for former [o] (1), and uy for former [u] (2). Thus many examples
are found of uy where the standard texts have mostly u, confirming
Polotsky's thesis on the occurrence of this palatalized vowel. However, not
in all words where this uy could occur, it does occur. This might be due to
the fact that these writers, probably unconsciously, mixed the standard
spelling with a spelling more closely reflecting the actual pronunciation. In-
cidentally these forms with uy occur in the standard texts as well. As noted
in the preceding paragraph, Bedjan in his first period also employed a more
phonetical spelling, in which apart from u, also ux and uy are found for [uy].
In the earliest Protestant texts u is employed both for [u] and [uyj, although
etymological o occurs incidentally as well.
(1) brun-ih (< brona)"0 (Merx 16.17, Mat. 1:1, Syl 40.3)
yurna (Merx 1.4, Syl 40.8, HS 2.5, MdP 2.15 '86)
slutä (Merx 13.20)
'budon, (')mur, Sbuq (IMP) (Mat. 3:8, 4:3, Syl 40.8)
Iqâdus-ih, xàduri, pâqudi, sâkuri (INF) (Mat. 5:13, Merx 10.7, Syl 43.7,
MdP 2.13 '86)
pelxânuk, brunuk (suf 2msg) // brunok (Teachings 6.4, MdP 1.9 '86 //
Teachings 6.6)
qarnudi (Merx 13.9, HS 7.18)
(2) nuyrä (Merx 5 nt. 12)
zuyzi (Merx 10.9)
Suyräyä (Merx 12.8)
suysâwâti H susi (Merx 7.14 // Syl 32.24)
guydâni, guydâ (Merx 10.16, Syl 30.6)
b-uxdali (Syl 18.4, HS 5.20)
5.9.3 Conclusions
The two long [i] vowels have a parallel in the presence of two phone-
mically different [u] vowels: [u:] and [uy]. As was the case with the two [i]
vowels, these two [u] vowels merge in closed syllables to one short [uj
vowel. In LUA orthography, the distribution of [u:] and [uy] is not marked,
because etymological and phonological spellings were employed side by
side. In the standard spelling, etymological considerations are most impor-
tant, and therefore original [u] that became [uy] in general is spelled as u,
whereas o reflects CS [o] that became UA [u]. In substandard spelling, UA
[u] is usually spelled as u and [uy] as uy.
130. This might be an example where perhaps the exact etymology was not known to the
missionaries.
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5.10 Other changes in vowel pronunciation
5.10.1 Phonological and phonetic changes
5.10.1.1 In the transcribed texts many instances are found in which the
vowels differ from those in earlier Aramaic, or even from those in the
Syriac orthography of LUA. Most of these vowel changes are due to em-
phasis or fronting, and these changes are not reflected in the orthography of
LUA (see 5.12). Other vowels, however, seem to have changed phonemi-
cally. In all examples these vowels are short and often unstressed, and per-
haps one must assume that in this postilion the three short vowels [a], [i],
and [u] could easily interchange. These alternations took place in a limited
number of words, and might be conditioned by certain consonants, e.g.,
fronting when preceded or followed by labials (1).
In the Salmas dialect most fa]'s in closed syllables, especially before the
main stress, have changed into [i] (2).131 Some of these [i]'s occur in open
syllables of forms that formerly were closed by a geminated consonant. For
some words this suggests that the change to [i] took place prior to the loss
of gemination, but in others the [i] vowel in Duval's text perhaps must be
interpreted as a kind of shewa vowel, resulting from the disappearance of
[a:] before a degeminated consonant.
(1) Vmen (< ïmari) (Kam 40)
mek'(tx)hek'anuh (< magxekkän-) (Kam 52)
(2) minsiqla (< manSeq-) // yaminnouh (Duval 2.1 // 1 )
bisimta (< basximta) (Duval 2.17)
riba (< rabba) II at ha (Duval 2.17 // 17)
5.10.1.2 In UA two types of shewa vowels exist. A consonant cluster at the
beginning of a syllable was pronounced with a very short [3} vowel, which
in most texts is not transcribed at all, or else is indicated by a ['] sign, to
mark the short hiatus between the two consonants. When d-, b- and /- are
prefixed to a form without a cluster, this ultra-short shewa vowel is needed
(1). When the first syllable has a cluster, a longer shewa, perhaps identical
with short [i], is inserted after the proclitic (2). Only with the INF (usually
beginning with a cluster) are single consonants preceded by f i ] .
A cluster of two consonants at the end of a non-final syllable (thus fol-
lowed by a third consonant) was dissolved by adding the longer shewa
vowel between the two consonants of the cluster, which led to a new syl-
131. Cf. Tsereteli 1961: 232, Maclean 1895: 286-9, and Audo 1905: iii.
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labic division of the form (malkftâ > [ma:bkta:]) (3). This syllable could
become stressed and probably this vowel does not differ from short [ i j .
A shewa vowel probably also resulted from shortening of the -a ending
of a noun when followed by the genitive marker d- and a second noun
(4).'32
(1) uPm/'/te (Socin 3.1)
mdita (Socin 3.1)
(2) dihmârélç (< d-xmärä + cop) (Kam 16)
dçplitlun (<d+ PRET) (Socin 7.1)
hiplât- (<b + INF) (Kam 18)
biddja (< b + INF) (Kam 51)
(3) dmadénha (< d-madrvcä) (Duval 1 2.9)
mâliktâ (< malkta) (Mt)
(4) übet babawâti (Merx 58.17)
5.10.2 Representations in orthography
5.10.2.1 Not many examples of the interchange between short [ij, [aj, and
[u] occurred in the transcribed texts, and it is rather difficult to find many of
them in the texts printed by the mission presses. Some words differ be-
tween the various presses, and especially in loanwords the short vowels
may differ. Some of the differences between Bedjan and the other presses
may be due to his native dialect and others to influence of Classical Syriac,
but the number of examples is too small to allow any definite conclusions.
xesbunä // xuSbunâ « xuSbunâ) (Md // VdS i.7)
gumlâ II gamlä (< garnla) (Mg §89b)
jeldi l/jaldi (Md // Im. 2.22)
'esqll ' a s q ( M d / / l m . 3.15)
umld II umud (Md // Im 3.22)
dunyi II denyi (VdS 248.1 1 // MdP 41.10, HS 1.6)
udyu II edyo (MdP '86 2.17 // '93)
5.10.2.2 The two shewa vowels are neatly distinguished in LUA orthogra-
phy. When the ultra-short shewa vowel may be expected, no vowel is indi-
cated. When a longer neutral vowel was inserted into a cluster, two vowel
signs are employed. In the first place short [i| (e) is employed. However,
when this vowel is employed before an INF without a cluster, it is written
as long [i] (/ or 0, because the syllable is open.
132. Cf. Nöldeke 1868: 148, Krotkoff 1982: 51-2, and Murre-van den Berg 1994: 386-8.
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A third way to denote this vowel is a short line under the consonant
(transcribed as i), which is described by Maclean as 'half Zlama', thus
'half' /.l33 This sign is almost never employed by the Protestant missionar-
ies, according to Stoddard this type of short shewa does not need a separate
sign.134 Maclean employs this sign in many forms where, according to him,
e had no historical basis. Note that Bedjan, in his later books (from 1893
onwards), added this sign also to the word kul when followed by a suffix. In
the earlier orthography kul was written without vowel signs. The sound of
shortened [u] thus must have been very close to this [y],
Perhaps the employment of an -ih suffix in the genitive construction
(baytih d-malka), was caused by the change of the ending [a] to [9] when
followed by the genitive marker -d in an unstressed closed syllable. Thus
U A [beta d-malka] was pronounced as [beta-t malka], and was
reinterpretated according to CS grammar as bêtih d-malkà.
e le&bâqâ (l + INF) (Ruth 1:16)
/ //'tótó(/ + INF)(Ruth2.10)
i lida 'ya(l + INF) (Ruth 3 : 4)
kullih II killih, killäh (kul + suf) (MdP '86 2.12 // '93, VdS 248.21)
-ih tâjih d-riSan (Syl. 5 1 . 1 0)
lebbâ d-abbâhi (Luc. l : 17, cf. Merx 58 in 5.10.1.2, ex. 4)
5.10.3 Conclusions
In closed syllables, short vowels may differ from the vowels in earlier Ara-
maic. In the Salmas dialect, Bedjan's native tongue, [a] in closed unstressed
syllables regularly becomes [i]. A shewa vowel, which probably is identical
with short [i], is regularly inserted between the first and second consonant
of a cluster of three consonants. This latter vowel is indicated either by a
half zlâmâ, or by one of the consonants / or e.
5.11 Contracted and uncontracted diphthongs
5.11.1 Phonological and phonetical changes
5.11.1.1 All former diphthongs in Aramaic have been contracted in UA.
The few words in which the diphthongs [ay] and [aw] occur are loanwords
133. Maclean 1895: 8.
134. Stoddard 1855: 15.
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that were introduced into the language after the contraction had taken place.
The contraction took place regardless whether the fa] vowel was long or
short, and whether the [w] consonant originated in CS w or in CS b or p. In
some words, the presence of emphasis may have prevented contraction to
[e] (cf. 5.12), but usually this is not the case. The contraction to [e] is found
also when the copula, beginning with fy], is attached to a noun ending in
[a|. The resulting vowel is always long.135 In a few instances this [e]
changes to [i], and the [oJ irregularly develops into [u].
Another contraction that took place in UA is [ew] > [u]. According
to Stoddard the resulting sound was somewhere between English ew and
oo.
Various pronominal suffixes originate in former diphthongs: the third
person masculine [u] and feminine [o] possessive suffixes,136 as well as the
third person plural possessive suffix [e].137 The independent pronouns have
split into a contracted and an uncontracted form (see 5.11.1.2).
[e] mhetâ (mxâytâ) (Socin 7.18)
bleli (b-layli) (Socin 7.21 ) Mt léli, Sv leli
lewa (< lâ=îhwâ) (Socin 9.18) Sv levy
âtïqêli (< 'attîqâ=yli) (Socin 9.13)
turïwa (< turâ=lhwâ) (Socin 9.19)
qâmeyta (< mqadmâytâ) (Merx 57.3) Sv qamets
dera (< dâyrâ) (Kam l)
jârl'htelâ (< yàriktâ=ylâ) (Kam 5) Sv bimarili (i for e)
lâhaivin (< lakâ=ywin) (Kam 51)
hide (<b + Ida + suf 3pl) (Socin 3.11)
[o] doqih (< dâbql) (Socin 11.5)
toris (< Tabriz) (Socin 19.20)
lorna (< A lâwm-?) (Merx 57.13) Mt lômâ
hoyâlux (< hâwyâ-) (Merx 58.11) Sv hoy3
zodje (< zâwgâ) (Kam 18)
lfqora (< l-qabrà) (Kam 83)
flöhe (< tlapxi) (Kam 86)
Simm-o (noun + suf 3fsg) (Socin 19.10)
135. An interesting exception to this rule is käbkbä > kökbä [koxva]. That this is an unu-
sual form is confirmed by the fact that it is also found as kekba (5.11.2.1, ex. 1) in which the
vowel is shortened again.
136. Hoberman 1988: 563-4, 570-1 reconstructs PNENA (Proto Northeastern Neo-Ara-
maic) *-ew (m) (< *-ayhu) and *aw (f), assuming that the -w ending of the f-suf was due to
an analogical formation based on masculine *-eh (with sg nouns) + *-ew (with pi nouns) >
-ew (with sg and pi) // feminine *-ah (with sg nouns) // *? (with plural nouns) > -aw (with sg
and pi).
137. Hoberman 1988: 565, reconstructs underlying *-ayhi from PNENA *ayhm.
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[u] dyûshâ (< debsa) (Mt)
tûtâ (< tebtâ) (Mt)
tûnâ (< tebna) (Mt)
qûrâgh (Mt) (< azT qurâg, in Syriac script: qewrag)
qösïn-ü (noun + suf 3msg) (Socin 3.7)
5.11.1.2 In three types of forms uncontracted diphthongs occur: (1) in
loanwords, (2) in the third person singular pronouns, and (3) in a few Ara-
maic words in which [ay] did not contract to [e].
In the case of loanwords, this is probably due to their introduction after
contraction took place. As for the pronouns, the two uncontracted diph-
thongs are in opposition with the demonstrative pronouns [o] and [e], 'that
one' or 'that' (both masculine and feminine). Hoberman reconstructs *ahu
and *ahi as underlying PNENA forms, becoming [aw] and [ay] or [o] and
[e].138 According to Nöldeke, contraction of diphthongs in Aramaic words
might have been prevented in words with emphasis.13'
( 1 ) sou (< azT saw) (Socin 47.5)
päida (< A.fä'ida) (Kam 42)
(2) wu'âu 'and he' (Merx 59.4)
up ai 'also she' (Merx 60.4)
ô îde hina 'that other festival' (Socin 23.20)
e duka 'that place' (Socin 23.12)
(3) tofra(Socin25.16) Mt térâ
éyna I ayna (< 'ayna) (Merx 57.15 /) Mt 'ainâ (U) / 'énâ (other
NA dialects), Sv ajna
5.11.2 Representations in orthography
5.11.2.1 The historical spelling of the diphthongs could be retained, be-
cause the vowel change was nearly complete. Thus, CS aw/aw is employed
to signify UA [o] (transcribed by me as olaw), and CS àylay signifies [e]
(transcribed by me as el ay) (1). This historical spelling maintains the differ-
ence between CS o and e (pronounced [u] and [i] in UA) and UA [o] and
[e], written as ô and ê. The contracted diphthongs with -b and -p are written
with the original consonants too, whereas Stoddard noted that these were
pronounced the same as the sound with -w.140 This spelling convention was
also employed for loanwords; those containing an [o] vowel were written
with o, those containing an [e] with ê.
138. Hoberman 1988: 561 and 1990: 83-86.
139. Nöldeke 1868: 13. Cf. also Tsereteli 1961: 234.
140. Stoddard 1855: 17-8.
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It is uncertain whether the contraction in the sequence of INF + copula
was noticed by the American missionaries, since Stoddard made no men-
tion of it in his grammar.141 The fact that they wrote the copula with initial
y-, and not with initial ' (as did Bedjan), might indicate that they were
aware of the fact that the original two morphemes now are pronounced as
one. However, the fact that they wrote y- with l.o., suggests that they were
not aware of the fact that the rules for diphthongization might account for
this sequence of [a] and [y] as well (2).
In his earlier books (cf. 5.9.2.2), Bedjan employed a slightly different
orthography. The grapheme o represents [o] resulting from [âw] and [aw],
and u represents etymological o. In his later books (from 1893 onwards) he
employs o, and u // o like the other presses (3).
The orthography of the suffixes constitutes another example of the mix-
ing of orthographical and phonological considerations (4). The third person
plural suffix [é] was written as ay (ê) by the Protestant missionaries. This
practice was followed by most other printing presses. The Anglicans de-
cided to adopt a more etymological spelling based on the forms that oc-
curred in neighboring dialects: -ayhy.142
The history of the third person singular suffixes was not understood by
the American and Anglican missionaries. At frst, the American missionar-
ies differentiated between the suffixes attached to singular and plural
words, according to CS grammar. They wrote -ih and -ah with singular, and
-uhy and -uh with plural words. The first two forms might both have been
influenced by the usage in CS, and by the fact that in UA an f-i] and [-a]
suffix is still present, but not with nouns.143 This practice was abandoned by
1852,144 and in the later Protestant publications, as well as in the Syriac
texts of Socin and Merx, -uhy (or -u(h)y) and -uh have become regular. In
the Roman Catholic Bible translation, I encountered the first example of
-oh instead of -uh for the third person feminine. This usage was followed
by Bedjan up to his last book in 1912. The Anglicans again wrote -uh for
the feminine, in line with the Protestant press, probably because -oh was
very difficult to explain etymologically. With singular nouns, however, the
141. Cf. Stoddard 1855: 35; he only mentions a more far-reaching contraction: bepra-
qa=(y)wen > 'prakin'.
142. Maclean 1895: 18 gives -ayhiy for K, J, AI, and Tal. both from the Ashiret (moun-
tain) dialects and from the southern dialect.
143. Macuch 1976: 72, suggests that the Protestant missionaries were acquainted with
earlier NA texts in the dialect of the Mosul region (Fellihi), in which -ih and -äh were the
usual suffixes with nouns. However, I found no indication of such influence; see 4.2.2.
144. Stoddard 1855: 26, 'We now substitute for these, in all nouns, -uhy and -uh, in ac-
cordance with Oroomiah usage.'
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Anglicans re-introduced the use of -ih and -ah, because these suffixes were
used in the mountain dialects. This was taken over by the editors of the
1893-revision of the Bible.
In a limited number of words, most of which seem to be loans from CS, ë
represents [e]. This is due to CS orthography. Moreover, ë was never em-
ployed on a large scale to represent this contracted diphthong (5).145
( 1 ) qamêtâ (Teachings 2.7)
l-bayta (Mat. 2:11)
'aynuk(Mat. 5:29)
zabnà (Teachings 3.10, Mat. 2:7)




kawkbih (Mat. 2:2) // kekhä (Mat. 2:2 '77)
kokä (< azT kawkeh) II kôkâ (Syl 44.9 // Md)
qayratkis (< P, T gayrat) (Teachings 6.6)
(2) ayka=(y)li (Mat. 2:2)
(3) moreM II rnoriM (Syl 45.3 // Md)
qolô II qôlâ (MdP '86 4.1 // '93 4.9, Md)
-ôkun II -okun (suf 2pl) (Mat 5:11, Mg // Mat 5:11 '77, HS 5.13,
VdS vii.3)
tebna [tunâ], dibsâ [duSâ] (Syl 12. 6-9)
(4) kul-ê (suf 3pl) (Mat. 1:17)
bakt-uhy, qosunu(h)y (< noun + suf 3msg) (Ruth 1:1, Socin 2.8)
bnun-uh, simuh, bazruh (< noun + suf 3fsg) (Ruth 1:3, Socin 18.10,
ZdB71/ll/94A17)
dlyoh (d- + suf 3fsg) (Mat. 2:3 '77)
(5) wënâ (Merx 7.7)
5.11.2.2 No separate sign was created to note uncontracted diphthongs, and
these are written with the same sign as the contracted diphthongs (1).
In the Protestant texts, the difference between the demonstrative and the
personal pronouns is not reflected in orthography; both are written as 001
and uioi.146 In the texts in Syriac script of Socin, the point above the h in
haw/'ho has turned into a l.o., which probably is to be explained by the fact
145. Note that this ê was employed in earlier texts to represent [i] as well, in forms like
qâtlêton II qâtllton. Bedjan, in his Syllabaire (1884: 19.11), suggests that è can be employed
for [e], but he used ê only in names, taking over the CS spelling.
146. In my transcription I distinguish between the two forms: haylhe and haw/ho, see
6.2.2 and 6.2.4.
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that the h was not pronounced. The feminine hay/hê is found with diacriti-
cal dot as well as with linea occultons.
Bedjan differentiates between two masculine forms, 601 // och (ho II haw),
but not between the two femine pronouns, u,ch (he as well as hay). The first
form is employed for the attributive demonstrative, and the second for the
personal pronoun. It is not clear which form he employs for the independ-
ent demonstrative. In HS, he distinguishes between three masculine and
two femine forms, ócn /och /o^l (ho I haw I ho),*è\ /àch (he I hay).141 I as-
sume that the forms with the diacritical dots denote the uncontracted per-
sonal pronouns, whereas the third masculine form, without dot, denotes the
independent demonstrative, with contracted diphthong. However, because
the personal pronouns in many contexts have an assertive function, it is dif-
ficult to be sure about this distinction.
(1) saw (Socin 46.5)
pyd' l paydä l päydä (Kam 42, Md)
(2) (h)aw 'ida (')xi(r)na[4" (Socin 22.18-9)
hay dukä l b-(h)e sähat I (h)ay (')mirra (Socin 22.11, 26.12 and 28.20)
ho yuma I ho d-but (Syl 41.17, Syl 41.11)
ho nohrâ I u-up ho .. I haw bet.. (HS 5:17, 5:15, 6.16)
hê (')dânâ I hay qam .. (HS 6.13, 6.10)
5.11.3 Conclusions
The former diphthongs [ay] and [aw] are contracted to the long vowels [e]
and [o] in Urmia Aramaic. The diphthongs [ay] and [aw] occur occasion-
ally in loanwords and in a few Aramaic words with emphatic pronuncia-
tion. In the Protestant press, the contracted diphthongs are written in the
same way as their uncontracted counterparts in CS, äylay and âw/aw
whereas Bedjan, in some of his works, writes [o] as o.
5.12 Emphasis
5.12.1 Phonological and phonetic changes
A very typical feature of UA is its division of all lexemes into two classes
that are pronounced differently: one class is pronounced fronted or palatal,
the other backwards, or velarized.149 In recent studies, this phenomenon is
147. Note that the 'dot' in the first forms is the dot to denote rwâxâ, whereas the dot in
the second forms is a (slightly larger) diacritical dot. See also 6.2.2 and 6.2.4.
148. In Syriac script: (')xirna.
149. Tsereteli assumes a third category to exist, consisting of words with 'mittleres Tim-
bre', cf. Tsereteli 1961: 252-55 and Tsereteli 1982: 344.
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usually described as emphasis, the fronted lexemes being the unmarked
forms, and the emphasized forms the marked form.150
It is difficult to trace the exact origin of this feature which, with different
characteristics, occurs in many of the Northeastern Neo-Aramaic dia-
lects.151 It is quite possible that Turkish vowel harmony patterns influenced
these Aramaic dialects, but the phenomenon is clearly linked with the em-
phatic or velarized consonants that since long are part of Aramaic conso-
nant inventory.152 According to Garbell, Kurdish influence on the Jewish
NA dialect of Iran may also account for part of this feature.153
Although the exact phonetic conditions that gave rise to this feature are
difficult to ascertain, it is clear that the velarized consonants of earlier Ara-
maic constitute an important factor. Aramaic words with 'emphatic' [t], [s]
and f]154 are nearly always pronounced with emphasis, whereas words with
[kj and [g], and often even words with [qj,155 are palatalized. However, be-
cause the opposition between emphasized and non-emphasized consonants
has spread to whole morphemes, and other consonants, which originally
existed only in a non-velarized forms, were also affected, one must describe
[t], [s], and ['], together with perhaps [I],156 [r], [z], [d], [ç], and [j] as the
emphasized allophones of [t], [s], ['], [1], [r], [z], [d], [c], [j].157 Emphasis
then has to be marked as a suprasegmental phoneme.158 Hoberman, em-
ploying the terminology of 'autosegmental analysis', as developed by Van
der Hulst and Smith,159 has further refined the description of emphasis and
the distribution of this feature in the various NA dialects, at the same time
comparing this phenomenon with comparable features of neighboring lan-
guages.160
150. See Marogulov 1935/1976: 8-9, Friedrich 1959: 56 (although mistakenly restricting
the phenomenon to 'Vokalharmonie', Polotsky 1961: 8-10, and Hetzron 1969: 113. For a
more modern description of emphasis in NA, see Odisho 1988: 49, and Hoberman 1985 and
1989. When necessary, I will mark emphasized lexemes with *[..].
151. In none of the other NA dialects the domain of velarization is extended to the com-
plete form, as it is in UA; cf. Garbell 1964, Krotkoff 1982: 7-8, and Hoberman 1989.
152. Hoberman 1985.
153. Garbell 1964.
154. The presence of ['] among the 'velarizing' consonants is discussed in Hoberman
1989: 91-3.
155. In Arabic loans in the Azeri Turkish dialect, words with [q] also very often have a
fronted pronunciation.
156. Nöldeke 1882: 671, recognized [1] in the word tlâ.
157. With other consonants velarization is very difficult to hear.
158. Solomon & Headly 1973: 143, Tsereteli 1982.
159. Van der Hulst & Smith 1982a and Van der Hulst & Smith 1982b.
160. Hoberman 1989.
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The transcribed texts represent this feature of UA to a considerable ex-
tent, even if the editors did not really understand its scope and function. In
these texts, emphasis is nearly always represented, often by noting 'darker'
shades of vowels and sometimes by noting emphatic consonants (1).
Fronting is less clearly observable (2). Maclean incidentally notes fronting,
whereas only in the Soviet orthography is every word attributed to one of
the two categories. In this orthography two pairs of vowels are employed,
which indicate emphasis or palatalization for all phonemes in the word: a
and i (back) versus 3 and i (front).161
( 1 ) qtólle (< qtili) (Socin 7.15 )
qmos (< âmes) (Socin 11.9) Sv msaja
póltih (< palti) (Socin 13.1) Sv palu[i
hilç (< (')keli) ('i stark hinten artikuliert') (Kam 9) Sv xili (PRET)
dârêla (< dari=lah) (Kam 47) Sv djara
tlq(<tlâtâ) (Socin 23.15) S v tla
(2) kam (< kulê) (Socin 7.17) Sv kulh
liblah (< lablak) (Socin 17.4) S v hbuli
k'elba (kalbâ) (Kam 11) Sv
kamajelç (< qa(d)mâyâ=yli) (Kam 27) Sv
5.12.2 Representations in orthography
There are no indications that the missionaries have tried to represent em-
phasis. According to Stoddard the different 'colors' of the same vowel are
due to certain consonants in the word. He assumed that it is possible to pre-
dict the pronunciation on the basis of the consonants, and therefore he pro-
vides a rather lengthy description of the influence of certain consonants on
vowel pronunciation.162 Nöldeke too paid attention to this feature, espe-
cially in his treatment of the quality of the vowels.163 Neither Nöldeke nor
Stoddard seems to have realized that a velarized consonant did not only af-
fect the vowels in their pronunciation, but also the other consonants in the
word. Bedjan's lists in his Syllabaire, in which spellings with and without
emphatic consonants are compared, suggest that he was perhaps aware of
the second feature too (I).164
Although in general the consonantal pattern of a word was not easily
changed (if etymology was known), the influence of emphasis can be traced
161. In original Russian editions in Novyj Alfavit, back vowel |i) usually is written as b,
wheres in some scholarly texts also ï is used for this sound.
162. Stoddard 1855: 16-7.
163. Nöldeke 1868: 6.
164. Bedjan 1886: 11, 14, 15, 25, 28.
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in several texts (2). Most important in this respect is a wrong position of ',
betraying that it was lost as a separate consonant, while its influence was
still felt. In forms that had acquired emphatic pronunciation but historically
had ' in it, ' is found to replace V65 Merx, in this textbook, rightly remarked
on these 'wrong' spellings that the use of ' in these cases denoted a certain
'Klangfarbe'.166 The alternation of s II s and t II t is due to the influence of
emphasis as well.167 Athough most of the irregularities in this respect are
found in loanwords, some Aramaic words are also affected. The regular
spelling of tlä with t instead of t should be explained by the wish to denote
the emphasis in LUA orthography.168
In loanwords the early spelling conventions often reflect emphasis or the
absence of it (3). Words with Arabic s sometimes have lost their emphatic
sound in UA, and thus, in the early printings of Bedjan and in the Protestant
printings, are often written with s. The Anglicans adhered to etymology and
wrote s, according to the Arabic orthography. The same accounts for the
difference between t and t in loanwords. Other loanwords had (or acquired)
emphasis, and were written with emphatic consonants, like +[Stoddard], the
name of the missionary-grammatician Stoddard.
( 1 ) àkil l'äkil] (Syl 11.3-4) Sv axil
'bâdâ IOwädä], wädä (Syl 25.10, Nöld 60/Cat.) Sv vada
bahrâ [ba'rà] (Syl 15. 6-8)
sbeïi[sbe'li](Syl25. 6-7)
trïsâ [trïsâ] (Syl 28. 12-14)
(2) itâ (< lia) (Merx 7.15) Sv ijo
ar'â l'ar'â], 'ara, 'ar'â (Syl 11.3-4, Merx 2.8, 8.6) Sv arra
(là I tlq (< CS tlâtâ) (Merx 24.2, HS 2.5 / Merx 25.2) Sv tla
(3) sa at II sâhat (< A, P sà'at) (ZdB 71/11/91A8, VdS viii.3 // Merx 15.16)
Sv saat
spâyî (< K spéhi I sbâhî) (Mt 3:10) S v spaj
masrap (< A, T masrap) (Mt. 5:13) S v mysrap
Stddrd (< Eng. Stoddard) (Merx 39.2)
5.12.3 Conclusions
In Urmia Aramaic the presence or absence of emphasis constitutes a
suprasegmental phoneme. Incidentally the presence of this phoneme is
165. This was noted by Nöldeke 1868: 63, but without understanding its full significance.
166. Merx 1873: 57.
167. On the varieties of spelling of s II s and t II t, compare Nöldeke 1868: 45-7 and
Maclean 1895: 321-2, 335-8.
168. Note that 'thirty', tlâyî, and 'third', tlîtâyà (Sv tlijtaja) do not have emphasis, prob-
ably because of the palatalized /-ending. In general plurals have the same pronunciation as
the singular.
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noted in LUA orthography. Because the presence of emphasis is closely
connected to the presence of the earlier Aramaic emphatic consonants and ',
the maintaining of the traditional CS spelling usually provides enough in-
formation on the presence or absence of emphasis. However, not all in-
stances of emphasis can be understood on the basis of CS spelling.
5.13 Summary and conclusions
5.13.1 The phonemes of U A and their représentions
5.13.1.1 In the following table the phonemes of nineteenth-century UA are
listed. Although the exact phonetic realizations may be uncertain, their
number and mutual relations have become clear from the transcribed texts.
Consonant length has phonemic value in UA. The voiced consonants have










































































169. Only in loanwords.
170. Probably only as an allophone of [v].
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alveolar r r
prepalatal y y / '
suprasegmental phoneme: emphasis +[] ', s, t
5.13.1.2 The vowel inventory of UA consists of seven vowels. These seven
vowels all occur in open syllables, whereas five of them have a shortened
allophone occurring in closed syllables and in open unstressed syllables. The
long vowels [o] and [e] occur only in stressed open syllables. Clusters of
three consonants are dissolved by insertion of a short [i], whereas some-
times a non-phonetic shewa vowel is employed in clusters of two consonants.
graphemes
I
ill — e l i
ê I ay I iy
äla —
a I a
o ô I aw I o
l ab l ab
u: — ü ulo — ulo
uy — ü u l uy
suprasegmental phoneme *[]-
5.13.2 Conclusions
Perhaps the most salient feature of LUA spelling conventions in the nine-
teenth century is the ongoing search for the 'true spelling';171 the spelling
that is correct in view of the history of the language. Nearly all spelling
conventions can be understood by the rule that whenever the etymology
was known, an etymological spelling was preferred, and that only in cases
of complicated or unknown etymologies, phonological spellings were intro-
duced. However, spelling conventions differed considerably between the
various mission presses. This can be explained in the first place by the on-
going understanding of the history of the Neo-Aramaic dialects, which lead
to new etymological spellings, and in the second place by the tendency to
retain certain standard spellings, even if they turned out to be 'wrong'.
The early Protestant texts differ in many points of orthography from later
ones. They display more phonological spellings, as, e.g., the notation of
1 7 1 . Stoddard 1855: 14.
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vowel length and the spelling of foj and [u], A few traces of (wrong) ety-
mology occur, e.g., in the spelling of the personal suffixes (-ih for -u). It
seems that in this period the missionaries had not yet made up their minds
with regard to the relevance of etymology. Stoddard remarks in his gram-
mar: 'Until the publication of the Old and New Testaments, there was no
standard of usage.'172 In the NT edition of 1846 a tendency towards more
etymology becomes visible, illustrated by the spelling of the third person
feminine singular SUB forms with a instead of a (qâtlâ for qatlâ). A 'new'
etymology for the personal suffixes was found, which yielded the spellings
-uhy (3msg) and -uh (3fsg), based on CS -aw(h)y and -êyh.
In the years just before the edition of OT ( 1852), a number of other spell-
ing innovations were introduced. Some of these yielded a more phonemic
spelling, e.g., the introduction of a separate sign for [cj. Most changes,
however, reflect a tendency towards a more etymological spelling, like the
spelling pâ 'es with ' for [payiS]. The edition of OT can be viewed as the
first text in standard LUA, containing the orthography which, by and large,
came to be the standard for the next fifty years.
In his grammar, Stoddard never explicitly states rules for the employ-
ment of etymological spellings. In a note on orthographical problems, he
remarks, after having stressed the importance of 'the original spelling' of
many words: 'It is often a matter of much doubt how far we are permitted
to go in defacing the escutcheon of words, and obliterating all traces of
their ancestry.'173 This might suggest that at certain points the Americans
deliberately chose to employ phonological spellings, but the only example
given by Stoddard is the spelling of qäm (< qdäm) (cf. 5.6.2.l).174 In the
next paragraph he mentions the difficulties in ascertaining the correct
spelling of loanwords, stating that in cases where 'much of their original
form and sound' have been retained, the missionaries preferred 'to refer to
the language whence they came'.175 He ends his elaboration on the prob-
lems of orthography by pointing to the various dialects: 'As familiarity is
acquired with the language spoken, in all the dialects, reasons are often
found for changing orthography which was supposed to be definitely set-
tled.'176 As a whole, his explanation confirms the hypothesis that from the
very beginning etymology played a role in establishing spelling conven-
tions.
172. Stoddard 1855: 7.
173. Stoddard 1855: 13.
174. Stoddard 1855: 13.
175. Stoddard 1855: 14.
176. Stoddard 1855: 14.
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In later Protestant texts many minor deviations from this standard can be
traced, which must sometimes be viewed as deliberate improvements, and
sometimes as simple mistakes. Especially in the field of loanwords, spelling
conventions changed from time to time. Most of the deliberate changes are
towards a more etymological spelling. Many of these for the first time ap-
peared in the revised Bible translation of 1893. These deviations from their
earlier spelling conventions may be due to Anglican influence, but perhaps
are to be attributed also to growing influence of Assyrians themselves on
the development of the literary language in the late nineteenth century.
In earlier texts written by Assyrian scribes, the Protestant orthography is
generally followed. The many deviations can nearly always be explained by
a tendency to spell according to their own pronunciation habits. Besides,
considering the period in which these texts were written (about 1860 to
1870), it is also possible that the authors had learned to spell in the period
before 1850, and had retained some of the conventions of that early period.
The Roman Catholic Bible translation of 1877 also rather closely adheres
to the post-1850 spelling conventions of the Protestants. The only important
innovation is the spelling of the third person feminine singular suffix [-o] as
-oh, as opposed to -uh of the Protestants. This feature is also found in
Bedjan's early books.
In the early books of Bedjan somewhat more spellings are different from
those of the Protestants. Only in these books is there a very moderate at-
tempt to create a more phonemic spelling. Especially the spelling of [o], [u]
and [uy] is different from all other presses. However, Bedjan clearly did not
want to loosen the link with CS, and most of the etymological spellings al-
ready in use were retained. Some peculiar spellings in these early books
were caused by his native dialect that differed somewhat from that of UA,
but in general he followed UA phonology.
In the second edition of the Manuel de Piété, which appeared in 1893,
Bedjan brought the spelling more into line with the Protestant publications,
although at some points he chose an even more etymological form than was
usual in these Protestant works. Perhaps the influence of the Anglican mis-
sionaries was already felt. In his last work, Vies des Saints (1912), the influ-
ence of the Anglican mission press was still stronger, although he never
took over all of the etymological spellings of this mission.
The Anglican missionaries, among whom Maclean must have been the
most important, deliberately chose to write the language as much as possi-
ble according to CS orthography.177 In the preface of his dictionary
177. Cf. 4.4.
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Maclean gives the main reason for this practice: 'Where books are printed
for the use of as large a circle of readers as possible, and where the readers
speak dialects differing from one another in a greater or lesser degree, it is
impossible to make the books widely intelligible if an exact phonetic sys-
tem, based on one dialect only, be rigidly adhered to.'178 Maclean's interest
in linguistic matters and apparent knowledge of many NA dialects gave rise
to new etymologies, which in turn were applied to the orthographical stand-
ard of the Anglican press. The growing use of silent letters, usually indi-
cated by La., was one of its main characteristics. It is this type of orthogra-
phy that can still be recognized in present-day Neo-Aramaic publications.
The attraction of the consistent etymological orthography of the Angli-
cans to Assyrian writers becomes apparent from the lengthy discussions on
orthography on the pages of ZdB. These discussions were initiated by the
proposed LUA dictionary of Rabi Baba d-Kosi.179 Although the contribu-
tors did not of course agree on all single spelling proposals, it is clear that
there is a general tendency towards a more etymological spelling. The ten-
dency towards a more 'classical' language is reinforced by the rejection of
loanwords from neighboring languages, in favor of the introduction of
'real' Syriac words, these words being in fact loans from CS.180 The high
status of CS, which had influenced the missionaries from the beginning,
thus continued to influence the creation of the Literary Neo-Aramaic lan-
guage even fifty years after its origin.
178. Maclean 1901: xi i i .
179. According to Macuch 1976: 216, this dictionary was never published.





In this chapter a general survey of the morphology and morphosyntax of LU A
is offered. This survey provides the basic material for understanding the dis-
cussions of the other chapters, especially those on constituent order. As stated
in the introduction, I have chosen to direct my attention mainly to the fields of
orthography and constituent order, two subjects in which many differences
between the text types are present and which hardly have been described thus
far. In the field of morphology and morphosyntax, on the other hand, the
differences between the text corpora are smaller and much more has been
published. Therefore, I have chosen to limit myself to a general survey of
these parts of the grammar of LU A rather than discussing every single point.
This limited treatment of LUA morphology and morphosyntax may serve
three functions. The first function is to provide a survey of those points of
grammar that are not discussed in the chapters on orthography and constitu-
ent order, summarizing the material of the various reference grammars (mainly
Stoddard, Nöldeke, and Maclean) and adding the variant forms as occurring
in the different text corpora. Secondly, whenever possible, references are made
to recent studies on various points of N A grammar, so that an overview of the
state of research in the field of Northeastern Neo-Aramaic linguistics will be
presented. In this general survey, thirdly, it is possible to pay attention to a
few, mainly morphosyntactical, points on which the various text corpora of
the nineteenth century display some interesting differences, and which, there-
fore, are relevant for the rest of the study. The most important subject in this
respect is the description of the various kinds of object marking (6.6).
As a survey, this chapter does not seek to be exhaustive in any point of
grammar. Its main purpose is to present the regular forms of pronouns, nouns,
and verbs, and their derivational and conjugational patterns. The functions of
these different forms are described briefly, and, when necessary, remarks on
morphosyntax will be added.
Orthographic differences are represented either in different columns or in
notes.' In this chapter I have chosen not to represent the orthographical vari-
I . Most of these differences are discussed in chapter 5. Here they are presented in their
grammatical context.
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allons as found in the texts of Merx and Socin. Their orthography is close to
that of the Protestant press, and the differences between the Protestant press
and the texts of Merx and Socin are mainly due to private variations or even
mistakes of the informants.
6.2 Pronouns and pronominal elements
6.2.1 Introduction
The pronouns can be divided into two main types : independent and depend-
ent pronouns. The first of these, the independent pronouns, consist of mor-
phemes that constitute a separate constituent in a clause. The dependent pro-
nouns serve in the flexion of nouns, verbs, and prepositions. Independent
pronouns consist only of nominative forms, whereas dependent pronouns
perform all kinds of grammatical functions and have two different forms, a
nominative form (that is morphologically related to the independent nomina-
tive form) and an oblique form. However, because of the passive origin of
one of the verbal stems, the oblique form can also function as a nominative
suffix.2
6.2.2 Independent personal pronouns (nominative)*
Nominative personal pronouns are employed to represent the grammatical
subject or extra-clausal constituents like an addressee preceding imperative
or jussive clauses. It is also employed to represent a fronted pronominal ob-
ject.4
Protestant press5 Bedjan's books6 Anglican press7
sg 1m and ana ana
2m a(n)t a(n)t a(n)t
2. Cf. 6.5.2 n. 41.
3. On the history of the Neo-Aramaic pronoun and pronominal suffixes, see Hoberman
1988 and 1990.
4. For a few examples, see Polotsky 1994: 98 and Polotsky 1996: 33. In the example in the
latter article, the absolute pronoun is at the end of the clause. Polotsky assumes these pronouns
to be 'absolute' and in 'extrapolation', although some of these pronouns are preceded by a
subject pronoun. I would suggest that these pronouns are to be considered part of the clause
itself, cf. 8.3.2-4. See also Maclean 1895: 17, who mentions the 'objective' use of these pro-
nouns (only third person) after certain prepositions.
5. Forms marked by an asterisk occur only in texts from the American press before 1850.
6. In his later books (1893, 1904, 1912) Bedjan employed slightly different spellings (cf.
5.13.2). In VdS ( 1912) the differences with his earlier books are even greater. Forms marked by
an asterisk are found only in VdS.
7. The forms in this column include those of Maclean's grammar (1895) and dictionary
(1901).
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2f a(n)ty a(n)ty a(n)ty
3m haw* haw9 haw
3f hay10 hayu hay
pi le axnan axnan axnan
2c axton axton axton
3c ânï an12 am
6.2.3 Demonstrative pronouns: near
The first series of demonstrative pronouns are employed independently or
attributively with a noun. In the latter case, they precede the noun. If inde-
pendently, they are employed like the independent personal pronouns, i.e., as
subject, fronted object, and in extra-clausal position.
sg c aha
pi c anni
6.2.4 Demonstrative pronouns: far
The singular forms of the second series of demonstrative pronouns originate
in contracted forms of the third person singular pronouns, [haw] > [ho] and
[hayJ > [he]. These demonstrative pronouns are employed independently, but
may also be used attributively, preceding a noun.
In the Protestant texts, the difference between the third person singular
personal and demonstrative pronouns is not reflected in orthography, whereas
Bedjan in HS distinguishes not only between the personal and demonstrative
forms, but also between the independent and attributive demonstrative forms,
although these two are pronounced the same.
Protestant press Bedjan's books Anglican press
sg m hô" hô/ho[4 ho
f hêls hêlhê^ he
pi c ânï an ânï
8. In Syriac script: 001; so also in Anglican press.
9. In Syriac script: HS odi. VdS óeV
10. In Syriac script: uen; so also in Anglican press.
1 1 . In Syriac script HS *»en, VdS àeh.
12. According to Maclean 1895: 16. this is a typical Salmas form, reflecting Bedjan's na-
tive dialect.
13. In Syriac script: oen; so also in Anglican press.
14. In Syriac script: HS: och (independently) / oen (attributively), whereas in VdS the same
orthography for the independent and attributive function is employed: ocn.
15. In Syriac script: u,al; so also in Anglican press.
16. In Syriac script HS aeV-A, VdS *4i.




'what?' /wuufr (attributively: mud)
6.2.6 Suffixed pronouns i: oblique case11 — attached to nouns and preposi-
tions
These suffixes are attached to nouns and prepositions to denote the genitive,
as in yemm-I, 'my mother' ; dly-an, 'of ours'. When attached to the noun gânâ
'soul', the combination of noun and pronoun functions as a reflexive pro-
noun, as in gân-î 'myself', gan-uk 'yourself'. The pronominal suffixes are
unstressed, except for the third person plural suffix [-é].
The third person singular suffixes have an alternative form (related to the
earlier pronominal suffixes attached to singular nouns), which is employed
differently in the various periods and in the various text groups. In all texts
these suffixes are employed proleptically with hull- 'all', 'whole': kull-ih
baytä 'all of it house' > 'the whole family'. Under influence of CS, these
suffixes are also employed instead of the regular suffixes in some of the Prot-
estant texts,18 or, only with the third person masculine singular suffix, instead
of the â-ending of nouns in the genitive construction (6.3.6), in the Protestant
Bible translations and in Bedjan's texts.19
Protestant press Bedjan's books Anglican press
sg Ie - ;[- iy l -l -Ï
2m -uk (ok*) [-ux] -uk -ok
2f -äky [-axj -äky -aky
3m -uhy [-u] / -ih [-i] -uhy I -ih -uhy I -ih
3f -uh [-0] / -ah [-a] -oh201 -ah -uhl-ah
17. For a twofold distinction among the pronominal elements into nominative and oblique
pronouns, see Polotsky 1979: 208, and, for a threefold division (objective, nominative and
genitive), Polotsky 1994: 95. This type of description allows one to distinguish between the
form (nominative or oblique) and function (e.g, subject or object reference) of these pronominal
elements. I have modified Polotsky's description by adding the enclitic copula to this category
of 'pronominal elements', because the copula fits in neatly if two properties of the pronominal
elements are taken into account: nominative // oblique, and attached to nominal forms // at-
tached to verbal forms.
18. Mainly in the texts until 1850, to mark the difference between suffixes with singular and
suffixes with plural nouns. These 'classical' suffixes become more numerous again at the end
of the century, in Protestant as well as Anglican publications. However, in UA no such differ-
ence between singular and plural suffixes exists, cf. 6.3.6.
19. Cf. Murre-van den Berg 1994: 386-8.
20. The earliest occurrence of this spelling is in the Roman Catholic Bible translation of
1877. Perhaps it had been employed in earlier publications from this press, from 1875.
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pi Ic -an [-an] /-äni2] [~ani] -anl-äni -an I-âni
2c -ôkon [-oxunj -okun -ôkon
3c -<? [-é] -ê -ayhy
6.2.7 Suffixed pronouns ii: oblique case — attached to verbs and pseudo-
verbs
The second series of oblique pronominal elements originating in the preposi-
tion /- plus the suffixes of the preceding series,22 is employed with verbs
(kteb-la, 'she wrote', kâteb-lâ, 'he wrote to her') and pseudo-verbs (ït-ll, 'there
is to me' > 'I have'). The grammatical function of these suffixes depends on
the type of verb: they express the subject with the PRET stem and pseudo-
verbs, and the object with the SUB stem (see 6.5 and 6.8). The first form of
each column is employed with PRET and pseudo-verbs, the second with SUB.
If the suffixes of this group are attached to forms ending in -n or -r, the /- is
assimilated to the preceding -n or -r, which then becomes doubled.
Protestant press Bedjan's books Anglican press
sg le -li[-W\ -II -II
2m -/4[-lux] -luk -luk
2f -tó£y[-lax] -laky -laky
3m -// / lih [-li] -Ii ~(-lih*) I -lih -lih
3f -lälläh[-\&\ -lä (-Iah*) l-Iah -Iah
pi le -Ian [-Ian] -Ian -Ian
2c -lôkon [-loxun] -lokun -lôkon
3c -Ion (-lun*) I l(h)on [-lun] -Ion I -l(h)on -l(h)on
6.2.8 Suffixed pronouns Hi (= copula): nominative case—attached to nouns
Although the exact derivation of the copula is uncertain (cf. 7.1.2), the end-
ings of the forms are clearly related to the independent nominative pronouns
(6.2.2) on the one hand, and to the nominative suffixes (6.2.9) on the other. In
nineteenth-century Urmia Aramaic the copula is nearly always enclitically
attached to a nominal predicate, and does not function as an independent ver-
bal form. This is the main reason for not treating the copula as a part of the
paradigm of the verb hwâyâ 'to be', although the two are clearly connected
by semantic function and historic origin.
In one clause type, the copula precedes the predicate and takes an inde-
pendent form (cf. 7.3.7). This independent form is identical with the full form
of the enclitic copula as found after a consonant. In the independent form the
21. Employed to refer to 'we' but excluding the person spoken to, see Polotsky 1961: 19-
20.
22. Note that the pronominal element of 3pl is different in i and ii: [-é] // [-lun].
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copula is stressed on the first syllable, whereas it is unstressed when enclitically
employed.
When the copula follows a nominal predicate, it represents the subject of




































When the predicate ends in [a], this [a] coalesces with the intial [iy] of the
copula to [e]. This is marked by l.o. on initial y- in the texts of the Protestants,
and by l.o. on initial '- of the copula in Bedjan's texts. If the predicate ends in
another vowel, the same orthography is employed. Where the noun ends in [i]
or [e], the connecting vowel can be expected to be [i] or [e], whereas in case
of [o] or [u] endings, it is uncertain whether the initial [i] of the copula exerts
any influence on the pronunciation of the [o] or [u] ending.
sg 1m -a=(y)wen [-e-wenj -a=(')ywen
3f -â=(y)la f-e-laj -â=(')lâ(h*)
-â=ywen
-ä=yldh
The past marker [wa] can be added to the copula to mark the simple past
tense. It should be noted that in all texts the plural past form is orthographically
marked by the CS third person plural ending -w, although in LUA there is no
difference in pronunciation between the singular and plural forms.
sg 1m =îwen=(h)wâ ='îwen=(h)wâ =îwen=(h)wâ2S
If =îwân=(h)wâ ='îwân=(h)wâ =îwân=(h)wâ
2m =îwet=(h)wâ ='îwet=(h)wâ =îwet=(h)wâ
2f =ïwaty=(h)wâ = maty-(h)wâ =îwaty=(h)wâ
3m =î(h)wâ = ï(h)wâ =î(h)wâ
3f =ï(h)wâ =i(h)wâ =î(h)wâ
23. Friedrich (1959: 61) suggests that there is an opposition between the independent form
[iywen] and the dependent form [-iwen] when following a consonant. 1 assume that the phone-
mic form is |iywen|, whereas in fast speech, thus often in connected forms, the [iy| is pro-
nounced as [i].
24. Revised version of Bible translation, 1893.
25. In these compound forms also the orthography =y(h)wâ (CS lieu) occurs for the past
marker [waj.
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pi le =ïwâk=(h)wâw ='îwak=(h)wâw =ïwax=(h)waw
2c =ïton=(h)wâw ='ïton=(h)wâw =ïton=(h)wâw
3c =î(h)wâw = l(h)\vâw =l(h)wâw
When the noun ends in a vowel, the orthography of the past third person
forms is slightly different. The Protestant orthography suggests that no [i] or
[y] is present, as opposed to the actual pronunciation.
sg 3c -â=(h)wâ [-e-wa] -â=(')ywâ -â=y(h)wâ
When a copular clause is negated, a negative copula is formed by prefixing la
to the copula, resulting in la=(y)wen, pronounced as [lewin]. This negative
copula is employed independently, preceding the predicate (7.6).
6.2.9 Suffixed pronouns iv: nominative case — attached to verbs
The second series of suffixes of the nominative case function as the subject
suffixes of the SUB stem (kâtb-ân, 'I write') and as the object suffixes of the
PRET stem (kteb-e-lan 'we wrote them(patient)'). The third person plural
suffix has two different forms; the first when functioning as subject, the sec-
ond when functioning as object.
Protestant press Bedjan's books Anglican press
sg 1m -en [-in] -en -en
If -an [-an] -an -an
2m -et [-it] -et -et
2f -aty [-at] -aty -aty
3m -0 -0 -0
3f -a [-a] -a -a
pi le -âk (ak*) [-ax] / -âx -âk(âx*) -âxn
2c -Iton I (-Itun) [-itun]26 -Iton -ïton
3c -i l -ê [-i] / [-é]27 -ï l -ê -II -ay(hy)
6.3 Substantives and adjectives
6.3.1 Introduction
In LUA, substantives and adjectives are not marked for state or case. The
three different forms of substantives and adjectives in earlier Aramaic ('abso-
lute', 'emphatic' and 'construct' state, differentiating between indefinite, defi-
26. According to Polotsky 1996: 15, the second plural suffix also has an alternative form
with [e| when functioning as object: 'Sqijl-etun-lij "I took you (pi)" '. I did not come across
any examples of this construction in Syriac script.
27. Like the 3pl suffix of the first series, this suffix always carries main stress.
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nite, and dependent usages of the word) have disappeared in LUA. In CS
the various forms still exist, but have lost much of their distinctive value.
Nearly all Aramaic substantives have survived only in their 'emphatic' form,
ending in -a or -ta. Loanwords were taken over in their original form, often
ending with a consonant, resembling the 'absolute' rather than the 'emphatic'
forms.
In many Aramaic words, the difference between substantives and adjec-
tives is not morphologically marked, although both groups, substantives as
well as adjectives, have a number of derivational suffixes that are unique for
that group. Functionally, substantives and adjectives are different from each
other, and can be employed only in one of the two functions.
Substantives as well as adjectives usually have main stress on the penulti-
mate, but in a number of loanwords the ultimate has maintained its stressed
caracter.
6.3.2 Substantive formation
Although most of the nominal derivational suffixes of earlier Aramaic do not
seem to be productive anymore, a few of them still are. Additional deriva-
tional suffixes were brought into LUA by loanwords from surrounding lan-
guages, which, however, in most instances did not spread to Aramaic words.
Agent and action nouns are regularly derived from verbal roots.
Productive suffixes in LUA:
-(n)äyä 'inhabitant of' (also adjectival)
-utâ abstract noun (also very easily attached to loanwords)
-onâ [-una] diminutive




Two kinds of verbal nouns can be derived from each of the three verbal pat-
terns (cf. 6.5.2): an agent noun with the endings -ana (m) and -anta [-antaj (f)
related to the SUB stem, and an action noun with the ending -ta (f) related to
the INF stem.28
28. A third type of verbal noun, i.e., qâtolâ [qatula] (expressing the agent), survives in a
number of forms: yâlopâ, zâbonâ, 'âborâ (m) and 'aburtâ (f)- It is uncertain whether it sti l l is
productive in LUA.






















In LU A there are two grammatical genders: masculine and féminine. In ver-
bal nouns the endings consistently reflect this grammatical gender, as they do
in a considerable number of other Aramaic substantives. However, in many
other substantives, whether of Aramaic or of foreign origin, the morphology
of the noun does not necessarily reflect the gender, even if the endings are
identical with those of the verbal nouns. Although grammatical gender, thus,
is not adequately marked, it influences the form of certain adjectives (6.3.7),
and it governs, in case the noun phrase functions as subject or definite object,
the gender of the subject and object suffixes attached to the verbal stem.






Various plural endings are present in LUA, but all of them have the -/ ending
(reflecting CS -e) in common. This -i ending was analogously transferred to
endings originally ending on -a. Thus the six principal endings are: (1) -/, (2)
-äti, (3) -waft', (4) -yäti, (5) -uni, and (6) -âC2/3/.30 These six endings are at-
tached to nouns with different endings. A large number of words, both with
consonantal and -ä endings, have the plural -/. The distribution of the other
plural suffixes is hardly predictable, even when many forms may be under-
standable on the basis of related forms in CS. Many words have more than
one plural form, sometimes conveying different meanings.31
29. In the Anglican press, the CS m-prefix is written in Ha and lib forms (mzâbnan-â I-to),
because this consonant was pronounced in certain mountain dialects.
30. I.e., doubling ot'the last consonant: berlca — birkâki,peqqâ—peqqâqi.
31. Maclean's dictionary ( 1901 ) lists the plural form of every substantive. In Stoddard 1855 :
113-17, Nöldeke 1868: 132-46, and Maclean 1895: 39-54, the various plural forms are system-
atically treated. For an overview of the various plural formations in Aradhin Aramaic, see Krotkoff
1982: 41-44.
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6.3.5 State
As mentioned in 6.3.1, the state distinctions of earlier Aramaic between 'em-
phatic', 'construct' and 'absolute' state have disappeared in LUA. Although
the distinction between definite and indefinite is no longer expressed in noun
morphology, it has not lost its function in the grammar of the language.
How is state marked? Definite noun phrases are marked by the presence of
demonstrative pronouns, pronominal suffixes and personal names, and by the
absence of the indefinite marker xâ 'a', 'one'. Definite objects need a
coreferential pronominal element in the verbal form (cf. 6.6). In some clauses,
these coreferential pronouns serve as a marker of the definiteness of the ob-
ject, but in most cases the object noun is marked as usual for definiteness by
suffixes or demonstrative pronouns.
Indefinite noun phrases are marked by the presence of xâ and by the ab-
sence of markers for definiteness. Since definite nominal phrases can also be
unmarked, this implies that for some noun phrases their state has to be de-
rived from the context only. However, most unmarked noun phrases are in-
definite.
6.3.6 Genitive
Two different structures are employed to denote possession. In the unmarked
form, oblique pronominal suffixes (series i, 6.2.6) are attached to the inde-
pendent noun, replacing the vowel endings. The difference between suffixes
with masculine singular and plural nouns, which is present in CS and other
Aramaic languages, is not present in LUA or other Neo-Aramaic dialects.
sg -C-a -C-suf yemm-a > yemm-l 'my mother'
-C -C-suf mulk > mulk-l 'my estate'
pi -C-i -C-suf sahd-i > sahd-l 'my witnesses'
When a certain emphasis is needed or when the noun is indefinite, the prepo-
sition dly- (related to the particle d-) is employed with the same series of
pronominal suffixes (i).
bronâ dly-uhy 'the/a son of him' > 'his son'
The particle d- is also employed if the genitive relationship between two nouns
has to be expressed.32
bronä d-malkän 'the/a son of the king'
32. On this use of d-, see in particular Pennacchietti 1996.
33. In some texts of Bedjan and the Protestant missionaries (BT) written as bronih d-malka,
see 6.2.6.
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In certain fixed expressions the old synthetic genitive has left its traces. In a
couple of them the 'construct' element seems to be productive, and can be
employed with other nouns.
bra(t) Ida [bra iyda] 'daughter of the hand' > 'glove'
brä(t) qälä [bra qala| 'daughter of voice' > 'echo', 'report'
bnay Urml 'sons of Urmia' > 'inhabitant(s) of Urmia'
mari timâ 'possessor of worth' > 'worthy' (cf. 6.3.7)
6.3.7 Adjectives
Several specific adjective formations occur in LUA. Suffixes can be attached
to substantives to form adjectives (1), and participles can be employed as
adjectives (only first stem pattern, cf. 6.5.2) (2). The old adjectival pattern
sapplrâ occurs rather often, but has nearly always lost its gemination (cf.
5.2.2.2-3). A substantive preceded by mari, 'possessing', 'endowed with',




(2) s-p-q spïqâ (empty, vain)
d-k-y dekyâ (clean, pure)
(3) b-s-m bâsïmà (pleasant)
S-p-r sâpirâ (beautiful)
q-d-s qaddlsä (holy)
(4) mari mïyâ (watery) (= mïyânâ)
mari dâweltâ (wealthy)
If the adjective belongs to one of the regular buildings (1-3), it agrees with the
substantive in number and gender.
sg m -à/-jâ35 (')nâsâ Sâpirâ
f -ta I -Itâ baktâ qaddlstâ
pi c -/ / -v; baktäti Säpiri
A few irregular adjectives have survived from Classical Syriac, whereas a
few loanwords brought their 'own' declension with them, like, e.g.:
sg m / f / pi ( ')xi(r)nâ I ( ')xi(r)tâ I ( ')xi(r)ni (other)
sg m / f / pi kurâ (< P, T, K) / kuri l kuri (blind)
34. Perhaps a fifth regular pattern consists of the doubling of nouns, as described by Maclean
1895: 62, e.g., rangi rangi 'colours colours' > 'multicoloured'.
35. In case of of Ill-y verbs.
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A great many adjectives are indeclinable for number and gender, whether
they are of Aramaic origin or borrowed from other languages; e.g., qurbâ
'near', täzä 'new', and sôgul 'dear'. This also holds true for numerals, al-
though for xâ 'one' sometimes xdâ (f) is written. The latter form may be due
to the fact that in some dialects the difference between masculine and femine
numeral forms still exists.
Adjectives regularly follow the substantive, but a small group precedes it.
Among these are numerals when employed adjectivally as well as attributive
demonstratives (6.2.3-4). The most important (indeclinable) adjectives pre-
ceding the noun are :
spâyï (good)
raba (much)
There are no special forms for comparative or superlative degrees in LUA.
Comparison is expressed by the phrase bus [adjective] men 'more [adjective]
then'.
hô ktâbâ bus spâyî men d-ähä ktâbâ 'this book is better than that book'
6.4 Adverbs, prepositions, and sentence connectives
6.4.1 Adverbs
No specific adverb formation occurs in this type of Aramaic. Many adverbs
are loanwords, others are compound forms, consisting of prepositions and
nouns (both from Aramaic and non-Aramaic words), and others are common
Aramaic adverbs. The same applies to interrogative adverbs.36
6.4.2 Prepositions
Many of the old Aramaic prepositions have been retained, but a series of new
ones have been added. The Aramaic prepositions consisting of one conso-
nant, /-, b-, d- (to, in, of), are written together with the substantive, without an
additional vowel. The other prepositions, of Aramaic or non-Aramaic origin,
are written separately.
Prepositions not found in earlier Aramaic often consist of a compound form
of several elements. These are usually connected to the following substantive
by the particle d-?1 This d- is employed with all prepositions when preceding
36. For lists of adverbs, see the nineteenth-century grammars, Stoddard 1855: 134-40,
Nöldeke 1S68: 158-69, and Maclean 1895: 156-69.
37. For a list of examples, see Maclean 1895: 176-78. Compare Goldenberg 1995: 30, fora
discussion of the parallel structure in CS Peshitta.
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a demonstrative pronoun. Most of the single prepositions take pronominal
suffixes of the first series (i), whereas the compound prepositions do not take
suffixes.
l-bayta 'towards home'
men bay ta 'from home'
l-d-hê bakta 'towards that woman'
but xäter d- 'because of'
6.4.3 Sentence connectives
LUA employs co-ordinating and subordinating connectives. The most im-




subordinating d- (introduction of reported38 and subordinate clauses)
qat (introduction of reported clauses)
en (if)
sâbâb (because) (with or without d-)
cunki (because) (with or without d-)
qâ d-1 qat (in order that)
6.5 Verbs
6.5.1 Introduction
Although the verbal system has undergone great changes as compared with
older forms of Aramaic, the basic Semitic verbal system has remained intact.
The two main characteristics of this verbal system are the employment of
more than one form of a verbal root to express distinct but related semantic
functions (stem patterns), and of different 'stem forms' for each stem pattern,
constituting the derivational bases.
6.5.2 Stem forms and stem patterns
All verb forms are based on roots consisting of three or four consonants.
From one root, five principal forms, 'stems', can be derived by adding differ-
ent vowel patterns, each having its own pattern of conjugation for number,
gender and person and having its specific type of object suffixes.
38. Only in the Protestant texts.
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The five basic stem forms are: the imperative stem (IMP), the subjunctive
stem (SUB), the preterite stem (PRET), the infinitive stem (INF), and the
participle stem (PART).39 The forms are given here with their inflectional
suffixes in the order in which they are attached to the stems.40
IMP proq sg/pl object ii
SUB pâreq subject iv object ii
PRET41 preq- object iv subject ii
INF präqä= object i copula iii
PART pnqa= object i copula iii
The stem patterns in LUA are the remnants of the older Aramaic active stem
patterns p'al, pa"el and afel. However, instead of a three-part opposition,
now a two-part opposition is at work. Stem pattern I, the 'simple' pattern,
originating in p'al, is contrasted with pattern II, which originates in a merger
ofpa"el and afel. Stem pattern II is divided into two groups, one for triradicals,
the other for quadriradicals, including some verbs with a doubled middle con-
sonant. It should be noted that this division in Ha and lib is not identical with
former pa "el versus former afel, because three-radical afel-stems (from Il-y
verbs) belong to Ha, whereas lib consists of all types of four-radical stems,
among these former afel, but a\sopa"el stems with a doubled middle conso-
nant, or original four-radical stems that have lost the prefix m-.
Quite a number of triradical roots are conjugated in both stem patterns (I
and Ha), whereas other triradical roots have a counterpart in the quadriradical
pattern (lib) through an m-prefix. However, the relationship between roots in
conjugation I and those in Ha and lib cannot be adequately described
synchronically, and there does not seem to be a regular, productive relation-
ship between these two classes any more. Verbal loans from Arabic may be
conjugated in both patterns, with a preference for second pattern. Loans from
other languages usually are incorporated into the verbal system as cognate
objects, conjugated by the verb 'bada.
39. The earlier Aramaic forms from which these stems are derived are: IMP < imperative,
SUB < active participle, absolute state, PRET < passive participle, absolute state, INF < noun of
action / infinitive, PART < passive participle, emphatic state.
40. For the four series of pronominal suffixes, including the copula, see 6.2.6-9.
41. Note that the PRET stem in origin is a passive formation: kteh-lï might be interpretedas
'it is written by me'. If'more things' were written, the form would bekteb-ê-lî, 'they are written
by me'. This passive formation, however, is employed to denote a regular preterite and in
synchronie description this form should rather be described as active, by reinterpreting the
object and subject suffixes, thus 'I wrote |it|' and 'I wrote them'. The preterite formation in
Neo-Aramaic has been the subject of much debate; cf., a.o., Kutscher 1969, Hopkins 1989,
(ioldenberg 1992, Kapeliuk 1996, and Polotsky 1996: 12-18.
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I präqä42 (simple, often intransitive)
Ha zdboni43 (often transitive / causative)
l ib madbuqi Ixadduti (often transitive / causative)
6.5.3 Classes of weak verbs
Three classes of weak verbs are present in LUA. Verbs of these classes have
slightly different vowel patterns and consonantal structures in some of the
basic stem forms and stem patterns.
The first group consists of the verbs beginning with a vowel or with v in the
SUB stem (I-v/_y). The verbs with initial vowel originate in roots with original
' and ', and are often written with these consonants in the Syriac script. How-
ever, the latter have disappeared as phonemes (cf. 5.6.1.2-3). Most of the
verbs with I-v were \-y in earlier Aramaic, whereas some come from I-'roots,
like 'sr. In many roots with l-y, metathesis of the first and second radical
takes place in the INF stem.44
The second group of verbs consists of verbs with second consonant y. They
originate in a merger of stems with with ll-y, II-vv,45 II-', and II-'.46 The or-
thography of these verbs is somewhat confused, but very often the corre-
sponding CS consonant is still written, sometimes with phonemic v added to
it. In the SUB stem often middle 'is written, even if the stem is originally II-
y or H-w.47
The third group of weak verbs consists of verbs with a vocalic ending in
the 3ms PRET and SUB stems. These verbs originate in roots with third y and
third ' in earlier Aramaic.48 To understand the various forms of these stems, it
is necessary to describe these verbs as Ill-y, even if some of them originate in
III- f. In the latter case, Syriac orthography writes the original root consonant
' in all forms, but adds y when necessary for the pronunciation.
first v/y akel I (')kâlâ [xalaj 'to eat',
yade' I (y)dâ'yâ [daya] 'to know'
yälep l lyäpä 'to learn'
42. Because in LUA the SUB of the first stem pattern is not different from that of the second
(Ha), I prefer to employ the INF stem as quotation form.
43. Note that the second vowel in both stem patterns, Ha and lib, is [u|: jzabuni] and
|madwuqi|. The olu alternation is due to an orthographic convention of the Protestant press, cf.
5.9.2.12.
44. Cf. Stoddard 1855: 62-3.
45. A few LUA verbs have middle-u», and these are conjugated according to the regular
patterns.
46. I did not find a LUA correspondence to a CS II- ' verb.
47. Compare the paragraphs on v. '. and ' in 5.6.
48. Probably stems with 111-'also merged into this category, but I did not come across any
examples.
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second y qâ'em [qayemj / qyätnä 'to stand',
third y I xäzi l xzâyâ, 'to see'
Ha säpi l säpowi [sapuwi] 'to deliver'
lib maxzi / maxzuwi [maxzuwij 'to show'
In the following, a complete paradigm will be given of the first stem pattern
of each stem form with a regular root. Of the other stem patterns the basic
stem form will be given. The l-v/y and ll-y verbs are irregular in the first stem
pattern only, because their counterparts in lia or lib have lost their distinctive
y in this pattern (cf. mäOkoli, maddu'wi, maqqumi and mâlopi). The verbs
lll-y have deviant forms in both stem patterns. If a type of weak root is not
mentioned, it conforms to the regular pattern.
6.5.4 Imperative stem
The imperative stem has only two forms, a singular and a plural form. The
distinction between the masculine and feminine singular forms is
orthographical only. The basic pattern is CCuC, although the Syriac orthog-
raphy suggests an [o] vowel. In the Ul-y pattern, the [u] is not present, and an






















(')kol I (')bod I (y)lop
(')kol-y I (')bod-y I (y)lop-y







49. In the Protestant texts from before 1850 and in Socin and Merx, usually pruq-.
50. This -y is an orthographical convention taken over from CS to distinguish m from f. In
the spoken language there is no difference between the two forms.
51. In the early Protestant press, in Merx and Socin, and in the Anglican press: -u(n) ending
in all stem patterns.
52. In Anglican press: xzi'mun. Compare also Nöldeke 1868: 226, who notes this strange
plural ending -mun, which incidentally also occurs with strong verbs. This ending probably










The basic form of the SUB stem is CaCiC, in both stem patterns. This stem is
conjugated for the subject by the nominative suffixes of series iv. In the !!-ƒ
verbs, [a] + [y] contracts to [e], except when [y] is in intervocalic position. In
verbs with vocalic ending, original [y] has survived as the third radical in the
feminine forms (Ifsg, 2fsg, and 3fsg), but assimilated with the second vowel
[i] in the other forms. In stem pattern lib, the last radical is doubled when














sg m zähen l zäbn-
f zäbn-
pl c zahn -I
Stern pattern lib
regular
sg m madbeq 1 madbeqq-
f madbq-a 1 madheqq-





























53. In the earliest Protestant issues (before 1846), the -a- in closed syllables is written
as a-, thus parqen, conforming to the pronunciation [parqin],
54. In Bedjan's works from 1893 onwards: xäzet.
55. In the older works of Bedjan (until 1893) pan'q.
56. In the Protestant publications until 1846 the usual spelling was qayern. In later ones this
orthography sporadically occurs, cf. 5.6.1.2/3 and 5.6.2.2/3.
57. In Bedjan's works from 1893 onwards: xâze.
58. In later Bedjan and BT '93 -ax, in the Anglican press -axn.
59. In later Bedjan (post 1893): xâzêton.
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6.5.6 Preterite stem
The PRET stem is conjugated for the subject by the oblique pronominal suf-
fixes from series ii. Note that assimilation of the /- of the suffix with n or r of
the stem takes place. Third person object suffixes (see 6.6) are infixed and
thus precede the subject suffixes.
The basic pattern of the first stem pattern is CCiC, while for the second


































The INF stem is preceded by the preposition b- when employed with the
copula, or /- when employed infinitivally.63 An [i] vowel is added to avoid a
consonant cluster. This [i] becomes [i:] when the initial syllable is open be-
60. It is noteworthy that the basic patterns of the second stem are not derived from the
passive participles of the pa"el (mpa"al) and afel (mafal), but from the participles of the old
Aramaic passive stem patterns pu'al (mpu"el) and hufal (mufal).
61. In the Anglican press the suffix is written separately from the PRET stem, whereas in
the other presses the suffix is connected to the stem. For the variations between the presses in
the suffixes, see series ii (6.2.7). In the Anglican press, the PRET stem is written the same way
as the PART stem: priq-.
62. In post-1893 Bedjan: xze-, in Anglican press: xze'.
63. Polotsky (1996: 18-21) distinguishes between prepositional and 'gerundial' use of b-,
the latter being the form with the copula.
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cause of I-v. This is reflected in the Syriac orthography by alternating be-
tween e and i or L The basic stem pattern is CCaCa.
In the second stem pattern (CaCuCi or CaCCuCi), the prefix b- presum-
ably assimilated with original initial m and has left no traces. Under influence
of the vowel [u], verbs with III-v have a w as third consonant, instead of the y
in the first pattern.












































The PART stem is built on the pattern CCiCa in the first, and on CuCiCa or
CuCCiCa in the second stem pattern. The participle stem has three different
endings, [-a] for masculine, [-ta] for feminine and [-i] for plural, like the regular
adjectives (cf. 6.3.7). The feminine ending causes the shortening of [i] in the
preceding closed syllable. Although this basic pattern is the same as that of
the PRET stem, the Syriac orthography of the two stems is not the same, not
in the Protestant press nor in Bedjan's writings. In the second stem pattern,










64. In later texts (BT '93, Anglican press) also sâpoyi. The pronunciation in Urmia certainly
was [-uwi], but the v was probably written on historical grounds.








































6.5.9 Some Irregular Verbs
A small number of frequently used irregular verbs are given with their five
basic stem forms, in phonemic transcription and Syriac orthography.65
'to be'66
IMP [wi] / [wimun]

























| ta | / | t imun]




zi (zi') / xus-
äzel l äz(l)en








65. See Maclean 1895: 119-133, for an exhaustive list of irregular verbs.
66. The verb hwaya is employed in three different ways: as a main verb, meaning 'to be
born'; as a copular verb, 'to be' and 'to become', supplying the tense and aspect references
missing in the conjugation of the copula (6.2.8); and, with the suffixes of series ii, supplying the
missing tenses and aspects of the conjugation of It (6.8).
67. The stem rxi has taken over some of the parts of the conjugation of 'zl. Cf. Stoddard




IMP [hal] / [hallun] ha(b)l I ha(b)lon
SUB [yawil] / [yawin] ya(h)bel I ya(h)ben
PRET [yiwil] [yuwil-] ye(h)bel-1 yu(h')bel-
INF [i-yawa] l-ya(h)ha
PART [yuwa] / [yiwilta] yu(h)ba I ye(h)belta
6.6 Verbs with object suffixes
6.6.1 Introduction
All stems can take object suffixes, although for some of them their employ-
ment is rather limited. The pronominal object suffixes are taken from the
same series of pronominal elements as some of the subject suffixes (6.2.6-9).
The function of a pronominal element (subject or object suffix) is dependent
on the stem form. As summarized in 6.5.1, all verbal stems except the PRET
stem have object suffixes from the oblique series; the IMP and SUB stem
from series ii, and the INF and PART stem from series i. These stems have
subject suffixes from the nominative series iii and iv. The PRET stem, on the
other hand, employs oblique suffixes to refer to the agent of the verb (ii), and
nominative suffixes to refer to the patient (iv). This is due to the passive
origin of the PRET stem, in which the patient originally referred to the gram-
matical subject of the form, and the agent was constructed as a prepositional
complement to the verb (/- + suffix). In the modern language, the agent has
become the grammatical subject, and the patient the grammatical object.68
Object suffixes may refer to pronominal patient or dative objects, as well
as, coreferentially, to direct nominal objects (object marking). Different text
corpora employ different strategies of object marking.
6.6.2 The five stem forms with object suffixes
6.6.2.1 IMP stem
The imperative stem takes object suffixes from series ii. The initial / of the
suffix assimilates with preceding n or r. In the latter case, the suffix is written
as one word with the preceding verbal form, whereas with other final conso-
nants the object suffix is written separately.
o-suf
sg 3msg dboq=lih take it / him
pi 3msg dboqon-nih take(pl) it / him
68. For further literature, see n. 41.
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6.6.2.2 SUB stem
The subjunctive stem also takes its object suffixes from series ii. These suf-
fixes follow the subject ending of the fourth series (iv). The initial / of the
suffix assimilates with preceding n or r. Like the object suffixes with IMP
stems, these suffixes are written separately when not assimilated.
s-suf o-suf
Imsg 3msg dabq-en-ni I take it
2msg 3msg dabq-et-lihm you take it
3msg 3msg dabeq-0=lih he takes it
3fsg 3msg dâbq-â=lih she takes it
3pl 3msg dahq-l=lih they take it
6.6.2.3 PRET stem
The preterite stem takes object suffixes from the fourth series (iv), which
precede the subject suffixes (ii). These suffixes thus occur in the same order
as with the SUB stem.
Most of the object suffixes with the PRET stem are of the third person
feminine and plural. In all grammars the first and second person suffixes are
given, but in the texts from the nineteenth century they are rare, in the Protes-
tant texts as well as in Bedjan's or the Anglican ones.70 A third person mascu-
line singular object cannot be marked, because its suffix is zero (dbeq-0-H).
Thus there is no opposition between the PRET with a third person masculine
singular object suffix and the PRET stem without an object suffix. In the
Protestant press this ambiguity is resolved by employing an alternative spell-
ing for the subject suffix in third person masculine singular PRET forms in
which such an object suffix is needed.
o-suf s-suf
Imsg 3msg dbîq-enn-i11 he took me
2msg 3msg dblq-ett-i he took you
3msg 3msg dbeq-0-li / dheq-0-lih he took (him]
3fsg 3msg dbeq-a-li he took it/her
3pl 3msg dheq-e-li he took them
69. In Bedjan /- is found assimilated to -t, thus dâhqettih.
70. Compare Stoddard 1855: 106; according to him only 3msg (0) and 2pl do not occur.
Nöldeke does not treat the object suffixes of the PRET stem with the object suffixes of the other
stem forms, but he does mention, apart from the third person suffixes, the use of the Isg ('ziemlich
häufig') and Ipl ('sehr selten') suffix in the Protestant texts (Nöldeke 1868: 222). Maclean
(1895: 136-7) again has all possible forms, but he adds that these forms are not common in the
colloquial language of Urmia. Compare, however, also Goldenberg (1992: 125-6 and n. 47),
where he notes that the first and second person object suffixes occur regularly in Soviet Urmia
Aramaic. Polotsky (1961: 21 n. 1) suggests that in Bedjan's dialect of Salmas the forms with
first and second person suffixes were unknown.
71. Rare, but cf. ZdB 50/10/77A20: burkanni I blessed.me(f).he / 'he blessed me'.
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The shortcomings of the use of object suffixes on the PRET stem are supple-
mented by employing an alternative periphrastic preterite verbal phrase.72 This
periphrastic preterite consists of the SUB stem with a proclitic element qam.11*
The SUB stem can take all suffixes and the periphrastic preterite, therefore, is
regularly employed to express third person masculine singular suffixes. How-
ever, the use of the periphrastic preterite is not limited to cases of obvious
deficiency in the PRET forms, but is regularly found with all persons and
numbers. This suggests that the use of the PRET stem with suffixes was con-
sidered difficult, even by native speakers.74 The periphrastic preterite is some-
times even employed when no suffix is present, especially in the texts of
Merx and Socin.75
s-suf o-suf
3msg 3msg qam dabeq=lih he took him
3msg 2pl qam dabeq=lokun he took you
6.6.2.4 INF stem and PART stem
The infinitive and participle stems are nominal forms and therefore the first
series of suffixes (i) is employed, in the same way as these suffixes are at-
tached to other nouns. The suffix replaces the à or i ending of the noun (cf.
6.3.6). The copula (iii) follows the object suffix.
o-suf copula
Isg 3msg be-dbâq-ï=(y)li he is taking me
3msg 3msg be-dbaq-u(hy)=(y)li he is taking it/him
3pl 3msg be-d'bâq-ê=(y)li he is taking them
o-suf copula
Isg 3msg dbîq-ï=(y)li he has taken me
3fsg 3fsg d'blqt-uh=(y)la she has taken it/him
6.6.3 Some remarks on the syntax of object marking
The category of 'objects' consists of two different constituent types: 'direct'
and 'indirect' objects. The relationship of indirect objects to the verb is
mediated by the preposition qâ I qat-, whereas direct objects complement
the verb without a preposition. Usually the direct object relation is employed
to refer to patients, whereas the indirect construction is employed for datives.
72. For an overview of the different ways in which in Neo-Aramaic dialects the difficulties
with the PRET stem with object suffixes are solved, see Pennacchietti 1994.
73. Cf. Pennacchietti 1997 for possible etymologies of this particle.
74. So Marogulov 1935/1976: 60, who notes the complexity of the PRET-stem with object
suffixes. Stoddard 1855: 41, considers the use of the periphrastic preterite to be a matter of
'euphony', if the usual form 'does not readily take suffixes'.
75. So also Polotsky 1961: 21, n. 1.
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Transitive verbs may govern a direct and an indirect object at the same
time.76
If a direct object is definite (cf. 6.3.5), a coreferential suffix is attached to
the verb, comparable to the way the subject is referred to in the verbal form.
These suffixes are subject to the rules for pronominal object suffix attach-
ment as summarized in the preceding paragraph. Definite indirect objects
usually have no coreferential pronoun.
This is summarized in the following scheme:
nominal + definite nominal + indefinite pronominal
patient Vo O V O Vo
dative V qa O V qa O V qat-o
pat. + dat. Vo O qa O V O qa O Vo qat-o
This neat system is complicated by two other characteristics of object mark-
ing in LUA:
1. If the patient object of transitive verbs is indefinite (and thus not marked
by an object suffix), a pronominal dative object may be represented by
an object suffix attached to the verb, instead of to the preposition, thus,
Vodat Opat.77 In case of intransitive verbs, the dative object never be-
comes an object suffix connected the the verb.78
2. Animate patient objects, which usually are represented as direct ob-
jects, are sometimes constructed as datives, being introduced by qa.19
Occasionally, probably because of the mixing of the two alternative
constructions, definite indirect objects of this type are accompanied by
a coreferential object suffix attached to the verbal form.80
In the Bible translations of the Protestants, this pattern of object marking is
blurred by a strong influence of Classical Syriac grammar and the way this
76. Cf. Polotsky 1996: 31-39 on what he calls the 'intra-conjugational' (direct) and
'extraconjugational' (indirect) constructions. He explains the various conflicting constructions
from a mixture of two fundamentally different types of verbal complementation, rather than
from an interplay of direct and indirect constructions, as I prefer to see it.
77. For a large number of examples with the verb lhaya (yhb) 'to give', see Polotsky 1979:
21314 and Polotsky 1996: 37-39. See further Givón 1984a: 151-182 and 1984b: 172-79, for
some remarks on the cross-linguistic description of the promotion of indirect dative objects to
direct-objecthood.
78. Note, however, that some verbs which usually are treated as being intransitive, occa-
sionally may become transitive: âmrennuk / I-say-you(sg) /1 will say to you (Mat. 2:13, '93).
79. This happens in verbs like mxâyâ 'to slay', dhäqä 'to grasp', häruki 'to bless', and lyätß
'to curse', and also in a number of verbs referring to answering: tânuyi 'to answer', madduwi
'to let know', bâ(')yâ 'to wish'. Verbs of the first group have this alternation between direct and
indirect only with nominal objects (pronominal objects always appear as direct object suffixes),
whereas those of the second group occur also with pronominal indirect objects (</ar-suffix).
80. Cf. Merx 4.11 : qat qätil=(h)wä-lih qä häywan I REP he.kills=PAST=it IO animal /
'that he killed that animal'.
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grammar is handled in the Peshitta text.81 The most important feature taken
over from CS is the use of the preposition /- as definite object marker, both
for patient and dative objects, whereas an object suffix marking a definite
object is rare. The dative marker qâ is also rare. Human patient objects are
regularly employed as datives, in the indirect construction with /-. With pro-
nominal object suffixes, the preposition /- takes the form el-.
In ZdB, the regular patterns for object marking occur, although /- is often
employed as dative marker instead of qâ.
It is difficult to give exact rules for object marking in the Bible transla-
tions, because the final outcome results from the merger of CS and LUA
patterns. However, the following scheme covers most of the instances:
nominal + definite nominal + indefinite pronominal
patient V l-O V O Vo
dative Vl-O V l-O V el-o
6.7 Tense and aspect
The five verbal stems, together with a limited number of particles, constitute
the elements of the Neo-Aramaic verbal system. The combination of particle
and verbal form is usually treated as one constituent which cannot be sepa-
rated by other constituents. The semantic functions of tense and aspect of the
various combinations can be summarized as follows:82
IMP imperative
la + IMP prohibitive
SUB subjunctive, jussive or subordinate
la + SUB prohibitive83
la + SUB + wa past subjunctive, jussive or subordinate
ki + SUB present habitual, narrative
ki + SUB + wa past habitual, past narrative
bet + SUB future
bet + SUB + wa future in the past
81. In some parts of OT (among which those pans of Genesis employed for the present
research), the Peshitta is considerably influenced by the Hebrew original with regard to syntax
and object marking devices.
82. Cf. Kapeliuk 1996 for a discussion of the many similarities between the Neo-Aramaic
and the Persian verbal system.
83. According to Maclean 1895: 147, the difference between the two prohibitive forms (la
+ IMP and la + SUB) is that with the IMP stem 'a single action' is prohibited, whereas with
SUB a 'continued action' is indicated. It is possible that an impersonal form employed in the
Protestant texts, la (h)wi d-, has to be explained as a contracted form of a negated SUB stem: la
hâwi d-, thus, 'let it not be that'.
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// + SUB negation of ki and bet + SUB84
qäm + SUB preterite (alternative for PRET with suffixes)
PRET preterite
la + PRET negation of preterite
he- + INF + cop present continuous
be- + INF + cop + wa past continuous
li + cop + INF negation of present continuous
le- + INF infinitive, complement of finite verb
(')täyä + le- + INF passive85
PART + cop perfect or passive86
PART + cop + wa pluperfect
/;' + cop + PART negation of perfect
pyâSâ + PART passive87
6.8 Pseudo-verbs
The existential particle It [it] 'there is' functions to introduce indefinite topics
into a story.88 Its negated counterpart is laytm or lit90 [lit], and a past tense is
formed by adding the past marker =(h)wa [wa]. The particle is always com-
plemented by an indefinite noun phrase referring to a new topic of the dis-
course, and is optionally complemented by one or more prepositional phrases.
In the clause, the noun phrase and the prepositional phrase both are part of the
new focus of the clause.
// (Iten)91 xä (')näSä b-gantâ there is a man in the garden
layt / Ut I lltenn there is not
It=(h)wa there was
The particle [it] can be conjugated with the suffixes of series ii. Literally the
phrase then means 'there is to Y(pron) X', X being the subject of the phrase.
84. Compare Stoddard 1855: 41, who mentions la bet SUB as an 'emphatic' alternative for
// SUB.
85. This form does not occur often in the texts, but is mentioned by Stoddard 1855: 101 and
Marogulov 1976: 62 (§80). On the various passive forms, see also Nöldeke 1868: 287-90.
86. Cf. Stoddard 1855: 101-2.
87. Cf. Stoddard 1855: 97, who notes on this passive construction that it is common in the
mountain dialects, but not in the spoken language of Urmia. The missionaries used it, however,
in their printed texts.
88. Cf. also Polotsky 1996: 39.
89. Spelling in Protestant and Anglican press, based on CS spelling of this form.
90. Spelling in Bedjan's texts.
91. In Bedjan's texts often an alternative form with -en ending occurs.
92. This form occurs only in Bedjan's texts. There is no difference with //"( or layt.
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This combination of particle and suffix serves as the verb 'to have': 'Y has
X'. When the possessor is nominal, the phrase becomes: Y it-lih X, literally:
'Y there.is-to.him X', thus 'Y has X'.
This phrase can be negated by employing [lit] + suffix, whereas for the
past the past marker [waj is added, preceding the suffix. When other 'tenses'
or 'aspects' are needed, the pattern is complemented by forms of hwâyâ 'to
be' with the same suffixes, to be understood on the basis of the original datival
function of this suffix series.93
ït=lî there is to me > I have
baktâ ït=lâh laxmä the woman there is to her bread
> the woman has bread
ït=(h)wâ-lan there was to us > we had
layt=(h)wa=l(h)on there was not to them > they had not
hdwi=ll I hoya=lf4 I should have..
hwila=ll I qam hawi=lf5 I obtained ..
A limited number of transitive verbs, like bsâmâ 'to please' and tâyâ 'to go',
may employ the original dative suffix of series ii in the same manner as hwâyâ,
in the SUB stem as well as in the PRET stem.96
bâsmâ=lï I am pleased..
bsim-la=ll I was pleased..
The suffixes of the second series also are employed with the noun tub-
'blessed'. The personal suffixes of the first series are attached to the noun. All
examples in the texts are of the third person plural.97
tube=l(h)on9* their.blessedness=to.them > blessed are they
6.9 A classification of LUA predicates
A number of different predicate types occur in LUA. These different types
have their specific characteristics with regard to the kinds of arguments the
93. Cf. Polotsky 1979: 209-212 and Polotsky 1996: 39-42.
94. Polotsky 1979: 210, noted that the f and m forms of the verb are invariable in Bedjan
(usually m) and in the Protestant BT (usually 0- In Merx I came across a few examples of
variation in the SUB stem; cf. Merx 34.16 // Merx 34.17: d-balkâ sâhâb hâwi=lih lehba (REP-
perhaps mister SUB.it(m).is=to.him heart(m) / 'that the Mister may perhaps want to..') //d-xâ
gâha ( ')xi(r)tâ hôya=lan har la 'kâ \â tpâqtâ d-xadutâ (REP-a time other it(f)-is=to.us just here
a meeting(f) of-joy / 'that another time we may have here a joyful meeting'). For a further
discussion, see Polotsky 1996: 40-42.
95. The first form is regularly found in the Protestant press, whereas the second is common
in Bedjan's texts.
96. See Polotsky 1979: 209-212, for a discussion of these verbs with datival suffixes.
97. For some other forms, like tbay-lih, tbay-la-lih, and, with a noun, tuhâ=l-(nâ$â), see
Maclean 1895: 63.
98. In BT '93, this form is rendered as tuba l-ani (Mat. 5:6).
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predicate may take, with regard to the types of subject and object suffixes that
are atttached to it, and with regard to constituent order patterns.
The main distinction with regard to constituent order patterns is that be-
tween copular predicates with a nominal morphology on the one hand, and
verbal predicates with a verbal morphology on the other. However, some of
the nominal predicates exercise verbal functions. The two groups are further
distinguished by their suffixes: predicates with nominal morphology have
object suffixes that are identical with the genitive suffixes of nouns (i), whereas
predicates with verbal morphology employ other kinds of object suffixes (ii,
iv).
All predicates may have prepositional complements. Predicates with ver-
bal functions (i.e., including those with INF and PART stems) can have ob-
ject complements and further verbal complements, like a second finite verb,
usually of the same stem form," or an infinite verbal form. These latter types
of verbal complements are not part of the verbal phrase, and may be sepa-
rated from the first finite verb by a postverbal subject or an object.
The pseudo-verbs do not form a homogeneous category. The particle [it]
without suffixes is close to nominal morphology and function, whereas the
particles with suffixes of the second series conform to verbal morphology in
their conjugational patterns. The clauses with [it] + suffix can be reinterpreted
as consisting of subject + 'verb' + object, resembling the reinterpretation of
the preterite structure. Therefore one might classify these pseudo-verbs among
the predicates with verbal morphology and verbal function.
1. noun phrase + enclit. copula nominal morphology and function
no object arguments
2. indep. cop./cop. verbloo+noun phrase nominal morphology and function
no object arguments
3. INF/PART + enclit. copula nominal morphology, verbal function
object arguments
4. indep. cop. / cop. verb + INF/PART nominal morphology, verbal function
object arguments101
5. finite verb (IMP, SUB, PRET) verbal morphology and function
object arguments
6. pseudo-verbs verbal morphology and function
99. Cf. Marogulov 1976: 70, §88, on 'Verbes conjoints'. Stoddard 1855: 166, and Noldeke
1868: 367, treat these phase verbs as if the relative marker d- is missing; bâ'yi d-yâlep > bâ'yi
yâlep. Both constructions do indeed occur.
100. Independent copula and copular verbs like hwâyâ 'to be' and pyâSâ 'to remain'.
101. In passive clauses, with the copula pyäSä, no direct object arguments are possible.
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6.10 Conclusions
In thé présent chapter, the morphology and morphosyntax of LUA have been
surveyed. In most parts of the grammar, the differences between the text types
consist mainly of orthographical variations. The most important differences
were encountered with regard to the morphology and morphosyntax of object
marking. These differences can partly be accounted for by influence of Clas-
sical Syriac. In addition dialectal differences between the Urmia dialect and
that of the northern region around Salmas may also have played a role.
At the same time, this survey of LUA makes clear that, although the lan-
guage has been fairly well described in the existing grammars and grammati-
cal studies, many aspects of the grammar, especially those concerned with
the relation between form and function still remain unclear.
Among the points that await a further description, the relation between
form and function in the verbal system is most important. The semantic func-
tions of the stem forms in the verbal system have not been fully described.
Neither are the conditions that govern the distribution of these stem forms
over a stretch of discourse. Further, the different object marking devices as






This chapter will be devoted to the various clause types that can be distin-
guished within the category of 'copular' clauses, i.e., in all types of clauses
in which two nominal phrases are connected by a copula. These clauses are
of the type 'the house is old', a clause type that is often represented in other
Semitic languages by pure nominal clauses, in which no copula is needed.
As stated in the introduction, I will concentrate on the study of constituent
order.
When referring to the 'copula' in LUA, the simple present and past
forms of the copula are usually under discussion. These forms have their
own, specific, conjugation and cannot be linked directly to a verbal conju-
gation. Clauses in which this basic copula is employed constitute the major
subject of this chapter. However, it must be borne in mind that the verb
hwâyà in its various forms may perform copular functions as well, which
are complementary to the simple present and past forms of the copula.' The
verb pyasa 'to remain', can also be employed as a copula. A finite form of
pyâsâ is complemented by a PART stem to form a passive verbal phrase.
These independent copulae, also called auxiliary verbs, differ from the
enclitic copula with regard to their position in the clause.
One might argue that in LUA also true nominal clauses exist: clauses in
which subject and predicate are in juxtaposition without copula. However,
in my opinion clauses of this type can better be described as incomplete
copular clauses, because they hardly ever occur as independent main
clauses, and can be employed only if a copula or finite verb form is em-
ployed in a main clause preceding or following it. These clauses are treated
in 7.2.2
1. The copula was already described as part of the 'tenses' of hwâyâ in the early gram-
mars, so Stoddard 1855: 28-34, and Maclean 1895: 76. Perhaps Nöldeke (1868: 345) also
has something similar in mind when he says: 'Die regelmässigen Formen von loot sein,
werden stehn durchgehend vor dem Haupttheil des Prédicats'. This point of view is explicitly
formulated by Krotkoff 1982: 36-7, Hoberman 1988: 31-4, and Polotsky 1996: 39-40, 4245.
2. So also Polotsky 1996: 27.
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In this chapter, I will present an overview of the various constituent order
patterns that occur in copular clauses. As stated in the introduction (1.4.1-
3), these different patterns can be accounted for by the pragmatic functions
that are performed by copular clauses. In addition, the various patterns, as
used in the different text types, may serve to distinguish the different layers
in the shaping and development of the language. On the basis of the com-
parison of the clause order patterns in the various text types, first, the
grammaticality of the order has to be ascertained, second, the conditions for
its employment are to be formulated, and third, the differences between the
various texts are to be explained.
7.1.2 Some features of copular clauses in LU A
Before presenting the various clause types with copula, it is necessary to
examine a number of morphological and syntactical features of the LUA
copula.
As mentioned above, the simple present and past forms of the copula are
not part of a regular verbal paradigm. The exact history of the form is un-
certain. Initial I, in all likelihood, is a remnant of the existential particle It
('there is'), whereas -w- in the first and second person singular can be ex-
plained only as a remnant of the verb hwâyâ. The endings of the first and
second person must originate in enclitic personal pronouns, whereas the
endings of the third person singular forms clearly go back to /- + pronomi-
nal suffix.3 Thus, the history of the copula links this form not only to the
verb hwâyâ, but also to nominal elements, like the particle (/ and /- + pro-
nominal suffix.4
A common feature of finite verbs and the copula is the fact that pronomi-
nal subjects need not to be expressed outside these forms. A predicate with
a copula, in the same way as a single verb, constitutes a complete sentence.
Two types of copulae have to be distinguished. The first, unmarked, type
consists of the enclitic copula. This copula follows the constituent it be-
longs to (Xc). The second type consists of the independent copulae, among
which are the independent form of the enclitic copula, the negative copula,
and the copular verbs hwâyâ and pyâsâ. These copulae are not attached
enclitically to the constituent they belong to, but precede this constituent as
an independent form (CX). Usually it is the predicate of the clause that is
followed or preceded by a copula (Pc or CP).
3. Cf. Nöldeke 1868: 201-6, and Fox 1990: 74; the latter repeats Nöldeke's reasoning.
4. See 6.2.8 for the forms of the copula in the various text types.
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The last feature to be mentioned with regard to LUA copular clauses, is
that the predicate may consist of a participle or an infinitive stem.5 Seman-
tically, the resulting compound form is part of the verbal system, because
the participle and infinitive stems thus employed express tense and aspect
in a way that cannot be taken over by finite verb forms. Grammatically and
morphologically, however, the verbal nouns are part of the nominal sys-
tem.6 The constituent order patterns of clauses of this type are the same as
that of copular clauses with other types of nominal predicates, such as inde-
pendent noun phrases or prepositional and adjectival phrases. Morphologi-
cally these verbal nouns certainly are nominal, as can be seen from the fact
that the pronominal suffixes that are employed with verbal nouns to refer to
the direct object are identical with the suffixes that are employed with inde-
pendent nouns to denote possession, whereas they are different from the
suffixes employed with finite verbs to refer to the direct object.7
This feature, the nominal conjugation performing also verbal functions,
is one of the reasons why this clause type is of great importance for LUA
syntax. Nöldeke, naming the simple present and past forms of the copula
'Verbum substantivum', already recognized its prime importance for the
Neo-Aramaic conjugation: 'Ehe wir nun aber /ur Flexion der verschiednen
Verbalklassen übergehn, müssen wir die für alle gleich wichtige Formation
des Verbum substantivum betrachten, welches wesentlich dazu dient, der
ns. [i.e., neusyrischen] Conjugation ihr characteristisches Gepräge zu ver-
leihn.'8
7.1.3 Arrangement of the chapter
In this chapter the various types of copular clauses will be discussed. I
begin with the 'incomplete copular clauses' (7.2). In this section var-
ious clause types are described in which the copula is absent. In my opinion
the syntax of these clauses is closely related to the syntax of copular
clauses.
In the following section I will present the clause types that occur in main
affirmative copular clauses (7.3). Starting from two basic clause types, I
will present a number of types deviating from the general pattern, express-
ing various types of marking. This section is followed by a discussion of
the clause types in which the copula is attached to a non-predicate constitu-
5. Cf. Polotsky 1996: 20-21.
6. For a classification of the various nominal and verbal predicates in LUA, see 6.9.
7. So also Polotsky 1994: 92-3; see further 6.2.6 for these suffixes.
8. Nöldeke 1868: 200.
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ent. Among these are identifying and pseudo-cleft clauses, clause types
that, as in many other languages, constitute a very interesting part of copu-
lar clauses in general (7.4).
The following three sections are devoted to copular clauses with deviat-
ing syntax because of their being subordinate (7.5), negative (7.6), or inter-
rogative (7.7). In these groups not only do some of the marked clause types
discussed in the section on main affirmative clauses occur, but also clause
types that are characteristic of these categories.
Copular clauses that are concerned with name-giving deserve separate at-
tention, because their syntax does not wholly conform to regular constituent
orders (7.8).
In LUA two presentative copulae occur, although they do not occur very
often in the corpora under discussion. A few examples will be given (7.9).
The last section describes the ways in which copular hwayd and pyâsâ
are employed (7.10). Clauses with these independent copulae closely re-
semble other copular clauses.
As stated in the introduction, the texts edited by Merx and Socin, as well
as those written by Bedjan, will play an important role when it comes to
deciding on the grammaticality of the various copular clause types in LUA.
The copular clause types that occur in the texts from the Protestant press
will be compared with those in Merx, Socin, and Bedjan.
A major point of interest is the influence of the source languages on the
LUA Bible translations. It is likely that the syntax of Hebrew, Greek, and
Classical Syriac influenced the syntax of LUA. In this chapter several illus-
trations of this phenomenon will be given.
7.2 Incomplete copular clauses
7.2.1 Introduction
The clauses under discussion in this section are clauses that at first sight
seem to be true nominal clauses: clauses without a copula and consisting of
a subject and a predicate. However, there are several indications that
clauses of this type are not to be described as independent nominal clauses.
The first fact to be accounted for is that clauses of this type are very rare in
independent main clauses, at least, in texts written by native speakers. Sec-
ond, apart from those clauses in which a subject and a predicate are present,
'clauses' also occur that consist only of a predicate. In the latter type, it is
clear that not only the copula is wanting, but also the subject. The latter has
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to be inferred from the preceding clause, which is why this latter type
should not be considered a complete clause. Both clause types under dis-
cussion can be adequately described as clauses in which the copula could
have been present, but is wanting.
There seem to be important differences in the way incomplete copular
clauses are treated in the various corpora. In all texts the copula is often
found wanting in clauses with consecutive predicates when its function can
be inferred from a copula employed earlier in the sentence. In addition, in
BT and ZdB the copula is regularly absent in relative and circumstantial
adverbial clauses. These texts from the Protestant mission also furnish the
majority of examples of independent and reported clauses without copula.
Separate attention will be paid to those infinitives that are placed in ap-
position to a noun. These may be interpreted as incomplete copular clauses,
consisting only of the predicate, but it seems more likely that the infinitive
is employed attributively.
7.2.2 Clauses with consecutive predicates
In clauses with consecutive noun phrases predicated to the same subject,
the copula often is employed only with the first predicate.9 These consecu-
tive predicates in most instances are introduced by u- ('and'), but some-
times up ('also') is employed. These consecutive predicates need not be of
the same type.
In the texts of Merx and Socin, only a small number of clauses without
copula occur. Most of them belong to the present category (1, 2).
In BT a number of clauses with consecutive predicates without copula
occur. In the first example a copula is added in the first clause (when com-
pared with the Peshitta and the Hebrew text), but not in the second (3). In
the example from NT (4), a copula is employed after the first predicate and
not after the second, whereas in CS both forms are active participles with-
out further marking. In the next example (5), it would have been possible to
delete the copula after the second predicate. The fact that it is there is may
be due to the Peshitta, which has enclitic hw' after the first and second par-
ticiple of the sequence, and not after the third and fourth. In the BT revision
of 1893, the copula was left out after the second infinitive. This should be
explained on the basis of the verbal forms employed in the Greek text, in
which the first finite verbal form is followed by three participles, rather
than by assuming a closer adherence to LUA grammar. However, both
translations, whether they are closer to the Peshitta or to the Greek text, tes-
9. Nöldeke 1868: 337.
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tify to the fact that it is possible to delete a second or third copula in se-
quences like this. The absence or presence of the copula, thus, may point to
Hebrew, Greek, or CS influence, especially if the copula is present after a
second or third consecutive predicate. It is likely that especially CS influ-
enced the NT translation, but within the rules of LUA grammar.
In ZdB (6) as well as in Bedjan's texts (7, 8), not many clauses of this
type are found, but the examples confirm that deletion of the copula is
grammatical in consecutive predicates.
(1) qâ râbâ senni (h)wlyi=(y)wâk Ikes 'udäli [..], u-'bîdi râbâ sôhbâti bâsïmi
m'udâli I for many years were=we.were to each.other, and did much talks
sweet together / 'for many years we regularly met each other, and did a lot
of nice talking together' (Merx 35.2-4)
(2) up mari 6 quci=(ï)nâ up mari gulpänäni {gülpänane}1" / also owner of 6
thumbs=they.were, also owner.of wings / 'they had six thumbs, and wings'
(Socin 6.2)
(3) aha âdïyâ garmâ men garmï=(y)lâ, u-besrâ men besrl I this now bone from
my.bone=she.is, and-flesh from my.flesh / 'This one now is bone from my
bones and flesh from my flesh' (Gen 2.23)
(4) u-kad (y)tïbi=(h)wâw u-bi'kâlâ, (')merri l$o' I and-while seated=they.were
and-eating, he.said Jesus / 'And while they were seated and were eating,
Jesus said..' (Mark 14:18)
(5) u-bexdârâ=(h)wâ ÎSo' b-kullih Glïlâ, u-mâlopi=(h)wâ b-jâmâ'tê,n
u-makruzi masxadtâ d-malkuta, u-hâsomi kul dard u-mar'â b-tßyeppä l
and-walking.around=he.was Jésus in.all.of.it Galilée, and-teaching=he.was
in-their.synagogues, and-preaching thé.message of.kingdom, and-healing
every pain and.sickness among.the.people / 'And Jesus was going around
in Galilee, and he was teaching in their synagogues, and preaching the
message of the kingdom and healing every affliction and sickness among
the people' (Mat. 4:23)
(6) darwâzi d-mdï(n)tâ qaddlStâ har ptïxi=(h)waw u-hâzer l-qâbulî I gates of-
city holy already opened=they.were and-ready to.receive me / 'The gates of'
the holy city already were opened and were ready to take me in' (51/10/
76B51)
(7) lbîsâ=(')ywâ cargaymâ,n u-mutbâ taskellô b-rîsuhy I dressed=he.was in
coat of mail, and-placed(m) helmet(f) on-his.head / 'He wore a coat of
mail, and had put a helmet on his head.' (HS 95.9)
10. Between the {[-braces Socin's phonetic transcription of the author's re-reading of the
text is given.
11. Md gives 'crowd', 'multitude' forjämä'tä; the meaning 'synagogue' is inferred from
the Greek and Syriac text.
12. According to Md, gayemcärä (in the parallel passage in I Sam 17:5), comes from
gayrna ('coat') and card ('remedy'). The form in HS has these two elements reversed.
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(8) saypuk xayyan='Ilih u-purqanan I your.sword our.life=it.is andour.deliv-
erance / 'Your sword is our life and our deliverance' (VdS 348.13)
7.2.3 Relative clauses
Relative clauses, nearly always introduced by d-, are generally employed
with a copula (cf. 7.5.1). Because no examples were found of deletion of
the copula in relative clauses with d- in the texts of Merx and Socin, and
only a few in Bedjan's texts, it is likely that this type of clause was rather
uncommon, although perhaps not entirely ungrammatical. The examples
suggest that this clause type is possible only when the predicate consists of
a prepositional phrase.
A second type of relative clause are those without relative marker.13 The
subordination is expressed by a pronominal suffix referring to the anteced-
ent. This clause type is often employed when a name is given.14 However,
in my corpus I did not encounter clauses of this type other than with semm-
suf. 'whose name is..' (see 7.8). An example from Nöldeke's grammar,
taken from a text issued by the Protestants, is added to illustrate this clause
type (7).
In the Bible translations a considerable number of relative clauses with-
out copula occur. The subject is the same as in the main clause, and the
predicate may consist of a verbal noun or a prepositional phrase. Many of
the examples in BT have their origin in CS and the frequency of clauses of
this type is much higher in BT than in texts of native speakers. In CS the
enclitic personal pronoun is not always present in relative clauses, and in all
three examples (1,2, 3), CS does not employ such an enclitic pronoun.
In ZdB few examples occur and the one example quoted (4) is obviously
related to the clauses in 7.2.5, with an attributive infinitive without copula.
However, here the infinitive is introduced by d-, whereas the 'attributive
infinitives' are not introduced by this particle.
In Bedjan's text few relative clauses without copula occur, but the two
examples represent the two types: with relative marker d- (5) and without it
(6).
It is worth noticing that in exx. 1, 3, and 5 the 'predicates' in these rela-
tive clauses consist of prepositional phrases. One might argue that in this
case, these relative clauses without copula should rather be described as at-
13. Cf. Nöldeke 1868: 358-362. Polotsky (1996: 23-26) cites many examples, making the
small number of examples from the Protestant press seem like the exception, rather than the
rule.
14. For the same type of clause in CS, see Goldenberg 1983: 132-3.
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tributive prepositional phrases introduced by d-. What exactly the pragmatic
difference is between attributive prepositional phrases and relative clauses
is difficult to say (cf. e.g., exx. 12, 13, 14 in 7.5.3.3 and ex. 13 in 7.5.4.3).
(1) u-peslon mukxi kullê turäni rämi d-txot kulläh smayyä I and-they.became
covered all.of.them mountains high REL-under all.of.her heaven / 'and all
the high mountains under the heavens became covered' (Gen. 7.19) (id. in
CS)
(2) //' mâsyâ d-tâsyâ mdï(n)tâ d-'al turd bnltä I not.HAB he.is.possible
REP.he.hides city REL-on mountain built / 'One cannot hide a city that is
built on a mountain' (Mat. 5:14)
(3) da'kï d-bâbôkon d-b-smayyâ kâmîl=îli / like that-your.father REL-in-
heaven perfect=he.is / 'like your Father in heaven (or: who is in heaven) is
perfect' (Mat. 5:48) (cf. MdP 4.4: baban d-lwet h-smayya)
(4) d-Sme'li xâ qâlâ mâkîkâ u-xubbânà d-hyâ(h)bâ Slârnâ l-enyatï / REP-
I.heard a voice sweet and-lovely REL-giving peace to-my.conscience / '.. I
heard a sweet and lovely voice giving me peace of mind' (50/10/75B28)
(5) u-semli Sd'ol bar Qls d-men ojâg d-Benjâmën / and-he.appointed Saul
son.of Kish, REL-from family of-Benjamin / 'And he appointed Saul, the
son of Kish, who was from the family of Benjamin' (HS 90.8, id. VdS
338.10)
(6) It xâ (')nâsâ gô Rarnta semmuhy Halqânâ; there.is a man in Rama,
his.name Elkana / 'There is a man in Rama whose name is Elkana' (HS
86.10, id. HS 95.9)
(7) ït=lan xâ baba lehbuhy mraxmânâ I there.is=to.us a father his.heart com-
passionate / 'We have a father whose heart is compassionate' (Nöl. 359,
who cites Baxter 1854: 395, cf. n. 19)
7.2.4 Adverbial clauses
Adverbial clauses of circumstance regularly occur without a copula in BT
and ZdB. In the texts of Merx and Socin very few examples are found of
this type of clause, whereas the few adverbial clauses in Bedjan's texts in-
troduced by kad always have the copula. In other adverbial clauses the
copula is never deleted. These data make it unlikely that this type of clause
was really grammatical. These doubts are fuelled by a remark of Stoddard
himself, who asserts that kad is not employed in Urmia Aramaic to intro-
duce a participle, 'although we occasionally employ it thus in our books."5
This remark suggests that the Protestant missionaries employed kad when
they found it necessary for a correct translation, even while they knew that
15. Stoddard 1855: 170. This was already noted by Polotsky 1994: 97. See also Polotsky
1996: 26.
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it was not customary in the dialect of Urmia. Although Stoddard does not
mention the employment of the copula in &ad-clauses, it is not far-fetched
to assume that, in texts which represent literal translations from CS the ab-
sence of the copula may also be due to the influence of CS.
These adverbial clauses without copula share a number of characteristics.
Although most of them are introduced by had ('while'), they also may be
introduced by hâlâ ('already', 'while'), ayk d- ('according to') or hes
('while yet'). The predicate in most cases consists of an infinitive, some-
times of a participle and only incidentally of a prepositional phrase. In NT
many of these clauses are the translation of Greek participles, which in the
Peshitta were translated by active and passive participles, mostly introduced
by d- or kad. In OT no examples of fa/d-clauses without copula occur. This
should be explained by the fact that in Hebrew no direct counterpart of this
type of adverbial clauses exists. This suggests that these clauses in the NT
translation arose under the influence of the Peshitta. It is remarkable, there-
fore, that they appear also in ZdB. It is possible that the missionaries were
influenced by the English present participle introduced by 'while', although
such English participles more often seem to have been represented by at-
tributive infinitives (cf. 7.2.5).
In the first example from Merx's edition (1), it is clear that the participle
is predicated to the noun preceding kad. In the second example (2), the plu-
ral form of the participle indicates that 'the twelve' are the subject of the
adverbial clause, whereas 'he' (i.e., Jesus) is the subject of the main clause.
No copula is present, although the subject changes. If the predicate in an
adverbial clause consists of an infinitive and the subject changes, it is nec-
essary to add a copula, even if it is not present in CS.16 In the two clauses
taken from ZdB (3, 4), the subject of the main clause is the same as that of
the adverbial clause, and no copula is needed. Note that in ex. 4 a preposi-
tional phrase occurs in an adverbial clause without copula.
(1) albattä câton=(y)la hatkâ ta'lamtâ had lä xezyi I certainly difficult=it.is
such an.ordeal when not seen / 'certainly such an ordeal is difficult when it
is not foreseen' (Merx 31.3-4)
(2) Ina b-xartâ peslâ xezyâ l-xadde'sar kad (y)tîbi I but in-end he.became seen
to-eleven while seated(pl) / 'However, at last he was seen by the eleven
while they were seated' (Mark 16:14)
(3) hô (')nâsâ kad bezdayâ buqerri, d-râbâ mer'yâ=(y)wen? / this man while
fearing he.asked, REP-very ill=I.am? / 'this man, being afraid, asked: "am
I very ill?" ' (49/1/4B10)
16. Cf. Mark 16:12.
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(4) kad b-gibâ (')xi(r)nâ, gâsuqi=(y)wen 'al 'âmrâni d-mdïnâti u-mâtwati d-
Pransâ I while in-place other, looking=I.was at inhabitants of-towns and-
villages of.France / 'When I was somewhere else, I was looking at the in-
habitants of the towns and villages of France' (71/12/91B34)
7.2.5 Attributively employed infinitives
The infinitive form without prefix (h- or /-) is regularly employed as a sub-
stantive, whereas the infinitive preceded by /- is always employed as the
continuation of a finite verb or of a predicate + copula. The form with b-,
which is regularly employed with the copula to express the continuous
tense (present or past), may also be employed without copula in apposition
to a noun phrase.17 Nöldeke gives a great many examples of this construc-
tion, whereas many examples occur also in BT and in ZdB. However, I
wonder whether this construction is really indigenous to Urmia Aramaic. I
found no examples in the texts of Merx and Socin, nor in Bedjan's texts.
The fact that Stoddard gives an example of a specific way of employing the
infinitive adverbially, complicates the pattern even more. This type of ad-
verbial infinitive occurs a few times in the texts of Socin.18
In the example from Genesis (1), the infinitive in LU A is parallel to a
relative clause introduced by d- in CS, whereas the Hebrew clause has no
relative marker.
One wonders whether perhaps influence of the English present participle
may be at work here, because in the texts from NT no clear examples are
found, whereas a limited number of them occur in ZdB (2, 3), in texts that
in all likelihood were composed by English speakers. In the second exam-
ple the infinitive may even be analysed as an adjective, just as in English
the same -ing form can be employed both as present participle and as adjec-
tive. In the other texts no examples are found of this clause type. All
Nöldeke's examples seem to come from LUA translations of English
books19 or from ZdB.
The participle stem is regularly employed as an adjective. However, in
ex. 4, it has kept its verbal functions and has two verbal complements.
17. Nöldeke 1868: 329-331.
18. Stoddard gives examples of this participial use of the infinitive (note that his ' inf in i -
tive' is our participle and vice versa! ) which he calls 'adverbially'; i.e. 'berxatâ berxâtâ xus,
running, running, go, i.e. as fast as you can;' in Stoddard 1855: 170. Cf. id. in Socin 99.3.
19. Richard Baxter, The Saint's Everlasting Rest, London 1650 / Urmia 1854, and John
Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Progress, London 1678 / Urmia 1848. Both LUA translations prob-
ably were based on 19th-century American editions of these works by the American Tract
Society.
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(1) u-Sme'lon qalâ d-Maryâ Alâhâ bexdärä b-gantä l and-they.heard voice of-
Lord God walking in-garden / 'and they heard the Lord God walking in the
garden' (Gen. 3.8)
(2) (')merri hô (')nâsâ bemyâtâ I he.said this man dying / 'said this dying man'
(49/1/4B16)
(3) It âdîyâ tmänyä makrezzäni yan iwängälesti d-'idäti Iwängiläyi bepläxä go
R(h)omi I there.is now eight preachers or evangelists of-churches Evangeli-
cal working in Rome / 'Today there are eight preachers or evangelists of
the Evangelical churches working in Rome' (71/12/96A34)
(4) It spâyî madrâsi gô Lamsestän huderri men malkutâ qâ kullê I there.are
good schools in Germany instituted by government for all.of.them / 'There
are good schools in Germany, instituted by the government for everybody'
(50/10/79B10)
7.2.6 Main and reported clauses
Although the number of main and reported clauses without copula is not
very high, it is likely that independent clauses without a copula are not en-
tirely ungrammatical. Clauses of this type occur not only in BT and ZdB,
but also in Socin and Merx. Apart from a few clauses that obviously are lit-
eral translations from Hebrew or CS, the common characteristic of such
clauses seems to be their use in exclamations, reflections of direct speech
and vivid descriptions. This was already noted by Nöldeke, who introduced
clauses like this by saying: 'Einzeln stehn nun aber auch sonst Sätze ohne
Copula, namentlich bei grösserer Lebhaftigkeit der Rede'.20 In Bedjan's
texts clauses of this type are not attested.
The first three examples from Socin (1-3) can be interpreted as vivid de-
scriptions of something happening at that moment. Note also the employ-
ment of Inâ, 'but', to introduce such clauses. In ex. 4 it is uncertain whether
this really is such an instance of vivid description of something happening
before one's eyes. In this phrase the copula was added when the writer re-
read the phrase.
The first three examples taken from BT (5, 6, 7) do not belong to the
type of clauses described above. It is likely that they were influenced by the
Hebrew and CS phrasing of the clause, where no pronoun or form of hw' is
present. Only in the first clause of ex. 5 has CS an independent form of hw',
following the subject. This is represented in LUA by the past copula fol-
lowing the predicate. The next clause (7) perhaps can really do without the
20. Nöldeke 1868: 338. So also Polotsky 1996: 29-31, who describes these clauses as
'tableau-phrases'. Tsereteli 1978: 85, mentions the existence of nominal clauses without
copula, and the few examples he provides all are exclamatory clauses.
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copula, although in other texts semma-c\auses without copula occur as rela-
tive clauses only. The last example from BT (8) fits neatly into the descrip-
tion given above. In this clause the infinitive without copula in LUA repre-
sents an active participle in Hebrew and a finite verb in CS. Although in the
LUA translation of OT, the Hebrew (without copular pronoun) usually
seems to have influenced the LUA translation more than the Peshitta has, in
this case the copula could indeed be left out.
A lengthy example from ZdB (9) illustrates the use of infinitives without
copula, in a vivid description of a fire that had destroyed the larger part of
Chicago (cf. Texts no 10). A copula is employed in the first line, whereas in
the rest of the paragraph new subjects are introduced without copula. In
ZdB also a couple of clauses were found in which b- + infinitive is used in
an impersonal exhortation, with la, 'not' (10). No examples of this type
were encountered in other text types.
(1) ma xâ (')nâsâ beslâyâ men risa d-tura lä'iltix / but a man coming.down
from top of-mountain to.this-under / 'look, a man coming down from the
top of the mountain' (Merx 12.6)21
(2) mtilon 'al d-ähä hâywan u-xzilun Ina râbâ gurä / they .reached on that ani-
mal and-they.saw but very great / 'they came to that animal, saw it, and
look, it was very great' (Merx 3.11)
(3) he dlä lisänä dlä mendl I she without language, without something / 'she
was speachless and could do nothing' (Socin 46.9)
(4) pitwu(h) xamsä carâgi=(î)li up jullu(h) râbâ zardi men rang {upjullô rqba
zârdlna mirrânk} I her.width five caragi's=it.was also her.clothes very yel-
low from color / 'her width was five caragi's, and her clothes have a bright
yellow color' (Socin 20.4)
(5) u-ar'â xrâbâ u-spïqtâ=(h)wâ, u-xuyä 'al pâtâ d-'umqä, u-ruxâ d-Alähä
raprupi 'al pâtâ d-mïyâ / and-earth ruin and empty=it.was, and-darkness on
thé surface of-deep, and-spirit of-God hovering on surface of-the.water /
'And the earth was corrupted and empty, and darkness was on the surface
of the deep, and the spirit of God was hovering above the surface of the
water' (Gen. 1:2)
(6) u-xzili Alâhâ l-bahrâ d-spayî I and-he.saw God OBJ-light REP-good / 'and
God saw that the light was good' (Gen. 1:4)
(7) u-semma d-nahra d-trê, Gïxon; and-name of-river of-second Gihon; 'and
the name of the second river is Gihon' (Gen. 2:13)
(8) u-hâ, xezmâ be'bârâ I and-look, redeemer passing / 'and look, the redeemer
was just passing' (Ruth 4:1)
21. Cf. id. Merx 5:14: d-xzila(h) men rixqâ hi'tâyâ xâjwanqâ râbâ sâplrâ / REL-she.saw
from far coming a young.man very beautiful / '.. when she saw a very beautiful young man
coming from afar,..'
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(9) zôdâ men palgä d-anni 300 000 d-C)nâsi d-hê mdï(n)tâ, berxätä=(y)nä
l-âhâ gibâ u-l-hô gibâ gô 'âlolâni, xakmâ bet'ânâ bâ(t)r kelpattê tllqi,
xakmâ lâboli xa xâzînê kmâ d-mâsyi gô xpâqê, u-txot xâjê, u-lâ blda'yâ
aykâ â(l)zï, xakmâ bet'ânâ bâ(t)r ârâbâni u-kâleski d-ma'reqql kilpattê,
susâwâti u-qenyâni pulti men pagânê beqyâdâ, u-berxâtâ l-âhâ gibâ u-l-hô
gibâ I more than half of-those 300,000 of.people(pl) of-that.city, running
they.are to-this side and-to-that side in-streets, some looking for their,
families lost, some taking their.possessions as they.are.able in their.bos-
oms and-under their.armpits, and-not knowing where (SUB).they.go,
some looking for carriages and-coaches to-saving their.families, horses
and.cattle(pl) escaped from their stables burning, and-running to-this
side and-to-that side / 'More than half of the 300,000 people of this city
are running to and fro in the streets, some looking for their lost fami-
lies, some taking as much possessions as they could in their bosoms
and under their arms, not knowing where to go, some looking for car-
riages and coaches to let their families escape, and horses and cattle that
escaped from their burning stables, are running to and fro.' (71/12/94A45-
B4)
(10) la beqlâbâ, la l-yammlna, u-lâ l-semmâlà / not turning around, not to-right,
and-not to-left / 'Don't turn around, not to the right, and not to the left' (71/
12/91A13)
7.2.7 Conclusions
The survey of nominal clauses without copula leads to the conclusion
that clauses of this type do not constitute a separate group of true nom-
inal clauses, but that these clauses have to be considered as incomplete
copular clauses. The copula can be absent under specific circumstances.
These are: (i) after the second or third predicate in a series of consecutive
predicates; (ii) in relative clauses consisting of a prepositional predicate;
(iii) in relative clauses without d- in which a pronominal suffix marks the
relation between main and relative clause; (iv) in clauses with vivid de-
scriptions.
All other nominal clauses without copula seem to be ungrammatical
and due to influence of other languages. The absence of the copula in BT
in short relative clauses, in consecutive clauses with different subjects,
or in short reported clauses in all likelihood is due to Hebrew or CS influ-
ence. The presence of attributively employed infinitives and participles in
ZdB, as well as in texts from the Protestant missionaries that were trans-
lated from English, perhaps may be attributed to influence of English gram-
mar.
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7.3 Affirmative main clauses
7.3.1 Introduction
In affirmative main clauses two basic constituent order types occur, de-
pending on whether the subject consists of a noun phrase or of a personal
pronoun. In the latter case, the nucleus of predicate and copula (Pc) is suffi-
cient in itself, the subject being represented by the copula. When the subject
consists of a noun phrase, the dominant order in all text types is SPc.22
These two order types are basic, not only because of their being the most
common order, but also because of the fact that these two types are prag-
matically unmarked. In an unmarked copular clause, the predicate repre-
sents the new, salient information, i.e., the focus, and the subject represents
the given, presupposed information of the clause, i.e., the topic.
All deviations from these two types can be considered to indicate a cer-
tain marking. In this section a number of variations on the basic orders are
discussed. In all these variations the basic pragmatic functions of subject
and predicate, topic and focus, remain the same. In 7.4, those clauses are
presented in which the pragmatic functions no longer run parallel to the
grammatical and semantic functions of the two parts of a copular clause.
7.3.2 Unmarked copular clauses with pronominal subject (Pc)
The basic clause type with a pronominal subject does not occur very fre-
quently in main clauses, because main clauses often are employed to intro-
duce new topics expressed by nominal subjects. However, in all text types
examples are found in which the predicate, consisting of a nominal phrase
(1, 4, 5), an adjectival phrase (2), or a prepositional phrase (3), together
with the copula constitutes a complete sentence. The predicate may also
consist of a verbal noun, but in the majority of these clauses the predicate
has a complement (see exx. 6-11).
(1) kläs qämetä=(y)wän I class first=I.am(f) / 'I am in the first class' (Merx
31.16)
(2) râbâ rixqâ men mdî(n)tâ 'al turâni=(î)nâ {t(o)urêna} I very far from city in
mountains=they.are / 'They are very far from the city, in the mountains'
(Socin 62.8)
(3) men xezman=îli / from our.kinsmen=he.is / 'he is one of our kinsmen'
(Ruth 2:20)
22. So also Stoddard 1855: 152, Nöldeke 1868: 344, 1. 1-6, and Maclean 1895: 192,
§74.5.
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(4) u-sâ'at d-madrâsi d-xôsibâ=(y)lâ / and-hour of-schools of-Sunday=it.is /
'It is the time of the Sunday schools' (71/12/92A36)23
(5) meskini=(h)waw I poor=they.were / 'They were poor' (HS 85.13)
The predicate in this type of clause may be complemented by a preposi-
tional phrase, or, if the predicate consists of a verbal noun, also by an object
phrase. The usual place of the copula is after the main phrase of the predi-
cate. Prepositional phrases usually follow this nucleus (6, 8), but may also
precede the nucleus for reasons of assertive or contrastive focus, like in ex.
7. Sentence connectives and sentence adverbs occupy the first position of
the clause (7).
In the example from BT (9), the copula follows the participle, and this
nucleus is being followed by a prepositional phrase. In ex. 10 from ZdB, this
same structure is employed with a predicate consisting of a noun phrase.
The two examples taken from Bedjan's texts illustrate the same clause
type. In the first clause (11), the complement consists of a direct object fol-
lowed by prepositional phrase expressing the indirect object, whereas in the
second (12) it consists of a prepositional phrase.
(6) 'al xâ turâ=(h)wâ {tûrêwa} qurbâ 'al mdl(n)tâ d-$usäwan I on a
mountain=it.was close to city of-Shushawan / 'It was on a mountain close
to the city of Shushawan' (Socin 8.19)
(7) mejjid b-rabâ pâsamtâ gurtâ sâruwi=(y)wân I certainly, in-much sadness
great dwelling=I.am(f) / 'Really, I am very distressed' (Merx 29.18)
(8) u-râbâ (')kïli=(ï)nâ {hîllma} minnê I and-much eaten=they.were from-
them / 'and they had eaten very much from them' (Socin 64.2)
(9) u-(y)tïbâ=(h)wâ 'am xelmatkâri I and-seated=he.was with servants / 'And
he sat down with the servants' (Mark 14: 54)
(10) yomä d-nyâxtâ=(y)li qatê I day of.rest=it.is for.them / 'It is the resting day
for them' (71/12/92A5)
(11) pïsi=(h)wâw targaltä24 aä kullih 'alma / became=they.were stum-
bling.block for all.of.him world / 'They [i.e., the sons of Eli, cf. I Sam.
2:12] became a stumbling block for all the world' (HS 86.22)
(12) hamsä istêna bil kóulli I five six=they.are in.of total.of.it / 'they are five to
six all' (Duval 29.9)
This same type of clause is very characteristic of clauses that introduce re-
ported clauses. The predicate in clauses of this type may consist of a parti-
ciple or infinitive, and also of adjectives like 'truly', 'proper', 'important'
23. Cf. Polotsky 1996: 20 n. 22 on 'subjektlose' verbs.
24. Probably related to CS rgl; the shaph'el formation of this stem means 'to impede,
ensnare, to drag'.
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etc. With the latter type of predicate the subject is impersonal, and referred
to by the feminine form of the copula. The predicate may be complemented
by an adverbial phrase. In all texts examples are found of this type of intro-
duction of reported clauses (13-17).25
(13) u-mijjid=(î)lâ d- {wmigedflâ} / and-true=it.is REP- / 'And it is true that..'
(Socin 22.11)
(14) spâyi=(h)wâ qâ d-hô (')nâsâ, en.. I good=it.was for for.that man if.. / 'It
would be better for that man, if..' (Mark 14:21)
(15) wâjeb=îlâ d-kullê (')nâsi qân u-Sâm'l himezmâni d-ktâbi qaddîSi /
proper=it.is REP-all.of.them people SUB.they.read and-SUB.they.hear
words of-Scriptures holy / 'Ail people ought to read and hear the words of
the holy Scriptures' (49/1/2A2)
(16) câtln='llâ qâ barnâsâ qat.. I difficult=it.is for man REP / 'It is difficult for
man to..' (Im 15.18)
(17) mâhlem lia min da adat qat.. I clear=it.is from this usage REP.. / 'It is clear
from this usage that..' (Duval 9.18)
7.3.3 Copular clauses with preverbal pronominal subject (SpronPc)
A pronominal subject can perform marked topic functions when a personal
pronoun is added to the nucleus of predicate and copula. Thus, an inde-
pendent personal pronoun can be employed to mark the change of a (pro-
nominal) topic in discourse, or to mark the fact that the topic is in contrast
or comparison with another topic.26 Such assertive and contrastive pro-
nominal topics precede the predicate.
In the first example from Socin (1), the personal pronoun is probably em-
ployed because 'we' are introduced for the first time, when a question on
the identity of these people is being answered. The pronoun has the same
function in the second clause (2), which is the first occurrence of the 'I' in a
letter. When the same clause, somewhat extended, is repeated a few lines
further (Merx 34.14), the copula suffices to represent the subject. In ex. 3
the speaker emphasizes that he himself saw it happen, whereas in ex. 4 and
5 the pronoun marks contrast between two clauses.
25. These indeclinable adjectives can also be employed without copula, preceding a finite
SUB stem. In the same way two finite verb stems can be employed together without consecu-
tive or subordinate marker, thus lazern massem bala 'he ought to pay attention' and âmes
massem bâlâ 'he is able to pay attention'. In Bedjan, the adjectives lazem and garag without
copula or relative marker are also employed with other verb forms.
26. This was already noted by Maclean 1895: 76, §29.6: 'As the terminations ofïwen etc.
contain the personal pronouns, it is unnecessary, except for emphasis or distinction, to repeat
these'. Compare Goldenberg 1983: 103, who states for CS that with a pronominal subject
'Pattern B [SPs, MvdBJ wi l l enable marked fronting of the subject and Pattern C [PsS,
MvdB| wi l l not occur'. For the same pattern in Hebrew, see Muraoka 1975: 31.
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In BT the employment of an independent personal pronoun appears to be
very much determined by its occurrence in the Hebrew or CS text. In He-
brew the conditions governing the use of a personal pronoun in clauses of
this type seems to be somewhat different from those in LUA. In most in-
stances BT follows the Hebrew text in such way that the independent pro-
noun is literally translated, also when it is not present in the Peshitta text.
This is illustrated by ex. 6. One wonders whether the explicit pronoun does
not change the meaning of the clause from 'because he is flesh' (not spirit)
to 'because he is flesh' (rather than somebody else). The example from NT
illustrates the contrastive function of the pronoun (7), but here the inde-
pendent pronoun is also present in CS. A similar example is found in Mat.
3:11.
The first clause from ZdB is the first line of a letter in which the T
speaks (8), in the second example the subject is only referred to in a prepo-
sitional phrase preceding the predicate (9), and thus is taken up with an in-
dependent pronoun. However, in most of the clauses in ZdB with an inde-
pendent pronoun, one may wonder whether its presence is according to its
function in the texts of Socin and Merx. No examples have been found of
clear contrastive usage.
In Bedjan's texts the use of independent pronouns is restricted to clauses
in which the subject expresses various kinds of assertive topics, either
contrastive or comparative. In the first example contrast is most important
(10), and in the second comparison (11). The third example belongs to a
paragraph in which the strength of a leopard is described. This clause af-
firms that the king himself is like that leopard, and that he does not have to
fear for his subjects (12).
(1) axnan xaccâ (')nâsi xâduri=(y)wak {hâdurewah} I we some people wal-
king.around=we.are / 'we are some people walking around' (Socin 6.4)
(2) ânâ psîmâ=(y)wen râbâ 11 saddenend=I.am much] / 'I am very sad' (Merx
34.8)
(3) dm râbâ xâtirjam ânâ b-'aynï xi:yâ=(î)wen {hizyëwin} qat.. I very much
certain I in-my.eyes saw=I.was REP... / 'Certainly I myself saw that..'
(Socin 36.10)
(4) haw metya=(y)li l-xartä d-säpärtuhy, u-takla d-up axnan mâtâk Ikesluhy. I
he arrived=he.was at-end of-his.journey, and would REP-also we
SUB.we.arrive to.him / 'He has arrived at the end of his journey, and hope-
fully we will arrive with him' (Merx 34.2)
(5) u-'merri up ânâ bnay Tawriz=ïwen I and-he.said also I inhabitant.of
Tabriz=I.am / 'and he said: 'I am also coming from Tabriz' ' (Merx 55.6)
(6) bxlâtê haw hesra=(y)li / because he flesh=he.is / 'because he is flesh'
(Gen. 6:3) (in Hebrew: pron. + noun, in CS: noun + encl.pron.)
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(7) u-up a(n)t 'am J so' Nâsrâyâ=(y)wet=(h)wâ / and-also you with Jesus Na-
zarene=you.were / 'You also were with Jesus the Nazarene' (Mark 14:67)
(8) ânâ sem'ya=(y)wen d- 11 heard=l.was REP.. / 'I have heard that..' (49/1/
3A29)
(9) b-xabra (')xäräyä bä's d-Pâpâ, haw hälä b-Gi'tä=(y)li / in-news latest con-
cerning of-Pope, he still in-Gaeta=he.is / 'According to the latest news
about the Pope, he is still in Gaeta' (49/5/A22)
(10) a(n)t hi'tâyâ=(')ywet 'allï b-asbabi, u-ânâ bi'tâyâ=(')ywen 'alluk b-Semmih
d-Maryä Alähä / you coming=you-are on.me with-weapons, and-I
coming=I.am on-you in-his.name of-Lord God / 'You come to me with
weapons, but I come to you in the name of the Lord God' (HS 97.5)
(11) a(n)t zaddlqa-ywet menrii I you righteous=you.are than.me / 'You are
more righteous than I' (HS 101.21)
(12) ó malka la zdih, at palänk ivit I oh king, not fear, you leopard=you.are /
'Oh king, do not be afraid, you are a leopard' (Duval 23.11 )
Demonstrative pronouns preceding the predicate also perform topic func-
tions. However, in case of demonstrative pronouns, this clause type cannot
be considered to be marked vis-à-vis an unmarked constituent order type in
which the demonstrative is in another position. Pragmatically, this clause
with demonstrative pronoun is identical with the basic copular clause with
explicit subject (cf. 7.3.4).
Semantically, however, this clause type is indeed marked vis-à-vis the
same clauses with personal pronouns,27 or vis-à-vis clauses without explicit
pronoun. Demonstrative pronouns in this position usually resume an earlier
mentioned topic, often in order to conclude a chain of sentences. It may
mark also the introduction of a new topic, which is explained in the clauses
following the one with the demonstrative pronoun.28
A clause like âhâ mejjed-ïlâ (13) marks a turning point of the descrip-
tion and introduces an important clause, whereas mejjed=Ila without ex-
plicit pronominal subject can be employed without any specific marking
(cf. 7.3.2, ex. 14, being part of a chain of descriptive clauses). The next
clause, ex. 14, introduces a description of a certain custom, and ex. 15 is the
introductory clause of a few lines in which the speaker gives his opinion on
the situation after four years of work among the mountain tribes. The de-
monstrative pronoun refers to the year of writing.
27. Somewhat problematic is the fact that in various text types the demonstratives for
'farther away' are written in the same way as the personal pronouns, so that the difference
can only be concluded from the context (cf. 6.2.2 and 6.2.4).
28. Sometimes these resumptive or proleptic functions may be connected to span bounda-
ries, but this is not always the case. See Khan 1988, who discusses a number of structures that
are employed in Semitic languages to mark span boundaries.
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In BT demonstratives in this position are rare. In the example from Mark
the demonstrative is present also in CS (16). In Gen. 2:23 (ex. 3 in 7.2.2)
the demonstrative is present both in Hebrew and in CS. In both examples
the pronominal subject is clearly stressed. In ZdB this clause type occurs
too; the clause in ex. 17 is at the end of a series of clauses in which various
states of life (like wealth and fame) were mentioned, which, according to
the author of the article, are worth nothing when it comes to dying.
In Bedjan's texts a few examples of this type are found, but I did not find
any in Duval's texts. In ex. 18 the first few lines on Mar Barbashemin are
quoted. In these lines the structure under discussion is employed twice. The
first aha takes up the immediately preceding noun, the name Barbashemin.
The second aha again refers to this name, but now referring to the person
behind it, not to the name itself.
(13) aha mejjed=(y)la d- I this true=it.is REP- 'It really is true that..' (Merx
53.4)
(14) aha xâ 'âdat=(ï)la {âdad lia} gô atrâ dïyan ïman d-1 this a custom=it.is in
the.land of.ours] when.. / 'It is a custom in our land that when..' (Socin
54.2, cf. Socin 84.4 without xâ, at the end of a discourse span)
(15) aha si(n)ta d-4=(y)li dlwen go I this year of-four=it.is REP-l.am among /
'This is the fourth year that I am among..' (Merx 29.8)
(16) d-up aha menne=(y)li / REP-also this from.them=he.is / 'This one also be-
longs to them' (Mark 14:69)
(17) anni Mi z'ori=(y)na I these small things=they.are / 'These are unimportant
things' (49/1/3/A3)
(18) bâ(t)r Sâhdôst qâtoliqâ, qemli Barba'smïn. àhâ xâ semmâ Kaldâyâ=(')ylih,
ayk tanaytâ d-Bar 'Ebrâyâ, u-ki pâ'es pusqâ d-arb'â semmâni. up aha men
Bét Garmay=(')y(h)wâ, bron d-xâtâ d-tubänä Sem'on bar Sabbâ'i sâhdâ. /
after Shadost katholikos, he.arose Barbashemin. this a name Chal-
dean=it.is, as mentioning of-Bar Hebraeus, and-HAB it.becomes translated
by-four names, also this.one from Bet Garmay=he.was, son of-sister of-
blessed Shemon bar Sabba'i martyr. / 'The katholikos Shadost was suc-
ceeded by Barbashemin. This is an Aramaic name, according to
Barhebraeus, and it means "four names". This man was also from Bet
Garmay, being a son of a sister of the blessed Shemon bar Sabba'i, the
martyr.' (VdS 339.15-18)
7.3.4 Copular clauses with preverbal nominal subject (SnounPc)
If a nominal subject precedes the nucleus of predicate and copula, the
clause type is unmarked. This type of clause is employed when a new topic
is introduced, when the topic performs assertive or contrastive functions, as
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well as when a topic that had been mentioned earlier is repeated without
specific marking.29 It is the dominant order in all text corpora.
(1) up malkä Mammal râbâ 'attîqâ=(î)li {âtiqêli} men dôri räbä l also king
Mammat very old=he.is from ages many / 'King Mammal is also very old'
(Socin 8.12)
(2) Alâhâ raxmânâ=(î)li {rahmanêli} I God merciful=he.is / 'God is merciful'
(Socin 42.16)
(3) âhâ (')nâsâ hônânâ-(ï)wâ {hônânïwâ} I this man wise=he.is / 'This man
was wise' (Socin 60.17)
(4) sohbâtuhyM ruxânâyi râbâ bâsîmi=(h)wâw qâtan I his.talks spiritual very
sweet=they.were for.us / 'His spiritual talks were very sweet to us' (Merx
30.20)
(5) u-Nox bar e$ta ma' senni=(h)wa I and-Noah son.of six hundred
years=he.was / 'And Noah was six hundred years old' (Gen. 7:6)
(6) u-hamzamtuk bedmâyâ=(y)lâ / and-your.speech resembling=it.is / 'and
your speech is similar' (Mark 14.7) (CS: act. part. 3msg)
(7) râbâ mennê meskini=(y)na u-kplni I many of.them poor=they.are and-hun-
gry / 'Many of them are poor and hungry' (49/1/6A29)
(8) sulâ d-Maryâ hi'zâlâ=(y)li lâqâmuhy gô d-hô aträ / the.work of-Lord
going=it.is to.its.forward in that country / 'The work of the Lord is pro-
gressing in that country' (71/12/96B1)
(9) dbâqtâ d-nâtâ bu$ spay=ylâ men debxi I turning of-ear better=it.is than of-
ferings / 'obedience is better than offering' (HS 93.5)
(10) bdoukani hîni pala houS ârzan île I in.places other laborer more
cheap=he.is / 'In other places a laborer is cheaper' (Duval 16.4)
(11) kout âga ha hâkim-walâyat île I all.of Agha a ruler-vilayet=he.is / 'Every
Agha is the ruler of a vilayet' (Duval 21.15)
7.3.5 Introductory clauses (SPdemc)
A special type of SPc clauses are those clauses in which the predicate con-
sists of a demonstrative pronoun. The majority of clauses with a demonstra-
tive followed by the enclitic copula belong to the identifying clauses (cf.
7.4.2). In the clauses under discussion here, the predicate, consisting of a
demonstrative, is followed by a number of noun phrases or clauses that
contain an enumeration or a description.31 The demonstrative pronoun re-
29. Thus, at this point there seems to be a fundamental difference between copular clauses
and clauses with finite verbs. In the latter VS order constitutes an alternative to SV order, see
8.2.6-7.
30. In Syriac script: sôhahtuhy.
31. Introductory clauses may also be constructed with an independent copula, cf. ex. 3 in
7.3.7. Perhaps this latter type is somewhat more assertive than the type under discussion in
the present section.
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fers to this enumeration or description. These latter parts are attributively
attached to the preceding copular clause, and can be interpreted as post-
clausal tail constituents, providing additional, in this case salient, informa-
tion.
In the examples from Socin and Merx, the nucleus ähä=(y)li is followed
by an explanation (1, 3), and an enumeration (2).
The example from ZdB (4) introduces a long description of the great fire
in Chicago (cf. Texts no 10).
In Bedjan's texts, edited by Duval, several clauses occur of this type. Ex.
5 introduces the description of the 'condition' mentioned in the predicate,
ex. 6 opens a paragraph in which farming utensils are listed, and ex. 7, al-
though at the end of a paragraph, introduces a description of four possible
remedies for the problems of agriculture in Persia.
(1) simmâ d-ähä yumâ ähä=(i)li r(')uytâ d-mïti I the.name of-this day this=it.is
Friday of-the.dead / 'The name of this day is this: Friday-of-the-dead.'
(Socin 82.13)
(2) (')näsi d-[..], d[...], anni=(y)nä, mallä 10, sêyîdi 3,.. I people that [...],
these=they.are: 10 Mollahs, 3 Seyids,.. / 'The people that [ ], are these:
ten Mollahs, three Seyids,..' (Merx 54.4)
(3) cârâ âhâ=(y)li d-sâlâk slutâ I remedy this=it.is REP-SUB.we.pray prayer /
'The remedy is this, that we pray..' (Merx 37.2)
(4) xabri (')xârâyi d-ït=lan but d-hô nurâ gurâ d-mâqadtâ d-Sekâgo,
anni=(y)nâ / news(pl) other(pl) that-there.is=to.us about that fire great of-
burning of-Chicago, these=they.are / 'The latest news we have about the
large fire in Chicago is as follows:..' (71/12/94A30)
(5) é Sart góurta ouqammóya min kóulle âhêla: I that condition important
and.first of all.of.them this.it.is: / '.., the first and most important condition
is this:..' (Duval 9.16)
(6) hagâtid varzigaróuva annina: ptana... I utensils.of farming these.they.are:
plough... / 'The utensils needed for farming are these: a plough,..' (Duval
15.9)
(7) fâro âhêla I her-remedy this=it(f)-is / 'Her remedy is this. (i).. '(Duval
17.13)
7.3.6 Copular clauses with post-clausal constituents (Pc, Ta)
If the subject consists of a noun or noun phrase, it may also be placed after
the nucleus of predicate and copula. This clause type is far less frequent
than the one with the subject in pre-predicate position (7.3.4). The differ-
ence in frequency suggests that the former is a marked type, and this is con-
firmed by the fact that post-predicate subjects occur in specific, marked
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contexts. In the majority of the examples, a subject in this position is em-
ployed to mark the end of a topic span,32 in a concluding or resumptive
clause.
The 'subject' in these clauses always consists of a given topic, which is
repeated at the end of a topic span. Therefore it is likely that these 'sub-
jects' can better be described as post-clausal constituents, performing tail
functions, i.e., adding additional or resumptive information to the preceding
clause.33
The two types of main affirmative clauses in which the subject regularly
occurs in post-predicate position, i.e., clauses introduced by kmä and
marked name-giving clauses, do not belong to this category. In these
clauses, the postpredicate subjects do not perform resumptive functions and
cannot be considered to be extra-clausal. These clauses are discussed in
7.7.5 and 7.8.2.
In the texts of Merx and Socin, the first two examples illustrate regular
usage ( I , 2): both clauses are the concluding clauses of a story told by the
narrator. In many cases the post-clausal constituent of the clause, thus, is
identical with the topic of the passage, and had been mentioned earlier.34
However, this is not always necessary. If a description of something is
given, the last clause of that description may take this structure, even if the
subject is not the same as that of earlier clauses. In ex. 3 the narrator is re-
calling all the sad things that befell him, and this is the last clause referring
to the past tense. In the next clause he begins to describe his present situa-
tion. Ex. 4 is the last clause of a description of a journey, before the narrator
turns to describe a special event that happened on that journey. The second
clause of ex. 5 concludes a short description of the arms of some kind of
demon.
In the LUA translation of OT all instances of post-predicate position of
the subject are parallel to the constituent order in Hebrew, which basically
has a VSO order.35 In many instances the constituent order in the Hebrew
text is reflected in the Peshitta. In NT, LUA follows the constituent order in
32. See Khan 1988: xxxiii-xxxvi for this terminology.
33. In the chapter on verbal syntax, post-clausal constituents are discussed in more detail,
cf. 8.4.5-8.
34. Compare Goldenberg 1983: 104, who suggests that the parallel construction in CS
can be employed only when the subject is known to the reader/hearer.
35. Stoddard 1855: 149-50, gives an example of a clause in which a pronominal subject
follows the nucleus of predicate and copula. This clause is introduced by the explanation:
'An inversion of the ordinary construction may, however, be employed for emphasis'. The
'emphasis', according to Stoddard, is on the predicate, not on the subject. Nöldeke 1868:
348, cites the same clause, not adding further examples.
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the Peshitta, in which the subject may occur also after the subject. In many
instances the Peshitta reflects the order in Greek. No examples were found
in which the LUA translation employs post-predicate subjects independ-
ently from the Greek or the Peshitta text. In ex, 6 the order in Hebrew and
in Peshitta was taken over in LUA.36 In the example from NT (7), both CS
and Greek have the same constituent order. The clause is the introduction
of a part on Jesus' work in Galilee and the post-predicate position of the
subject is rather out of place. In these PcS clauses in the Bible translations,
it is difficult to speak of an extra-clausal constituent, because the subjects
often are new topics, and the clause does not perform a resumptive func-
tion.
In ZdB the number of clauses of this type is much smaller, which con-
firms the assumption that their occurrence in BT is mainly due to the source
languages. An example of the conclusive, resumptive usage is given in
ex. 8.
It is interesting to note that in Bedjan's text no clear example of the re-
sumptive usage has been found so far.37 The position of the subject in ex. 9
probably is due to influence from the Bible text.38
(1) u-cim mijid=(l)la {mijet (la} âhâ mitlâ I and-very certainly=it.is this story /
'And this story is very certain' (Socin 24.15)
(2) räbä maxyänä d-zârab=(I)li âhâ haywân bïsâ I much someone.who.afflicts
damage=he.is this animal bad / 'And this animal is a very damaging one'
(Merx 1.13)
(3) xlsa=(h)wa men idl su'tt I gone=it.was from my .hand my.work / 'my work
left from my hands' (Merx 46.10)
(4) pyâsâ=(h)wâw {pislwa}^ trê yumäni d-mâtinwâ l-baytâ I remaining=
they.were two days OBJ-SUB.l.reach-PAST to-home / 'Two days of
traveling remained for me to reach home' (Socin 24.9)
(5) up lt=lun qârâbïni râbâ yârïki u-râbâ yâquyri ayk tmânl batmâni=(î)li
{batmânéli} yuqrê I also there.is.to.them carbines very long and-very heavy
36. Cf. also the passive clause Gen. 2:23: sâhâb d-men (')nâiâpîStâ=(y)la sqlltä ähä 'be-
cause from the man she was taken'. The demonstrative pronoun in Hebrew (not in Peshitta) is
rendered in LUA, suggesting focus on the subject pronoun, rather than on the predicate.
37. Note that also in verbal clauses Bedjan seems to refrain as much as possible from the
use of post-clausal constituents, cf. 8.4.5-8, whereas in the texts of Merx and Socin these
clause types are much more frequent.
38. See ISam 14:45. It is difficult to tell which text was employed by Bedjan for his HS.
Most likely he had the Peshitta available, but what about the LUA translation and the Hebrew
text'? In the LUA edition of 1893 exactly the same phrasing occurs.
39. The phonetic transcription seems to reflect a participle (pîSâ (ms), pîSi, (pi)) rather
than a contracted form of the infinitive.
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about eighty batmans=it.is their.weight / 'They possess also very long and
heavy carbines whose weight is about eighty batman' (Socin 54.15)
(6) qurbâ=(y)li ellan hô (')nâsâ I relative=he.is to.us that man / 'That man is a
relative of ours' (Ruth 2:20)
(7) u-bexdârâ=(h)wâ Iso' b-kullih Glïlâ / and-walking.around=he.was Jesus
in-all.of.it Galilee / 'And Jesus went about all Galilee' (Mat. 4:23)
(8) hatkâ hi'mârâ=(y)li malkâ 'äqeldär l thus speaking=he.is king wise / 'Thus
said the wise king' (49/1/8B26)
(9) xayyâ=yli Mâryâ I alive=he.is the.Lord / 'The Lord is alive' (HS 92.3)40
7.3.7 Clauses with independent copula (SCP)
In the texts a number of clauses are found for which the analysis as sug-
gested above presents some difficulties. The common characteristic of these
clauses is the fact that the copula precedes the predicate. This means that
the copula is placed between the subject and the predicate.41 There are sev-
eral indications that the copula in clauses of this type has an unusual form,
with initial I, whether the preceding noun ends in a consonant or not. The
first indication is the phonetic transcription of these clauses in the texts of
Socin. A second argument is found in the descriptions of Friedrich and
Tsereteli. They differentiate between two types of copula: the usual enclitic
form and the alternative form that Friedrich calls 'betont' and Tsereteli
'emphasised'.42 I call this alternative form the 'independent' copula, basing
myself on the morphological difference between the regular and the variant
form.43 The spelling of the independent copula in Merx and Socin suggests
that in the early period, this /-vowel was not indicated in standard orthogra-
phy. However, I did not come across any examples of this form in the ear-
lier Protestant impressions, so I do not know what the standard orthography
was supposed to be. The two examples from ZdB, however, suggest that in
later Protestant orthography independent copula was indeed marked by a
full vowel /-.
40. Compare also HS 5.10, with the same constitutent order in Gen. 3:3 in Hebrew, CS,
and BT '93.
41. This was noted by Stoddard 1855: 152; he interprets this order (SCP) as conveying 'a
kind of emphasis'. He adds: 'the change of the usual construction, as in other cases, giving
more force to the words.' Nöldeke 1868: 344 does not add further examples, classifying
Stoddard's with clauses of the type ScP (7.4.2).
42. Friedrich 1959: 61 and Tsereteli 1978: 89, 1970: 79. Unfortunately, they do not pay
attention to the syntax of the two types of clauses.
43. It is possible that Maclean 1895: 76, §29.5, refers to this independent copula, which is
employed 'In poetry, or for emphasis'. However, his only example is with a pronoun, of
which I did not find any examples.
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The clauses with SCP constituent order have a pragmatic function that is
different from clauses with SPc order. Clauses in which the independent
copula is employed have an emphatic, assertive stress on the complete
clause, and perhaps one may say that the focus function is extended over
the complete clause, instead of being assigned to one constituent, thus as-
sertive sentence focus.44
In the two examples from Socin, the clause with independent copula (1,
2) introduces a new paragraph of description, of which both elements are
new information. This initial clause is followed by a second clause with
usual constituent order (la, 2a), in which the subject is no longer part of the
focal information of the clause, but performs topic function as usual. It is
rather difficult to render this difference in the English translation. The ex-
ample from Merx is the clause introducing the very point of the story and
thus also seems to reflect this general assertive function (3).
The two examples of ZdB come from a text that is included in this vol-
ume (Texts no 9). In both cases, the independent form of the copula is indi-
cated by initial I-, rather than (y)- following a vowel (4, 5). In these exam-
ples both the general assertive function and the new focus both for subject
and predicate can apply. Another example was found in the text from the
Anglican press (Texts no 14), again with initial ;"- after a vowel (6).
In the texts of Bedjan, no examples of this order have been found.
It is important to note that in the twentieth-century texts, especially in
those from the Soviet Union, this independent copula seems to have be-
come rather common in copular clauses with nominal subjects.45 In fact, in
certain texts, like, e.g., in the magazine Koxva d-Madmxa, the independent
copula is employed in nearly all clauses in which a nominal S occurs. It is
likely that the marked character of this clause type in the nineteenth-century
texts has disappeared to a great extent in the Soviet texts of the twenties and
thirties of the twentieth century.
(1) qomu(h) (l)li {qómö Ui} trê drà'yi I her.height it.is two draya's / 'Her
height is two draya' (Socin 20.3)
(la) pitwu(h) xamSâ carâgi=(î)li {câra(i)gîlî} / her.width five carag's=it.is /
'her width is five charag's' (Socin 20.4)
44. Cf. Moutaouakil 1989: 25-30, on 'sentence Focus', which can be either 'New' or
'Contrastive'. Assertive sentence focus is also found in verbal clauses, see 8.2.7.
45. Cf., e.g., Koxva d-Madinxa 1934/39: 242, Friedrich 1958, and Polotsky 1967. In
Mooshie 1912, the independent copula seems to be used more in line with earlier usage, in
slightly asserted contexts; cf. Mooshie 1912: 37: (1) Bristol xdâ mdl(n)tâ gunâ=ylâ (2)
Li'werpol bu<S gurtä=yläh men Bristol (3) London llah he mdi(n)ta bus gurta men kullê. / '(1)
Bristol is a large town, (2) Liverpool is larger than Bristol, (3) London is the biggest town of
all'.
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(2) rixqäyutä d-ähä turâ d-MarBiso' (ï)li {d'mârbfsû ill} tlä yumäni / distance
of-this mountain of MarBisho it.is three days / 'The distance to this moun-
tain of MarBisho is three days' (Socin 22.14)
(2a) u-up rixqâyutâ d-MarSargls 3 sâhâti=(î)lâ {sâhâtteila} men Urmi I and-
also distance from MarSargis three hours=it-is from Urmi / 'and even
MarSargis is three hours away from Urmi' (Socin 22.14)
(3) qat ma(')näyä d-ähä himizmân Ui aha d- / REP meaning of-this word it.is
this REP-.. / 'that the meaning of this word is this:..' (Merx 13.11)46
(4) hâw b-$ek=î(h)wâ, en lob b-kâmïlutuhy, sâbâbuh ï(h)wâ xâ ïqârâ riMyâ l-
Alahâ. I he in-doubt=he.was, if Job in-perfection.his, reason.her it.was a
reverence chief to-God / 'He doubted whether the reason for Job's perfec-
tion was his basic reverence for God' (71/12/90A34)
(5) bâqartuhy gurtâ lia, mudl (y)la duz? I question.his main it.is what=it.is
right / 'his main question is: what is right?' (71/12/90B9)
(6) nlyatih risêtâ l(h)wa l-maqqummi la 'kä xdä dastâ d-qassïsi Suryâyi ylïpi.. /
aim.his chief it.was to-raise.up here a goup of-priests Syrian educated.. /
'His chief aim was to raise up here a group of educated Syrian priests..'
(Memoir of the Archbishop of Canterbury 1896: 6.20)
7.3.8 Clauses with cleft predicates (SPcP)
The copula has a special function in another type of clause too. In these
clauses, however, there is less evidence that the independent form is em-
ployed.
These clauses have in common that the copula is employed after a phrase
introduced by an indefinite article, m 'a', or xaccä 'some'. The copula is
followed by another phrase, thus Xi C X2. At first sight one might be in-
clined to interpret these clauses as SCP, even more so because in one or
two clauses there is an indication that the independent copula is employed
(exx. 1,2).
However, this SCP interpretation, although grammatically possible, is
quite unlikely in the context of the clauses. The main problem is the fact
that the indefinite phrase then would become the subject of the clause,
whereas these 'subjects' seem to refer to something or someone that has
been mentioned before. This interpretation is even more unlikely, because
in quite some clauses another phrase precedes the Xl C X2 sequence, a
phrase that is much more like a subject (2, 3, 6, 7).
The interpretation that accounts best for the different features of this type
of clause is PaCPb or SPaCPb. Thus, both phrases around the copula are part
46. A similar clause is found in Mooshie 1912: 3. Here the orthography is unambiguous:
niyat d-âhâ ktabâ Jlâh d-b-urxih.. 'The purpose of this book is that in this way... '
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of the predicate. This clause type therefore is probably the marked form of
the unmarked clause type *SP(a+b)-c, in which the predicate is not 'cleft' by
the copula.471 suppose that cleaving of the predicate is possible only when
the predicate consists of an indefinite noun plus an adjectival comple-
ment.48 This construction is employed to give important information on a
previously mentioned topic of the discourse, and thus the adjectival rather
than the nominal part of the predicate is assigned assertive or contrastive
focus.
Clauses of this type then would constitute the only exception to the rule
that genitival and adjectival complements in LUA are not separated from
the main part of the predicate by a copula. It is possible that these clauses
correspond to certain types of cleft clauses in English.
Although the grammatical and pragmatic conditions for the use of this
construction are clear, it remains difficult to be sure about the type of
copula employed. There is only one clause (1), in which the transcription
reflects the independent form. In all other clauses of this type, only Syriac
script is available, which, especially in the early years, does not differenti-
ate between these two types of copula. In ex. 2, the Syriac script suggests
an independent form, because initial I is not marked with l.o., as it is in
other clauses. However, the transcription in ex. 2a seems to indicate an
enclitic copula rather than an independent one. Another argument for
enclitic copula is given by the fact that the two examples from ZdB come
from the same issue in which two clear instances of independent copula
were found (cf. 7.3.8., exx. 4, 5), and thus the use of l.o. in these clauses
must be taken seriously. The fact that in CS the enclitic copula is always
employed in predicates like this, furnishes an additional argument for the
enclitic form.49 The main argument for independent copula, apart from exx.
1 and 2, is the fact that the copula can be employed to assign focus to non-
predicate constituents of the clause (cf. 7.4). Independent copulae precede
the constituent they assign focus to, either the predicate or another constitu-
ent (cf. 7.6.4 about the negative copula). In the clauses under discussion,
47. Note that, in Goldenberg's description of P-s P clauses in CS, clauses occur which
seem to be of the same type, e.g., bar (')nä$ä=(')nä xäSoSä 'I am a passible man'
(Goldenberg 1983: 101). However, in CS the enclitic pronoun always follows the main part
of the predicate.
48. Compare Maclean 1895: 192, who notes that 'if the predicate is long', the copula can
appear after the first main noun. His only example, however, is a clause with an indefinite
noun phrase (with xä) followed by a complement.
49. One cannot exclude the possibility that in clauses of this type native speakers them-
selves wavered in their use of enclitic and independent copula, as might also be the case in
clauses with the copula attached to non-predicative constituents, cf. 7.4.2, n. 53.
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the copula seems to assign focus to the adjectival part that follows the
copula, rather than to the nominal part of the predicate, as independent
copulae usually do.
The first example from Socin ( 1 ), without explicit subject, suggests that
the copula is independent (a + f), as does ex. 2 from Merx, whereas in ex.
2a, the transciption indicates an enclitic copula. In ex. 2b the alternative un-
marked clause is given. The first example from ZdB has an explicit subject
(3), in the second, the second part of the predicate contains an adjectival
participle (4).
This clause type also occurs regularly in Bedjan's texts. In ex. 5 no
nominal subject is present, whereas in exx. 6 and 7 a nominal subject func-
tions as the topic of the clause. In Bedjan's texts, there is no indication of
an independent copula. However, because no clauses with ScP order were
found, I do not know whether Bedjan would indicate independent copula or
not.
(1) xâ tayra=(l)li {ta(i)ra ill} balqâ I a bird it.is speckled / 'This bird is speck-
led' or 'It is a bird that is speckled' (Socin 24.11)
(2) axnan xaccâ (')nâSi ïwak xâduri I we some people we.are walking.around /
'We are some people walking around' or 'We are some people that are
walking around' (Merx 10.7)
(2a) qat âhnan hâca nâSëwah hâdûrî (Socin 93.13)
(2b) axnan xaccä (')nä$i xaduri=(y)wak I 'We are some people walking around'
(Socin 6.4)
(3) mdl(n)tâ d-Sekâgo xâ duktâ=(h)wâ bus mansur men kullê d-gô dunya qä.. I
city of Chicago a place=it.was more famous than all.of.them in world for.. /
'The city of Chicago is a place that is most famous in the world for..' (71/
12/94A21)
(4) xâ duktâ (h)wâ mlïtâ men anbäri d-xiti qä zäboni / a place it.was filled with
storerooms of-grains for selling / 'It was a place filled with storerooms full
of grain to be sold' (71/12/94A34)
(5) xâ (')nâsâ ywâ râbâ mari däweltä I a man he.was very wealthy / 'He was a
very wealthy man' or 'He was a man who was very wealthy' (HS 85.16)
(6) èâ'ol xâ (')nâsâ (')ywâ prlSâ u-kSïtâ / Saul a man he.was distinguished and-
holy / 'Saul was a special and holy man' or 'Saul was a man who was spe-
cial and holy' (HS90.12)
(7) ho pardaysâ ar'ânâyâ xâ baxcâ (')ywâ dm Sâplrâ / that paradise earthly a
garden it.was very beautiful / 'That earthly paradise was a very beautiful gar-
den' or 'That earthly paradise was a garden that was very beautiful' (HS 4.3)
In ZdB two incidences occur of a copular clause that might belong either to
this category or to that decribed in the previous paragraph. In the preceding
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paragraphs of the article, the ideal God-fearing man is characterized (cf.
Texts no 9). This characterization is followed by 'Such a man was Joseph'
and later by 'Such a man was Daniel' (90B25). Thus, the topical informa-
tion of these two clauses is the phrase 'such a man', and the names,
'Joseph' and 'Daniel', represent new focus. This would make an interpreta-
tion of SCP rather likely, if not in the very same article in ZdB the copulae
of two SCP clauses had been written with initial F-, indicating the independ-
ent copula. In these clauses, I- is absent. The initial constitutent xâ hatka
(')nâsâ reminds one of the clauses in the present paragraph, and lead to an
interpretation of PcP. Problematic, however, is the fact that the personal
name than has to be interpreted adjectivally.
(8) xâ hatkâ (')nâsà (h)wâ Yoseph I a such man he.was Joseph / 'Such a
man was Joseph' (71/12/90B20), xâ hatkâ (')nâsâ <h)wâ Dânl'il (71/12/
90B25)
7.3.9 Conclusions
Main copular clauses occur in two unmarked basic types: (i) Pc and (ii)
SPc. As opposed to SV order in verbal clauses, SP order in copular clauses
does not indicate any special pragmatic marking. All types of topics occur
as subjects in pre-predicate position.
If a pronominal subject requires marking for reasons of contrastive or
comparitive focus, an independent personal pronoun precedes the nu-
cleus.
A demonstrative pronoun in pre-predicate position performs anaphoric or
cataphoric functions that are due to the function of demonstratives them-
selves, not to the position of the pronominal subject.
The end of a topic span can be marked by postponing the subject to a po-
sition following the nucleus of predicate and copula. In all likelihood, this
constituent should be considered to be an extra-clausal phrase, functioning
as a tail constituent.
An independent copula, preceding the predicate instead of following it, is
employed to assign new or assertive focus to the complete clause.
The copula, in its dependent or independent form, is also employed in
clauses with a cleft predicate, in this case to assign assertive focus to the
adjectival part of the predicate.
The influence of the source languages has changed the usual constituent
order patterns in BT, especially with regard to SPc // PcS order and the
presence of explicit personal pronouns.
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7.4 Clauses with enclitic copula attached to non-predicate constituents
7.4.1 Introduction
In some clause types, the copula is attached to constituents that are not eas-
ily interpreted as grammatical predicates (cf. 1.4.3.2). Two different types
can be distinguished: (i) identifying clauses and (ii) pseudo-cleft clauses.
In the second type, there is no uncertainty about the fact that it is not the
predicate that is followed by the copula, because the grammatical structure
of the clause is clear. In the first type, however, it is possible to label the
constituent that is followed by the copula 'predicate' and the remaining
constituent 'subject'. Then, however, the terms 'predicate' and 'subject' are
used as pragmatic terms, referring to the pragmatic function of the constitu-
ent, whereas I employ these terms as much as possible as grammatical
terms. The constituent that corresponds in number, gender, and person with
the copula is the subject, whereas the remaining constituent is the predicate.
In clauses with third person pronoun and copula, the correspondence be-
tween pronoun and copula is not decisive, because the remaining nominal
phrase can also be considered to be of the third person. I assume that, paral-
lel to clauses with second and first person pronominal subjects and copula,
in clauses with a third person pronoun, the independent pronoun is the sub-
ject, and the remaining phrase the predicate.50
The common feature of the two types of clauses under discussion is the
fact that the copula is attached to the constituent that is assigned focus func-
tion. In basic copular clauses, it is the predicate that is assigned focus func-
tion. It is possible, however, to assign focus to other parts of the copular
clause by attaching the enclitic copula to the focused constituent. Such
clauses, in which the construction indicates to which part focus is assigned,
are named by Dik focus constructions.^ This construction is particularly fit
to assign focus to the subject phrase, which, because of its inherently topi-
cal nature, needs extra marking when it performs focus functions. Another
example of focus construction can be found in the constituent order of WH-
questions, in which the focused part, including the interrogative, precedes
the rest of the clause, regardless of the grammatical functions of the con-
stituents (7.7.4-6).
50. For a similar approach to the grammatical, semantic, and pragmatic features of copu-
lar clauses in Biblical Aramaic consisting of a pronoun, a second 'copular' pronoun and a
noun phrase, see Buth 1987: 244-252.
51. Dik 1980: 210-229 and Dik 1989: 278. Compare also Goldenberg 1990: 338-41, who
describes the same phenomenon of 'Focalization/Rhematization' in CS, employing, however,
a different terminology.
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7.4.2 Identifying clauses (SproncP)
The distinguishing feature of this type of clauses in LUA is the fact that the
nucleus is formed by a personal or demonstrative pronoun followed by the
copula.52 The copula is employed in the same person, number and gender as
the pronoun. Usually this nucleus is followed or preceded by a complement
that furnishes the relevant information on the pronoun in the nucleus. The
copula follows the pronoun enclitically.53 The agreement between pronoun
and copula constitutes the main reason for labelling the pronoun subject
and the noun phrase predicate.54
It is illustrative to compare these identifying clauses (SproncP) with
clauses having the same semantic features, but which have the copula in the
usual position (SpronPc). The small number of non-identifying clauses with
predicates that are comparable to those of identifiying clauses illustrate the
difference. In identifying clauses, focus is assigned to the pronoun (sub-
ject), whereas in non-identifying clauses focus is assigned to the noun
phrase (predicate) and contrastive topic function to the subject.55 This is re-
flected in translation by a definite predicate in case of identifying clases and
by an indefinite predicate in non-identifying clauses. The clause âhâ
'ädat=(l)lä (this custom=it.is) should be translated as 'It is a custom
which..', whereas âhâ=(y)lï sâbâb d-qamudi (this=it.is reason why) or cârâ
âhâ=(y)li (remedy this=it.is), should be translated as 'This is the reason
52. Note that in Classical Hebrew, Biblical Aramaic, and CS, the nucleus of identifying
clauses is formed by two pronouns. In CS the second pronoun is enclitically attached to the
first, in the same way as it is, in other clauses, to the predicate. See Joiion & Muraoka 1991 :
561-77, Muraoka 1987: 60-62 + n. 121-3, Goldenberg 1983: 100, 104-106, Goldenberg
1990, and Buth 1987: 244-49. The problems of deciding what is predicate // subject and fo-
cus // topic are much the same in these related languages.
53. A few examples suggest that it is also possible to employ an independent copula fol-
lowing a personal or demonstrative pronoun. Perhaps Socin's ä'ili (< aha <y)li) must be con-
sidered of this structure, whereas Maclean gives the form 'ana twin', 'in poetry, or for em-
phasis' (Maclean 1895: 76). Whether these clauses are to be considered as identifying clauses
or as descriptive clauses belonging to the category SCP (7.3.7) is hard to tell from the small
number of examples.
54. As did Nöldeke, see Nöldeke 1868: 344, where he gives a number of clauses in which
the copula follows the subject. Several of these are identifying clauses. Hoberman too analy-
ses clauses of this type as ScP, see Hoberman 1989: 176.
55. It is interesting to note that, in the LUA translation of 1846, Mat. 3:14 is translated as
änä-(y)wen sriiqä d-mennuk pêsen 'mldä, u-a(n)t Ikesll (')tiluk?, whereas in the edition of
1893 this sentence is translated as ana snïqâ=ywen d-mennuk pêSen mu'meddâ, u-a(n)t IkeslT
'tiluk? The second translation is closer to the Peshitta, in which the enclitic pronoun follows
the passive participle, whereas the first translation seems to make more sense in the context,
in which John the Baptist stresses the fact that 'it is me' who needs to be baptized by Jesus,
rather than the other way round. Bedjan renders this clause as ânâ=( ')wen snïqâ qat mennuk
pêSen 'mida(\dS 13.16).
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why', and 'The remedy is that... '. Maclean remarks concerning the latter
type of clauses that the copula does not follow the predicate 'with demon-
strative pronouns [i.e., demonstrative subjects], especially when the predi-
cate is definite'.56
In identifying clauses, the predicate follows the nucleus of subject and
copula. Contrastive or assertive focus function is assigned to the subject,
whereas the predicate reflects the new focus or perhaps even the topic of
the clause.
In the texts of Merx and Socin, the most common type of identifying
clauses is that with demonstrative pronouns. When a demonstrative pro-
noun is employed with an enclitic copula, the clause often functions as a
resumptive clause in which the focused demonstrative pronoun performs
anaphoric functions. This is the case in the two examples from Merx (1,2).
Sometimes the demonstrative pronoun is employed cataphorically, the ex-
planation following the introduction (3). In this example the grammatical
subject is preceded by a theme constituent (cf. 1.4.3.4).
When the subject is a pronoun of the first or second person the clause is a
true identifying clause, which often serves as an answer to questions. A
clear example is the question in ex. 4. The clause in ex. 5 perhaps is a prag-
matically wrong translation.57 The answer to the question of Boaz 'who are
you?', probably had to be R'ot=îwan, with R'ot being the focus of the
clause.58 In the clause in ex. 5, ana receives focus function, and thus be-
comes the answer to the unasked question 'Is it you, Ruth?'.59 Another ex-
ample from OT illustrates the structure with a demonstrative pronoun, with-
out an exact parallel in CS or Hebrew (6). This clause functions as the in-
troduction of a new part of the creation narrative.
In ZdB both types are present, although not very often. In ex. 7 a per-
sonal pronoun is employed, whereas in ex. 8 a demonstrative pronoun oc-
curs in a concluding clause at the end of an article on the true faith. In ex. 9
the clause with a demonstrative pronoun is the introductory line of an arti-
cle on subjects for prayer.
In Bedjan's texts again the two types are present, with a personal pro-
noun (10, 11) and with a demonstrative (12), the latter being part of a ques-
tion.
56. Maclean 1895: 192, §74.5.
57. Note the Peshitta parallels: enä=(')nä R'ot.. (Ruth 3:9) and a(n)t=(h)u Msixa.. (Mark
14:61).
58. It seems to me that this is the most likely interpretation of the Hebrew text, so also
Muraoka 1985: 19, n. 48.
59. Compare also the identifying questions in ex. 2, 4, and 6 in 7.7.2.
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(1) âhâ=(y)li xä qäsä myuqrä u-dôlatmand l this-he-is a priest important and-
wealthy / 'This is an important and wealthy priest' (Merx 43.14)
(2) u-âhâ=(h)wâ sull d-trê Senni I and-this=it.was my.business of-two years /
'And this was my occupation in the past two years' (Merx 50.2)
(3) Misilmâni âhâ=(y)li {âhêli} suie I Muslims, this=it.is their.business / 'As to
the Muslims, this is their business' (Socin 70.3)
(4) a(n)t=lwet Msïxâ brunih d-brlka? I you=you.are Messiah his.son of-
Blessed? / 'You are the Messiah, the son of the Blessed One?' (Mark
14:61)
(5) ânâ=(y)wân R'ot qârâwâsuk I I=I-am Ruth your.servant / 'I am Ruth your
servant' or 'It is me, Ruth your servant' (Ruth 3:9)60
(6) anni=(y)nä ujäxi d-smayya u-ar'a I these=they.are generations of-heaven
and-earth / 'These are the generations of the heaven and the earth' (Gen.
2:4)
(7) haw=lli qâhâlâ d-xattïyâtî / he=he.is the.bearer of-my.sins / 'He is the
bearer of my sins' (50/1077A51)
(8) âhâ=(y)li hô mazhab d-ki myäqer l-Alähä I this=it.is that religion REP-
HAB it.honors OBJ-God / 'This is the religion that honors God' (71/12/
91A18)
(9) anni=(y)nâ hajjâti qâ slotâ I these=they.are the.subjects for prayer / 'These
are the subjects for prayer' (71/12/89A3)
(10) haw=yli bâbih d-Hay I he=he.is his.father of-Isai / 'He is the father of Isai'
(HS 86.2)
(11) a(n)t= 'Iwet beryan u-purqan bl d-ho demrna I you=you.are our.creator and-
our.savior in that blood / 'You are our creator and our savior through that
blood..' (MdP2.9)
(12) âhà=ylih ho qurbana d-[..]? I this=it.is that offering [..]? / 'Is this that of-
fering..?' (VdS 348.11)
A few times the nucleus of the identifying clause, consisting of Sc, occurs
without a predicate noun phrase. Although this might lead one to describe
this nucleus as Pc, because that is a complete clause, whereas Sc is not, the
contexts in which these clauses occur indicate that they are identifying
clauses as well. Therefore it is better perhaps to interpret these clauses as
incomplete identifying clauses. This type of clause occurs either as an an-
swer to a question, or as additional information.61 The occurrence of this
type of clause in the texts of Bedjan, as well as in Maclean's grammar,
60. In a Zakho Jewish Aramaic translation of this text, Ruth's answer is translated as 'ana
Rut C\ Ruth ' ) Goldenberg & Zaken 1990: 155. This is a literal rendering of the Hebrew.
61. The corresponding translation in English is not always easy; Maclean 1895: 79
(§29.1), gives änä=wen as being equal to English 'It is I', but perhaps 'I am' would also have
been correct.
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makes it likely that this clause type is grammatical, although it does not
occur in Socin and Merx.62 However, in these texts no alternative expres-
sions are found.
In the parts from NT two examples are found (13, 14). Both clauses
might very well be interpreted as a loan translation from CS, because in
Peshitta the same construction (enâ=(')nâ and huyu) occurs. In the Greek
text, these clauses seem to be elliptical as well. In ex. 14, the preceding
noun phrase probably has to be interpreted as a pre-clausal theme constitu-
ent. The third example comes from ZdB (15). A fourth example, with a de-
monstrative pronoun, comes from Bedjan (16).
(13) u-Iso' (')merri ellih, ânâ=(y)wen I and-Jesus he.said to.him, 1=1.am / 'And
Jesus answered him: "I am" ' (Mark 14:62)
(14) ho d-nasqennih, haw-Hi I that REL-SUB.I.kiss.him, he=he.is / 'The one
that I will kiss, he is it' (Mark 14:44)
(15) hi, haw=ili I yes, he=he.is / 'Yes, it is him' (50/10/76A10)
(16) (')merri Märyä qä Smu'êl, qu(m) sum=lih, âhâ=(y)li / he.said the.Lord to
Samuel, rise, appoint=him, this=he.is / 'The Lord said to Samuel: "go, ap-
point him, this is him".' (HS 94.9)
7.4.3 Pseudo-cleft clauses (XcP)
The common characteristic of the clauses in this part is the fact that the
copula is attached enclitically to a noun phrase that certainly is not the
predicate. In all examples, there is a verbal noun present in the clause, and
this phrase must be interpreted as the grammatical predicate. In these
clauses, contrary to regular clauses with verbal nouns, the copula does not
follow the predicate. In most of the clauses, the copula is attached to the
subject, but not necessarily so; the copula seems to be able to follow any
constituent of the clause. Pragmatically, the constituents followed by the
copula share an important characteristic: they express contrastive or asser-
tive focus. The rest of the clause may perform either topic or new focus
function. The constituent with the copula usually occupies the first position
in the clause. Independent copulae, like the negative copula, can also mark
assertive or contrastive focus in clauses of this type, but these copulae pre-
cede the constituent, rather than follow it.
When these pragmatic functions are expressed in the corresponding Eng-
lish clause, the result is a cleft clause. However, although these clauses in
LUA display features that are common to cleft clause constructions in
62. Compare Hoberman 1989: 176, giving an example from Jewish Amadiya of Pc (Sc in
my interpretation): hatxa= 'ila, ex. 36e, and PcS (= ScP): 'ayye=le darmana aide, ex. 36g.
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many languages — notably the assignment of focus function to non-predi-
cative constituents -- the characteristic properties that lead to the term
'cleft' clause are absent in LUA. There is no indication that we have to as-
sume a basic clause that is split into two clauses of which the second is sub-
ordinate to the first. In LUA there is no relative marker and there is only
one copula, not two. The grammatical construction is completely identical
with that of the identifying clauses discussed above, just as the pragmatic
functions assigned to the constituents are identical. These two types of fo-
cus construction differ only in their semantic functions. Therefore I employ
the term pseudo-cleft clauses.63
In Merx and Socin's texts, I came across only one example of a pseudo-
cleft clause (1). In this clause the copula is attached to a prepositional
phrase. In the reread text, the copula is again in its unmarked position, fol-
lowing the verbal noun.
In Bedjan's texts quite a number of examples of these pseudo-cleft
clauses occur. In the majority of these the copula is attached to the subject
(2-4), whereas it is also possible to attach the copula to a fronted indirect
object (5), or to a fronted direct object (6). In the first clause in ex. 5, a
negative copula precedes an indirect object. The parallelism of these two
clauses indicates that this pre-focus position of an independent copula is
equivalent to post-focus position of enclitic copula. In all these clauses the
fronted constituents followed by the copula express contrastive or assertive
focus.
In exx. 3 and 4, the focused constituent is not in initial position, but is
preceded by another phrase. These phrases are considered to be pre-clausal
constituents, functioning as themes (cf. 8.4.3).
(1) u-b-âhâ tâhar=(l)nâ tursi {bqhâ tâhar tûrslna} I and-in-this way=they.are
prepared / 'and it is in this way they are prepared' (Socin 10.12)64
(2) qat Mâryâ=(')ywâ beqrâyuhy yâlâ I REP Lord he.was [calling.him
the.boy] / 'that it was the Lord calling the boy' (HS 87.14, id. 87.8)
(3) u-anni qâli d-'unyati d-sahdi, zi, [..], Mary Mârutâ=(')ylih mulxemmê l
and-these melodies of-anthems of-martyrs, look, [..], Mar Maruta he.is
[composed.them] / 'And about the melodies of these martyr's anthems,
look [..], it is Mar Maruta who composed them.' (VdS iii, 15-17)
(4) kullih mendl Alâhâ=(')li beryuhy I all.of.it thing God=he.is created.it / 'All
this, it is God who has created it' (HS 3.3)
63. Compare Goldenberg 1977, who uses the term 'imperfectly transformed cleft sen-
tences' for clauses of the same type in CS, Hebrew, and Babylonian Aramaic in which the
relative marker is not present.
64. See Goldenberg 1990: 343-4, for a discussion of the ways to translate cleft clauses in
CS into English.
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(5) lä=(')ynä qätuk maslubi, ellâ qäfi=(')ynä rappubi / not=they.are you re-
jecting, but me=they.are casting away / 'It is not you they are rejecting, but
it is me they cast away' (HS 90.4)
(6) atkâ=(')yli bi'mârâ Mâryâ I this it.is saying Lord / 'This is what the Lord
says:..' (HS 92.14)
7.4.4 Conclusions
In the clauses discussed in this section, the copula is attached enclitically
not to the grammatical predicate, but to another part of the clause. The posi-
tion of the copula marks various types of focus, assigned to a part of the
clause that usually does not perform focus function. In the majority of
clauses of this type this is the subject. Thus, the term 'focus construction',
coined by Dik, is appropriate to describe these types of clauses.
Two different types of focus constructions have been described, identify-
ing clauses and pseudo-cleft clauses.
In identifying clauses, the order of constituents is ScP. The subject con-
sists of a personal or demonstrative pronoun and the predicate of an inde-
pendent noun phrase. In these clauses, in which the identity of someone or
something is conveyed, the focus is on the subject, rather than on the predi-
cate. In answers to questions or in other types of direct speech, the predi-
cate can be absent, and 'clauses' may consist only of the nucleus of Sc.
The second type of focus construction consists of clauses that correspond
to English cleft clauses. In these clauses, the copula can be attached to the
subject, to prepositional phrases, and perhaps to the direct object, in order
to assign assertive or contrastive focus to these constituents. There is no in-
dication that these clauses are actually cleft and consist of two clauses, be-
cause no relative marker is present and only one copula is found. Independ-
ent copulae, like the negative copula, can also serve as focus marker, but in
that case precede the fronted constituent. In Bedjan's texts, a relatively
large number of clauses of this second type of focus construction occur.
7.5 Subordinate clauses
7.5.1 Introduction
The survey of main copular clauses has revealed an important characteristic
of the enclitic copula: it tends to be attached to the constituent that is as-
signed focus function. In basic copular clauses, the predicate performs new
focus function and is followed by the copula, but in identifying and pseudo-
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cleft clauses, the copula follows a non-predicate constituent. In subordinate
clauses, the enclitic copula is often found to occupy the initial position of
the clause, being attached to the particle d- (dcP or dcSP).65 The employ-
ment of the relative marker d-,66 as well as the rules that govern the fronting
of the copula, differ widely between the various corpora.
In all texts from the nineteenth century, d- is employed to introduce rela-
tive clauses, both defining and non-defining,67 adverbial clauses if the sen-
tence connective consists of a composition with d-,68 and object (or re-
ported) clauses, which also may be introduced by qat (which should prob-
ably be derived from qa + d-).w To introduce interrogative reported
clauses, forms such as mud! ('what') and d-ayka ('from where') are em-
ployed (cf. 7.7).
If we now turn to the position of the copula in subordinate clauses in
general, it is important to note that fronting of the copula occurs in all types
of subordinate clauses, whereas at the same time, in the same texts, a large
number of subordinate clauses follow the constituent order of main clauses,
in which the copula follows the predicate. In adverbial clauses introduced
by sentence connectives without d-, the copula is never fronted. This leads
to the conclusion that copula fronting is closely linked to the presence of
the relative marker.
As mentioned above, the distribution of subordinate clauses with and
without fronted copula is remarkably different in the various text types.
This makes it preferable to discuss these clauses according to the texts in
which they are found, rather than according to their function and constitu-
ent order. The subordinate clauses in the three main text types (Merx/Socin,
BT/ZdB and Bedjan/Duval), will be discussed separately, and in each para-
graph the specific distribution of these clauses over clause types with and
without fronted copula will be described. Examples will be given of subor-
65. Cf. Nöldeke 1868: 347-8 and Maclean 1895: 192; both mention the possibility of the
fronted position of the copula in relative clauses introduced by d-, without explaining the spe-
cific circumstances. See also Hoberman 1989: 179-180, according to whom the copula is al-
ways attached to d- in Jewish Amadiya.
66. On the close relation between the genitive and relative functions of d- in Aramaic, and
especially in N A, see Goldenberg 1993: 296-298.
67. The distinction between defining and non-defining relative clauses does not seem to
be of any importance for the grammar of LUA, so in the following 1 will not differentiate
between the two types.
68. Apart from these, a few sentence connectives without d- are in use in LUA, like en
('if). Others sometimes loose the relative marker, like sâhâb (d-) ('because').
69. Stoddard 1855: 157, mentions that 'it [i.e. d-\ may denote the objective case of the
relative'. He does not mention qal. Maclean 1895: 188, remarks that qat in the Salmas dialect
is employed as 'that'.
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dinate clauses with main constituent order, but they will not be described
extensively. These clause types have been described in other sections of
this chapter.
7.5.2 Subordinate clauses in the texts of Merx and Socin
7.5.2.1 In each of these text editions only one example was found of a re-
ported clause with a fronted copula, whereas all other reported clauses fol-
low main constituent orders. In both examples the clause introduced by d-
is dependent on a form of the stem yd': dâyâ I madduwi 'to know' / 'to let
know'.
(1) Hyumâm de'li l-Sadi d-lhwa bnay Siräz I Hyumam he.knew OBJ-Saadi
REP-he.was son.of Shiraz / 'Hyumam came to know that Saadi was from
Shiraz' (Merx 55.5)
(2) up aha siklâ lt=lih10 mad'êtâ qat d=(ï)li {qat ill} xâ men dra'nu(h) prima I
also this portrait(m) there.is=to.him knowledge REP REP-it.is one of
her.arms cut.off / 'About this figure, it is known that one of her arms is cut
off (Socin 20.2)
In the rest of the examples, clauses are given in which one of the constitu-
ent orders of main clauses is represented, and the copula is not fronted.
Most reported clauses are introduced by qat (2, 3, 6), once spelled as had
(5), but d- is not uncommon (1, 4). Note that in ex. 4 the copula is present
only in the text written in Syriac script, not in the phonetic transcription
based on re-reading by the author.
(3) axnan ki xasbak qat râbâ qaddistà-(ï)lâ {qadistlla} I we HAB we.think
REP very holy=she.is / 'We believe that she is very holy' (Socin 20.7)
(4) yâ'ni âhâ tähar d-qrêtâ d-ähä batsom=(l)lâ {dahâ bqtsum} I that.is this
kind of-calling REP-this ruin=it.is / 'that is, such a kind of calling [i.e., of a
bird] meaning that this house will become a ruin' (Socin 26.1)
(5) sâbâb d-x$ebll had hatkâ kêpuk spâyï=(y)li d-1 because I.thought that thus
your.health good=it.is REP- / 'because I thought that your health is so good
that..' (Merx 39.12)
(6) qat ânâ-(l)wan xdâ baktâ sâbtâ I because 1=1.am a woman old / 'because I
am just an old woman' (Merx 2.12)
7.5.2.2 The majority of adverbial clauses introduced by sentence connec-
tives with d- follow the order of main clauses, but a limited number of ex-
amples occur in which the copula is fronted. In Merx's texts a few exam-
70. In Syriac script: it=(y)li.
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pies occur with fronted copula in adverbial clauses, whereas in Socin's
texts the number is slightly higher. The example from Merx is somewhat
elliptical (7). In the clauses from Socin nothing irregular is found (8, 9).
(7) qâmêtâ mi(')ryâ ki häwi dmlkä gô julli y a ni qam gänä ki häwi säbab d-îli
rabâ mi(')ryâ / first sick HAB he.is laid.down on bedclothes that.is before
soul HAB he.is because he.is very sick / 'At first the sick person is laid
down on his bed, when he is still alive, because he is very ill' (Merx 27.3)
(cf. also Merx 25.7 with säbäb d-).
(8) [..] hê 'idânâ d-ba'yî d-yatbï 'al 'ar'â ki tâliz rise gô 'ar'ä sâbab d-ïli râbâ
pârumâ ayk nastar I [..] that time REL-they.want to-they.sit.down on earth
HAB it.stabs their.points in earth, because it.is very sharp like lancet / ' ! • • • ]
every time when they want to sit down on the earth, its point [i.e., of a nail]
stabs into the earth, because it is as sharp as a lancet' (Socin 54.21)
(9) u-b-ähä tähär ki maplax-lah kul yumâ ayk kmâ d-ïlâ xmâtâ bïyoh I and-in-
this manner HAB he.make.work-her every day as long.as she.is needle
in.her / 'And in this way one could keep her in bondage every day as long
as the needle is in her' (Socin 58.17)
The majority of adverbial clauses, however, do not deviate from constituent
order in main clauses. As in main clauses, the subject may consist either of
a noun (12) or a pronoun (10, 11, 13). The copula is employed to mark the
focused part of the adverbial clause.
(10) u-kul mendl d-tâni qâtê ki 'äbdl sâbâb d-irwânâ=(l)li ki xàsbï l and-all
thing REL-he.tells to.them SUB they .do because of-charity=it.is SUB they-
think / 'And everything he tells them, they do, because they believe it
counts as charity' (Merx 25.12)
(11) ayk kmâ d-bimxäyä=(h)wä qäto(h) hê har barburi=(h)wâ men zarb d-
mxêtà I while striking=he.was to.her she even roaring=she.was from
strength of-slaying / 'While he was striking her [i.e., a captured bear], she
kept roaring from the fierce blows' (Socin 64.11)
(12) Ina tlexlan aha pekklr xä säbäb d-xarjilg räbä=(y)lä d=trê säbäb.. / but
we.overthrew this thought one because expenses many=they.are, second
because.. / 'but we put aside this thought, first, because the expenses are
very high, second, because..' (Merx 41.12)
(13) bâ(t)r hàdâ tunilon säbab d-axton (')nasi dunyi xadta=(l)tun {halltun} I af-
ter that they.answered: because.of you(pl) people world new=you.are /
'Thereupon they answered: "Because you are people from the new
world".' (Socin 6.8)
7.5.2.3 In both text editions the majority of relative clauses have a fronted
copula, although in Merx's texts a considerable number of relative clauses
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follow the order of main clauses. In Socin's text relative clauses with
fronted copula by far outnumber those with other constituent orders. There
is no apparent link to the type of predicate (e.g., participle and infinitive
versus noun, adjective or adverbial phrase); all types of predicates occur
with fronted copula (14-20).71 Very few examples occur of relative clauses
with an explicit subject and fronted copula (21), but this is due to the char-
acter of relative clauses, in which explicit nominal subjects are rare.
(16) d-bäyräg d-[..J muremtâ=(h)wa 'al (')gari d-mesSenrayi u-d-axonwatuk d-
(y)na go mdl(n)ta d-Urnii I REP-flag of-[..] raised=it.was on roofs of-mis-
sionaries and-of-your.brothers REL-they.are in city of.Urmia / '.. that the
flag of-[...] was raised at the roofs of the missionaries and of your brothers
in the city of Urmia' (Merx 40.2)
(17) Sâdi d-l(h)wa hnay Siräz, u-Hyumam bnay Tawriz, terwayhon (')nasi
man$ur=ï(h)wâ I Saadi REL-he.was inhabitant.of Shiraz, and-Hyumam
inhabitant.of Tabriz, the.two.of.them men distinguished=they.were /
'Saadi, who was from Shiraz, and Hyumam from Tabriz, both were well-
known men' (Merx 55.2)
(18) ki zabm=lih12 go sue/a go bazar d-lli râbâ tîmâ l HAB they.sell=it in mar-
ket in bazar REL-it.is very expensive / 'They sell it [i.e., honey] in the mar-
ket, in the bazar, where it is very expensive' (Socin 62.12)
(19) kul menai d-inâ hamzumi 'ammoh hay layt=(î)lâ häyy l-gânoh / all thing
RELthey.are speaking with.her she not.there.is=to.her apprehension to-
her.self / 'Everything they are saying to her, she does not understand it her-
self' (Socin 46.9)
(20) qä ptäxtä d-sanduqâ d-kâlo d-ïlâ mu'yltu(h)y 'ammu(h) / for opening of-
box of-bride REL-she.is taken.it with.her / '.. for the opening of the box of
the bride that she brought with her' (Merx 21.14)
(21) yâ'ni xâ prizlâ d-ïlâ riSê râbâ btz u-xâruypâ I that.is an iron REL-it.is
their.point very pointed and-sharp / 'that is, a nail whose tip is very pointed
and sharp' (Socin 54.20)
In Merx's texts quite a number of relative clauses adhere to the constituent
order of main clauses (22, 23), whereas in Socin's texts only a few exam-
ples of this order are found (24). These examples all have past copula.
Again very few examples of relative clauses with explicit subject occur
(25). It seems that clauses with a predicate consisting of a participle or in-
71. One example is found in which qat, usually introducing reported clauses, introduces a
relative clause: xä yumä 'bldi=(h)wäw ähä Räjäbällxan xä mäxä/ähcit râbâ gurtâ qat=lwâ
râbâ hônântâ I one day done=he.was this Rajabali-Khan a counsel very great REL=it.was
very wise / 'One day this Rajabali-Khan gave an important counsel that was very wise'
(Merx 26.3)
72. In Syriac script: ki zabnî=(y)li.
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finitive are somewhat more likely to retain the constituent order of main
clauses, but a few examples of relative clauses with other predicates and
main consituent order do occur (22).
(22) lt=n xâ karma räbä gurä, dlä mari=lli I there.is=to.me a vineyard very
large, without owner=it.is / 'I have a large vineyard, which has no master'
(Merx2.13)
(23) 'ma ïmân d-takrän l-d-ârii zabni d-'bïri=mâ, râbâ ki pâsman I but when
SUB.I.think OBJ-those times REL-passed=they.are, very HAB I.am.sorry /
'However, when I think about those times that are gone, I am very sorry..'
(Merx 30.8)
(24) ki hâqyâ=(h)wa qâ (')nâsi but tâhâr d-xzîtâ=(h)wâ tâmâ / HAB
she.tells=PAST to people about kind REL-seen=she.was there / 'she used
to tell people about the kinds of things she saw there' (Socin 38.9)
(25) gô d-hê dastà d-Musi (')nâsâ d-Alâhâ gâwuhy=(y)li I in that company
REL-Moses man of.God in.it=he.is / 'In that company among which is
Moses, the man of God.'73 (Merx 33.16)
Although I have not found any unambiguous condition governing the use of
fronted versus regular copula position, it is perhaps possible to state a cer-
tain tendency. It seems to me that the copula in relative and adverbial
clauses is employed to mark the amount of pragmatic dependence on the
main clause. If the copula is attached to d-, the relative or adverbial clause
is part of the pragmatic pattern of the main clause, whereas in subordinate
clauses in which the copula follows the predicate (or another part of the
clause), the subordinate clause has its own pragmatic pattern, marked by
the position of the copula.
7.5.3 Subordinate clauses in BT and ZdB
7.5.3.1 In BT and ZdB, the distribution of the fronted copula over the vari-
ous types of subordinate clauses differs from the distribution emerging
from the texts of Merx and Socin. In BT, the employment of fronted copula
is influenced to a great extent by the source languages, whereas in ZdB the
missionaries perhaps created their own rules for the use of fronted copula,
especially in relative clauses.
In the texts from OT and NT, no examples are found of reported clauses
with a fronted copula; these all follow the consituent order of main clauses.
In the first example, both CS and Hebrew do not have a past tense of hw'l
73. This division of subject and predicate seems more likely to me than that of Merx: 'in
der Moses der Mann Gottes ist'.
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hy' in that position, but a personal pronoun (1). Reported clauses in ZdB
also follow the constituent order of main clauses (2). This is in accordance
with the picture emerging from Merx and Socin.
(1) u-xzilon bnuni d-Alähä l-bnâti d-barnâsâ, d-sâpîri=(h)wâw / and-they.saw
sons of-god OBJ-daughters of.men, REP-beautiful=they.were / 'And thé
sons of God saw that the daughters of men were beautiful' (Gen. 6:2)
(2) u-qâryâni ki=yâd'î, d-men mdï(n)tâ d-Nuyärk hal Lewwarpul, qurbâ 3800
mïli=(y)lâ I and-readers H AB .they.know, REP-from city of-New.York to
Liverpool, nearly 3800 miles=it.is / 'And the readers will know that the
distance from the city of New York to Liverpool is nearly 3800 miles' (71/
12/94 A4)
7.5.3.2 In the NT parts only one example is found of an adverbial clause
with a fronted copula (3), whereas in the OT parts no examples occur. Both
in Hebrew and in CS no parallel pattern exists, which might account for the
lack of examples.
In ZdB adverbial clauses with a fronted copula occur regularly, but still
the majority of adverbial clauses follow the order of main clauses. The
predicates of clauses with fronted copula mainly consist of prepositional
phrases (4, 5).
(3) u-brunih d-(')nâ$â bi'zâlâ=(y)li, dâ'kï d-Ili ktlbä 'alluhy / and-his.son of-
man going=he.is like it.is written about.him / 'And the Son of man is going
away according to what is written about him' (Mark 14:21)
(4) b-Ammirekka, li=(y)la uxcä mamyettânâ ayk d-ï(h)wâ b-Assïyâ I in-
America, not=it.is such slaughtering as it.was in-Asia / 'In America the
deathrate [caused by pestilence] is not as high as it was in Asia' (49/1/5B1)
(5) xeSlon u-xzyêlon anni wayrâni, Iman d-l(h)\vaw go Mosel / they.went and-
they.saw.them these ruins, when they.were in Mosul / 'They went to see
these ruins when they were in Mosul' (49/1/6B22)
In BT, in general, adverbial clauses adhere to the constituent order of main
clauses (6-9). The subject, if expressed outside the copula, is often found to
follow the predicate (8, 9). In ex. 8 this is a very clear example of Hebrew
and CS influence (both in the Hebrew Bible and in the Peshitta the same
constituent order is found), whereas the second example is a telling exam-
ple of a clause in which the copula follows the fronted predicate, which per-
forms assertive focus function (9). This specific pattern occurs in Bedjan's
texts as well (cf. 7.5.4.2 ex. 12).
In ZdB, the majority of subordinate clauses follow the constituent order
of main clauses (10, 11). If an explicit subject is present, a fronted copula
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never occurs. Nearly all these subject phrases follow the sentence connec-
tive (11); the position after the predicate is very rare.
(6) hnätl, zi'mon, säbäb d-slbtä=(y)wän men d-hôyân l-gabrä / my.daughters,
go, because grown.old=I.am from REP-SUB.I.am OBJ-man / 'Go away,
my daughters, because I am too old to belong to a man' (Ruth 1:12)
(7) mujxêli dmlki, sâbâb d-'aynê yuqrenni=(h)wâw I he.found.them asleep, be-
cause their.eyes became.heavy=they.were / 'He found them asleep,
becauses their eyes had become heavy' (Mark 14:40) (SPc)
(8) u-hwila, d-kad b-xaqlâ=(h)wâw anï, qemli Qu'en 'al Hâbël äxunuhy l and-
it.happened, REP-while in-field=they.were they, he.rose Cain against Abel
his.brother/ 'And while they were in the field, Cain attacked his brother
Abel' (Gen 4:8)
(9) säbäb d-dïyê=(y)lâ malkutä d-smayyâ I because theirs=it.is kingdom of-
heaven / 'because theirs is the kingdom of heaven' (Mat. 5:10)
(10) âdlyâ gâmlyi d-desmenni, kad rexqa=(y)na men berzâ, ki pêsî purpessi
men bârut I now ships of-enemies, while far=they.are from coast, HAB
they.become destroyed by gunpowder / 'Nowadays the ships of enemies,
while they are still far away from the coast, are being destroyed by gun-
powder' (49/1/8A24)
(11) sâbâb d-Alâhâ b-smayyâ=(y)li, u-a(n)t 'al ar'â I because God in-
heaven=he.is, and-you on earth / 'because God is in heaven, and you are on
earth (71/12/91B4)
7.5.3.3 The situation with regard to the relative clauses deviates most from
the patterns as described for the texts of Merx and Socin. Within the Protes-
tant texts, BT and ZdB differ considerably, and even in OT en NT the pat-
terns are not the same.
Fronted copulae occur quite often in OT, although the total number of
relative clauses is not very high. The absence of a copula in Hebrew pre-
vented Hebrew syntax from exerting too much influence on the position of
the copula in LUA. In ex. 12, no pronoun or form of hw' is employed in the
parallel Hebrew and CS texts.
In NT also not very many relative clauses occur, and there does not seem
to be a consistent practice in translating them. In a number of cases no
copula is present (cf. 7.2.3), and when it occurs, it is found both in fronted
and in regular position. There is no indication that the position of the copula
is influenced by the presence of an enclitic pronoun or an enclitic form of
hw' in CS. When CS has a participle without such an enclitic form, both
fronted and post-predicate position of the copula occur. In ex. 13 a PART
stem with fronted copula is the translation of a CS passive participle with-
out enclitic form, whereas ex. 14 is the translation of a clause with the
enclitic form of hw' following the predicate.
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In ZdB there is a strong tendency to employ the fronted copula only if
the predicate consists of a prepositional or noun phrase (15). In ex. 16 a
relative clause with the fronted copula is employed to introduce an explana-
tion.
(12) u-tpeqli tpäquh b-sämä d-xaqlä d-Bâ'âz, d-l(h)wâ men ujâx d-lïimalk /
and-it.happened her.happening in-field of-Boaz, REL-he.was from family
of-Elimelech / 'And she happened to be on the field of Boaz, who belonged
to Elimelech's family.' (Ruth 2:3)
(13) d-ânâ bet sâtrennih àhâ hayklà d-lli 'bïdà b-ïdâti I REP-I FUT I.pull.
down.it this temple REL-it.is built with-hands / 'that I will pull down this
temple that is built with hands' (Mark 14:58)
(14) u-hay (')zellä musxedlä l-änl d-ï(h)wâw 'ammih14 I and-she she.went
she.told OBJ-those REL-they.were with.him / 'And she went to tell it to
those that were with him' (Mark 16:10)
(15) (')naSi d-î(h)wâw mari d-melyoni tumâni qudmi, edyu muskenni I people
REL=they-were owners of-millions Tomans yesterday, today impoverished
/ 'People that yesterday possessed millions of Tomans, today have become
poor' (71/12/94B4)
( 16) d-gô Cln It xâ tahâr d-xamêtâ d- 'anbi d-pêsl täzä qä räbä zabnâ, d-ïlâ âhâ
I REP-in China there.is a kind of-preservation of.grapes REL-they.stay
fresh for many time, REP-it.is this / '... that in China there is a kind of
preservation of grapes with which they stay fresh for a long time, which is
this:..' (71/12/93B34)73
As stated above, in OT the tendency is to employ fronted copula in relative
clauses, especially when they consist of prepositional phrases. However, in
ex. 17 an example is given of a clause with post-predicate copula, although
there is no reason at all for this in the Hebrew or CS text. Note that in ex.
14, in a nearly identical clause, the copula is indeed fronted. The only dif-
ference is the presence of a complement to the predicate.
In NT verbal nouns in relative clauses occur both with fronted and with
post-predicate copula. In ex. 18 the copula is attached to the verbal noun.
In relative clauses in ZdB there is a strong tendency to follow main
consituent order if the predicate consists of a verbal noun (19, 20). In ex. 20
an explicit subject is present.
(17) u-peili shlqa axel N ox, u-ânî d-'ammuhy=(h)wâw b-qibutâ I and-
he.became left only Noah, and-those REL-with.him=they.were in-ark /
74. Cf. BT '93: u-hay (')zella muSxedlâ l-ânl d-(h)wlyi=(h)waw 'ammih.
75. So also Mark 15:34: lyl, lyl Imânâ ubaqtânî, d-ïlâ. Alâhâ... I ' "El, El, Imana
shvaqtani", which is: "God,..." '.
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'and only Noah was left, and those that were with him in the ark' (Gen.
7:23)
( 18) täyeppä d-betyâba=(y)li b-xuyâ, bahrà gurâ xzili I people REL-sitting=it.is
in darkness, light great it.saw / 'The people sitting in darkness saw a great
light' (Mat. 4:16)
(19) gâmîyi gô nahrâ d-npîlâ=(y)li b-gâwâ d-mdî(n)tâ, kullê beqyâdâ / ships in
river REL-laid.down=she.is in-middle of-town, all.of.them burning / 'The
ships on thé river running through the town were all burning' (71/12/
94A35)
(20) d-saxberren l-xâ madrâsâ d-xôsibâ d-haw muqqemmâ=(h)wâ tamâ /
REP-SUB.I.visit OBJ-a school of-Sunday REL-he founded=he.was there /
'that I would visit a Sunday school that he had founded there.' (71/12/
92A41)
7.5.4 Subordinate clauses in the texts o/Bedjan
7.5.4.1 In Bedjan's texts no examples were found of reported clauses with
fronted copula; they all follow the various orders that are also found in
main clauses (1,2, 3).
(1) bexzaya=y\ven qat qarrâsâ=ywet u-axmâq I seeing=I.am REP quarrel-
some. man=you.are and-fool / 'I see that you are a quarrelsome man and a
fool' (VdS341.2)
(2) xâ sâpâr (')xi(r)tâ Yonâtân Sme'li qat Dâwld tu$ya=(')ywa gô xâ mêsâ I
one journey other Jonathan he.heard REP David hidden=he.was in a forest
/ 'Another time Jonathan heard that David was hiding in a forest' (HS
100.3)
(3) tna bgâne oupsapare âtha hi qâidêna qat bous spâila hif min base la him-
zimmah I but in.themselves and.in.their.voyages such disorders=they.are
that much good=it.is nothing from concerning.them not SUB.we.speak /
'However, on them (i.e., ships on Lake Urmia] and on their voyages there
is so much disorder, that we had better not speak about them' (Duval
29.11)
7.5.4.2 It is therefore all the more remarkable that in Bedjan's texts, includ-
ing those edited by Duval, nearly all adverbial clauses introduced by sen-
tence connectives with d- have a fronted copula (4-7, 9). The tendency of
fronting the copula after sentence connectives with d- also holds true after
had (6), with verbal nouns (4, 8), and in cases where an explicit subject is
present (7). In ex. 8 the copula is fronted even when d- is not present, but in
ex. 9 the same sentence connective with d- is employed, which is its regular
form.
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(4) Ina axcon d-'lwäw bedyärä men da'wl, men kullê dukäni 'älmä pletli l-
piSwâzê I but when they.were returning from war, from all.of.them places
crowd it.went.out to-welcome.procession / 'When they returned from the
war, crowds went out to welcome them in all places' (HS 98.11)
(5) kmät ila mar tre gânàih I as.long.as she.is owner.of two souls / 'as long as
she is pregnant' (Duval 10.15)
(6) Itâ kad=ï(h)wâw Abonâ u-Krestyâni d-'ammuhy (y)tïbl kes dmâktuhy,.. I
then while=they.were Bishop and-Christians REL-with.him seated next to
his.sleeping / 'Then, while the Bishop and the Christians that were with
him, were seated next to the sleeping man,..' (VdS 338.20)
(7) ma kmâ d-'ïlâ gänä d-hô sag.. / but as.long.as she.is soul of.that.one
healthy.. / 'but as long as that man is alive,..' (HS 99.15)
(8) hec li päxml d-ayk=(')înâ mudyi u-qrlbi I not.at.all not.HAB they.under-
stand how=they.are made.known and-approached / 'They do not under-
stand at all how they are taught and are coming near' (MdP 156.24)
(9) «7/a dag diva outra bdâwa dbabou-âdam I but as it.was country in.period
of.father-Adam / 'but as it was in the time of our father Adam,..' (Duval
24.7)
When adverbial clauses are introduced by sentence connectives without d-,
they follow the constituent order of main clauses, like in exx. 10 and 11. In
ex. 12 the copula is not fronted, but placed between predicate and subject.
Here the focus function of the genitive construction di + suffix obviously
was more important than the use of fronted copula (cf. 7.5.3.2 ex. 9).
It is difficult to say whether this rather neat distribution of fronted copula
in adverbial clauses corresponds to the living language, or whether it is part
of Bedjan's literary language. The fact that in the texts of Merx and Socin
such a distribution is not present, might indicate that Bedjan somewhat styl-
ized the literary language.
(10) en raxmi d-Alähä gurâ=ynâ I if mercies of-God great=they-are / 'If the
mercies of God are great' (HS 89.16)
(11) cóunki houS qourbêla I because much near-she.is / 'Because she [i.e., Rus-
sia] is very near' (Duval 36.15)
(12) sâbâb d-dlyuk=Ç)ylâ malkutâ, u-xaylâ.. I because of.you=it.is kingdom,
and-power.. / 'Because Yours is the kingdom, and the power..' (MdP 4.8)
7.5.4.3 In line with the foregoing, nearly all relative clauses have a fronted
copula (13, 14), also when an explicit subject is present (15, 16).
(13) [-] am qârâwâsuhy d-ïwâw gô xaqlâ I with his.maidens REL=they.were in
field / 'with his maidens that were in the field' (HS 85.19)
(14) founki mouqabil dehatha davilta dila hiplata minno móud zougza kiaver
gdvo? / because instead.of this wealth REL-it.is [leaving from.her] what
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money HAB.it.enters in.her? / 'Because instead of this wealth that is leav-
ing her [i.e., Persia], what money is coming in?' (Duval 37.1)
(15) kad qurbennä Xawwä l-d-ho llânâ d-ïwâ t'untuhy qâdâgâ, xuwi (')merri
qâtoh I while she.approached Eve to-this tree REL-it.was his.fruit forbid-
den, serpent he.said OBJ.her / 'When Eve approached the tree whose fruit
was forbidden, the serpent said to her..' (HS 5.5)
(16) ê nerh dila malkóuva qatito ri'hâ spâila I this tariff REL.it.is kingdom
imposed.it very good.it.is / 'This tariff that the kingdom imposed, is very
good' (Duval 21.6)
The few relative clauses in which the copula is not fronted are difficult in
various ways. It is probable that the unusual constituent order is caused by
the need for contrastive assertion or comparison. Ex. 17 is part of an ex-
tended question about what kind of revenge would be appropriate for the
evils that were committed by Judas, betraying Jesus, and the priest Paula,
betraying his fellow Christians (cf. Texts no 13).
(17) yarab, hây d-hô bus quytâ=(')ylâ, yan hây d-âhà buS ma(r)yrtâ=(')ylâ? /
Oh.Lord, she REL.he more firm=she.is, or she REL-this more
bitter=she.is? / 'Oh Lord, something [i.e., a kind of revenge] that is
stronger than that one [i.e., Judas], or that is more bitter than this one [i.e.,
Paula]?' (VdS 347.24)
7.5.5 Conclusions
Fronting of the copula, i.e., moving the copula to the first position after the
sentence connective, occurs in all kinds of subordinated clauses. However,
there are important differences between the various text types.
In the texts of Merx and Socin, fronted copula occurs incidentally in re-
ported clauses, a few times in adverbial clauses introduced by sentence con-
nectives with d-, and frequently in relative clauses, especially if the predi-
cate consists of a prepositional phrase.
In BT, fronted copula occurs in adverbial and relative clauses, although
few examples of either kind are found. In NT there may be some influence
from the CS enclitic pronoun or enclitic forms of hw\ but the presence and
position of these forms is not decisive for the use of copula in LUA.
In ZdB, there seems to be a tendency for predicates consisting of prepo-
sitional or noun phrases in adverbial and relative clauses to have a fronted
copula, whereas predicates consisting of verbal nouns in most clauses have
a post-predicate copula.
In Merx and Socin, as well as in BT and ZdB, a fronted copula is hardly




In Bedjan's texts the general pattern is that whenever d- is present, intro-
ducing adverbial as well as relative clauses, the copula is attached to it.




In negative copular clauses, the copula is attached to the negative marker
la.16 In verbal clauses this marker precedes the main verb, and in copular
clauses the fusion of la + copula usually precedes the predicate. One can
term this compound form a 'negative copula' (Cn). The two elements are
connected in the same way the copula is attached to d- or the predicate
(-a + y > ê).11 In subordinate clauses the negative copula can be attached to
d- (dCnP), but it is more often employed independently.
In general, the negative copula immediately precedes the part of the
clause that performs focus functions. Usually this is the predicate, but ob-
ject and subject phrases too, may be assigned focus functions.
A few clauses are found in which the negative copula follows the predi-
cate (PCn or SPCn). All of them come from Duval's texts.
7.6.2 Negative copula without predicate
Under certain conditions it seems possible to employ the negative copula
without a predicate. The impersonal subject (3fsg) in the example from
ZdB refers to the preceding question why leaves are green and not red or
something else.
(1) li=(y)lâ sâbâb d-rang rnlla bus bàslmâ=(y)li l-'aynan? I not=it.is because
color green more pleasant it=is to-our.eyes? / 'It is not so because the color
green is more pleasant to our eyes?' (50/10/80B27)
7.6.3 Negative clauses with pronominal subject (CnP)
If a negative clause consists of a predicate and a copula, the negative copula
occupies the first position in the clause, closely followed by the predicate
76. Nöldeke 1868: 347, 350, Maclean 1895: 192, §74.5
77. The Protestant orthography gives a false impression of the pronunciation of the nega-
tive copula, because li=(y)li suggests the pronunciation of [lili | , whereas the actual pronun-
ciation is [leli]. This could have been written as la=(y)li, parallel to the way the copula is at-
tached to a predicate with -ä ending, the y indicating the contracted diphthong.
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(1,5). Sentence connectives (2, 4), sentence adverbs (3, 7), and objects (8)
may precede this nucleus. This pattern is found in all types of texts, in those
of Socin and Merx, in BT, in ZdB, and in the texts of Bedjan.
Note the different positions of the object. In ex. 6, the object follows the
main part of the predicate, and in this way is part of the negated focus of
the clause. In ex. 9, the indirect object directly follows the negative copula
and precedes the predicate, indicating that this is a focus construction in
which the indirect object receives main focus (cf. 7.4.3 ex. 5). In ex. 10 it is
the verbal part of the predicate that performs focus functions, whereas the
fronted object plus the following prepositional phrase, preceding the nega-
tive copula, functions as topic.
(1) li=(ï)nâ bldâ'yâ qat.. I not=they.are knowing that.. / 'They don't know
that..' (Merx 10.11)
(2) înâ li=(y)wân bldâ'yâ I but not=I.am knowing / 'but I don't know...'
(Merx 30.4)
(3) d-b-anni yarxi li=(h)wâ ayk spârtâ d-xâ dâryâ (')nâsi I REP-in-those
months not=it.was like sojourn of-a group men / 'that in those months no
holdup took place for travellers' (Merx 52.11)
(4) u-xzilâ qat li=(ï)li {lê'li} xâyâ I and-she.saw REP not=he.is alive / 'And she
saw that he was no longer alive' (Socin 68.9)
(5) li=(y)li la'kä / not=he.is here / 'He is not here' (Mark 16:6)
(6) li=(y)wet madduri juwâb? I not=you.are giving answer? / 'You are not
giving an answer?' (Mark 14:60)
(7) b-Amirekkâ, li=(y)lâ uxcâ mamyettânâ ayk d-ï(h)wâ b-Assïyâ I in-America,
not=it.is such slaughtering as it.was in Asia / 'In America the deathrate
[caused by pestilence] is not as high as it was in Asia' (49/1/5B1)
(8) ma xâ hâdâ ktâbâ, âdiyâ b-ahâ dora, uxcâ qulâb li=(y)nâ mattubi 'alluhy /
but a this writing, now in-this period, such value not=they.are putting on.it
/ 'but nowadays people do not attach much value to such a writing.' (71/12/
95A49)
(9) lâ=(y)nâ qâtuk maslubi I not=they.are OBJ.you rejecting / 'It is not you
that they are rejecting,..' (HS 90.4)
(10) qat oup óupra al mïti léli bida dra l REP also dust on dead(pl) not=he.is
knowing throwing / '[a priest..] that even does not know how to throw dust
on the dead' (Duval 13.5)
7.6.4 Negative clauses with explicit subject
In the majority of clauses of this type, the negative copula follows the sub-
ject and precedes the predicate. Sentence adverbs and sentence connectives
generally precede the subject (1,3). Note that adverbs precede the negative
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copula, following the subject (2, 4). This pattern is found in Socin's and
Merx's texts (13), as well as in BT, ZdB (4-7), Bedjan's texts (8, 9), and in
those edited by Duval (10). In two examples (5, 9) the explicit subject is a
personal pronoun, preceding the copula. The subordinate clauses in this
section are of types that do not employ fronted copula, like reported clauses
(1,2) and adverbial clauses without d- (3).
(1) kmâ ki xäden ïmân d-Sam'en d-kepuk li=(y)la ayk qä(d)metä I how HAB
I.rejoice when I.hear REP-your.health not=it.is as first / 'I am very glad to
hear that your health is not [i.e., not as bad] as before' (Merx 39.9)
(2) hajjat d-päsamtä=(y)lä d-tunyäti d-âhâ barzar'â hâlâ li=înâ mabyuni I a
reason of-grieve=it.is REP-fruits of-that seed yet not-they.are appearing /
'It is a reason for grieve that the fruits of that seed [i.e., of the Gospel] are
not yet appearing' (Merx 53.14)
(3) in xâ baba li=(l)li byahbu(h) {lëli hïyawô} brâtu(h)y qâ xâ yâlâ I if a father
not=he.is giving.her his.daughter to a young.man,.. / 'If a father does not
give his daughter to a young man,..' (Socin 34.20)
(4) u-kul cälu d-destâ hâlâ li=(h)wâ b-ar'â / and-all bush of-field yet
not=it.was on-earth / 'And no bush of the field was yet on the earth' (Gen.
2:5)
(5) Ina ana b-kullih zabnâ li=(y)wen Ikeslokon I but I in-all.his time not=I.am
with.you / 'but / will not always be with you' (Mark 14:7)
(6) kullé dôstl u-abbahl li=(h)waw bespärä d-Sâm'ï qäll (')xi(r)nä l all.of.them
my.friends and my.parents not=they.were waiting REP-SUB.they.hear
my.voice again / 'All my friends and my parents were not expecting to hear
my voice again' (50/10/76A47)
(7) albattâ âhâ li=(y)lâ bâsïmtâ qâ d-änl d-men mazhab 'attïqâ d-Rusnâyutâ I
of.course this not=it.is pleasant for those of-from religion ancient of-
Russianness / 'Of course this is not pleasant for those from the ancient
Russian religion' (71/12/96A31)
(8) hê 'dânâ Yonâtân lâ=ywâ tämä I that time Jonathan not=he.was there / 'At
that time Jonathan was not there' (HS 91.19)
(9) ânâ lâ=ywen deryâ qâli bïyuk I I not=I.was given my.voice to.you / 'I
didn't call you' (HS 87.9)
(10) diwan lela mousoummi bdla I government not.it.is paying attention / 'The
government is not paying attention' (Duval 34.14)
Ex. 11 from Bedjan illustrates that an explicit subject consisting of a per-
sonal pronoun can be explicitly negated by a preceding negative copula, by
employing the focus construction for pseudo-cleft clauses (cf. 7.4.3).
In ex. 12, the first part is a normal negative clause (CnP), but in the sec-
ond clause, with nominal subject, the negative copula has split into the ne-
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gation marker là and the copula, which is attached to the predicate. Probably
this is possible only in clauses that follow clauses with regular negation.
(11) li(')ton axtun sudrî lakkâ, ellâ Alâhâ / not.you.are sent here, but God /
'Not you have sent me here, but God' (VdS 1.4)
(12) li=(')ywen sehya l-qetla, u-lâ 'ayriî l-môtâ=(')ylâ / not=I.am thirsting
formurder, and-not my.eye on-death=she.is / 'I am not longing to be mur-
dered, nor is my eye upon death' (VdS 341.5-6)
In the second example from Duval ( 13), both subject and object are placed
before the negative copula. However, here the fronted object (contrary to
ex. 10 in 7.6.2) as well as the predicate are negated, whereas the object at
the same time receives focus function (cf. 7.4.2). This is done by adding the
particle CM ('any' or 'no') to the object.
(13) ou dfwan fou öära allé lela vitta / and government any remedy on.it
not.she.is doing / 'and the government is not trying to remedy it at all'
(Duval 38.2)
7.6.5 Clauses with post-clausal position of negative copula
In Duval's texts a number of clauses occur in which the negative copula
follows the predicate, although these predicates perform focus function like
those in the preceding paragraphs. These clauses with post-predicate nega-
tive copulae may reflect a dialectal peculiarity of the region of Salmas.
However, as suggested by Hoberman for the Jewish Aramaic of Amadiya,78
it is also possible that this order is employed only under specific circum-
stances, which do not occur in the other texts. Although this order clearly is
a marked one, it is difficult to establish the exact conditions.
(1) moumkin lela hargis qat... I possible not.it.is at-all REP.. / 'It is not possi-
ble at all' (Duval 25.5)
(2) öounki méndih dgane lela I because something of.himself not.it.is / 'be-
cause it is not something of himself' (Duval 19.15)
(3) mouhabbene-diyouh lela? I pity of.you not.it.is? 'Pity of you, isn't it?'
(Duval 4.3)
(4) ospatto fatin lela I her.proof difficult not.it.is / 'Her proof is not difficult to
give' (Duval 35.4)
7.6.6 Conclusions
In negative clauses, it is the negated part of the clause that performs focus
functions. The negative copula, being an independent copula, precedes the
focused part of the clause. In unmarked negative clauses, the predicate and
78. See Hoberman 1989: 174, who comments on ex. 34a (a question with right dislocated
negative copula): 'marked order, according to the informant, conveying astonishment'.
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its complements are assigned focus function and thus are preceded by the
negative copula. Adverbs, although part of the focused predicate, precede
the negative copula. The subject, being the topic in unmarked clauses, pre-
cedes the negative copula.
The negative copula, like the enclitic copula, can be employed to assign
contrastive or assertive focus to constituents other than the predicate. When
the negative copula precedes the subject, the subject is assigned focus func-
tions, rather than topic functions. When the negative copula precedes a
fronted object or verbal complement, these perform constrastive or asser-
tive focus. Another way to assign assertive focus to an object is to add a
negation marker to the noun phrase.
When a fronted object, without negation marker, precedes the sequence
of negative copula and predicate, it is probably a topic.
In Duval's texts examples occur of clauses in which the negative copula
follows the predicate. The conditions for this different order are uncertain.
7.7 Interrogative clauses
7.7.1 Introduction
As in most languages, interrogative copular clauses can be divided into two
main groups: yes-no questions, without interrogative pronouns, and WH-
questions, with interrogative pronouns. In written texts, the interrogative
character of clauses of the first group is indicated by the context, by the
extra-clausal element qämu ('why'), which does not participate in the rest
of the clause, and sometimes by a question mark. There is no indication that
constituent order plays a major role in LUA in distinguishing these yes-no
questions from affirmative clauses.79
In WH-questions the interrogative may serve as predicate to which the
copula is enclitically attached. Further, interrogatives can be employed with
every constituent of the clause, i.e., with the subject and the various parts of
the predicate, like prepositional phrases, verbal nouns, and objects. The
copula follows the focused part of the clause, which in WH-questions con-
sists of the constituent with the interrogative. This constituent occupies the
initial position of the clause, reversing the topic-focus order of basic
clauses. This order is characteristic for focus constructions (cf. 7.4.1), and
WH-questions clearly belong to this category.
In embedded questions introduced by interrogatives, no sentence connec-
tives are needed.
79. Nöldeke I868: 352, Maclean 1895: 194, §74.9.
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7.7.2 Yes-no questions
No deviations from the constituent order of main affirmative copular
clauses are encountered with yes-no questions. To mark questions, the Prot-
estant missionaries and Bedjan employ a question mark. Another, appar-
ently optional, devise to mark a question is to add the word qämu, 'why', at
the beginning of the clause. This particle does not influence the clause
structure (3, 4, 7).
Note the three identifying questions among this type of interrogative
clauses (2, 4, 6). These clauses confirm that the pronoun is the focused part
of the clause (cf. 7.4.2).
In the texts of Merx and Socin no examples of copular yes-no questions
are found.
(1) li=(y)wet madduri juwäb? I not=you.give answer? / 'You do not answer?'
(Mark 15:4)
(2) a(n)t=lwet malkâ d-Jhudayi? I you=you.are king of-Jews? / 'You are the
king of the Jews?' (Mark 15:2)
(3) qämu, nätärtä d-äxonl=(y)wen? I why, keeper of-my.brother=I.am? / 'Am
I my brothers keeper?' (Gen. 4:9)
(4) qâmu, ânâ=(y)wen? / why, I=l.am? / 'Is it me?' (Mark 14:19)
(5) dîwân d-Àlî duz=ïlâ yan là? I judgement of-Ali right=it.is or not? / 'Is
All's judgement right or not?' (71/12/93B26)
(6) âhâ=(y)li bagcuk? I this=it.is your.garden? / 'This is your garden?' (71/
12/93A40)
(7) qämu ânâ kalbâ=ywen I why; I dog=I.am? / 'Am I a dog?' (HS 97.2)80
(8) âhâ qâlâ dïyuk=C)yli, bruni Dâwîd? / this voice of.you=it.is, my.son
David? / 'Is this your voice, my son David?' (HS 103.4)
(9) mouhabhene-diyouh lela? I pity-of-you, not-it-is? / 'Pity of you, isn't it?'
(Duval 4.3)
7.7.3 Basic WH-questions
In a limited number of clauses, the nucleus of interrogative and copula
(sometimes complemented by an adverbial phrase) constitutes a complete
clause. Note that in the first example from Socin ( 1 ), the copula is absent in
the text in Syriac script, but present in the phonetic transcription. Adverbial
and pronominal interrogatives are employed.
(1) u-(')mirron qâtê axton d-ayka {dlkyetun} I and-they.said to.them, you (pi),
from-where={you-are}? / 'And they said to us: "You, from where are
you?" ' (Socin 6.4)
80. In BT of '93 this clause from ISam 17:43 was translated as ha, kâlbâ=ywen ânâ?,
which is rather close to the Hebrew.
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(2) aykâ=(ï)wit=(h)wâ {ikitw-} anni xà uxca yumâni I where=you.were these a
some days / 'Where have you been these days?' (Socin 88.10)
(3) ayka=(y)wet? I where=you.are? / 'Where are you?' (Gen 3:9)
(4) mânî=(y)waty? / who=you(f).are? / 'Who are you?' (Ruth 3:9)
(5) man='ïlih âhâ (')nâSâ u-mudl=(')Ilih, d-ïlih..? I who=he.is this man and-
what=he.is, REP-he.is / 'Who is this man, and what is he, that he..?' (VdS
340.11)
7.7.4 WH-questions with interrogatives attached to the predicate
Adverbial and adjectival interrogatives, employed to question either the
verbal part of the predicate or the noun phrase, usually occupy the initial
position of the clause. Phrases that precede the interrogative are considered
to be extra-clausal (1).
The copula in WH-questions follows the constituent that is the focus of
the question. In many questions this is the predicate (1-3), or a complement
to the predicate (6, 7). It is also possible that the copula is attached to the
interrogative itself (4, 5). In these clauses the focus is on the interrogative,
whereas the predicate is part of the topic. These conditions for the position
of the copula indicate that WH-questions employ focus construction to
mark the focus of the question.
There seem to be no important differences between the text corpora.
(1) la'kà mudi bi'bâda=(l)ton {bïwâdïtûn} I here what doing=you(pl).are? /
'What are you doing here?' (Socin 6.5)
(2) mut xabrâ=(y)là malkâ j what word=it.is king / 'What message is there, O
king?' (Merx6:10)
(3) mudi bexsâbâ=(y)ton? I what thinking=you(pl).are? / 'What are you think-
ing?' (Mark 14:64)
(4) l-(')aykâ=(y)lâ bi'zâlâ? / to-where=she.is going? / 'Where is she going?'
(50/10/76B20)
(5) qâmudï-Oywet rupyâ ba(t)r regguk? I why=you.are throwed after
your.servant? / 'Why have you been persecuting your servant?' (HS 103.6)
(6) mud xerbäyutä=C)wen 'bldä? / what evil=I.am done? / 'What evil have I
done?' (HS 103.6)
(7) men moudivet biqvala? I from what-you-are complaining? / 'About what
are you complaining?' (Duval 4.2)
7.7.5 WH-questions with explicit subject
If an explicit subject occurs in an interrogative clause, it usually follows the
nucleus of interrogative + copula. This structure occurs both with predi-
cates that consist only of the interrogative ( 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 10), and with predi-
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cates that consist of an interrogative attached to part of the predicate (3, 4).
As in other focus constructions, the focused constituent occupies the initial
position in the clause, followed by the constituents with topic functions.
The adverb kmâ 'how' can introduce both a question (4) and an exclama-
tory clause (5, 9). The constituent order in both types is the same.
There are no significant differences between the various text types.
(1) aykâ=(y)li bêta d-Rustam I where=it.is house of-Rustam / 'Where is
Rustam's house?' (Merx 2.6)
(2) aykâ=(y)lâ Hâbël äxonuk? I where=he.is Abel your.brother? / 'Where is
your brother Abel?' (Gen. 4:9)
(3) m-âdîyâ qàmudl lâzem=(y)nà qâtan sâhdi? I from-now why neces-
sary=they.are for.us witnesses? / 'Now then, why do we need anymore wit-
nesses?' (Mark 14:63)81
(4) kmâ rexqä=(y)li semsä men ar'â? I how far=it.is sun from earth? / 'How
far is the sun from the earth?' (49/1/7A7)
(5) kmâ Mpirtâ=(y)lâ mïlânutâ d-ïlani I how beautiful=it-is greenness of-trees
/ 'How beautiful is the greenness of the trees' (50/10/80B20)
(6) d-mânï=(y)wân=(h)wâ ana, yan mudî=(h)wâ xuàxtï / REP-
who=I.am=PAST I, or what=it.was my.value / 'Who was I and what was
my value?' (50/10/78A34)
(7) mudï=yli âhâ Plestâyâ I what=he.is this Philistine? / 'What is this Philis-
tine?' (HS 96.4)
(8) ëkâ=yna an qa(d)mayi d-1 where=they are these first.ones REP- / 'Where
are those first ones that..' (VdS 342.3)
(9) kmâ zâlïm=ywaty baxxîlutà I how cruel=it.was envy / 'How cruel was the
envy' (HS 100.12)
(10) dah lia kepouh? / how it.is your.health? / 'How is your health?' (Duval
3:21)
7.7.6 WH-questions with fronted subject
When an explicit subject occurs in the initial position of the clause, this
constituent can be adequately described as being pre-clausal. The pre-
clausal constituent, either nominal (1, 4) or pronominal (2, 3), serves as a
theme constituent. In ex. 2 the theme serves as a vocative.
(1) kêpuk dâkî=(î)lâ? / your.health how=it.is? / 'About your health, how is
it?' (Merx 9.13)
(2) a(n)t mudl bi'bädä=(l)wet lakä / you what doing=you.are here / 'You,
what are you doing here?' (Socin 46.4)
81. The adverb may be considered to be extra-clausal. The use of this adverb in this
clause, in an unusual sense ('from now on' > 'now then') probably is due to CS influence
(mânâ mekkêl, 'how thus').
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7.7.4
(2) ayka=(ï)wit=(h)wâ {ikitw-} anni xâ uxcâ yumâni I where=you.were these a
some days / 'Where have you been these days?' (Socin 88.10)
(3) aykd=(y)wet? / where=you.are? / 'Where are you?' (Gen 3:9)
(4) mam=(y)waty? / who=you(f).are? / 'Who are you?' (Ruth 3:9)
(5) man='Ilih ahâ (')nâSâ u-mudî=(')îlih, d-llih..? I who=he.is this man and-
what=he.is, REP-he.is / 'Who is this man, and what is he, that he..?' (VdS
340.11)
WH-questions with interrogatives attached to the predicate
Adverbial and adjectival interrogatives, employed to question either the
verbal part of the predicate or the noun phrase, usually occupy the initial
position of the clause. Phrases that precede the interrogative are considered
to be extra-clausal (1).
The copula in WH-questions follows the constituent that is the focus of
the question. In many questions this is the predicate (1-3), or a complement
to the predicate (6, 7). It is also possible that the copula is attached to the
interrogative itself (4, 5). In these clauses the focus is on the interrogative,
whereas the predicate is part of the topic. These conditions for the position
of the copula indicate that WH-questions employ focus construction to
mark the focus of the question.
There seem to be no important differences between the text corpora.
(1) la'kä mudi bi'bâdâ=(l)ton {bîwâdïtûn} I here what doing=you(pl).are? /
'What are you doing here?' (Socin 6.5)
(2) mut xabrâ=(y)la malkâ I what word=it.is king / 'What message is there, O
king?' (Merx6:10)
(3) mudibex5âbâ=(y)ton? / what thinking=you(pl).are? / 'What are you think-
ing?' (Mark 14:64)
(4) l-C)aykä=(y)lä bi'zälä? / to-where=she.is going? / 'Where is she going?'
(50/10/76B20)
(5) qämudl=(')ywet rupyä ba(t)r regguk? I why=you.are throwed after
your.servant? / 'Why have you been persecuting your servant?' (HS 103.6)
(6) mud xerbäyutä=(')wen 'bldä? I what evil=I.am done? / 'What evil have I
done?' (HS 103.6)
(7) men moudivet biqvâla? I from what-you-are complaining? / 'About what
are you complaining?' (Duval 4.2)
7.7.5 WH-questions with explicit subject
If an explicit subject occurs in an interrogative clause, it usually follows the
nucleus of interrogative + copula. This structure occurs both with predi-
cates that consist only of the interrogative (1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 10), and with predi-
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cates that consist of an interrogative attached to part of the predicate (3, 4).
As in other focus constructions, the focused constituent occupies the initial
position in the clause, followed by the constituents with topic functions.
The adverb kmâ 'how' can introduce both a question (4) and an exclama-
tory clause (5, 9). The constituent order in both types is the same.
There are no significant differences between the various text types.
(1) aykâ=(y)li bêta d-Rustam I where=it.is house of-Rustam / 'Where is
Rustam's house?' (Merx 2.6)
(2) aykä=(y)lä Habet âxonuk? / where=he.is Abel your.brother? / 'Where is
your brother Abel?' (Gen. 4:9)
(3) m-ädlyä qâmudï läzem=(y)nä qätan sähdi? / from-now why neces-
sary=they.are for.us witnesses? / 'Now then, why do we need anymore wit-
nesses?' (Mark 14:63)81
(4) kmâ rexqâ=(y)li SemM men ar'ä? I how far=it.is sun from earth? / 'How
far is the sun from the earth?' (49/1/7A7)
(5) kmä Mplrtä=(y)lä mtlänutä d-ïlâni I how beautiful=it-is greenness of-trees
/ 'How beautiful is the greenness of the trees' (50/10/80B20)
(6) d-mânï=(y)wân=(h)wâ ana, yan mudl=(h)wä xsäxtl / REP-
who=I.am=PAST I, or what=it.was my.value / 'Who was I and what was
my value?' (50/10/78A34)
(7) mudi=yli aha Plestaya I what=he.is this Philistine? / 'What is this Philis-
tine?' (HS 96.4)
(8) êkâ=yna an qa(d)mayi d-1 where=they are these first.ones REP- / 'Where
are those first ones that..' (VdS 342.3)
(9) kmâ zâlim=ywaty baxxilutâ I how cruel=it.was envy / 'How cruel was the
envy' (HS 100.12)
(10) dah lia kepouh? I how it.is your.health? / 'How is your health?' (Duval
3:21)
7.7.6 WH-questions with fronted subject
When an explicit subject occurs in the initial position of the clause, this
constituent can be adequately described as being pre-clausal. The pre-
clausal constituent, either nominal (1, 4) or pronominal (2, 3), serves as a
theme constituent. In ex. 2 the theme serves as a vocative.
(1) kêpuk dâki=(ï)lâ? / your.health how=it.is? / 'About your health, how is
it?' (Merx 9.13)
(2) a(n)t mudl bi'bädä=(l)wet la'kâ / you what doing=you.are here / 'You,
what are you doing here?' (Socin 46.4)
81. The adverb may be considered to be extra-clausal. The use of this adverb in this
clause, in an unusual sense ('from now on' > 'now then') probably is due to CS influence
(manâ mekkël, 'how thus').
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(3) âhâ men mudi=(y)lâ? I this from what it.is? / 'Why is this?' (50/10/
80B34)
(4) kepi diyouh dag lia? I health of.you how it.is? / 'About your health, how is
it?' (Duval6.4)
In ex. 5 from ZdB, the subject is fronted, but follows the interrogative. In
this case the subject is not extra-clausal. This is the only example of such
an order with copular clauses and it is, therefore, uncertain whether it is
grammatical.82
(5) qâtnudï gellâ u-tarpi d-llâni mîli=(y)nâ, qâmudï li=(y)nâ kumi yan smuqi?
I why grass and.leaves of-trees green=they.are, why not=they.are black or
red? / 'Why are grass and the leaves of trees green, why are they not black
or red?' (50/10/80B25)
7.7.7 Embedded interrogative clauses
When WH-questions occur as embedded questions, no sentence connec-
tives are needed. Constituent order in these subordinate clauses is the same
as in main interrogative clauses.
(1) qat xazâk aykâ=(i)lâ brâtâ yâ'ni Jansultan l REP we.see where=she.is
daughter, that is Jansultan / 'that we will see where the daughter, that is,
Jansultan, is.' (Merx 6.12)
(2) en ba'yaty yad'aty ânâ mânï=(y)wân I if you.want you.know I who=I.am /
'If you want to know who I am..' (Merx 31.14)
(3) bet tâninôkun but d-anni trê (')näSi mänl=(h)wäw {mânïwa} I FUT
I.tell.you(pl) about these two people, who=they.were / 'I will tell you who
these two people were' (Socin 70.4)
(4) bit mad'inôkon but 1..] mudl âhâ=(î)li {d'ili} pagri qâSi I FUT I.tell.you(pl)
about ( . . . ) what this=it.is funeral feast/ 'I will tell you about [..], what this
funeral feast is.' (Socin 80.4)
(5) hâ bâhônâ ra'yä ki yad'it kmâ urxâ lazïm=(ï)lâ {lazim lia} qat azlak I O
father shepherd, you.know how way necessary=it.is REP we.go / 'O father
shepherd, do you know how far we have to go yet?' (Socin 12.19)
(6) albatta (')naSi bet xâsbl u-baqrl, mudl=(y)li nlyat d-âhâ ktâbâ? I certainly
people FUT they.think and-they.ask, what=it.is purpose of-this journal /
'Certainly people wil l ask themselves what the purpose of this journal is'
(49/1/4B2)
(7) balkâ âmrlton dâ'kî=(y)nâ ktlbi, kad d-li=(y)na Ikes 'uydâli? I perhaps
you.say how=they.are written, when not=they.were with each.other? /
82. Note that also with verbal clauses one example of this order has been found, again in
ZdB (8.6.3 ex. 2).
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'Perhaps you will ask yourself how they have written when they were not
together?' (50/10/82B12)
(8) u-xzî kêpê d'ayk=*ïlâ? I and.IMP.see their.health how=it.is? / '.., and see
how their health is?' (HS 95.21)
7.7.8 Conclusions
Yes-no questions are not marked by their syntax. Marking of yes-no ques-
tions by the particle qâmu seems to be optional. In various texts question
marks are employed.
WH-questions adhere to the syntax of focus constructions, in which the
focused part of the clause, which need not to be the predicate, occupies the
initial position and is followed by the enclitic copula. This focused part is
followed by the topic constituent. The interrogative is part of the focused
constituent.
Pre-clausal constituents, preceding the focused part, perform theme func-
tions. Vocative function can be considered a special type of theme.
In embedded questions with interrogatives, no sentence connectives are




Clauses in which the name of somebody is given display some features that
are different from other clauses.
In the first place, clauses of this type can do without a copula more easily
than other copular clauses. Name-giving clauses without copula mainly oc-
cur in relative clauses (7.2.3), but in BT a few examples of main clauses
without copula occur (7.2.6). The latter probably are less grammatical.
In the second place, the function of the marked main order (PcS) seems
to be different from PcS order in other copular clauses (7.3.5). There is no
indication that these name-giving clauses are resumptive.
In the third place, name-giving clauses in which a copula is present have
different orders in main and relative clauses. In main clauses the copula is
attached to the predicate, i.e., the personal name. In relative clauses, the
copula can be attached to the relative marker, but it can also follow the
phrase 'his/her name', rather than the personal name. In the latter case, the
relative marker is often lacking.
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7.8.2 Main name-giving clauses
Main name-giving clauses do not differ from other main copular clauses.
The basic clause type is SPc. The personal name constitutes the predicate,
and performs new focus function, supplying salient information. The phrase
'his/her name', semm- + suffix, constitutes the topic.
(1) semmuhy d-rigâ Sâhbâz=yli I his.name of-servant Shabaz=it.is / 'The name
of the servant is Shabaz' (Merx 46.2)
(2) u-semmâ d-(')nâsâ, Ilïmalk=ï(h)wâ I and.name of-man Elimelech=it.was /
'And the name of the man was Elimelech' (Ruth 1:2)83
(3) lt=(h)wâ xâ kâhnâ, semmuhy Zkaryâ, u-semmâ d-baktuhy illsba'=
(')y(h)wa I there=was a priest, his.name Zechariah, and-name of-his.wife
Elizabeth=it.was / 'There was a priest, whose name was Zechariah, and the
name of his wife was Elizabeth' (VdS 8.5)
The reverse order also occurs (PcS) and does not perform the same resump-
tive function which this constituent order performs in other copular clauses.
In fact, pragmatically these clauses resemble focus constructions quite
closely, the assertive or constrative focus preceding the topic. The differ-
ence between SPc and PcS, therefore, is the type of focus that is performed
by the predicate. In the first order it is new focus, whereas in the latter as-
sertive or contrastive focus is intended. In ex. 4, Zechariah, the father of the
new-born John (the future Baptist), insists that his son should indeed be
called John, contrary to the expectations of his family. In the line preceding
ex. 5, Bejan, who is to become the main topic of the story, was introduced
without his name. In this clause his name is given.
(4) u-(')merri, Yoxannan=C)llih Semmuhy I and-he.said, Yokhannan=it.is
his.name / 'and he said: "John will be his name".' (VdS 10.10)84
(5) ya'ni Bêjân=(î)li semmuhy I that.is Bejan=it.is his.name / 'That is, Bejan is
his name' (Merx 3.3)
7.8.3 Relative name-giving clauses
Four different types of relative clauses occur: two without relative marker
d-, and two with relative marker. In the first category the copula is either
absent or attached to semm- + suffix. In the second category the copula is
either attached to d-, or to semm- + suffix.
Examples of the first type have been given in 7.2.3 ex. 6 and above, in
7.8.2 ex. 3. The connection to the preceding noun is established by the pro-
83. In BT '93 the copula, which is not present in Hebrew or CS, is left out.
84. Id. in BT '93, Luc 1:63.
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nominal suffix attached to semmâ. Both examples come from Bedjan's
texts.
The examples of the second type, in which the copula is attached to
semm- + suffix, and no relative marker is present, all come from Socin and
Merx. Again one must assume that the relation of the subordinate clause to
the main clause is marked by the pronominal suffix. In ex. 2 the particle
yâ'ni, usually introducing an additional phrase, is employed to introduce a
subordinate clause.
I suppose that the copula is fronted to stress the subordinate relation,
which is comparable to the function of fronting of the copula to the relative
marker (cf. 7.5.2.3).
(1) ma'dduwi qat mdi(n)tâ 'attiqtâ=(y)lâ simmuh=(ï)li {sïmmô-li} Qintâ I tell-
ing REP city ancient her.name=it.is Qinta / '[a sign] telling that it is an an-
cient city, whose name is Qinta' (Socin 4.21, cf. id. Socin 110.9)
(2) It=(h)wa xâ xan ya'ni simmu(h)y=ïwa Râjabbâlï-xan I there.was a khan,
his.name=it.was Rajabbali-Khan / 'there was a khan whose name was
Rajabbali-Khan.' (Merx 26.1)
(3) âhâ taira simmu(h)y-(l)li {simmüll} Quptâ,.. I this bird, his.name=it.is
Qupta,.. / 'This bird, whose name is Qupta,...' (Socin 24.16)
In Socin's text a number of examples occur of the third type, in which the
relative clause is introduced by d-, to which the enclitic copula is attached. I
assume that their is no pragmatic difference between this type of subordina-
tion and that of the first three examples.
(4) anni Si'di d-ili {dill} Simmê Xâmurnâyi I those demons REL-it.is their.name
Khamornayi(pl) / 'Those demons whose name is Khamornayi,..' (Socin
4.15)
(5) It xâ tâhar sl'di d-lli simmê {it $imme} Stxäsäni I there.is a kind of.demons,
REL-it.is their.name Shikhasani / 'There is a kind of demons whose name
is Shikhasani' (Socin 54.9)
In Merx's texts a fourth type of relative name-giving clause occurs, which
can perhaps be explained as a contamination of the two above construc-
tions: with the relative marker d- and with the copula attached to semmuhy.
In BT also an example of this type occurs (7), which differs significantly
from Bedjan's rendering (cf. 7.8.3 ex. 3).
(6) d-semmuhy=yli Nâtnî'iyl I REP-his.name=it.is Nathaniel / 'whose name is
Nathaniel' (Merx 39.20)
(7) xâ kâhnâ d-semmuhy=(h)wâ Zkaryâ I a priest REL-his.name=it.was
Zechariah / 'a priest whose name was Zechariah (Luc. 1:5, ed. '93 / 1901)
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Although there are not very many examples of relative clauses of this type,
the limited number of examples suggests that there is a neat distribution of
the different types. In Bedjan's texts, only examples without relative
marker and without copula occur, whereas in Socin and Merx the subordi-
nation is marked either by d- or by the copula attached to semm- + suffix.
7.8.4 Conclusions
Name-giving clauses differ from other copular clauses with regard to their
functional patterns and to the marking of subordination. The special func-
tional pattern of PcS clauses is common to all text types, whereas for the
marking of subordination there is a difference between the texts of Bedjan
and those of Merx and Socin. In BT and ZdB not very many examples oc-
cur of this construction.
7.9 Presentative copula
7.9.1 Introduction
Two special forms of the copula occur. Both seem to originate in a particle
+ enclitic copula, the first being du- + copula, the second we- + copula.85
This combination constitutes a minimal copular clause: dulâ here.she.is >
'here she is', which might be extended by a noun phrase: 'here is X'.86 This
compound copula came to serve also as an independent copula that is em-
ployed together with PART and INF stems. It can also be employed in
clauses with finite verbs, serving grammatically as an extra finite verb,
through which the aspectual value of the main verb is changed. No exam-
ples of these copulae seem to occur in the texts edited by the Protestants. In
Merx and Socin not very many examples occur, and therefore the majority
of the examples come from Bedjan. One wonders whether these forms were
more often employed in his native dialect, or whether he had reasons of
style to employ these.
7.9.2 Presentative copula with nominal predicates
In Bedjan's texts a number of clauses occur in which the presentative
copula is complemented by a nominal phrase. Like other types of the inde-
pendent copula, this form precedes the focused constituent it belongs to.
85. It is uncertain where these particles derive from. Perhaps we- may be connected to a
form of hwâyâ, 'to be', most likely to the passive participle, (h)wl.
86. Maclean 1895: 78, §29.16, 17.
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(1) u-(')merri, dull seppulä d-jebbuk b-ldï l and-he.said, there.he.is skirt of-
your.robe in.my.hand / 'And he said: "Look, the skirt of your robe is in my
hand' (HS 101.15)
(2) u-du=(')ylihf'1 qälä men smayyä d-ï(h)wâ bi'mârâ l and-there.it.was voice
from heaven, REL-it was saying / 'and then there was a voice from heaven,
saying:..' (VdS 13.22)
7.9.3 Presentative copula with verbal nouns
In these examples the copula is employed with verbal nouns. The first ex-
ample displays the unmarked order of subject, copula, and predicate,
whereas in ex. 2 a pre-clausal object precedes the copula.
In the first example from Bedjan (3), no explicit subject is present, and
the copula is in clause-initial position. The same accounts for ex. 4, but here
the copula precedes an explicit subject. This clause may possibly be under-
stood as a focus construction, in which the copula precedes the focused
constituent.
(1) qat (')nâsi dunâ bitâyâ I REP people here.they.are coming / 'that here peo-
ple are coming' (Socin 56.8)
(2) u-(')merrâ qâtê qat Bêjân dunâ diryu(h)y gô qunyâ / and-she.said to.them
REP Bejan here.they.are throwed.him into well / 'and she said to them that
here they had thrown Bejan into a well' (Merx 10.7)
(3) du=C)ywen bexzâyâ xä semmaltä d-xeqrä l here.I.am seeing a ladder
of.honor 'Here I see a ladder of honor..' (VdS 339.5)
(4) dull Alähuk supyuhy desmennuk l-Iduk I there.he.is God delivered.him
your.enemy into-your.hand / 'God here has delivered your enemy into your
hands'(HS 102.16, id. 101.8)
7.9.4 Presentative copula with finite verbs
The presentative copula can also be employed together with the PRET
stem, a finite verb. This construction resembles the verbal construction of
two finite verbs, phase verbs, of the same stem form, in which the first
modifies the semantic value of the second.88 The presentative copulae in
this function emphasize the momentary, often surprising, character of the
action. Until now, only examples from Socin and Merx were found. Note
that all three examples concern verbs of motion.
( 1 ) ba(t)r hädä gusiqlan xä yumä dulâ ( ')tîlâ xâ ( ')têtâ râbâ mazdif ')yantâ I af-
ter that we.saw one day here.she.is she.came a coming very frightening /
'Thereafter, we saw her entering one day in a frightful way' (Socin 38.15)
87. Note the different spelling of this copula in HS and VdS.
88. Cf, e.g., âmes kâteb 'he is able to write'.
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(2) dulâ (')tïlâ {dûla-tllâ} nlxâ nlxâ I here.she.is she.came slowly slowly /
'There she came, very slowly' (Socin 46.16)
(3) wënâ (')zillon rikâhi / they.are they.went horesemen / There they came,
the horsemen' (Merx 7.7)
Bedjan also uses this copula with finite verbs, but in a different way. In ex.
4, the function of the copula is comparable to that in 7.9.3 ex. 4 (focus con-
struction), whereas in ex. 5 it seems to be independent of the rest of the
clause.
(4) duli Mârya qam masix=lux tagberrânâ 'al jammâ'atuhy I here.he.is Lord,
PAST anointes=you counselor over his.people / 'The Lord here has
anointed you as counselor to his people' (HS 90.8)
(5) cunkl d-du=(')ylah kad npelih qâlâ d-slâmâky gô nätyätl, b-xedyutä gurtä
psexlih yälä go ke(r)sl I because here.it.was while it.fell voice of.greeting
in my ears, in-joy great he.rejoiced child in my.womb / 'because the mo-
ment your greeting reached my ears, the child rejoiced greatly in my
womb' (VdS 10.2)
7.9.5 Conclusions
The presentative copulae are independent copulae that are employed with
nominal predicates, both independent noun phrases and verbal nouns. They
can be employed also as finite verbs in phase with other finite verbs.
7.10 Clauses with finite copula
7.10.1 Introduction
Apart from the various types of copula that have been discussed in the pre-
ceding sections, two finite verbs can also function as copula. The first is
hwâyâ 'to be', and the second is pyâsâ, 'to remain'.89 The finite stems of
the first verb are employed as complementary forms of the enclitic copula,
to express tense and aspect functions that cannot be marked with the two
enclitic forms, which can only mark the simple present and past tense. With
the stem forms of hwâyâ, the other tenses and aspects can be expressed, the
imperative, subjunctive, continuous, and perfect. The verb pyâsâ, in all its
stem forms, is employed with the PART stem of another verb to make pas-
sive constructions.
89. Note that Rhétoré 1912: 91, starts his discussion of the various forms of the copula
with the remark: 'Les Verbes Auxiliares sont au nombre de deux:liioi, être -1Ü3, de-
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In clauses with copular hwäyä, constituent order patterns are comparable
to those in clauses with enclitic copula, the basic pattern still being SP.
However, the different pragmatic markings resulting from the distinction
between the independent and the enclitic copula cannot be transferred to
these finite copulae. The number of different orders therefore is smaller
than in clauses with non-finite copula.
In clauses with forms of hwâyâ, however, one must reckon with the pos-
sibility that this verb, apart from its being used as a copula, may also be
used as a full verb. In certain contexts the distinction between copula and
full verb is easy to make, but if a verbal complement is present, this is
sometimes difficult. Furthermore, hwâyâ + I- is employed as a complemen-
tary form of the particle of existence it + /-. This function of hwâyâ should
also be distinguished from copular hwâyâ. In 7.10.4 I will give a few exam-
ples of hwäyä in non-copular functions.
In clauses with pyâsâ, constituent order is somewhat different from that
in copular clauses, because the semantic relations between subject and
predicate in passive clauses are different.
I will first give an overview of the employment of copular hwâyâ in un-
marked and marked clauses. This part is followed by a few examples of
hwâyâ in other functions. Thereafter I will discuss the use of copular pyâsâ
and the constituent order patterns in passive clauses.
7.10.2 Regular clauses with copular hwâyâ
The unmarked constituent order is SCP with explicit subject, and CP with-
out such a subject. In this respect these clauses follow the orders of regular
copular clauses, because post-copular subjects (cf. postverbal subject in
8.2.6) do not occur. All stem forms of hwâyâ occur in copular clauses, and
these stems are employed with the same semantic function as are finite
verbs in verbal clauses.90 There are no important differences between the
text corpora in this respect, although INF and PART stems of copular
hwâyâ are not represented in all texts.
The most common order seems to be CP, which is employed with nearly
all stem forms and in all different text types.
In the first two examples the IMP stem is employed (1, 2), in the next
three (3-6) the PRET stem. This stem usually denotes 'became', but inci-
dentally also 'was' (6). In ex. 7 ki + SUB stem, denoting the habitual, is
employed, in ex. 8 the same stem with the future particle, and in ex. 9 this
90. Cf. 6.7.
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stem occurs in its jussive function. In this latter clause a fronted object per-
forms focus function. In the last example, a PART stem + past copula is
employed, probably denoting a pluperfect (10).
(1) (h)wï xâtirjâm d-lebbl râhâ ki yâqed 'ammâk / be certain REP-my.heart
very HAB burns with.you / 'Be sure that my heart mourns with you' (Merx
32.1)
(2) u-(h)wl day em b-slota I and-be continually in-prayer / 'Be always in
prayer' (49/1/4A16)
(3) u-kad (h)wilâ sâhat d-esta, (h)wili xuyä 'al kulläh ar'â I and-when
it.became hour of-six, it.became darkness over all.of.her earth / 'And at the
sixth hour darkness fell on all the earth' (Mark 15:33) (id. CS, perfect)
(4) b-anni Senni (h)wilon krestyâni I in-those years they.became Christians /
'In those years they became Christians' (49/1/5B23)
(5) derrih u-hwelih krestyânâ I he.repented and-he.became Christian / 'He re-
pented and became a Christian' (VdS 358.5)
(6) Mâryâ hweli 'am Sâ'ol / Lord he.was with Saul / 'The Lord was with Saul'
(HS92.12)
(7) men xâ giba ki häwl bimxâyâ ähä zurnä I from one side HAB they.are
beating this drum / 'On one side they use to beat the drum' (Merx 27.15)
(8) qat bet hôya=(h)wâ yemmâ d-malkä mslxâ I REP FUT she.is.PAST mother
ofking Messiah / 'that she would become the mother of king Messiah'
(VdS 9.15)
(9) upri thutft] âqluh oyan I dust under your.feet SUB.I.am / 'Let me be dust
under you feet' (Socin 101.22)
(10) d-pesll buqrä men d-ânï d-(h)wïyi=(y)\vâk=(h)wâw bâlâd b-'uydâli gô
haytâ dmallâ / REP-I.became asked from those REL-been=we.were known
to-each.other in house of.Mollah / '.. that I was asked by those which I had
met with in the house of the Mollah,..' (Merx 50.9)
The order SCP occurs regularly, and clauses occur with all five stems. In
ex. 11 the PRET stem is represented and in ex. 12 the SUB stem (habitual).
In the next three examples (13-15), the SUB stem is employed in its sub-
junctive function. Note that in three examples (12, 13, 15), the subject con-
sists of an explicit personal pronoun marking an assertive topic. In ex. 16,
the copula is of the INF stem. No other examples of such a copular clause
are found, making its grammaticallity somewhat uncertain. However, the
INF stem gives a distinct meaning to this copular clause, which probably
cannot be expressed by another verbal phrase. In the last two examples (17,
18), a PART stem is employed as a copula in an adverbial clause.
( 1 1 ) u-up kullê julli d-Bêjan (h)welon dimäni / and-also all.of.them clothes of-
Bedjan they.became bloody / 'And also all Bedjan's clothes became cov-
ered with blood' (Merx 3.19)
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(12) Ina am ki hâwl=(h)wâw begxâkâ bïyuhy / but they HAB they.were laugh-
ing at.him / 'but they used to laugh at him' (HS 9.17)
(13) a(n)t hâwit bâsïmâ / you SUB.you.are pleasant / 'May you be prosperous'
(Merx 28.12) (in context: 'farewell')
(14) slâwâtï u-xabrl li hâwl yârïki [..] but d-âhâ himezmânuk hâwï xaccâ /
my.prayers and-my.words not SUBthey.are long [...] because of-this
your.words SUB.they.are short / 'Let my prayers and my words not be long
[..], therefore, let your words be short (71/12/91B4-6)
(15) âhâ hôyâ tupsâ qâ yâli I this SUB.it.is example for children / 'This ought to
be an example for children..' (HS 12.4)
(16) demman behwâyâ=(y)li Sextânâ, kad bi'wârâ=(y)li b-gâwâ d-pagran /
our.blood becoming=it.is filthy, while passing=it.is in-inside of-our.body /
'Our blood is becoming filthy when it is passing through our body' (50/10/
80B5) (cf. also 50/10/80A29-30)
(17) up en râbâ mennê har b-kullih d-âhâ setwâ (h)wîyi=(y)na dârsâni / also if
many of.them even in-all.of.it of-that winter been=they.are opponents /
'even although many of them had been opponents all that winter' (Merx
51.18-52.1)
(18) înâ cunki d-bnay Laywonlya, u-Estumya u-Korland, hammâsâ
(h)wîyâ=(y)nâ rayatti masyettâni I but because inhabitants.of Litonia and-
Estonia and-Courland, always been=they.are subjects obedient / 'However,
because the inhabitants of Litonia and Estonia and Courland always have
been obedient subjects,..' (71/12/96A20)
7.10.3 Other constituent orders
In a limited number of clauses, copular hwâyâ follows the predicate. In all
clauses in which the explicit subject precedes the predicate, the copula is of
the PRET stem, denoting 'to become'. It is not clear what the pragmatic or
perhaps grammatical conditions are for the occurrence of this order. Most
of the examples come from Bedjan's texts.
(1) am razl (h)wilon [ . . . ] , u-haw rail la (h)wili / they willing they.became
[...], and-he willing not he.became / 'They agreed [..], but he did not agree'
(71/12/93B9-13)
(2) u-âriî zi yumâ l-xabruhy bu$ xerbâ hwelon / and they also day to-
his.brother more wickedness they.became / 'And they, from day to day
they became worse' (HS 87.5)
(3) âdlyâ yâqln hwelâ qâtl, qat I now certain it.became for.me REP / 'Now it
has become certain for me that..' (HS 102.1)91
(4) qibutâ bi'zâlâ hwelâ u-bi'tâyâ Ipât mlyâ I ark going it.became and coming
on.surface.of water / 'The ark began to move and to float on the surface of
the water' (HS 10.4)
91. So also HS 89.23 and 103.14.
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In a few clauses, copular hwäyä precedes the subject. The three examples
are of different types. In ex. 5 (CSP), the fronted copula perhaps is due to
the subjunctive function, whereas ex. 6 (PCS) probably is of the same type
as clauses with a predicate introduced by kmä (cf. 7.7.5), in which the sub-
ject regularly follows the nucleus of predicate and copula. In ex. 7 the
fronted form of hwäyä may be due to analogy with fronted copula in rela-
tive clauses, although in other relative clauses the finite copula is not
fronted. Note also that in this clause the meaning of the PRET form does
not seem to be any different from that of the past copula.
(5) hôyâ aqluky brlkta I be your.feet blessed / 'Let your feet be blessed' (Merx
14.15)92
(6) uxcâ yârïxtâ ki hôyâ Sintê I so long HAB it.is their.sleep / 'So long is their
sleep' (Merx 4.3)
(7) b-kulle d-ho zabnä d-hweli Smu'il nblyä / in-all.of.them of-that period
REL-Samuel he.was prophet / 'all that time Samuel was prophet' (HS
89.14)
7.10.4 Other functions of hwäyä
Two other functions of hwäyä are of importance. The first is its use as a full
verb, meaning 'to be present', 'to exist', or 'to be born'.93 The second is its
employment as a complementary form of it + I- 'to have'. Like the copula,
the latter sequence can be employed only in the present and simple past
(with -wa), and the sequence hwäyä + I- is employed to supply the other
tenses and aspects.
In clauses with the full verb hwäyä, constituent orders are conditioned by
the pragmatic patterns of verbal clauses. A number of marked orders occur,
which illustrate the distinction between these clauses and clauses with
copular hwäyä. Quite a number of XV orders occur, in which the comple-
ment is fronted for reasons of focus (1,2). In other clauses (3, 4), also hav-
ing fronted complements, the subject follows the verb (XVS), an order that
performs very specific pragmatic functions in copular clauses (cf. 7.3.5),
but that is not uncommon in verbal clauses (cf. 8.2.6). In ex. 5, in a relative
clause, the order is XSV.
(1) u-tämä (h)wï hal d-amrennuk / and-there be until I.tell.you / 'and stay there
until I tell you' (Mat2:13)94
92. So also in Socin 183 n. 57 and Duval 2.20.
93. One wonders whether perhaps hwäyä in the first two functions is partly complemen-
tary to It 'there is'. The difference is that hwäyä is mainly employed with definite subjects,
whereas It can only be employed with indefinite 'subjects'. So also Polotsky 1996: 42-44.
94. A similar clause occurs with pyâlâ in VdS 5.18: u-pâ'eS=(h)wâ tâmâ, hal., 'and he
stayed there until.. '
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(2) spay bet hâwêt / good FUT you.are / 'You will feel better' (HS 94.18)
(3) b'ïdï raste ki hoa yälihtä d-higga / in.my.hand right HAB she.is handker-
chief of-dancing / 'In my right hand there is usually a handkerchief for
dancing' (Socin 104.1)95
(4) d-mennoh bet hâwi=(h)wâ pâroqâ d-'almâ I REP-from.her FUT
he.born=PAST savior of=world / 'that from her, the savior of the world
would be born' (VdS 2.20)
(5) u-mtelon Ikes d-ho sqïpâ, d-(t)xotuhy qaddlsâ hâwi=(h)wâ / and-
they.reached to that rock, REL-under saint he.was=PAST / 'And they
reached the rock under which that saint was staying' (VdS 355.17)
A few examples will be given of hwâyâ + /-. In exx. 6 and 7, the preterite
tense is employed to denote 'to receive', 'to get'. In the Protestant press,
this is expressed by the PRET stem + /-, whereas in Bedjan's texts, this is
represented by qam + SUB + /-.96 In ex. 8, this construction is employed
with a SUB stem.
(6) ana h-gânî (h)welâ=ll persat l-saxburi l-xâ daryâ mdïnâti guri d-Amirekkâ
I I in-my.self there.became=to.me opportunity to visit one part cities big
ofAmerica / '1 myself recieved the opportunity to visit a good many big cit-
ies of America' (71/12/92A10)
(7) u-ho brunä qa(d)mâyâ d-qam hâwi=lâh I and-that son first REL-PAST
he.became=to.her / 'And the first son she received,..' (HS 85.2S)97
(8) d-xâ gâhâ (')xi(r)tâ hôyâ=lan har la'kâ xâ tpâqtâ d-xadutâ / REP-one time
other SUB.it.is=to.us just here a meeting of-joy / 'that another time we
would have a joyous meeting here' (Merx 34.17)
7.10.5 Clauses with copular pyâsâ
Passive verbal phrases consist of a finite stem of pyâsâ, complemented
by the PART stem of the verb that is needed.98 The unmarked order in
clauses with such verbal phrases is ScP (2-5). The grammatical subject is
usually a semantic patient. In many clauses, especially in those without ex-
95. Cf. also Socin 103.21: hldih g[y]äräk höya ha yälihtä 'In my hand ought to be a
handkerchief'.
96. For a further discussion of these constructions, see Polotsky 1979: 209-10 and 6.8.
97. Cf. in HS 86.10 a parallel clause with It + /-: u-Xanna baktuhy lît=(h)wâ=lâh yâli
'and Hannah, her sister, did not have children'.
98. It should be noted that the verb pyâSâ can also be employed independently, meaning
'to remain', 'to stay'. This is the case in a curious clause in Merx 11.18: là plia plSa=(l)wet.
This is translated by Merx as 'Du bist nicht verlassen worden?', and thus interpreted as là
pUâ=(ï)wet plSâ. I am not sure whether this actually reflects the meaning, perhaps some idi-
omatic expression is at stake. A regular clause with full verb pyâiâ is: had har btultâ bet
pê$â=(h)wâ 'while she would remain a virgin' (VdS 2.23).
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plicit subject, a fronted complement precedes the predicate (l , 4). These
fronted complements perform assertive focus function. Ex. 6, from Bedjan,
suggests that pyâsâ can also be employed as a copula with a nominal predi-
cate.
(1) b-âhâ zarb xaylântâ pislon mixyi I with-this blow fierce they.became slain /
'With this fierce blow they were defeated' (Socin 6.17)
(2) d-apen ïîladda qayrâ, pê$â=(h)wâ tumertâ gô 'aprâ I REP-although corpse
cold it.became=PAST buried in earth / 'although the cold corpse is buried
in the earth' (Merx 33.13)
(3) am d- [..], bit pêsî deryi go dusäxänä men (la haï esta yarxi I those REL-
[..], FUT they.become thrown in prison from three to six months / 'Those
who [...], will be thrown in prison for three to six months.' (71/12/95B25-
27)
(4) u-xakmâ (')xi(r)ni b-dôra d-gânuhy pîsi=(')y(h)wâw qtlli I and-some others
in-period of.him.self they.became.PAST killed / 'And some others were
killed in his own days' (VdS iii.12)
(5) riba ouriba gaih dlwani ki pesih qitye dla sddi ou óspat I many and.many
times judgements HAB they.become decided without witnesses and proof /
'Many and many times judgements were given without witnesses or proof'
(Duval 49.4)
(6) haw har hädä peslih maklkâ I he certainly such he.remained humble / 'he
just remained humble' (VdS ix.7)
7.10.6 Clauses with copular pyâsâ and post-verbal subject
In a limited number of clauses, the subject follows the passive predicate.
There are no indications that post-verbal subjects serve to mark narrative,
given topics, like in verbal clauses (cf. 8.2.6). In the three examples, the
post-verbal subject refers to a new assertive topic. In ex. 3, the subject can
even be considered to be extra-clausal.
(1) ma men nâgistân pâ'es Sem'yâ hatkä bräqäla may ra I but from immedi-
ately it.became heard such sound bitter / 'but when suddenly such a bitter
sound is heard' (Merx 31.4)
(2) u-ayga up b-rîSâ dlyï pesli muthâ xâ benpâr mari tîmâ I and-then also on
head of.me it.became put a crown possessor.of value / 'And then a very
expensive crown was put on my head' (50/10/77B17)
(3) u-peSlih xezyâ qâ Zkaryâ mala'kâ d-Mâryâ, d-*i(h)wâ kelyâ men yammïnâ
d-madbxâ d-besmâ / and-he.became seen to Zechariah angel of-Lord, REL-
he.was stood from right of-altar of-incense / 'And to Zechariah appeared
the angel of the Lord, who was standing at the right side of the altar of in-
cense' (VdS 8.11)
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7.10.7 Conclusions
Clauses in which the two finite verbs hwâyâ and pyâsâ are used as a copula
are more close to copular clauses than to verbal clauses with regard to their
constituent order patterns. The basic pattern is SP, as in clauses with the
enclitic copula, and the only difference is the position of the copula, preced-
ing the predicate rather than following it.
In clauses with hwâyâ, PS does not occur, whereas in passive clauses this
order is found a few times. The conditions for PS in these clauses are
clearly different from those for VS in verbal clauses.
The copula hwâyâ in the PRET stem in a number of clauses follows the
predicate, rather than preceding it. Which conditions govern this alternative
order is as yet uncertain.
7.11 Summary and Conclusions
7.11.1 Conditions governing constituent order in copular clauses
The three kinds of functions that are being distinguished in linguistic de-
scription, grammatical, pragmatic, and semantic functions, all influence
consituent order patterns in copular clauses.
The grammatical functions of subject and predicate provide the basic
pattern: SP. This coincides with the basic pragmatic pattern: topic precedes
focus. All variations in copular constituent order are due to pragmatic and
semantic functions of the clause, not to its grammatical properties.
This becomes very clear from the position of the copula: its position is
conditioned purely by pragmatic and semantic factors, not by grammatical
factors. The pragmatic factor is the fact that the copula always accompanies
the constituent that carries the main focus of the clause. Pragmatic and se-
mantic properties of the clause decide whether an independent copula will
be employed — like a negative copula or a finite form of hwâyâ — or an
enclitic copula. The first will always precede the constituent it belongs to,
the latter will follow this constituent.
The most important variation on basic copular constituent order is the
focus construction. This type of clause is employed in a number of marked
clause types, i.e., identifying clauses, pseudo-cleft clauses, and WH-ques-
tions. In the focus construction the special initial position of the clause, the
Pi position (cf. 1.4.2) is filled.
In the following template the various possible constituent orders are
summarized.
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theme l Sc Pi [c] Sa S P[c] X I tail
The placement rules for the various constituents can be summarized as fol-
lows:
Predicate
1. The predicate is always placed in the predicate position P, performing
new focus function.
2. If the predicate consists of more than one prepositional phrase, or of a
verbal noun followed by an object or a prepositional phrase, these ad-
ditional complements are placed in X
3. If the predicate consists of an indefinite noun phrase introduced by xâ
'a', followed by an adjectival complement, the adjectival complement
can appear in X.
Subject
1. The subject is placed in S in all possible topic functions, i.e., new
topic, assertive and contrastive topic, and resumed topic.
2. If the subject is assigned focus function, providing the salient infor-
mation of the clause, it is placed in Pi position, whether the subject is
a personal or demonstrative pronoun, or a noun phrase.
Complements
1. When complements to the predicate, prepositional phrases or objects,
are assigned new focus function, they are placed in position X.
2. When these complements are assigned assertive or constrastive focus
function, they are placed in Pi.
Interrogatives
1. Interrrogatives or phrases with interrogatives always occupy Pi posi-
tion.
Sentence connectives and sentence adverbs
1. Sentence connectives and sentence adverbs occupy the initial position
(Sc and Sa) of the clause if the Pi position is empty.
2. If the Pi position is filled, only sentence connectives may precede Pi,
sentence adverbs follow Pi , in position Sa.
3. If a sentence adverb is assigned focus function, it occupies position
Pi.
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4. The relative marker d- as well as adverbial sentence connectives
may, but need not, occupy position Pi. The exact conditions are un-
clear."
The copula
1. If position Pi is occupied, the copula is attached to the constituent in
Pi, regardless of the type of constituent.
2. If position Pi is empty, the copula is attached to the predicate in P
(thus, the copula always follows the constituent that is assigned the
main focus of the copular clause).
3. Enclitic (dependent) copulae follow the constituent they belong to, ei-
ther in Pi or in the predicate position P.
4. Independent copulae precede the constituent they belong to, again, ei-
ther in Pi or in the predicate position P.
Constituents without grammatical function
1. Constituents that are referred to inside the clause by a suffix attached
to a noun are assigned theme functions when in pre-clausal position.
If the theme-position is filled, usually no sentence connective is
present, but if it is present, it may precede the theme.
2. If the Pi position is filled, the theme position can be filled with an
extra-clausal constituent that is congruent with the subject-suffix of
the verbal phase.
3. Additional information on subject, object, and prepositional phrases
can be placed in post-clausal position, in juxtaposition or introduced
by ya'ni. If a known topic is resumed at the end of the clause, the
clause often has a resumptive function at the end of a topic span.
Additional remarks
1. The clause is complete when either the Pi position or the predicate
position is filled by a constituent and complemented by a copula.
2. It is possible to omit the copula in clauses with consecutive predi-
cates, in relative clauses consisting of prepositional phrases, in rela-
tive clauses in which a pronominal suffix links the subordinate clause
with the main clause, and in clauses with a subject and a predicate in
vivid description.
99. Perhaps it is possible to see subordination as a special type of focus construction, in
which the enclitic copula attached to d- marks the subordination itself as the main focus of
the clause.
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7.11.2 Differences between the text types
In all text types, the basic copular clause, Pc and SPc, constitute the domi-
nant unmarked order. The absence of the copula in the source languages of
BT led to some incomplete subordinate clauses in this translation, but in the
majority of copular clauses in BT, the copula is present and in the correct
position. In the OT translation, PcS order is sometimes due to the source
language.
The alternative independent form of the copula in SCP order occurs
in the texts of Merx and Socin and in ZdB, whereas no examples were
found in Bedjan's texts. On the other hand, the second clause type in
which probably an independent copula is employed, clauses with cleft
predicates, are rather common in Bedjan's work, whereas they occur also
in Socin and Merx. In BT these clauses are absent, and in ZdB a few
clauses occur that can possibly be interpreted as employing an independent
copula.
In all text types focus constructions occur. Identifying clauses occur in
all texts, whereas the defective type is not attested in Socin and Merx. The
second type of focus construction, in pseudo-cleft clauses, is frequently em-
ployed by Bedjan, whereas in Socin's texts only one example was found.
The third type of focus construction, in WH-questions, occurs in all texts
corpora.
The differences between constituent order in subordinate and main
clauses consist mainly of the possibility of fronting of the copula. In the
various text corpora, this possibility is employed to a different degree. In
Bedjan, fronting of the copula takes place in all subordinate (i.e., adverbial
and relative) clauses that are introduced by d-. In the texts of Merx and
Socin, fronting of the copula is rare in adverbial clauses, and more frequent
in relative clauses, especially when the predicate consists of a prepositional
phrase. In BT, fronted copula is rare. The absence of fronted copula may be
due to the influence of the source languages, in which nothing like a fronted
copula is present, but its presence in a few other clauses cannot be ex-
plained from influence of the source languages. In ZdB adverbial and rela-
tive clauses usually have the fronted copula if the predicate consists of a
prepositional phrase, whereas, with verbal nouns, the copula tends to follow
the predicate. The tendency in the texts of Merx and Socin seems to have
become a rule in ZdB.
The two types of presentative copula, dull and well, are present both in
the texts of Merx and Socin and in those written by Bedjan. In the texts
from the Protestant press these copulae are absent.
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With respect to clauses with other independent copulae, like the negative
copula and the finite forms of hwâyâ and pyâsâ, constituent order patterns
are much the same in the three text corpora.
Two concluding remarks can be made.
The first is that the LUA translation of copular clauses in BT makes clear
that the position of the enclitic copula is an important feature of these
clauses. Although in a number of minor clause types, like relative clauses,
the position of the copula is influenced by the source languages, this is
hardly the case in main affirmative, identifying, interrogative, and name-
giving clauses. The position of the enclitic personal pronoun in CS, or the
additional personal pronoun in Hebrew was not slavishly followed in BT,
and the patterns of focus marking by the enclitic copula as found in the
texts of Merx, Socin, and Bedjan are unmistakably present in BT. Thus, this
pragmatic conditioning of constituent order was felt to be an inherent part
of the grammar of the language, something that could not be changed for
reasons of concordant translation.100
The second is that Bedjan's language in some respects differs from that
of the other texts. The most important difference is the fact that pseudo-
cleft clauses, which are extremely rare in the other corpora, are quite com-
mon in Bedjan's texts. Is this use of the focus construction due to CS influ-
ence, in which the enclitic third person masculine pronoun can be employed
in much the same way? This focus construction is very much part of the
pragmatic marking of copular clauses, so it is unlikely that Bedjan intro-
duced this construction from CS. Perhaps Bedjan took a construction al-
ready present in the Urmia dialect and employed it more frequently, in a
way comparable to its use in CS. This construction fits in well with the lit-
erary style that characterizes Bedjan's writings.
100. It is interesting to note that according to Goldenberg 1995 the use of the pronomen
copula in CS Peshitta displays th i s same indepence vis-à-vis the Hebrew text. Focus construc-






In this chapter I give an overview of the various constituent orders in verbal
clauses.' In LUA quite a number of different orders occur, and the first
question is which one of these different constituent order types can be
considered the basic order. In the introduction of the section 'Basic orders'
I will discuss this problem (8.2.1). After having decided which is the basic
order, I will describe the various orders that deviate from it.
The description of the constituent order patterns may serve to answer two
questions: (i) what are the pragmatic functions that are performed by these
different order types; and (ii) are there any differences between the text
groups with respect to constituent order in verbal clauses? As in the preced-
ing chapter, I will discuss the data from the text corpora in each section,
and discuss differences in frequency or pragmatic functions.
In this chapter, the main focus is on verbal clauses, i.e., clauses with a
finite verbal form, built on the SUB, PRET, and IMP stem. Clauses con-
taining verbal forms consisting of a PART or INF stem with a copula are
not taken into account, because they follow the constituent order types of
copular clauses. The morphology and semantic functions of the verbal
stems have been discussed in chapter 6.
8.1.2 Overview
What has been written on clause order types and their functions in Neo-
Aramaic is rather limited. This is even the case for a number of modern de-
scriptions of spoken Neo-Aramaic dialects. However, many grammars do
make a few remarks on constituent order which are worth considering.
In the oldest grammar, that of Stoddard, constituent order in verbal
clauses is not referred to at all, in contrast to the, albeit limited, attention
that is paid to the order in copular clauses.2
1. For the differentation between verbal and copular clauses, see 6.9 and 7.1.2.
2. Stoddard 1855: 152.
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The important grammar of Nöldeke has a separate chapter on syntax, in
which a number of paragraphs are devoted to constituent order. Nöldeke's
interest too is mainly in copular clauses, but he does not ignore verbal
clauses. Nöldeke states that, because of the nominal origin of all NA verb
forms, 'der eigentliche Platz des Subjects die Spitze des Satzes ist'. Later
on he describes VS clauses as resulting from 'eine Inversion'.3 The terms
'eigentliche Platz' and 'Inversion' indicate that Nöldeke seems to consider
SV as being the basic order of subject and verb. He does not comment on
the various positions of object phrases.4 His opinions on constituent order
are based on the missionaries' translations of English works and on articles
in ZdB, whereas the texts of Rödiger and the Catechism seem not to have
provided much material in this respect. Despite his assertion of SV as the
basic order, he also gives quite a number of examples of VS order (cf.
8.3.2).
Maclean, who based himself on the written as well as on the spoken lan-
guage, writes on the order of the main constituents: 'In the position of
words in the sentence N.S. [i.e., New Syriac] very closely resembles Eng-
lish.' After having described SVO order, he adds: 'But variations are com-
moner than in English'.5 He does not pay separate attention to VS orders,
which is somewhat surprising in view of his usually accurate and complete
descriptions in other fields of grammar.6
Marogulov, a native-speaking grammarian of LUA, who described the
literary Urmia dialect in 1935,7 does not pay any attention to constituent
order.8 This may be due to the fact that the grammar was intended for na-
tive speakers, who will not have had much trouble with this subject. In an-
other grammar from the Soviet Union on Urmia Aramaic, by the Georgian-
speaking Tsereteli, SV order is described as being most common, whereas
VS order, in his opinion, is limited to certain verbs. No attention is paid to
the position of object noun phrases.9
The most extensive treatment of constituent order in Neo-Aramaic until
now is to be found in Hoberman's study of 1989. In his appendix on 'Sen-
3. Nöldeke 1868: 344,347.
4. Compare Nöldeke 1868: 315-16, where he remarks on object marking morphology, but
not on constituent order.
5. Maclean 1895: 192.
6. See Maclean 1895: 193; under '(6) Emphasis' he mentions one VS clause that is not
emphatic in his opinion ('mxï zigâ'), and a number of copular clauses with PcS structure, in
which the subject is last for 'emphasis'.
7. He describes the language of the Urmia-speaking population of the former Soviet Un-
ion.
8. Marogulov 1935/1976.
9. Tsereteli 1978: 89.
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tence Order' he describes the various clause orders occurring in the Jewish
dialects of Amadiya and Zakho.10 He assumes SVO to be the basic order in
these dialects. In Krotkoff's description of Aradhin Aramaic, also a few
comments on constituent order occur. Interesting are his remarks on
'topicalization', which he describes as the 'advancement of the principal
referent'. He states that SV and VO are the dominant orders, whereas VS
and OV occur regularly."
Recently, Kapeliuk published a short, but detailed, study on constituent
order in clauses with imperatives, based on the Urmia Aramaic text of
Marogulov's grammar.12 She too presumes a basic SVO order.
8.1.3 Arrangement of the chapter
The description of clause order types and their pragmatic functions is di-
vided into the following sections. In the first section (8.2), the basic con-
stituent orders in LUA are described. The basic order of verb and object is
VO, but with regard to the basic order of subject and verb, a decision is
more difficult. SV as well as VS order have certain characteristics of the
basic order. In 8.2 all these orders will be discussed.
In section 8.3 the most important marked form of verbal clauses will be
discussed, i.e., when a verbal complement, be it an object or a prepositional
phrase, precedes the verbal form. The various positions of the subject
phrase in case of fronted complements will be given due attention.
The majority of clauses follow the orders discussed in 8.2 and 8.3, but a
small number of clauses display several variations on these orders. These
are presented in 8.4. In most of these clause types, extra-clausal constitu-
ents are present.
In this chapter on verbal clauses, I will not treat constituent order in sub-
ordinate clauses separately. Whereas in copular clauses interesting differ-
ences between constituent order in main and subordinate clauses were
found, no such difference seems to exist for verbal clauses. Some constitu-
ent order types occur less often in subordinate clauses than in main clauses,
but this is due to the specific pragmatic functions of subordinate clauses as
compared with main clauses. In principle, all clause types, except for those
with certain types of extra-clausal constituents, occur in all types of subor-
dinate clauses, and there is no constituent order type that is uniquely em-
ployed in subordinate clauses. For this reason, I will present the various
10. Hoberman 1989: 157-180.
11. Krotkoff 1982: 52-55.
12. Kapeliuk 1992: 64-67.
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types of subordinate clauses among the main clauses of the same constitu-
ent order type.
The remaining sections are devoted to negative clauses (8.5), interroga-
tive clauses (8.6), and imperative clauses (8.7). These clause types all dis-
play certain variations on the constituent order types presented in the first
part of the chapter.
In the concluding section (8.8), I will discuss the relations between the
various order types, as well as the relations with the order types in copular
clauses. The differences between the use of clause order types in the differ-
ent corpora will be summarized and commented on.
In this chapter, the examples from BT have been employed with care.
Whereas in copular clauses constituent order in BT sometimes displays its
own characteristics, constituent order in verbal clauses is largely influenced
by constituent order in the source languages. I have not come across any
verbal clause in which BT constituent order is significantly different from
that in Hebrew or Syriac. All examples from BT in this chapter are thus to
be seen as illustrations of the fact that a specific order type does indeed oc-
cur in BT, even if such an order is not due to a deliberate choice of the
translator. Examples from BT cannot serve as additional arguments for the




One of the characteristics of all Neo-Aramaic dialects is their large amount
of possible constituent orders. In LU A too all possible permutations of
verb, subject, and object occur. If the various adverbial and prepositional
phrases are also taken into account, the number of possible orders increases
even further. However, it soon becomes clear that the distribution of these
numerous orders is in no way haphazard or disorganized. To find some
regularity in these orders, it is necessary to make a distinction between ba-
sic orders and orders deviating from this basic order, in the same way as
was done with the clauses with a copula (cf. 7.3).
It proved somewhat difficult to select one type of verbal clause as being
basic not only grammatically, but also semantically and pragmatically. Ide-
ally, basic clause order is unmarked with respect to the function of all its
constituents. For the pragmatic functions, this would mean that the predi-
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cate, consisting of verb and object, provides the new information (focus),
whereas the subject represents old and known information (topic).13
With regard to the position of the object and the other complements of
the verb, it is indisputable that the order VO is unmarked. However, with
regard to the position of the subject, no clear opposition between marked
and unmarked positions can be stated. In this section I will discuss VS as
well as SV order, because both have certain characteristics of the unmarked
order. I will start with the presentation of clauses consisting only of a verbal
form, proceed with clauses with objects and prepositional complements
(VO, VX) and verbs with more than one complement (VOX, VOO), and
then turn to clauses with explicit subjects (VS, SV) and to orders in which a
nominal subject as well as an object or complement are present.
I will conclude with a few remarks on the basic position of sentence con-
nectives, sentence adverbs, adverbs, and prepositional phrases that do not
function as verbal complements.
8.2.2 Verbal clauses without explicit subject or object
The clause type in LUA that certainly deserves the predicate 'basic' is the
one in which a verbal form on its own constitutes a complete clause. If the
subject is pronominal, the verbal form in itself sufficiently indicates the
subject by means of subject suffixes. These suffixes follow the stem of the
verb (Vs). Pronominal object suffixes too are attached to the verbal form
itself.14 A single verbal form, therefore, may refer to a pronominal subject
and pronominal object. The kind of suffixes employed for subject and ob-
ject reference as well as their order differ according to the verbal stem.
With the SUB stem, the subject suffix precedes the object suffix (Vso),
whereas with the PRET stem, the object suffix precedes the subject suffix
(Vos).15 This difference in morphology does not influence the constituent
order patterns.
The verbal forms with pronominal subject and object references can be
employed if subject or object are sufficiently clear from the preceding
clauses. Thus, a subject always consists of a given topic (1, 2, 3, 4), and an
object (4, 5, 6), being part of the focus of the clause, refers to an earlier
mentioned participant. However, very few clauses consist only of a verbal
13. Cf. Hopper 1968: 124, and further 1.4.3.5.
14. Note that in some texts in CS script object suffixes on the IMP and SUB stem are
written separately. However, they do belong to the verbal stem form.
15. See further 6.6.2. In the rest of this chapter 1 will not note the subject suffixes, be-
cause they are present in every verbal form. The object suffixes are optional, and therefore
represented.
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phrase. In most instances the verbal phrase is preceded by a sentence con-
nective, a sentence adverb or a prepositional phrase (1, 2, 3, 5, 6). In subor-
dinate clauses, in which the participants are usually known, examples of
this type occur regularly (3, 5, 6). No significant differences between the
text corpora have been found.
(1) u-(')zil-lon hal... / and-they.went until... / 'And they went until...' (Socin
14.2)
(2) ou bit pirp(ll-ih qat âtê ou.. / and FUT they.beg REP they .go and.. / 'and
they will beg to go and..' (Duval 74.5)
(3) in yad'-it, up a(n)t... / if SUB.you.know, also you / 'If you would know,
you also.. ' (Merx 11.6)16
(4) bit max-ak-luk d-mayt-it / FUT we.strike.you in.order.that-you.die / 'We
will strike you so that you will die' (Merx 7.20)
(5) qat râbâ xdirr-î, là mucx-a-lî / REP much I.went.around, not I.found.her /
'that I made a long journey, but I did not find her' (Merx 6.7)
(6) en qam qâtil=H, axnan hâwâk ra'yattokon / if PAST he.kills=me, we
SUB.we.are your(pl).subjects / 'If he kills me, we will be your subjects'
(HS95.14)17
8.2.3 Clauses with nominal objects (VO)
In the majority of clauses with nominal objects, the order of object and verb
is VO. OV order occurs regularly too, but must be considered to be a
marked order (cf. 8.3). In clauses with VO order, the object refers to new,
salient information, and thus represents new focus. New focus is the un-
marked function of verbal phrase plus object and complements. The anal-
ogy between the Vo order of a verb with a pronominal object (8.2.2), and
VO order in verbs with nominal objects, provides a further indication of
basic VO order.18
I will first give a number of examples of clauses with direct objects. An
important characteristic of direct objects is the fact that their state of defi-
niteness is marked by the presence or absence of a pronominal object suffix
attached to the verb. If the DO is definite, a coreferential object suffix is
present, if the DO is indefinite, no object suffix is present. Nominal DO's
usually refer to patients, although incidentally a locative or an instrumental
is found.19
16. Cf. id. Socin 2.5.
17. Note the following, contrastive clause: u-en anâ qam qâtlennih, axton hwernon
ra'yâtênl/ 'and if I k i l l him, you will be our subjects' (HS 95.14)
18. So Given 1976, but compare the discussion of this hypothesis in Comrie 1980: 210.
19. On the morphology and morphosyntax of objects, see 6.6.2-3.
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This is illustrated by examples taken from all text corpora, both main and
subordinate clauses. In the example from Socin (1), an indefinite patient
object follows the verb, whereas in exx. 2 and 3, a definite patient is ac-
companied by a pronominal suffix. In ex. 4, from BT, a definite direct ob-
ject is erroneously treated as indefinite, which is confirmed by Bedjan's
rendering of the same clause, given in ex. 6, in which an object suffix is
attached to the verbal form. Ex. 5, from ZdB, shows that the Protestant
press did indeed know how to use the coreferential suffixes. In the last two
examples from Bedjan's texts (7, 8), an indefinite patient object follows the
verb.
(1) men ha(t)r nsâqâ ki mathî nurâ I after kissing HAB they.put fire / 'After
the kissing, they kindle the fire' (Socin 18.1)
(2) nägistan grts-a-li gur:lnuhy I suddenly he.took.it his.club / 'Suddenly he
took his club' (Merx 3.18)
(3) ba(t)r hâdâ malkâ puqidli qat prumun=lih2ü qdälä d-Jänsultßn I after that
king he.ordered REP cut.off=it throat of-Jansultan / 'Thereafter the king
ordered that they should cut off Jansultan's throat' (Merx 9.20)
(4) u-Sqelli xdâ men qâborguhy / and-he.took one of his.ribs / 'And he took
one of his ribs' (Gen. 2:~21)
(5) ptïx-ê-lan panjäran palgä d-sä'at bä(t)r sä'at d-tmânyâ / we.opened.them
our.windows half of-hour after hour of-eight / 'We opened our windows at
half past eight' (71/12/92A19)
(6) Sqîl-â-li xâ el'uhy / and.he.took.it one his.rib / 'And He took one of his
ribs..' (HS4.15)
(7) qâ mabsummuhy lebbâ d-ân d-qârï blyê / to please.him heart of-those
REL-they.read in.them / 'to please the hearts of those who read them' (VdS
i.17)
(8) ou moûvver sadi mouhtâhar yan nâmouhtabar I and SUB.he.brings wit-
nesses reliable or non-reliable / 'and he brings reliable or unreliable wit-
nesses..' (Duval 44.21)
A number of verbs in LUA may govern a cognate object. This cognate ob-
ject is part of the verbal phrase, and usually follows the verb.21 The verb
'bâdâ 'to make', 'to do' is employed in a large number of compound verbal
phrases,22 whereas a number of other verbs have fixed lexical complements.
20. In Syriac script: (y)li.
21. For this use of the term cognate, see Oivon 1984: 105. He classifies this type of ob-
ject, complementing a 'semantically empty' verb, with proper cognate objects that comple-
ment verbs with the same or a closely related stem. For preverbal cognate objects, see 8.3.2.
22. Probably the compound verbal forms in Persian, often also with 'to do' (kâr), have
st imulated the use of this periphrastic verbs.
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Such a verbal phrase, consisting of verbal form plus noun, may govern a
direct object and other verbal complements. Usually compound verbal
phrases are complemented by a direct object or a prepositional phrase.
In the following examples, a direct object complements the compound
verb form. In all clauses the nominal direct object follows the cognate ob-
ject. Object suffixes are always attached to the verbal form itself, and there-
fore precede the cognate object (11-13).
(9) u-ki 'äbdl hazlr supra qâ ( ')kâltâ d-laxmä I and-HAB they .make ready table
for eating of-bread / 'and they prepare a table to eat bread (Merx 14.11)23
(10) u-qrill semmuhy Set I and-he.called his.name Seth / 'And he called him
Seth' (Gen. 4:25)
(11) u-qam äbed=l(h)on xäterjäm' I and-PAST he.does=them assurance / 'and
he assured them,..' (71/12/96A28)
(12) Iman d-'bld-ê-lî murâxas ra'yatti / when I.do.them permission subjects /
'When I let the subjects go..' (71/12/95A18)
(13) mumxly-ê-lih basmâ b-Surit u-b-Lâtennï I he.stroke.them print in-Syriac
and-in-Latin / 'He has printed them in Syriac and in Latin' (VdS iv.4)
8.2.4 Verbs complemented by prepositional phrases
Verbal forms can be complemented by different kinds of prepositional
phrases. In unmarked clauses, when the verbal complement conveys the
most salient information of the clause, these complements follow the verbal
form.
An important subgroup of the prepositional phrases are the indirect ob-
jects.24 Indirect objects, being usually employed for datives, are introduced
by the preposition qâ that has lost its meaning 'in the direction of' and
functions as an indirect object marker. In BT and sometimes in ZdB, the
preposition /- is employed in like manner.25 Definite indirect objects have
no coreferential pronoun at the verbal form.
In exx. 1, 2, 4, and 6, instances of the use of the indirect object marker
qâ, taken from all text corpora, are given. In the example from BT (3), the
indirect object marker /- is employed. In exx. 5 and 6, a pronominal indirect
object is represented, with a suffix attached to the preposition, not to the
verb. Note further that it is possible, and not unusual, to construct an ani-
23. One wonders whether hâzlr 'ready' is a noun. However, Maclean in his dictionary
gives it also as a noun, although he does not provide an adequate translation. Merx, in n. 6,
adds 'gegenwärtig, fertig'.
24. For my use of the grammatical terms direct object, indirect object, and prepositional
phrase on the one hand, and the semantic terms patient and dative on the other, see 1.4.3.2.
25. Under influence of CS, see further 6.6.3.
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mate patient object as an indirect object with qâ (2), whereas this type of
object, when pronominal, is referred to with a direct object suffix on the
verbal form.26
(1) ki hâqyâ=(h)wâ qâ (')nâsi but.. / HAB she.told to people about / 'She used
to tell people about..' (Socin 38.8)
(2) u-mxili qa d-âhâ hâywan xdâ gähä / and-he.struck to this animal one time /
'And he struck this animal once' (Merx 3.13)
(3) u-(')merri l-bakta I and-he.said to-woman / 'and he said to the woman'
(Gen. 3 :1 )
(4) u-(')merron qâ xâkîm d-atrâ.. I and-they.told to ruler of-land / 'and they
told to the ruler of the land..' (49/1 /4A7)
(5) (')morron elle I tell to.them / 'Tell them..' (50/10/82A45)
(6) u-puqedli qätuhy I and-he.ordered to.him / 'and he ordered him' (HS 4.8)
Also other types of prepositional phrases follow the verbal form in basic,
unmarked clauses. These verbal complements may refer to the semantic
roles of dative (10, 11), locative (7, 8), manner (9), etc., depending on the
kind of preposition that is employed. This type of clause occurs in all text
corpora, in main as well as in subordinate clauses (8).
(7) mixyâli 'al hâywan / he.struck.it upon animal / 'He threw it [i.e., his club]
to the animal' (Merx 18)
(8) qat kul (')nâM d-âti men tar'â gô bêta yâ'ni tgâwâyï yan kul baktâ yan
brâtâ qâmêtâ gârag yâhbl zuzi qâ d-âhâ (')nâsâ d-1 REP every.man REL-
he.goes from door in house that.is inside, or every women or girl, first nec-
essary SUB.they .give coins to this man REL-[...] / 'that every man that
comes from the door into the house, i.e., inside it, as well as every woman
or girl, they should first give money to this man that.. ' (Merx 20.17).
(9) up râbâ mari zuzi (')tilun b-xâ zyârat râbâ qâbol u-qaddîstâ u-xadtà I also
very possessing wealth they.returned on-a pilgrimage important and-holy
and-new / 'Very wealthy they returned from an important and holy pil-
grimage of a new kind' (Socin 14.19)
(10) u-buqerri mennih I and.he.asked from.him / 'And he asked him' (Mark
15:44)
(11) u-supelon hi Bar'uni u-bl T'omîsâ / 'and-they.handed.over to Baruni and-to
Tomisa / 'And they handed it over to Baruni and to Tomisa' (VdS 253.6)
8.2.5 The order of verbal complements
In basic clauses, direct objects usually precede indirect objects, and indirect
objects precede other prepositional phrases. Since patients usually are con-
structed as direct objects, this order reflects a hierarchy common to many
26. So in 8.2.2 ex. 4.
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languages. In this hierarchy, patient precedes dative, requires less marking
(in many languages patients are constructed as DO's), and more often con-
stitutes a secondary topic than do datives.27 Additional reasons for this or-
der perhaps can be found in the 'language independent' tendency to give
short constituents a place in the beginning of the clause, and longer con-
stituents a position towards the end of the clause. Indirect dative objects,
because of their preposition, usually are longer than direct patient objects,
and thus would preferably appear at the end of the clause.28 The principle of
'verb-object bonding' predicts the same hierarchy among direct and indi-
rect objects.29
In LUA, however, this pattern is complicated by the fact that a pronomi-
nal dative object can be constructed as a direct object suffix attached to the
verb rather than suffixed to a preposition (ga-).3" This is possible when no
patient object is present (then the order stated above remains intact) or
when the patient object is indefinite and does not need a coreferential pro-
noun. Thus, in case of a pronominal dative suffix plus a patient object, the
order of patient and dative is reversed.31 In grammatical terms, the order is
verb — pronominal direct object — nominal direct object — indirect object
(V-o DO IO). Whether the pronominal object refers to a dative or a patient
is irrelevant as to constituent order.
In the first example, from Socin, an indefinite patient object precedes a
definite, nominal benefactive introduced by qä (l). In the first example
from Merx, an indefinite instrumental is followed by a human patient pro-
nominal object (2). The first object is constructed as direct object, whereas
the human patient is constructed as indirect object. In ex. 3 the pronominal
dative is represented as direct object suffix attached to the verb, thus revers-
ing the usual patient — dative order, but following the basic grammatical
order of V-o DO.
In BT the indirect object often precedes the direct object. In many
clauses of this kind, the indirect object is a dative or a human patient. As
said before, constituent order in OT and NT is so thoroughly influenced by
27. Cf. Givón 1984a: 139, 183. Note that this order contrasts with the agency scale in
which the dative precedes the patient: AGENT DAT PAT.
28. See Dik 1981: 190-212, where the 'LIPOC' (language independent preferred order of
constituents) hypothesis is described in extenso. See also Dik 1989: 351, for another formula-
tion of this tendency.
29. As proposed by Tomlin 1986: 4, 73-101, taking up earlier ideas of Venneman 1974.
Although this principle predicts the closer link between the object of a transitive verb and the
verb than between the subject and the same verb, this principle also seems to imply that the
direct object is more closely connected to the verb than the indirect object.
30. Cf. 6.6.3.
31. On 'dative shifting' or 'promotion to DO' in various languages, see Givón 1984a:
151-182 and 1984b: 172-179.
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Hebrew and CS that these findings do not add much to our understanding
of LUA constituent order. A few clauses follow the basic order, in which
the direct object precedes the indirect object. In ex. 4 a definite direct object
precedes a definite indirect object.32 In ZdB, the usual order is DO < IO, as
is illustrated by ex. 5.
In Bedjan's texts too, direct objects predominantly precede indirect ob-
jects and other verbal complements. The same is true for the texts in
Duval's edition. In the first example a definite direct patient object precedes
an indefinite indirect dative object (6), in the second a pronominal patient
object suffix precedes the definite indirect dative (7), and in the last two
examples, a subordinate (8) and a main clause (9), a dative direct object
suffix precedes an indefinite patient. In exx. 7 and 9, the object phrases are
followed by prepositional verbal complements.
(1) qâmêtâ ki qabla.x xâ 'arbä yä'ni dibxä qä 'umrä d-Mardanïl / first HAB
we.bring a sheep i.e. offering for monastery of-MarDanil / 'First we use to
bring a sheep, i.e, an offering, for the monastery of MarDanil (Socin 16.1)
(2) u-mxili xâ gurzln qâtê I and-he.struck a club to.them / 'and he struck them
with a club' (Merx 8.7)
(3) qam yâ(h)bil-làh xâ yâlixta mlïtâ laxmâ / PAST he.gives.her a napkin filled
bread / 'He gave her a napkin filled with bread' (Merx 11.7)
(4) là madde'yaty gänäky l-(')nâSâ I not you.let.know yourself to-man / 'Do
not show yourself to the man' (Ruth 3:3)
(5) u-sbïq-ê-li tlä qä d-hô (')xi(r)nä I and-he.gave.them three [i.e., coins] to-
that other / 'and he gave three to that other one' (71/12/93B12).
(6) bet yahbenn-ih besruk qâ tayri d-smayyâ u-qâ jânâwâri d-barrîyâ I FUT
1.give.it your.flesh to birds of-heavens and-to beasts of.field / '1 will give
your flesh to the birds of the air and to the beasts of the field' (HS 97.3)33
(7) u-qam zäbnett-an qä Alähä b-demmâ d-gânuk men kul ujâg u-lessänä u-
jamä'at u-mellat / and-PAST you.buy.us tbr God in-blood of-yourself from
every family and-language and-community and-people / 'You have bought
us for God with your own blood out of every family and language and
community and people' (VdS viii.9)
(8) u-tlehlon mennuhy qat yahbil=(h)wâ=l(h)on xâ malkâ I and-they.asked
from.him REP SUB.he.gives=PAST=them a king / 'And they asked him to
give them a king' (HS 90.1)
(9) [..] ki yavil-i ha pitva mag tinnâiou ou mag libbou I [..] HAB he.gives.him
a judgement according.to his.story and according to his.heart / '[..], he [i.e.,
the judge] judges him according to his story and his wish' (Duval 45.3)
32. Note that in this clause the definite patient is not marked by an object suffix attached
to the verb, and that the dative is marked by /- instead of qâ. In BT '93, the wording is the
same.
33. Cf. BT '93, ISam. 17:44: u-ya(h)ben besruk i-pâraxtâ d-Smayyâ u-l-xaywtâ d-destâ.
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A limited number of verbs can govern two direct objects (ex. 10).34 Ex. 11
seems to be a special case, in which the second object ('kings and priests')
may also be interpreted as a complement to the pronominal object ('us')
rather than to the verb.
(10) mulhis-e-li Adam u-baktuhy xakina sudrati d-gella I he.clothed.them Adam
and-his.wife some veils of leaves / 'He clothed Adam and his wife with
some leaves' (HS 6.24)
(11) u-qam 'abdett-an qâ Alâhâ malki u-kâhni / and-PAST you.make.us for-God
kings and-priests / 'You have made us for God kings and priests' (VdS
viii.10)35
8.2.6 Clauses with VS order
In the introduction of this chapter, it was said that it is difficult to establish
the basic order of subject and verb. VS and SV both have certain character-
istics of a basic constituent order type, and therefore I will discuss both
types in this section on basic orders. First I will pay attention to clauses
with VS order. I give an overview of the various functions of this order and
its distribution in the various texts. Whether indeed VS or SV is more basic,
will be discussed in the conclusion of this section (8.2.10).
The subject in clauses with VS order usually refers to a given topic. VS
order often occurs in chains of clauses, in parts of the discourse in which an
ongoing story is told.36 The foremost pragmatic function, therefore, is to
mark the progress of the action, without attracting particular attention to the
topic, a function that is especially important in narrative texts.37 VS order is
particularly frequent with verbs like 'to say', 'to answer' and the like.38
This might be due to their semantic function, being usually employed to
describe the continuation of the narrative. In these clauses with VS order,
34. An often cited example from the grammars is the verb mlaya 'to fill': 'to fill X with
Y', Maclean 1895: 153.
35. See the preceding clause in ex. 7.
36. On this subject, see Hoberman 1989: 162-5. He distinguishes two types of VS order,
'S-V inversion' and 'Subject Postposing'. About the latter (cf. 'tail position' in 8.4) he states
that 'subjects which are old information' may occur at the end of the clause. For 'S-V inver-
sion' he did not discover 'any special discourse-structural function'.
37. Nöldeke's description of VS orders (1868: 347) may point to the same direction, as
he mentions 'Inversion' in clauses which he characterises as 'Einschiebsel', i.e., short in-
serted clauses. However, his justification of VS order in these cases does not seem to be cor-
rect: 'Hier wird durch die Umkehr der gewöhnlichen Ordnung deutlicher gemacht, dass ein
selbständiger Satz anhebe'. The fact that the English original of the LUA version of The Pil-
grim's Progress by John Bunyan, from which Nöldeke took most of his examples, uses VS
construction quite regularly too, presents a further complication.
38. This was already noted by Tsereteli 1978: 89.
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the subject is unmarked, whereas the verbal form is assigned new focus
function. It is not surprising to see that in non-narrative texts, VS order is
less frequent than in narrative texts.39
Another function of VS order is to introduce new topics. New topics that
are introduced in this way usually are subtopics of the discourse. New top-
ics in VS order are always indefinite (cf. 8.2.7). This type of clause is not
very common in LUA.40
It has been suggested that the presence of a sentence adverb or a fronted
complement favors VS order.41 However, in LUA, both VS and SV order
occur in clauses beginning with sentence adverbs, so the presence of an ad-
verb does not automatically lead to postverbal subjects. Another question is
whether fronted complements, objects or prepositional phrases, trigger a
postverbal position of the subject. In the majority of clauses with fronted
complements, no explicit subject is present. If an explicit subject is present,
it may occur in all three possible positions (SXV, XSV and XVS, cf. 8.3)
and no correlation between fronting and postverbal subjects can be as-
sumed. In all text types, subordinate clauses regularly display VS order, but
SV order occurs as well.
More important with regard to the distribution of VS and SV clauses is
the difference in the VS/SV ratio in different texts. These differences may
be partly due to the genre (narrative // essayistic), but perhaps also have to
be attributed to other factors. I will discuss the examples from the various
text corpora.
In Merx the largest number of clauses with VS order occur. The majority
of these fit in neatly to the pattern described above. A few exceptions will
be discussed below. In Socin the number of VS clauses is much lower, but
these again consist for the greater part of clauses with given topics without
any specific marking. In the first clause (1), 'Zal' is a given topic, just as
'those people of Rustam' in the relative clause in ex. 2, 'Lazar' in ex. 3 and
'the eucharist' in the adverbial clause in ex. 4.
In OT, the number of VS clauses outnumbers that of SV clauses, but this
is entirely due to constituent order in Hebrew (5). In NT the number of VS
orders is considerably lower than in OT. In ZdB the number of VS clauses
39. Non-narrative texts are hardly represented in my corpus. I have looked for additional
evidence in Bedjan's Imitatio Christi (1886) and Mois de Marie (1904), which are devotional
and essayistic, rather than narrative.
40. See Dik 1989: 269-70, who mentions the introduction of new topics as a typical func-
tion for clauses with VS order alongside SV order. In LUA, however, the introduction of a
new topic is not the most common function of VS order.
41. So by Hoberman 1989: 164, and Krotkoff 1982: 52, although they note that there is
no hard and fast rule.
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is low, and many of them consist of clauses with verbs like 'to say' and 'to
answer' (6). However, also other verbs occur with VS order (7), again
mostly in narrative contexts.
In Bedjan's texts, VS order is much more common in HS than in VdS.
Both texts are purely narrative, HS relating the Bible stories, VdS retelling
the lives of the saints. In HS the pragmatic function of VS order is about the
same as in Merx and Socin, the subject represent a given topic (8, 9). In
VdS most of these functions are performed by clauses with SV order.
In the last three clauses (10-12), examples of VS order for new, indefi-
nite, topics are given from Socin and Bedjan. In ex. 12 a new topic appears
in a subordinate clause.
(1) nlxâ nlxâ (')zilli Zâl dm qurhä Ikes hâywan I slow slow he.went Zal very
close towards animal / 'Slowly Zal went very close to the animal' (Merx
3.13)
(2) u-hê (')dânâ d-talll änl tayipa d-Rustam / and-that time REL-they.sleep
those people of Rustam.. / 'And the period that those people of Rustam
used to sleep..' (Merx 4.2)
(3) up ki 'âbed âhâ qassïsâ Lä'zar / also HAB he.does this priest Lazar / 'So
also did this priest Lazar' (Socin 36.15)
(4) u-ha(t)r priqli qurbänä qä$ä ki qâri l-'alma l and after eucharist
it.finished42 priest HAB he.calls to-people / 'And once the eucharist is
over, the priest calls the people' (Socin 20.21)
(5) u-(')merri Alaha / and-he.said God / 'And God said:..' (Gen 1:9)43
(6) la, (')merri ho hakim / no, he.said this physician / ' "No", this physician
said' (49/1/4B14)
(7) u-muhyenna pâtuhy sôqânta ayk dem'ântâ / and-it.appeared his.face shin-
ing like crying / 'And his face shone with tears' (50/10/77B31)
(8) murmälä baktâ I she.answered woman / 'The woman answered' (HS 5.7)
(9) npelli ho Alâhâ d-duglâ qâ(d)m qibutâ / he.fell this god of-lying before
ark / 'This deceitful god fell down before the ark' (HS 89:4)
( 10) ba(t)r xakmâ yumâni C)tilun (')nâsi d-âhâ mdï(n)tâ qat.. I after some days
they.came people from-that town REP / 'After some days people from that
town came to..' (Socin 14.7)
(11) u-be'bâdâ=C)yli qôlâ, qat bet all xâ pâruqâ / and-doing.he.is promise,
REP FUT he.comes a savior / 'And he promises that a savior will come'
(HS6.1)
(12) has axcon d-âtï 'idâwâti mârânâyi y an d-Mârty Mary am, van 'aryi d-
qaddïsi, saqlax=lhon an ktâbi baslmi / therefore whenever S UB.they .come
42. According to Md, the first stem of prq is intransitive (präqä), whereas the second
stem is transitive (paroqi).
43. So also in Bedjan, cf., a.o., HS 2.7.
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feasts of.the.Lord or of-Saint Mary, or festivals of-saints, SUB.we.take
these books beautiful / 'Therefore, whenever come the Lord's Feasts, or
feasts or Our Lady, or Saints' days, we should take these beautiful books..'
(VdS ii.8)
The presence of an object suffix at the verbal form does not seem to influ-
ence the choice between VS or SV. A few examples with VoS order from
different text types will suffice (13-15). Note that in exx. 13 and 14 the ac-
tual topic appears for the first time. In ex. 13 this is probably due to the fact
that in the preceding paragraph the evil influence of demons etc. had been
talked about, so the topic is 'inferrable', whereas in ex. 14 a new topic is
introduced.
(13) u-ba(t)r hâdâ H maxyâ-luk 'aynâ blstä I and-after that not.SUB it.strikes-
you eye evil / 'And thereafter the evil eye will not strike you' (Socin 36.18)
(14) nâgestan dbîq-enn-â xâ sentä bâsîmta I suddenly it.took.me a sleep sweet /
'Suddenly I was overcome by a sweet sleep' (50/10/75A9)
(15) u-bî râbâ mustàqutâ ki qârl=lhon kullê (')nâsi / and-in very longing HAB
they.read=them all.of.them people / 'and with much eagerness everybody
reads them' (VdS ix.3)
In clauses with two phase verbs,44 VSV order is more common than SVV,
although the latter is not impossible. However, no examples were found
in which VSV was employed for contrastive or assertive topics, and thus
it is not certain whether the pragmatic function of the subject or the
double verb causes the postverbal position of the subject. This type of
clause is often found in Bedjan's texts (17), but occurs also in other pres-
ses (16).
(16) men sar'at, gârag kul yâlâ yâlcp leqrâyâ I by law, it.ought every child
SUB.it.learns to.read / 'By law, every child ought to learn to read' (50/10/
79B9)
(17) u-qemli Smu'êl (')zelli Ikes ili / and-he.rose Samuel he.went towards Eli /
'And Samuel rose and went to Eli' (HS 87.7)
A few clauses occur, even in Merx's and Socin's texts, in which VS clauses
are employed for other pragmatic functions. In ex. 18, the context makes
clear that the subject performs assertive topic function, which is usually
presented in SV order. This is the only example of assertive topic in
postverbal position. This might be due to the presence of up, 'also'.
44. Or its equivalent with gärag or lazcm, frozen forms which go together with a finite
verb form.
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(18) u-bâ(t)r hâdâ ki sali up xitnâ men (')gâri gô bêta / and-after that HAB de-
scend also bridegroom from roof into house / 'And afterwards also the
bridegroom descends from the roof into the house' (Merx 19.7)
8.2.7 Clauses with SV order
In all text types, except for OT under influence of Hebrew, the majority of
clauses with nominal subjects follow SV order. In Socin's texts, as well as
in ZdB, Bedjan's VdS and Duval's texts, the number of VS is considerably
lower than the number of SV clauses. Only in Merx and in Bedjan's HS,
the number of VS clauses is nearly as high as the number of SV clauses.
The subject in SV clauses may perform various pragmatic functions, four
of which are marked vis-à-vis the subject in VS clauses.
The main function of a subject in preverbal position is to mark the pres-
ence of a contrastive topic. If two subject-topics in two consecutive clauses
are in contrast with each other, they appear in preverbal position. Closely
related to this function is that of assertive topic, used when no explicit con-
trast is present, but the identity of the topic should be stressed. The latter
function is often additionally marked by the particle up 'also'. Subjects that
are assigned contrastive or assertive topic function hardly ever occur in
postverbal position.
In a number of cases, SV order is employed in clauses with given topics,
which as such are not contrastive or assertive. However, the complete
clause can be described as being assigned assertive focus, thus assertive
sentence focus. Clauses of this type often occur at a turning point in the dis-
course. This might coincide with a (typographically marked) paragraph
boundary, but not necessarily so. SV order also is very common when the
subject consists of a noun preceded by a demonstrative. Such a subject by
definition is a given topic, but the use of a demonstrative indicates that this
topic needs more attention than other given topics. This might also account
for clauses in which the word kull- 'all of', either attributive or independ-
ent, is part of the subject. In clauses of these two types (paragraph boundary
and subjects with demonstrative or kull-), SV order adds to the emphatic,
assertive character of the complete clause, not only to part of it, as is the
case with contrastive and assertive topics.45
A fourth function possibly performed by a preverbal subject is the intro-
duction of a new topic. New topics are usually introduced by other means,
45. This 'assertive sentence focus' seems to be of the same character as described in 7.3.7
for copular clauses with independent copula.
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either by employing an /f-clause46 or by employing an indefinite noun
phrase in postverbal position (see 8.2.6 exx. 10-14). However, definite new
topics, often consisting of personal names, can be introduced in preverbal
position. This usage might be related to the function of assertive topic. In a
number of clauses with SV order, the new topic, although it appears in the
discourse for the first time, probably can be assumed to have been known to
the listeners.
In the examples, these four functions of SV clauses are illustrated. It is
important to note, however, that there are some differences between the
various text types. In Merx's texts nearly all examples can be neatly de-
scribed as belonging to one of these categories. In Socin's texts the number
of SV clauses is considerably larger than that of VS clauses, but still the
majority of them fit into the patterns described above. In BT, as mentioned
before, the constituent order of the source languages is followed. In ZdB
the number of VS clauses is very small, and SV orders are employed not
only for the distinctive functions described above, but also for the other
pragmatic functions as described in the previous paragraph (8.2.6). It is
possible that the English-speaking authors of these texts were not fully
aware of the distinct pragmatic functions of SV orders.
In Bedjan's texts, there is a considerable difference between the two
texts I have been studying closely. In Histoire Sainte (1888), the function of
SV versus VS clauses is comparable to that in Merx and Socin, whereas in
Vies des Saints (1912), the relative number of SV clauses is much higher,
and this order is employed for nearly all types of clauses, even if a signifi-
cant number of VS clauses occur. In the texts of Bedjan edited by Duval,
VS orders are rather uncommon.47
In the first three clauses the subject expresses a contrastive topic (1-3).
The following examples illustrate the third category of pragmatic func-
tions: 'assertive sentence focus' (4-6). All three clauses mark the beginning
of a new part of the discourse. In the following five examples (7-11), a new
definite topic is introduced. The last three examples illustrate the use of SV
in subordinate clauses. In ex. 12 a new definite topic is given, whereas in
exx. 13 and 14 the subject might be in preverbal position to underline the
importance of the temporal adverbial clause.
(1) u-Zâl râbâ zid(')li men d-âhâ hâywan inâ Bêjân hic lä zed(')li / and-Zal
very he-feared from that animal but Bedjan not.at.all not he.feared / 'And
46. Cf. ït=(h)wâxdâ baktä sähiä 'There was an old woman...' (Merx 1.2).
47. Clauses with VS order also seem to be uncommon in the other publications of Bedjan,
like the Imitatio, MdP and MdM. These texts contain mainly devotional and 'essayistic' texts.
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Zal was very much afraid of that animal, but Bedjan was not afraid at al l '
(Merx 3.11)
(2) palgâ ayk..., hô palgâ (')xi(r)na ki dâmi 'al tayrâ / half like..., that half
other HAB it.resembles to bird / 'One half is like.., the other half resembles
a bird' (Socin 10.16)
(3) u-hâ(t)r hàdâ up hrunä d-xätä d-Rustam (')merri up ânâ bet aze(l)n I and-
after that also son of-sister of-Rustam he.said also 1 FUT I.go / 'And there-
after also the son of Rustam's sister said: "I too will go" ' (Merx 3.2)
(4) ba(t)r xakmâ sinni anni (')nasi dirron l-ba(t)re ya'ni l-bayte b-tahar
C)xi(r)na.. I after some years these men they.turned to.after.them that.is to-
their.houses in-way other / 'After some years these men returned to their
houses by another way..' (Socin 14.13)
(5) anni meskini (')tilon Ikes Urml I these poor they.went to Urmia / 'These
poor people went to Urmia' (49/1/4A6)
(6) l-hô yumâ d-Sab'â, Smu'êl xaccä 'urqelli / on-that day of-seven, Samuel
somewhat he.was.delayed / 'On the seventh day, Samuel was somewhat
delayed' (HS91.3)
(7) u-Zâl (')merri ânâ bet aze(l)n / and-Zal he.said I FUT I.go / 'And Zal an-
swered: "I will go" ' (Merx 3.1)
(8) ha(t)r hädä (')näsi diyan ki mâxllun b-sayda / after that people of-us HAB
they.strike.them in-hunt / 'Thereafter our people use to hunt them' (Socin
10.20)
(9) 'ma Jhudâ Skaryotâ, xâ men tre'sar, (')zelli Ikes gurâni d-kahni / but Judas
Iscariot, one of twelve, he.went to chiefs of-priests / 'Then Judas Iscariot,
one of the twelve, went to the chief priests..' (Mark 14:10) (Judas is men-
tioned for the first time in this chapter)
( 10) Ilîmalk d-Bêtlxem Sqelli baktuhy Na'ml, u-trê bnunuhy / Elimelech of Beth-
lehem he.took his.wife Naomi, and-two his.sons / Elimelech of Bethlehem
took his wife Naomi and his two sons,..' (HS 84.22)48
( 1 1 ) koulli azdni ou ahyani ki ögézzih minnih I all goers and comers HAB
they.annoy from.me / 'All who come and go are annoyed with me' (Duval
53.14)
( 12) ayk kmä d-aqlätän d-az(l)ï bit azlak l-hê dunyi xritâ I as much.as our.feet
[RELf.they.go FUT we.go to.that world new / 'As long as our feet carry
us, we go to that other world' (Socin 12.7)
(13) u-bâ(t)r d-kullê 'almâjmi'li ki matbi supra [..] / and-after all.of.them peo-
ple they.gathered HAB they.set table / 'And after everybody has come in,
they set the table' (Merx 21.10)
(14) hê (')dânâ d-anni qârâ'xâbâri mtelon l-mdi(n)tâ, treslâ xâ Sïwân d-li âtyâ
Itänubi I that time REL-these bad.news they.reach to-city, it.makes a great.
48. In BT (Ruth 1:1) the closest parallel clause has VS order.
49. It is difficult to translate this d-. I assume that it does not introduce a relative clause,
hut that it is a 'doubling' of the d- that belongs to the sentence connective.
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mourning(f) REL-not it.comes to-tell / 'That time, when this bad news
reached the city, there was great mourning, impossible to relate' (HS 88.22)
An explicit personal pronoun that is added to the subject reference of the
verbal form usually marks a contrastive (17) or assertive topic (15).50 In
case of first and second person, the pronoun can be employed also to mark
a new topic, or the change of a pronominal topic (16). This is identical with
the use of explicit pronominal subjects in copular clauses.51 Marked pro-
nominal subjects always occur in preverbal position.
(15) up axnan ki xaSbak qat.. I also we HAB we.think REP / 'We too think
that..' (Socin 10.22)
(16) ânâ juwwebll 111.answered / 'I answered' (50/10/33)
(17) Ina am la (')bedlon m'ayk dîyuhy, I but they not they.did like him / 'but
they did not do what he did,..' (HS 11.20) (Sem and Japhet versus Cham in
Gen. 9:22-23)"
A more widespread use of SV orders is present in the later narrative works
of Paul Bedjan (VdS), in his earlier essayistic texts (MdP, Im, and the texts
edited by Duval), as well as in the texts of the Protestant press, especially in
ZdB. A survey of the post-war texts from the twentieth century indicates
that SV order then has become the regular order, except in cases of verbs
like 'mr 'to say' and the like.53
Although this use of SV order can be partly explained by the fact that SV
order has taken over the pragmatic functions of VS order, notably that of
referring to a given topic, this cannot account for all examples. When one
looks for clauses with given topics in SV order — in texts in which SV or-
der is employed in the majority of clauses with an explicit subject — it be-
comes clear that in fact very few clauses of this type occur in these texts,
either with SV or with VS order. I assume that the preponderance of VS
orders in early narrative texts may be due to a stylistic device of repeating
known topics. In essayistic texts, as well as in later narrative texts, an ex-
plicit subject is nearly always employed to refer to a new topic, whereas
given topics are sufficiently marked by the pronominal reference of the ver-
bal form. Only in case of contrastive or assertive topics may the subject re-
fer to a given topic.
50. Cf. also ex. 3 and 7 above.
51. Cf. 7.3.3.
52. Cf. also ex. 7.
53. These texts are outside the scope of the present study, and their grammar needs fur-
ther investigation.
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Thus, the gradual disappearance of VS order may be due to a change in
narrative techniques, rather than to a loss of markedness of the preverbal
position. This change of narrative technique stimulated the disappearance
of the opposition between VS and SV in favor of SV order, whereby SV
did indeed lose much of its marked character.54 One might further assume
that English and French, two languages that might have influenced native
speakers of Urmia Aramaic55 and that both have a predominant SV order,
hastened the use of SV in LUA.56
8.2.8 Clauses with explicit subject and verbal complements
In the foregoing, already a number of examples of VS and SV orders with
objects and other verbal complements have been given. These indicate that,
in principle, both orders of verb and subject can be complemented by ob-
jects or prepositional phrases. However, when comparing the amount of VS
and SV clauses with verbal complements, it appears that VS order often has
prepositional complements, but few objects, whereas the majority of
clauses with direct object and explicit subject has SV order. Thus, although
VS order can be employed in clauses with a direct object or prepositional
phrases, these clauses more often employ SV order.
In Merx's and Socin's texts, a number of examples of VSO/X order oc-
cur. In ex. 1, the indirect object follows the subject, whereas in the next
example (2), an indefinite direct object, followed by an indirect object, fol-
lows the subject. The subject consists of a given topic.
As one would expect, in OT a considerable number of VSO orders occur,
whereas in NT the number is very small (3). In ZdB one example has been
found of VSO (4).
In Duval's texts no examples of this order are found. In Bedjan's texts a
number of VSO clauses occur, the majority of which come from HS (5).
54. This might be explained by the presumption of Dik 1978/1981: 178-182 and Dik
1980: 127177, about the tendency of VS languages becoming SV languages through an inter-
mediate state of preponderance of S in Pi for reasons of pragmatic marking. Gradually the
markedness of the SV order may then disappear, and SV becomes the unmarked order.
55. English was taught by the American Protestants and the Anglicans and French was
taught by the Lazarists. The latter language may have influenced Bedjan when living in Eu-
rope.
56. It is interesting to note that Hopper, in an article on the gradual disappearence of VS
order in Malay in the nineteenth century (Hopper 1974), assumes that this change might be
partly attributed to a situation of westernization, language contact, and growing importance of
written language, factors that ask for a more explicit, predicative style, rather than a narrative
style. The first style he connects with SV, and the second with VS order. These factors might
have played a role in nineteenth-century Urmia too.
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VSO clauses occur both with and without sentence adverbs in initial posi-
tion.
(1) u-ba(t)r hâdâ (')mirri Rustam qâ pâhluwânu(h)y / and-after that he.said
Rustam to his.heroes / 'And thereafter Rustam said to his heroes' (Merx
2.15)
(2) u-bâ(t)r hâdâ qam yâ(h)bil âhâ âgâ zuyzi qâ d-âhâ Suyrâyâ miskinâ râbâ
zuyzi I and-after that PAST he.gives this Agha money to that Syrian poor
much money / 'And thereafter this Agha gave money to that poor Syrian,
very much money.' (Merx 13.13)
(3) brâsît brui Alâhâ l-smayyâ u-l-ar'â / in.the.beginning he.created God heav-
ens and-earth / 'In the beginning God created heavens and earth' (Gen.
1:1)
(4) säqel malpänä palgâ men 'idtâ, u-palgâ men abbâhi d-yâli I SUB.he.takes
teacher half of church, and-hali' of parents of-children / 'A teacher should
take half [of his wages] from the church and half from the parents of the
children (49/1/2B19)"
(5) sqelli èmu'êl mesxä qaddisâ I he.took Samuel oil holy / 'Samuel took the
holy oil' (HS 94.11)
The majority of clauses with a subject and verbal complements follow SVO
or SVX order. A few examples will suffice (6, 10, 12-14). In subordinate
clauses VSO order is very rare. The examples (7, 8, 9, 11, 15) illustrate the
use of SVO or SVX order in subordinate clauses. Most examples come
from Bedjan's texts.
(6) u-haw Bêjân (')mirri qaluhy I and-this Bejan he.said to.him / 'And this
Bejan said to him' (Merx 7.8).
(7) uxcâ hi mâxi=(h)\vâw=lun hal d-gildê sälix=(h)wä m'allê / so HAB
they.strike.PAST.them until their.skin SUB.it.strips.PAST from.them /
'So they struck them, until their skins were stripped off from them' (Socin
8.5)
(8) ki tanyâ=(h)wâ qat ânâ xzilJ MarSargls u-Alâhâ u-(y)üblan m'uydâli l-xâ
supra I HAB she.tells=PAST REP I I.saw MarSargis and-God and.we.sat
together at-one table / 'She used to say: 'I saw Mar Sargis and God, and
we sat together at one table' (Merx 44.10)
(9) qat kullê pâhluwânuhy jâm'î âtï Ikesluhy I REP all.of.them officers
they.gather they.come to.him / 'that all his officers should come to him'
(Merx2:17)58
57. It is possible that this phrase is part of a piece that is translated from CS, but it is dif-
ficult to decide where the quotation from CS ends (cf. Texts no 6).
58. Cf. also Socin 10.22.
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(10) âhâ mar'à hatkâ xdlrêli kullê gibâni d-brltâ / this disease thus
it.went.around.them all.of.them parts of-world / 'This disease thus went
around all parts of the world' (49/1/5A32)59
(11) hatkâ up wâjeb=îlâ d-qâryani parmi matlab d-ktäbi / this also
necessary=it.is REP-readers SUB.they.understand content of-Scriptures /
'So also it is necessary that readers understand the contents of the Scrip-
tures' (49/1/l B7)
(12) Plestâyi lublâlon qibutä d-Mâryâ I Philistines they.took.it ark of-Lord /
'The Philistines took the ark of the Lord' (HS 89.3)
(13) hê 'dânâ T'omïsâ suderräh juwäb qä Bar'uni, qat I that time Thomisa
she.sent reply to Baruni, REP / 'At that time Thomisa sent a message to
Baruni, that..' (VdS 252.20)
(14) diwan muttr'isâ ourhäih I government SUB.she.constructs roads / 'The gov-
ernment should construct roads' (Duval 38.20)
(15) xayyi d-sâhdi Kaldâyi u-Parsâyi, d[....], aglâbâ ktïbê=(')ywax h-tapsJr
up'en b-keryuta, qat kullih 'alma yâde'=lhon anni bâhâwâtan, u-xeqrâ d-
mellattanM / lives of-martyrs Chaldean and-Persian, [ . . .] , precisely writ-
ten.them=we.did with-explanation even.in-short, REP all.of.it world SUB.
it.knows=them these our.fathers, and-honor of.our.nation / 'As for the lives
of the Chaldean and Persian martyrs, we wrote them down accurately with
a commentary and in brief, so that everybody might know these Fathers of
ours as well as the glory of our nation' (VdS ii.14)
8.2.9 The position of other constituents
The position of two other types of constituents in LUA clauses needs a few
additional remarks: the position of sentence adverbs and sentence connec-
tives. As can be inferred from many of the above examples, both constitu-
ents prefer a clause-initial position, in which a sentence adverb should fol-
low a sentence connective. This clause-initial position does not influence
the order pattern of the other constituents; and so a sentence connective or
a sentence adverb can be followed by all types of clauses, SV and VS as
well as VO and OV. Therefore it seems justified to leave sentence connec-
tives and sentence adverbs outside the general scheme of clause orders. A
sentence connective or sentence adverb can always be added to a clause,
whatever its constituent order may be.
Some adverbs can be used either as a sentence adverb, modifying the
complete clause, or as an adverb modifying the verbal form. In the latter
case, the adverb is part of the verbal phrase and cannot be separated form
the verb. It is not always possible to distinguish between these two func-
59. Note that the direct object is a locative, instead of a dative or patient.
60. In Syriac script: d-mellatan.
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lions. Further, prepositional phrases in initial position may also be used as
sentence adverbs, modifying the complete clause. These clause-initial
prepositional phrases must be distinguished from fronted verbal comple-
ments (8.3.3). Usually this is clear from their different functions. Preposi-
tional phrases at the end of the clause nearly always serve as verbal com-
plements.
In ex. 1, a prepositional phrase serves as a sentence adverb and is fol-
lowed by SVX order. In ex. 2, two sentence adverbs precede the rest of the
clause, but this is rather uncommon. In ex. 3, a sentence adverb is followed
by a verbal phrase with three adverbs, followed by the subject. In ex. 4,
from ZdB, one wonders whether medri 'again' refers to the complete
clause, or to the verb only, while the status of the adverbial phrase at the
end of the clause is also unclear. In view of the context,61 it is most likely
that 'again' has to be taken as a sentence adverb, whereas 'three times a
day' is part of the verbal phrase. In ex. 5, a sentence adverb precedes a
SVX clause. In ex. 6, a prepositional phrase serves as a sentence adverb,
whereas in ex. 7 the prepositional phrase must considered to serve as an ad-
verb.
( 1 ) b-sahat d-trî'sar u-d-iStâ kullê anni musâxbi ki âtl gô d-àhâ bêta I at-hour
of-twelve and-of-ten all-of these groomsmen HAB they .go in this-house /
'At twelve and at ten, all these groomsmen use to go into the house' (Merx
15.6)
(2) hammâsâ b-layli ki xadrl tâmâ I always at-night HAB they.walk.around
there / Always they walk around there at night (Socin 2.3)62
(3) u-qêdamtâ môrïsâ jim râbâ jaldl ki âti qâsâ I and-tomorrow morning very
much fast HAB he.comes priest / 'And the following morning the priest
comes very quickly' (Merx 20.7)
(4) medri brekli 'al birkâkuhy tlä gahi b-yoma / again he.kneeled on his.knees
three times in-day / 'Again he knelt down on his knees three times a day'
(71/12/91A2)
(5) albä'al âhâ qubâ d-Smayyâ ptexlâ m'ayk xâ câdir / immediately this arch
of-heavens opened like a tent / 'Immediately this arch of the heavens
opened up like a tent' (HS 2.2)
(6) men d-ho gibâ (')xi(r)nâ xâ men d-anni (')nâsi ki tâni I from that side other
one of these people HAB he.says / 'From the other side, one of the people
says:..' (Merx 19.14)
(7) axnan zi, d-lt [...], bl sayberrânutâ râxtax l-âhâ da'wl I we also, REL-it.is
[..], in endurance we.run to-this fight / 'We also, that [...], with endurance
we run to this fight [run the race]' (VdS x.21)63
61. Cf. Dan. 6 and Texts no 9.
62. Cf. id. Socin 10.19.
63. Quotation from Hebr. 12.1, in Bedjan's own translation.
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8.2.10 Conclusions
In the preceding section, the basic orders of LUA verbal clauses have been
described.
The basic clause type in LUA consists only of a verbal form. This verbal
form always refers to a pronominal subject (Vs), and optionally refers to a
pronominal object (Vso). Every verbal form is a complete clause, with a
subject suffix referring to a given topic, and the verbal form reflecting new
focus, the salient information of the clause.
If the verbal form is complemented by a direct object or by prepositional
phrases, including the indirect object, these complements in basic clause
order follow the verbal form. In this case, the verb and its complements
supply the new information of the clause (VO/VX).
In the discussion on VS and SV order, I have shown that VS order has
the characteristics of the basic order, being employed in clauses in which
the verb provides the salient information and the subject represents a given
topic or an indefinite new topic. SV order is employed in clauses in which
the subject represents a contrastive or assertive topic function, a definite
new topic, or in which assertive focus is assigned to the complete clause.
These are marked functions vis-à-vis the function of given topic and indefi-
nite new topic. As I will show in the last section of this chapter, VS order
also provides the best starting point to explain the existing order types in
LUA. These two elements, the predominantly unmarked character of the
subject in VS clauses against the predominantly marked character of the
subject in SV order, as well as the better starting point for an understanding
of the other orders, lead me to assume that VS is the basic order.
However, the fact that SV is the dominant order in all texts except for
OT, as well as the fact that SV orders become more frequent in younger
texts, indicates that probably in the twentieth century SV is becoming the
basic unmarked order for verb and subject.
It is likely that the Protestant missionaries did not quite understand the
pragmatic function of the opposition between SV and VS. In BT, VS order
types are much more frequent than is usual in LUA, whereas in ZdB less
examples occur than is usual. The fact that Stoddard in 1855 did not pay
any attention to constituent order in verbal clauses confirms this assump-
tion. However, in ZdB not many narrative parts occur, and VS order does
not seem to be so common in descriptions and essays. The regular use of
VS in The Pilgrim's Progress might be due as much to constituent order in
the English original as to a conscious attempt at creating a narrative style.
The difference in VS/SV ratio between Bedjan's HS and VdS probably has
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to be attributed to changes in LUA syntax that took place between 1888 and
1912; it perhaps can also be attributed to influence of his French or German
speaking environment.64
8.3 Clauses with fronted verbal complements
8.3.1 Introduction
All complements to the verb that follow the verbal form in the basic clause
type may occur also in preverbal position. These constituents include direct
and indirect objects, as well as all kinds of prepositional phrases.
In this section, the various clause order types resulting from fronting will
be described. The pragmatic functions of these constituents in preverbal
position are discussed, and it will be shown that fronted objects and fronted
prepositional phrases do not always perform the same pragmatic function.
8.3.2 Fronted objects with focus function (OV)
In all types of texts fronted objects occur, although their relative number
varies considerably. In the majority of clauses the function of a fronted ob-
ject is contrastive or assertive focus.65 Thus, clauses with such a fronted
object are marked vis-à-vis clauses with postverbal objects, which represent
new focus (cf. 8.2.3-5).
However, it is not in all clauses that the fronted object can be said to rep-
resent contrastive or assertive focus. Cognate objects may appear in
preverbal position, especially in Bedjan's texts. These objects usually are
part of the focused part of the clause, but certainly do not need to be con-
trastive with an earlier object. Two different, but probably convergent, phe-
nomena may account for fronting of cognate objects. First, fronting may be
due to influence of Persian morphology and constituent order. Persian has a
basic SOV order, together with a large number of composite verbs in which
the 'object' always precedes the verbal form.66 Second, these cognate ob-
jects in LUA tend to consist of single short words that may be subject to the
rule of fronting of shorter and postponing of longer constituents.67
64. Cf. 4.3.2.
65. Note that in a passive clause the same procedure of fronting of the consituent carrying
contrastive focus (= grammatical subject) is found: men kul xä menné 'esrâ tumâni, balkà
zôdâ, peSlon Sqïli / 'From every one of them ten tomans, perhaps more, were taken' (49/I/
4A8). Note further that the topic in this clause is represented by a prepositional phrase.
66. Cf. Lazard 1957: §192 and §263.
67. Cf. 8.2.5.
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In all text types, the number of OV clauses with sentence adverbs pre-
ceding the object is very low.
In the first two examples from Merx and Socin ( 1, 2), the fronted direct
object carries assertive focus. In the two clauses from ZdB, both fronted
objects carry assertive focus (3, 4).6S
In the texts of Bedjan, in his printed texts as well as in Duval's edition,
the number of clauses with OV order is considerably higher than in the
other text types. This might be due to Bedjan's style of writing, in which
the focused parts are carefully indicated, but Bedjan also might have been
more susceptible to influence from Persian than the informants of Socin
and Merx.69 In ex. 5, three objects are contrasted in three consecutive
clauses. The last object is a cognate object. In the example from Duval (6),
the fronted object precedes two phase verbs.
(1) qat up xä men zarbäzuk la sbiqli kullê qam qätßlon I REP also one of
your.soldiers not he.left all.of.them PAST he.killed.them / 'that again he
has left not one of your soldiers, all of them he has killed' (Merx 9.4)
(2) ya'ni kiktâ d-'umrâ ki qârak simmu(h)y I that.is tooth of-church HAB
we.call his.name / 'i.e., we call it "church bite" ' (Socin 22.6)
(3) u-semmani d-yali [..] kâteb / and-names of-children [..] SUB.he.writes /
'And he should write down the names of the children [..]' (49/1/2B12)
(4) xâ tâpâwut là 'bedlâ blyuhy parmân / a difference not it.made to.him deci-
sion / 'This decision did not make any difference to him' (71/12/90B35)
(5) là har tupsâ tâbi yâhbï=l(h)on, u-yulpânih d-Mârvâ mâlpî=l(h)on, ellâ
hammäsä qârâwul gârSî 'allé / not just example good SUB.they.give=
them, and-teaching of-Lord SUB.they.teach=them, but always guard
SUB.they.mount over.them / 'They should not only give them a good ex-
ample, and teach them the teachings of the Lord, but they should also al-
ways mount guard over them' (HS 88.8-10)
(6) ha milta le âmsih misqih I a verb not.HAB they.are.able they.raise / 'They
cannot even conjugate a single verb' (Duval 41.20)
Fronted objects can also be employed in subordinate clauses. In exx. 7 and
9, the fronted objects perform assertive focus function. In exx. 8 and 10,
cognate objects are fronted, and in both cases it is more difficult to assume
contrastive or assertive focus. Note that in ex. 10, with two phase verbs, a
prepositional phrase precedes the sequence of a cognate object and a verb.
68. In ZdB also a number of clauses occur in which hie 'nothing' functions as object.
However, hie does not usually follow the verb, and the 'fronted' position can hardly be con-
sidered a marked one.
69. In fact, these two influences might come together: the high prestige of Persian has
possibly led to the a kind of literal prestige for OV order in LUA.
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(7) haw xsibli qat darmânâ qam yahba=lih7U / he he.thought REP poison
PAST she.gives=him / 'He thought that she gave him poison..' (Merx
11.12)
(8) mânî d-ldâ dâri 'allé bit darhinm dm jaldi Idatuhy / the.one REL-hand
he.throws to.them FUT they.wound very fast his.hand / 'Whoever stretches
his hand to them, they will immediately wound his hand' (Socin 10.11)
(9) âhâ empirât or zâlem suderrih Lusïmâkos 'am Silênos, qat Krestyânutâ
hatlî=(h)wâw=lâh gô madinxâ I this.emperor cruel he.sent Lusimachos
with Silenos, REP Christianity SUB.they.abolish=it in East / 'This cruel
emperor sent Lusimachos with Silenos to abolish Christianity in the East'
(VdS248.17)
(10) malkouva zônâla moulké qat âmsih gou tougrdni binna yàsrih I govern-
ment SUB.she.buys.it their.property REP they .are.able in.mountains build-
ing they .erect / 'The government should buy them properties so that they
can settle in the mountains' (Duval 73.18)
8.3.3 Fronting of prepositional phrases
When prepositional verbal complements appear in preverbal position, these
perform contrastive or assertive focus in the same way as fronted objects
do. Indirect objects too, can be fronted in the same way as direct objects
and prepositional phrases. Sentence connectives and sentence adverbs may
precede the fronted complement.
In the first example from Merx (1), a sentence adverb precedes the
fronted complement. In ZdB a few examples occur of fronted complements
(2, 3). The fronted prepositional phrase in ex. 3 perhaps can also be inter-
preted as a sentence adverb (cf. ex. 6 in 8.2.9).
In HS, VdS, and Duval's edition, the clauses with fronted prepositional
phrases constitute only a small part of the clauses with fronted constituents.
Most of them have a subject. The two examples without subject come from
Duval's texts. The fronted prepositional phrases represent contrastive focus
(4-5). In ex. 5, a fronted cognate object does not prevent fronting of the in-
direct object.
(1) kul yum b-âhâ tâhâr ki 'äbdä=(h)wä / every day in-this manner HAB
she.does=PAST / 'Every day she does this the same way' (Merx 10.4)
(2) u-qa tagberrânyâtï (')merri / and.to my.guides he.said / 'And to my guides
he said:..' (50/10/76A51)
(3) u-1-hô gibâ xzilî dukâni d-mennê.. / and to-that side I.saw places REP-
from.them / 'And on the other side I saw places from which..' (71/12/A46)
(4) bgânê ki pirzê oubgânê kâhlih I in.their.souls HAB they.fast and-
in.their.souls HAB they .eat / 'They fast for themselves and they eat for
themselves' (Duval 47.18)
70. In Syriac script: (l)li.
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(5) gäh qa da tarap haq kiavih, ougäh qa da tarap hllna / time to that party
justice HAB.they.give, and time to that party other / 'One moment they do
justice to that party, and the other moment to the other party' (Duval 45.11 )
8.3.4 Fronted verbal complements with topic function
However, not all fronted verbal complements perform focus function. In
quite a number of clauses, these complements serve as topic of the clause
rather than as focus. In the majority of the clauses this topicalization con-
cerns direct objects, alongside a few instances of indirect objects. Other
prepositional phrases are less likely to be assigned topic functions.
Topicalization of the object is known from other languages too.71 Thus,
when the object phrase is fronted to preverbal position, this position indi-
cates either a more marked type of focus (cf. 8.3.2) or it indicates a change
of the usual focus function to a topic function.
A difficulty in describing these types of clauses is the fact that a topical
object can also be described as an extra-clausal constituent, that is to say, as
a theme constituent. There does not seem to be a grammatical difference
between the two theoretically distinct clause types.72 It is also difficult to
clearly define the pragmatic difference between a topic and a theme. Only
in case of two constituents that can be topic/theme is it possible to distin-
guish between them on grammatical and pragmatic grounds. This is the
case when a subject is preceded by an object-like constituent that also ex-
erts topic functions (so ex. 2 in 8.4.3).
In all examples, the fronted objects represent given topics. Therefore
definite noun phrases are employed, and this is indicated by a pronominal
suffix (2, 3), a demonstrative pronoun (4, 6, 8), or by personal names refer-
ring to known participants of the story (5, 7).
In the first example from Merx, the object noun phrase is not marked for
definiteness, but 'the bridegroom' certainly is known to the listeners. The
context — no other persons are brought up to the roof — indicates that this
object cannot to be interpreted as conveying assertive focus, although this is
grammatically possible. In the reported clause in ex. 2, the topic 'their chil-
dren' is followed by the assertive focus of the clause, the fronted preposi-
tional phrase 'in the fear of the Lord'. In ex. 3, two direct objects are
present, one of which is fronted and constitutes the topic of the clause. An-
71. Cf. Givón 1984a: 170, and Comrie 1981: 207.
72. The existence of fronted topical pronominal direct objects in the nominal form (like in
ex. 8) might indicate that these 'objects' can be considered as being pre-clausal. See further
6.2.2 n. 4.
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other case of two fronted verbal complements is given in ex. 4, from BT.
Here again the direct object constitutes the topic of the clause, and the indi-
rect object represents assertive focus. This order is found also in CS.
In ex. 5, from Bedjan, 'Pibronya' is the main topic of the story, and is
repeated here to remind the readers of the topical function of this phrase. In
ex. 6, the noun phrase resumes a couple of preceding lines, whereas in ex.
7, the indirect object 'to David', represents a contrastive topic, although the
other element of the pair had not been made explicit. The fronted direct
object in this clause performs contrastive focus functions. The last example
from Bedjan's texts provides an example of a fronted pronominal object in
the nominative case (8). The preceding paragraph had informed the readers
that 'these' refers to 'the armor of king Saul that David could not wear'.
(1) u-up xitnâ musqu(h)y=(y)nâ 'al gâri / and-also bridegroom brought.up.
him=they.are on roof/ 'And the bridegroom, they have brought him up to
the roof' (Merx 18.14)
(2) yâlpî baba u-yemmâ, qat yâlé gô zdu'tih d-Alâhâ garwessï=l(h)on /
SUB.they.learn father and.mother REP their.children in his.fear of-God
SUB.they.raise=them / 'Let the fathers and mothers learn that they should
raise their children in the fear of God' (HS 88.6)
(3) up âhâ gildê ki dârï=(h)wâw=lih xaccâ bubiggi b-qurnîtê / also this
their.skin HAB they.throw=PAST=him a.few tassels on-their.corners /
'This skin of theirs, they put a few tassels on its corners..' (Socin 8.6)
(4) anni kullê elluk bet ya(h)ben I these all.of.them to.you SUB.I.give / 'All
these I will give you' (Mat. 4.9)
(5) qaddistâ Pibronya mutbälon go sanduqä gô 'umrâ d-dayra I holy Pibronya
they.put.her in coffin in church of-monastery / 'They laid the holy
Pibronya in a coffin in the church of the monastery' (VdS 253.10)
(6) u-hê sgadta d-l(h)wâ wàjeb qâ bâroyê, là (y)hlbâlokon qâtê / and-this wor-
ship REL-it.was appropriate to their.creator, not you(pl).gave.it to.them /
'And this worship which was appropriate to their creator, you did not give
them' (VdS vii.3)
(7) qat qâ Dâwld xâ tâqâ xeqrâ zodä yehbellon / REP to David a part honor
more they .give / '.. that to David more honor they gave' (HS 98.13)73
(8) âni sbïqêli I these he.took.them.off / 'These he took off' (HS 96.22)
8.3.5 Clauses with fronted complements and explicit subjects
In the majority of clauses with fronted verbal complements, no explicit sub-
ject is present. If an explicit subject is present, both SXV and XVS order
occur. Although fronted prepositional phrases and objects both occur with
73. Id. Duval 45.11.
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either order — VS and S V — both types of fronted complements in general
occur with one of the two types.
In clauses with a fronted direct object, and even more if the object is
a cognate object, the subject tends to precede the object and verb. The
fronted object is further employed to represent contrastive or assertive fo-
cus, the subject performing topic functions. I assume that the constituent
representing the topical information preferably precedes the constituent rep-
resenting focal information, also when both of them precede the verbal
phrase. In the texts of Merx and Socin very few examples occur with ex-
plicit subject, but in the texts of Bedjan this tendency is clear. I have not
come across clauses in which both the subject and the preverbal object
perfom topic functions.
In the examples from Socin and Merx (1,2, 3), the object precedes the
verb, without apparent contrastive or assertive focus. The subject precedes
the object, and in ex. 1, a prepositional complement follows the verb. In
exx. 1 and 3, this concerns a cognate object. As many of these cognate ob-
jects are loans from Turkish or Persian, one might consider that the OV or-
der is influenced by these languages too. The two other examples come
from Bedjan. In the two clauses in ex. 4, the fronted objects perform con-
trastive focus function, even though they are cognate objects, whereas the
subjects perhaps perform contrastive topic function. In both clauses in ex.
5, assertive focus is expressed by the fronted object, which in the main
clause is preceded by the subject.
(1) cucânà muStulux lublo(h)=(h)wa minrii I magpie first.tidings brought.it=
it.was from.me / 'The magpie brought the first news about me' (Socin
24.9)
(2) in ana xä brätä ki bâ'yin I if' I a girl HAB I.want / 'If I want a certain girl,..'
(Socin 30.20)
(3) qat kullê yas dabql I REP all.of.them mourning SUB.they.take / 'that they
all should mourn' (Merx 4.14)
(4) Qä'in warzegarutâ ki 'âbed=(h)wâ, u-Hâbêl 'arbî ki xâmi=(h)wâ / Cain
agriculture SUB he.does=PAST, and Abel sheep SUB he.keeps=PAST /
'Cain used to be a farmer, whereas Abel used to keep sheep' (HS 7.11)74
(5) malkä asbäbi d-gânuhy hlbêli qâ Dâwïd, qat bïyê pâlet=(h)wâ l-da'wl /
king weapons of-him.self he.gave.them to David, REP with.them
SUB.he.goes.out.PAST to-fight / 'The king gave his weapons to David, in
order that he would fight with them' (HS 96.19)
74. Note the contrast between the topics (Cain // Abel) and between the focuses of the
two compound verbal forms (farming // sheep-keeping). Cf. Duval 70.12 // 70.14, for a simi-
lar contrast between subjects and objects.
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The following example illustrates that a preverbal subject might also be
employed with a fronted prepositional phrase, although this is rather unu-
sual.
(6) u-anni darwlSi men zdu(')te s'ilun 'al guydänäni d-bayta I and these der-
vishes from their.fear they.plaster on walls of.house / 'and out of fear, these
dervishes pressed themselves to the walls of the palace' (Merx 10.17)
In most clauses with fronted prepositional phrases, the subject follows the
verb. Whether this position is triggered by the prepositional phrase is diffi-
cult to say, because in most clauses the subject represents either a given
topic (8, 9, 11) or an indefinite new topic (10), i.e., functions that are typi-
cal for postverbal subjects. In ex. 1 the subject seems to be a definite new
topic, which usually occurs in preverbal position. However, it is quite pos-
sible that the subject is inferrable from a previously mentioned topic.
Note that in a number of clauses the fronted prepositional phrase consists
of a place or time phrase with an attributive demonstrative pronoun. These
phrases nearly always occur with postverbal subjects. It is possible to inter-
pret these prepositional phrases as regular sentence adverbs, but the consist-
ent VS order, as well as the assertive focus of the phrase, suggests that
these adverbial phrases can better be seen as fronted verbal complements
than as sentence adverbs with a basic clause initial position (cf. 8.2.9).
Ex. 12 from Duval's texts seems to be of a different character. The new
focus of the clause is more likely on the postverbal subject phrase than on
the preverbal cognate object or the clause-initial prepositional phrase. The
latter has to be regarded as a sentence adverb.
(7) b-hô gibâ (')xi(r)nâ ki yâtbâ baktâ d-âhâ qänbä Ikes kälo / in-that side
other HAB she.sits wife of-that godfather next.to bride / 'On the other side
is the wife of the godfather seated, next to the bride' (Merx 20.15).
(8) 'am Alâhâ xderri Nox I with God he.walked.around Noah / 'And Noah
walked with God' (Gen. 6:9)7S
(9) b-hô qaytä d-(')tilan men Ikeslokon, mre'lan tluntan I in-that summer REL-
we.went from from.you, we.fell.sick three.of.us / In that summer when we
left you, all three of us fell sick' (50/10/82A7)
(10) men îlânâ (')teli môtâ, u-men llânâ d-slîbâ qaddlilâ (')telon xayyi u-
purqânâ I from tree it.came dead, and-from tree of.cross holy they.came
life(pl) and-salvation / 'From the tree came death, and from the tree of the
holy cross came life and salvation' (HS 5.22)
75. Note that BT here follows Hebrew order, but that in CS constituent order is different:
w-spar Nox l-Alâhâ.
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(11) b-hô zâbnâ nexli Smu'êl / in-that time he.died Samuel / 'At that time
Samuel died' (HS 102.5)
(12) gou (ran qoulloug ki yavélla ô dîna ârz vldi min ïdou I in Iran fee HAB
he.gives.it that.one REL.it.is lawsuit it.comes against his.hand76 / 'In Iran
the one who is prosecuted has usually to pay the fee, ' (Duval 51.19)
8.3.6 Conclusions
Fronting of verbal complements may mark two different pragmatic func-
tions: (i) contrastive or assertive focus of the verbal complement, to be dis-
tinguished from verbal complements in postverbal position with new focus;
(ii) topic function of direct and indirect object, a function that is usually
performed by the subject phrase.
In the first function, the fronted complement directly precedes the verbal
form, in the second, the object phrase may precede other object phrases.
In Merx and Socin, clauses with fronted object and explicit subject are
rare, whereas in Bedjan's texts this type of clause occurs regularly, mostly
with SOV order. Clauses with fronted prepositional phrases tend to follow
VS order in Bedjan's texts as well as in Merx and Socin. In ZdB not so
many clauses with fronted verbal complements occur as in the other texts,
but when present, the same pragmatic marking is indicated.
A considerable number of fronted objects in Bedjan's texts consist of
cognate objects that do not seem to perform contrastive or assertive focus
functions. Persian influence might account for this phenomenon, because in
Persian many composite verbs occur, consisting of an object followed by a
verbal form. These have SOV order as their basic order type.
8.4 Other orders
8.4.1 Introduction
The orders described above, the basic orders and the variations resulting
from the fronting of verbal complements can be further varied by adding
extra- and intra-clausal constituents. These constituents precede or follow
the clause, or are inserted inside the clause without becoming part of
the clause itself. Pre-clausal constituents usually are assigned theme or
addressee functions, intra- and post-clausal constituents are assigned tail
function. The relationship between the extra-clausal constituents and the
constituents inside the clause can be expressed in several ways.
76. Maclean: 'abed 'arz men Ida d- 'to prosecute' or 'to appeal against'
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First, the constituent is referred to inside the clause by a coreferential
suffix that is attached to one of the noun phrases inside the clause. Second,
the extra-clausal constituent is resumed inside the clause by a resumptive
nominal phrase. Third, intra- and post-clausal constituents are introduced
by ya'ni 'that is'. In these three cases, the extra-clausal constituent cannot
be interpreted other than as being outside the clause itself, because the
phrase is not grammatically related to the verbal form.
However, because in LUA the verb always carries suffixes that refer to
the subject and in some cases to definite direct objects, all subject and defi-
nite object phrases that occur at the 'edges' of a clause can theoretically be
interpreted as extra-clausal constituents. In this section a few clause types
are discussed in which the subject- or object-like phrase can be considered
to be extra-clausal, but perhaps need not be.77
8.4.2 Clauses with pre-clausal constituents and explicit reference
In this type of clause, the pre-clausal constituent is referred to inside the
clause by a pronominal suffix attached to one of the noun phrases. This
may be the subject as well as to the object phrase, whereas one example is
found in which a pronominal suffix is attached to a preposition. The pre-
clausal constituent represents the theme of the clause, 'the universe of dis-
. -70
course .
In Merx and Socin only a few examples of this phenomenon have been
found, whereas Bedjan seems to have been rather fond of the construction.
In the first three examples, the coreferential suffix is attached to the subject,
and the subject phrase consists of a more specific 'part' of the pre-clausal
constituent (13). In the following example (4), the pre-clausal constituent is
connected to the object by a coreferential suffix.
In ex. 5, no coreferential suffix is present, but the object in the clause
states the connection between the pre-clausal phrase and the rest of the
clause. In this case, a sentence adverb precedes the theme constituent,
which is rather unusual.79 In the last example the pre-clausal consituent is
referred to by a suffix attached to a preposition. This preposition is not em-
77. An important feature of extra-clausal constituents in other languages is their being
separated from the rest of the clause by an intonation break. However, the written corpus
does not allow many inferences with regard to intonation. Occasionally commas are em-
ployed to denote intonation breaks, but their employment does not seem to be very indicative
of extra-clausal constituents, particularly not in the texts of Merx and Socin.
78. Dik 1978/1981: 19.
79. Perhaps the adverb ba(t)r hädä, which is employed frequently, serves more as a sen-
tence connective than as a sentence adverb.
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ployed with the pre-clausal phrase, which yields a further argument for its
position outside the clause itself (6).
Note that in the first five examples, the extra-clausal phrase is connected
to the constituent inside the clause that performs topic functions, be subject
or object. This indicates that a theme function has to be distinguished from
a topic function.80
( 1 ) u-anni urxâti ( ')xi(r)ni kul minne xa mânat hi yahbï l and-these guests other
all.of.them a rouble HAB they.give / 'And all the other guests usually give
a rouble' (Merx 17.2)
(2) Sâtânâ, 'aynuhy là t'ennon hî Adam u-hl Xâwâ d-îwâw.. / Satan, his.eyes
not they.bore on Adam and.on.Eve REL.they.were / 'Satan did not take his
eyes away from Adam and Eve, that were..' (HS 5.2)
(3) Smu'êl axcon d-sebli, yâluhy la jwejlon m'ayk dlyuhy bl zdu'tâ d-Marya
Alaha I Samuel when REL-he.aged, his.sons not they .moved like him in
fear of-Lord God / 'Samuel's sons, when he became old, did not fear the
Lord God as he did' (HS 89.21)
(4) ho bronê bukra semmuhy muteblon Qä'in / this their.son oldest his.name
they.give Cain / Their oldest son they called Cain' (HS 7.10)81
(5) bä(t)r hädä anni ktuyâti (')xi(r)ni xâ hahlà(h) qâ yâlâ / after that these writ-
ings other one she.gives to boy / 'As for these writings, she later gives one
of them to the young man' (Socin 34.4)
(6) kou äga dehâvit gou soûla drayâttou, y an avid dfwan allé, y an ogézlê ha
spâih tomba avid biyou hâkim doutra / every agha REL-mixes in affair of
his.subjects, or he.does lawsuit to.them, or he.troubles.him, a good punish-
ment SUB.he.does to.him ruler of.country / 'As to an agha that interferes in
the affairs of his subjects, or sues them, or troubles them, the ruler of the
country ought to give him severe punishment' (Duval 52.4-7)
8.4.3 Clauses with pre-clausal object-like constituents
In a few clauses a fronted object is separated from the verb by the subject.
Because usually subjects precede fronted objects, I assume that these ob-
jects are pre-clausal rather than fronted, and that they perform theme rather
than topic functions (cf. 8.3.4). In the first example (1), the object-like
phrase resumes the theme of the preceding lines.82 The object phrase in the
80. For clauses in which the clause ini t ial constituent can theoretically be interpreted ei-
ther as as theme or as topic, see 8.3.4.
81. Compare HS 93.22, in a subordinate clause: cunki go bnunuhy, xâ mennê pn-
$uhy=(')wen malkä qä gânï / because among his.sons, one of.them chosen=I.am king for
myself/ 'because one of his sons I have chosen to become king'.
82. Note that no pronominal reference is present in the clause. Because the phrase is defi-
nite this is a problem for either interpretation, whether the constituent is pre-clausal or
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second example (2), is followed by a known topic, the subject, which
makes a second preverbal topic unlikely. Note further that the first phrase,
although definite, has not been mentioned before. It is likely that the 'book
of the blessing' is so well known to the listeners that the preceding descrip-
tion of a marriage presupposes this book. Both clauses, therefore, can be
explained as consisting of a pre-clausal theme phrase, followed by the
clause itself.
(1) kullê anni mindiyâni d-xîyutâ d-jullâ hê 'bîdtâ=(y)lâ yam aha kalo I all
these things of-needlework of clothes she made=she.is that.is this bride /
'All these clothes and linen she, the bride, has made herself' (Merx 22.5)
(2) up âha ktâbâ d-bäraktä qäsä kl zähinni qä xä (')näSä qat / also this book
of-blessing priest HAB he.sells.it to a man REP / 'This book of the mar-
riage liturgy the priest sells to someone,..' (Merx 20.16)
8.4.4 Clauses with intra-clausal sentence adverbs
In a limited number of clauses the order of subject and sentence adverb is
reversed. The description of these clauses presents some difficulties. Either
the subject is in pre-clausal position and performs theme instead of topic
functions, or the sentence adverb is placed inside the clause. In none of the
examples found thus far, is the subject a clear thematic phrase, so I tend to
think that a preclausal position of the subject is less likely in this clause
type.
What might be the function of the inserted sentence adverb? The exam-
ples found thus far suggest that with this order the complete clause is more
assertive. Most of the examples occur at the beginning of a new paragraph
(1, 3, 5, 6), whereas the clauses in exx. 2 and 4 are not directly connected
with other clauses and stand by themselves. The long inserted 'sentence
adverb' in ex. 2 is the only example of an inserted sentence adverb with a
relative clause dependent on it. In ex. 3, the sentence adverb consists of a
prepositional phrase. In ex. 6 a fronted object follows the inserted sentence
adverb.
( 1 ) trê (')nâsi dlyan xâ yumâ 'bidliin pikïr Ikes gânê / two people of-us one day
they.did thought to themselves / 'These two of our people one day thought
to themselves..' (Socin 12.6)s3
fronted. However, one might assume that lack of pronominal reference is less of a problem
for extra-clausal constituents than for fronted definite objects. Another possibility is that the
pronominal reference was not adequately represented in Syriac script: hê 'hîdtâ=(v)/a (he
widt-e-la] can also be interpreted as hê 'bidtê=(y)lâ, i.e., she made.them=she.is.
83. So also: xâ xân xâ yumâ hi:âlâ=(h)wâ / 'A certain khan one day went..' (Merx 12.5).
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(2) aha Jansultan brâtâ d-malkâ hê (')dâna d-xzilâ(h) men rixqâ bi'täyä xä
jwanqä räbä sâpïrâ har gô xzaytu(h) uxcä b'ilä(h) Islili blebbu(h) u-men
'asqu(h) men 'isrä dukäni qti'lä(h) tiktu(h)] / this Jansultan daughter of-
king that time REL-she.saw from afar coming a young man very beautiful
just in her.looking so she.wanted [..] / 'This Jansultan, the daughter of the
king, when she saw this very beautiful young man coming, she wished very
much [that he..]' (Merx 5.13-15)
(3) up abâhâti d-Surâyi b-dôri qädlmi bus ki massemmï bâlâ l-madrâsâ qä
yâli I also fathers of-Syrians in-ages ancient very HAB they .put mind to-
schools for children / 'The Syrian fathers also, in the ancient times, paid
much attention to schools for children' (49/1/2A11)S4
(4) u-ruxih d-Marya men d-ho yumä srelä 'alluhy I and-spirit of-Lord from that
day it.dwelled on.him / 'And from that day, the spirit of the Lord came to
rest on him' (HS94.11)
(5) qidamta qemli Sa'ol npelli l-urxa, u-up Dâwld zi bâ(t)r hâdâ qemli pletli /
early.morning he.rose Saul he.fell on.road, and-also David also after this
he.rose he.left / 'Early in the morning Saul rose and took to the road, and
David also immediately rose to leave (HS 101.14)
(6) Smu'él ha men d-ho yumä, (')xi(r)nä hie pätih d-Sa'ol la xezyäli / Samuel
see from that day, again not.at.all his.face of.Saul not he.saw.it / 'From that
day on, Samuel did not see the face of Saul any more' (HS 93.19)
One example has been found in which a sentence adverb was inserted after
the clause-initial verb, preceding the postverbal subject. The context of this
clause suggests that it marks a turn of the discourse, even if no new para-
graph appears in the written text.
(7) u-ki âtyâ kul yumä xä baktä miskinta ki lablâ=(h)wâ laxmâ qâ gänuh / and-
HAB she.comes every day a woman poor she takes-PAST bread to her-
self / 'And every day there came a poor woman getting bread for herself'
(Merx 11.2)
8.4.5 Clauses with clause-end subjects
In all texts, clauses occur in which the subject appears at the end of the
clause, following one or more verbal complements. Whether or not such a
constituent has to be considered extra-clausal, depends on semantic and
pragmatic conditions, because there is no formal difference between the
two types of clauses.
Pragmatically, a post-clausal constituent can be expected to provide ad-
ditional information that is not necessary to understand the preceding
84. Cf. idem49/I/2B17.
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clause. A grammatical subject, on the contrary, belonging to the clause it-
self, provides necessary topical information. Clauses with clause-end sub-
jects can be expected to resemble clauses with VS order, in which the sub-
ject refers to a new indefinite topic or to a given topic. If indeed such
clauses resemble VS clauses, the most likely explanation of such an order is
that the verbal complement is felt to be part of the verbal phrase itself, be-
ing a cognate object or another kind of lexically related complement. Thus,
the semantic characteristics of the verbal complement may indicate whether
or not the subject-like phrase is likely to be extra-clausal.
I will first present a number of clauses with post-clausal constituents.
They follow verbal complements that are not lexically connected to the
verb, and they provide additional information that is not essential to the
understanding of the clauses. Either the subjects are known already to the
listeners/readers, or the exact nature of the subject is not directly relevant.
In the first example (1), the post-clausal constituent gives additional in-
formation on a given topic, whereas in the other clauses (2-5) the prime
function of the postponed subject seems to be resumptive.85 In ex. 4, both
functions are combined. Note that all types of verbal complements may pre-
cede the subject: indefinite (1) and definite (3) patients, prepositional
phrases (1 ,2 , 5), and infinitival complements (4). In ex. 5 an adjectival
complement precedes the prepositional complement.
It is interesting to note that this type of post-clausal constituents occurs a
few times in Bedjan's texts, whereas the two other types of post-clausal
constituents (cf. 8.4.7-8) seem to be absent from his works.
(1) // rappl Ida men sbârâ u-lirqâdâ bl zurna dâwulâ trê dästi up bnäti up
bâktâti [..] I not they.throw hand from dance and to-leap on pipe drum two
bands also daughter also women [..] / 'They didn't refrain from dancing
and leaping on the music of two bands of pipes and drums, girls,
women,...' (Merx 20.4)
(2) u-ki yâtbl 'al xâ supâ kâlo u-xitna I and-HAB they.sit on a rug bride and
bridegroom / 'And they sit on a rug, the bride and the bridegroom' (Merx
20.13)
(3) u-kijami'lah kulla aha säbaxtä ähä (')näsä / and-HAB he.gathers.it all.of.it
wedding.gift.of.money this man / 'And so this man gathers all the wedding
gifts [consisting of money]' (Merx 19.17)
(4) u-bä(t)r hädä ki qêml liswärä u-lirqâdâ anni bnäti up kälunyäti up bäktäti /
and-after that HAB they.stand to-dance and-to-leap these daughters also
brides also women / Thereafter they rise to dance and leap, these girls, and
women young and old' (Merx 22.8)
85. See also Merx 6.13, 9.17, and 3.7.
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(5) peslon mâ't b-àhâ sâhdtà qaddïstâ Lusïmâkos u-Prïmos / they.became sur-
prised at-that saint holy Lusimachos and Primos / They were much sur-
prised by this holy saint, Lusimachos and Primos' (VdS 253.6)
In the remaining clauses with clause-end subjects, it is more likely that
these are true grammatical subjects in clauses with a basic VS order. The
majority of these clauses are employed to introduce a new topic (1-3, 5). In
ex. 4 the subject resumes an earlier topic of the discourse, whereas in ex. 6,
the subject is partly resuming and partly new. Both are regular functions of
VS clauses. Note that in ex. 5 the postponed subject is followed by an addi-
tional prepositional phrase, which makes it unlikely that the subject is out-
side the clause. The fact that all examples come from narrative texts, and
that no examples occur in Duval's edition, provides a further indication that
these clauses are to be compared with VS clauses, which are also frequent
in narrative clauses and uncommon in essayistic texts.
However, among these examples there are only two verbal complements
that can safely be interpreted as lexically connected to the verb, i.e., exx. 4
and 7. The remaining examples suggest that two other characteristics of
verbal phrases may facilitate postponement of the subject. In exx. 1-6, the
verbal phrase consists of a verb of motion plus a preposition of direction.
Perhaps this type of prepositional complements are felt to be more closely
connected to the verb than other combinations of verb + prepositional
phrase.
Secondly, in exx. 1, 2, 3, 6, and 9, the prepositional phrase is consider-
ably shorter than the subject phrase, and in many of these the preposition
introduces a pronominal suffix rather than a noun phrase.86 In BT a few
examples are found of this order, but in all of them the order of Hebrew and
CS is the same.87 The type of inversion in ex. 8 — definite object and given
subject — is found only in this example; its pragmatic function is not clear.
(1) bâ(t)r xaccâ (')dânâ mtïlun 'alluhy xakmâ (')nâsi / after short time
they.arrived to.him some people / 'After a short time some people came to
him' (Merx 13.8)
(2) u-kipaltl qâmuhy (')nasi u-hnäti d-mätä / and-HAB they.go.out before.him
people and daughters of-village / 'and men and young women of the vil-
lage go out towards him' (Merx 18.5)
(3) b-hê (')dânâ d-mtilun l-tâmâ dm râbâ zdi'lun sâhab d-plitlon men li'ltix
'arbâ gânâti mari 'arb'â 'ayni / in-that time REL-they.arrived at-there very
much they.feared because they.went.out from.below four souls possesser.of
86. So also ZdB 50/IO/76BI7, 50/10/76A23, and 71/I2/90B35.
87. Gen. 8 : 1 1 , Ruth 2:14, Mat. 3:5, 4:10, and Mark 14:23.
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four eyes / 'When they arrived there, they became very much afraid, be-
cause from below four beings with four eyes came up' (Socin 4.2-6.1)88
(4) xâ yumâ bi'zâlâ=(h)wâ muydâli Mar Sargis u-Sâxâni I one day
going=they.are together, Mar Sargis and Shakhani / 'One day they went
out together, Mar Sargis and Shakhani' (Socin 42.12)
(5) b-si(n)tä d-1848 d-Mslxä, yä'ni, $e(n)tä d-'berrä, (')tilon l-atrâ d-Yunayted
Stayts 239.270 nuxrâyi, men atrâwâti d-Yorep / in-year of-1848 of-Mes-
siah, that is, year REL-it.passed, they.came to-country of-United States
229.270 strangers, from countries of Europe / 'In the year 1848 AD, i.e.,
last year, 229.270 strangers came to the country of the U.S. from the Euro-
pean countries' (49/1/6A26)
(6) u-ba(t)r d-preqli men tärusoh qibutä, 'berri gäwoh Nox b-ganuhy, u-
baktuhy, u-tlâ hnunuhy, Sêm, u-Xâm, u-Yapt, u-tlâ kälätuhy l and-after
that-he.finished from constructing ark, he.entered in.it Noah himself, and-
his.wife, and-three his.sons, Shem, and-Ham, and-Japheth, and-three
their.brides / 'And after he had finished building the ark, Noah himself, and
his wife, and his three sons, Shem, Ham and Japheth, and their three
brides.' (HS9.18)
(7) dreli qälä Maryä Alâhâ bl Adam I he.threw voice Lord God at Adam / 'The
Lord God called Adam' (HS 6.5)
(8) grlSali jedduhy Sâ'ol qat maxi=(h)waw=lih / he.took.it his.spear Saul REP
he.slays.him / 'Saul took his spear in order to kill him' (HS 99.19)
(9) u-(')merrih qâtuhy mala'kä / and-he.said to.him angel / 'And the angel said
to him' (VdS8.13)8"
8.4.6 Clauses with clause-end objects
In a limited number of clauses a direct object follows prepositional comple-
ments. In the second example the object is indefinite, whereas in the other
three it is definite. In case of definite objects, with a coreferential pronoun,
these constituents might be considered to be extra-clausal. As in clauses
with extra-clausal subjects, the function of an extra-clausal object-like con-
stituent should be additional to the preceding phrase and should not provide
essential information. Only in ex. 1 is this pragmatic condition met and can
the clause-end phrase be understood as a post-clausal tail constituent. The
direct object constitutes the topic of the discourse, and the prepositional
phrase the new focus of the clause.
In the three other clauses, the direct object is part of the new focus of the
clause, providing new salient information. In these clauses, therefore, the
object cannot be understood as being extra-clausal. It is more likely that the
88. The postponed subject here is in a subordinate clause. There is no indication that there
are any significant differences between constituent order patterns in main and subordinate
verbal clauses, cf. 8.1.3.
89. Cf. VdS 8.23: u-(')merrih Zkaryä qä mala'kä.
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various verbal complements are ordered according to the salient informa-
tion they provide. The constituent with the most salient information conies
last. In ex. 3 the order is exceptional in several ways. This is due to the or-
der in the Hebrew and CS original,90 although Bedjan has adapted this order
at one point: the prepositional phrase is put closer to the verb. Perhaps the
presence of the object suffix on the verb made this re-ordering unnecessary
for the direct object phrase.
( 1 ) bit xaytitlun 'aï r'uySuk rastä anni ktuyäti / FUT you.sew on shoulder right
these writings / 'You should sew these writings on your right shoulder'
(Socin36.17)
(2) baba d-yâlâ ki däri b-rïsuh xâ canqâ zuyzi / father of-boy91 HAB he.throws
onher.head [i.e., of the bride] a handful coins / 'The father of the young
man throws a handful of coins on her head' (Merx 17.9)
(3) curcerrali men 'alluk Mâryâ Alâhâ malkutih d-îsrâyil udyu yumâ /
he.tore.it from of-you Lord God his.kingdom of Israel this.very day / 'The
Lord God tore the kingdom of Israel away from you today' (HS 93.11)
(4) b-rähä zahmäti u-b-masräpi guri mexyêlan basmä b-lessânâ 'atüqä sab'à
dubäqi I in-very troubles and-in-expenses much we.stroke.them print in-
language old seven volumes / 'With much trouble and great expense, we
printed seven volumes in the old language' (VdS i.18)
8.4.7 Clauses with post-clausal constituents
In these clauses, a noun phrase is added to the clause. This extra-clausal
phrase supplies additional information on one of the constituents of the pre-
ceding core clause. This may concern the subject, as in exx. 1 and 2, or the
object, as in ex. 3. The rather complicated clause in ex. 4 is added because
of the tail constituent 'these groomsmen'. In all these clauses the tail con-
stituent cannot be interpreted as part of the core clause itself, because an
explicit subject or object is already present in the clause.
Neither in Bedjan's texts, nor in ZdB, have examples of this structure
been found. I assume that employment of this type of extra-clausal constitu-
ents is characteristic of a more informal kind of speech, which was avoided
by Bedjan and the missionaries.
(1) u-'birron tuluntê m'uydâli Be jan Jansultan up gurä d-malkä l and-
they.went the.three.of.them together, Bejan, Jansultan also officer of-king /
'And the three of them went together, Bejan, Jansultan and the officer of
the king' (Merx 9.16)
90. ISam. 15:28, Hebr: VSOXSa = CS = BT'93.
91. Merx translates'der Vater des Mädchens'. Maclean gives only 'boy' or 'child' foryató.
It is clear from other texts that yâlâ can also denote a young man, and thus refer to a bride-
groom, as in this clause, but it is highly unlikely that it refers to a young woman or a bride.
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(2) up ânâ zi ki ba'yinna(h) Xannâ Sôgol / also I also HAB I.want.her Khanna
Sogul / 'And 1, Khanna Sogul, want her as well..' (Socin 30.22)
(3) u-bâ(t)r hadâ qam yâ(h)bil âhâ âgâ zuyzi qâ d-âhâ Suyrâyâ miskinâ râbâ
zuyzi I and-after that PAST he.gives this Agha money to that Syrian poor
much money / 'And thereafter this Agha gave money to that poor Syrian,
very much money.' (Merx 13.13)
(4) bâ(t)r hâdâ am ( ')xi(r)ni anni tri( ')sar talmîdi kul xâ ki au jargu(h)y qat
qâ'im l-aqluhy d-läqit 'al d-anni skuyri d-âhâ bêta d-xluylâ hal d-kullê
parql anni musâxbi / after that these others these twelve disciples every one
HAB he.comes his.row REP he.rises to.his.feet to.he.gathers onto these
roofs of-this house of-marriage until all.of.them they.finished these,
groomsmen / 'Thereafter these others, these twelve disciples, every one of
them, when the turn comes for his row, rises to his feet to gather from the
table [?] in the house of the marriage until every one, every groomsmen,
has finished' (Merx 15:15)
8.4.8 Clauses with post-clausal constituents introduced by ya'ni
The most common way to add additional information to a clause, is to in-
sert phrases introduced by the Arabic loan ya'ni 'that is'. In Merx and
Socin's texts these phrases are very common, whereas in Bedjan's texts, as
well as in ZdB, they are rare. All constituents of the clause can be expanded
in this manner, and the phrases introduced by ya'ni may follow every con-
stituent. However, ya'ni phrases most often occur at the end of the clause.
Very often there is a semantic connection only between the phrase intro-
duced by ya 'ni and the phrase it comments on.
In the first five examples the subject phrase is expanded in different
ways. In the first example a pronominal subject is 'explained' at the end of
the clause (1), whereas in the second example (2), the postverbal subject is
followed by a prepositional phrase, and this is followed by the ya'ni phrase.
In ex. 3 the postponed subject is further elaborated upon in the ya'ni phrase.
In ex. 4, the extrapolated clause refers to a suffix on the subject phrase,
whereas in ex. 5 the phrase introduced by ya'ni explains a subject that has
not even been mentioned.
If the object phrase is expanded, the ya'ni phrase usually follows this
constituent, like in ex. 6, but may also be somewhat further away if the ob-
ject is fronted (7).
Phrases introduced by ya'ni can also be employed to expand preposi-
tional phrases (8) and sentence adverbs (9).
In the last three examples (10-13), the phrases introduced by ya'ni are of
a somewhat different type: they consist of independent additional constitu-
ents, rather than of additions to constituents inside the clause. Probably
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these clauses, of which there are very few, represent the spoken language
far more than the stylized literary language.
( 1 ) u-ba(t)r hâdâ ki paltï gô tar'à d-dartâ qâ sbärä xluylâ y a'ni anni musâxbi /
and-after that SUB they.go.out in door of.court for dancing wedding that.is
these groomsmen / 'And thereafter they, these groomsmen, enter the court-
yard for the wedding dance' (Merx 16.11-14)
(2) ba(t)r hâdâ ki âtl tayri men rixqä yä'ni 'urlä d-räwulä I after that HAB
they.come birds from afar that.is vulture of-deep.valley / 'Thereafter come
the birds from afar, i.e., the vultures from the mountain valleys' (Socin 5.8)
(3) 'bidlunplâsâ xâ muddat anni trê malki yâ'ni xâ Sun/un malkâ d-Qintâ [...],
up xâ malkâ zi Mammatsa(')h I they.made war a time these two kings
that.is a Surqus king of Qinta (that...], also a king yes Mammatsha / 'These
two kings made war for a certain period, king Surqus of Qinta |...|, with
king Mammatsha.' (Socin 8.13)
(4) uxcâ yarïktâ ki hôyâ sintê ya'ni äni (')nâsi d-Rustam / such long HAB it.is
their.sleep that.is these people of-Rustam / 'So long is their sleep, i.e., that
of Rustam's people' (Merx 4.3)
(5) up min Tabriz yä'ni Ärimnäyi ki all I also from Tabriz that.is Armenians
HAB they.come / 'Also from Tabriz they, i.e., the Armenians, come'
(Socin 18.21)
(6) u-sqillon l-pummê xâ zapiskâ yä'ni up xâ pyâlâ d-xamrâ I and.they.took to-
their.mouths a zapiska that.is a cup of wine / 'And they brought to their
mouths a 'zapiska', i.e., a cup of wine' (Socin 44.1)92
(7) upxamrâ stilan yâ'ni mmpâniskâ /also wine they.drank that.is champagne/
'They also drank wine, i.e., champagne' (Socin 44.12)
(8) mijed bit qaymân bit âza(l)n Ikesluhy yâ 'ni Ikes Rustam / truly FUT I(f).rise
towards.him that.is towards Rustam / 'I certainly will go to him, to
Rustam' (Merx 2:2)93
(9) b-si(n)ta d-lX48 d-MsIxa, yä'ni si(n)tä d-'berra, (')tilon l-atra d-Yunayted
Stayts 239.270 nuxrâyi men aträwäti d-Yorep I in-year of-1848 AD, that is
year REL.it.passed, they.went to.country of.United States 239.270 stran-
gers from countries of-Europe / 'In the year 1848 AD, i.e., last year,
239.270 strangers came to the U.S. from the European countries' (49/1/
6A26)94
(10) u-ki gârsï hallo kullê (')nâsï yâ'ni qâlâ râhâ râmâ / and-HAB they .pull
'halla', that.is sound very.high / 'And all people shout 'halla', a very loud
cry' (Merx 18.20)
(11) u-ânî zarbâzi d-Sâmtrsak ki rappî nïsanqâ yâ'ni 'al d-anni diSminni / and-
these soldiers of-Shamirshak HAB they.throw sign that.is on-these ene-
92. So also in Merx 21.12, Socin 16.1, 36.11
93. So also in Merx 2.5, Socin 8.20, 12.1, 14.13, 28.16.
94. Id. Merx 4.19
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mies / 'And these soldiers of Shamirshak are always aiming at these en-
emies' (Socin 2.12)
(13) Iman d-[...] am ki dabqï b-ldê dm quyà yä'ni qalxäne u-up saype*^ / when
[..] they HAB take in-their.hand very strong that.is their.shields and-also
their.swords / 'When [..], they take in their hands their shields and also
their swords' (Socin 2.11)
8.4.9 Conclusions
Extra-clausal constituents, performing theme and tail functions, play a rela-
tively important role in LUA clause structure. In a considerable number of
clauses, extra-clausal constituents are clearly distinguished from fronted
and postponed clause-internal constituents. In clauses with clause-end sub-
jects, this difference is not always clear.
Apart from the difference in function between pre-, intra- and post-
clausal constituents, another characteristic of clause-external constituents
has come to light. The use of pre-clausal constituents, especially when re-
ferred to inside the clause by a pronominal suffix in the subject or object
noun phrase, seems to belong to a higher, more literary, level of speech.
These types of clauses occur notably more often in Bedjan's writings. On
the other hand, the use of post-clausal constituents seems to be restricted to
informal, more or less spontaneous speech and writing and occurs far more
often in the texts edited by Merx and Socin than in the other texts.
8.5 Negative clauses
8.5.1 Introduction
Negative clauses are composed by adding the negative marker la to the ver-
bal form. The particles bet and ki are replaced by the negative marker,
which then becomes //, whereas the past marker qam is the only particle
that regularly occurs between the negative marker and the verbal form.96
One should note, however, that there is a strong tendency to employ // with
all forms of the SUB stem, thus including its jussive and subordinate uses.97
95. In Syriac script: saypay.
96. Cf. 6.7, Nöldeke 1868: 349-51, Maclean 1895: 88-9, and Marogulov 1976: 47-8
(§57). Compare also Stoddard 1855: 44, who mentions Ia het as being the 'emphatic' alterna-
tive for /;'.
97. So already Stoddard 1855: 44, 'Vulgar usage sometimes employs li instead of la with
the subjunctive', and Nöldeke 1868: 303, who notes a parallel employment of ki in condi-
tional and subordinate clauses.
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If subject or object phrases are negated, certain adjectives precede the
noun phrase. However, these adjectives should be complemented by the
negative marker preceding the main verbal forms.
8.5.2 Negation of the verbal phrase
The negative marker precedes the main verb, and thus is preceded by sen-
tence connectives, sentence adverbs, explicit preverbal subjects, and
fronted verbal complements. Although other constituents can be negated as
well (cf. the following paragraph 8.5.3), the examples show that the condi-
tions for negation of other elements are different from those at work in
English.
In the first two examples, the negative marker opens the clause, followed
by the main verb with its pre- and suffixes (1,2). In all the other examples,
the negative marker is preceded by an explicit subject (3, 5, 6, 8), by a
prepositional phrase (7), or fronted object (9), and by sentence adverbs (4,
6). Note that in a few clauses, the English translation needs a negation with
other parts of the clauses, rather than with the verb (3, 4).
In all text types, clauses with a negation have the negative marker in the
position directly preceding the verbal form.98 Whether or not this particle
has to be seen as a clitic is difficult to say. In Duval's texts, la or // usually
has no main accent, whereas in Socin it is regularly given with main stress.
The verbal form is usually stressed as well, but sometimes follows without
main stress."
(1 ) // mäset d-aze(l)t / not you.are.able to.you.go / 'You cannot go' (Merx 3.4)
(2) là qam mâcixlâh I not PAST he.finds.her / 'He did not find her' (Merx 6.6)
(3) midri xisli xabrâ qâ malkâ qat up xä men zarbâzuk la sbiqli I again it.came
message to king REP also one of your.soldiers not he.left / 'Again the mes-
sage reached the king that not one of his soldiers was left' (Merx 9.4)
(4) hammâsâ li basrl zuzi minnu(h)y / always not they.want money(pl) from,
him / 'There is never money wanting from him' (Socin 28.9)
(5) axton u-kuüäh dunyi li mäsiton d-makliton=li / you(pl) and all.of.it world
not you(pl).are.able to-you.withholding=me / 'You, or the whole world,
will not be able to withhold me' (50/10/76B27)
(6) hi halhattâ Mâryâ Alâhâ li tâleb men kulluntan qat... / yes, certainly Lord
God not he.asks from us.all REP / 'Of course the Lord God does not ask
from all of us that..' (VdS ix.23)
98. Compare Gen. 3:4, in which the negative marker precedes the object: lä memyätä bet
mêtïton / no dead FUT you.die / 'You certainly will not die..'. This order is due to constituent
order in Hebrew and CS.
99. Compare Socin 29.9: hämmäsä lé bqsrih züizi minnû with Socin 35.2: äna if yattin.
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(7) qat men bâ(t)r menriî li 'âhdetton zâ'yà y all I REP from after from.me not
you.do.them youngster my.children / '.. that after me, you will not harm100
my children (HS 102.2)
(8) hin yóuqra demalyat le nàpil al miskini / then weight of.taxes not it.falls on
poor/ 'Then the weight of the taxes will not fall on the poor' (Duval 34.12)
(9) hâ muta le âmsih misqih I a verb not they.are.able they.raise / 'Not one
verb they can conjugate' (Duval 41.20)
8.5.3 Negation of other constituents
The adverbs cou 'any', 'no', 'nothing', or hie, 'no', 'never', 'not at all', are
employed adjectivally to negate noun phrases. If a verbal forms follows,
this should be negated as well. The last form, hie, can also be employed to
strengthen the negation of the verbal form.""
In the first example (1), from Merx, an indefinite object is negated by hij,
whereas in the example from Socin, hij strengthens the negation of the verb
(2). This is also the case in the example from ZdB (3). In the examples
from HS (4, 5) a subject phrase is negated by cu, just as in ex. 6, from
Duval. In the second example from Duval (7), the subject noun phrases are
negated by /a.102 Again, the verbal form as well is preceded by là.
(1) hij kar la 'hidli qâtuhy / not.at.all work not it.did to.him / 'It did not work
at all with him' (Merx 3.14)
(2) ïnâ âdîya hij li xasbâ=(h)wâ qâ ximyânu(h) u-qâ xmâtu(h) / but now
not.at.all not she.considers=PAST to.her.father.in.law and-to her.mother.
in.law / 'but now she did not consider her parents-in-law at all' (Socin
38.20)
(3) hij la 'âbdet sahr haï qêdamtâ I not.at.all not you.do patience till morning /
'let not wait till the morning,..' (50/10/82B17)
(4) qat (')xi(r)n eu darmânâ kar li 'âbed blyê I in.order.that other no poison
work not.HAB it.does to.them / '[..], so that no other poison would work in
them' (HS 88.13)
(5) läzem (')näSä là yâmi, u-lâ qâbil cu nedrâ, u-lâ 'âbed cu qôlâ, d-lâ
taxmuni, u-d-lâ baquri bi yâd'âni d-sar'at I it.is.necessary men not
he.swears, and-not he.takes any oath, and-not he.does any promise, REL-
100. It is uncertain what 'hädä zä'yä should mean. Md gives for zä'ya 'the young of an
animal or bird'. From the context it seems that something like 'harass', 'harm' is intended.
Perhaps the noun is related to the verbal stem zyâyâ (zy*). Md: 'to move' (Alqosh), 'to fear'
(Tur 'Abdin).
101. Cf. Stoddard 1855: 171, Nöldeke 1868: 350-1, and Maclean 1895: 161.
102. The negative marker la may be employed to negate substantive nouns and adverbs as
such, so Maclean 1895: 241. Perhaps these negative noun phrases may be interpreted in the
same way.
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not considering and.REL.not.asking from those.who.know of.law / 'One
should not swear, nor take any oath, nor make any promise, without think-
ing about it, or without inquiring of people who know the law' (HS 92.8)
(6) oup in fou gçna la pâlta kislou / also when no sin not it.goes.out to.him /
'also when no crime at all is brought against him' (Duval 49.2)
(7) in [..], hina la seh ou la asiratti lamsih douz gisqih.. / if [..], then no Sheikh
and no tribes not.they.are.able right they.look.at.. / 'If [..], then no Sheikh
and no tribes can really look at..' (Duval 74.18)
8.5.4 Conclusions
Negative clauses do not differ in their overall syntactic structure from af-
firmative clauses, except for the negative marker la or // preceding the ver-
bal form. This particle can hardly be considered a separate word, and may
be better considered to be one of the clitics that are closely connected to the




As was the case with copular clauses, two main types of interrogative ver-
bal clauses are to be distinguished, i.e., clauses to which the answer should
be 'yes' or 'no', thus, clauses without an interrogative pronoun or adverb,
and interrogative clauses with these interrogatives, called WH-questions.
The latter category is somewhat better represented in the texts than the
former. These WH-questions may also occur as embedded questions.
8.6.2 Yes-no questions
In all texts yes-no questions are rather rare. In Merx and Socin no examples
occur at all. In ZdB and BT a number of examples of yes-no questions oc-
cur, just as in Bedjan's texts. The examples in ZdB (1, 2) and BT (3) do not
differ from those in Bedjan (4-6); in all questions of this type the same
clause orders occur that were described for main, affirmative clauses. Thus
clause order is not employed to mark interrogative clauses.103 The inter-
rogative character of clauses in written texts is marked by context, question
marks, and in case of ex. 2, by the extra-clausal question marker qâmu.
103. Cf. Nöldeke 1868: 352.
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Note that both pre- and postverbal subjects occur in yes-no questions.
The position of these subjects seems to be dependent on other factors than
the interrogative character of the clause.
( 1 ) haw d-layt=lih (y)di'tâ, ki mâsi d-mâlep (y)di'tâ qâ (')xi(r)nâ? I that.one
REL-not.is.is=to.him knowledge, HAB he.is.able to.teach knowledge to
others / 'He that does not have knowledge, is he able to teach knowledge to
others?' (49/1/1A20)
(2) qâmu, xurâyl ki zâde' lyob men Alâhâ? / why, in vain HAB. he.fears Job
from God / 'Is it in vain that Job fears God?' (71/12/90A32)
(3) Ina Pllätos juwebli u-(')merri, ba'yîton d-sâren qatôkon malkâ d-
Y(h)udayil I but Pilate he.answered and-he.said, you.want REP-I.release
to.you king of-Jews? / 'But Pilate answered and said: "Do you want me to
release for you the king of the Jews?" ' (Mark 15.9)
(4) xâ tâqâ debSâ t'emlï, but d-häw läzem méten? I a bit honey I.tasted, about
that it.is.necessary I.die? / 'I tasted a bit of honey, and therefore should 1
die?' (HS92.1)
(5) d'ayk, Yonâtân, d-îli purquhy ïsrüyêl, bet mâ'et? I really,104 Jonathan,
REL-he.is savior Israel, FUT he.dies? / 'Does Jonathan, who is Israel's
savior, really have to die?' (HS 92.2)
(6) nexlâ qaddïstâ Pibronyä b-se(n)tä d-Mafan 305? / she.died saint Pibronya
in-year of-Lord 305? / 'Did St. Pibronya die in 305 AD?' (VdS 253.20)
8.6.3 WH-questions
Not very many interrogative clauses occur in the predominantly narrative
texts of Socin, Merx and Bedjan. In ZdB and in Bedjans' texts edited by
Duval, which are somewhat more essayistic, interrogative clauses occur
more often.
The pragmatic characteristic of interrogative clauses of this type is
that the constituent with the interrogative constitutes the main focused part
of the clause, whereas the rest of the clause is of topical nature. The inter-
rogative character of the clause is further stressed by the fact that in un-
marked interrogative clauses, the focused part of the clause precedes the
topical part, whereas in affirmative clauses the order is topic < focus.
This is characteristic of focus constructions, as they have been discussed in
in 7.4 and 7.7. The difference between focus constructions in verbal and
copular clauses is the fact that in verbal clauses the focused part of the
clause is marked only by its clause initial position, not by an accompanying
copula.
104. Cf. Md: dâ'k 'an expostulation asserting a fact which is denied'.
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The fact that a sentence adverb and a preverbal subject may follow the
interrogative indicates that there is a special clause initial position for the
interrogative, rather than that the interrogative occupies the preverbal focus
position for verbal complements. However, not very many interrogative
clauses occur in which sentence adverbs or subjects precede the verb.
In ex. 1, a verb follows the interrogative, whereas in ex. 2 a subject pre-
cedes the verb. In exx. 3 and 4, an adverbial interrogative is employed. In
most questions the interrogative represents (7, 9) or is part of (5, 6) one of
the constituents of the clause, being the subject (5, 6) or the direct object (7,
8,9).
(1) qâmo zad'ak / why SUB.we.fear / 'Why should we be afraid?' (Socin 6.8)
(2) qämudi zigä ki äbed qälä rämä I why bell HAB it.does sound loud / 'Why
does a bell have such a loud sound?' (50/10/79A50)
(3) d'âki (h)wili I how he.was / 'How did he?' (Merx 4.11)
(4) aykâ bit âz(l)îtun / where FUT you.go / 'Where are you going?' (Merx
10.6)
(5) ênl minnôkun ki mâsi d-azil men d-âhâ säbtä (fat.. / which of.you(pl) HAB
he.is.able to.go from that old.woman in.order.to / 'Which of you can go
with that old woman to..' (Merx 2.19)
(6) kmâ kôkbi tâ'ayyâ ki âz(l)ï 'am ar'â / how.many stars wandering HAB
they.go with earth, [..]? / 'How many planets go together with the earth,
[..]?' (49/1/7 A31)105
(7) mä mudl qusiqli go karma I but what he.saw in vineyard / 'but what did he
see in the vineyard?' (Merx 4.13)
(8) mut cârâ bit 'âbdïton qä d-ähä (')näsä j what remedy FUT you.do for that
man? / 'What measures you will take against that man?' (Merx 9.7)
(9) mud (')merri qâtuk Mâryâ? I what he.said to.you Lord / 'What did the
Lord say to y ou?' (HS 88.1)
In WH-questions, pre-clausal constituents may occur. The theme constitu-
ent precedes the interogative pronoun or adverb, and may be referred to in-
side the clause by a subject suffix (10, 11) or an object suffix (12). In ex.
13, a prepositional phrase is extra-clausal and is not explicitly referred to in
the main clause.
(10) up âhâ sâbtâ, mudl 'hidla? I also this old.woman, what she.did / 'This old
woman, what did she do?' (Merx 1.13)
105. Note the parallel order pattern in a clause with kmâ that is not interrogative, but ex-
clamatory: kma sanatkari marit simma bit qêmiva gou outra! / how.many artisans pos-
sessor.of fame FUT they.stand.PAST in country / 'How many artisans would have appeared
in the country' (Duval 39.21). So also with extra-clausal theme constituent: hóukma dmalka
kmâ bit zât I power of-king how FUT it.gains / 'The power of the king, how would it gain'
(Duval 52.6).
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(11) bit mad'in qâtôkon but d-ahâ quptâ mudï ki 'âbda / FUT I.inform you(pl)
about that owl, what HAB she.does / 'I will tell you about this owl, what it
does' (Socin24.17)
(12) risouh móud mumrinni? I your.head what SUB.I.hurt.it? / 'Why should I
give you a headache?' (Duval 36.2)
(13) has Isope minih mittah? / therefore in.their.footprints who we.place / 'but
who are we going to put in their place?' (Duval 72.19)
8.6.4 Embedded questions
A few examples of embedded questions occur in the texts. With most of the
interrogative pronouns and adverbs no sentence connective is needed. In
the first example (1), the adverbial d'âkî 'how' is employed in this way, and
in the second (2), the adverbial mud 'what'. Note that in the first example
the explicit subject follows the verb.
(1) äzi(l)n xäzin d'äkl (h)wili Bejän I SUB.I.go SUB.1.see how he.was Bejan /
'I will go and see how Bedjan has been doing' (Merx 4.6)
(2) u-bet tänennuk mud läzim 'abdet / and-FUT I.tell.you what it.is necessary
you.do / 'And 1 will tell you what you should do' (HS 91.1)
8.6.5 Conclusions
In interrogative clauses, as in all clause types in LUA, constituent order pat-
terns are dependent on the pragmatic functions of the constituents. Thus, in
yes-no questions as well as in WH-questions, the devices of fronting and
postponing, as well as the use of extra-clausal constituents can be employed
as in main affirmative clauses. However, in WH-questions the usual order
of topic and focus is reversed. The focused part of the clause, which is the
part with the interrogative, precedes the topical part of the clause. Pre-




In LUA, imperative clauses consist of a verbal form based on the IMP
stem. Clauses of this type have no subject phrase, but the verb can be ex-
panded by all kinds of verbal complements. Contrary to the tendency in
most Semitic languages, imperative stems can be negated by the negative
marker la.
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8.7.2 Clauses with basic order
The basic constituent order type in imperative clauses is that in which
the verbal phrase is the initial constituent of the clause. The majority of
imperative clauses in my corpus follows this pattern. The imperative
form is incidentally preceded by a sentence adverb or by the 'addressee',
parts which should be considered to be extra-clausal. Addressee constitu-
ents may also follow the clause. The verbal form may be followed by
definite and indefinite direct objects, as well as by prepositional comple-
ments. No differences between the various text types are found; however,
the number of imperative clauses in Socin's and Bedjan's texts is rather
low.
In the first two examples from Merx, an addressee constituent precedes
( 1 ) or follows the verbal phrase and its complements (2). In ex. 3, an indefi-
nite object follows the verb. In the first example from ZdB (4), a definite
object follows the verb,106 whereas in ex. 5 an indirect object and an indefi-
nite direct object follow the verb.
In the first example from Bedjan a negative imperative is followed by a
prepositional phrase (6). In ex. 7, the verbal phrase consists of an impera-
tive followed by a subjunctive. This is a rather common way of expressing
exhortations. In the last example (8), a definite direct object extended by a
relative clause follows the verb.
(1) (')näsä miskinä qu(m)=luk l-hô gihâ / man poor rise=you to-that side /
'Poor man, come up to this side' (Merx 7.18).
(2) râbâ spâyl, zi'mun m'uydâli, a(n)t, u-Zâl / very good, go(pl) together, you,
and-Zal / 'O.K., go together, you and Zal' (Merx 3.6)
(3) ädiyä drimun (')nasi l-urxati d- I now throw(pl) people to-roads
in.order.that- / 'Now, send people on the roads to..' (Merx 6.14)
(4) u-hammâsâ tkor anni himezmäni d-xlïxi I and.always remember these
words of.apostles / 'And always remember these words of the apostles'
(49/1/3B22)
(5) kul kmâ gâhi ktob qâ xâ mennê xâ ktâbâ / all as times write to one of.them
a letter/ 'Once every time, write a letter to one of them' (71/12/93A12)
(6) la nkop menril I not be.shy from.me / 'Do not be shy with me' (HS 88.2)
(7) (')merron, temon bänäk xä mdl(n)tâ,.. I they.said, come(pl) we.build a
city.. / 'They said: "Come, let us built a city.." ' (HS 12.10)
(8) tkoron an pahluwâni d-men qa(d)m mennaky / remember.them these ath-
letes REL-from before from-you / 'Remember these martyrs that preceded
you' (VdS249.17)
106. Note that the object suffix at the verbal stem, marking definite objects, is missing.
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8.7.3 Clauses with fronted verbal complements
A few imperative clauses occur in which verbal complements precede the
imperative verbal phrase. In the first example, from Merx, an indefinite ob-
ject phrase precedes the verbal phrase, because of assertive focus. In the
second example, the first phrase can be considered to be a pre-clausal
theme constituent, that is referred to inside the clause by the fronted, topi-
cal, demonstrative hâdâ. Although not very many examples of fronted or
extrapolated verbal complements with imperatives occur in the texts, it is
likely that that these devices are due to the same pragmatic factors that are
at work in affirmative clauses.107
(1) xâ pyâlâ xamrâ hablun sâti / a cup wine give.them SUB.he.drinks / 'Let
them give him a cup of wine to drink' (Merx 19.15)
(2) kul d'ayk d-bâsmâ=luk, hâdâ 'bod bïyuhy l all like REL-it.pleases.you, this
do to.him / 'Everything you want, do that to him' (HS 101.9)
8.7.4 Conclusions
Constituent order in clauses with imperatives, as in all other clause types in
LUA, is governed by the pragmatic functions of the clause and its constitu-
ents.
8.8 Summary and conclusions
8.8.1 The conditions governing LUA constituent order
In this chapter I have shown how the pragmatic functions of a clause con-
stitute the major factor for the ordering of the constituents. Four pragmatic
functions are being distinguished: topic, focus, theme, and tail.
The basic order of verb and object is VO, but it has proved difficult to
establish the basic order of subject and verb. The dominant order is SV, but
in a number of respects this order is marked vis-à-vis VS. At the same time,
there seems to be a tendency towards an unmarked SV order. To under-
stand the various pragmatically marked orders, a VS order constitutes a bet-
ter starting point than an SV order. Therefore, I propose to accept VS as
basic order of subject and verb. The fact that LUA has a basic postfield
107. Note that these findings differ somewhat from those of Kapeliuk (1992: 64-67), who
studied clauses with imperatives in Marogulov's grammar. In that corpus, she distinguished a
number of formal criteria that govern the position of direct and indirect object phrases vis-a-
vis the imperative. However, I think that most of these formal criteria can be reformulated as
resulting from the pragmatic functions of the phrases involved.
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character — dependents follow their heads — supports this view, because
most postfield languages have a basic VSO order.108
The various possible orders according to their pragmatic functions can be
summarized in the following template:101
theme I Se Sa Pi P2 V S O X I tail
The placement rules for the various constituents can be summarized as fol-
lows:
Verbal phrase
1. The verbal phrase110 always occupies position V
2. If, and only if, V is occupied by a verb, is the clause complete
Object
1. If the (direct) object provides new, salient information, it occupies
position O.
2. If the object is assigned contrastive or assertive focus functions, it oc-
cupies P2.
3. Cognate objects may occur in P2 without being assigned contrastive
or assertive focus functions.
4. If the object is assigned topic functions, it occupies Pi.
5. A definite object may be put in pre-clausal position, preceding a sub-
ject in Pi, to perform theme function.
6. A definite object may be put in post-clausal position, following other
verbal complements, to perform tail function.
Prepositional complements
1. If prepositional complements, including indirect objects, provide new,
salient information, they occupy position X. Position X can be filled
with more than one prepositional complement.
2. If a prepositional complement is assigned contrastive or assertive fo-
cus functions, it occupies P2.
3. If a prepositional complement is assigned topic functions, it occupies
Pi.
108. So Dik 1989: 346-55.
109. In this order two 'special positions' are presumed for LUA (cf. 1.4.2), one for topic
and one for focus functions. In clause order types like SOV and OOV both positions are
filled, and therefore they cannot be reduced to one position.
110. Cf. 6.9.
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4. In the sequence VOX, prepositional phrases and direct objects may
change places when the object provides more salient information than
the prepositional phrase.
5. Some types of verbal complements, especially with verbs of motion,
may occur as part of the verbal phrase rather than as a separate phrase.
Subject
1. If a subject is assigned given topic function, it usually occupies posi-
tion S.
2. If a subject is assigned new topic (indefinite) function, it usually oc-
cupies position S.
3. In case of verbal complements that are closely connected to the verbal
form (cf. above, prepositional complements no 5), the subject follows
the verbal complement.
4. If a prepositional phrase is in P2, the subject usually is in S.
5. If a subject is assigned contrastive or assertive topic function, it occu-
pies position Pi.
6. If a subject performs new topic function with definite nouns, it occu-
pies position Pi.
7. If assertive sentence focus is assigned to the clause, the subject occu-
pies position Pi.
8. If the verbal clause has a fronted cognate object, or if an object is
present in P2, the subject usually is in Pi.
9. Subjects with the functions described in nr. 1-3, may occupy position
Pi, especially in non-narrative and late-nineteenth- and twentieth-cen-
tury texts.
10. Definite subjects can be placed in post-clausal position to perform
tail function, providing additional information.
Sentence connectives and sentence adverbs
1. Sentence connectives and sentence adverbs occupy the first two posi-
tions (Sc/Sa) of the clause, regardless of which other positions are
filled. Usually not more than one sentence connective and one sen-
tence adverb occur in a clause. When the theme position is filled, usu-
ally no sentence connective is present, but if it is present, it may also
precede the theme constituent.
2. Sentence adverbs may occur in the second position of the clause, usu-
ally following the subject in Pi, to stress the assertive character of the
clause. In this position, the sentence adverb is not part of the clause
itself.
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Constituents without grammatical function
1. Constituents that are referred to inside the clause by a suffix attached
to a noun perform theme functions when in pre-clausa) position.
2. Additional information on subject, object, and prepositional phrases
can be placed in post-clausal position, in juxtaposition or introduced
by ya'ni.
In WH-questions the template is slightly different,
theme I Se Pi Sa P2 V S O X I tail
The constituent with the interrogative always occupies Pi position, which
in this template is the focus position. The usual clause pattern, without the
preverbal focus position, follows the constituent in Pi, in which the P2
postilion now represents the topic position. However, I have found only
very few examples of a subject in P2. The pre-clausal position is often filled
by a theme constituent.
8.8.2 Differences between copular and verbal constituent order types
The difference in morphology between copular and verbal clauses is re-
flected in a number of differences in the constituent order types. At the
same time, there are clear parallels between the constituent order patterns.
Two important points have to be mentioned.
The first is about the position of the subject. In verbal clauses the subject
can occupy two different positions: pre- and postverbal. The use of these
positions is governed by pragmatic factors, i.e., differences in the type of
topic function. In copular clauses, all types of topic functions are performed
by pre-predicate subjects. However, in both clause types, the pre-predicate
subject position is employed for contrastive and assertive topics. Both
clause types have a further possibility to place subjects in post-clausal posi-
tion to perform tail function in resumptive clauses.
Another issue that is of importance for the comparison between copular
and verbal clause patterns is the function of the special pre-predicate posi-
tion. In copular clauses, it is the Pi position that is employed in the focus
construction. In clauses with focus construction, this position is filled by
constituents that usually are not assigned focus functions, like subjects or
sentence adverbs, or by constituents that usually are assigned new focus
function, like prepositional phrases. The latter constituents in Pi position
are assigned contrastive or assertive focus. The Pi position is employed
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also to mark focus on the constituent with the interrogative in WH-ques-
tions.
In verbal clauses, Pi position is employed for special topic functions,
whereas verbal complements can be placed in P2 position to perform asser-
tive and contrastive focus. Thus, P2 position in verbal clauses has much the
same functions as Pi position in copular clauses, except for the fact that
subject and sentence adverbs cannot be marked for focus in this position.
The fact that verbal clauses employ a different construction for WH-ques-
tions indicates that the two positions are not entirely the same. In verbal
WH-questions, the constituent with the interrogative precedes all other con-
stituents, even subjects and sentence adverbs, like the constituent in Pi po-
sition in copular clauses. Thus, the function of Pi position in verbal WH
questions is parallel to Pi position in copular clauses, whereas in non-inter-
rogative verbal clauses P2 position is parallel to Pi position in copular
clauses.
8.8.3 The differences between the text types
With regard to constituent order patterns in verbal clauses a number of dif-
ferences between the three text groups appeared.
With regard to the position of the subject, the number of VS clauses in
Merx's texts is higher than in other texts. In Bedjan's texts the number of
VS clauses is lower than in Merx and Socin, although there is a difference
between narrative (higher VS) and non-narrative texts (lower VS).
The pragmatic conditions for fronting of object phrases in Bedjan's texts
are slightly different from that in the other texts. Cognate objects occur
more often in preverbal position than in the texts of Merx and Socin, also
when no contrastive or assertive focus has to be represented. This might be
due to Persian influence in which objects always precede the verb.
Extra-clausal constituents occur in different shapes in the different text
types. In the texts of Bedjan, pre-clausal constituents are rather common
and are always employed with coreferential pronouns in the core clause,
whereas in the texts of Merx and Socin, pre-clausal constituents occur less
frequently and the connection between the extra-clausal constituent and the
rest of the clause is not always clearly stated. On the other hand, post-
clausal constituents occur very seldom in Bedjan's texts, whereas they are
quite common in Merx and Socin, very often being introduced by ya'ni. In
ZdB both types of extra-clausal constituents are uncommon.
In general, the pragmatic conditions governing fronting of verbal com-
plements and subjects do not seem to vary significantly between the various
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text types. Only in BT, because of its adherence to constituent order in the
source languages, do deviating constituent order patterns occur. The latter
patterns testify to the fact that pragmatically conditioned constituent orders
can be more easily violated than grammatically conditioned patterns. The
clauses in BT are usually grammatically correct, even if pragmatically they





When taking the data of the historical and the linguistic chapters together, a
three-phase development of LUA can be distinguished. The first phase is
characterized by the introduction of the literary language by the American
Protestant missionaries; the second by a standardization of the literary lan-
guage and its general acceptance in wider circles than just those connected
to the Protestant mission, notably among the people connected to the
Lazarist mission; and the third by a further standardization of the written
language, mainly under influence of the Anglican mission. Although in all
three phases the Western missions played an important role, the acceptance
and active participation of the Assyrians were vital for the success of each
phase of the development. Some characteristics of each period will be
listed.
9.1.2 The initial period
In the first period, which opened with the start of the American Protestant
mission in November 1835, the spoken language of Urmia was shaped into
writing. This written language was employed in the newly established
schools, in which children and grown-ups for the first time learned to write
and read their own language. In this period, Perkins, the head of the mis-
sion, started translating the Bible into the modern dialect, in collaboration
with some of the native clergy. Parts of this translation were written on
'school cards', which were employed in teaching.
At the end of 1840, a printing press arrived and in 1841 the first printed
Urmia Aramaic texts were issued. The orthography of these early texts dif-
fers from that in later texts, in that it was more phonetic and less influenced
by Classical Syriac grammar than later texts. It is difficult to say whether
this was a deliberate choice of the missionaries and their assistants or
whether it was mainly due to lack of comparative knowledge. Whatever the
reason for this rather phonetic spelling may have been, I think that these
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early spelling conventions indicate that one should not accuse the Protestant
missionaries of deliberately introducing a 'historical' spelling. The early
spelling was rather phonetic, both in its consonant and vowel inventory,
and employed very few silent letters. One must assume that the missionar-
ies intended to devise a spelling that was easy to understand and easy to
learn.
It did not take long before the first changes in the orthography appeared.
Some of these spelling innovations were needed to better represent the ac-
tual speech sounds, whereas some other innovations can be interpreted as
changes towards a more historical spelling. A number of these spelling in-
novations were introduced in the NT edition of 1846, a landmark in the his-
tory of LUA.
The growing number of the schools, the increasing participation of the
local clergy in the work of the Protestant mission, and the general accept-
ance of the Bible translation in the vernacular language indicate that the
work of the Protestant mission was accepted and appreciated.
9.1.3 Standardization
In the years between the NT edition of 1846 and the OT edition of 1852,
the orthography of LUA was further standardized. Except for some varia-
tions in the writing of loanwords, the orthographical conventions as em-
ployed in the edition of 1852 were maintained in the Protestant press almost
till the end of the nineteenth century. The grammar of the missionary
Stoddard, written about 1853, testifies to this standardization of the written
language. The greater part of the productions of the Protestant press, there-
fore, used this standard.
The letters to the missionaries in the edition of Merx make clear that in
the sixties the literary language was firmly established as a means of com-
munication. These letters were written by people who had received their
education at the Protestant schools. The main part of the texts edited by
Merx and Socin consists of the stories written down by Audishu bar
Arsanis, at the end of the sixties in Berlin. These texts, containing tradi-
tional stories and descriptions of special events like marriage, baptism, and
funeral, are written in a narrative style, which gives the impression of being
rather close to the spoken language, with many repetitions, anacoluthons
and inserted explanations. This style is different from that which is em-
ployed in the missionary magazine ZdB, in which the sentences are care-
fully formulated. Other differences between ZdB and the texts of Merx and
Socin may be due to the fact that missionaries, most of whom were non-
native speakers themselves, contributed to the magazine.
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In its first years, the mission work of the Lazarists, which started in
1839, made use of the publications of the Protestant press. The small press
that was brought in from Europe by Bedjan in 1861, although little used,
indicates that in these years the Lazarists became convinced that they had to
produce their own literature, in order to compete successfully with the Prot-
estant mission. The oldest example from the Lazarist press that has been
studied by me, the NT Peshitta edition with translation in the vernacular of
1877, shows that this press, in its use of the vernacular, in general followed
the orthographical conventions as employed in the Protestant press. The
Lazarists introduced a few innovations, thereby correcting some odd spell-
ings of the Protestant press.
Although it is uncertain whether Bedjan was purposely sent to Europe to
provide books for the Chaldean Christians, his activities in the field of the
literary language proved to be of great importance for the work of the
Lazarist mission. This educated native speaker not only edited a large
number of Classical Syriac texts, but also contributed to the growth of LUA
by writing a number of books in the new literary language. His first book in
LUA appeared in 1885. He continued the orthographical tradition as set by
the Lazarist press, being close to the Protestant conventions. It is the refined
literary style of his books that set them apart from all other texts in LUA
produced until then. His texts benefited from a combination of inside
knowledge of the vernacular language and solid training in languages with
a long literary tradition, like Classical Syriac, Persian, and Latin.
9.1.4 The 'classical ' period
The main characteristic of the third period in the pre-war development of
LUA is the growing use of historical spellings, based on Classical Syriac
grammar and orthography. In all likelihood, the first initiative to devise a
more etymological spelling came from the Anglican missionaries. Arthur
Maclean, who worked in Urmia from 1886 to 1891, was an advocate of a
historical spelling for two reasons: first, 'the vernacular must be treated as
a historical language' and not 'as one invented in the present generation', a
fact that in his opinion is obscured by a purely phonetic spelling, and sec-
ond, differences in pronunciation between the various dialects in the region
are better served by a historical spelling, because these classical forms are
more easily recognized than forms based on the particular pronunciation of
Urmia. The latter argument, by the way, also provided a reason for making
only restricted use of words that were understood only in one part of the
Aramaic-speaking area. This applies mainly to loanwords.
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This historical spelling was employed in the books of the Anglican mis-
sion press, which began printing in 1889. It is uncertain at what time these
etymological spellings were employed for the first time by writers publish-
ing with the other mission presses, but it is revealing that already in the Bi-
ble edition of 1893 a few of these etymological spellings occur. A very im-
portant feature of the etymological spelling, the third person singular mas-
culine and feminine endings of the PRET and copula with h rather than ', is
not yet found in BT of 1893, and neither is it employed by Bedjan in his
Mois de Marie of 1904. It appears, however, in his Vies des Saints of 1912.
I do not have enough material of the Protestant press of these years to de-
cide when these endings were first employed, but they are found in the
grammar of Mooshie of 1912.
The abstracts from ZdB, as presented by Macuch, show that towards the
end of the nineteenth century the discussion on orthography was not con-
fined to the missionaries of the Anglican and Protestant missions. Native
writers contributed to the discussion in ZdB with long articles. Most of
these Assyrian writers favored a more etymological spelling, so it is not
surprising to find that, in the course of the twentieth century, most aspects
of the spelling conventions as used by the Anglican press became part of
the standard spelling.
The revised version of the Bible translation of 1846/1852, which in 1893
was issued by the American Bible Society in New York, in another way can
be seen as representative of the developments in this period. Although the
influence of the orthographical conventions that came in vogue at the end
of the century is visible, the edition in this respect still is much closer to the
earlier Protestant conventions than to the 'Anglican' innovations. It is in the
field of lexicography that this translation is markedly different from the ear-
lier version. In the 1893 edition, which is based on the Hebrew and Greek
text, a deliberate effort was made to free the vocabulary of typically 'Urmi'
forms, including loanwords from Turkish and Persian. Instead, lexical items
closer to Classical Syriac were preferred, often in view of the Peshitta text.
We do not know for certain who worked on this revision, but it is likely that
at least some of the members of the committee that worked on the prelimi-
nary edition of Genesis of 1886, also contributed to the edition of 1893.
Altough one may have doubts whether or not the translation and its revi-
sion can be considered to be a 'good' translation in the linguistic sense, it
clearly served its purpose in the nineteenth century. As such it was kept in
high esteem by the Assyrians. The 1893 edition has been reprinted time and
again. Although recently new translations of parts of the Bible have become
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available, the 1893 edition still is the only complete Bible in Neo-Aramaic
which is being used by those Assyrians who read the modern language, in
the Church of the East as well as in Protestant denominations.
The First World War ended the formative period of Literary Urmia Ara-
maic, but at that time the language was already firmly rooted in the
Assyrian community. After the war, the literary tradition was continued in
various ways in the different countries in which Assyrian communities
were established. In all of these, the literary language of Urmia constituted
the basis for further developments, even when a large part of the commu-
nity did not originate in the Urmia region. In nearly all these communities,
except for the one in the former Soviet Union, the orthographical conven-
tions of the pre-war period were maintained. In the Soviet Union a new or-
thography was created, based entirely on phonemic principles. However,
due to changing political circumstances, this new literary tradition was not
able to survive.
9.2 Factors determining the development of LUA
9.2.1 Introduction
An important question that has to be answered in this concluding chapter is
why the introduction of a new literary language by Western missions
proved to be so successful. Or, to put it differently: which factors deter-
mined the development of LUA, positively or negatively? How did LUA
acquire the form it had at the outbreak of the war? The chapters on the gen-
eral history, on the history of the missions and the history of writing and
printing, and the chapters on the language itself, all provide elements for
answering this question.
9.2.2 Socio-historical factors
The situation of the Christians in Persia, in the early nineteenth century,
was that of a small minority that was accepted by the majority as long as it
did not attract too much attention. Most of the people were farmers and
were not educated. The clergy was literate in Classical Syriac, but most of
them only to a limited extent. In all likelihood, literacy in Persian or Arabic
was hardly ever acquired by any of them. It is, therefore, understandable
that the Assyrians were eager to make contact with Western travelers and
missionaries, who represented a world in which Christians were a majority
rather than a minority, and a world that in many respects seemed to be
wealthier and more important than theirs.
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This positive attitude towards the West might explain why the American
Protestant missionaries from the very beginning were heartily welcomed
and assisted by the local people, including the clergy. The Assyrian Chris-
tians approved of the idea of establishing schools and a printing press. It is
unclear to what extent they themselves had been fostering the idea of using
the vernacular, rather than Classical Syriac, for literary and educational pur-
poses. There are no indications that the earlier texts in the vernacular of the
Mosul and Alqosh region were known in Urmia. However, the ongoing
support after the introduction of the new literary language shows the
Assyrians' approval of and even their enthusiasm for the use of a literary
language that could be easily learned.
An additional reason for this positive attitude of the Assyrians may have
been their hopes of political protection against the arbitrary rules of the
Muslim majority. The Protestant missionaries were aware of these lingering
expectations and tried not to encourage them. However, the presence of the
missionaries as such already led to a better protection of the native Chris-
tians. Crimes committed against Christians, which before the arrival of the
missionaries were often disregarded by the local Persian rulers, now were
brought to their attention by the Protestant missionaries, whose requests
could not so easily be ignored.
Thus, the introduction of the new literary language was closely con-
nected with the introduction of modernization and westernization among
the Assyrians. In their thirst for modernization, they were eager to learn to
read and write; in English as well as in their native language.
Apart from a general receptiveness of the Assyrians for Western innova-
tions, I assume that also the respectful attitude of the American Protestants
towards the Assyrian culture played an important role in their acceptance of
the literary language. The Protestant missionaries were careful not to intro-
duce any changes that would not be approved of by the Assyrians. They
waited till they were asked to establish schools in the villages, they waited
till they were asked to preach in the Assyrian churches, and they did not
encourage the people to break with their own traditions. Although the Prot-
estant missionaries were convinced of the superiority of their own Western
culture and Western type of Christianity, they understood that the only way
to transmit their cultural values to the Assyrian Christians was to respect
their culture in the first place.
I further assume that the fact that two, later three, and at the end of the
century five, missions were competing for influence in the Urmia region
stimulated rather than hindered the further spread of the literary language.
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The initial success of the literary language among the Assyrians connected
with the Protestant mission forced the Lazarists to publish their own Roman
Catholic books in LUA. Consequently the Anglicans, when establishing
their press, could not refrain from publishing in the vernacular language.
The more books were printed in the literary language, the more people of
different groups came in contact with the language, and the more wide-
spread the use of the literary language became.
After the First World War, the development of the literary language was
hampered by the spread of the Assyrian Christians to a large number of dif-
ferent places. In some of these diaspora communities the literary tradition
was continued, as it was in the communities in the Middle East, but no-
where were the circumstances so favorable for a common literary develop-
ment as they had been in nineteenth-century Urmia.
The missionaries' introduction of the literary language based on the
Urmia Aramaic dialect also gave rise to the scholarly study of the Neo-Ara-
maic dialects. Some of the missionaries themselves contributed to the study
of Neo-Aramaic, such as the Protestant missionary Stoddard, the Anglican
missionary Maclean, and the Roman Catholic missionary Rhétoré (in
Mosul), whereas most Western scholars interested in Neo-Aramaic, like
Rödiger, Nöldeke, Socin, and Merx, were largely dependent on the material
sent to them by the missionaries. The other way round, in the earliest peri-
ods of the development of the literary language, when the Protestant mis-
sionaries standardized the orthography, the influence of scholarly opinions
on this language seems not to have been very large. In the third period, the
growing knowledge of the relation between earlier Aramaic languages, like
CS, and the modern vernaculars greatly stimulated the use of etymological
spellings, its major advocate being the Anglican missionary and grammar-
ian Maclean.
9.2.3 Linguistic factors
The linguistic situation in nineteenth-century Urmia also may have contrib-
uted to the introduction and acceptance of the new literary language. What
were the main characteristics of the linguistic situation, and how can they
be related to the introduction and development of LUA?
The most important factor is the role of Classical Syriac. This
'Kultursprache' of the Assyrians was, and still is, the language of the lit-
urgy, of the Peshitta, and of the literary tradition of the Assyrian people. In
addition, it was the language of communication between the various com-
munities. However, in nineteenth-century Urmia, only a limited number of
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people were able to read this language, and an even smaller number, all of
them clergy, could express themselves in this language. Thus, although CS
still had a very high status among the Assyrians, its function was rather lim-
ited. The liturgy was not commonly understood, the reading of the Gospel
had to be orally translated into the vernacular language, and most of the
people did not write anyhow, and certainly not CS.
Thus, the new literary language did not have to compete with CS, despite
the latter's high status. None of the functions of LUA were performed by
CS any more, at least, not for the majority of the people. The newly written
language created its own functions, viz. education and correspondence,
which CS did not cover. At the same time, CS continued to play the role it
had played in the period before the introduction of LUA within the liturgy,
clerical correspondence and parts of religious training. CS still had a very
high status among the Assyrians, literate and illiterate alike, being a visible
expression of their culture, different from that of the Muslims, different
also from that of Western Christianity. These factors made CS, although it
was used only by a small part of the Assyrian people, the perfect model for
the new literary language. Therefore the acceptance of the new literary lan-
guage by the Assyrians was greatly facilitated by its CS-based orthography.
The introduction of the written language on the basis of the dialect of the
Urmia region strengthened the position of this dialect among the other Neo-
Aramaic dialects. It is unclear whether or not the town dialect of Urmia al-
ready had a regional status prior to the introduction of LUA, but it certainly
acquired such a status after its introduction.
One wonders whether the choice of this particular dialect influenced the
acceptance of LUA by speakers of other dialects. There are no indications
that people explicitly rejected this dialect, but it is possible that the accept-
ance in the Hakkari mountains was hindered by it. The mountain dialects
are less close to the Urmia dialect than the other dialects of the plains of
Urmia and Salmas. However, I believe that more factors influenced the
slow acceptance of LUA in the mountains. The Assyrians living in the
mountains clearly were less eager to accept modernizations; they were
closer to the traditional centre of their culture, the see of the Patriarch, and
were at a greater distance from the missionary activities. These factors,
taken together, may explain why the alphabetization process in the moun-
tains went at a slower pace. At the same time, the political developments at
the end of the century, which caused many Assyrians from the mountains to
move to the Urmia and Salmas plains, may have constituted an important
factor in the development of a more interdialectal language in this period.
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It is difficult to say to what extent the neighboring languages, like Azeri
Turkish, Kurdish, and Persian, influenced the introduction and acceptance
of LUA. Although the local Azeri dialect was written at that time, most of
the Muslim neighbors of the Assyrians were illiterate like themselves.
Thus, becoming literate in one's vernacular language was a way of distin-
guishing oneself from one's neighbors, not of coming closer to them. Per-
sian at that time was a language with a long literary tradition, but it may be
assumed that only in the town of Urmia were a considerable number of
people literate in this language. In the first half of the nineteenth century,
printing was still at a very low stage in Persia, the printing press of the Prot-
estants being the first press in the region. Again, literacy and education for
the Assyrians became a means of distinguishing themselves from their
neighbors, rather than becoming closer to them.
9.3 The language
9.3.1 Introduction
In the present study a number of characteristic features of LUA have been
investigated and discussed. The features that are characteristic for the liter-
ary language of the nineteenth century can be divided into two categories:
features that reflect the influence of other languages on the creation and
development of the literary language, and features that belong inherently to
the Urmia dialect, and that have been employed in various ways to fit the
needs of the new language.
9.3.2 Features of LUA due to the influence of other languages
A number of characteristics of LUA are due to the influence of other lan-
guages. The most important of these are to be found in the fields of ortho-
graphy, lexicon, and style, whereas in the texts of the Protestant press an
important feature in the field of morphology and morphosyntax must be
mentioned.
The orthography is based completely on CS orthography, on two levels:
the script and the phonetic value of the graphemes are taken over, and the
forms of LUA, if possible, are spelled in the same way as their CS parallels.
As stated above, in the third phase of the development of LUA the use of
etymological spellings increased, with the intention of creating a
supradialectal literary language based on CS. The spelling at the end of the
period of research (1914) seems to be as close to CS as possible.
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However, it was not only CS that influenced the orthography of LUA. In
the first two phases of the development, loanwords from Azeri Turkish,
Kurdish and Persian, in general, were spelled phonetically, according to the
value of the CS signs. In the third phase, due to the same etymological ten-
dency, the orthography of loanwords was brought into line with the spelling
in Arabic script, usually conforming to Persian orthography.
A similar development can be discerned in the development of the lexi-
con. In the first two phases, loanwords from the neighboring languages
were employed freely, due to the fact that they belonged to the daily vo-
cabulary of the common people, and so to the inherent features of Urmia
Aramaic. However, in the third phase, at the end of the century, a tendency
towards purism becomes visible. New forms preferably were based on
genuine Aramaic stems, whereas loanwords from Arabic, Azeri Turkish,
Persian, and Kurdish, were replaced by loans from CS. This was worked on
deliberately by the Anglican press, especially in the Bible translations. In
the Protestant press the use of such loanwords was considered less prob-
lematic. The large amount of Persian loanwords in Bedjan's writings, while
Persian was hardly spoken in this region, perhaps can also be accounted for
by a deliberate attempt to 'upgrade' the vocabulary with loans from the
prestige language of this region, although one may assume that a number of
these Persian loanwords were used in the Azeri dialect of the region as
well.
The two cultural languages, Classical Syriac and Persian, probably had
their impact also on the style of the writings in the nineteenth century.
Some specific characteristics of Bedjan's texts can only be explained by
assuming direct influence from Persian or CS syntax. In the other texts,
hardly any indications of such influence were encountered. This confirms
the idea that Bedjan deliberately tried to create a literary style, not only
with regard to grammar and lexicon, but also by a refined use of syntactical
constructions.
In BT and ZdB, CS has influenced an aspect even of morphology. In
these texts, a construction for object marking is used that is not employed in
the other texts, and that in all likelihood has to be ascribed to influence of
CS. In BT, this construction is employed to literally reproduce the CS con-
structions. In ZdB the same object marking preposition as in BT is em-
ployed, /-, but usually according to the grammatical rules for object mark-
ing with qä in the other texts. Thus, the usual type of object marking has
been abandoned in these cases, in order to adhere to constructions com-
monly used in CS.
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9.3.3 Distinctive features of Literary Urmia Aramaic
The distinctive features of the literary language, which play a different role
in the various text corpora, belong mainly to the field of constituent order
syntax. I assume that in the field of morphology such distinctive features
can be found as well, but this will need further investigation.
The most important characteristic of LUA syntax is the fact that the con-
stituent order patterns are almost entirely pragmatically conditioned. The
order of the main constituents of a clause can be decided on only when the
discourse function of every constituent is known. In earlier studies the spe-
cific pragmatic markings of constituent order in NA, and especially in
LUA, have not been sufficiently described. The present study, using the
Functional Grammar theories of Dik, has shown that the apparently 'free'
constituent order of LUA consists of a complicated pattern of various order
patterns that can express a number of clearly defined pragmatic functions,
making use of the two main functions of topic and focus. It has further been
shown that the difference between copular and verbal clauses not only con-
sists of a difference of semantic categories or of grammatical relations, but
also in the different ways in which the pragmatic functions govern constitu-
ent order.
The description and categorization of the constituent order patterns that
occur in different texts also proved to be a tool for a further classification of
the texts. Differences in the frequency of certain constituent orders often
appear to coincide with differences in the genre of the text, the author, or
the printing press. Differences in 'style' very often can be reformulated as
differences in the use of certain constituent order patterns.
This becomes obvious when the constituent order patterns of the Protes-
tant press and those of the other texts are compared. In the Protestant press,
a large number of orders occur that do not fit into the discourse patterns of
the context. This is particularly true of the Bible translation, in which in the
overwhelming majority of clauses the constituent order of the source lan-
guages, CS, Hebrew, or Greek, is followed, also if this order in LUA con-
veys a pragmatic function different from the one conveyed in the source
language. At the same time, however, the position of the copula is usually
determined by LUA grammar, rather than by the clause order in the source
languages.
The clauses in BT are nearly always grammatically correct, because, due
to the many types of constituent order, very few possible orders are inher-
ently ungrammatical. However, in many of them, the pragmatic functions
of the clause order in the source language are not adequately conveyed in
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LUA. In the OT translation based on the Hebrew, the largest number of or-
ders deviating from LUA patterns occur.
Constituent order patterns in ZdB are influenced far less by CS or He-
brew, and are close to those in the texts of Merx and Socin. However, some
of the marked patterns, like OV and VS order, occur notably less often in
ZdB than more basic orders like VO and SV. This may indicate that the
mastery of the language of these authors was not sufficient to apply all pos-
sible types of variation in constituent order, even if they usually employed
the pragmatically correct orders. One must conclude, on the basis of the
texts as well as on the basis of the lack of attention to these subjects in the
grammars, that the missionaries were not fully aware of the pragmatic func-
tions of constituent order.
The very consistent translation of BT according to the constituent order
patterns in the source languages can also be interpreted in a slightly differ-
ent way. The fact that missionaries and native speakers alike did not object
to such a literal LUA translation from the source languages indicates that
pragmatic conditions for constituent order could be set aside for the text to
serve a 'higher' function: to underline the similarity between a revered
source text and its translation.
The study of constituent order patterns brought to light a number of sig-
nificant differences between the texts of Paul Bedjan and the other texts of
the nineteenth century. I will briefly summarize the two most interesting
features.
In all texts extra-clausal constituents occur, in pre-clausal as well as in
post-clausal position. In the texts of Socin and Merx, pre-clausal constitu-
ents are not very frequent, and usually consist of phrases that agree with the
subject or object suffix included in the verbal form. In Bedjan's texts, how-
ever, pre-clausal constituents are significantly more frequent, and very of-
ten consist of phrases that are referred to in the core clause by a genitive
suffix in the subject or object phrase. This type of clause, which is gram-
matically more complicated, does occur in the texts of Socin and Merx and
of the Protestant press, but it is rare. On the other hand, the use of post-
clausal constituents, especially those introduced by ya'ni, is very frequent
in the texts of Merx and Socin, but very rare in those of Bedjan. Another
type of clause which occurs more often in the texts of Bedjan than in the
other texts, are pseudo-cleft clauses. In this copular clause type, a fronted
constituent that is not the predicate of the clause is followed by the copula.
These features of Bedjan's language are not unique for his texts, but his
extensive use of them suggests that they belong to a higher, more stylized
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level of the language. Whether these stylistic devices were 'invented' by
Bedjan for the literary language, or whether they perhaps already existed in
formal speech before the introduction of the literary language, cannot be
decided on the basis of the present material.
9.4 Evaluation
9.4.1 Literary Urmia Aramaic
The study of the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century texts in the written
language that developed in Urmia makes clear that one can indeed speak of
'Literary Urmia Aramaic', a written language that is based on the local dia-
lect of Urmia, but differing from the latter dialect in its distinct literary
character. This literary language displayed its supradialectal character by
becoming the basis for the further literary developments among the
Assyrians in the period after the First World War, in all countries in which
they settled.
Part of the success of the literary language can be attributed to the fact
that already in the nineteenth century people from the various groups within
the Assyrian community took an active part in the creation and shaping of
this language, Protestants, 'Old Church' people, and Chaldeans. The liter-
ary language belonged to all Assyrians, not just to part of them.
These people of diverse origins which employed the language also con-
tributed to the development of its literary potential. I have paid considerable
attention to the works of Paul Bedjan, because in this early period he is the
one who seems to have made the most important achievement. However,
the comparison of the different texts corpora also has made clear that
Bedjan's work is firmly rooted in the pioneering work of the Protestant
missionaries and their Assyrian assistants.
Perhaps Odisho is right in pointing to some negative aspects of the de-
velopment of the literary language. According to him the use of this lan-
guage 'further isolated them [i.e., the Assyrians] from their old language
and cultural and intellectual heritage', whereas the development of a lingua
franca based on the Urmia dialect was reached 'at the expense of the other
dialects'.' It cannot be denied that the introduction of the literary language,
being part of a larger process of modernization, changed the traditional out-
look of the Assyrian community. As in all modern societies, the role of the
Church and its traditional literature decreased and local customs and local
1. Odisho 1988: 20.
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dialects began to disappear, while, instead of these traditional values, new
values arose: education and progress, a Western orientation, and a national,
more than a religious, identity. Whether the new values are worth the loss,
or the partial loss, of the older ones, is now subject for debate. The
Assyrians in the nineteenth century had few doubts about this choice; they
appear to have been as eager to accept modernization as were the mission-
aries to share it with them.
9.4.2 Further research
The present study of the literary language of the nineteenth century deals
only with a number of selected subjects and is somewhat limited by the
relatively small corpus of texts on which it is based. Further study of LUA
will certainly bring other aspects of its introduction and development to
light.
In the field of the linguistic description of LUA, I presume that a further
investigation of the semantic and pragmatic functions of the verbal forms in
the various text corpora will yield more information on the relations be-
tween those corpora and at the same time provide a better insight into the
complicated verbal system.
Another issue that is of importance for the description of LUA is the de-
velopment of the lexicon. The lexicon of a language can be enlarged by
employing derivation, compound forms, loan translations, and loanwords.
At the same time, the language may often be purified by trying to omit cer-
tain forms, many of them loanwords. In LUA, the replacement of loans
from the neighboring languages, Azeri, Kurdish, and Persian, by loans or
caiques based on Classical Syriac was subject for discussion, whereas in the
Protestant press a number of English loans are employed for scientific
terms. Much research will be needed to present a clear picture of these de-
velopments.
In this study I have confined myself to the most important texts of the
nineteenth century, those of the Protestant press in its standardized period,
the texts of Merx and Socin, and those of Paul Bedjan. Our view of the lit-
erary language of the nineteenth century would benefit from a more com-
prehensive study of the texts of the smaller presses, like the Lazarist and the
Anglican presses, as well as of the Protestant publications in the less well-
known periods, especially after 1870. Such a study may reveal several
kinds of lateral developments that may greatly enrich our overall picture of
LUA in the nineteenth century.
TEXTS
Introduction
This appendix consists of a number of early printed texts in Literary Urmia
Aramaic. These constitute a representative portion of the texts used in the
present study (see 1.3.3 and chapter 4). This collection does not include
texts published by Merx and Socin, most of which are readily accessible to
scholars.
As far as possible, the texts reproduced here are as they appear in the origi-
nal editions. Since these texts were in general remarkably well-edited, very
few emendations were required. The following points should be kept in
mind:
1. Variations in spelling, mainly in Text no 1, have been retained. A few
obvious mistakes have been corrected and are referred to in a note.
2. In the original texts, diacritical points are not always distinguished
from vowel points. Where I assume that a diacritical point is intended,
öl is used, rather than ai . However, underneath the consonant (due to
the limitations of the computer) 01 for both. This will not as a rule
lead to confusion.
3. As far as possible, syämi is on the same consonant as in the original
text, but due to typographical constraints, this is not always possible.
4. The page numbers of the original editions are given in square brack-
ets.
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1. On the subject of repentance (1841/1842)[
ï AXa iii
:A Nl NóaoA-a Sola :NoaoS No_»' laLiolj l_ii :ià^pi î » > T V> wVó
.A, :A_» :ia<A .NôÀjj
iup iA_>' ' ^V? ioAi? *AJ Î-^OJB ??ifr .AI iaçL\ cioiojt Acid'
.«^aoÄp Aàl icA'iA ^iaJt ç,^a li ^7^- ^i*»i? iix-l
• ? ̂  jiflLr1^ looi <SJi liâiN.1 i v>iAo3 iSîa liool iSio À(AC lio lioâl
f M <f ' » * A
| J| JJOV3 L^til iJia .IJL» i > T f l NÀ_
ai ill ? n n T j oji . î ^ n S i T La\ lil ^aoio ilxia iilli A 01?
. ÓOUJ3 L-uiAoS ai .jj.inn lu aioa-ao :AI > ̂  \, " icvSia .^^>>«i» Zjloao
N » « ^ » ^ ' i* t ' i » » i
jlfisp j " ' 7 ; ' ..> \ M. J iJL' i-ooa-ao :j_ài crA^p ÀOJ^«« ^p lu
iboA_i_i,o ;?*» TO\a ApLaJo Ifs • ^ Si y, iJL*' iA-o_i_ao .U
i .Nôcu^o:ù«^i NÔ9U«JLS\ iL i^nSKV) liiil laa lA<sêi | A |
blflj ̂  ^L-ia lA> iVo ill ^ZÀa:lI^ i2L' I^a Äaa:^ LU IÀA il*'
ipci X30 : Q J
^ ^èa lfsào\o AXo I^jasuà i,o^Na fcA' ci Ai. •_toV°°l
V T1 ' ' V H
1. See 4.2.3. In thé original, thé tilde for j has a peculiar form (\) due to the lack of the
correct type, cf. Coakley 1995b: 47-48.
1. In these early texts, spirantization and non-spirantization are sometimes noted in case
of t, following Classical Syriac rules, but contrary to later usage (cf. 5.3.2.5).
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1. On the subject of repentance (184111842)
Words on the subject of repentance
Jesus Christ said: 'I say to you that all of you too, unless you repent, will
perish likewise'. Luke 13:3.
Repentance is a matter of great importance. It is the first thing God asks
from us sinners. Whatever else we do, we will not be able to please God
before we repent. No alms and no prayer and no fasting and no other works
will be acceptable if we love sin and our hearts are hard. Many people put
their trust [2] in these things, those who do not know at all what a broken
heart is. They reject the broken heart and the humble spirit which God asks
for, and they first reach after these works with which those who are in the
flesh cannot please God. Romans 8:8.
God says: 'return3 to me with all your heart, with fasting and weeping
and mourning, and rend your hearts and not your clothes. Joel 2:13. How-
ever, people turn from repentance with all their4 heart, and grasp only the
sign of repentance, which is fasting, and take a shadow instead of sub-
stance, and rend their garments and not their hearts.
[3] In this way, many people deceive their souls with their repentance.
They value a kind of repentance that is not repentance. It is necessary,
therefore, that we distinguish between repentance which is genuine and that
which is not genuine.
First I will mention to you a number of things that are not repentance,
and thereafter I will speak on genuine repentance, and on the appropriate-
ness of that repentance for everybody.
First, tormenting of the body is not repentance.
3. The text has a passive vorm: 'become returned', which might be a literal rendering of
Peshitta 'tpnw, which should be translated by 'return' or even 'convert'.
4. NA: 'his'.
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., óöuAoA ill IboJpA o AaêLi, ^»i Noouixa lil laoA* liii Laa
[p] £«lo -N"^i^?V" 'A »fl «o ? i > i ï V > liip jJop Nôeui^4 ̂
 i?Q-^J4.°
.»Ac-!» ^Ijo lAo :^3_33 Aci NQOI.> i Vap IJLI u»oa_Jop iSn *\ >
2-aa -^»P A? Njilo .^QdAfnicip A • 7^ v óouaAüa AA li* l\oi^jp
^oci fioi }^ -f*^ liip ^7>BUi iiaoxM, .IsIuAa Ax NóöuèsjLii ill looSap <sj,
.Aaal£« ljuli lii .Nocuoi^A ?Si
.iL.' A Àarù«. >j-^-u>i iu,
axa loei lA o1^oJ^u^> .cu-i Ann* A.tito lA-ioo& laoeu aôiÀ ici
• i t f f t t ^ ' ^ i' / • ' • " t i *
i_a_ioè>p i^A.03^0 :i-jLA\3 u,ó n Vo :ei^. > \, »p lii. vi_» ciA loei N_»I .eup
,A •> ipooup i.oJJ;^^ ^_»i [ei] lijLaiA oA Nn
.aji Aèi l k A p J iA-» 3 0 ^"Aao ' - " jjo «o
:IJOA oooi
^ p a lii i uaa
oooi
•$. .A h ^óeu^ft T > T \ ooel ^a_»3 lap^p loei liLa-SL N óou^A-op^o ilóói 7*«»^
.oooi kj^oAo oooi uJLjIo ,ooói .»V. IÜ.O ooci uJo<s lik£soi .oi<s>mS S '^^
( § M I t é » i i * 1 * 1 i ' * » »
L>"^ ill i-ixnj JU*A lispel IJLlp l̂ -i,! liil ^NJ,: lapJto .^Ji'ai
Al :iaa\ oA^j* ^po oUaaóei ^p A_» ilvp^i oei !^V«J» ^p AI ilvp^ip
.lÄctJiI«. liU A lii :oi£sjL»-A LfAf" AI A
» t f f » f | M /
LV»"7'' uJiei CA <sA :^>^ »i. laüo^p JÔ^op^ ^p AI A^âp Aa:u<s o,öipj
AI .^-..A.w» ijLjcJop cn^> ti.Ji.'o ^3i .oi^Ai-ip locujtaia l A ooi* 01 Ao loiSip
l1 " T io :"^?T
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Many people bend their necks like a shepherd's crook, and rend their
garments and torment their bodies, hoping that these things will atone for
their sins. And there are [4] unbelievers who raise their arm until it withers
and they are not able to bring it down.
And there are [people] who crawl on their knees to the house of their idols.
And there are [people] who do not sleep for a long time. And there are [peo-
ple] who throw themselves on sharp knives, hoping that these things will be
an offering acceptable to their gods. These [things] are not repentance.
Second, self-hate as such is not repentance.
In this manner, Judas repented and then went off to hang himself. His
repentance was not genuine. He did not have a dislike of his sins, and no
love for God, and no trust in His mercies. He did have a knowledge of his
sin, and self-hate, and fear of punishment, which hastened him to destruc-
tion. [5] Like the repentance of Judas, all lost souls in hell will repent with
weeping and mourning and gnashing of teeth forever.
Three, fear of punishment is not repentance.
Many people fear punishment who do not fear God. You have seen peo-
ple who, when they were beaten, promised repentance,5 and enjoyed the
mark of the sticks. And their fear went away and they returned again to
their former evil-doings, as a dog to its vomit. In this way they repented and
sinned, and sinned and repented.
Four, there are other people who when they are about to die, call a priest
to pray for them, or to give [6] something to the poor, hoping that they will
not go to hell.
Five, there are other people who fear the wrath of God like bad people
who fear the king; they fear his authority and great power, but do not hate
their evil-doings — these things are not repentance.6
In such repentance, which results from fear of punishment only, there is
no trust in the mercies of God and no belief in the greatness of his grace.
Although the gospel of Christ is filled with good will and peace towards
human beings, and He has opened the door of hope,
5. NA: 2x toha.
6. Note that in this type of impersonal clauses, UA can more easily switch from pi to sg
than English.
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lèâcual lisxà oA x»lo :zzl\ Aj,lp AaA ZJOIÇL» zJL» Z-r*3 »sou* ZJLàboâo
io :,& > \, »p h|'
jl AJ. ItoonV» Al .ziàboS La z.^ >.xao »«^^ zJiÀla AI Z\ Lxil Zoli :iïooi
^ f . • M . . > t f f
T T g) lotSi? j-aou iA_» zJLlLao :m-i_ip Z.H M. So^ ^Jp Aojo^p^o Äoj_l
«ci lAau.1 jc i_
* f f t • \'
; "
j i. x 4 % fc S * % S !• '• * S i * 4 x S S S \ ^
3 ĵ̂  ^ ̂  lef! IJLZlt ^ »f. ijfl a\k. t. y "• ^V**^f 3 \ r ? ri*î y n ^Jgji ^i l33LiB iJtJOClS
•f « / » . . • j ^ ,•
2-330 !oii looi âui-îo ? ir ni,no Lcu3^ loci Ixxla ciA loci iJ^a-la (jLlôj, L_to
/ • ^ ' • * r i / " ' V ' \ i
iocua U3JÖO oôi ?\i "i\> lu L^l .(% :o ïjaôjaxàô .loci xxàLo :ciA looi j <^f
, § , • • 1 ^ " t ' , ' ^ » / '
CTUik ZOCl XUci^ ^0%iûOl JiClILj. ^*"-̂  --V ) V V ̂ y ^A ,a,Cf1ÖÄO^«4fc 3\ M«!*» ^\ ! JlVo
,lX^L.7 ^Jbo lpL*l d t̂aâ °̂ ^ô^0-*!? ̂ ^^ ? ^ r Î T \ ^ôA bo^jaàj li* iAp
.CUQjkip
^ ĵ. JLKJy*3f\ii? ^Jft^LÜ^^* ijLjfc iJKLkân LA_fel .JZ)3ÔbcVA •jL*ff'Vji IJCJÎI 1J33 jUi^sCI
iJula ? ft. j \ " Lii IJ-LZUCJO UaooÀ ziliA iil ? j * ^7 ̂ ^ ; ̂ ^tt i îî ^ iaA^Lao
, I f i * f • « » » ^ 1 t * " ^ * ' * W
7. Note the form homes, instead of the usual ki amex
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and although forgiveness of sin and free redemption are given to everyone
who is tired and has a heavy load [7] of sin, and although the blood of
Christ is able to cleanse us from all sin however great it may be, that person
does not go to Christ for redemption. On the contrary, he constructs a kind
of repentance and righteousness from his own works, and he will continue
to trust that God, because of his prayers and his alms or other things, will
revive him; in this way he reviles the blood and righteousness of Christ and
tries to buy a portion of the kingdom of heaven by his own righteousness.
Six, furthermore, when someone abandons some of his sins for a certain
time — this is not repentance. If someone who swears, or lies, or steals, or
drinks, or does other wicked things, abandons these for a certain time, but
does them again [8] another time — this is not repentance, and God will not
accept it.8 Herod repented in that way, because he feared John, whom he
knew to be a righteous and holy man, and he protected him and often lis-
tened to him and did [things].9 Mark 6:20. Nevertheless, he did not do what
was appropriate: he did not abandon his sins. He did not listen to John, to
what he said to him, that he was not permitted to take his brother's wife,
and he did not give up his brother's wife.
In this way, many people resemble Herod. When they are being rebuked,
they fear and do certain things, but they do not repent and abandon these
sins which are as [9] dear to them as their right eye or their right hand.
None of these things are repentance.
8. The clause is DA seems to be defective: either a relative marker d- has to be inserted
before yamyanâ, or the sentence connective w- befor sabiq. The translation is based on the
first possibility.
9. This quotation gives the impression of being literally translated from the Peshitta, the
verb 'bâdâ, 'to do', without object being as strange in UA as in English.
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2. The early Bible translation: the Gospel of Matthew, chapter 2 (/846)w
pobci? ' « *^A • " '.Ipoeup TijjAivjjj A,o_x_» lioci î \ rfl xào ,
l*?oou? *iAijo ill l-Li '.uJLtaio .2 '.TiljcbolX ijiaa^o <-*> li^
lL,l .3 .cAl la
o: eCÜLAo ' : a ̂  ' ̂  * llxao jLJA^ ^aaoboi j ̂ > *" *
•.Nóód loci 3-XL3Q •.li-.-̂ a lii^-oo licuia liao\ uJSLi ? \ .V.ino j^o A
?ooua >uA«oJja \ob-iol ^io .5 OiI.i.T.V) iloei
jL^oci LU r.laocua 'TLuA^S^a ^<sji âol .6 '. î > T 11 2-i_> IJU
• > » - < ^ l^âJto xaa ooi .̂ia\.!
I ti V ^
ja-»ij '.tjJLio »3 y,,lA ...... »o '.; tn\ *
No^9l^ '.«kil liioi'o Ti-Axjjsi Iiii lapoxo .8 'laaaa u^
ii«»i? Aci :uAjd loei A^i î^iiVn N«Av*? UIAOA oei lero
O .10 .iAU looua ii*i ^<a
0 :o<jpu ^uixi» ^iX lX>\ #N<Ay»o i.&n'iS Noapio .11
.12 .laocino :iaoioo :iaeip :uajlp eAl ^n\ nj nn.ioo UJU^
:cAl làLtoio :
Ael aoci l^oÀo ^b^ioA dDoL^o loucuAo la'
O .14 .oA oiifsp ^_«i ?\ > S el> \ ÎN jaaoaoi 'V -x lix^pcip .^^^
10. The notes marked with an * are those of the original. These refer to the Greek text
where it differs from the Peshitta. Since the NA translations follow the Hebrew and Greek
texts quite literally, current English versions will suffice as translation. For the LUA Bible
translations, see 4.2.4.
6l' lot CXyr *V r̂ ZZ' «y= ë*yr OÇD^»T CZ' CTCTT
II' oço<vwyoN- n- oyx -vc-nc: u>oo lörn: e^ j^aT' Cl' lor 8l' o«yk* ccr
ioo»7 orycr 9- c c
1007 ctryt:* cr5^ cv
sjçrcr
^; CTcçyrour laoyr ">\V c^oô^ "^F-FV loçodcp crrôio»': ke'vy
yoryr yjyr k'vo.ÇT oyni^a: ojvyr yfcyr c^nc'ry K- 7nrr y
' doçvyo^ jr^ eu il s J t looo "yrtó «î'^yj- ij- O«T
ç^: oz' «TÖTET ïyia: tn»Bl'. y=-y yjyr ^T^CT
6T' T*yf y1* orvyt loeocqr opcyr: çryr * !̂̂ r* TY7^
çncxr cy»>; looo'
'rV' ' TV "f1™^1?! °yt t""fr{ ? ?7 îT° S * " N ' W7'
ciTornET U)OT rn: Téo^ nrjr CTOTCT: 8l' nry:
1 :̂ f1^ irp êSô^yr er^ or^ôxr ^r r-^r çxyr vô
,ûu\ \ t vy^ ŝ yr cé^vy"Tt odçyn sjiniç^io; ce«r^ ç-e ve»' arfr
9l" t'̂ T7 1*«:0='lp: y^ """^yr dcryr op»k»h:T dç^ cn'\ûj r; V Ç L ^ i cc-r:
C1^ U L V "* ' V L UOT^'
çwvlo clococor: C^TT vô«aît«7T OÇTX'T' dçxy; jorncT or^ ÇTtyr rri:"*' ; CJOTCT;
»-y y: «»«rçoy: ydr*^; $i owoyr «^or: iôy
31019 Ä1SV3 3KL
'tip jo PB3JSUI pip- |Bjn|d S3 3i)j
rosy C^CT»^: wcrr cçyYjfT yy* Tnf: earcjT f I' ocçôccçy>s cry
yt y«*-: yrr^rr; yr CTNT: WTP cocrsn j
lj»sy^ CTÓÏT: H' u u>u: t'y crv yb L.'̂ VON> lay dyxöor^j u u>>i>: PP^
JWCO 1 7 ' ZI' coeo\ CTV: kzor»^: onpr cw""i y j
n-yr oircyo^' or OTOTÇO^ fyji cyyx-n ëv c^ \^ '"> v«" \\- OTO^T
oN* JL yu v; èTc*1 C'S C t^uCu^ yri, cc^VT oyu, »'• 6" r1?1
OTÔÇTCT rru,"'' yijeo*' yyjola;
e»tpoT xyorr: OS)COT> cyjôio -xx^iio; ojîyj^ CTÔC^T y=ez yjçyr dnaôcr1 S'
de^r: csre-^T orc»7 yV^U»^ y^arr ?y y^rr' z," ob\\\t «^ "̂
9- oiroryr lo" ocy»jo
oyyo^: oçryc a:tl<'u^ trcsjf
o^ syorr i"^ '\-u ».7 X-TT- g" opoyp r c « sjco»":
t> oarEryo^ nn^»' =rxr^«y7 opjjcryjjf;,, arorr cyr: T^lp: oaror: cia
£• orirvyr îy^ry^: 'yê?7 ^V"»*'" °eryr A C ; u y lo^: ovco*1
': or^yox' oyyn»: ^
o£ y; CTITTT: i\ "«' "» \"^ ^OT; oj.' u, ; èê-évów; i \' », <''; ox u, ; cvco'n
laocT; Y\U»'J.T c-j cyr eecojir; 100 OCTCVÔIÔ»' ovc^ cTOrrilo»" i'
laoyr c^oorn CCJTT «yfr; oipóyr C v . i t «^«-yr: OTÏyr jrarr or^
SJ.XH1
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lap :iol liiiplo .15 .ëiôAÂ, ' ^ V J
lixJalo .16 .u^fLtop'l afiLa u.bop îéloeiAÎ ja_xAo "1" ** ,; ^ ••« A V u^eLtopl
<sj| ^éA jia lAoaAa JLÜ» :^a«o ^Sa ib'aA i .>^n-JT\ ,jjj u.«4sA ll :6>aVb
u^eiiio :,.1 . t ..'•t't.t, i}\ A-i i T.«* «o ̂ ^- u,<sJL^a laoa^o :Jk«l
I * ^ l \ M f l • ^ 1
^x-ka <sj lio^o :N^Lk*o <NJ uJseuJop lioxa .17 .̂ e^i
8 .»»"itStno >Ao Jt:x3' lAo^p :3u^ô lâ><sêlo uAl liloei
M lèli \axtelo ;^L± 1̂  v >a-!r> óiA\a A T > < Y Î \ 'T^ ? ^ ti :*t~\.*.*<*\.
i**^ li^â^xto uA .oSaàud :.>iaAJ uA Nô«s^3La lA :-A
sl lalsalo .20 ;-^»« V.^
t » N ^ » i » X i i »
u,baJÔ TUB 1̂  n > Ijao iuA^l ifyAjo iil .21 .U» u,i y \ >1 uA Aiituio 71x13
u,âjxA_iilo :uAl ' ̂  "^?*" i-»bJÜo i. > *n \ i uAl \Aih* 2-iiaJ u>pôàa-
lapo ièloioÂi elofiAA lÀjJiiaàB /sà^bo îu^nAJ ib'po .22 !uAl lÀçubA
liai
la
ft.i'o il^^lo .3 .«ola !
Ok. Ol iV> ZÓCV*3 iOLüia 2_\JB.fh1 *.. Vi m
oixiaZo -- A^ft^v. ^jAv> ïla*LiK\ ibJoio '.^IM^A^VJ^ i *o ^ >A? yV^i ücio .4
% — *i *i 4 * '« ^ *i 4 4 'i 4 % '> i •' 'im 'i 4 • % 4
uJL^93 !ZAMhJè» '_\_V' looi ^ fc\^i bkOlO-V-kA y v .*• Zxlolo .5 . i-*xio CdJi f>X3 'g^\
1̂
^ y^ ^ jixioio IZÜ^LM. i S V' loei *_i^A-^D i V * l^Ljaou-Vo .6 tAs-^x»*, ioii 3 ^ ^
J M £*"- / M . WH
/ , . '̂ "^^ ' n , , • • ^T^ . . ' 7' i(. , ,
leiia ACTIQ liboioa iJiaA, ^o ?,^V^Q l^^slo .la^i b<sJî l^HpLa ^JûA o :NàI
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cio :iaiso j^sxai, A
Ap A,A.\ -Axafl A :àua :-,a«sji u,«>A^o :-o^p ^«f" „ trii">y .9 .^
.10 . A> ..ocaJ^p kxiip (-ip uk<sj.«oto u « 3 « X V i^ uiéA^i ij^ciço <uks
jà :oAl iiiolo :i_SLàiA enoaJt AJLaoioo icioNS' AJL ?S*V 10' "
«v^ i v.-< jULto A »v oAl J_lA.3dJo i V *••<* LiA-pais i A ^ » v»
^ »î *v ^jAjuajto '•-^•'s *< V lA/
âJo A-x3 .12 .lii^l i^
ó»«« iapAop ï.x.t'VX j^A^ip :. \>'-i n >a icvSi llaüo
.13 .
i .loei A lilo ^oJcoaLap >^^ ^oiàa^aoeip JULÛO :
— ï-^M1 i-S-ai'p J-iiAj :v^3 «Al
Aalo ifÜAJ èio«sjd A^xoao :i?^i? lJi3a AacJo .Ajla UAA«N
^oi :iiaA -ciö^A ^La Apjuo .iooiiA A^oao .15 . Ap_.^oioo
èioAuD v^ôfSàTi^ LsixXip ^9^° -16 .ovÜ Nó<s,>,fli y i»p Ao iiii^ i^ap ,A > i
A ei ' ̂  " f •« AJO\O .17 .cioxa NQ^O\J Ao iliilo :NO<SJJB:UIO :2^ap' ^a
.laiüap ld l ^j,i Aodio :Aao\p ooi Ax*o :iitoa
lA\\Aaao :iAja\? ooi óio^sAj* lAv*o ;,& i >i«nS lAislo i±ajco .18
lAj,i lóiofivaxM. cAi liiplo .19 :ciQ^_LiJiß> ^ip Ap_k^aiop oei óio&ja AJCUQ
.j._^Lj|.^.'» • loèn ;• - "> ̂  K\* i_a_»io
"
p IJtilp ÜOJC llixipio :^cinSoi^S Ap_aXp oc)
Aa iiïüol ooi Au.' lAj,xa :ó|o«AaA oJaiJ i=^oio .20 . AJ, ^La :jj»a> oj.pl
oei Al » ^ '" labofl i ,>Vi \ i oiAl laLiolo . l&>v>\o ;">I\ U,OIO«OL^_X A M ^ ^
V » M ,' t » / t / » • t "
.21 .lA
t*
.22 .uA Xj,lp la'c-». c-Aji ^oaJp Aói :u
Ao :-oto*Joji. TiX u,«^Aia ;^<sia : AI
A ói loojAA :v^-a? l&'nlLa iS-a-a^o .23 .lAs
i, Aalo :
•-M jo pesjsui -DM :Sui||3ds itmsnupi '£
OMJ
'ryr \^v,<'i odeoprf proio- ocuuy cnilo; ocyr
- oToHz: yr pnrr ̂ y^ ̂ yt "T^
ocercyr \Cu' teryvou)" lay orocx-r; ororyr or nrri, c
ryc^ «
T>S» yr t u 057
uy y JWT y'yu otoo«-r cwcT>carf : f""* ycx fyè" róyt
rVcó5ós>T: T& djrr »Horr jtl^: OTÔÇ^ TTV "•'iorr roar orocrr
H •
: «ncnr cer yd-v ^ylo deokz c^ f \, *\ dcr
of- doy^ocTX- \\ ojd»
pncox^o^: «ncTT d^Hort <-PS>' 01' ojoH^' »• V C y rT'*'" \ HS S!Tt: Ir5'i'''1!
u, i «'' j-ôv'nj ojo^-eT;£, jt-r ^-o^ c-vov n-roi-ol»: opc«-v ï t ù\ ù^> y-y
loo jrrr: ooTÔdcyr Y™101"! ol°f Êvjt du,<C«jt' ycw Toryyôio»" <;• OTOÇTT:
cyi oarvyr; otóóyr -«-or ycnBto^: ojvyr \ tu, v ; iropcjjT d1^^; ojvyr
9' °syyr y^f^ï: »T^xyr v^ cy dnni pncz y* -w^voio- ^- ojcyr
OTC^CT fyo: cy dçrx^ cjoçis?^ fy^ cv yÊTsSl
'yv" pV\ yv*' Toryjoia»' odcçcv": otoo irv ôpd'v yc^ cçrr1" dyêxsj^1 g-
yr oyr^»-r' ç ^^' t1^ dceç-fc; i«-yr ̂ yv ydô^Sjf ccd^ SJOTT:
y^" T\^'": ofyfv y=rdcT: y: ôrc'vfv1" ^iO«" yrnrr: lay dioo prnr
«^yr ÉrrdeT d«inçTT C-JIOT y ^ i * C' o-w-r-yv^: ou, t, w v^ '̂  v C "; oorvç-v"
fyc^' Z' o^d«7 yr ^yr ^yk doiïvN dipoyc^ yew »fT^ôtoi 107; uso CCOOT
I' o T OCTET f po t\u,^ -«Tcvolo: CTCST« y yyr^ ryc^ rryj; cloo«-r
mais A'iMva 3Hi
o^« fd'-ó «-OOT71 TI ' O7ÖpcoN« c-T-lo \ «" t J d»-|ooo c-eeokz;
* % S ' ' T V T / % » • % ' »
p*r U'S s« j x-çrr dor^v7 or* ycw jr^irovolo^: oor* ccok7 êdôxrvôtoT" wloc7
eû,ti^o\ kcV< p»«1« yçvi77: \u.uù«T7 frçr COC^VT yy orxs»yx
cnoof cçy^o^ où,«^»^: dç^ T^T iii\»v'" 01' °tôr YET««
oc^o ^«"^,t i WIO^T jv«?^ r^vo"^ fc1"» 'oorr: cicT^ cy c
*iejrr ycyii kro^ RTVÔ^; or^\*y S^y^ôlo"1 6'
jrrt Soyyôto^: o'JHocy: y^rcola»': 07^7 1007 ortaeo^7 L « ' U I I I . < I \ " 8' °TÔrç7
1 f • * > ( l « ' / * ' H . 'preçrV7 t ' u w < >y ' iros? pcnryz ocos? u»*"^ tÇ! ^u»uwoo7 cy an>)£ti yo^11«"1^ j
ecncsjyxov"1" pctr nrvôi» iry pcnrv^: «mr dy ejr*^ ypcon^1 /,- 0^107 1007
or^xvy^çôvôio»11 9- 07ÔTC7 -»Hon: yr »r^^ £"«r* nrv^: yr ip07 dû, « Cil' ^
e«r^ c-vov cçrijc-«-^ ^7: ç^c^T corh?T: jfc^v: \ û » u » 4 ; ic-or7 dor^7 yy
070TC7: JF7 êv ^çn^1 S' »jèçxT cyi; ii«yu,t dkcrv ywyr or* t^ct dyvoç^:
pxèrv: ordyi'' yn; o'-C'V^: ui L L' dy*-» Y1^ "T"»^ y yçop-r; o^rr irvço^'
y7orx7: ki™^ p-ri, yorjjn oontt -^oedprfr d^- » \, *• 7s. jncèrv: pïw: of^ y?
kçôfr jy7 rvoT'1: ddc7 or* içyr doçrijrc" f »jffr jö^: cv
yryr: ojvcyo^1 £• 0707x7 y**«!̂ : «ron d^rryr cnpo7 yif^
\|7 TÏ
r ryi: O7opc7: onyor j"V<nr y7^r: T1" ëy^ cTocr*1 ou ^ u ^ j
Ery4 ** " \ { V^1!?^1 o '̂H"1 <?^!rr: ol?T: *+^~i *• ^ ^ ^! loo
; d-
t v y11 ?T
*a b < u y ycTB' -»rTcvc^1 81' °7^"J:T: jvoc^ CTEV": lóy dy-Gyv" d7^p
0707x7: 7tT fr^jf (c^óyr) dórcr: 'Hocryr fy*1: ercrr d 7 07x7 fyn;
j^s»»': cncv1'1' ooródvyr iyói? cy oprc^ d<\ u' C^ : fyóio wo T^TCT LI
oecóvcyr yyóio! ojvyr y«rd''jv7' 9i' Ojvyr ycV •wr^vów: 0707x7;
S1XH1
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JO <^_4 c,oivJii la ol a l«o>Ji libJo 3JLSL .c,«L* lach« Hjosa
î 'n.x -3_ao :iÀ3_ài_3 JÔAoa -bÀo :A n b-o ZÄ > n ^o
* I •' • J»H ,1 ( •
lib^ ^io IlaocuA auSaA LS-ocip Cb4? a->J V^
 c!?is-'
• isiaui. loiia ^p t^cAl ilia Aacrua
jAjcuo :ci<AA3A laolo !.^^*A u.oioNja liooio i^oXbA ^La AXLXQ .13
A! ^Lkxa ;.><n\\i l&eoJ ^obJoio .14 , Uoa-a l^-ooio :iiira ci<Al Liiia/ I t « ^ i • N i 3j .
A >.sifl|_rj u,oiûàajc L?? .P I^LXâo ;z^oQji CLOZ ^J>^HI --^*^* i W v^^ 2_Jia ^-i*^i* i i « » / n • • •• ^i i •* / / i •
'7^7? ±JàJii lu^ÀoJjjJA loojBàèAo iLJL^a Laaa-iiA -^>-Si io«n «eao .15
.ZjçuLa Î ^ T T ^p jjiiüj ^kS'ç Jtoj iJSLa j,èn :mi iSçOi TLÇI o^xS ?T i t«n >àa
.isAoil evil liodo :woJaX ai. evi li«^ Tlâa : Ali u^i^i Atuco .16
* « • • / ! • f l » » | f l '
!.* v« v » V LJL03LJI iJU-ooi i S T,«\ uiàlA :UQ_X I& > -l T T evil NaibjaQ .17* t * ĵ . f M f / i i i * M > /
.puoap lia :^JU? lia A» oei lajja^ ^enoiai ^aibjQO
.19 :sób(.-M.,i lA^ooi -ÎL3 :_aaa l&JLiioi LJL. uio .18-
i' J(
v o_i_j*_iü :^ojc_»wjA lAcOci JipuLjoAiO .20 ! jii i > Vi \ S lA^ocr -pao '.TI
.22 -^ ;77V^ ^S?01 V^30 : VÜi A-ooio Nain\c»o .21 !NôViSçi\ A-ooi
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4. The revised Bible translation: the Gospel of Matthew, chapter 2 (I893)14
^ Jbpôboip itO>«^ :ipocu?
? ;!>\V> ;A_» lA-4 jaunie .2 '-TiAjcboiA î ,» ip-V» ^Jo ? *n \ *n NôAç«l :ici
.3 .oAl ipLS^jaA Afc>io !L»ja.afta oiaaork A v? "^"^ ii-ioci li-xap Llaocua
o .4 , c'.JoA. "sA-zbói O^LJ^O ü\ T v T M A^ v» jsaóaüi ^ ^ ^ ̂  T aj
• M " t* " * » •* ' " ^^
L9ui ̂ p iaoiaao :ia^a laAio lïoiAa lAao\ uJiL
_ LSU/SA laaói ^nim ilaooua Ti^ANjja oS\ :cnii sób^pl uuio .5
èsbócJi o,̂ cu lA llaooua libi_a ^jjAiSjj o,<sji 3ol .6
C1 .7 .. \ >T Bl > . > * \ J i^S 2-̂ 3-*? N?? OC1 •>ta^1 'V!)^ ^S
xd l
.8 .La
ooi :ioio \oA^l ! ? ^ \ V > ^p Nó,\ S Vi T a_a loJii iJLi .9 :
A S \ S ? \ S > > i A i a Aói îuuàajB
.2_aa l^boA, I^op4 N «Aa-*. l î T n ^ S óAv» p4o .10 .laoA.^ l±i loóup 
' .11
.12 .JO^ioaio ilaoioo iLaoip :ij.aua enil ^óSninn'nQ ÖJU^H. N<Aji.(sao :cAi
LilboL3 loapobci <n-\\ -b-ka' lAa J S i S y n dovüi ^-toi b-Lxoi ooci lp > T \. p
- .13
A ói oiOCl LioAo i^bcJtA jióbA-o ;oviouAo la'óA^ lA\li
M T ; V ^ M Jjaaio .14 ,oA ^A^? iS'>,\ > ^v ^V Jbpóbei '^ ' lif
14. To permit a comparison, the revised version of Mat. 2 is given. More vowel points
seem to be missing here than in the earlier printings, especially with o and u. Obvious mis-
takes like these have been automatically corrected. See also 4.2.6.
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\ i / M 1 || • k \ t | f M « • M M | l(i ,» •
I2_aa 3 V •"••> ̂  M S1 a A ^ t v\ 3 «i .̂ ft*/\*rt ? V T*V^ j \> u. v^ ijaaöad orA__kCn lüt ^__B_l ^HM ÎW^ i a-̂ U W t̂aî M P~* •̂ ••p î»*«!̂ » B̂ M^ ^ T^ *̂ f«^«^*«^ W| •* ̂ ^^«rf I 111*
bjl . . . .3L3 ^as :óio3oM6< Aâ oA\po TLjAe^a oJ^p lAi i,>,X>\ ̂  \,M?*" ^P«1-10
(rS-j.cn .17 .LäoAJo ^p :Aob^JiaJ.J AsA^p lia^ ̂ j,i l^cAiAo iix ^«sa^
Ara iA\a .18 HbJola :̂ Lu lltob'l a-xJ looi l-Ljoia u,ajuo ^ouoois AT^
f f •* l * l ' f c « ' l 1 • « ! I ^ M
loci ^^"^ iAo :OIÖAQJLII AC. îli'Ni-i A fc^ji îijia LiüufcO L?.̂ -** '.̂ TT?JI * ̂  *n_y.
^ | * • | M ^ t « •*
.0001 £ulp .Tiin :iai ?XnT.\ óiS
JjaoJA ?*nSi*i LiaJaa oiaAto l̂ v* Axa :ioi Uapoboi A<saa pâ iLl .19
•' t* „ r r
:Aj,aJftj,p lib A A^o icüo-Ao laóA,^ AA A -A' -.̂ co, üaJbplo .20 yb^pj
cuobji _ .^cu ,Ji.cl lioaukO \,-"'
t .2
380 TEXTS
5. Zahrïri d-Bahrâ 184911 : '5 Introduction
.1 accu«, .1849 .1 .LiJUkl ^i .oJob
[Ill]
lClil ftA*pp 1&A\C1 Ud IlS-k JjNA LM.
aci» i *" i «i> ^A«v> ;j_iaji AAa i y5« i îujoâola .fe- ^ >^ v« -i . \ Vdfi ;
6. Zahrïri d-Bahrâ 1849/1 : Education — Schools
[71l]
iloch la liuûj, ^"•"*i gjçjift Inâa^a vl .*&£* lui ..i.?maio lao :Kôeni —*•••/ / . / « . t ^ \ M , » . ^ - \ , •
l^ojc miao :iÀ«4^ô liLao Àoj^ia -japiX. ̂  ̂  :ii*l ̂  .̂ j>.a ilaô^i
jL,TV>p lÀaAi i? H So->p lÀbl±Liâ ^p :ip'o«j otoj .b^à la *4-̂ ??
Ap -ça uâlp :ia:>\ . liu' jA iiêha pAp Jà« .Noia lloefi la :-oioïapJi
Ikool IV^P? i^o ̂  :J^-* î i*nB»p ooi ; .
i ixi iA,pJ âi«op ici» la :̂ A.pJ^ od <sAa oêi
' ' l 7 f t '
jAJ il ijui liou.a'V irn AI i^auco -u^ç? ^lio :i3Àâp ^o<si -:\ -\ A*
il^o^p l.fl Sn ^V*i ^V ̂ 1?? ocl^ ̂  ^M? IJ| I ̂ ^4-V? i?^0'^
uJLao •" \ ^ fs-a :? g Sn Aâip u^a liaij iA_' lA ̂ .o-̂ p iU-fl iJu,l
JA.O iSJ lA :i«aJL^ Nl ÀAoalup Juu .-fiuJo NJ !?q,S,n~« / ^** *^ ' ^M * • c * ** / *
15. In the original, the text was set in two columns, which I refer to as A/1 and B/J,
followed by the number of the line. On ZdB, see also 4.2.4
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5. Zahrïri d-Bahrä 184911: Introduction
RAYS OF LIGHT
Urmia, November 1849, number 1
[1A1] WHAT ONE SHOULD KNOW
This is a periodical dealing with piety, education, science, and miscella-
neous news, which is published in the town of Urmia, at the beginning of
every month, edited by American gentlemen.
6. Zahrïri d-Bahrä I849/1: Education — Schools
[1A7] EDUCATION
SCHOOLS
Among all nations, schools are very useful. All nations amongst which
they are established want them and give attention to them. Where schools
are abandoned, learning is usually at a low level, evil increases, children
grow up ignorant and disobedient, and all of the nation's business diminishes.
Moreover, in lack of learning, the Church of Christ, which He bought by
his blood, is lazy. Because if the priests are not educated, how will they be
able to teach others? He who is blind, is he able to show the way to others?
He who has no knowledge, how will he be able to teach others? Some-
one who only knows the letters of books, even if he recites the literature
beautifully,16 but does not understand its contents, [IB] resembles one who
is eating the shells of walnuts only, rather than the kernel within. As long as
he eats shells, he will grow thin.17 And all those whom he causes to eat
shells, will die. For food, if it is prepared,
16. According to Maclean (1901), the noun sâprâyutâ refers to the 'office of a scribe', but
in combination with the verb qräyä ('to read, recite, study'), I prefer to see sâprâyutâ as syn-
onymous with sepräyutä, '(Classical Syriac) literature'.
17. The last line is not a separate clause in the LUA text, but makes more sense this way.
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18. Probably a printing error for .çw/ê, 'their affairs'.
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ought not to stay in the mouth, but rather to go down into the stomach and
be digested. So too, readers should understand the contents of the books, like
that faithful eunuch of Candace, the queen of the Cushites. And then they
will know what is the will of God, and they will be able to teach others.
A human being is endowed with reason and intelligence, in which he dif-
fers from the animals, but this reason and intelligence grow like a body and
need exercise by means of schools, books, and instruction.
Every village needs a good school, just as a dark room needs a lamp. By
nature, the human mind is dark and filled with ignorance and sin, but the
lamp of the word of God expels the darkness and enlightens the mind. As
David says, 'your word is a lamp to my feet, and a light for my paths'.19
Therefore, if David [2A] saw that the words of God were of so much ad-
vantage to him, everyone ought to read and obey the words of the Holy
Scriptures, in order to learn the will of God and the way of salvation
through Jesus Christ.
In other countries, parents set up schools, buy books, build buildings, pay
wages to teachers, spend much money, and send their children [to school]
in order that they may become wise and conduct all their affairs in this
world well, as they should.
In ancient times, the Syrian fathers also paid more attention to schools
than they do now. They had schools for boys who were to take orders, as
well as for others. One was situated in the town of Edessa, that is Urhay,
which was founded by Mar Ephrem. And the majority of its students were
from Persia. This school was open both to the sons of the Christians as well
as to those of the pagans. However, this school was destroyed by the em-
peror Zeno, in the year A.D. 489. And after one year, another school was
opened in that city, which became very famous. And during that period,
another school was founded in Seleucia. In the year A.D. 385, another
school was founded in the city of Darcayna. In the year A.D. 832,
19. Psalm 119:105.
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there were two schools in Baghdad and two others nearby. There were
schools set up by the Syrians in Tarhana, Mahoza, Ajabina, and Atur, as
well as in Maragha in Azerbaijan. There were also schools in Elam, [2B]
Persia, and Khorasan, and in Arabestan. There was a school in Nusaybin, in
which boys studied for three years. Much attention was given to the study
of the Old and New Testament, but they also studied grammar, rhetoric,
poetics, arithmetic, gematriya, music, astronomy, and medicine.
One Doctor of the Syrians wrote as follows: 'First of all, every chief
priest should appoint a teacher where there is none.21 And he must write
down the names of the children who deserve education, and summon their
parents to send them to school, even if it requires some effort. And if there
are among them orphans or children without clothes, their allowances ought
to be paid by the church. And if the church is poor, every Sunday the head
of the church should collect money from the faithful for their expenses. The
teacher should receive half [of his wages] from the church and half from
the parents of the children.'2'
7. Zahnri d-Bahra 1849/1: about Zahrïri d-Bahrä
[4B23] ZAHRÏRI D-BAHRA
Urmia, October 1st, 1849
[4B25J Since this is the first newspaper produced in this part of the country,
no doubt people will ask themselves: 'What is the purpose of this paper?'
The short explanation we provide here may serve to answer part of this
question, but for it to become truly clear, our readers should find enlighten-
ment in the pages of Rays of Light as this paper appears month after month.
[5A] In all countries of Europe and America there are many newspapers.
The purpose of the writers of some of these is simply this: to fulfill the de-
sire many people have,
21. The expression d-layt 'where there is none' is CS.
22. It is uncertain where the quotation ends.
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like ancient Athens, to hear something new. The purpose of other writers is
this: to inform salesmen about the wares of producers and traders, and
about the products of artisans. Other writers have a higher and more useful
purpose, that is, to increase the knowledge of men, bringing to them writing
that helps to sharpen their thoughts and cleanse their hearts. This, we de-
clare, is our purpose too. And we hope that with God's help we will accom-
plish it.
We hope that those who receive these issues will keep them carefully, for
they are printed in such a way that at the end of the year they may be easily
bound together into one volume. And we intend to fill these with writing
that is worth keeping.
8. Zahrlri d-Bahra 184911 : Miscellaneous news on the Pope, cholera, the
Sandwich Islands, Washington, and Mr. Layard's discoveries
[5A21] MISCELLANEOUS NEWS
As to the latest news about the Pope — he is still in Gaeta, which is a
village of the kingdom of Naples. A few months ago, he fled to this place
for fear of his subjects. A French army took the city of Rome, and they
forced the inhabitants to let the Pope return as their ruler.
Cholera, that frightful illness that arrived here about two or three years
ago, is now in some European countries as well as in America. On this jour-
ney, this illness traversed all parts of the world as it did [5B] twenty years
ago. In America, the death rate is not as high as it was in Asia, because the
people of that region are not as susceptible as those here in Asia, and they
also keep themselves cleaner. Nevertheless, the President, that is the chief
ruler of the United States, advised that on the third day of August, the peo-
ple of the country should fast and pray that perhaps God would turn this
frightful illness out of the country. In many, many places this day was dili-
gently observed and in the fear of God. God hears the prayers of those
beseechers. He sends his plagues to the earth for people to learn righteous-
ness. As soon as people turn to him and repent,
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there is hope that He will lift his hand from punishing them because of their
sins.
Last year the church of Mr. Coan, a missionary from the Sandwich Is-
lands,23 contributed forty tomans for preaching among the Armenians in the
Ottoman Empire. Thirty years ago, the people of the Sandwich Islands were
blind pagans. Since then they have become Christians. They are still very
poor materially, but many of them are very eager to labor and go to great
trouble for the sake of Jesus Christ. In name, the Armenians became Chris-
tians 1400 years ago — the first shall be last and the last first.
People are building an obelisk in the capital of the United States for the
commemoration of Washington; its height is 142 dray a,24 it is four-cor-
nered, and its surface is covered with white marble.
[...]
[6B1 ] Last year Mr. Layard, an Englishman who is engaged in unearth-
ing the remains of the ruins of Nineveh, went back to his country and wrote
a beautiful book about his findings, and now he has returned to Mosul to
again take up this work. His findings there are quite marvelous, like those
big palaces, all of them built with white marble slabs, each slab about two
draya long and one and a half draya wide. And these slabs are all carved
most beautifully, with pictures of people, animals, birds, woods, hunting
parties, soldiers and besieged cities. Also, the surfaces of many of them are
covered with beautiful writing, in ancient symbols that resemble the blade
of a spear, which today's people do not understand. All this remained under
the earth for some three to four thousand years, on the banks of the river
Tigris, but now they are again very beautiful and clean as new. Mr. Perkins,
Mr. Stocking, Mar Yukhannan and Shamasha Iskhaq went to see these ru-
ins when they were in Mosul last spring, and they were very much aston-
ished by these wonders.25
23. Rev. Titus Coan, missionary on the Sandwich Islands from 1834 to 1870.
24. One draya is jusl short of a meter.
25. For another report of this visi t , see Perkins 1851: 112-119.
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9. Zahriri d-Bahrâ 1871/12: true fear of God
RAYS OF LIGHT, Urmia, December 1871, no 12
[90A31] TRUE FEAR OF GOD
When Satan asked, 'does Job fear God for nothing?', he was expressing
his doubts about whether something like the fear of God exists. He ques-
tioned whether the reason for Job's perfection was his fundamental rever-
ence for God. He believed that following a change in his situation, he
would be no better than other people, and would also revile Him openly.27
He did not believe in a loyal fear of God [90B1], a fear of God that would
keep him strong and firm28 in the midst of any situation, no matter how dif-
ficult.
However, there is such a fear of God, even though it is, alas, very rare.
Goodness and perfection safeguard their owner. He is not led astray by
each breath of new doctrine. He is not turned from the way by each enticing
temptation. He is not ruled by passions and thoughts, and he does not look
for worldly profit. His main concern is: what is right, what should I do?
Therefore, he is someone whom you can trust, someone you can count
on in any situation. You always know where to find him. Whatever others
do, whatever temptation leads them astray — but he stands firm as if he
was planted on a rock, and does not move. He works as if before the eyes of
God, examining everything; he lives as if seeing Him who cannot be seen.
And the love and fear of God keep him firm.
Such a man was Joseph: still a young man, far from home, amongst
strangers, in very trying circumstances — but he took a firm stand, saying:
27. This expression is not entirely clear: (m)sâ'er-lih l-patuhy / he.reviles.him to.his.
face?.
28. Cf. Maclean: mwckem.
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how could I do something so very evil and sin against God?
Such a man was Daniel. He was so conscientious and perfect in every-
thing that although his enemies were pursueing him, they were not able to
find one thing against him except in the law of his God. And when, with
their grudging tricks, they advised the king to issue that cruel edict, we read
that when Daniel learned that this writing was sealed, he went to his house,
his windows open to the direction of Jerusalem, and knelt down three times
a day, and prayed and gave thanks to God as he had done before. The edict
did not make any difference to him. The path of duty was evident, and it
was his intention to let everything he had return to Him.29 He could have
shut his windows and prayed in private, and his enemies would not have
known, but it was a matter [91 A] of true fear of God, and he was not afraid
of what might happen to him, and so he knelt down three times a day and
prayed and gave thanks to God, as he had done before.
And a man like Paul, from the moment he was so suddenly stopped on
the road to Damascus, and trembling and wondering was urged to ask: 'my
Lord, what do you want me to do?', until the moment in which he gave his
life in a martyr's death, he did not doubt the way of the faith in the Jesus
whom he first had persecuted. There is no harm in whatever dangers over-
come him in this way; he surges forward, not turning aside, neither to the
right nor to the left, knowing that for him, living is Christ and dying is gain.
True fear of God knows no pride,30 it does not take council with flesh
and blood, and does not look upon temptations and difficulties. This is the
religion that honors God and exalts Christ, and that will bring victory to the
world.
29. Unclear.
30. The meaning of tagya is not clear. The form might be connected to an Arabic deriva-
tion of the root t-y-h > tayyâh, meaning 'straying, wandering, haughty'.
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Lojtb Lip lui* [9194]
. ' . ' . ' . * . ' . .
l3oa Lw. i >Y>n ui3£i3a !j
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o o-A o j ^ ^^ IciiA lb'i_»j lui^AAao Laai liai \*n > * ̂  i .\<» i !J^A\ ^, ;A_»
/^ " *' I M ,» f .t ^ , ^ H (. ^
31. Earlier spelled as Sekkagu.
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10. Zahrîri d-Bahrâ 1871112: the great fire of Chicago
[94A9] NEWS FROM AFAR
UNITED STATES. We hear from the United States that in October a
frightful fire was ignited in the city of Chicago,32 the city of Mr. Basset, and
that half of the city burned down. Goods worth more than 60,000,000
tomans and many people were lost. A child had taken a lantern and had
gone to the stable to milk the cow. The latter kicked over the lantern which
spilled its oil (a kind of oil which comes from the earth and which catches
fire like gunpowder when it is not enclosed in the lantern). And the oil
caught fire and spread quickly. And a strong wind was blowing, which eas-
ily spread the flames. The city of Chicago was a place that was most fa-
mous in the world for the trade in corn as well as lumber.33 Endless piles of
wood and planks burned; even worse, large forests from which this wood
was taken took fire and burned, causing damage running into many millions
of tomans as well as hundreds of lives.
The latest news we have about that big fire that burned down Chicago is
the following. One paper says: 'It is impossible to convey the frightfulness
of this fire. Very quickly the flames were spreading and jumping from
house to house and from street to street. There is no city in the world which
is so full of wood and planks. Many, many woodpiles used in the factories
were ready for the fire. It was a place filled with storerooms with tens of
thousands of tons34 of corn to be sold — all burned. The ships on the river
passing through the city — all were on fire. More than ten churches and all
the famous hotels burned down. Mints, the telegraph offices, theaters, and
printing offices as well as all the tradesmen's storehouses and shops, about
50,000 houses, and all the large railway stations and their trains burned
down. And about 100,000 people became homeless.' Another paper says:
'The streets are filled with hundreds of people with their families, wander-
ing to and fro,
32. One wonders what xä is doing here; literally it says: 'a city of Chicago'. This might
refer to a part of the city of Chicago, rather than to the whole town.
33. Lit.: 'wood for carpentry'.
34. Lit.: 'millions of ta'ni'; one ta'no being equivalent to 320 Ib or 145.28 kg.
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not knowing where to stay. And many people have been burned, the
number of which is not known yet.' And further: 'The rain of fire and sul-
phur from heaven on Sodom was not as frightful as this scene. More than
half of the 300,000 inhabitants of this city are running to and fro in the
streets, some looking [94B] for their lost families, some carrying as many
possessions as possible under their arms or clutching them to their chests,
not knowing where to go, some looking for carriages and coaches to allow
their families to escape, and horses and cattle which had escaped from their
burning stables running to and fro, people who yesterday owned millions of
tomans, today became poor, and nothing remained in their hands.' And fur-
ther: 'It is impossible to describe these terrible scenes; it suffices to say
that this large city of Chicago, in which there were properties whose profits
ran into hundreds of millions of tomans, has been ruined and that one-third
of its inhabitants now depend on charity. As this terrible day draws to an
end, thousands of anxious eyes are looking at the clouds of smoke rolling
over the city, hoping that the wind will not drive the fire to that part of the
city that is not on fire yet.'
Friendly people in the United States have collected nearly 5,000,000
tomans and sent it to them, whereas also people from England and Ger-
many have sent a contribution.
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11. Roman Catholic translation of the New Testament: the Gospel of
Matthew, chapter 2 (1877)35
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35. Cf. 4.3.I.
36. In this text, there are a number of irregular spellings. Here the text has dayhudâ (= CS
spelling) instead of dJhuda.
37. Text: dyhudâyi.
38. Text: b-in.
39. The regular spelling would be be-'kalta, rather than be-ïkâtâ. It is not unlikely, how-
ever, that this form corresponds more closely to the pronunciation than the regular form.
40. Note the two different spellings for Ism: -in and -en. It is uncertain which one is the
regular spelling in this translation.
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12. The writings of Paul Bedjan: Tas'ïtâ Qaddistâ -- Histoire Sainte
(1888)44 chapter 53: Ruth, the Moabitess
[84.21] 53. Ruth the Moabitess, an example for daughters-in-law
In the days of the judges, a famine broke out in the land of Judah.
Elimelech of Bethlehem took his wife Naomi and his two sons, and went to
the land of Moab. He himself fell ill and died, and his sons [85] married
there. After some years, they too died, and their mother and her two daugh-
ters-in-law were left as widows.
Naomi decided to return and go to Bethlehem, to her relatives and her
people. Her daughters-in-law, too, set out on the road to go with her.
Naomi turned and said to them: 'My daughters, return and settle in
your land. May God show kindness towards you, as you have done towards
me and my two sons.' They both cried loudly. Then Orpah kissed her
mother-in-law and turned to go back to the house of her father. Ruth, how-
ever, did not turn her heart from her mother-in-law, but went with her to
Bethlehem.
They arrived in the season of the barley harvest. They were poor, so Ruth
went gleaning to bring something to provide for her mother-in-law.
One day she went to glean in the field of Boaz, who belonged to the fam-
ily of her father-in-law. He was a very wealthy man. He himself happened
to come by the laborers, and he saw her there. He had heard people talking
about her. He gave her permission to glean among the sheaves, and he told
her to eat bread with his maidservants, who were in the field. He said to
her: 'They told me everything you did for your mother-in-law, after the
death of your husband. May the God of Israel, under whose wings you
came, reward you.'
After some time, Boaz saw that she was a strong woman, and he himself
married her. And Naomi, her mother-in-law, took the first son Ruth gave
birth to [86], and made him her own son, and she called him Obed. He is
the father of Jesse and the grandfather of King David.
Ruth, by her reverence for, and service to, her mother-in-law, became the
mother of kings, even Christ descended from her family. All daughters-
in-law should look upon her,
44. See 4.3.2.
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13. TVze writings of Paul Bedjan: Xayyi d-Qaddlsi -- Vies des Saints
(1912). St. Thecla and her four martyr friends, daughters of the cov-
enant
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and honor and do good to their mother-in-law and father-in-law, even
if they are poor. Certainly, the blessings of the Lord God will be upon
them and on their children.
13. The writings of Paul Bedjan: Xayyi d-Qaddisi -- Vies des Saints
(1912). St. Thecla and her four martyr friends, daughters of the cov-
enant45
[345.11] Saint Thecla and her four martyr friends, daughters of the cov-
enant
In the same period,46 they sent a letter to Narsai Tamshabor to tell him
that in the village of Cashaz there was an evil man, called Paula, who was
in name a priest. And they said to the chief of the Magi that this man was
very rich and owned many things. And the chief immediately ordered his
house to be surrounded — they seized the man himself, pillaged his posses-
sions, and took all the money he had. On account of [346] of Paula, they
took with him the daughters of the covenant of that village, Thecla,
Maryam, Martha, Maryam, and Emmi. They were taken together, their
arms bound, to the village of Khazza.
First, they brought Paula before Tamshabor, and he said to him: 'If you
were to obey the King, i.e., worship the sun and eat blood, I would return to
you all the possessions which have been taken away from you.' Then this
apostate and son of hell Paula, who was burning with such longing for his
possessions and his money that he would gladly burn for all eternity to get
them back, obeyed the chief of the Magi in everything he was ordered to
do.. When Tamshabor saw that he could not find a pretext to have him
killed and his possessions confiscated, he made up a very hateful plan,
reckoning that Paula would be ashamed and would never agree to it, and so
his possessions would pass out of his hands. He decided to order him to ki l l
these five daughters of the convenant with his own hands.
Tamshabor was pleased with this hateful plan, and immediately ordered
that they should bring the daughters of the convenant into his court. And he
rose in anger and said to them: 'Obey the King, worship the sun and marry,
and you will escape torture and the murder that has been decided over you.
45. For the Classical Syriac original of this story, see Bedjan's Ada Martyrum et
Sanctorum, vol. 2 (Martyres chaldœi et persœ}, Paris 1891: 308-313. The CS text is followed
closely, but it is not a literal translation.
46. According to Bedjan, the preceding story took place in the year AD 347.
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But if you do not listen, I will do that which has been ordered by me, and
nobody will be able to deliver you from my hands.' These saints answered
him with a loud voice and said: 'We do not fear your words and you cannot
entice us, but that which is ordered by you, will soon be fulfilled [3471. Far
be it from us that we should turn away from God our Creator, and should
do what you are teaching us to do ! ' Then Tamshabor gave an order, and
each of these women was beaten with hundred lashes, while they professed
their faith with a loud voice, saying: 'God should not be interchanged with
the sun; we cannot be like you, who have left the Creator to worship a crea-
ture ! '
Immediately Tamshabor decided on their death penalty. Then he turned
to the apostate Paula and said to him: 'If you kill these daughters of the
covenant with your own hands, all your possessions that were taken from
you will be returned to you.' The chief of the Magi did not believe that
Paula would indeed be willing to bear this shame for ever! However, what
had happened to Judas, happened to him. That which was whispered into
the ears of the Iscariot, filled his heart, too. Gold won him over and silver
enticed him, and his avarice destroyed him as it did the traitor, in such a
way that in the end his fate became like the fate of Judas. Like him, his lot
became the rope with which he was strangled. Perhaps also, like him, his
belly burst and all his intestines appeared. Oh Lord, did that thief bequeath
his inheritance to this one? That one killed Jesus, this one killed Christ with
whom these virgins were clothed, because those who are baptized in Christ
are clothed with Christ. Oh Lord, which court will do justice, and what re-
venge will there be for these two? Oh Lord, something that is stronger than
that one, or more bitter than this one? [348] Something that is more fright-
ful than this one, and more steadfast than that one? Justice will appear and
will give him his due without limits, because they sinned without limits or
boundaries.
By means of this avarice then, consisting in lust for his possessions for
fear of losing them, this apostate judge enticed him and gave him hope. He
made himself a face of iron and a forehead of tutenag, and he took a sword
and ventured towards those virgins. Thereupon they raised their voice as
one and said to him: 'Oh miserable pastor, do you stay with your sheep,
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and leave the lambs of your flock? Oh avarice, you became a wolf; will
you tear the ewes of your separation to pieces? Is this the offering we took
from your hands? Is this the life-giving blood you are letting us drink? And
now, look, your sword is our life and our salvation. We are going to Jesus,
our wealth and our treasure forever, but you — that which you so wanted,
will not come into your hands. Before you, we will arrive at the judgement-
seat; our petition, which through your hands is with us, God will immedi-
ately listen to, and your terrible verdict He will execute. And the posses-
sions that you have when you kill us, you will not enjoy them, because you
do not deserve them'.
And that satanic son of destruction came, raised his arm and slew these
five daughters of the covenant. And he cut off their heads, like an execu-
tioner who had quickly learned the trade from Qain the murderer.
These saints heroically accepted their murder, and these modest ones
went as an example. They became an agreeable fragrance before the Lord,
[349] and He himself paid them a reward for their virtues and honor for that
suffering which they endured out of love for Him !
They took the crown of the martyrs on the sixth of June, in the year A.D.
347.
Now we will end the story of Paula, son of destruction, in order that we
gain wisdom. Had not this fool read that which is written in the Gospel?
The land of a certain rich man produced a good crop... and he said to him-
self: 'my soul, eat and drink and be merry'. ... It was said to him: 'fool,
this very night they will take your soul from you; the things you made
ready, who will have them?'. And what happened to this rich man also hap-
pened to Paula. Just when this murderer expected his possessions to be re-
turned to him, in that night he died. The judge was afraid that he would
complain about him before the king and that his possessions would be taken
away, and he sent men to him in the prison, who put a rope around his neck
and strangled him. And they hid his murder, and it was not revealed... How
this death resembles the death of Judas! ! !
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14. Remembrance of the Archbishop of Canterbury (J896)41
Remembrance of the Archbishop of Canterbury
[5.14] One can scarcely fathom how much the late Archbishop cared for
the Church of the East under the protection of Mar Shimun. Although he
was very busy sending letters to all parts of the world and leading the
Church of England, and had his duties in the council of aristocratic and im-
portant men of the Kingdom (the House of Lords), he found opportunity to
consider all the letters we sent to him about the Syrians. And he always sent
us good counsel, and sometimes he wrote us thoughful letters himself [6].
And he gave us advice on our schools in the city and in the villages, and on
matters pertaining to the printing office. And he well understood the diffi-
culties of the Syrians in trade and so forth, but he was strongly opposed to
begging in other countries. He wanted the Syrian nation here to be strength-
ened in every possible way, so that it need not be dispersed to strange coun-
tries. Again and again he wrote letters to Mar Shimun, and each time he
wanted to hear news from Mr. Browne. He was very sorry and much aston-
ished about the murder of Mar Gauriel, and people do not know how much
he understood of all that the Christians suffered through persecutions and of
the distress of the Syrians in the mountains. Every day, he thought about
them and prayed for them, and in England people were amazed that he
could find time to preach about the Syrians. And one of his secretaries tells
us that there was no other subject on which he spent so much time, with
such love and joy, as on this Mission. He looked forward to that time when
the Church of the East would no longer need help from the West, and when
all its priests would be educated and would be spiritual and diligent leaders
of their flock. His chief aim was to raise up here a group of educated and
pious Syrian priests, who would be an example of Christian character and
of self-denial. He was therefore very grieved when he heard of [7] students
who were not conscientious
47. Archbishop Benson played an important role in founding the Anglican mission (cf.
3.3.2). This tract was first printed in 1896, the year Benson died, and was included in a larger
volume in 1899, from which this fragment was taken. Cf. Coakley 1985: 58-59 and 64. On
the Anglican press, see further 4.4, on the other events referred to in this piece, see 3.3 and
3.6.
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and were thinking of themselves and not of the church.48 He was not will-
ing to believe that a nation of martyrs would not be able emulate their fore-
fathers, who were ready to die rather than to sell their faith.
The story of the relationship between the Church of England and the
Church of the East is quickly told. In the year 1842, the Archbishop of Can-
terbury and the Bishop of London sent to Mar Shimun a learned priest
whose name was Rev. Badger. However, in the end, due to circumstances,
he was called back to England. In the year 1868, a petition was sent to the
Archbishop by three bishops,49 asking for help. In 1876, therefore, Dr.
Cults came here, and in the year 1881 Mr. Wahl was sent. Since he was not
successful in his work, the Archbishop, soon after he heard about this, sent
Mr. Riley here, in the year 1885. And in the next year, this mission started
its work under the leadership of Canon Maclean and Mr. Browne. In the
letter that Mar Shimun the Patriarch sent the Archbishop in that year, he
prayed that God would give the Archbishop a long life in this world and a
crown of honor in the world to come, which is being kept for those who
work in the sprititual vineyard.
In the ten years that have passed since that time, the blessed one from
Canterbury [8] has increased rather than lessened his efforts, even if from
time to time he was sorry that he was not able to help more with the educa-
tion of students and their spiritual assistance, and that his schools were not
accepted, no matter how much they were needed for the preparation of
priests, and for the difficulties which were placed in our way, which would
have been no wonder, if they had been placed in the way of those who were
drawing people away from the Old Church. But nothing made him diminish
his love or his efforts. And in his last letters to us, he wrote that he thought
that he should accept the opinion of Mar Shimun in everything. And he sent
his blessing to us.
48. Cf. Coakley 1985: 59.
49. I.e., Assyrian bishops.
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ABCFM 10, 43, 44-7, 53, 69, 93, 95, 97,
99, 104, 108; archives 14,92
Acta Marty rum et Sacntorum 114
Ada XXIII, 41,44, 73
Ain Kawa 41
Almanac 108
Alqosh XXIII, 4, 33, 35, 41, 88, 95-6, 354;
dialect 178 n. 142-3; Gospels 109-10,
INDEXES 443
Amadiya XXIII, 40, 77, 89; Jewish NA
252 n. 62, 255 n. 65, 269, 295
American Bible Society 101, 103-4, 109,
352
American Oriental Society, 53




Arabic language 2-3, 29, 32, 35, 60, 90-1,
113, 120, 128, 133, 136-7, 141, 144, 146,
163, 183, 202, 333, 353, 358, 393 n. 30
Aradin XXIII; dialect 197 n. 31,295
Aramaic 237, 255 n. 66, et passim; Stand-
ard Literary 1-3; Old l, Imperial 1;
Middle 2; Biblical 134, 151, 248 n. 50,
249 n.52; Jewish Palestinian 2-3; Chris-
tian Palestinian 2; Babylonian 2-3, 5,
133, 253 n. 63; Chaldaic/Chaldean 35,
237; Late 2, 5; Western 2, 4-5; Eastern
2, 5; see also Neo-Aramaic
Ardishay XXIII, 41, 44, 53-5, 57, 71
Armenia/Armenian 44, 54, 58, 89, 112, 118
Armenians 55, 62, 68-9, 79, 334, 388-9
Armood Aghay XXIII, 41
âxirâti 4, 38, see also Nestorians, Mountain
and Hakkari mountains
Ashita XXIII, 48, 60
Ashuriân 37






Azerbaijan 44, 72, 76, 79, 81-3, 88, 384-5
Baghdad 34,41, 62, 384-5
Baku 80
Baquba 81
Barwari XXIII, 38,41, 57
Bashkale XXIII, 4




Bible translation, Anglican 18, 116, 136,
143
Bible translation, Jewish 89
Bible translation, Protestant 45, 93-4, 96-9,
102, 358-9; NT 1846 16, 50, 52, 100-6,
107, 350, 370-1, et passim in 123-348;
NT 1854 101; NT 1860 104; NT of
1864 101; OT 1852 16, 52, 100-6, 350,
372-7, et passim in 123-348; OT 1858
101; Genesis 1886 108-9, 352; Alqosh
Gospels 1873 109; 1893 17, 109, 115,
122, 136, 143, 158, 160, 187, 194, 207,
212, 223, 241 n. 38, 249 n. 55, 271, 303 n.
32-3, 332 n. 90, 352-3, 378-9
Bible translation, Roman Catholic NT 1877
18, 112, 171, 178, 187, 192, 351, 398-9
Bohtan 4, 41
Boston 47, 92, 104
British and Foreign Bible Society 60, 93, 97
British Mandate 81-2
Canada 82
catechism 88, 101, 111, 116
Central Asia 32
Chaldean breviary 58; Church 87, 114;
monastery 34; Patriarch 33-5, 56; priests
87-8; villages 40-2
Chaldeans 35-6, 38, 40-2, 53-60, 85, 93,
113, 151 n. 87, 314, 351,361;
Chicago 76, 83, 230, 239, 246, 394-7
cholera 386-7
Christ the Only Refuge 98
Church Missionary Society 43
Church of England (Anglican) 48, 60-1, 67-
8, 73, 86,408-11
Church of the East (Assyrian) 3, 31, 35, 38,
52, 65-9, 71-3, 77, 85, 87, 361, 408-11;
see also Persian Church and Nestorian
Church
Commentary on Daniel 101
Commentary on Exodus 101
Commentary on Genesis 101
Commentary on Matthew 101
Commentary on the Minor Prophets 101
Congregationalist Church 43, 69









Diyarbakir (Amida) 33-4, 41-2, 53
Doctrina Christiana 88, 96 n. 53, 114
Edessa 2, 382-3
emigration/diaspora (Assyrian) 70-1, 76,
82-4, 355
English language 64-5, 93, 95, 100, 106,
116, 120, 227-8, 231, 252-4, 294, 304 n.
37, 309, 312, 316, 336, 354, 362, 369 n. 9,
370 n. 10
Ephesus, Council (431) 32
Episcopalian Church 61, 83
Erzerum 47, 62
Europe 70, 88, 111, 114, 121, 331, 334,
384-7
Evangelical (Assyrian) Church, see Protes-
tant
Faith of the Protestants 99
Far East 32
folklore 107
France/French 41, 55-7, 59-60, 63, 82, 84,
113,228,312,317,386-7
Gannat Bussame 87 n. 5
Gawar 4, 53
Gawilan XXIII, 41,93
Georgia/Georgian 42, 44, 45 n. 9, 76, 79,
83, 89 n. 16, 118
Germany/German 58, 71, 78, 84, 89, 89
n. 16, 114, 225, 317, 396-7
Gonduk 41
Gospel lectionary NA 96, 110
Great Britain (England)/British 60-2, 67-8,
72, 76, 78-82, 84, 396-7, 408-11
Greatness of Salvation 98
Greek language 2, 32, 103-5, 109, 222-4,
227, 241, 252, 352, 359, 370 n. 10
Gugtapa XXIII, 41, 71, 87, 93, 169 n. 124
Hakkari Mountains XXIII, 4, 31, 38, 39, 40,
41, 46-50, 64, 79, 81, 88, 90, 145, 356;





Hebrew language 104-5,109,125,131 n. 24,
222-4, 227-31, 234 n. 26, 235, 237, 240-1,
242 n. 40, 249 n.52, 250, 253 n. 63, 259-
62, 271 n. 80, 276 n. 83, 291, 296, 303,
305, 308, 323 n. 75, 330, 332, 336 n. 98,
352, 359-60, 370 n. 10
Hermannsburg 71
Histoire Sainte 17,112,114-5,309, 400-2
historical/etymological spelling 6, 109, 117,
124, 163, 172, 178, 182-3, 185-88, 350-2,
355, 357-8
Holy Communion (Lord's Supper) 51, 66,
68
hospital 70, 82, 119
hymnbooks 101, 108




Iraq 81-2, 84, 113, 120-1, 126
Iraq Levies 82
Iraqli II 45 n. 9
Isfahan 54
Italy/Italian 59, 88, 113
Jamalawa XXIII, 41,44, 89
Jews 88
Jezirah (Gazarta) 40-1
Ji lu 4, 38,41
Journal of the American Oriental Society 53




Khabur region 82, 120




Kokbâ 'The Star' 75, 110
Köln-Nippes 114
INDEXES 445
Koxv3 d-M3dinx3 119n. 178,243 9, 53-4, 59-62, 81, 88-90, 96, 113, 115,
Kurdistan 58, 63, 88, 167 260, 354, 388-9; dialect 145
Kurds/Kurdish 29,38,39,40,47-50,53,61, multilingualism 90-91
64, 70, 73-4, 79-82, 84, 86, 90-1, 105, Muslim/Muslims 3, 32, 42, 44-5, 45 n. 9,
112, 146, 181, 357-8, 362 62, 68-9, 72, 74, 76, 80-1, 84, 86, 89-90,
Kurmanji 90, 141 n. 61 354, 356-7
language reform 8
Lazarist Order 54, 113; see also mission/
missionaries, Lazarist
League of Nations 81
liturgy 44, 65-6, 87, 90, 356
Madinxâ 118 n. 172
Malay 312 n. 56
Malta 93
Mandeans 2; Classical Mandaic, 3; Modern
Mandaic 4
Manuel de piété: Salomon 1877 112;




medical missions/physicians 45-6, 50, 57,
68, 70, 74,78, 82, 84, 86, 119
Meshed 69
Mesopotamia 58, 84
Mission to Persia 69-70
Missionary Herald 14, 43, 72 n. 133
missions/missionaries: American Presbyte-
rian 1, 10, 16, 14, 37, 42, 43-53, 55-6,
58-9, 61-3, 65, 66-70, 71, 77-9, 82-4, 88,
115, 119, 122, 312, 316, 349-50, 352,
354-5, 380-1; Anglican (the Archbishop
of Canterbury's Mission to the Assyrian
Christians) 10, 14-5, 37, 60-66. 77, 79,
81, 85, 116, 312, 349, 351-2, 355, 408-
1 1 ; Dominican (Roman Catholic) 34, 36,
41, 59-60, 85, 115; German 89;
Hermannsburger Mission 71 ; Lazarist
(Roman Catholic) 10, 14-5, 53-9, 52, 79,
85, 99, 113, 349, 351, 355; Lutheran 71;
Russian-Orthodox 71,72-4,80-1,86
Mois de Marie 114, 305 n. 39, 309 n. 47,
352
Mongols 32
Mosul XXIII, 3, 31, 34, 36-7, 39, 41-2, 47-
Neo-Aramaic: Central 3, 5; Iraqi Koine
120, 140 n. 59, 141 n. 61, 163 n. 113;
Jewish 4, 89, 141, 181; Northeastern
(NENA) 3, 5, 6, 88, 155, 181; Proto
Northeastern 176 n. 136, 137, 177;
Southeastern 4; 'Standard Assyrian' 6;
Turoyo 3, 5; Urmia passim; Western 3,
5; see also Alqosh, Amadiya, Aradin,
Hakkari Mountains, Mosul, Salmas, Tiari,
and Zakho
Nestorian Church 35; Mountain Nestorians
33, 38, 59, 236; patriarchate 33, 35, 38;
theology 35, 74; villages 40-2; see also
Church of the East
Nestorianism 34-5






Order of St. Vincent de Paul see Lazarist
Order
Orient Mission 71
Ormi Artadokseta (Orthodox Urmia) 74
Ottoman Empire/Turkey XXIII, 15, 38, 42-
4, 60, 78-81, 89; Ottoman government
48-50, 63-5, 73, 388-9
Palmyra 2
Paris 113
Persian Apostolic Delegation 58
Persian Church 31-2; government 45, 52,
63, 72-4, 80, 82-3, 354; language 2-3, 11,
29, 64, 90-1, 105, 109, 113, 116, 128,






Pilgrim's Progress, The 100, 228 n. 19, 304
n. 37, 316
poetry, Neo-Aramaic 60, 89, 121
preaching 51-2, 58,64, 354
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions 69,
92, 103, 108
Presbyterian Church 43, 69
printing press: American Presbyterian 10,
16, 17, 46, 50, 59, 75, 85, 91-111, 117,
122, 349-52, 354, 357-60, 362; Anglican
16, 18, 65, 77, 110, 116-7, 122, 188, 352,
358, 362, 408-9; Assyrian 83, 119-121;
Dominican Roman-Catholic 60,85, 113;
Lazarist Roman-Catholic 16, 18, 58-9,
85, 110, 111-5, 122, 351, 362; Persian
357
Propaganda Fide 60, 88
proselytism/proselytizing 52, 55, 99
Protestant/Evangelical (Assyrian) Church
66-9, 73,77, 83, 85,353,361
Qâlâd-Srârâ 113
Qodshanis XXIII, 33, 38, 41, 47, 50, 64, 77,
79
Qumran 2
Rabban Hormizd (monastery) 33-4




Repentance, Words on the subject of 16, 98,
100, 365-9
Resht 69
revival/revivalism 45, 52, 66
Rituel 112
Roman Catholic Church 31, 35-6, 38, 40,
59, 60, 88; see also uniatism
Roman Empire 31
Rome 33, 54, 60, 88, 111, 229, 386-7
Royal Geographic Society 61
Russia/Russian 42, 63, 72-74, 76-7, 78-81
Russian Orthodox Church 71, 72-74, 86
Russian Revolution 78
Russian-Turkish (Turkish-Russian) War 42,
45 n. 9
Saint's Everlasting Rest, The 228
Salmas 4, 6, 33, 41, 115; Plain XXIII, 39,
73,88; dialect 141, 145, 154, 170, 173-5,
210, 217, 255 n. 69, 269, 356
Samaritans 2; Aramaic 3
Sandwich Islands 388-9
schools: Assyrian/Syrian 44, 83, 119-120,
380-5; boys' 50, 70, 87; girls' 50, 65,
70, 113; mission 44, 46, 50-2, 57, 59, 64-
5, 68-9, 73, 78, 82, 84, 86, 94, 97, 100,
349-50, 354, 408-11; Muslim 44
script: East Syrian (Nestorian) script 26-7,
95, 97, 99, 124-129; Novyj Alfavit (So-
viet) 118-9, 131, 146, 166-7, 169, 182;
Roman/Latin 28,95, 117-8, 124; Arabic
128, 150, 183, 358; see also orthography
(grammatical index)
Seen 41
Seleucia-Ctesiphon, Synod of 410 31
Seleucia-Ctesiphon, Synod of 484 32
Seraing 114
Shahname 107
Siryàni, Suryâyi, Surâyi 35
Sisters of Bethany 65-6
Soeurs de la Charité 57
South America 84
Soviet Union (Russia) 29, 83, 118, 121,
243, 294 n. 7, 353
SPCK 61
spelling book 93, 101, 114-5
SPG 61
St. Petersburg 72




Syriac, Classical 2-3, 5-6, 11, 32, 50, 53,
58, 60, 87, 89-91, 93-6, 99, 103-6, 109,
111-2, 114-7, 120-2, 133-4, 152, 174,
176, 192, 196-9, 217, 222-5, 227-31, 234
n. 26, 235, 237, 240-1, 242 n. 40, 248 n.
51, 249 n.52, 250, 252, 253 n. 63, 259-62,
273 n. 81, 276 n. 83, 291, 296, 300, 303,
313 n. 57, 321, 323 n. 75, 330, 332, 336,
349, 351-60, 362, 385 n. 21, 398 n. 36,
403 n. 45; Bible (Peshitta) 52, 60, 100,
INDEXES 447
103-5, 109, 112, 213, 351-2, 355, 365,
369 n. 9, 370 n. 10; literature 381 n. 16;
manuscripts 53, 60, 87, 125; 'Modern
Syriac' 5, 7, 15; pronunciation 125-6,
167; Psalms 50, 98; see also script, or-
thography (grammatical index), and lit-
urgy
Syrian Orthodox 3, 15, 38, 62




Teachings from the Words of God 16, 98,
100
Tehran 55, 57, 62, 69, 74, 76, 83
three-self formula 77
Tiari 4, 38, 79; dialect 14:
Tigris XXIII, 3, 388-9
Tkhuma 4
transcription 25-30, 107, 110-1, 115, 117
translation techniques 105
Trebizond 97
Tur 'Abdïn 3, 337 n. 100; see also Neo-Ara-
maic, Turoyo
Turkish language 3, 64, 78-81, 89, 91, 105,
109, 112-3, 122, 128, 146, 352; Azeri
Turkish 29, 85, 89-91, 145, 181, 322,
357-8, 362
Turkmanchay, Treaty of 42, 44 n.9, 72
uniatism 33-6, 40-2, 44, 53-60, 85; see also
Chaldean Church
United States of America 70-1, 76, 83, 97,
106-8, 120-1, 285, 331, 334, 384-7, 394-7
Urmi college 70
Van XXIII, 4, 60, 77




World War: First 1, 15, 38, 60, 65, 71, 74-
84 86, 92, 100, 113, 118-9, 121, 353, 355,
361; Second 83-4, 119
Zahriri d-Bahra 'Rays of Light' 17, 52, 100,
106, 108, 188, 350, 352, 358, 360, 380-
97
Zakho XXIII, 4, 89; Jewish NA 251 n.60,
295
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For chapter 2, see also Texts 2, 370-1, Texts
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